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DEBATES
iir

THE CONVENTION
OF THE

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,
ON THE

ADOPTION OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION.

In Convention, Richmond, Monday, June 2, 1788.

This being the day recommended by the legislature for

the meeting of the Convention, to take into consideration

the proposed plan of federal government, a majority of the

gentlemen delegated thereto assembled at the public build-

ings in Richmond ; whereupon they proceeded to the choice of

a secretary, when John Beckley was appointed to that office.

The Hon. EDMUND PENDLETON was nominated,

and unanimously elected president; who, being seated in

the chair, thanked the? Convention for the honor conferred on

him, and strongly recommended to the members to use the

utmost moderation and temper in their deliberations on the

great and important subject now before them.

On the recommendation of Mr. Paul Carrington, the Rev.

Abner Waugh was unanimously elected chaplain, to attend,

every morning, to read prayers, immediately after the bell

shall be rung for calling the Convention.

The Convention then appointed William Drinkard, Sen.,

and William Drinkard, Jun., door-keepers.

On motion,—
Ordvrrd, That a committee of privileges and elections be appointed

and a committee was appointed, of

—

Mr. Benjamin Harrison, Mr. George Mason, Gov. Randolph, Mr
George Nicholas, Mr. John Marshal, Mr. Paul Carrington, Mr. Tyler,

Mr. Alexander White, Mr. Blair, Mr. Bland, Mr. Grayson, Mr. Fisher,

Mr. Matthews, Mr. John Jones, Mr. Wythe, Mr. William Cabell, Mr.

James Taylor, [of Caroline,] Mr. Gabriel Jones, Mr. Corbin, Mr. Innis,

Mr. Monroe, Mr. Henry Lee, Mr. Bullitt.

VOL. III. 1 1
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Ordered, That the committee of privileges and elections do examine
and report the returns for electing delegates to serve in this Convention;
and that, in cares where no returns are made, it be an instruction to the

said committee to receive such evidence as the sitting member shall pro-

duce of his election, and report the same to the Convention.

On motion,—
Ordered, That Mr. Edmund Pendleton, Jun. be appointed clerk to the

committee of privileges and elections.

Mr. P. CARRINGTON presented a petition of Thomas
Stith, of the county of Brunswick, complaining of the undue
election and return of Binnas Jones, one of the delegates

returned to serve in this Convention, for the said county of

Brunswick; which was ordered to be referred to the com-
mittee of privileges and elections.

On motion of Mr. CORBIN,—
Ordered, That Mr. Augustine Davis be appointed printer to the Con-

vention, and that he cause to be printed, forthwith, two hundred copies

of the plan of federal government; also two hundred copies of the resolu-

tions of the General Assembly, of the 25th of October last, to be dis-

tributed among the members of this Convention.

On motion of Mr. GEORGE MASON,—
Ordered, That the Convention be adjourned until to-morrow morning,

eleven o'clock, then to meet at the New Academy, on Shockce Hill, in

this city.

Tuesday, June 3, 1788.

The Convention met at the New Academy, on Shockce

Hill, pursuant to adjournment.

Mr. LEE presented a petition of Richard Morris, of the

county of Louisa, complaining of an undue election and re-

turn of William While, as one of the delegates to serve in

this Convention, for the said county of Louisa ; which was
ordered to be referred to the committee of privileges and

elections.

On motion of Mr. HARRISON,—
Ordered, That Mr. William Pierce be appointed serjeant-at-arms to

the Convention.

On motion of Mr. JOHN JONES,—
Ordered, That Daniel Hicks be appointed door-keeper to the Con-

vention.

Mr. HARRISON moved that all the papers relative to

the Constitution should be read.

Mr. TYLER observed, that, before any papers were read,

certain rules and regulations should be established to govern

the Convention in their deliberations' which heing necessary
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on all occasions, are more particularly so on this grea^ and

important one.

Gov. RANDOLPH said, that he was fully convinced of

the necessity of establishing rules ; but as this was on a sub-

ject which might involve the Convention in a debate vvhicl

would take up considerable time, he recommended that the

rules of the House of Delegates, as far as they were applica-

ble, should be observed.

Mr. TYLER replied, that he had considered what the

honorable gentleman had said, and the objection to the mode

recommended by him.

Upon which the Convention came to the following reso-

lution :
—

Resolved, That the rules and orders for conducting business in tho

House of Delegates, so far as the same may be applicable to the Conven-

tion, be observed therein.

On motion,

—

The resolution of Congress of the 28th of September last, together with

the report of the federal Convention lately held in Philadelphia; the reso-

lutions of the General Assembly of the 25th of October last, and the act

of the General Assembly entitled, "An act concerning the Convention

to be held in June next," were read ;
—

•

Whereupon Mr. MASON addressed the president as fol-

lows : Mr. President, I hope and trust, sir, that this Convention,

appointed by the people, on this great and important occa-

sion, for securing, as far as possible, to the latest generation,

the happiness and liberty of the people, will freely and fully

investigate this important subject. For this purpose I hum-

bly conceive the fullest and clearest investigation indispensa-

bly necessary, and that we ought not to be bound by any

general rules whatsoever. The curse denounced by the diviner

vengeance will be small, compared to what will justly fall

upon us, if from any sinister views we obstruct the fullest

inquiry. This subject, therefore, ought to obtain the freest

discussion, clause by clause, before any general previous

question be put ; nor ought it to be precluded by any other

question.

Mr. TYLER moved that the Convention should rpsolve it-

self into a committee of the whole Convention, to-morrow,

to take into consideration the proposed plan of government,

in order to have a fairer opportunity of examining its merits.

Mr. MASON, after recapitulating his former reasons for

having urged a full discussion, clause by clause, concluded by

agreeing,- with Mr. Tyler, that a committee of the whole

Convention was the most proper mode of proceeding.
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Mr. MADISON concurred with the honorable gontleman

m going into a full and free investigation of the subject

before them, and said he had no objection to the plan

proposed.

Mr. MASON then moved the following resolution, which
vvas agreed to by the Convention unanimously :

—
Resolved, That no question, general or particular, shall be propounded

in this Convention, upon the proposed Constitution of government for the

United States, or upon any clause or article thereof, until the s-ial Con-
stitution shall have been discussed, clause by clause, through all its

parts.

Mr. TYLER said, he should renew his motion for the

Convention to resolve itself into a committee of the whole
Convention, the next day, to lake under consideration the

proposed plan of government.

Mr. LEE strongly urged the necessity and propriety of

immediately entering into the discussion.

Mr. MASON. Mr. President, no man in this Conven-
tion is more averse to take up the time of the Convention

than I am ; but I am equally against hurrying them precipi-

tately into any measure. I humbly conceive, sir, that the

members ought to have time to consider the subject. Pre
cious as time is, we ought not to run into the discussion be-

fore we have the proper means.

Mr. HARRISON urged, as a reason for deferring the dis-

cussion till to-morrow, that many of the members had not

yet arrived, and that it would be improper to enter into the

business until they should arrive.

Mr. LEE answered the two objections against entering

immediately into the business. He begged gentlemen to

consider that they were limited in point of time ; that, if

they did not complete their business on the 22d day of the

month, they should be compelled to adjourn, as the legisla

ture was to meet the 23d. He also begged gentlemen to

consider the consequences of such an adjournment; that

the Constitution, he believed, was very fully understood by

every gentleman present, having been the subject of public

and private consideration of most persons on the continent,

and of the peculiar meditation of those who were deputed to

the Convention.

The Convention then came to the following resolution .
—

Resolved, That this Convention will, to-morrow, resolve itself into a

committee of the whole Convention, to take into consideration the pro
posed Constitution of government for the United States.
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And then the Convention adjourned until to-morrow,

eleven o'clock.

Wednesday, June 4, 1788.

Mr. HARRISON reported, from the committee of privileges

and elections, that the committee had, according to order,

examined the returns for electing delegates to serve in this

Convention, and had come to a resolution thereupon, which

he read in his place, and afterwards delivered in at the clerk's

table, where the same was again twice read, and agreed to

by the house, as followeth :
—

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this cdmmittee, That the returns

for electing delegates to serve in this Convention for the counties of Albe-

marle, Amelia, Amherst, Bedford, Botetourt, Brunswick, Buckingham,
Caroline, Charlotte, Charles City, Chesterfield, Culpepper, Cumberland,
Dinwiddle, Elizabeth City, Fauquier, Fairfix, Fayette, Fluvanna, Fred-

erick, Gloucester, Goochland, Greenbrier, Greenesville, Halifax, Hamp-
shire, Hardy, Harrison, Hanover, Henrico, Henry, James City, Jefferson,

Isle of Wight, King George, King and Q,ueen, King William, Lancaster,

Lincoln, Loudon, Louisa, Lunenberg, Madison, Mecklenburgh, Mercer,

Middlesex, Monongalia, Montgomery, Nansemond, New Kent, Nelson,

Norfolk, Northampton, Northumberland, Ohio, Orange, Pittsylvania,

Princess Anne, Prince George, Prince William, Prince Edward, Pow-
hatan, Randolph, Richmond, Rockbridge, Rockingham, Russell, Shen-

andoah, Southampton, Spottsylvania, Stafford, Surry, Sussex, Warwick,
Washington, York, and of a delegate for the borough of Norfolk and city

of Williamsburg, are satisfactory.

Mr. HARRISON reported, from the committee of privi-

leges and elections,—
That the committee had inquired into the elections of delegates for the

counties of Accomack and Franklin, and had agreed to a report, and come
to several resolutions thereupon, which he read in his place, and after-

wards delivered in at the clerk's table, where the same were again twice

read, and agreed to by the house, as followeth:—
It appears to your committee, that no returns have been made of the

election of delegates to serve in this Convention for the counties of Ac-

comack and Franklin ; that, as to the election of delecrates for the said

county of Accomack, it appears from the information of Nathaniel Darby
and Littleton Eyre, Esquires, that they were at the election of delegates

for the said county of Accomack, in March last, and that George Parker

and Edmund Custis, Esquires, (the sitting members,) were proclaimed by

the sheriff, at the close of the poll, as duly elected delegates to represent

the said county in this Convention.

That, as to the election of delegates for the said county of Franklin, U
appears to your committee, from the information of Robert Williams

Esquire, that he was at the election of delegates for the said county ol

Franklin, in March last, and that John Early and Thomas Arthurs, Es
tfiiires, (the silting members,) were proclaimed by the sheriff, at the close

of the poll, as duly elected delegates to represent the said county of Ac-

comack in this Convention.
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Resolved, That it is the opinion of this committee, that John Early and

Thomas Arthurs, Esquires, were elected delegates to represent the said

county of Franklin in this Convention.

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this committee, that Edmund Cus-

tis and George Parker, Esquires, were elected delegates to represent the

said county of Accomack in tliis Convention.

Ordered, That Mr. Madison and Mr. Lawson be added to the com-

mittee of privileges and elections.

Mr. ARCHIBALD STUART presented a petition of

Samuel Anderson, of the county of Cumberland, setting

forth,—
That Thomas H. Drew, Esquire, one of the delegates returned for the

said county to serve in this Convention, was not, at the time of his elec-

tion, a freeholder in this commonwealth ; and praying that the election

of the said Thomas H. Drew may be set aside, and another election di-

rected to supply his place; which was read, and ordered to be referred to

the committee of privileges and elections.

The Convention, according to the order of the day, resolved

itself into a committee of the whole Convention, to take into

consideration the proposed plan of government, Mr. Wythe
in the chair.

Mr. HENRY moved,—
That the act of Assembly appointing deputies to meet at Annapolis to

consult with those from some other states, on the situation of the com-

merce of the United States— the act of Assembly appointing deputies

to meet at Philadelphia, to revise the Articles of Confederation— and

other public papers relative thereto— should be read.

Mr. PENDLETON then spoke to the following effect

:

Mr. Chairman, we are not to consider whether the federal

Convention exceeded their powers. It strikes my mind that

this ought not to influence our deliberations. This Consti-

tution was transmitted to Congress by that Convention
;
by

the Conejress transmitted to our legislature; by them recom-

mended to the people ; the people have sent us hither to

determine whether this government be a proper one or not.

I did not expect these papers would have been brought forth.

Although those gentlemen were only directed to consider

the defects of the old system, and not devise a new one, if

they found it so thoroughly defective as not to admit a re-

vising, and submitted a new system to our consideration,

which the people have deputed us to investigate, I cannot

find any degree of propriety in reading those papers.

Mr. HENRY then withdrew his motion.

The clerk proceeded to read the preamble, and tne two

first sections of the first article.
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PREAMBLE.

We, the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect

union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the com-

mon defence, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of

liberty to ourselves and oar posterity, do ordain and establish this Coi-

stitution for the United States.

House of Representatives.

Art. 1. Sect. 1.— All legislative powers herein granted shall be

vested in a Congress of the United States, which shall consist of a Senate

and House of Representatives.

Sect. 2.— The House of Representatives shall be composed of mem-
bers chosen every second year by the people of the several states, and the

electors in each state shall have the qualifications for electors of the most

numerous branch of the state legislature.

No person shall be a representative who shall not have attained to the

ace of twenty-five years, and been seven years a citizen of the United

States, and who shall not, when elected, be an inhabitant of that state in

which he shall be chosen.

Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned among the sev-

eral states which may be included within this Union, according to their

respective numbers, which shall be determined by adding to the whole

number of free persons, including those bound to service for a term of

years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three fifths of all other persons.

The actual enumeration shall be made within three years after the first

meeting of the Congress of the United States, and within every subsequent

term often years, in such manner as they shall by law direct. The num-

ber of representatives shall not exceed one for every thirty thousand, but

each state shall have at least one representative; and until such enumera-

tion shall be made, the state of New Hampshire shall be entitled to choose

three, Massachusetts eight, Rhode Island and Providence Plantations

one, Connecticut five, New York six, New Jersey four, Pennsylvania

eight, Delaware one, Maryland six, Virginia ten. North Carolina five.

South Carolina five, and Georgia three. When vacancies "happen in the

representation from any state, the executive authority thereof shall issue

writs of election to fill such vacancies.

The House of Representatives shall choose their speaker and other

officers, and shall have the sole power of impeachment.

Mr. NICHOLAS. Mr. Chairman, the time being now
come when this state is to decide on this important question,

of rejecting or receiving this plan of government, it gave

me great pleasure, yesterday, when the Convention deter-

mined to proceed with the fullest deliberation on the sub- .y /•
^^

ject ; as every gentleman will, in the course of the discus- ^ Ll / ^
sion, have an opportunity to urge every objection that may .4\ in^

arise in his mind against this system. I beg gentlemen to '

offer all their objections here, and that none may be insisted

on elsewhere; and I hope nothing; urged without these walls

will influence the mind of any one. If this part of the plan

low under consideration be materially defective, I will readily
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agree it ought to be whoU}' rejected, because representation

is the corner-stone on which the whole depends ; but if, on

investigation, it should be found to be otherwise, the highest

gratitude should be shown to those gentlemen who framed

it : although some small defects may appear in it, yet its

merits, I hope, will amply cover those defects.

I shall take it into consideration, 1st, as it affects the

qualifications of the electors ; 2dly, as it affects the qualifica-

tions of the elected ; 3dly, as to their number ; 4thly, the time

of their continuance in office ; 5thly, their powers ; and 6thly,

whether this power be sufficient to enable them to discharge

their duty without diminishing the security of the people—
or, in other words, their responsibility.

I will consider it first, then, as to the qualifications of the

electors. The best writers on {lovernment agree that, in a

republic, those laws which fix the right of suffrage are funda

mental. If, therefore, by the proposed plan, it is left uncer-

tain in whom the right of suffrage is to rest, or if it has placed

that right in improper hands, I shall admit that it is a radical

defect; but in this plan there is a fixed rule for determining

the qualifications of electors, and that rule the most judicious

that could possibly have been devised, because it refers to a

criterion which cannot be changed. A qualification that

gives a right to elect representatives for the state legislatures,

gives also, by this Constitution, a right to choose representa-

tives for the general government. As the qualifications of

electors are different in the different states, no particular

qualifications, uniform through the states, would have been

politic, as it would have caused a great inequality in the

electors, resulting from the situation and circumstances of the

respective states. Uniformity of qualifications would greatly

affect the yeomanry in the states, as it would either exclude

from this inherent right some who are entitled to it by the laws

of some states at present, or be extended so universally as to

defeat the admirable end of the institution of representation.

Secondly, as it respects the qualifications of the elected.

It has ever been considered a great security to liberty, that

very few should be excluded from the right of being chosen

to the legislature. This Constitution has am])ly attended to

this idea. We find no qualifications required except those

of age and residence, which create a certainty of their judg-

ment being matured, and of being attached to their s..ate.

It has been objected, that they ought to be possessed of landed
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estates ; but, sir, when we reflect that most of the electors

are landed men, we must suppose they will fix on those who
are in a similar situation with themselves. We find there is

a decided majority attached to the landed interest ; conse-

quently, the landed interest must prevail in the choice.

Should the state be divided into districts, in no one can the

mercantile interest by any means have an equal weight in

the elections ; therefore, the former will be more fully repre-

sented in the Congress ; and men of eminent abilities are not

excluded for the want of landed property. There is another

objcLtion which has been echoed from one end of the conti-

nent to the other— that Congress may alter the time, place,

and manner of holding elections ; that they may direct the

place of elections to be where it will be impossible for those

who have a right to vote, to attend ; for instance, that they

may order the freeholders of Albemarle to vote in the county

of Princess Anne, or vice versa ; or regulate elections, other-

wise, in such a manner as totally to defeat their purpose, and
lay them entirely under the influence of Congress. I flatter

myself, that, from an attentive consideration of this power, it

will clearly appear that it was essentially necessary to give it

to Congress, as, without it, there could have been no security

for the general government against the state legislatures.

What, Mr. Chairman, is the danger apprehended in this case.^

If I understand it right, it must bo, that Congress might

cause the elections to be held in the most inconvenient places,

and at so inconvenient a time, and in such a manner, as to

give them the most undue influerice over the choice, nay,

even to prevent tiie elections from being held at all,— in order

to perpetuate themselves. But what would be the conse-

quence of this measure ? It would be this, sir,— that Con-
gress would cease to exist ; it would destroy the Congress

itself; it would absolutely be an act of suicide; and therefore

it can never be expected. This alteration, so much appre-

hended, must be made by law ; that is, with the concurrence

of both branches of the legislature. Will the House of Rep-
resentatives, the members of which are chosen only for two
years, and who depend on the people for their reelection,

agree to such an alteration ? It is unreasonable to suppose it.

But let us admit, for a moment, that they will : what would

be the consequence of passing such a law ? It would be,

sir, that, after the expiration of the two years, at the next

VOL. III. 2
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election they would either choose such men as would alter

the )aw, or ihey would resist the government. An enlight-

ened people will never suffer what was established for their

security to be perverted to an act of tyranny. It may be

said, perhaps, that resistance would then become vain ; Con-
gress are vested with the power of raising an army ; to which

1 say, that if ever Congress shall have an army sufficient for

their purpose, and disposed to execute their unlawful com-
mands, beibre they would act under this disguise, they would

pull off the mask, ynd declare themselves absolute. I ask,

Mr. Chairman, is it a novelty in our government ? Has not

our state legislature the power of fixing the time, places, and

manner of holding elections ? The possible abuse here com-

plained of never can happen as long as the people of the

United States are viriuous. As long as they continue to

have sentiments of freedom and independence, should the

Congress be wicked enough to harbor so absurd an idea as

this objection supposes, the people will defeat their attempt

by choosing other representatives, who will alter the law.

If the state legislature, by accident, design, or any other

cause, would not appoint a place for holding elections, then

there might be no election till the time was past for which

they were to have been chosen ; and as this would eventually

put an end to the Union, it ought to be guarded against

;

and it could only be guarded against by giving this discre-

tionary power, to the Congress, of altering the time, place,

and manner of holding the elections. It is absurd to think

that Congress will exert this power, or change the time,

place, and manner established by the states, if the states will

regulate them properly, or so as not to defeat the purposes of

the Union. It is urged tliat the state legislature ought to

be fully and exclusively possessed of this power. Were this

the case, it might certainly defeat the government. As the

powers vested by this plan in Congress are taken from the

state legislatures, they would be prompted to throw every

obstacle in the way of the general government. It was then

necessary that Congress should have this power.

Another strong argument for the necessity of this power is,

that, if it was left solely to the states, there might have been

as many times of choosing as there are states. States having

solely the power of altering or establishing the time of elec-

tion, it might happen that there should be no Congress. Not
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onlv by omitting to fix a time, but also by the elections m
the* states being at thirteen different times, such intervals

might elapse between the first and last election, as to prevent

there being a sufficient number to form a house ;
and this

might happen at a time when the most urgent business ren-

dered their session necessary ; and by this power, this great

part of the representation will be always kept full, which will

be a security for a due attention to the interest of the com-

munity ; and also the power of Congress to make the times

of elections uniform in all the states, will destroy tlie con-

tinuance of any cabal, as the whole body of representatives

will go out of office at once.

I come now, sir, to consider that part of the Constitution

which fixes the number of representatives. It is first neces-

sary for us to establish what the number of representatives is

to be. At present it only consists of sixty-five ; but let us

consider that it is only to continue at that number till the

actual enumeration shall be made, which is to be within

three years after the first meeting of Congress ; and that the

number of representatives will be ascertained, and the pro-

portion of taxes fixed, within every subsequent term often

years. Till this enumeration be made. Congress will have

no power to lay direct taxes : as there is no provision for this

purpose, Congress cannot impose it; as direct taxation and

representation are to be regulated by the enumeration there

directed, therefore they have no power of laying direct taxes

till the enumeration be actually made. I conceive no ap-

portionment can be made before this enumeration, there being

no certain data to go on. When the enumeration shall be made,

what will be the consequence ? I conceive there will be

always one for every thirty thousand. Many reasons concur

to lead me to this conclusion. By the Constitution, the allot-

ment now made will only continue till the enumeration be

made ; and as a new enumeration will take place every ten

years, I take it for granted that the number of representatives

will be increased, according to the progressive increase of

population, at every respective enumeration; and one for

every thirty thousand will amount to one hundred represen-

tatives, if we compute the number of inhabitants to be only

three millions in the United States, which is a very moderate

calculation. The first intention was only to have one foi

every forty thousand, which was afterwards estimated to be

too few, and, according to this proportion, the present tern-
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porary number is fixed ; but as it now stands, we readily see

that the proportion of representatives is sufficiently numerous

to answer every purpose of federal legislation, and even soon

to gratify those who wish for the greatest number. I take

it that the number of representatives will be proportioned to

the highest number we are entitled to; and that it never

will be less than one for every thirty thousand. I formed

this conclusion from the situation of those who will be our

representatives. They are all chosen for two years
; at the

end of which term they are to depend on the people for

their reelection. This dependence will lead them to a due

and faithful discharge of their duty to their constituents : the

augmentation of their number will conciliate the affections of

the people at large ; for the more the representatives increase

in number, the greater the influence of the people in the

government, and the greater the chance of reelection to the

representatives.

But it has been said, that the Senate will not agree to

any augmentation of the number of representatives. The
Constitution will entitle the House of Representatives to

demand it. Would the Senate venture to stand out against

them ? I think they would not, sir. Were they ready to

recede from the evident sense of the Constitution, and grasp

at power not thereby given them, they would be compelled

to desist. But, that I may not be charged with urging sup-

positions, let us see what ground this stands upon, and

whether there be any real danger to be apprehended. The

first objection that I shall consider is, that, by paucity of

numbers, they will be more liable to depart from their duty,

and more subject to influence. I apprehend that the fewer

the number of representatives, the freer the choice, and the

greater the number of electors, the less liable to the unworthy

acts of the candidates will they be ; and thus their suffrage,

being free, will probably fall on men of the most merit. The

practice of that country, which is situated more like Ameri-

ca than any other country in the world, will justify this sup-

position. The British House of Commons consists, I believe,

of five hundred and fifty-eight members ;
yet the greater

number of these are supposed to be under the undue influ-

ence of the crown. A single fact from the British history

illustrates these observations,— viz., that there is scarcely an

instance, for a century past, of the crown's exercising its

undoubted prerogative of rejecting a bill sent up to it by the
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two houses of Parliament : it is no answer to say, that the

king's influence is sufficient to prevent any obnoxious WIIf

passing the two houses; there are many instances, in that

period, not only of bills passing the two houses, ])ut (nen

receiving the royal assent, contrary to the private wish and

inclination of the prince.

It is objected, however, as a defect in the Constitution,

that it does not prohibit the House of Representatives from

giving their powers, particularly that respecting the support

&c., of armies, out of their hands for a longer term than

two years. Here, I think, the enemies to the plan reason

unfairly ; they first suppose that Congress, from a love of

power natural to all, will, in general, abuse that with which

they are invested ; and then they would make us apprehend

that the House of Representatives, notwithstanding their

love of power, (and it must be supposed as great in a branch

of Congress as in the whole,) will give out of their hands

the only check which can insure to them the continuance

of the participation of the powers lodged in Congress in gen-

eral. In England, there is no restraint of this kind on the

Parliament; and yet there is no instance of a money bill

being passed for a longer term than one year ; the proposed

plan, therefore, when it declares that no appropriation for

the support of an army shall be made for a longer term than

two years, introduces a check unknown to the English con-

stitution, and one which will be found very powerful when

we reflect that, if the House of Representatives could be

prevailed on to make an appropriation for an army for two

years, at the end of that time there will be a new choice of

representatives. Thus I insist that security does not depend

on the number of representatives: the experience of that

country also shows that many of their counties and cities

contain a greater number of souls than will be entitled to a

representation in America ; and yet the representatives

chosen in those places have been the most strenuous advo-

cates of liberty, and have exerted themselves in the defence

of it, even in opposition to those chosen by much smaller

numbers. Many of the senatorial districts in Virginia also

contain a greater number of souls; and yet I suppcjse no

gentleman within these walls will pay the senators chosen

by them so poor a compliment as to attribute less wisdom

and virtue to them than to the delegates chosen from single
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counties ; and as there is greater probability that the e'ectors

m a large district will be more independent, so 1 think the

representatives chosen in such districts will be more so too

;

for those who have sold themselves to their representatives

will have no right to complain, if they, in their turn, barter

away their rights and liberties ; but those who have not them-
selves been bought, will never consent to be sold. Another
objection made to the small number of representatives, is,

that, admitting they were sufficient to secure their integrity,

yet they cannot be acquainted with the local situation and
circumstances of their constituents. When we attend to the

object of their jurisdiction, we find this objection insupport-

able. Congress will superintend the great national interests

of the Union. Local concerns are left to the state legis-

latures. When the members compare and communicate
to one another their knowledge of their respective districts

and states, their collective intelligence will sufficiently enable
them to perform the objects of their cognizance. They can-
not extend their influence or agency to any objects but those

of a general nature ; the representatives will, therefore, be
sufficiently acquainted with the interests of their states,

although chosen by large districts. As long as the people
remain virtuous and uncorrupted, so long, we may fairly con-
clude, will their representatives, even at their present num-
ber, guard their interests, and discharge their duty with
fidelity and zeal : when they become otherwise, no govern-
ment can possibly secure their freedom.

I now consider the time of their continuance in office. A
short continuance in office, and a return of the officers to the

mass of the people, there to depend solely on their former
good conduct for their reelection, is of the highest security to

public liberty. Let the power of the persons elected be
what it may, they are only the trustees, and not the masters,

of the people
;
yet the time ought not to be so short that

they could not discharge their duty with ability. Consider-
ing this, a term of two years is short enough in this case.

Many will have a considerable distance to travel from the

places of their abode to the seat of the general government.
They must take time to consider the situation of the Union,
make themselves acquainted with the circumstances of our

finances, and the relative situation of, and our connections
with, foreign nations, and a variety of other objects of im
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portance. Woiiid it not be the height of impolicy that they

should go out of their office just as they began to know some-

thing of the nature of their duty ? Were this the case, the in-

terest of their constituents could never be sufficiently attended

to. Our representatives for the state legislature are chosen for

one year, and it has never been thought too long a term.

If one year be not too long to elect a state representative,

give me leave to say, that two years ought not to be consid-

ered as too long for the election of the members of the

general legislature. The objects of the former are narrow,

and limited to state and local affairs ; the objects of the lat-

ter are coextensive with the continent. In England, at the

time they were most jealous of the prerogative of the king,

triennial elections were their most ardent wish ;
they would

have thought themselves perfectly happy in this acquisition
;

nor did they think of a shorter term of elections. Let gen-

tlemen recollect that it is to septennial elections we owe our

liberties. The elections were for seven years in most of the

states before the late revolution.

I now consider their weight and power, and whether these

will be sufficient to give them, as the representatives of the

people, their due weight in the government. By the Con-

stitution, they are one entire branch of the legislature, with-

out whose consent no law can be passed ;
— all money bills

are to originate in their house ;
— they are to have the sole

power of impeachment ;— their consent is necessary to all

acts or resolutions for the appropriation of the public money;

to all acts for laying and collecting duties, imposts, and

excises ; for borrowing money on the credit of the United

States ; for creating all officers, and fixing their salaries ;
for

coining money; for raising and supporting armies ; for rais-

ing and maintaining a navy ; and for establishing rules for

the government of the land and naval forces : these are the

powers which will be fixed in the House of Representatives.

Hence, it appears, our representatives have more compar-

ative power in the scale of government than the commons

of England ; and yet, in that country, the commons, possess-

ing less powers, opposed with success much greater powers

than our representatives have to encounter. In that country,

the king is one entire branch of the legislature, and an

hereditary monarch ; can prorogue or dissolve, call or disrniss,

the two houses at his pleasure. Besides his judicial influ
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nnct, ne is head of the church, fountain of honor, generalis-

simo of the forces by sea or land, may raise what fleets and

armies he pleases, is rendered personally sacred by the con-

stitutional maxim that he can do no wrong ; and, besides

several other great powers, has a grand revenue settled on

him, sufficient to answer the ordinary ends of government

;

it being established as a custom, at the accession of every

new king, to settle such a revenue on him for life ;
and can

increase the House of Lords at any time, and thereby extend

his legislative influence. Notwithstanding the enormity of

these powers, it has been found that the House of Commons,

with powers greatly inferior to those of our representatives,

is a match for both the king and the nobles. This superi-

ority resulted trom their having the power of withholding or

granting supplies. What will put this in a still clearer point

of view, is, that the House of Commons were not originally

possessed of these powers. The history of the English Par-

liament will show that the great degree of power which they

now possess was acquired from beginnings so small, that

nothing but the innate weight of the power of the people,

when lodged with their representatives, could have effected

it. In the reign of Edward I., in the year 1295, the House

of Commons were first called by legal authority ;
they were

then confined to giving their assent barely to supplies to the

crown. In the reign of Edward II., they first annexed pe-

titions to the bills by which they granted subsidies. Under

Edward III., they declared they would not in future ac-

knowledge any law to which they had not consented : in the

same reign, they impeached and brought to punishment some

of the ministers of the crown. Under Henry IV., they re-

fused supplies until an answer had been given to their peti-

tions ; and have increased their powers, in succeeding reigns,

to such a degree, that they entirely control the operation of

government, even in those cases where the king's preroga-

tive gave him, nominally, the sole direction.

Let us here consider the causes to which this uncommon

weight and influence may be assigned. The government

being divided into branches, executive and legislative, in all

contests between them the people have divided into the

favorers of one or the other. From their dread of the ex-

ecutive, and affection to their representatives, they have

always sided with the legislature. This has rendered the
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legislature successful. The House of Commons have sue

ceeded also by withholding supplies; they can, by this

power, put a stop to the operations of government, which

they have been able to direct as they pleased. This power

has enabled them to triumph over all obstacles ; it is so im-

portant that it will in the end swallow up all others. Any
branch of government that depends on the will of another

for supplies of money, must be in a state of subordinate de-

pendence, let it have what other powers it may. Our repre-

sentatives, in this case, will be perfectly independent, being

vested with this power fully. Another source of superiority

is the power of impeachment. In England, very few minis-
^^^{,

ters have dared to bring on themselves an accusation by ^^^
the representatives of the people, by pursuing moans contrary ^C?

to their rights and liberties. Few ministers will ever run the

risk of being impeached, when they know the king cannot

protect them by a pardon. This power must have much

"greater force in America, where the President himself is per-

sonally amenable for his mal-administration ; the power of

impeachment must be a sufficient check on the President's

power of pardoning before conviction. I think we may
fairly conclude, that, if the House of Commons, in England,

have been able to oppose, with success, a powerful heredi-

tary nobility, and an hereditary monarch, with all the ap-

pendages of royalty, and immense powers and revenues, our

federal House of Representatives will be able to oppose,

with success, all attempts by a President, only chosen for

four years, by the people, with a small revenue, and limited

powers, sufficient only for his own support ; and a Senate

chosen only for six years, (one third of whom vacate their

seats every two years,) accountable to the state legislatures,

and having no separate interest from them or the people.

I now come to consider their responsibility to the people

at large. The probability of their consulting most scrupu-

lously the interests of their constituents must be self-evident

;

this probability will result from their biennial elections,

whether they wish to be reelected or not. If they wish to

be reelected, they will know that on their good conduct alone

their reelection will depend : if they wish not to be re-

elected, they will not enter into a fixed combination against

the people, because they return to the mass of the people,

where they will participate in the disadvantages of bad laws.

VOL. III. 3
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By the publication of the yeas and nays, the votes of the in-

dividual members will be known ; they will act, therefore,

as if under the eyes of their constituents. The state legisla-

tures, also, will be a powerful check on them : every new
power given to Congress is taken from the state legislatures

;

they will be, therefore, very watchful over them ; for, should

they exercise any power not vested in them, it will be a

usurpation of the rights of the different state legislatures, who
would sound the alarm to the people. Upon such an appeal

from the states to the people, nothing but the propriety of

their conduct would insure the Congress any chance of suc-

cess. Should a struggle actually ensue, it would terminate

to the disadvantage of the general government, as Congress

would be the object of the fears, and the state legislatures

the object of the affections, of the people. One hundred and

sixty members, chosen in this state legislature, must, on any

dispute between Congress and the state legislature, have

more influence than ten members of Congress. One repre-

sentative to Congress will be chosen by eight or ten coun-

ties ; his influence and chance of reelection will be very

small when opposed by twenty men of the best interests in

the district : when we add to this the influence of the whole

body of the state officers, I think I may venture to affirm

that every measure of Congress would be successfully opposed

by the states. The experience of this state lejiislature hath

fully satisfied me that this reasoning is just. The members

of our Senate have never ventured to oppose any measure

of the House of Delegates ; and if they had, their chance

of l)eing reelected, when opposed by the delegates of the

different counties, would be small. But what demonstrates

that there is sufficient responsibility in the representatives to

the people, and what must satisfy the committee, is this —
that it will be their own interest to attend to that of the

people at large. They can pass no law but what will

equally affect their own persons, their families, and property.

This will be an additional influence to prevail with them to

attend to their duty, and more effectually watch and check

the executive. Their consequence as members will be

another inducement. If they will individually signalize them-

selves in support of their constituents, and in curbing the

usurpations of the executive, it will best recommend them to

the people, secure their reelection, and enhance their conse-
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quence. They therefore will beco ne watchful guardians of

the interests of the people.

The Constitution has wisely interposed another check, te

wit : — that no person holding an office of trust or profit

under the United States shall be a member of either house

during his continuance in office. No powers ought to be

vested in the hands of any who are not representatives of the

people, and amenable to them. A review of the history of

those countries with which I am acquainted, will show, that,

for want of representation and responsibility, power has been

exercised with an intention to advance the interest of a r(3w,

and not to remove the grievances of the many. At the time

the Romans expelled their kings, the executive authority was

given to consuls, and the people did not gain by the chani^e
;

for the plebeian interest declined, while that of the patricians

rapidly advanced, till the oppressions of the latter caused the

former to retire to the Sacred Mount ; and even this struggle

terminated only in the creation of the tribunes of the people.

Another struggle produced only the advantage of their ad-

mission to the consular dignity, and permission to intermarry

into patrician families ; so that every success on the side of

the people only produced a change in their tyrants. Under

Louis XL, in France, a war took place between the king and

his barons, professedly for the public good only
;
and, they

being successful, a treaty was made for the securing that

public good ; but it contained stipulations only in favor of a

few lords,— not a word in favor of the people. But in

England, where the people had delegated all their power to

a few representatives, all contests have terminated in favor

of the people. One contest produced Magna Charta, con-

taining stipulations for the good of the whole. This Great

Charter was renewed, enlarged, and confirmed, by several

succeeding kings : the Habeas Corpus under Charles II., and

Declaration of Rights under William and Mary, — the latter

limiting the prerogative of the crown, the former establishing

the personal liberty of the subject,— were also in favor of

the whole body of the people. Every revolution terminated

differently in Rome and in England ; in the first they only

caused a change in their masters, in the second they ended

in a confirmation of their liberties. The powerful influence

ot the people in gaining an extension of their liberties will

appear more forcibly, and our confidence in our House oi
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Represent itives must be increased, when we come to con-

sider the manner in which the House of Commons in Eng-
land are elected. They consist of five hundred and fifty-

flight members, two hundred of whom are chosen by about

seven thousand freeholders in the counties, out of eight

millions of people : the rest are chosen by towns, several of

which, though small, elect five members ; and even there are

instances of two representatives being chosen by one elector.

The most baneful elections procure seats ; one half of the

candidates purchase them : yet the people in England have
ever prevailed when they persisted in any particular purpose.

If, then, they have prevailed there when opposed by two
other powerful branches of the legislature, and when elected

so unduly, what may we not expect from our House of

Representatives, fairly chosen by the people ? If the people

there prevail with septennial elections, what may we not

expect from our representatives, chosen only for two years,

and who only have to encounter the feeble power of the

President, and a Senate whose interest will lead them to

do their duty ? The opposers of this plan of government
dread the exercise of the most necessary, the most indispen-

sable powers, and exercised hy their own representatives.

Magna Charta, and Declaration of Rights, only say that such

powers shall not be exercised but with consent of Parliament

;

and experience has proved that the making their consent

necessary has sufficiently secured a proper exercise of those

powers. The best writers also agree that such powers may
always be lodged with representatives. We have all the

security which a people sensible and jealous of their liberties

can wish for. Experience has evinced that mankind can

trust those who have similar rights with themselves. Power
lodged in the hands of representatives, chosen as ours must
be, cannot be abused. The truth of this cannot but strike

every gentleman in the committee : and still the people can,

when they please, change the government, being possessed

of the supreme power. Mr. Nicholas then quoted a passage

from the Celebrated Dr. Price,* who was so strenuous a friend

to America, proving that, as long as representation and

responsibility existed in any country, liberty could not be

endangered ; and concluded by saying he conceived the Con-
stitution founded on the strictest principles of true policy

• Obgervatioris on Civil Liberty.
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and liberty, and that he was willing to trust his own hap-

piness, and that of his posterity, to the operation of that

system.

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, the public mind, as well

as my own, is extremely uneasy at the proposed change of

government. Give me leave to form one of the number of

thosd who wish to be thoroughly acquainted with the reasons

of this perilous and uneasy situation, and why we are brought

hither to decide on this great national question. I consider

myself as the servant of the people of this commonwealth,
as a sentinel over their rights, liberty, and happiness. 1

represent their feelings when I say that they are exceedingly

uneasy at being brought from that state of full security, which

they enjoyed, to the present delusive appearance of things.

A year ago, the minds of our citizens were at perfect repose.

Before the meeting of the late federal Convention at Phila-

delphia, a general peace and a universal tranquillity prevailed

in this country ; but, since that period, they are exceedingly

uneasy and disquieted. When I wished for an appointment

to this Convention, my mind was extremely agitated for the

situation of public affairs. I conceived the republic to be in

extreme danger. If our situation be thus uneasy, whence
has arisen this fearful jeopardy ? It arises from this fatal

system ; it arises from a proposal to change our government
— a proposal that goes to the utter annihilation of the most

solemn engagements of the states— a proposal of establish-

ing nine states into a confederacy, to the eventual exclusion

of four states. It goes to the annihilation of those solemn

treaties we have formed with foreign nations.

The present circumstances of France— the good offices

rendered us by that kingdom— require our most faithful and

most punctual adherence to our treaty with her. We are in

alliance with the Spaniards, the Dutch, the Prussians ; those

treaties bound us as thirteen states confederated together.

Yet here is a proposal to sever that confederacy. Is it pos-

sible that we shall abandon all our treaties and national en- ^ft^),\-

gagements?— and for what? 1 expected to hear the reasons
y

/^l

for an event so unexpected to my mind and many others, -^x/

Was our civil polity, or public justice, endangered or sapped r

»Vas the real existence of the country threatened, or was this

preceded by a mournful progression of events? This pro-

posal of altering our federal government is of a most alarming
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nature ! IMake the best of this new government— saj it is

composed by any thing but inspiration— you ought to be ex-

tremely cautious, watchful, jealous of your liberty
;

for, in-

stead of securing your rights, you may lose them forever. If

a wrong step be now made, the republic may be lost forever.

If this new government will not come up to the expectation

of the people, and they shall be disappointed, their liberty

will be lost, and tyranny must and will arise. I repeat it

again, and I beg gentlemen' to consider, that a wrong step,

made now, will plunge us into misery, and our republic will

be lost. It will be necessary for this Convention to have

a faithful historical detail of the facts that preceded the

session of the federal Convention, and the reasons that actu-

ated its members in proposing an entire alteration of govern-

ment, and to demonstrate the dangers that awaited us. If

they were of such awful magnitude as to warrant a proposal

so extremely perilous as this, I must assert, that this Conven-

tion has an absolute right to a thorough discovery of every

circumstance relative to this great event. And here I would

make this inquiry of those worthy characters who composed a

part of the late federal Convention. 1 am sure they were fully

impressed with the necessity of forming a great consolidated

government, instead of a confederation. That this is a con-

solidated government is demonstrably clear; and the danger

of such a government is, to my mind, very striking I have

the highest veneration for those gentlemen ; but, sir, give

me leave to demand, What right had they to say. We, the

people ? My political curiosity, exclusive of my anxious soli-

citude for the public welfare, leads me to ask. Who author-

ized them to speak the language of, We, the people, instead of.

We, the states ? States are the characteristics and the soul of

a confederation. If the states be not the ajjents of this com-

pact, it must be one great, consolidated, national government,

of the people of all the states. I have the highest respect for

those gentlemen who formed the Convention, and, were some

of them not here, I would express some testimonial of esteem

for them. America had, on a former occasion, put the ut-

most confidence in them— a confidence which was well

placed ; and I am sure, sir, I would give up any thing to them
;

1 would cheerfully confide in them as my representatives.

But, sir, on this great occasion, I would demand the cause of

their conduct. Even from that illustrious man who saved us
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by his valor, I would have a reason for his conduct : that

liberty which he has given us bv his valor, tells me to ask this

reason ; and sure I am, were he here, he would give us that

reason. But there are other gentlemen here, who can give

us this information. The people gave them no power'to use

their name. That they exceeded their power is perfectly

clear. It is not mere curiosity that actuates me : I wish to

hear the real, actual, existing danger, which should lead us

to take those steps, so dangerous in my conception. Dis-

orders have arisen in other parts of America ; but here, sir,

no dangers, no insurrection or tumult have happened ;
every

thing has been calm and tranquil. But, notwithstanding this,

we are wandering on the great ocean of human affairs. I see

no landmark to guide us. We are running we know not

whither. Difference of opinion has gone to a degree of in-

flammatory resentment in different parts of the country,

which has been occasioned by this perilous innovation. The
federal Convention ought to have amended the old system

;

for this purpose they were solely delegated ; the object of

their mission extended to no other consideration. You must,

therefore, forgive the solicitation of one unworthy member to

know what danger could have arisen under the present Con-

federation, and what are the causes of this proposal to change

our government.

Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, had the most en-

lightened statesman whom America has yet seen, foretold,

but a year ago, the crisis which has now called us together,

he would have been confronted by the universal testimony

of history ; for never was it yet known, that, in so short a

space, by the peaceable working of events, without a war, or

even the menace of the smallest force, a nation has been

brought to agitate a question, an error in the issue of which

may blast their happiness. It is, therefore, to be feared, lest

to this trying exigency the best wisdom should be unequal
;

and here (if it were allowable to lament any ordinance of

nature) might it be deplored that, in proportion to the mag-

nitude of a subject, is the mind intemperate. Religion, the

dearest of all interests, has too often sought proselytes by fire

rather than by reason ; and politics, the next in rank, is too

often nourished by passion, at the expense of the understand-

ing. Pardon me, however, for expecting one exception to

the tendency of mankind from the dignity of this Con-
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ventioii —a mutual toleration, and a persuasion that no man
has a right to impose his opinions on others. Pardon me,

too, sir, if I am particularly sanguine in my expectations from

the chair : it well knows what is order, how to command
obedience, and that political opinions may be as honest on

one side as on the other. Before I press into the body of

the argument, I must take the liberty of mentioning the part

I have already borne in this great question ; but let me not

here be misunderstood. I come not to apologize to any in-

dividual within these walls, to the Convention as a body, or

even to my fellow-citizens at large. Having obeyed the im-

pulse of duty, having satisfied my conscience, and, I trust,

my God, I shall appeal to no other tribunal : nor do I come a

candidate for popularity ; my manner of life has never yet

betrayed such a desire. The highest honors and.emoluments

of this commonwealth are a poor compensation for the sur-

render of personal independence. The history of England

from the revolution, and that of Virginia for more than twenty

years past, show the vanity of a hope that general favor should

ever follow the man who, without partiality or prejudice,

praises or disapproves the opinions of friends or of foes : nay,

I might enlarge the field, and declare, from the great volume

of hiHTjan nature itself, that to be moderate in politics forbids

an ascent to the summit of political fame. But I come
hither, regardless of allurements, to continue as I have begun;

to repeat my earnest endeavors for a firm, energetic govern-

ment; to enforce my objections to the Constitution, and to

concur in any practical scheme of amendments ; but I never

will assent to any scheme that will operate a dissolution of

the Union, or any measure which may lead to it.

This conduct may possibly be upbraided as injurious to my
own views ; if it be so, it is, at least, the natural offspring

of my judgment. I refused to sign, and if the same were to

return, again would I refuse. Wholly to adopt, or wholly to

reject, as proposed by the Convention, seemed too hard an

ahernative to the citizens of America, whose servants we
were, and whose pretensions amply to discuss the means of

their happiness were undeniable. Even if adopted under

the terror of impending anarchy, the government must have

been without the safest bulwark— the hearts of the people;

and, if rejected because the chance for amendments was cut

off, the Union would have been irredeemably lost. This
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seems to have been verified by the event in Massachusetts;

but our Assembly have removed these inconveniences, by

propounding the Constitution to our full and free inquiry

When I withheld my subscription, I had not even the

glimpse of the genius of America, relative to the principles

of the new Constitution. Who, arguing from the preceding

history of Virginia, could have divined that she was prej)ared

for the important change ? In former times, indeed, she

transcended every colony in professions and practices of

loyalty; but she opened a perilous war, under a democracy

almost as pure as representation would admit; she supported

it under a constitution which subjects all rule, authority, and

power, to the legislature ; every attempt to alter it had been

baffled ; the increase of Congressional power had always ex-

cited an alarm. I therefore would not bind myself to uphold

the new Constitution, before I had tried it by the true

touchstone ; especially, too, when I foresaw that even the

members of the general Convention might be instructed by

the comments of those who were without doors. But I had,

moreover, objections to the Constitution, the most material

of which, too lengthy in detail, I have as yet barely stated

to the public, but shall explain when we arrive at the proper

points. Amendments were consequently my wish ; these

were the grounds of my repugnance to subscribe, and were

perfectly reconcilable with my unalterable resolution to be

regulated by the spirit of America, if, after our best efforts

for amendments, they could not be removed. I freely in-

dulge those who may think this declaration too candid, in

believing that I hereby depart from the concealment belong-

ing to the character of a statesman. Their censure would

be more reasonable, were it not for an unquestionable fact,

that the spirit of America depends upon a combination of

circumstances which no individual can control, and arises not

from the prospect of advantages which may be gained by

the arts of negotiation, but from deeper and more honest

causes.

As with me the only question has ever been between pre-

vious and subsequent amendments, so will I express my ap-

prehensions, that the postponement of this Convention to so

late a day has extinguished the probability of the former

without inevitable ruin to the Union, and the Union is the

anchor of our political salvation ; and I will assent to the

VOL in. 4 3
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lopp/)vg of this limb, (meaning his arm,) before I assent to

the diosohition of the IJnion. I shall now follow the honor-

able fi;entleman (Mr. Henry) in his inquiry. Before the

meeting of the federal Convention, says the honorable gen-

tleman, we rested in peace ; a miracle it was, that we were

so : miraculous must it appear to those who consider the

distresses of the war, and the no less afflicting calamities

which we suffered in the succeeding peace. Be so good as

to recollect how we fared under the Confederation. I am
ready to pour forth sentiments of the fullest gratitude to

those gentlemen who framed that system. I believe

they had the most enlightened heads in this western hemi-

sphere. Notwithstanding their intelligence, and earnest soli-

citude for the good of their country, this system proved

totally inadequate to the purpose for which it was devised.

But, sir, this was no disgrace to them. The subject of con-

federations was then new, and the necessity of speedily

forming some government for the states, to defend them

against the pressing dangers, prevented, perhaps, those able

statesmen from making that syst(;m as perfect as more leisure

and dehberation might have enabled them to do. I cannot

otherwise conceive how they could have formed a system

that provided no means of enforcing the powers which were

nominally given it. Was it not a political farce to pretend

to vest powers, without accompanying them with the means

of putting them in execution ? This want of energy was
not a greater solecism than the blending together, and vest-

ing in one body, all the branches of government. The utter

inefficacy of this system was discovered, the moment the

danger was over, by the introduction of peace ; the accumu-

lated public misfortunes that resulted from its inefficacy ren-

dered an alteration necessary : this necessity was obvious to

all America: attempts have accordingly been made for this

purpose.

I have been a witness to this business from its earliest

beginning. I was honored with a seat in the small Conven-

tion held at Annapolis. The members of that Convention

thought, unanimously, that the control of commerce should

be given to Congress, and recommended to their states to

extend the improvement to the whole system. The mem-
bers of the general Convention were particularly deputed to

meliorate the Confederation. On a thorough contemplation
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of the subject, they found it impossible to amend that sys

lem. What was to be done ? The danojers of Amenca,

which will be shown at another time by particular eiiumera

tion, suggested the expedient of forming a new plan. 'Vhe

Confederation has done a great deal for us, we all allow;

but it was the danger of a powerful enemy, and the spirit

of America, sir, and not any energy in that system, that

carried us through that perilous war: for what were its

best arms? The greatest exertions were made when the

danger was most imminent. This system was not signed till

March, 1781 ; Maryland having not acceded to it before

,

yet the military achievements and other exertions of Ameri-

ca, previous to that period, were as brilliant, effectual, and

successful, as they could have been under the most energetic

government. This clearly shows that our perilous situation

was the cement of our union. How different the scene

when this peril vanished, and peace was restored ! The
demands of Congress were treated with ne2:lect. One state

complained that another had not paid its quotas as well as

itself
;
public credit gone— for I believe, were it not for the

private credit of individuals, we should have been ruined

long before that time ; commerce languishing
;
produce fall-

ing in value, and justice trampled under foot. We became

contemptible in the eyes of foreign nations ; they discarded

us as little wanton bees, who had played for liberty, but had

no sufficient solidity or wisdom to secure it on a permanent

basis, and were therefore unworthy of their regard. It was

found that Congress could not even enforce the observance

of treaties. That treaty under which we enjoy our present

tranquillity was disregarded. Making no difference between

the justice of paying debts due to people here, and that of

paying those due to people on the other side of the Atlantic,

I wished to see the treaty complied with, by the payment

of the British debts, but have not been able to know why it

has been neglected. What was the reply to the demands

and requisitions of Congress?— You are too contemptible;

we will despise and disregard you.

I shall endeavor to satisfy the gentleman's political curi-

osity. Did not our compliance with any demand of Con
gress depend on our own free will ? If we refused, I know
of no coercive force to compel a compliance. After meeting

in Convention, the deputies from the states communicated
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their information to one another. On a review of our criti-

cal situation, and of the impossibility of introducing any

degree of improvement into the old system, what ought they

to have done ? Would it not have been treason to return

without proposing some scheme to reUeve their distressed

country.^ The honorable gentleman asks why we should

adopt a system that shall annihilate and destroy our treaties

with France and other nations. I think the misfortune is,

that these treaties are violated already, under the honorable

gentleman's favorite system. I conceive that our engage-

ments with foreign nations are not at all affected by this

system ; for the 6th article expressly provides that " all debts

contracted, and engagements entered into, before the adop

tion of this Constitution, shall be as valid against the United

States under this Constitution as under tRe Confederation."

Does this system, then, cancel debts due to or from the

continent ? Is it not a well-known maxim that no change

of situation can alter an obligation once rightly entered into ?

He also objects because nine states are sufficient to put the

government in motion. What number of states ought we to

have said ? Ought we to have required the concurrence of

all the thirteen ? Rhode Island— in rebellion against integ-

rity— Rhode Island plundered all the world by her paper

money ; and, notorious for her uniform opposition to every

federal duty, would then have it in her power to defeat the

Union ; and may we not judge with absolute certainty, from

her past conduct, that she would do so ? Therefore, to have

required the ratification of all the thirteen states would have

been tantamount to returning without having done any thing.

What other number would have been proper ? Twelve ?

The same spirit that has actuated me in the whole progress

of the business, would have prevented me from leaving it in

the power of any one state to dissolve the Union ; for would

it not be lamentable that nothing could be done, for the de-

fection of one state ? A majority of the whole would have

been too few. Nine states therefore seem to be a most

proper number.

The gentleman then proceeds, and inquires why we as-

sumed the language of " We, the people." I ask, Why not?

The government is for the people ; and the misfortune was,

that the people had no agency in the government before.

The Congress had power to make peace and war under
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the old Confederation. Granting passports, by the law ol

nations, is annexed to this power; yet Congress was re-

duced to the humiliating condition of being obliged to send

deputies to Virginia to solicit a passport. Notwithstanding

the exclusive power of war given to Congress, the second

article of the Confederation was interpreted to forbid that

body to grant a passport for tobacco, which, during the war,

and in pursuance of engagements made at Little York, was

to have been sent into New York. What harm is there in

consulting the people on the construction of a government

by which they are to be bound ? Is it unfair? Is it unjust?

If the government is to be binding on the people, are n t the

people the proper persons to examine its merits or defects ?

I take this to be one of the least and most trivial objections

that will be made to the Constitution ; it carries the answer

with itself. In the whole of this business, I have acted in

the strictest obedience to the dictates of my conscience, in

discharging what I conceive to be my duty to my country.

I refused my signature, and if the same reasons operated on

my mind, I would still refuse; but as I think that those

eight states which have adopted the Constitution will not

recede, I am a friend to the Union.

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, whether the

Constitution be good or bad, the present clause clearly dis-

covers that it is a national government, and no longer a

Confederation. I mean that clause which gives the first

hint of the general government laying direct Jtaxes. The

assumption of this power of laying direct taxes does, of itself,

entirely change the confederation of the states into one con-

solidated government. This power, being at discretion,

imconfined, and without any kind of control, must carry

every thing before it. The very idea of converting what

was formerly a confederation to a consolidated government,

is totally subversive of every principle which has hitherto

governed us. This power is calculated to annihilate totally

the state governments. Will the people of this great com-

munity submit to be individually taxed by two different and

distinct powers ? Will they suffer themselves to be doubly

harassed ? These two concurrent powers cannot exist long

together ; the one will destroy the other : the general gov-

ernment being paramount to, and in every respect more

po v<^rful than the state governments, the latter must give
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way to the former. Is it to be supposed that one national

government will suit so extensive a country, embracing so

many climates, and containing inhabitants so very different

in manners, habits, and customs? It is ascertained, by his-

tory, that there never w^as a government over a very exten-

sive country without destroying the liberties of the people

:

history also, supported by the opinions of the best writers,

shows us that monarchy may suit a large territory, and des-

potic governments ever so extensive a country, but that

popular governments can only exist in small territories. Is

there a single example, on the face of the earth, to support

a contrary opinion ? Where is there one exception to this

general rule ? Was there ever an instance of a general

national government extending over so extensive a country,

abounding in such a variety of climates, &c., where the peo-

ple retained their liberty ? I solemnly declare that no man
is a greater friend to a firm union of the American states

than I am ; but, sir, if this great end can be obtained with-

out hazarding, the rights of the people, why should we recur

to such dangerous principles ? Requisitions have been often

refused, sometimes from an impossibility of complying with

them ; often from that great variety of circumstances which

retards the collection of moneys ; and perhaps sometimes from

a wilful design of procrastinating. JBut why shall we give

up to the national government this power, so dangerous in

its nature, and for which its members will not have sufficient

information ? Is it not well known that what would be a

proper tax in one state would be grievous in another? The
gentleman who hath favored us with a eulogium in favor

of this system, must, after all the encomiums he has been

pleased to bestow upon it, acknowledge that our federal rep-

resentatives must be unacquainted with the situation of theii

constituents. Sixty-five members cannot possibly know the

situation and circumstances of all the inhabitants of this im-

mense continent. When a certain sum comes to be taxed,

and the mode of levying to be fixed, they will lay the tax on

that article which will be most productive and easiest in

the collection, without consulting the real circumstances or

convenience of a country, with which, in fact, they cannot

be sufficiently acquainted.

The mode of levying taxes is of the utmost consequence
;

and yet herr it is to be determined by those who have ni ither
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knowledge of our situation, nor a common interest with us,

nor a fellow-feeling for us. The subject of taxation differs in

three fourths, nay, I might say with truth, in four fifths of

the states. If we trust the national government with an ^

effectual way of raising the necessary sums, it is sufficient : s\\fjA
every thing we do further is trusting the happiness and )

rights of the people. Why, then, should we give up this

dangerous power of individual taxation ? Why leave the

manner of laying taxes to those who, in the nature of things,

cannot be acquainted with the situation of those on whom
they are to impose them, when it can be done by those who
are well acquainted with it ? If, instead of giving this op-

pressive power, we jiive them such an effectual alternative

as will answer the purpose, without encountering the evil

and danger that might arise from it, then I would cheerfully

acquiesce ; and would it not be far more eligible ? 1 can-

didly acknowledge the inefficacy of the Confederation ; but

requisitions have been made which were impossible to be

complied with— requisitions for more gold and silver than

were in the United States. If we give the general govern-

ment the power of demanding their quotas of the states,

with an alternative of laving direct taxes in case of non-com-

pliance, then the mischief would be avoided ; and the cer-

tainty of this conditional power would, in all human proba-

bility, prevent the application, and the sums necessary for

the Union would be then laid by the states, by those who
know how it can best be raised, by those who have a fellow-

feeling for us. Give me leave to say, that the sum raised

one way with convenience and ease, would be very oppres-

sive another way. Why, then, not leave this power to be ex-

ercised by those who know the mode most convenient for the

inhabitants, and not by those who must necessarily appor-

tion it in such manner as shall be oppressive ? With respect

to the representation so much applauded, I cannot think it

such a full and free one as it is represented; but I must

candidly acknowledge that this defect results from the very

nature of the government. It would be impossible to have

a full and adequate representation in the general govern-

ment; it would be too expensive and too unwieldy. We
are, then, under the necessity of having this a very inade-

quate representation. Is this general representation to be

compared with the real, actual, substantial representation of
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ihe state legislatures? It cannot bear a comparison. To
niake representation real and actual, the number of repre-

sentatives ought to be adequate; they ought to mix with

the people, think as they think, feel as they feel,— ought to be

perfectly amenable to them, and thoroughly acquainted with

their interest and condition. Now, these great ingredients

are either not at all, or in a small degree, to be found in our

federal representatives; so that we have no real, actual, sub-

stantial representation : but I acknowledge it results from

the nature of the government. The necessity of this incon-

venience may appear a sufficient reason not to argue against

it; but, sir, it clearly shows that we ought to give power

with a sparing hand to a government thus imperfectly con-

structed. To a government which, in the nature of things,

cannot but be defective, no powers ought to be given but

such as are absolutely necessary. There is one thing in it

which I conceive to be extremely dangerous. Gentlemen

may talk of public virtue and confidence; we shall be told

that the House of Representatives will consist of the most

virtuous men on the continent, and that in their hands we
may trust our dearest rights. This, like all other assem-

blies, will be composed of some bad and some good men

;

and, considering the natural lust of power so inherent in

man, I fear the thirst of power will prevail to oppress the

people. What I conceive to be so dangerous, is the pro-

vision with respect to the number of representatives : it does

not expressly provide that we shall have one for every thirty

thousand, but that the number shall not exceed that propor-

tion. The utmost that we can expect (and perhaps that is

too much) is, that the present number shall be continued to

us;— "the number of representatives shall not exceed one

for every thirty thousand." Now, will not this be complied

with, although the present number should never be in-

creased— nay, although it should be decreased? Suppose

Congress should say that we should have one for every

forty thousand ; will not the Constitution be complied

with?— for one for every forty thousand does not exceed

one for every thirty thousand. There is a want of propor-

tion that ought to be strictly guarded against. The worthy

gentleman tells us that we have no reason to fear ; but I

always fear for the rights ofthe people. I do not pretend to

inspiration ; but I think it is apparent as the day, that the
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members will attend to local, partial interests, to prevent an

augmentation of their number. I know not how they will

be chosen, but, whatever be the mode of choosing, our pres-

ent number will be ten ; and suppose our state is laid off in

ten districts,— those gentlemen who shall be sent from

those districts will lessen their own power and influence in

their respective districts if they increase their number ;
for

the greater the numher of men among whom any given

quantum of power is divided, the less the power of each in-

dividual. Thus they will have a local interest to prevent

the increase of, and perhaps they will lessen their own num-

ber. This is evident on the face of the Constitution : so

loose an expression ought to be guarded against, for Con-

gress will be clearly within the requisition of the Constitu-

tion, although the number of representatives should always

continue what it is now, and the population of the country

should increase to an immense number. Nay, they may

reduce the number from sixty-five to one from each state,

without violating the Constitution ; and thus the number,

which is now too small, would then be infinitely too much

so. But my principal objection is, that the Confederation is

converted to one general consolidated government, which,

from my best judgment of it, ("and which perhaps will be

shown, in the course of this aiscussion, to be really well

founded,) is one of the worst curses that can possibly befall

a nation. Does any man suppose that one general national

government can exist in so extensive a country as this ? I

hope that a government may be framed which may suit us,

by drawing a line between the general and state govern-

ments, and prevent that dangerous clashing of interest and

power, which must, as it now stands, terminate in the

destruction of one or the other. When w^e come to the

judiciary, we shall be more convinced that this govern-

ment will terminate in the annihilation of the state gov-

ernments: the question then will be, whether a consolidated

government can preserve the freedom and secure the rights

of the people.

If such amendments be introduced as shall exclude danger,

I shall mo'st gladly put my hand to it. When such amend

ments as shall, from the best information, secure the great

essential rights of the people, shall be agreed to by gentle-

men, I shallmost heartily make the greatest concessions, and

VOL. 111. -^
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concur in any reasonable measure to obtain the desirable end

of conciliation and unanimity. An indispensable amendment

in this case is, that Congress shall not exercise the power of

raising direct taxes till the states shall have refused to com-

ply with the requisitions of Congress. On this condition it

may be granted ; but I see no reason to grant it uncondition

ally, as the states can raise the taxes with more ease, and

lay them on the inhabitants with more propriety, than it is

possible for the general government to do. If Congress hath

,^,5/'^ this power without control, the taxes will be laid by those
^''

,
who have no fellow-feeling or acquaintance with the people.

^fy
This is my objection to the article now under consideration.

It is a very great and important one, I therefore beg gen-

tlemen to consider it. Should this power be restrained, I

shall withdraw my objections to this part of the Constitution
;

but as it stands, it is an objection so strong in my mind, that

its amendment is with me a sine qua non of its adoption. I

wish for such amendments, and such only, as are necessary

to secure the dearest rights of the people.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, it would give me great

pleasure to concur with my honorable colleague in any con-

ciliatory plan. The clause to which the worthy member

alludes is only explanatory of the proportion which represen-

tation and taxation shall respectively bear to one another.

The power of laying direct taxes will be more properly dis-

cussed, when we come to that part of the Constitution which

vests that power in Congress. At present, I must endeavor

to reconcile our proceedings to the resolution we have taken,

by postponing the examination of this power till we come

properly to it. With respect to converting the confederation

to a complete consolidation, I think no such consequence will

follow from the Constitution, and that, with more attention,

we shall see that he is mistaken; and with respect to the

number of representatives, I reconcile it to my mind, when I

<;onsider that it may be increased to the proportion fixed, and

that, as it may be so increased, it shall, because it is the

interest of those who alone can prevent it, who are our rep-

resentatives, and who depend on their good behavior for

their reelection. Let me observe, also, that, as far as the

number of representatives may seem to be adequate to dis-

charge their duty, they will have sufficient information from

the laws of particular states, from the state legislatures, Irom
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their own experience, and from a great number of indiviJ

uals ; and as to our security against them, I conceive, sir,

that the general limitation of their powers, and the general

watchfulness of the states, will be a sufficient guard. As \i

is now late, I shall defer any further investigation till a more
convenient time.

The committee then rose, and on motion

Resolved, That this Convention will, to-morrow, again resolve itseH

into a committee of the whole Convention, to take into further consider-

ation the proposed Constitution of government.

And then the Convention adjourned until to-morrow morn-

ing, eleven o'clock.

Thursday, June 5, 1788.

Mr. HARRISON reported, from the committee of privi-

leges and elections, that the committee had, according to

order, had under their consideration the petition of Samuel
Anderson, to them referred, and had come to a resolution

thereupon, which he read in his place, and afterwards deliv-

ered in at the clerk's table, where the same was again twice

read, and agreed to by the house, as followeth :

—

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this committee, That the petition of

the said Samuel Anderson, praying that the election of Mr. Thomas H.
Drew, a member returned to serve in this Convention for the county of

Cumberland, may be set aside, and a new election had to supply his place,

be rejected.

Mr. HARRISON reported, from the committee of privi-

leges and elections, that the committee had, according to

order, examined the returns of the election of delegates to

serve in this Convention for the county of Westmoreland, and
had come to a resolution thereupon, which he read in his

place, and afterwards delivered in at the clerk's table, where
the same was again twice read, and agreed to by the house,

as followeth :
—

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this committee. That the return of the

election of delegates to serve in this Convention, for the said county of

Westmoreland, is satisfactory.

The Convention, according to the order of the day, re-

solved itself into a committee of the whole Convention, to

take into further consideration the proposed plan of govern-

ment. Mr. Wythe in the chair.

The first and second sections still under consideration.

Mr. PENDLETON. Mr. Chairman, my worthy friend

CMr. Henry) has expressed great uneasiness in his mind.
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and informctl us that a great inaiij of our citizens are also ex-

tremely uneasy, at the proposal oichfinging our government

;

l)ut that, a year ago, before this fatal system was thought

of, the public mind was at perfect repose. It is necessary

to inquire whether the public mind was at ease on the sub-

ject, and if it be since disturbed, what was the cause. What
was the situation of this country before the meetin"; of the

federal Convention.'^ Our general government was totally

inadequate to the purpose of its institution ; our commerce
decayed ; our finances deranged

;
public and private credit

destroyed : these and many other national evils rendered

necessary the meeting of that Convention. If the public

mind was then at ease, it did not result from a conviction of

being in a happy and easy situation : it must have been an

inactive, unaccountable stupor. The federal Convention
devised the paper on your table as a remedy to remove our

political diseases. What has created the public uneasiness

sdnce ? Not public reports, which are not to be depended
upon ; but mistaken apprehensions of danger, drawn from

observations on government which do not apply to us. When
we come to inquire into the origin of most governments of

the world, we shall find that they are generally dictated by
a conqueror, at the point of the sword, or are the offspring

of confusion, when a great popular leader, taking advantage

of circumstances, if not producing them, restores order at

the expense of liberty, and becomes the tyrant over the peo-

ple. It may well be supposed that, in forming a government
of this sort, it will not be favorable to liberty : the conqueror

will take care of his own emoluments, and have little con-

cern for the interest of the people. In either case, the in-

terest and ambition of a despot, and not the good of the peo-

ple, have given the tone to the government. A government
thus formed must necessarily create a continual war between
the governors and governed.

Writers consider the two parties (the people and tyrants)

as in a state of perpetual warfare, and sound the alarm to the

people. But what is our case ? We are perfectly free from

sedition and war : we are not yet in confusion : we are left

to consider our real happiness and security : we want to se-

cure these objects : we know they cannot be attained with-

out government. Is there a single man, in this committee, of

a contrary opinion ? What was it that brought us from ?
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State of nature to society, but to secure happiness ? And can

society be formed without government ? Personify govern-

ment : apply to it as a friend to assist you, and it will grant

your request. This is the only government founded in real

compact. There is no quarrel between government and

liberty ; the former is the shield and protector of the latter.

The war is between government and licentiousness, faction,

turbulence, and other violations of the rules of society, to pre-

serve liberty. Where is the cause of alarm ? We, the

people, possessing all power, form a government, such as

we think will secure happiness : and suppose, in adopting

this plan, we should be mistaken in the end ; where is the

cause of alarm on that quarter ? In the same plan we point

out an easy and quiet method of reforming what may be found

amiss. No, but, say goulemen, we hiive put the introduc-

tion of that method in the hands of our servants, who will

interrupt it from motives of self-interest. What then ? We
will resist, did my friend say ? conveying an idea of force.

Who shall dare to resist the people ? No, we will assemble

in Convention ; wholly recall our delegated powers, or reform

them so as to prevent such abuse ; and punish those servants

who have perverted powers, designed for our happiness, to

their own emolument. We ought to be extremely cautious

not to be drawn into dispute with regular government, by

faction and turbulence, its natural enemies. Here, then, sir,

there is no cause of alarm on this side; but on the other side,

rejecting of government, and dissolving of the Union, pro-

duce confusion and despotism. .^

But an objection is made to the form: the expression. We, p^
the people, is thought improper. Permit me to ask the gen- /\^*V

tleman who m:ide this objection, ^'\\o but the people can Pj.

delegate powers? Who but the peoj)le have a right to form 1^ .«
j

i

government ? The expression is a common one, and a favor- uc/'

ite one with me. The representatives of the people, by their

authority, is a mode wholly inessential. If the objection be,

that the Union ought to be not of the people, but of the state

governments, then I think the choice of the former very

happy and proper. What have the state governments to do

with it ? Were they to determine, the people would not, in

that case, be the judges upon wh:U terms it was adopted.

But the power of the Convention is doubted. What is

the power? To propose, not to determin-^. This power

4
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of proposing was very broad ; it extended to remove all

defects in government : the members of that Convention,

who u'ere to consider ail the defects in our general govern-

ment, were not confined to any particular plan. Were they

deceived^ This is the proper question here. Suppose the

paper on your table dropped from one of the planets ; the

p(!ople found it, and sent us here to consider whether it was

proper for their adoption ; must we not obey them ? Then
the question must be between this government and the Con-

federation. The latter is no government at all. It has been

said that it has carried us, through a dangerous war, to a

happy issue. Not that Confederation, but common danger,

and the spirit of America, were bonds of our union : union

and unanimity, and not that insignificant paper, carried us

through that dangerous war. " United, we stand— divided,

we fall !" echoed and reechoed through America— from Con-

gress to the drunken carpenter-— was eifectual, and procured

the end of our wishes, though now forgotten by gentlemen,

if such there be, who incline to let go this stronghold,

to catch at feathers ; for such all substituted projects may
prove.

This spirit had nearly reached the end of its power when
relieved by peace. It was the spirit of America, and not

the Confederation, that carried us through the war : thus 1

prove it. The moment of peace showed the imbecility of

the federal government : Congress was empowered to make

war and peace ; a peace they made, giving us the great ob-

ject, independence, and yielding us a territory that exceeded

mv most sanguine expectations. Unfortunately, a single

disagreeable clause, not the object of the war, has retarded

the performance of the treaty on our part. Congress could

only recommend its performance, not enforce it; our last

Assembly (to their honor be it said) put this on its proper

grounds— on honorable grounds; it was as much as they

ought to have done. This single instance shows the im-

becility of the Confederation ; the debts contracted by the

war were unpaid; demands were made on Congress; all

that Congress was able to do was to make an estimate of the

debt, and proportion it among the several states ; they sent

on the requisitions, from time to time, to the states, for their

respective quotas. These were either complied with par-

tially, or not at all. Repeated demands on Congress dis
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tressed that honorable body ; but thej were unable to fulfil

those engagements, as thej so earnestly wished. What

was the idea of other nations respecting America ? Whai

was the idea entertained of us by those nations to whom we
were so much indebted .'' The inefficacy of the general

government warranted an idea that we had no government

at all. Improvements were proposed, and agreed to by

twelve states ; but were interrupted, because the little state

of Rhode Island refused to accede to them. This was a

further proof of the imbecility of that government. Need

I multiply instances to show that it is wholly ineffectual for

the purposes of its institution.^ Its whole progress since

the peace proves it.

Shall we then, sir, continue under such a government, or

shall we introduce that kind of government which shall pro-

duce the real happiness and security of the people ? When
gentlemen say that we ought not to introduce this new gov-

ernment, but strengthen the hands of Congress, they ought

to be explicit. In what manner shall this be done ? If the

union of the states be necessary, government must be equally

so; for without the latter, the former cannot be effected.

Government must then have its complete powers, or be in-

effectual ; a legislature to fix rules, impose sanctions, and point

out the punishment of the transgressors of these rules ; an

executive to watch over officers, and bring them to pun-

ishment; a judiciary, to guard the innocent, and fix the

guilty, by a fair trial. Without an executive, offenders

would not be brought to punishment ; without a judiciary,

any man might be taken up, convicted, and punished with-

out a trial. Hence the necessity of having these three

branches. Would any gentleman in this committee agree

to vest these three powers in one body— Congress ? No.

Hence the necessity of a new organization and distribution

of those powers. If there be any feature in this govern-

ment which is not republican, it would be exceptionable.

From all the public servants responsibility is secured, by their

being representatives, mediate or immediate, for short terms,

and their powers defined. It is, on the whole complexion of

it, a government of laws, not of men.

But it is represented to be a consolidated government,

annihilating that of the states— a consolidated government,

V Inch so extensive a territory as the United States canno.
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admif oi", vviiliout terminating in despotism. If this be such

a goveninient, I will confess, with my worthy friend, that it

is inadmissible over such a territory as this country. Let us

consider whether it be such a government or not. I should

understand a consolidated government to be that which
should have the sole and exclusive power, legislative, execu-

tive, and Judicial, without any limitation. Is this such a gov-

ernment ? Or can it be changed to such a one ? It only

extends to the general purposes of the Union. It does not

intermeddle with the local, particular affairs of the states.

Can Congress legislate for the state of Virginia ? Can they

make a law altering the form of transferring property, or

the rule of descents, in Virginia ? In one word, can they

make a single law for the individual, exclusive purpose of any
one state ? It is the interest of the federal to preserve the

state governments ; upon the latter the existence of the for-

mer depends : the Senate derives its existence immediately

from the state legislatures ; and the representatives and Pres-

ident are elected under their direction and control ; they

also preserve order among the citizens of their respective

states, and without order and peace no society can possibly

exist. Unless, therefore, there be state legislatures to con-

tinue the existence of Congress, and preserve order and

peace among the inhabitants, this general government, which
gentlemen suppose will annihilate the state governments,

must itself be destroyed. When, therefore, the federal gov-

ernment is, in so many respects, so absolutely dependent on
the state governments, I wonder how any gentleman, reflect-

ing on the subject, could have conceived an idea of a possi-

bility of the former destroying the latter. But the power of

laying direct taxes is objected to. Government must be

supported ; this cannot be done without a revenue : if a suf-

ficient revenue be not otherwise raised, recurrence must be

had to direct taxation
;
gentlemen admit this, but insist on

the propriety of first applying to the state legislatures.

Let us consider the consequence that would result from

this. In the first place, time would be lost by it, Congress

would make requisitions in December ; our legislature do
not meet till October ; here would be a considerable loss of

time, admitting the requisitions to be fully complied with.

But suppose the requisitions to be refused ; would it not be

dangerous to send a collector, to collect the Congressional
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taxes, after the state legislature had absolutely refused to com

pi V with the demands of Congress ? Would not resistance t,i

collectors be the probable consequence .'' Would not this

resistance terminate in confusion, and a dissolution of the

Union .^ The concurrent power of two different bodies lay-

ing direct taxes, is objected to. These taxes are for twc

different purposes, and cannot interfere with one another.

I can see no danger resulting from this ; and we must sup-

pose that a very small sum more than the impost would be

sufficient. But the representation is supposed too small. 1

confess, I think with the gentleman who opened the debate

(Mr. Nicholas) on this subject ; and I think he gave a very

satisfactory answer to this objection, when he observed that,

though the number might be insufficient to convey informa-

tion of necessary local interests to a state legislature, yet it

was sufficient for the federal legislature, who are to act only

on general subjects, in which this state is concerned in com-

mon with other states. The apportionment of representa-

tion and taxation by the same scale is just; it removes the

objection, that, while Virginia paid one sixth part of the ex-

penses of the Union, she had no more weight in public

counsels than Delaware, which paid but a very small portion.

By this just apportionment she is put on a footing with the

small states, in point of representation and influence in coun-

cils. I cannot imagine a more judicious principle than is

here fixed by the Constitution— the number shall not exceed

one for every thirty thousand. But it is objected that the

number may be less. If Virginia sends in that proportion,

I ask. Where is the power in Congress to reject them?

States might incline to send too many ; they are therefore

restrained : but can it be doubted that they will send the

number they are entitled to ? We may be therefore sure,

from this principle unequivocally fixed in the Constitution,

that the number of our representatives will be in proportion

to the increase or decrease of our population. I can truly

say that I am of no party, nor actuated by any influence,

but the true interest and real happiness of those whom I rep-

resent; and my age and situation, I trust, will sufficiently

demonstrate the truth of this assertion. I cannot conclude

without adding, that I am perfectly satisfied with this part

of the system.

Mr. LEE, (of Westmoreland.) Mr. Chairman, I feel
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every power of iny mind moved by the language of the hon-

ora\)le gentleman yesterday. The eclat and brilliancy vi hich

have distinguished that gentleman, the honors with which

he has been dignified, and the brilliant talents which he has

so often displayed, have attracted my respect and attention.

On so important an occasion, and before so respectable a

body, I expected a new display of his powers of oratory
;

but, instead of proceeding to investigate the merits of the

new plan of government, the worthy character informed us

of horrors which he felt, of apprehensions to his mind, which

made him tremblingly fearful of the fate of the common-
wealth. Mr. Chairman, was it proper to appeal to the fears

of this house ? The question before us belongs to the judg-

ment of this house. I trust he is come to judge, and not to

alarm. I trust that he, and every other gentleman in this

house, comes with a firm resolution coolly and calmly to ex-

amine, and fairly and imj)artially to determine. He was
pleased to pass a eulogium on that character who is the pridi

of })eace and support of war ; and declared that even from

him he would require the reason of propojiing such a system.

I cannot see the propriety of mentioning that illustrious

character on this occasion ; we must be all fully impressed

with a conviction of his extreme rectitude of conduct. But,

sir, this system is to be examined by its own merit. He
then adverted to the style of government, and asked what
authority they had to use the expression, " We, the people,"

and not We, the states. This expression was introduced

into that paper with great propriety. This system is sub-

mitted to the people for their consideration, because on them

it is to operate, if adopted. It is not binding on the people

until it becomes their act. It is now submitted to the people

of Virginia. If we do not adopt it, it will be always null

and void as to us. Suppose it was found proper for our

adoption, and becoming the government of the people of Vir-

ginia ; by what style should it be done ? Ought we not to

make use of the name of the people ? No other style would

be proper. He then spoke of the characters of the gentle-

men who framed it. This was inapplicable, strange, and

unexpected : it was a more proper inquiry whether such evils

existed as rendered necessary a change of government.

This necessity Is evidenced by the concurrent testimony

of almost all America. The legislative acts of different
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states avow it. It is acknowledged by the acts of this state

under such an act we are here now assennbled. If reference

to the acts of the assemblies will not sufficiently convince

him of this necessity, let him go to our seaports ; let him see

our commerce languishing— not an American bottom to be

seen ; let him ask the price of land, and of produce, in differ-

ent parts of the country : to what cause shall we ascribe the

verv low prices of these ? To what cause are we to attrib-

ute' the decrease of population and industry, and the impos-

sibihty of employing our tradesmen and mechanics ? To
what cause will the gentleman impute these and a thousand

other misfortunes our people labor under ? These, sir, are

owing to the imbecility of the Confederation ; to that de-

fective system which never can make us happy at home nor

respectable abroad. The gentleman s;it down as he began,

leaving us to ruminate on the horrors which he opened with.

Although I could trust to the argument of the gentleman

who spoke yesterday in favor of the plan, permit me to make

one observation on the weight of our representatives in the

government. If the House of Commons, in England, pos-

sessing less power, are now able to withstand the power of

the crown,— if that House of Commons, which has been

undermined by corruption in every age, and contaminated

by bribery even in this enlightened age, with far less powers

than our representatives possess, is still able to contend with

the executive of that country,— what danger have we to

fear that our representatives cannot successfully oppose the

encroachments of the other branches of the government:

Let it be remembered that, in the year 1782, the East India

Bill was brought into the House of Commons. Although

the members of that house are only elected in part by the

landed interest, yet, in spite of ministerial influence, that

bill was carried in that house by a majority of one hundred

and thirty, and the king was obliged to dissolve the Parlia-

ment to prevent its effect. If, then, the House of Commons
was so powerful, no danger can be apprehended that our

House of Representatives is not amply able to protect our

liberties. I trust that this representation is sufficient to se-

cure our happiness, and that we may fairly congratulate

ourselves on the superiority of our government to that I just

referred to.

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, I am much obliged to the
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very worthy gentleman for his encomium. I wish 1 was
possessed wirh talents, or possessed of any thing that might
enable me to elucidate this great subject. I am not free

from suspicion : I am apt to entertain doubts. I rose yes-

terday to ask a question which arose in my own mind.

When I asked that question, I thought the meaning of my
interrogation was obvious. The fate of this question and
of America may depend on this. Have they said, We, the

states ? Have they made a proposal of a compact between
states? If they had, this would be a confederation. It is

otherwise most clearly a consolidated government. The
question turns, sir, on that poor little thing— the expression,

We, the people^ instead of the states, of America. I need
not take much pains to show that the principles of this sys-

tem are extremely pernicious, impolitic, and dangerous. Is

this a monarchy, like England— a compact between prince

and people, with checks on the former to secure the liberty

of the latter? Is this a confederacy, like Holland— an as-

sociation of a number of independent states, each of which
retains its individual sovereignty? It is not a democracy,

wherein the people retain all their rights securely. Had
these principles been adhered to, we should not have been
brought to this alarming transition, from a confederacy to a

consoHdated government. We have no detail of these great

considerations, which, in my opinion, ought to have abound-
ed before we should recur to a government of this kind.

Here is a resolution as radical as that which separated us

from Great Britain. It is radical in this transition ; our

rights and privileges are endangered, and the sovereignty of

the states will be relinquished : and cannot we plainly see

that this is actually the case ? The rights of conscience,

trial by Jury, liberty of the press, all your immunities and
t'ranchisos, all pretensions to human rights and privileges,

are rendered insecure, if not lost, by this change, so loudly

talked of by some, and inconsiderately by others. Is this

tame relinquishment of rights worthy of freemen ? Is it

worthy of that manly fortitude that ouj^ht to characterize re-

publicans? It is said eight states have adopted this plan.

I declare that if twelve states and a half had adopted it, I

would, with manly firmness, and in spite of an erring world,

reject it. You are not to inquire how your trade may be

increased, nor how you are to become a great and powerful
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people, but how your liberties can be secured ; for liberty

ought to be the direct end of jour government.

Having premised these things, I shall, with the aid of my
judgment and information, which, I confess, are not extensive,

go into the discussion of this system more minutely. Is it

necessary for your liberty that you should abandon those

great rights by the adoption of this system ? Is the relinquish-

ment of the trial by jury and the liberty of the press neces-

sary for your liberty ? Will the abandonment of your most

sacred rights tend to the security of your liberty.'' Liberty,

the greatest of all earthly blessings— give us that precious

jewel, and you may take every thing else ! But I am fear-

ful I have lived long enough to become an old-fashioned fel-

low. Perhaps an invincible attachment to the dearest rights

of man may, in these refined, enlightened days, be deemed
old-fashioned ; if so, I am contented to be so. I say, the

time has been when every pulse of my heart beat for Amer-

ican liberty, and which, I believe, had a counterpart in the

breast of every true American ; but suspicions have gone

forth— suspicions of my integrity— publicly reported that

my professions are not real. Twenty-three years ago was I

supposed a traitor to my country ? I was then said to be

the bane of sedition, because I supported the rights of my
country. I may be thought suspicious when I say our priv-

ileges and rights are in danger. But, sir, a number of the

people of this country are weak enough to think these things

are too true. I am happy to find that the gentleman on the

other side declares they are groundless. But, sir, suspicion is

a virtue as long as its object is the preservation of the public

good, and as long as it stays within proper bounds : should it

fall on me, I am contented : conscious rectitude is a power-

ful consolation. I trust there are many who think my pro-

fessions for the public good to be real. Let your suspicion

look to both sides. There are many on the other side, who
possibly may have been persuaded to the necessity of these

measures, which I conceive to be dangerous to your liberty

Guard with jealous attention the public liberty. Suspect

every one who approaches that jewel. Unfortunately,

nothing will preserve it but downright force. Whenever
you give up that force, you are inevitably ruined. I am an-

swered by gentlemen, that, though I might speak of terrors,

yet the fact was, that we were surrounded by none of the
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dangers 1 apprehended. I conceive this new government to

be one of those dangers : it has produced those horrors which

distress many of our best citizens. We are come hither to

preserve the poor commonwealth of Virginia, if it can be

possibly done: something must be done to preserve your lib-

erty and mine. The Confederation, this same despised gov-

ernment, merits, in my opinion, the highesi encomium : it

carried us through a long and dangerous war ; it rendered us

victorious in that bloody conflict with a powerful nation;

it has secured us a territory greater than any European

monarch possesses : and shall a government which has been

thus strotig and vigorous, be accused of imbecility, and aban-

doned for want of energy ? Consider what you are about to

do before you part with the government. Take longer time

in reckoning things ;
revolutions like this have happened in

almost every country in Europe ; similar examples are to be

found in ancient Greece and ancient Rome— instances of

the people losing their liberty by their own carelessness and

the ambition of a few. We are cautioned by the honorable

gentleman, who ])resides, against faction and turbulence. I

acknowledge that licentiousness is dangerous, and that it

ought to be provided against : I acknowledge, also, the new
form of government may effectually prevent it : yet there is

another thing it will as effectually do— it will oppress and

ruin the people.

There are sufficient guards placed against sedition and

licentiousness; for, when power is given to this government

to suppress these, or for any other purpose, the language it

assumes is clear, express, and unequivocal ; but when this

Constitution speaks of privileges, there is an ambiguity, sir,

a fatal ambiguity— an ambiguity which is very astonishing.

In the clause under consideration, there is the strangest lan-

guage that I can conceive. 1 mean, when it says that there

shall not be more representatives than one for every thirty

thousand. Now, sir, how easy is it to evade this privilege !

" I'he number shall not exceed one for every thirty thousand."

Thts may be satisfied by one representative from each state.

Let our numbers be ever so great, this immense continent

may, by this artful expression, be reduced to have but thir-

teen representatives. I confess this construction is not nat-

ural ; but the ambigJiity of the expression lays a good ground

f ^r a quarrel. Why was it not clearly and unequivocally
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expressed, that they should be entitled to have one ibr ever}

thirty thousand? This would have obviated all disputes;

and was this difficult to be done ? What is the inference <*

When population increases, and a state shall send represen-

tatives in this proportion, Congress may remand them, be-

cause the right of having one for every thirty thousand is not

clearly expressed. This possibility of reducing the number
to one for each state approximates to probability by that

other expression— " but each state shall at least have one

I'epresentative." Now, is it not clear that, from the first ex-

pression, the number might be reduced so much that some
states should have no representatives at all, were it not for

the insertion of this last expression ? And as this is the only

restriction upon them, we may fairly conclude that they may
restrain the number to one from each state. Perhaps the

same horrors may hang over my mind again. I shall be told

I am continually afraid : but, sir, I have strong cause of ap-

prehension. In some parts of the plan before you, the ^eat
rights of freemen are endangered ; in other parts, absolutely

taken away. How does your trial by jury stand? In civil

cases gone— not sufficiently secured in criminal— this best

privilege is gone. But we are told that we need not fear

;

because those in power, being our representatives, will not

abuse the powers we put in their hands. I am not well

versed in history, but I will submit to your recollection,

whether liberty has been destroyed most often by the licen-

tiousness of the people, or by the tyranny of rulers. I

imagine, sir, you will find the balance on the side of tyranny.

Happy will you be if you miss the fate of those nations,

who, omitting to resist their oppressors, or neo;ligently suffer-

ing their liberty to be wrested from them, have groaned
under intolerable despotism ! Most of the human race are

now in this deplorable condition ; and those nations who
have gone in search of grandeur, power, and splendor, have

also fallen a sacrifice, and been the victims of their own folly.

While they acquired those visionary blessings, they lost their

freedom. My great objection to this government is, that it

does not leave us the means of defending our rights, or of

waging war against tyrants. It is urged by some gentlemen,

that this new plan will bring us an acquisition of strength—
an army, and the militia of the states. This is an idea ex-

tremely ridiculous : gentlemen cannot be earnest. This ac-
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quisition will trample on our fallen liberty. Let my beloved

Americans guard against that fatal lethargy that has pervaded

the universe. Have we the means of resisting disciplined

armies, when our only defence, the militia, is put into the

hands of Congress ? The honorable gentleman said that

great danger would ensue if the Convention rose without

adopting this system. I ask, Where is that danger ? I see

none. Other gentlemen have told us, within these walls,

that the union is gone, or that the union will be gone. Is

not this trifling with the jud2;ment of their fellow-citizens ?

Till they tell us the grounds of their fears, I will consider

them as imaginary. I rose to make inquiry where those

dangers were ; they could make no answer : I believe I never

shall have that answer. Is there a disposition in the people

of this country to revolt against the dominion of laws ? Has
there been a single tumult in Virginia ? Have not the

people of Virginia, when laboring under the severest pres-

sure of accumulated distresses, manifested the most cordial

acquiescence in the execution of the laws ? What could be

more awful than their unanimous acquiescence under gen-

eral distresses ? Is there any revolution in Virginia ? Whith-

er is the spirit of America gone ? Whither is the genius

of America fled? It was but yesterday, when our enemies

marched in triumph through our country. Yet the people of

this country could not be appalled by their pompous arma-

ments: they stopped their career, and victoriously captured

them. Where is the peril, now, compared to that ? Some
minds are agitated by foreign alarms. Happily for us, there

is no real danger from Europe; that country is engaged in

more arduous business: from that quarter there is no cause

of feir : you may sleep in safety forever for them.

Where is the danger ? If, sir, there was any, I would

recur to the American spirit to defend us ; that spirit which

has enabled us to surmount the greatest difficulties: to that

illustrious spirit I address my most fervent prayer to prevent

our adopting a system destructive to liberty. Let not gen-

tlemen be told that it is not safe to reject this government.

Wherefore is it not safe? We are told there are dangers,

but those dangers are ideal ; they cannot be demonstrated.

To encourage us to adopt it, they tell us that there is a plain,

easy way of getting amendments. When I come tc

contemplate this part, I suppose that I am mad, or that my
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countrymen are so. The way to amendment is, in my con-

ception, shut. Let us consider this plain, easy way. " The
Congress, whenever two thirds of both houses shall deem i.

necessary, shall propose amendments to this Constitution, oi

on the application of the legislatures of two thirds of the

several states, shall call a Convention for proposing amend-

ments, whi(;h, in either case, shall be valid to all intents and

purposes, as part of this Constitution, when ratified by the

legislatures of three fourths of the several states, or by the

Conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or the other

mode of ratification may be proposed by the Congress.

Provided, that no amendment which may be made prior to

the year 1808, shall in any manner affect the 1st and 4th

clauses in the 9th section of the ist article; and that no

state, without its consent, shall be deprived of its equal

suffrage in the Senate."

Hence it appears that three fourths of the states must

ultimately agree to any amendments that may be necessary.

Let us consider the consequence of this. However unchar-

itable it may appear, yet 1 must tell my opinion— that the

most unworthy characters may get into power, and prevent

the introduction of amendments. Let us suppose — for the

case is supposable, possible, and probable— that you hap-

pen to deal those powers to unworthy hands ; will they

relinquish powers already in their possession, or agree to

amendments ? Two thirds of the Congress, or of the state

legislatures, are necessary even to propose amendments, ft

one third of these be unworthy men, they may prevent the

application for amendments ; but what is destructive and

mischievous, is, that three fourths of the state legislatures,

or of the state conventions, must concur in the amendments
when proposed ! In such numerous bodies, there must neces-

sarily be some designing, bad men. To suppose that so

large a number as three fourths of the states will concur, is

to suppose that they will possess genius, intelligence, and

integrity, approaching to miraculous. It would indeed be

miraculous that they should concur in the same amendments,

or even in such as would bear some likeness to one another
;

for four of the smallest states, that do not collectively con-

tain one tenth part of the population of the United otates,

may obstruct the most salutary and necessary amendments.

Nay, in these four states, six tenths of the people m?y reject
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these amendments ; and suppose that amendments shall be

opposed to amendments, which is highly probable,— is it

possible that three fourths can ever agree to the same amend-

ments ? A bare majority in these four small states may
hinder the adoption of amendments ; so that we may fairly

and justly conclude that one twentieth part of the American

people may prevent the removal of the most grievous incon-

veniences and oppression, by refusing to accede to amend
ments. A trifling minority may reject the most salutary

amendments. Is this an easy mode of securing the public

liberty ? It is, sir, a most fearful situation, when the most

contemptible minority can prevent the alteration of the most

oppressive government ; for it may, in many respects, prove

to be such. Is this the spirit of republicanism ?

What, sir, is the genius of democracy ? Let me read that

clause of the bill of rights of Virginia which relates to this :

3d clause : — that government is, or ought to be, instituted for

the common beneht, protection, and security of the people,

nation, or community. Of all the various modes and forms

of government, that is best, which is capable of producing

the greatest degree of happiness and safety, and is most ef-

fectually secured against the danger of mal-administration

;

and that whenever any government shall be found inadequate,

or contrary to those purposes, a majority of the community

hath an indubitable, unalienable, and indefeasible right to

reform, alter, or abolish it, in such manner as shall be judged

most conducive to the public weal.

This, sir, is the language of democracy— that a majority

of the community have a right to alter government when
found to be oppressive. But how different is the genius of

your new Constitution from this ! How different from the

sentiments of freemen, that a contemptible minority can

prevent the good of the majority ! If, then, gentlemen,

standing on this ground, are come to that point, that they

are willing to bind themselves and their posterity to be op-

pressed, I am amazed and inexpressibly astonished. If this

be the opinion of the majority, I must submit ; but to me,

sir, it appears perilous and destructive. I cannot help think-

ing so. Perhaps it may be the result of my age. These may
•^e feelings natural to a mun of my years, when the

American spirit h:is left him, and his mental powers, like

the members of the body, are decayed. If, sir, amendments
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are left to the twentieth, or tenth part of the people oi

America, your liberty is gone forever. We have heard that

there is a great deal of bribery practised in the House of

Commons, in England, and that many of the members raise

themselves to preferments by selling the rights of the whole

of the people. But, sir, the tenth part of that body cannot

continue oppressions on the rest of the people. English lib-

erty is, in this case, on a firmer foundation than American

liberty. It will be easily contrived to procure the opposition

of one tenth of the people to any alteration, however judi-

cious. The honorable gentleman who presides told us that,

to prevent abuses in our goverument, we will assemble in

Converition, recall our delegated powers, and punish our

servants for abusing the trust reposed in them. O sir,

we should have fine times, indeed, if, to punish tyrants,

it were only sufficient to assemble the people ! Your arms,

wherewith you could defend yourselves, are gone ;
and you

have no longer an aristocratical, no longer a democratical

spirit. Did you ever read ot any revolution m a nation,

brought about by the punishment of those in power, inflicted

by those who had no power at all ? You read of a riot act

in a country which is called one. of the freest in the world,

where a few neighbors cannot assemble without the risk of

being shot by a hired soldiery, the engines of despotism.

We may see such an act in America.

A standing army we shall have, also, to execute the exe-

crable commands of tyranny ; and how are you to punish

them ? Will you order them to be punished ? Who shall

obey these orders ? Will your mace-bearer be a match for a

disciplined regiment.^ In what situation are we to be.^

The clause before you gives a power of direct taxation, un-

bounded and unlimited, exclusive power of legislation, in all

cases whatsoever, for ten miles square, and over all places

purchased for the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dock-

yards, &c. What resistance could be made .'' The attempt

would be madness. You will find all the strength of this

country in the hands of your enemies; their garrisons will

naturally be the strongest places in the country. Your militia

is given up to Congress, also, in another part of this plaii

:

they will therefore act as they think proper: all power will

be in their own possession. You cannot force them to receive

their punishment : of wh it service would militia be to you.
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when, most probably, you will not have a single musket in

the state ? for, as arms are to be provided by Congress, they

may or may not furnish them.

Let me here call your attention to that part which gives

the Congress power " to provide for organizing, arming, and

disciplining the militia, and for governing such part of them

as may be employed in the service of the United States—
reserving to -the states, respectively, the appointment of the

officers, and the authority of training the militia according

to the discipline prescribed by Congress." By this, sir, you

see that their control over our last and best defence is un-

limited. If they neglect or refuse to discipline or arm our

militia, they will be useless: the states can do neither—
this power being exclusively given to Congress. The power

of appointing officers over men not disciplined or armed is

ridiculous ; so that this pretended little remains of power left

to the states may, at the pleasure of Congress, be rendered

nugatory. Our situation will be deplorable indeed : nor can

we ever expect to get this government amended, since 1

have already shown that a very small minority may prevent

it, and that small minority interested in the continuance of

the oppression. Will the oppressor let go the oppressed?

Was there ever an instance ? Can the annals of mankind

exhibit one single example where rulers overcharged with

power willingly let go the oppressed, though solicited and

requested most earnestly? The application for amendments

will therefore be fruitless. Sometimes, the oppressed have

got loose by one of those bloody struggles that desolate a

coimtry; but a willing relinquishment of power is one of

those things which human nature never was, nor ever will

be, capable of.

The honorable gentleman's observations, respecting the

people's right of being the agents in the formation of this

government, are not accurate, in my humble conception.

The distinction between a national government and a con-

federacy is not sufficiently discerned. Had the delegates,

who were sent to Philadelphia, a power to propose a con-

solidated government instead of a confederacy ? Were they

not deputed by states, and not by the people ? The assent

of the people, in their collective capacity,- is not necessary

to the formation of a federal government. The people have

no right to enter into leagues, alliances, or confederations *
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they are not the proper agents for this purpose. States and

foreign powers are the only proper agents for this kind of

government. Show me an instance where the people have

exercised this business. Has it not always gone through

the legislatures? I refer you to the treaties with France,

Holland, and other nations. How were they made ? Were

they not made by the states ? Are the people, therefore, in

their aggregate capacity, the proper persons to form a con-

federacy ? This, therefore, ought to depend on the consent

of the legislatures, the people having never sent delegates to

make any proposition for changing the government. Yet I

must say, at the same time, that it was made on grounds the

most pure ; and perhaps I might have been brought to con-

sent to it so far as to the change of government. But there

is one thing in it which I never would acquiesce in. I

mean, the changing it into a consolidated government, which

is so abhorrent to my mind. [The honorable gentleman

then went on to the figure we make with foreign nations

;

the contemptible one we make in France and Holland

;

which, according to the substance of the notes, he attributes

to the present feeble government.] An opinion has gone

forth, we find, that we are contemptible people : the time

has been when we were thought otherwise. Under the

same despised government, we commanded the respect of

all Europe : wherefore are we now reckoned otherwise '^

The American spirit has fled from hence : it has gone to re-

gions where it has never been expected ; it has gone to the

people of France, in search of a splendid government— a

strong, energetic government. Shall we imitate the exam-

ple of those nations who have gone from a simple to a

splendid government? Are those nations more worthy of

our imitation? What can make an adequate satisfaction to

Them for the loss they have suffered in attaining such a gov-

ernment— for the loss of their liberty? If we admit this

consolidated government, it will be because we like a great,

splendid oner Some way or other we must be a great and

mighty empire ; we must have an army, and a navy, and a

number of things. When the American spirit was in its

youth, the language of America was different : liberty, sir,

was then the primary object. We_.aj:£^escendedjD:mil--a

people whose govejmmenMya^ fnnnrjpd nn li berty : our glo-

-ious forefathers of Great Britain made liberty the foundation
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of every tning. That country is become a great, mighty,

and splendid nation ; not because their government is strong

and energetic, but, sir, because liberty is its direct end

and Ibundation. We drew the spirit oi' liberty from our

British ancestors : by that spirit we have triumphed over

every difficulty. But now, sir, the American spirit, assisted

by the ropes and chains of consolidation, is about to convert

this country into a powerful and mighty empire. If you

make the citizens of this country agree to become the sub-

jects of one great consolidated empire of America, your

government will not have sufficient energy to keep them
together. Such a government is incompatible with the

genius of republicanism. There will be no checks, no real

balances, in this government. What can avail your specious,

imaginary balances, your rope-dancing, chain-rattling, ridic-

ulous ideal checks and contrivances? But, sir, we are not

feared by foreigners ; we do not make nations tremble.

Would this constitute happiness, or secure liberty? I trust,

sir, our political hemisphere will ever direct their operations

to the security of those objects.

Consider our situation, sir : go to the poor man, and ask

him what he does. He will inform you that he enjoys the

fruits of his labor, under his own fig-tree, with his wife and

children around him, in peace and security. Go to every

other member of society,— you will find the same tranquil

ease and content
;
you will find no alarms or disturbances.

Why, then, tell us of danger, to terrify us into an adoption

of this new form of government ? And yet who knows the

dangers that this new system may produce ? They are out

of the sight of the common people : they cannot foresee

latent consequences. I dread the operation of it on the

middling and lower classes of people : it is for them I fear

the adoption of this system. I fear I tire the patience of

the committee ; but l beg to be indulged with a few more

observations. When I thus profess myself an advocate for

the liberty of the people, I shall be told I am a designing

man, that I am to be a great man, that I am to be a

demagogue ; and many similar illiberal insinuations will be

thrown out: but, sir, conscious rectitude outweighs th(tse

things with me. 1 see great jeopardy in this new govein-

ment. I see none from our present one. I hope some

gentleman or other will bring forth, in full array, those
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darigors, if there be any, that we may see and touch them.

I have said that I thought this a consolidated government

:

F will now prove it. Will the great rights of the people be

secured by this government ? Suppose it should prove op

pressive, how can it be altered ? Our bill of rights declares,

" that a majority of the community hath an indubitable,

unalienable, and indefeasible right to reform, alter, or abol

ish it, in such manner as shall be judged most conducive to

the public weal."

I have just proved that one tenth, or less, of the people of

America— a most despicable minority— may prevent this re-

form or alteration^ Suppose'ttie~^ople of Virginia should

wish to alter their government ; can a majority of them do

it ? No ; because they are connected with other men, or, in

other words, consolidated with other states. When the

people of Virginia, at a future day, shall wish to alter their

government, though they should be unanimous in this de-

sire, yet they may be prevented therefrom by a despicable

minority at the extremity of the United States. The
founders of your own Constitution made your government

changeable : but the power of changing it is gone from

you. Whither is it gone ? It is placed in the same hands

that hold the rights of twelve other states ; and those who
hold those rights have right and power to keep them.^ Ij;

ij^jiotth^partic^^ governjnentjoOQrginia :_wie_jDf jL^
leading features of^tRaTgovernment is, that a majojjtyLjiari

alterlt, whenliecessary tor the public good
. ,_ Thi^_goye rn

-

ment is not a Virginian, but an American governmeivL_ Is

irTioT,~"therelOT~e7~a~consolidated government ? The sixth

clause of your bill of rights tells you, " that elections of

members to serve as representatives of the people in

Assembly ought to be free, and that all men having

sufficient evidence of permanent common interest with,

and attachment to, the community, have the right of

suffrage, and cannot be taxed, or deprived of their prop-

erty for public uses, without their own consent, or that of

their representatives so elected, nor bound by any law to

\\'hich they have not in like manner assented for the public

good." But what does this Constitution say ? The clause

under consideration gives an unlimited and unbounded power

of taxation. Suppose every delegate from Virginia opposes

a law laying a tax ; what will it avail ? They are opposed

by a myority ; eleven members can destroy their efforts
•
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those feeble ten cannot prevent the passing the most op-

pressive tax law ; so that, in direct opposition to the spirit

and expiess language of your declaration of rights, you are

taxed, not by your own consent, but by people who have no

connection with you.

The next clause of the bill of rights tells you, " that all

power of suspending law, or the execution of laws, by any

authority, without the consent of the representatives of the

people, is injurious to their rights, and ought not to be ex-

ercised." This tells us that there can be no suspension of

government or laws without our own consent
;

yet this

Constitution can counteract and suspend any of our laws

that contravene its oppressive operation ; for they have the

power of direct taxation, which suspends our bill of rights
;

and it is expressly provided that they can make all laws

necessary for carrying their powers into execution ; and it

is declared paramount to the laws and constitutions of the

states. Consider how the only remaining defence we have

left is destroyed in this manner. Besides the expenses of

maintaining the Senate and other house in as much splendor

as they please, there is to be a great and mighty President,

with very extensive powers— the powers of a king. He is

to be supported in extravagant magnificence ; so that the

whole of our property may be taken by this American gov-

ernment, by laying what taxes they please, giving them-

selves what salaries they please, and suspending our laws at

their pleasure. I might be thought too inquisitive, but I

believe I should take up very little of your time in enumerat-

ing the little power that is left to the government of Vir-

ginia ; for this power is reduced to little or nothing : their

garrisons, magazines, arsenals, and forts, which will be sit-

uated in the strongest places within the states ; their ten

miles square, with all the fine ornaments of human life,

added to their powers, and taken from the states, will reduce

the power of the latter to nothing.

The voice of tradition, I trust, will inform posterity of our

struggles for freedom. If our descendants be worthy the name
of Americans, they will preserve, and hand down to their

latest posterity, the transactions of the present times ; and,

though I confess my exclamations are not worthy the heai

mg, they will see that I have done my utmost to preserve

their liberty ; for I never will give up the power of direct tax-

ation but for a scourge, I am willing to give it condition*
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ally ; that is, after non-compliance with requisitions. I will

do more, sir, and what I hope will convince the most skep-

tical man that I am a lover of the American Union— that, in

case Virginia shall not make punctual payment, the control

of our custom-houses, and the whole regulation of trade,

shall be given to Congress, and that Virginia shall de-

pend on Congress even for passports, till Virginia shall

have paid the last farthing, and furnished the last soldier.

Nay, sir, there is another alternative to which I would con-

sent ;
— even that they should strike us out of the Union, and

take away from us all federal privileges, till we comply with

federal requisitions : but let it depend upon our own pleas-

ure to pay our money in the most easy manner for our peo-

ple. Were all the states, more terrible than the mother coun-

try, to join against us, 1 hope Virginia could defend herself;

but, sir," the dissolution of the Union is most abhorrent to my
mind. The first thing I have at heart is American liberty : the

second thing is American union; and I hope the people of

Virginia will endeavor to preserve that union. The increasing

population of the Southern States is far greater than that of

New England ; consequently, in a short time, they will be

far more numerous than the people of that country. Consider

this, and you will find this state more particularly interested

to support American liberty, and not bind our posterity by an

improvident relinquishment of our rights. I would give the

best security for a punctual compliance with requisitions ; but

I beseech gentlemen, at all hazards, not to give up this un-

limited power of taxation. The honorable gentleman has

told us that these powers, given to Congress, are accompa-

nied by a judiciary which will correct all. On examination,

you will find this very judiciary oppressively constructed
;
your

jury trial destroyed, and the judges dependent on Congress.

In this scheme of energetic government, the people will

find two sets of tax-gatherers— the state and the federal

sheriffs. This, it seems to me, will produce such dreadful

oppression as the people cannot possibly bear. The federal

sheriff may commit what oppression, make what distresses, he

pleases, and ruin you with impunity ; for-how are you to tie his

hands ? Have you any sufficiently decided means of prevent-

*ng him from sucking your blood by speculations, commis-

sions, and fees ? Thus thousands of your people will be most

shamefully robbed : our state sheriffs, those unfeeling blood-

VOL. III. 8
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suckers, have, under the watchful eye of our legislature, com-
mitted the most horrid and barbarous ravages on our people.

It has required the most constant vigilance of the legislature

to keep them from totally ruining the people ; a repeated

succession of laws has been made to suppress their iniquitous

speculations and cruel extortions; atid as often has their nefa-

rious ingenuity devised methods of evading the force of those

laws: in the struggle they have generally triumphed over the

legislature.

It is a fact that lands have been sold for five shillings,

which were worth one hundred pounds: if sheriffs, thus im-

mediately under the eye of our state legislature and judiciary,

have dared to commit these outrages, what would thev not

have done if their masters had been at Philadelphia or New
York? If they perpetrate the most unwarrantable outrage on
your person or property, you cannot get redress on this side

of Philadelphia or New York ; and how can you get it there

If your domestic avocations could permit you to go thither,

there you must appeal to judges sworn to support this Con-
stitution, in opposition to that of any state, and who may also

be inclined to favor their own officers. When these harpies

are aided by excisemen, who may search, at any time, your
houses, and most secret recesses, va ill the people bear it ?

If you think so, you differ from me. Where I thought there

was a possibility of such mischiefs, I would grant power with

a niggardly hand ; and here there is a strong probability that

these oppressions shall actually happen. 1 may be told that

it is safe to err on that side, because such regulations may be

made by Congress as shall restrain these officers, and because

laws are made by our representatives, and judged by right-

eous judges : but, sir, as these regulations may be made, so

they may not ; and many reasons there are to induce a be-

lief" that they will not. I shall therefore be an infidel on that

point till the day of my death.

This Constitution is said to have beautiful features ; but

when I come to examine these features, sir, they appear to

me horribly frightful. Among other deformities, it has an

awful squinting; it squints towards monarchy; and does not

this raise indignation in the breast of every true American ?

Your President may easily become king. Your Senate is

so imperfectly constructed that your dearest rights may be

sacrificed by what may be a small minority; and a veiy small

minority may continue forever unchangeably this government.
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although horridly defective. Where are your checks in this

government ? Your strongholds will be in the hands ol

your enemies. It is on a supposition that your Americai

governors shall be honest, that all the good qualities of this

government are founded ; but its delective and imperfect

construction puts it in their power to perpetrate the worst of

mischiefs, should they be bad men ; and^ sir, would not all

the world, from the eastern to the western hemisphere, blame

our distracted folly in resting our rights upon the contingency

of our rulers being good or bad? Show me that age and

country where the rights and liberties of the })eoj)le were

placed on the sole chance of their rulers being good men,

without a consequent loss of liberty ! I say that the loss of

that dearest privilege has ever followed, with absolute cer-

tainty, every such mad attempt.

If your American chief be a man of ambition and abilities,

how easy is it for him to render himself absolute ! The army

is in his hands, and if he be a man of address, it will be

attached to him, and it will be the subject of long meditation

with him to seize the first auspicious moment to accomplish

his design ; and, sir, will the American spirit solely relieve

j'ou when this happens? I would rather infinitely— and I

am sure most of this Convention are of the same opinion—
have a king, lords, and commons, than a government so

replete with such insupportable evils. If we make a king,

we may prescribe the rules by which he shall rule his people,

and interpose such checks as shall prevent him from infrin-

ging them; but the President, in the field, at the head of his

army, can prescribe the terms on which he shall reign mas-

ter, so far that it will puzzle any American ever to get his

neck from under the galling yoke. I cannot with patience

think of this idea. If ever he violates the laws, one of two

things will happen : he will come at the head of his army,

to carry every thing before him ; or he will give bail, or

do what Mr. Chief Justice will order him. If he be

guilty, will not the recollection of his crimes teach him to

make one bold push for the American throne ? Will not the

immense difference between being master of every thing,

and being ignominiously tried and punished, powerfully ex-

cite him to m ike this bold push ? But, sir, where is the

cxistinii: force to punish him ? Can he not, at the head of

nis army, beat down every opposition ? Away with your
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President! we shall have a kino;: the army will salute him
monarch : jour militia will leave jou, and assist in making
him king, and fight against jou : and what have jou to op-

pose this force ? What will then become of jou and jour

rights ? Will not absolute despotism ensue ?

[Here Mr. HENRY strongly and pathetically expatiated on the proba-

bility of the President's enslaving America, and the horrid consequence?

that must result.]

What can be more defective than the clause concerning

the elections ? The control given to Congress over the time,

place, and manner of holding elections, will totallj destroj

the end of suffrafje. The elections mav be held at one

place, and the most inconvenient in the state; or thej maj
be at remote distances from those who have a right of suf-

frage : hence nine out of ten must either not vote at all, or

vote for strangers ; for the most influential characters will

be applied to, to know who are the most proper to he

chosen. I repeat, that the control of Congress over the man-
ner, &;c., of electing, well warrants this idea. The natural

consequence will be, that this democratic branch will pos-

sess none of the public confidence; the people will be preju-

diced against representatives chosen in such an injudicious

manner. The proceedings in the northern conclave will be

hidden from the jeomanrj of this countrj. We are told that

the jeas and najs shall be taken, and entered on the jour-

nals. This, sir, will avail nothing : it maj be locked up in

their chests, and concealed forever from the people ; for thej

are not to publish what parts thej think require secrecj

:

thej maij think, and will think, the whole requires it. An-
other beautiful feature of this Constitution is, the publication

from time to time of the receipts and expenditures of the

public monej.
This expression, /ro»2 time to time, is verj indefinite and

indeterminate : it maj extend to a centurj. Grant that

anj of them are wicked ; thej maj squander the public

monej so as to ruin jou, and jet this expression will give

you no redress. 1 saj thej maj ruin jou ; for where, sir, is

the responsibilitj .'' The yeas and najs will show jou

nothing, unless thej be fools as well as knaves ; for, after

having wickedlj trampled on the rights of the people, thej

would act like fools indeed, were thej to publish and dKulge
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their iniquity, when they have it equally in their power to

suppress and conceal it. Where is the responsibility— that

leading principle in the British government ? In that gov-

ernment, a punishment certain and inevitable is provided
;

but in this, there is no real, actual punishment for the gross-

est maladministration. They may go without punishment,

though they commit the most outrageous violation on our

immunities. That paper may tell me they will be punished.

I ask. By what law ? They must make the law, for there

is no existing law to do it. What ! will they make a law to

punish themselves?

This, sir, is my great objection to" the Constitution, that

diere is no true responsibility— and that the preservation

of our liberty depends on the single chance of men being vir-

tuous enough to make laws to punish themselves.

In the country from which we are descended, they have

real and not imaginary responsibility ; for their mal-admin-

istration has cost their heads to some of the most saucy

geniuses that ever were. The Senate, by making treaties,

may destroy your liberty and laws for want of responsibility.

Two thirds of those that shall happen to be present, can,

with the President, make treaties that shall be the supreme

law of the land ; they may make the most ruinous treaties

;

and yet there is no punishment for them. Whoever shows

me a punishment provided for them will oblige me. So, sir,

notwithstanding there are eight pillars, they want another.

Where will they make another ? I trust, sir, the exclusion

of the evils wherewith this system is replete in its present

form, will be made a condition precedent to its adoption by

this or any other state. The transition, from a general un-

qualified admission to offices, to a consolidation of govern-

ment, seems easy; for, though the American states are dis-

similar in their struf'ture, this will assimilate them. This,

sir, is itself a strong consolidating feature, and is not one of

the least dangerous in that system. Nine states are suffi-

cient to establish this government over those nine. Imagine

that nine have come into it. Virginia has certain scruples.

Suppose she will, consequently, refuse to join with those

states; may not she still continue in friendship and union

with them ? If she sends her annual requisitions in dollars,

do you think their stomachs will be so squeamish as to

refuse her dollars ? Will they not accept her regiments
*''

6
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Thej would intimidate you into an inconsiderate adoption,

and frighten joii with ideal evils, and that the Union shall

be dissolved. 'Tis a bugbear, sir: the lact is, sir, that the

eight adopting states can hardly stand on their own legs.

Public fame tells us that the adopting states have already
heart-burnings and animosity, and re])ent their precipitate

hurry : this, sir, may occasion exceeding great mischief.

When I reflect on these and many other circumstances, 1

must think those states will be found to be in confederacy
with us. If we pay our quota of money annually, and fur-

nish our ratable number of men, when necessary, I can s^e

no danger from a rejection.

The history of Switzerland clearly proves that we might
be in amicable alliance with those states without adopting
this Constitution. Switzerland is a confederacy, consisting

of dissimilar governments. This is an example which proves

that governments of dissimilar structures may be confed-
erated. That confederate republic has stood upwards of

four hundred years ; and, although several of the individual

republics are democratic, and the rest aristocratic, no evil

has resulted from this dissimilarity ; for they have braved all

the power of France and Germany during that long period.

The Swiss spirit, sir, has kept them together ; they have
encountered and overcome immense difficulties with patience

and fortitude. In the vicinity of powerful and ambitious

monarchs, they have retained their independence, republican

simplicity, and valor. [Here he makes a comparison of the

people of that country and those of France, and makes a

(piotation from Addison illustrating the subject.] Look at

the peasants of that country and of France ; and mark the

difference. You will find the condition of the former far

more desirable and comfortable. No matter whether the

people be great, splendid, and powerful, if they enjoy free-

dom. The Turkish Grand Signior, alongside of our Presi-

dent, would put us to disgrace; but we should be as abun-
dantly consoled for this disgrace, when our citizens have been
put in contrast with the Turkish slave. The most valuable

end of government is the liberty of the inhabitants. No
possible advantages can compensate for the loss of this priv-

ilege Show me the reason why the American Union is to

be dissolved. Who are those eight adopting states ? Are
they averse to give us a little time to consider, before we
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conclude ? Would such a disposition render a junction with

them eligible ; or is it the genius of that kind of government

to precipitate people hastily into measures of the utmost im-

portance, and grant no indulgence ? If it be, sir, is it for us

to accede to such a government ? We have a right to have

time to consider ; we shall therefore insist upon it. Unless

the government be amended, we can never accept it. The
adopting states will doubtless accept our money and our

regiments ; and what is to be the consequence, if we are

disunited ? I believe it is yet doubtful, whether it is not

proper to stand by a while, and see the effect of its adoption

in other states. In forming a government, the utmost care

should be taken to prevent its becoming oppressive ;
and

this government is of such an intricate and complicated

nature, that no man on this earth can know its real opera-

tion. The other states have no reason to think, from the

antecedent conduct of Virginia, that she has any intention

of seceding from the Union, or of being less active to support

the general welfare. Would they not, therefore, acquiesce

in our taking time to deliberate— deliberate whether the

measure be not perilous, not only for us, but the adopting

states ?

Permit me, sir, to say, that a great majority of the people,

even in the adopting states, are averse to this government. 1

believe I would be right to say, that they have been egre-

giously misled. Pennsylvania has, perhaps, been tricked into

it. If the other states who have adopted it have not been

tricked, still they were too much hurried into its adoption.

There were very respectable minorities in several of them;

and if reports be true, a clear majority of the people are

averse to it. If we also accede, and it should prove griev-

ous, the peace and prosperity of our country, which we all

love, will be destroyed. This government has not the affec-

tion of the people at present. Should it be oppressive, their

affections will be totally estranged from it ; and, sir, you

know that a government, without their affections, can neither

be durable nor happy. I speak as one poor individual ; but

when I speak, I speak the language of thousands. But, sir,

I mean not to breathe the spirit, nor utter the language, of

secession.

I have trespassed so long on your patience, I am really

concerned that I have something yet to say. The honora-
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ble member has said, we shall be properly represented.

Remember, sir, that the number of our representatives is

but ten, whereof six is a majority. Will those men be pos-

sessed of sufficient information ? A particular knowledge of
particular districts will not suffice. They must be well ac-

quainted with agriculture, commerce, and a great variety of

other matters throughout the continent; they must know
not only the actual state of nations in Europe and America,
the situations of their farmers, cottagers, and mechanics, but
also the relative situations and intercourse of those nations.

Virginia is as large as England. Our proportion of represen-

tatives is but ten men. In England they have five hundred
and fifty-eight. The House of Commons, in England, numer-
ous as they are, we are told, are bribed, and have bartered

away the rights of their constituents : what, then, shall be-

come of us ? Will these few protect our rights ? Will they
be incorruptible ? You say they will be better men than the

English commoners. I say they will be infinitely worse
men, because they are to be chosen blindfolded : their elec-

tion (the term, as applied to their appointment, is inaccurate)

will be an involuntary nomination, and not a choice.

I have, I fear, fatigued the committee
;
yet I have not

said the one hundred thousandth part of what I have on my
mind, and wish to impart. On this occasion, I conceived

myself bound to attend strictly to the interest of the state,

and I thought her dearest rights at stake. Having lived so

long— been so much honored— my efforts, though small,

are due to my country. I have found my mind hurried on,

from subject to subject, on this very great occasion. We
have been all out of order, from the gentleman who opened
to-day to myself. I did not come prepared to speak, on so

multifarious a subject, in so general a manner. I trust you
will indulge me another time. Before you abandon the

present system, I hope you will consider not only its defects,

most maturely, but likewise those of that which you are to

substitute for it. May you be fully apprized of the dangers
of the latter, not by fatal experience, but by some abler

advocate than I

!

Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, if we go on in this

irregular manner, contrary to our resolution, instead of three

or six weeks, it will take us six months to decide this ques-
^^•irn. I shall endeavor to make the committee sensible of
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the necessity of establishing a national government. In the

course of my argument, I shall show the inefficacy of the

Confederation. It is too late to enter into the subject now,

but I shall take the first opportunity for that purpose. I

mention this to show that I had not answered him fully, nor

in a general way, yesterday.
Friday, June 16, 1788.

The Convention, according to the order of the day, again

resolved itself into a committee of the whole Convention,

to take into further consideration the proposed plan of gov-

ernment. Mr. Wythe in the chair.

[The 1st and 2d sections still under consideration.]

Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, I am a child of the

revolution. My country, very early indeed, took me under

its protection, at a time when I most wanted it, and, by a

succession of favors and honors, gratified even my most

ardent wishes. I feel the highest gratitude and attachment

to my country ; her felicity is the most fervent prayer of my
heart. Conscious of having exerted my faculties to the

utmost in her behalf, if I have not succeeded in securing the

esteem of my countrymen, I shall reap abundant consolation

from the rectitude of my intentions : honors, when compared

to the satisfaction accruing from a conscious independence

and rectitude of conduct, are no equivalent. The unwea-

ried study of my life shall be to promote her happiness. As

a citizen, ambition and popularity are no objects with me.

1 expect, in the course of a year, to retire to that private

station which I most sincerely and cordially prefer to all

others. The security of public justice, sir, is what I most

fervently wish, as I consider that object to be the primary

step to the attainment of public happiness. I can declare to

the whole world, that, in the part I take in this very impor-

tant question, I am actuated by a regard for what I conceive

to be our true interest. I can also, with equal sincerity, de-

clare that I would join heart and hand in rejecting this sys-

tem, did I not conceive it would promote our happiness ; but,

having a strong conviction on my mind, at this time, that by

a disunion we 'shall throw away all those blessings we have

so earnestly fought for, and that a rejection of the Constitu-

tion will operate disunion, pardon me if I discharge the obli-

gation I owe to my country, by voting for its adaption. We
are told that the report of dangers is false. The cry of

voT,. in. 9
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peace, sir, is false : say peace, when there is peace ; it is

but a sudden cahii. The tempest growls over jou : look
round— wheresoever you look, you see danger. Where
there are so many witnesses in many parts of America, that

justice is suffocated, shall peace and happiness still be said

to reign ? Candor, sir, requires an undisguised representa-

tion of our situation. Candor, sir, demands a faithful expo-
sition of facts. Many citizens have found justice strangled

and trampled under foot, through the course ofjurisprudence
in this country. Are those who have debts due to them sat-

isfied with your government ? Are not creditors wearied
with the tedious procrastination of your legal process— a

process obscured by legislative mists ? Cast your eyes to

your seaports
; see how commerce languishes. This country,

so blessed, by nature, with every advantage that can render
commerce profitable, through defective legislation is deprived

of all the benefits and emoluments she might otherwise reap

from it. We hear many complaints on the subject of located

lands ; a variety of competitors claiming the same lands

under legislative acts, public faith prostrated, and private

confidence destroyed. I ask you if your laws are rever-

enced. In every well-regulated community, the laws com-
mand respect. Are yours entitled to reverence ? We not

only see violations of the constitution, but of national prin-

ciples in repeated instances. How is the fact ? The history

of the violations of the constitution extends from the year

1776 to this present time— violations made by formal acts

of the legislature : every thing has been drawn within the

legislative vortex.

There is one example of this violation in Virginia, of a
most striking and shocking nature — an example so horrid,

that, if I conceived my country would passively permit a

repetition of it, dear as it is to me, I would seek means of

expatriating myself from it. A man, who was then a citizen,

was deprived of his life thus : from a mere reliance on
general reports, a gentleman in the House of Delegates in-

formed the house, that a certain man (Josiah Philips) had
committed several crimes, and was running at large, perpe-

trating other crimes. He therefore moved for leave to attaint

him ; he obtained that leave instantly; no sooner did he ob-

tain it, than he drew from his pocket a bill ready written for

that effect ; it was read three times in one day, and carried to
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the Senate. I will not say that it passed the same day

through the Senate ; but he was attainted very speedily and

precipitately, without any proof better than vague ,eports.

Without being confronted with his accusers and witnesses,

without the privilege of calling for evidence in his behalf, he

was sentenced to death, and was afterwards actually executed.

Was this arbitrary deprivation of life, the dearest gift of God
to man, consistent with the genius of a republican govtun-

ment ? Is this compatible with the spirit of freedom .''

This, sir, has made the deepest impression ot> my heart, and

I cannot contemplate it without horror. There are still, a

multiplicity of complaints of the debility of the laws. Jus-

tice, in many instances, is so unattainable that commerce

may. in fact, be said to be stopped entirely. There is no

peace, sir, in this land. Can peace exist with injustice,

licentiousness, insecurity, and oppression ? These consider-

ations, independent of many others which I have not yet

enumerated, would be a sufficient reason for the adoption of

this Constitution, because it secures the liberty of the citi-

zen, his person and property, and will invigorate and restore

commerce and industry. An additional reason to induce us

to adopt it is that excessive licentiousness which has re-

sulted from the relaxation of our laws, and which will be

checked by this government. Let us judge from the fate

of more ancient nations : licentiousness has produced tyran-

ny among many of them : it has contributed as much (if not

more) as any other cause whatsoever to the loss of their

liberties. I have respect for the integrity of our legislatures
;

I believe them to be virtuous ; but as long as the defects of

the Constitution exist, so long will laws be imperfect.

The honorable gentleman went on further, and said thai

the accession of eight states is not a reason for our adoption.

Many other things have been alleged out of order ;
instead

of discussino; the system regularly, a variety of points are

promiscuously debated, in order to make temporary impres-

sion on the members. Sir, were I convinced of the validity

of their arguments, I would join them heart and hand. Were
[ convinced that the accession of eight states did not render

our accession also necessary to preserve the Union, I would

not accede to it till it should be previously amended ;
but,

sir, I am convinced that the Union will be lost by our rejec-

tion. Massachusetts has adopted it ; she has recommended
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subsequent amendments ; her influence must be very con-

siderable to obtain them. I trust \ny countrymen have suf-

ficient wisdom and virtue to entitle them to equal respect.

Is it urged that, being wiser, we ought to prescribe

amendments to the other states? I have considered this

subject deliberately ; wearied myself in endeavoring to find

a possibility of preserving t!ie Union, without our uncon-

ditional ratification ; but, sir, in vain ; I find no other means.

I ask myself a variety of questions applicable to the adopt-

ing states, and I conclude. Will they repent of what they

have done ? Will they acknowledge themselves in an error .^

Or will they recede, to gratify Virginia ? My prediction is,

that they will not. Sh^ll we stand by ourselves, and be

severed from the Union, if amendments cannot be had ? 1

have every reason for determining w'itWt'n myself that our

rejection must dissolve the Union; and that that dissolution

will destroy our political happiness. The honorable gentle-

man was pleased to draw out several other arguments out of

order,— that this government would destroy the state gov-

ernments, the trial by jury, &c. &c., — and concluded by

an illustration of his opinion by a reference to the confed-

eracy of the Swiss. Let us argue with unprejudiced minds.

They say that the trial by jury is gone. Is this so ? Al-

though I have declared my determination to give my vote

for it, yet I shall freely censure those parts which appear to

me reprehensible.

The trial by jury in criminal cases is secured ; in civil

cases it is not so expressly secured as I should wish it ; but

it does not follow that Congress has the power of taking

away this privilege, which is secured by the constitution of

each state, and not given away by this Constitution. I have

no fear on this subject. Congress must regulate it so as to

suit every state. I will risk my property on the certainty

that they will institute the trial by jury in such manner as

shall accommodate the conveniences of the inhabitants in

every state. The difficulty of ascertaining this accommoda-

tion 'was the principal cause of its not being provided for. It

will be the interest of the individuals composing Congress to

put it on this convenient footing. Shall we not choose men

respectable for their good qualities ? Or can we suppose that

men tainted with the worst vices will get into Congress ? 1

beg leave to differ from the honorable gentleman in anothe,
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point. He dreads that great inconveniences will ensue from

the federal court ; that our citizens will, be harassed by being

carried thither. I cannot think that this power of the fed

ral judiciary will necessarily be abused ; the inconvenience

here suggested being of a general nature, affecting most of

the states, will, by general consent of the states, be removed .

and, I trust, such regulations shall be made in this case as

will accommodate the people in every state. The honorable

gentleman instanced the Swiss cantons, as an example, to

show us the possibility, if not expediency, of being in ami-

cable alliance with the other states, without adopting this

system. Sir, references to history will be fatal in political

reasons unless well guarded. Our mental ability is often

so contracted, and powers of investigation so limited, that

sometimes we adduce as an example in our favor what in

fact militates against us. Examine the situation of that

country comparatively to us : the extent and situation of that

country is totally different from ours; their country is sur-

rounded by powerful, ambitious, and reciprocally jealous

nations ; their territory small, and soil not very fertile. The
peculiarity, sir, of their situation, has kept them together,

and not that system of alliance to which the gentleman

seems to attribute the durability and felicity of their con-

nection.

[Here his excellency quoted some passages from Stanyard, illustrating

his argument, and largely commented upon it ; the effect of which was,

that the narrow confines of that country rendered it very possible for a

system of confederacy to accommodate those cantons, that would not suit

the United States; that it was the fear of the ambitious and warlike

nations that surrounded them, and the reciprocal jealousy of the other

European powers, that rendered their union so desirable; and that, not-

withstanding these circumstances, and their being a hardy race of people,

yet such was the injudicious construction of their confederacy, that very

considerable broils interrupted their harmony sometimes.]

His excellency then continut^d : I have produced this ex

ample to show that we ought not to be amused with the

historical references which have no kind of analogy to the

points under our consideration. We ought to confine our-

selves to those points, solely, which have an immediate and

strict similitude to the subject of our discussion. The refer-

ence made by the honorable gentleman over the way is

extremely inapplicable to us. Are the Swiss cantons cir-

cumstanced as we are ? Are we surrounded by formidable
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nations f Or are we situated in any manner like them .'*

We are not, sir. Then it naturally results, that no such

friendly intercourse as he flattered himself with could lake

place, in a case of a dissolution of our union. We are re-

motely situated from powerful nations, the dread of whose

attack might impel us to unite firmly with one another; nor

are we situated in an inaccessibly strong position; we have

to fear much from one another. We must soon feel the fatal

effects of an imperfect system of union. The honorable

gentleman attacks the Constitution, as he thinks it is con-

trary to our bill of rights. Do we not appeal to the people,

by whose authority all government is made ? That bill of

rights is of no validity, because, I conceive, it is not formed

on due authority. It is not a part of our Constitution ; it

has never secured us against any danger ; it has been re-

peatedly disregarded and violated. But we must not discard

the Confederation, for the remembrance of its past services.

I am attached to old servants. I have regard and tenderness

for this old servant; but when reason tells us, that it can

no longer be retained without throwing away all that it has

gained us, and running the risk of losing every thing dear to

us, must we still continue our attachment ? Reason and my
duty tell me not. Other gentlemen may think otherwise.

But, sir, is it not possible that men may differ in senti-

ments, and still be honest ? We have an inquisition within

ourselves, that leads us not to offend so nmch against charity.

The gentleman expresses a necessity of being suspicious of

those who govern. I will agree with him in the necessity

of political jealousy to a certain extent; but we ought to

examine how far this political jealousy ought to be carried.

I confess that a certain degree of it is highly necessary to

the preservation of liberty ; but it ought not to be extended

to a degree which is degrading and humiliating to human
nature ; to a degree of restlessness, and active disquietude,

sufficient to disturb a community, or preclude the possibility

of political happiness and contentment. Confidence ought

also to be equally limited. Wisdom shrinks from extremes,

and fixes on a medium as her choice. Experience and his-

tory, the least fallible judges, teach us that, in forming a

government, the powders to be given must be commensurate

to the object. A less degree will defeat the intention, and

a greater will subject the people to the depravity of rulers,
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who, though they are but the agents of the people, pervert

their powers to their emoluments and ambitious views.

Mr. Chairman, I am sorry to be obliged to detain the

house ; but the relation of a variety of matters renders it

now unavoidable. I i-nformed the house yesterday, before

rising, that 1 intended to show the necessity of having a na-

tional government in preference to the Confederation ; also

to show the necessity of conceding the power of taxation,

and distinguishing between its objects ; and I am the more

happy that I possess materials of information for that pur-

pose. My intention, then, is to satisfy the gentlemen of

this committee that a national government is absolutely in-

dispensable, and that a confederacy is not eligible, in our

present situation : the introductory step to this will be, to

endeavor to convince the house of the necessity of the Union,

and that the present Confederation is actually inadequate

and unamendable. The extent of the country is objected,

by the gentleman over the way, as an insurmountable ob-

stacle to the establishing a national goverimient in the

United States. It is a very strange and inconsistent doc-

trine, to admit the necessity of the Union, and yet urge this

last objection, which I think goes radically to the existence

of the Union itself. If the extent of the country be a con-

clusive argument against a national government, it is equally

so against a union with the other states. Instead of en-

tering largely into a discussion of the nature and effect of

the different kinds of government, or into an inquiry into

the particular extent of country that may suit the genius of

this or that government, I ask this question— Is this gov-

ernment necessary for the safely of Virginia? Is the union

indispensable for our happiness ? I confess it is imprudent

for any nation to form alliance with another whose situa-

tion and construction of government are dissimilar to its

own. It is impolitic and improper for men of opulence to

join their interest with men of indigence and chance. But
we are now inquiring particularly whether Virginia, as con-

tradistinguished from the other states, can exist without (he

union— a hard question, perhaps, after what has been said.

J will venture, however, to say, she cannot. I shall not

rest contented with asserting— I shall endeavor to prove.

Look at the most powerful nations on earth. England
r.nd France have had recourse to this expedient. Those
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countries found it necessary to unite with their immediate

neighbors, and this union lias prevented the most lamentable

mischiefs. What divine preeminence is Virginia possessed

of above other states ? Can Virginia send her navy and
thunder to bid defiance to foreign nations ? And can she

exist without a union with her neighbors, when the most

potent nations have found such a union necessary, not only

to their political felicity, but their national existence ? Let
us examine her ability. Althouo;h it be impossible to de-

termine with accuracy what degree of internal strength a

nation ouo;ht to possess to enable it to stand by itself, yet

there are certain sure facts and circumstances which demon-
strate that a particular nation cannot stand singly. I have

spoken with freedom, and I trust I have done it with de-

cency; but I must also speak the truth. If Virginia can

exist without the union, she must derive that ability from

one or other of these sources,— viz., from her natural situa-

tion, or because she has no reason to fear from other nations.

What is her situation ? She is not inaccessible : she is not

a petty n; public, like that of St. Marino, surrounded by

rocks and mountains, with a soil not very fertile, nor worthy

the envy of surrounding nations. Were this, sir, her situa-

tion, she might, like that petty state, subsist separated from

all the world. On the contrary, she is very accessible : the

large, capacious Bay of Chesapeake, which is but too ex-

cellently adapted for the admission of enemies, renders her

very vulnerable.

I am informed — and I believe rightly, because I derive

my information from those whose knowledge is most re-

spectable — that Virginia is in a very unhappy position with

respect to the access of foes by sea, though happily situated

for commerce. This being her situation by sea, let us look

at land. She has frontiers adjoining the states of Pennsyl-

vania, Maryland, and North Carolina. Two of those states

have declared themselves members of the Union : will she

be inaccessible to the inhabitants of those states ? Cast

your eyes to the western country, that is inhabited by cruel

savages, your natural enemies. Besides their natural pro-

pensity to barbarity, they may be excited, by the gold of

foreign enemies, to commit the most horrid ravages on your

people. Our greatly-increasing population is one remedy

to this evil ; but being scattered thinly over so extensive a
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country, how difficult is it to colitct their strength, or defend

the country ! This is one point of weakness. I wish, for

the honor of my countrymen, that it was the only one.

There is another circumstance which renders us more vul-

nerable. Are we not weakened by the population of those

whom we hold in slavery ? The day may come when they

may make impression upon us. Gentlemen who have been

long accustomed to the contemplation of the subject, think

there is a cause of alarm in this case : the number of

those people, compared to that of the whites, is an immense
proportion: their number amounts to 236,000— that of

the whites only to 352,000. Will the American spirit, so

much spoken of, repel an invading enemy, or enable you to

obtain an advantageous peace ? Manufactures and military

stores may afford relief to a country exposed : have we
these at present? Attempts have been made to have these

here. If we shall be separated from the Union, shall our

chance of having: these be sJ'eater ?— or will not the want
of these be more deplorable ?

We shall be told of the exertions of Virginia under the

Confederation— her achievements when she had no com-
merce. These, sir, were necessary for her immediate safety

;

nor would these have availed without the aid of the other

states. Those states, then our friends, brothers, and support-

ers, will, if disunited from us, be our bitterest enenjies. If,

then, sir, Virginia, from her situation, is not inaccessible or

invulnerable, let us consider if she be protected by having no

cause to fear from other nations. Has she no cause to fear?

You will have cjuse to fear, as a nation, if disunited
;
you

will not only have this cause to fear from yourselves, from

that species of population I before mentioned, and your once

sister states, but from the arms of other nations. Have you

no cause of fear from Spain, whose dominions border on your

country ? P^very nation, every people, in our circumstances,

have already had abundant cause to fear. Let us see the

danger to be apprehended from France. Let us suppose Vir-

ginia separated from the other states; as part of the former

confederated states, she will owe France a verv considerable

sum. Will France be as magnanimous as ever ? France, by

the law of nations, will have a right to demand the whole of

her, or of the others. If France were to demand it, what

would become of the property of America ? Could she not

VOL. III. 10 7
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destroy what little commerce we have? Could she not seize

our ships, and carry havoc and destruction before her on our

shores? The most lamentable desolation would take place.

We owe a debt to Spain also : do we expect indulgence from

that quarter? That nation has a right to defnand the debt

due to it, and power to enforce that right. Will the Dutch

be silent about the debt due to them ? Is there any one who
pretends that any of these nations will be patient ? The
debts due the British are also very considerable ; these dtbts

have been withheld contrary to treaty: if Great Britain will

demand the payment of these debts peremptorily, what will

be the consequence ? Can we pay them if demandi^d ?

Will no danjier result from a refusal ? Will the Brit-

ish nation suffer their subjects to be stripped of their prop-

erty? Is not that nation amply able to do her sui)jects

justice ? Will the resentment of that powerful and supercil-

ious nation sleep forever ? If we become one sole nation,

uniting with our sister states, our means of defence will be

greater ; the indulgence for the payment of those debts will

be greater, and the danger of an attack less probable. More-

over, vast quantities of lands have been sold by citizens of

this country to Europeans, and these lands cannot be found.

Will this fraud be countenanced or endured? Among so

many causes of danger, shall we be secure, separated from

our sister states ? Weakness itself, sir, will invite some

attack upon your country. Contemplate our situation delib-

erately, and consult history; it will inform you that people in

our circumstances have ever been attacked, and successfully :

open any page, and you will there find our danger truly de-

picted. It' such a people had any thing, was it not taken ?

The fate which will befall us, I fear, sir, will be, that we shall

be made a partition of. How will these our troubles be re-

moved ? Can we have any dependence on commerce^ ? Can
we make any computation on this subject ? Where will our

(lag appear? So high is the spirit of commercial nations,

that they will spend five times the value of the object, to ex-

clude their rivals from a participation in commercial profits
;

they seldom regard any expenses. If we should be divided

from the rest of the states, upon what footing would our nav-

igation in the Mississippi be ? What would be the probable

conduct of France and Spain ? Every gentleman may im-

agine, in his own mind, the natural consequences. To these

considerations I might add many others of a similar nature
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Were I to saj that the boundary between us and North

Carolina is not yet settled, I should be told that Virginia and

that state go together. But what, sir, will be the conse-

quence of the dispute that may arise between us and Mary-
land, on the subject of Potomac River? It is thought Vir

ginia has a right to an equal naviij;ation with them in thai

river. If ever it should be decided on grounds of prior right,

their charter will inevitably determine it in their lavor. The
country called the Northern Neck will probably be severed

from Virginia : there is not a doubt but the inhabitants of

that part will annex themselves to Maryland, if Virginia re-

fuse tj accede to the Union. The recent example ol" those

regulations lately made respecting that territory will illustrate

that probability. Virginia will also be in danger of a conflict

with Pennsylvania, on the subject of boundaries. I know
that some gentlemen are thoroughly persuaded that we have

a right to those disputed boundaries : if we have such a right,

I know not where it is to be found.

Are we not borderers on states that will be separated from

us ? Call to mind the history of every part of the world,

where nations bordered on one another, and consider the con-

sequences of our separation from the Union. Peruse those

histories, and you find such countries to have ever been almost

a perpetual scene of bloodshed and slaughter— the inhabit-

ants of one escaping from punishment into the other— pro-

tection given them— consequent pursuit— robbery, cruelty,

and murder. A numerous standing army, that dangerous ex-

pedient, would be necessary, but not sufficient, for the de-

fence of such borders. Every gentleman will amplify the

scene in his own mind.

If you wish to know the extent of such a scene, look at

the history of England and Scotland before the union
;
you

will see their borderers continually committing depredations,

and cruelties of the most calamitous and deplorable nature,

on one another. Mr. Chairman, were we struck off from

the Union, and disputes of the back lands should be renewed,

which are of the most alarming nature, and which must pro-

duce uncommon mischiefs, can you inform me how this great

subject would be settled? Virginia has a large, unsettled

country; she has at last quieted it. But there are great

doubts whether she has taken the best way to effect it. If

she has not, disagreeable consequences may ensue. I have
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beioie iiinted at some other causes of quarrel between the

other states and us
;

particularly the hatred that would be

generated by commercial competitions. I will only add, on

that subject, that controversies may arise concerning the

fisheries, which may terminate in wars. Paper money may
also be an additional source of disputes. Rhode Island has

been in one continued train of opposition to national duties

and integrity ; they have defrauded their creditors by their

jiaper money. Other states have also had emissions of paper

money, to the ruin of credit and commerce. May not Vir-

ginia, at a future day, also recur to the same expedient ?

Has Virginia no affection for paper money, or disposition to

violate contracts ? I fear she is as fond of these measures

as most other states in the Union. The inhabitants of the

adjacent states would be affected by the depreciation of

paper money, which would assuredly produce a dispute with

those states. This danger is taken away by the present

Constitution, as it provides " that no state shall emit bills of

credit." Maryland has counteracted the policy of this state

frequently, and maybe meditating examples of this kind again.

Before the revolution, there was a contest about those back

lands, in which even government was a party; it was put an

end to by the war. Pennsylvania was ready to enter into a

war with us, for the disputed lands near the boundaries,

and nothing but the superior prudence of the man who was

at the head of affairs in Virginia could have prevented it.

I beg leave to remind you of the strength of Massachu-

setts and other states to the north ; and what would their

conduct be to us, if disunited from them ? In case of a con-

flict between us and Maryland, or Pennsylvania, they would

be aided by the whole strength of the more northern states

;

in short, by that of the adopting states. For these reasons,

I conceive that, if Virginia supposes she has no cause of ap-

preliension, she will find herself in a fatal error.

Suppose the American spirit in the fullest vigor in Virgin-

ia ; what military preparations and exertions is she capable

of making ? The other states have upwards of 330,000 men
capable of bearing arms : this will be a good army, or they

can very easily raise a good army out of so great a number.

Our militia amounts to 50,000 : even stretching it to the im-

probable amount (urged by some) of 60,000,— in case of an

attack, what defence can we make ^ Who are militia ? Can
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we depend solely upon these .^ I will pay the last tiibute

of gratitude to the militia of my country : they performed

some of the most gallant feats during the last war, and acted

as nobly as men inured to other avocations could be expected

to do ; but, sir, it is dangerous to look to them as our sole

protectors. Did ever militia defend a country ? Those of

Pennsylvania were said to differ very little from regulars;

yet these, sir, were insufficient for the defence of that state.

The militia of our country will be wanted for agriculture.

On this noblest of arts depend the virtue and the very exist-

ence of a country ; if it be neglected, every thing else must

be in a state of ruin and decay. It must be neglected if

those hands which ought to attend to it are occasionally

called forth on military expeditions. Some also will be

necessary for manufactures, and those mechanic arts which

are necessary for the aid of the farmer and planter. If we
had men sufficient in number to defe*nd ourselves, it could

not avail without other requisites. We must have a navy,

to be supported in time of peace as well as war, to guard

our coasts and defend us against invasions. The impossi-

bility of building and equipping a fleet in short time consti-

tutes the necessity of having a certain number of ships of

wnr always ready in time of peace : the maintaining a navy

will require money; and where, sir, can we get money for

this and other purposes ? How shall we raise it ? Review

the enormity of the debts due by this country. The amount

of 'he debt we owe to the continent for bills of credit, rating

at forty for one, will amount to between 6 and 700,000

pounds There, is also due the continent the balance of

requisitions due by us; and, in addition to this proportion of

the old Continental d(^bt, there are the foreign, domestic,

state, military, and loin-oflice debts; to which when you

add the British debt, where is the possibility of finding

money to nise an army or nivy ? Review, then, your

real ability. Shall we recur to loans? Nothing can be

more impolitic; they impoverish a nation. We, sir, have

nothing to repay them ; nor, sir, can we procure them. Our

numbers ar daily increasing by immigration ; but this, sir,

wiH not relieve us when our credit is gone and it is impossi

blc to borrow money. If the imposts and duties in Virginia,

even on the present footing, be very unproductive, and not

equal to our necessity, what would they be if we were sepa-
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rated from the Union ? Fronni the first of September to the

tirst of June, the amount put into the treasury is only

£59,000, or a little more. But, sir, if smuggling be intro-

duced in consequence of high duties, or otherwise, and the

Potomac should be lost, what hope is there of getting money
there ? Shall we be asked if the impost would be bettered

by the Union ? 1 answer that it will, sir. Credit being

restored, and confidence diffused in the country, merchants

and men of wealth will be induced to come among us, immi-

gration will increase, and commerce will flourish ; the impost

will therefore be more sure and productive.

Under these circumstances, can you find men to defend

you? If not men, where can you have a navy? It is an

old observation, that he who commands the sea will command
the land ; and it is justified by modern experience in war.

The sea can only be commanded by commercial nations.

The United States have every means, by nature, to enable

them to distribute supplies mutually among one another ; to

supply other nations with many articles, and to carry for

other nations. Our commerce would not be kindly received

by foreigners, if transacted solely by ourselves. As it is the

spirit of commercial nations to engross as much as possible

the carrying trade, this makes it necessary to defend our

commerce. But how shall we compass this end? Eng-
land has arisen to the greatest height, in modern times,

by her navigation act, and other excellent regulations.

The same means would produce the same effects. We
have inland navigation. Our last exports did not exceed

£1,000,000. Our export trade is entirely in the hands of

foreigners. We have no manufactures— depend for sup-

plies on other nations — and so far are we from having any

carrying trade, that, as I have already said, our exports are

in the hands of foreigners. Besides the profit that might be

made by our natural materials, much greater gains would

accrue from their being first wrought hefore they were

exported. England has reaped immense profits by this, nay,

even by purchasing and working up those materials which

their country did not afiford : her success in commerce is

generally ascribed to her navigation act. Virginia would

not, encumbered as she is, agree to have such an act. Thus,

for the want of a navy, are we deprived of the multifarious

advantages of our natural situation ; nor is it possible that,
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if the Union was dissolved, we ever should have a navy

sufficient either for our defence or the extension of our

trade.

I beg gentlemen to consider these things— our inability

to raise and man a navy, and the dreadful consequences of

the dissolution of the Union. I will close this catalogue of

the evils of the dissolution of the Union by recalling to your

mind what passed in the year 1781. Such was the situation

of our affairs then, that the power of dictator was given to

the commander-in-chief, to save us from destruction. This

shows the situation of the country to have been such as to

make it ready to embrace an actual dictator. At some

futiH-e period, will not our distresses impel us to do what the

Dutch have done — throw all power into the hands of a

stadtholder .? How infinitely more wise and eligible than

this desperate alternative, is a union with our American

brethren ! I feel myself so abhorrent to any thing that will

dissolve our Union, that I cannot prevail with myself to

assent to it directly or indirectly. If the Union is to be dis-

solved, what step is to be taken.? Shall we form a partial

confederacy ? Or is it expected that we shall successfully

apply to foreign alliance for military aid ? This last measure,

sir, has ruined almost every nation that used it : so dreadful

an example ought to be most cautiously avoided ;
for seldom

has a nation recurred to the expedient of foreign succor,

without being ultimately crushed by that succor. We may

lose our liberty and independence by an injudicious scheme

of policy. Admitting it to be a scheme replete with safety,

what nation shall we solicit ?— France ? She will disdain

a connection with a people in our predicament. I would

trust every thing to the magnanimity of that nation
;
but

she would despise a people who had, like us, so imprudently

separated from their brethren ; and, sir, were she to accede

to our proposal, with what facility could she become mistress

of our country ! To what nation, then, shall we apply ?

To Great Britain? Nobody has as yet trusted that idea.

An application to any other must be either fruitless or dan-

gerous. To those who advocate local confederacies, and at

the same time preach up for republican liberty, I answer that

their conduct is inconsistent : tiie defence of such partial

confederacies will require such a degree of force and ex-

pense as will destroy every feature of republicanism. Give
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me leave to say, that I see nought but destruction in a local

confederacj. With what state can we confederate but

North Carolina ?— North Carolina, situated worse than our-

selves. Consult your own reason ; I beseech gentlemen

most seriously to reflect on the consequences of such a con-

federacy ; I beseech them to consider whether Virginia and

North Carolina, both oppressed with debts and slaves, can

defend themselves externally, or make their people happy in-

ternally. North Carolina, having no strength but militia, and

Virginia, in the same situation, will make, I fear, but a des-

picable figure in history. Thus, sir, I hope that I have sat-

isfied you that we are unsafe without a union ; and that in

union alone safety consists.

I come now, sir, to the great inquiry, whether the Con-

federation be such a government as we ought to continue

under— whether it be such a government as can secure the

felicity of any free people. Did I believe the Confederation

was a good thread, which might be broken without destroy-

ing its utility entirely, I might be induced to concur in put-

ting it together ; but I am so thoroughly convinced of its

incapacity to be mended or spliced, that I would sooner re-

cur to any other expedient.

When I spoke last, I endeavored to express my senti-

ments concerning that system, and to apologize (if an apol-

osv was necessary) for the conduct of its framers ; that it

was hastily devised to enable us to repel a powerful enemy,

that the subject was novel, and that its inefficacy was not

discovered till requisitions came to be made by Congress.

In the then situation of America, a speedy remedy was ne-

cessary to ward off the danger, and this sufficiently answered

that purpose ; but so universally is its imbecility now known,

that it is useless for me to exhibit it at this time. Has not

Virginia, as well as every other state, acknowledged its de-

bility, by sending delegates to the general Convention ?

The Confederation is, of ail things, the most unsafe, not

only to trust to in its present form, but even to amend.

The object of a federal government is to remedy and

strengthen the weakness of its individual branches, whether

that weakness arises from situation or from any external

cause. With respect to the first, is it not a miracle that the

Confederation carried us through the last war? It was our

unanimity, sir, that carried us through it. That system
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was not ultimately concluded till the year 1781. Although

the greatest exertions were made before that time, when

came requisitions for men and money, — its defects then

were immediately discovered : the quotas of men were

readily sent ; not so those of money. One state feigned

inability ; another would not comply till the rest did ; and

various excuses were offered : so that no money was sent

into the treasury— not a requisition was fully complied with.

Loans were the next measure fallen upon : upwards of

80,000,000 of dollars were wanting, beside the emissions

of dollars forty for one. These show the impossibility of

relying on requisitions.

[Here his excellency enumerates the different delinquencies

of different states, and the consequent distresses of Con-

gress.] If the American spirit is to be depended upon, I

call him to awake, to see how his Americans have been

disgraced ; but I have no hopes that things will be better

hereafter. I fully expect things will be as they have been,

and that the same derangement will produce similar mis-

carriages. Will the American spirit produce money or

credit, unless we alter our system ? Are we not in a con-

temptible situation ? Are we not the jests of other nations ?

But it is insinuated by the honorable gentleman, that we
want to be a grand, splendid, and magnificent people : we
wish not to become so : the magnificence of a royal court

is not our object. We want a government, sir— a govern-

ment that will have stability, and give us security ; for our

present government is destitute of the one and incapable of

producing the other. It cannot, perhaps, with propriety,

be denominated a government, being void of that energy

requisite to enforce sanctions. I wish my country not to

be contemptible in the eyes of foreign nations. A well-

regulated community is always respected. It is the inter-

nal situation, the defects of government, that attract foreign

contempt : that contempt, sir, is too often followed by sub-

jugation. Advert to the contemptuous manner in \vhich a

shrewd politician speaks of our government.

[Here his excellency quoted a passage from Lord Sheffield, the purport

of which was, that Great Britain micrht engross our trade on her own
terms; that the imbecility and inefficacy of our general government were

such, that it was impossible we could counteract her policy, however rigid

or illiberal towards us her commercial regulations might be.]
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Reflect but a moment on our situation. Does it not in-

vite real hostility ? The conduct of the British ministry to

us is the natural effect of our unnerved government. Con-
sider the commercial regulations betw^een us and Maryland.

Is it not known to gentlemen that the states have been ma-
king reprisals on each other— to obviate a repetition of which,

in some degree, these regulations have been made ? Can
we not see, from this circumstance, the jealousy, rivalship,

and hatred that would subsist between them, in case this

state was out of the Union ? They are importing states,

and importing states will ever be competitors and rivals.

Rhode Island and Connecticut have been on the point of

war, on the subject of their paper money ; Congress did not

attempt to interpose. When Massachusetts was distressed

by the late insurrection, Congress could not relieve her.

Who headed that insurrection ? Recollect the facility with

which it was raised, and the very little ability of the ring-

leader, and you cannot but deplore the extreme debility of

our merely nominal government. We are too despicable to

be regarded by foreign nations. The defects of the Con-
federation consisted principally in the want of power : it had

nominally powers, powers on paper, which it could not use.

The power of making peace and war is expressly delegated

to Congress
;
yet the power of granting passports, though

within that of making peace and war, was considered by Vir-

ginia as belonging to herself. Without adequate powers
vested in Congress, America cannot be respectable in the

eyes of other nations. Congress, sir, ought to be fully vest-

ed with power to support the Union, protect the interests

of the United States, maintain their commerce, and defend

them from external invasions and insults, and internal insur-

rections; to maintain justice, and promote harmony and pub-

lic tranquillity among the states.

A government not vested with these powers will ever be

found unable to make us happy or respectable. How far

the Confederation is different from such a government, is

known to all America. Instead of being able to cherish and
protect the states, it has been unable to defend itself against

the encroachments made upon it by the states. Every one
of them has conspired against it ; Virgi'iia as much as any
This fact could be proved by reference to actual history. I

might quote the observations of an able modern author, not
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because he is decorated with the name of author, but because

his sentiments are drawn from human nature, to prove the

dangerous impolicy of withholding necessary powers from

Congress ; but 1 shall at this time fatigue the house as little

as possible. What are the powers of Congress ? They have

full authority to recommend what they please ;
this recom-

mendatory power reduces them to the condition of poor sup-

plicants. Consider the dignified language of the members

of the American Congress. May it please your high mighti-

nesses of Virginia to pay your just proportionate quota of our

national debt : we humbly supplicate that it may please you

to comply with your federal duties. We implore, we beg

your obedience ! Is not this, sir, a fair representation of the

powers of Congress ? Their operations are of no validity

when counteracted by the states. Their authority to recom-

mend is a mere mockery of government. But the amenda-

bility of the Confederation seems to have great weight on

the minds of some gentlemen. To what point will the

amendments go? What part makes the most important

figure ? What part deserves to be retained ? In it one

body has the legislative, executive, and judicial powers; but

the want of efficient powers has prevented the dangers natu-

rally consequent on the union of these. Is this union con-

sistent with an augmentation of their power? Will you,

then, amend it by taking away one of these three powers ?

Suppose, for instance, you only vested it with the legislative

and executive powers, without any control on the judiciary
;

what must be the result? Are we not taught by reason,

experience, and governmental history, that tyranny is the

natural and certain consequence of uniting these two pow-

ers, or the legislative and judicial powers, exclusively, in the

same body ? If any one denies it, I shall pass by him as an

infidel not to be reclaimed. Whenever any two of these

three powers are vested in one single body, they must, at one

time or other, terminate in the destruction of liberty. In the

most important cases, the assent of nine states is necessary

to pass a law. This is too great a restriction, and whatever

good consequences it may, in some cases, produce, yet it will

prevent energy in many other cases. It will prevent energy,

which is most necessary on some emergencies, even in cases

wherein the existence of the community depends on vigor

-ind expedition. It is incompatible with that secrecy whicn
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IS the life of execution and despatch. Did CA'er thirty or

forty men retain a secret ? Without secrecy no government
can carry on its operations on great occasions ; this is what
gives that superiority in action to the government of one. If

any thing were wanting to complete this farce, it would be,

that a resolution of the Assembly of Virginia, and the other

legislatures, should be necessary to confirm and render of

any validity the Congressional acts ; this would openly dis-

cover the debility of the general government to all the world.

But, in fact, its imbecility is now nearly the same as if such

acts were formally requisite. An act of the Assembly of

Virginia, controverting a resolution of Congress, would cer-

tainly prevail. I therefore conclude that the Confederation

is too defective to deserve correction. Let us take farewell

of it, with reverential respect, as an old benefactor. It is

gone, whether this house says so or not. It is gone, sir, by

its own weakness.

I am afraid I have tired the patience of this house ; but

I trust you will pardon me, as I was urged by the importu-

nity of the gentleman in calling for the reasons of laying the

groundwork of this plan. It is objected by the honorable

gentleman over the way (Mr. George Mason) that a repub-

lican government is impracticable in an extensive territory,

and the extent of the United States is urged as a reason

for the rejection of this Constitution. Let us consider the

definition of a repubhcan government, as laid down by a man
who is highly esteemed. Montesquieu, so celebrated among
politicians, says, that " a republican government is that in

which the body, or only a part, of the people is possessed

of the supreme power ; a monarchical, that in which a single

person governs by fixed and established laws ; a despotic

government, that in which a single person, without law and

without rule, directs every thing by his own will and ca-

price." This author has not distinguished a republican gov-

ernment from a monarchy by the extent of its boundaries,

but by the nature of its principles. He, in another place,

contradistinguishes it as a government of laws, in opposition

to others which he denominates a government of men.

The empire or government of laws, according to that

phrase, is that in which the laws are made with the free-will

of the people ; hence, then, if laws be made by the assent

of the people, the government may be deemed free. When
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laws are made with integrity, and executed with wisdom,
the question is, whether a great extent of country will tend

to abridge the liberty of the people. If defensive force be

necessary in proportion to the extent of country, I conceive

that, in a judiciously-constructed government, be the country

ever so extensive, its inhabitants will be proportionably nu-

merous, and able to defend it. Extent of country, in mv
conception, ought to be no bar to the adoption of a good
government. No extent on earth seems to be too great,

provided the laws be wisely made and executed. The prin-

ciples of representation and responsibility may pervade a

large as well as small territory; and tyranny is as easily

introduced into a small as into a large district. If it be

answered, that some of the most illustrious and distinguished

authors are of a contrary 'opinion, I reply, that authority

has no weight with me till I am convinced ; that not the

dignity of names, but the force of reasoning, gains my
assent.

I intended to show the nature of the powers which ought
to have been given to the general government, and the

reason of investing it with the power of taxation ; but this

would require more time than my strength, or the patience

of the committee, would now admit of. I shall conclude

with a few observations, which come from my heart. I have

labored for the continuance of the Union— the rock of our

salvation. I believe that, as sure as there is a God in heaven,

our safety, our political happiness and existence, depend on
the union of the states ; and that without this union, the

people of this and the other states will undergo the unspeak-
able calamities which discord, faction, turbulence, war, and
bloodshed, have produced in other countries. The American
spirit ought to be mixed with American pride, to see the

Union magnificently triumphant. Let that glorious pride,

which once defied the British thunder, reanimate you again.

Let it not be recorded of Americans, that, after having per-

formed the most gallant exploits, after having overcome the

most astonishing difficulties, and after having gained the

admiration of the world by their incomparable valor and
policy, th«;y lost their acquired reputation, their national con-

sequence and h;ippiness, by their own indiscretion. Let no

future historian inform posterity that they wanted wisdom
8
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and virtue to concur in any regular, efficient government.

Should any writer, doomed to so disagreeable a task, feel

the indignation of an honest historian, he would reprehend

and criminate our folly with equal severity and justice.

Catch the present moment— seize it wiih avidity and eager-

ness— for it may be lost, never to be regained! If the

Union be now lost, I fear it will remain so forever. I

believe gentlemen are sincere in their opposition, and ac-

tuated by pure motives ; but, when I maturely weigh the

advantages of the Union, and dreadful consequences of its

dissolution ; when I see safety on my right, and destruction

on my left ; when I behold respectability and happiness

acquired by the one, but annihilated by the other,— I can-

not hesitate to decide in favor of the former. 1 hope my
weakness, from speaking so long, will apologize for my leav-

ing this subject in so mutilated a condition. If a further

explanation be desired, I shall take the liberty to enter

into it more fully another time.

Mr. MADISON then arose— [but he spoke so low that

his exordium could not be heard distinctly.] I shall not

attempt to make impressions by any ardent professions of

zeal for the public welfare. We know the principles of

every man will, and ought to be, judged, not by his profes-

sions and declarations, but by his conduct; by that criterion

I mean, in common with every other member, to be judged
;

and should it prove unfavorable to my reputation, yet it is a

criterion from which I will by no means depart. Compari-

sons have been made between the friends of this Constitution

and those who oppose it : although I disapprove of such

comparisons, I trust that, in point of truth, honor, candor,

and rectitude of motives, the friends of this system, here and

in other states, are not inferior to its opponents. But pro-

fessions of attachment to the public good, and comparisons

of parties, ought not to govern or influence us now. We
ought, sir, to examine the Constitution on its own merits

solely: we are to inquire whether it will promote the public

happiness : its aptitude to produce this desirable object ought

to be the exclusive subject of our present researches. In

this pursuit, we ought not to address our arguments to the

leelings and passions, but to those understandings and judg-

ments which were selected by the people of this country, to
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decide this great question by a calm and rational investiga

tion. I hope that gentlemen, in displaying their abilities on

this occasion, instead of giving opinions and making asser-

tions, will condescend to prove and demonstrate, by a fair

and regular discussion: It gives me pain to hear gentlemen

continually distorting the natural construction of language
;

for it is sufficient if any human production can stand a fair

discussion. Before I proceed to make some additions to the

reasons which have been adduced by my honorable friend

over the way, I must take the liberty to make some ob-

servations on what was said by another gentleman, (Mr.

Henry.) He told us that this Constitution ought to be

rejected because it endangered the public liberty, in his

opinion, in many instances. Give me leave to make one

answer to that observation : Let the dangers which this sys-

tem is supposed to be replete with be clearly pointed

out : if any dangerous and unnecessary powers be given to

the general legislature, let them be plainly demonstrated
,

and let us not rest satisfied with general assertions of dan-

ger, without examination. If powers be necessary, appa-

rent danger is not a sufficient reason against conceding them.

He has suggested that licentiousness has seldom produced

the loss of liberty ; but that the tyranny of rulers has almost

always effected it. Since the general civilization of man-

kind, I believe there are more instances of the abridgment of

the freedom of the people by gradual and silent encroach-

ments of those in power, than by violent and sudden usur-

pations ; but, on a candid examination of history, we shall

find that turbulence, violence, and abuse of power, by the

majority trampling on the rights of the minority, have pro-

duced factions and commotions, which, in republics, have,

more frequently than any other cause, produced despotism.

If we go over the whole history of ancient and modern re-

publics, we shall find their destruction to have generally

resulted from those causes. If we consider the pecuhar

situation of the United States, and what are the sources of

that diversity of sentiment which pervades its inhabitants,

we shall find great danger to fear that the same causes may

terminate here in the same fatal effects which they produced

in those republics. This danger ought to be wisely guarded

against. Perhaps, in the progress of this discussion, it will

appear that the only possible remedy for those evils, and
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means of preserving and protecting the principles of repub-

licanism, will be found in that very system which is now
exclaimed against as the parent of oppression.

I must confess I have not been able to find his usual con-

sistency in the gendeman's argument on this occasion. He
informs us that the people of the country are at perfect re-

pose,— that is, every man enjoys the fruits of his labor peace

ably and securely, and that every thing is in perfect tranquil-

lily and safety. I wish sincerely, sir, this were true. If this

be their happy situation, why has every state acknowledged

the contrary ? Why were deputies from ail the states sent

to the general Convention ? Why have complaints of na-

tional and individual distresses been echoed and reechoed

throughout the continent? Why has our general govern-

ment been so shamefully disgraced, and our Constitution

violated? Wherefore have laws been made to authorize a

change, and wherefore are we now assembled here ? A
federal government is formed for the protection of its indi-

vidual members. Ours has attacked itself with impunity.

Its authority has been disobeyed and despised. I think I

perceive a glaring inconsistency in another of his arguments.

He complains of this Constitution, because it requires the

consent of at least three fourths of the states to introduce

amendments which shall be necessary for the happiness of

the people. The assent of so many he urges as too great

an obstacle to the admission of salutary amendments, which,

he strongly insists, ought to be at the will of a bare majority.

We hear this argument, at the very moment we are called

upon to assign reasons for proposing a constitution which

puts it in the power of nine states to abolish the present

inadequate, unsafe, and pernicious Confederation ! In the

first case, he asserts that a majority ought to have the ])ower

of altering the government, when found to be inadequate

to the security of public happiness. In the last case, he

affirms that even three fourths of the community have not

a right to alter a government which experience has proved

to be subversive of national felicity! nay, that the most

necessary and urgent alterations cannot be made without

the absolute unanimity of all the states ! Does not the

thirteenth article of the Confederation expressly require that

no alteration shall be made without the unanimous consent

of all the states ? Could any thing in theory be nnore per-

niciously improvident and injudicious than this submission of
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the will of the majority to the most trifling minority ? Have
not experience and practice actually manifested this theoret-

ical inconvenience to be extremely impolitic ? Let me
mention one fact, which I conceive must carry conviction

to the mind of any one : the smallest state in the Union

has obstructed every attempt to reform the government

;

that little member has repeatedly disobeyed and counter-

acted the general authority ; nay, has even supplied the

enemies of its country with provisions. Twelve states had

agreed to certain improvements which were proposed, being

thought absolutely necessary to preserve the existence of the

general government ; but as these improvements, though

really indispensable, could not, by the Confederation, be

introduced into it without the consent of every state, the

refractory dissent of that little state prevented their adop-

tion. The inconveniences resulting from this requisition,

of unanimous concurrence in alterations in the Confedera-

tion, must be known to every member in this Convention
;

it is therefore needless to remind them of them. Is it not

self-evident that a trifling minority ought not to bind the

majority ? Would not foreign influence be exerted with

facility over a small minority ? Would the honorable gen-

tleman agree to continue the most radical defects in the

old system, because the petty state of Rhode Island would

not agree to remove them ?

He next objects to the exclusive legislation over the dis-

trict where the seat of government may be fixed. Would

he submit that the representatives of this state should carry

on their deliberations under the control of any other member
of the Union ? If any state had the power of legislation

over the place where Congress should fix the general gov-

ernment, this would impair the dignity, and hazard the

safety, of Congress. If the safety of the Union were under

the control of any particular state, would not foreign corrup-

tion probably prevail, in such a state, to induce it to exert

its controfling influence over the members of the general

government ? Gentlemen cannot have forgotten the dis-

graceful insult which Congress received some years ago.

When we also reflect that the previous cession of particular

states is necessary before Congress can legislate exclusively

any where, we must, instead of being alarmed at this part,

heartily approve of it.

VOL. Ill 12
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But the honorable member sees great danger in the pro-

vision concerning the militia. This I conceive to be an

additional security to our liberty, without diminishing (he

power of the states in any considerable degree. It appears

to me so highly expedient that I should imagine it would

have found advocates even in the warmest friends of the

present system. The authority of training the militia, and

appointing the officers, is reserved to the states. Congress

ought to have the power to establish a uniform disci j^line

throughout the states, and to provide for the execution of the

laws, suppress insurrections, and repel invasions : these are

the only cases wherein they can interfere with the militia
;

and the obvious necessity of their having power over them

in these cases must convince any reflecting mind. Without

uniformity of discipline, military bodies would be incapable

of action : without a general controlling power to call forth

the strength of the Union to repel invasions, the country

might be overrun and conquered by foreign enemies : with-

out such a power to su|)press insurrections, our liberties

might be destroyed by domestic faction, and domestic tyran-

ny be established.

The honorable member then told us that there was no in-

stance of power once transferred being voluntarily renounced.

Not to produce European examples, which may probably be

done before the rising of this Convention, have we not seen

already, in seven states, (and probably in an eighth state,)

legislatures surrendering some of the most important powers

they possessed ? But, sir, by this government, powers are

not given to any particular set of men ; they are in the hands

of the people ; delegated to their representatives chosen for

short terms : to representatives responsible to the people,

and whose situation is perfectly similar to their own. As

long as this is the case we have no danger to apprehend.

When the gentleman called our recollection to the usual

effects of the concession of powers, and imputed the loss of

liberty generally to open tyranny, I wish he had gone on

farther. Upon his review of history, he would have found

that the loss of liberty very often resulted from factions and

divisions ; from local considerations, which eternally lead to

quarrels; he would have found internal dissensions to have

more frequently demolished civil liberty, than a tenacious dis-

position in rulers to retain any stipulated powers.
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[Here Mr. Madison enumerated the various means where-

by nations had lost their hberties.]

The power of raising and supporting armies is exclaime

against as dangerous and unnecessary. I wish there were

no necessity ot" vesting this power in the general government.

But suppose a foreign nation to declare war against the

United States; must not the general legislature have the

power of defending the United States ? Ought it to be

known to foreign nations that the general government of the

United States of America has no power to raise and support

an army, even in the utmost danger, when attacked by ex-

ternal enemies ? Would not their knowledge of such a

circumstance stimulate them to fall upon us ? If, sir, Con-

gress be not invested with this power, any powerful nation,

prompted by ambition or avarice, will be invited, by our

weakness, to attack us; and such an attack, by disciplined

veterans, would ce.rtainly be attended with success, when
only opposed by irregular, iidisciplined militia. Whoever

considers the peculiar situauon of this country, the multipli-

city of its excellent inlets and harbors, and the unconmion

facility of attacking it,— however much he may regret the

necessity of such a power, cannot hesitate a moment in

granting it. One fact may elucidate this argument. In the

course of the late war, when the weak parts of the Union

were exposed, and many states were in the most deplorable

situation by the enemy's ravages, the assistance of foreign

nations was thought so urgently necessary for our protection,

that the relinquishment of territorial advantages was not

deemed too great a sacrifice for the acquisition of one ally.

This expedient was admitted with great reluctance, even by

those states w^io expected advantages from it. The crisis,

however, at length arrived, when it was judged necessary

for the salvation of this country to make certain cessions to

Spain ;
whet^her wisely or otherwise is not for me to say

;

but the fact was, that instructions were sent to our represent-

ative at the court of Spain, to empovver him to enter into

negotiations for that purpose. How it terminated is well

known. This fact shows the extremities to which nations

will go in cases of imminent danger, and demonstrates the

necessity of making ourselves more respectable. The ne-

cessity of making dangerous cessions, and of applying to

foreign aid, ought to be excluded.
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The honorable member then told us that there are heart-

burnings in the adopting states, and that Virginia may, if she

does not come into the measure, continue in amicable con-

federacy with the adopting states. 1 wish as seldom as pos-

sible to contradict the assertions of gentlemen; but 1 can ven-

ture to affirm, without danger of being in an error, that there

is the most satisfactory evidence that the satisfaction of those

states is increasing every day, and that, in that state where

it was adopted only by a majority of nineteen, there is not

one fifth of the people dissatisfied. There are some reasons

which induce us to conclude that the grounds of proselytism

extend every w here ; its principles begin to be better under-

stood ; and the inflammatory violence wherewith it was op-

posed by designing, illiberal, and unthinking minds, begins to

subside. I will not enumerate the causes from which, in my
conception, the heart-burnings of a majority of its opposers

have originated. Suffice it to say, that in all they were

founded on a misconception of its nature and tendency.

Had it been candidly examined and fairly discussed, I be-

lieve, sir, that but a very inconsiderable minority of the people

of the United States would have opposed it. With respect

to the Swiss, whom the honorable gentleman has proposed

for our example, as far as historical authority may be relied

on, we shall find their government quite unworthy of our

imitation. I am sure, if the honorable gentleman had ad-

verted to their history and government, he never would have

quoted their example here ; he would have found that, in-

stead of respecting the rights of mankind, their government

(at least of several of their cantons) is one of the vilest

aristocracies .that ever was instituted : the peasants of some

of their cantons are more oppressed and degraded than the

subjects of any monarch in Europe; nay, almost as much so

as those of any Eastern despot. It is a novelty in politics,

that from the worst of systems the happiest consequences

should ensue. Their aristocratical rigor, and the peculiarity

of their situation, have so long supported their union : with-

out the closest alliance and amity, dismemberment might

follow; their powerful and ambitious neighbors would imme-

diately avail themselves of their least jarrings. As we are

not circumstanced like them, no conclusive precedent can be

drawn from their situation. I trust the gentleman doe? not

carry his idea so far as to recommend a separation from the
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adopting states. This government may secure our happi

ness ; this is at least as probable as that it shall be oppres-

sive. If eight states have, from a ])ersuasion of its policy and

utility, adopted it, shall Virginia shrink from it, without a

full conviction of its danger and inutility ? I hope she will

never shrink from any duty : 1 trust she will not determine

without the most serious reflection and deliberation.

I confess to you, sir, were uniformity of religion to be in-

troduced by this system, it would, in my opinion, be ineligi-

ble ; but 1 have no reason to conclude that uniformity of

government will produce that of religion. This subject is,

for the honor of America, perfectly free and unshackled.

The government has no jurisdiction over it : the least reflec-

tion will convince us there is no danger to be feared on this

ground.

But we are flattered with the probability of obtaining pre

jvious ameudmeats. This calls for the most serious attention

"of this house. If amendments are to be proposed by one

state, other states have the same right, and will also j)ropose

alterations. These cannot but be dissimilar, and opposite in

their nature. I beg leave to remark, that the governments

of the different states are in many respects dissimilar in their

structure ; their legislative bodies are not similar ; their ex-

ecutive are more different. In several of the states, the first

magistrate is elected by the people at large; in others, by joint

ballot of the members of both branches of the legislature ;
and

in others, in other different manners. This dissimilarity has

occasioned a diversity of opinion on the theory of govern-

ment, which will, without many reciprocal concessions, ren-

der a concurrence impossible. Although the appointment of

an executive magistrate has not been thought destructive to

the principles of democracy in many of the states, yet, in

the course of the debate, we find objections made to the fed-

eral executive : it is urged that the President will degenerate

into a tyrant. I intended, in compliance with the call of the

honorable member, to explain the reasons of proposing this

Constitution, and develop its principles; but I shall postpone

my remarks till we hear the supplement which, he has in-

formed us, he intends to add to what he has already said.

Give me leave to say something of the nature of the gov-

ernment, and to show that it is safe and just to vest it with the

power of taxation. There are a number of opinions ; but the
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principal question is. whether it be a federal or consolidated

government. In order to judge properly of the question be-

fore us, we must consider it minutely in its principal parts.

I conceive myself that it is of a mixed nature ; it is in a man-
ner unprecedented ; we cannot find one express example in

the experience of the world. It stands by itself. In some
respects it is a government of a federal nature ; in others, it

is of a consolidated nature. Even if we attend to the man-
ner in which the Constitution is investigated, ratified, and

made the act of the people of America, I can say, notwith-

standing what the honorable gentleman has alleged, that this

government is not completely consolidated, nor is it entirely

federal. Who are parties to it ? The people— but not the

people as composing one great body ; but the people as com-

posing thirteen sovereignties. Were it, as the gentleman

asserts, a consolidated government, the assent of a majority

of the people would be sufficient for its establishment ; and,

as a majority have adopted it already, the remaining states

would be bound by the act of the majority, even if they unan-

imously reprobated it. Were it such a government as is sug-

gested, it would be now binding on the people of this state,

without having had the privilege of deliberating upon it.

But, sir, no state is bound by it, as it is, without its own con-

sent. Should all the states adopt it, it will be then a gov-

ernment established by the thirteen states of America, not

through the intervention of the legislatures, but by the peo-

ple at large. In this particular respect, the distinction be-

tween the existing and proposed governments is very ma-

terial. The existing system has been derived from the

dependent derivative authority of the legislatures of the states
;

whereas this is derived from the superior power of the peo-

ple. If we look at the manner in which alterations are to

be made in it, the same idea is, in some degree, attended to.

By the new system, a majority of the states cannot introduce

amendments ; nor are all the states required for that purpose
;

three fourths of them must concur in alterations ; in this

there is a departure from the federal idea. The members to

the national House of Representatives are to be chosen by

the people at large, in proportion to the numbers in the re-

spective districts. When we come to the Senate, its mem-
bers are elected by the states in their equal and political

capacity. But had the government been completely con-
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solidated, the Senate would have been chosen by the people

in their individual capacity, in the same manner as the mem-

bers of the other house. Thus it is of a complicated nature
;

and this complication, I trust, will be found to exclude the

evils of absolute consolidation, as well as of a mere confeder-

acy. If Virginia was separated from all the states, her power

and authority would extend to all cases : in like manner,

were all powers vested in the general government, it would be

a consolidated government: but the powers of the federal

government are enumerated ; it can only operate in certain

cases ; it has legislative powers on defined and limited ob-

jects, beyond which it cannot extend its jurisdiction.

But the honorable member has satirized, with peculiar ac-

rimony, the powers given to the general government by this

Constitution. I conceive that the first question on this sub-

ject is, whether these powers be necessary ;
if they be, we

are reduced to the dilemma of either submitting to the in-

convenience or losing the Union. Let us consider the most

important of these reprobated powers ; that of direct taxation

is most generally objected to. With respect to the exi-

gencies of government, there is no question but the most

easy mode of providing for them will be adopted. When,

therefore, direct taxes are not necessary, they will not be

recurred to. It can be of little advantage to those in power

to raise money in a manner oppressive to the people. To

consult the conveniences of the people will cost them noth-

ing, and io many respects will be advantageous to them.

Direct taxes will only be recurred to for great purposes

What has brought on other nations those immense debts,

under the pressure of which many of them labor ? Not the

expenses of their governments, but war. If this country

should be engaged in war,— and I conceive we ought to

provide for the pssibility of such a case,— how would it be

carried on ? By the usual means provided from year to year ?

As our imports will be necessary for the expenses of govern-

ment and other common exigencies, how are we to carry on

the means of defence ? How is it possible a war could be

supported without money or credit ? And would it be possi-

ble for a government to have credit without having the |X)wer

of raising money.'' No; it would be impossible for any

government, in such a case, to defend itself. Then, I say,

bjr, that it is necessary to establish funds for extraordinary
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exigencies, and to give this power to the general government

;

for the utter inutility of previous requisitions on the states is

too well known. Would it be possible for those countries,

whose finances and revenues are carried to the highest per-

fection, to carry on the operations of government on great

emergencies, such as the maintenance of a war, without an

uncontrolled power of raising money ? Has it not been

necessary for Great Britain, notwithstanding the facility of

the collection of her taxes, to have recourse very often to

this and other extraordinary methods of procuring money .''

Would not her public credit have been ruined, if it was

known that her power to raise money was limited ? Has

not France been obliged, on great occasions, to use unusual

means to raise funds ? It has been the case in many coun-

tries, and no government can exist unless its powers extend

to make provisions for every contingency. If we were

actually attacked by a powerful nation, and our general

government had not the power of raising money, but de-

pended solely on requisitions, our condition would be truly

deplorable : if the revenue of this commonwealth were to

depend on twenty distinct authorities, it would be impossible

for it to carry on its operations. This must be obvious to

every member here ; I think, therefore, that it is necessary,

for the preservation of the Union, that this power shall be

given to the general government.

But it is urged that its consolidated nature, Jomed to

the power of direct taxation, will give it a tendency to de-

stroy all subordinate authority ; that its increasing influence

will speedily enable it to absorb the state governments. 1

cannot think this will be the case. If the general govern-

ment were wholly independent of the governments of the

particular states, then, indeed, usurpation might be expected

to the fullest extent. But, sir, or whom does this general

government depend ? It derives its authority from these

governments, and from the same sources from which their au-

thority is derived. The members of the federal government

are taken from the same men from whom those of the state

legislatures are taken. If we consider the mode in which

the federal representatives will be chosen, we shall be con-

vinced that the general will never destroy the individual

governments ; and this conviction must be strengthened by

an attention to the construction of the Senate. The repre-
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sentatives will be cliosen probably under the influence of the

members of the state legislatures ; but there is not the least,

probability that the election of the latter will be influenceo

by the former. One hundred and sixty members represent

this commonwealth in one branch of the legislature, are

drawn from the people at large, and must ever possess more,

influence than the few men who will be elected to the gen-

eral legislature.

The reasons offered on this subject, by a gentleman on

the same side, (Mr. Nicholas,) were unanswerable, and have

been so full that I shall add but little more on the subject.

Those who wish to become federal representatives must de-

pend on their credit with that class of men who will be the

most popular in their counties, who generally represent the

people in the state governments ; they can, therefore, never

succeed in any measure contrary to the wishes of those on

whom they depend. It is almost certain, therefore, that the

deliberations of the members of the federal House of Repre-

sentatives w^ill be directed to the interest of the people of

America. As to the other branch, the senators will be ap-

pointed by the legislatures ; and, though elected for six years,

I do not conceive they will so soon forget the source from

whence they derive their political existence. This election

of one branch of the federal by the state legislatures, secures

an absolute dependence of the former on the latter. The

biennial exclusion of one third will lessen the facility of a

combination, and may put a stop to intrigues. I appeal to

our past experience, whether they will attend to the interests

of their constituent states. Have not those gentlenien, who

have been honored with seats in Congress, often signalized

themselves by their attachment to their seats? I wish this

government may answer the expectation of its friends, and

foil the apprehension of its enemies. I hope the patriotism

of the people will continue, and be a sufficient guard to their

liberties. I believe its tendency will be, that the state gov-

ernments will counteract the general interest, and ultimately

prevail. The number of the representatives is yet sufficient

for our safety, and will gradually increase ; and, if we con-

sider their different sources of information, the number will

not appear too small.

Mr. NICHOLAS. Mr. Chairman, if the resolution taken

by the house of going regularly through the system, clause

VOL. III. 13 9
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by cli use, had been followed, I should confine myself to one

particular paragraph ; but as, to my surprise, the debates

have taken a different turn, I shall endeavor to go through

the principal parts of the argument made use of by the gentle-

men in opposition to the proposed plan of government. The
worthy gentleman entertained us very largely on the im-

propriety and dangers of the powers given by this plan to

the general government ; but his argument appears to me
inconclusive and inaccurate ; it amounts to this— that the

powers given to any government ought to be small. 1 be-

lieve this, sir, is a new idea in politics : — powers, being

given for some certain purpose, ought to be proportionate to

that purpose, or else the end for which they are delegated

will not be answered. It is necessary to give powers, to a

certain extent, to any government. If a due medium be

not observed in the delegation of such powers, one of two

things must ha[)pen : if they be too small, the government

must moulder and decay away ; if too extensive, the people

must be oppressed. As there can be no liberty without gov-

ernment, it must be as dangerous to make powers too limited

as too great. He tells us that the Constitution annihilates

the Confederation. Did he not prove that every people

had a right to change their government when it should be

deemed inadequate to their happiness ? The Confederation

being found utterly defective, will he deny our right to alter

or abolish it ? But he objects to the expression, " We, the

people," and demands the reason why they had not said,

" We, the United States of America." In my opinion, the

expression is highly proper : it is submitted to the people,

because on them it is to operate : till adopted, it is but a

dead letter, and not binding on any one; when adopted, it

becomes binding on the people who adopt it. It is proper on

another account. We are under great obligations to the fed-

eral Convention, for recurring to the people, the source of

all power. The gentleman's argument militates against

himself; he says that persons in power never relinquish their

}K)wers willingly. If, then, the state legislatures would not

relinquish part of the powers they now possess, to enable a

general government to support the Union, reference to the

people is necessary.

We are, in the next place, frightened by two sets of col-

lectors, who, he tells us, will oppress us with impunity.
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The amount of the sums to be raised of the people is the

same, whether the state legislatures lay the taxes for them-

selves, or for the general government ; whether each ol

them lays and collects taxes for its own exclusive purposes

:

the manner of raising it only is different. So far as the

amount of the imposts may exceed that of the present collec-

tions, so much will the burdens of the people be less. Money
cannot be raised in a more judicious manner than by im-

posts ; it is not felt by the people ; it is a mode which is

practised by many nations : nine tenths of the revenues of

Great Britain and France are raised by indirect taxes; and

were they raised by direct taxes, they would be exceedingly

oppressive. At present, the reverse of this proposition holds

in this country ; for very little is raised by indirect taxes.

The public treasuries are supplied by means of direct

taxes, which are not so easy for the people. But the people

will be benefited by this change. Suppose the imposts will

only operate a reduction of one fifth of the public burdens;

then, sir, out of every ten shillings we have now to pay, we
shall only have to pay eight shillings: and suppose this to be

apportioned so that we pay four shillings to the federal and

four shillings to the state collector,— what inconvenience or

oppression can arise from it ? Would this be as oppressive

as the payment of ten shillings to the state collector ? Our

constituents do not suspect our delegates to the state legisla-

ture, but we suspect the members of the future Congress.

But, sir, they tell us this power of direct taxation ought

not to be intrusted to the general government, because its

members cannot be acquainted with the local situation of

the people. Where do the members of the state legislatures

get their information ? It is by their own experience, and

intercourse with the people. Cannot those of the general

government derive information from every source from which

the state representatives get theirs, so as to enable them to

im|x>se taxes judiciously ? We have the best security we
can wish for : if they impose taxes on the people which

are oppressive, they subject themselves and their friends to

the same inconvenience, and to the certainty of never being

confided in again. And what will be the consequence of

laving taxes on improper objects? Will the funds be in-

creased by it? By no means. I may venture to say, the

amount of the taxes will diminish in proportion to the diffi-
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culty and impropriety of the mode of levying them. What
advantage, then, would it be to the members of Congress to

render the collection of taxes oppressive to the people?

They would be certainly out of their senses to oppress the

people without any prospect of emolument to themselves.

But another objection is made, which 1 never heard of be-

fore. The gentleman has told us that the number of repre-

sentatives may be reduced to one for every state. Is this a

just surmise, even supposing it to be only said, that the

number should not exceed one for every thirty thousand ?

Had it stopped there, any state, by his doctrine, might have

no representative at all. Is it possible that this interpreta-

tion could ever be thought of? for the worthy gentleman

allowed it was not a natural construction. Bui the Consti-

tution says that representation and taxation shall be in pro-

portion to the number of the people, and that each state shall

have at least one representative. What will be the conse-

quence of this ? Each state must pay its proportion of

taxes ; and its representation is to be equal to its taxes. I

ask gentlemen if this be not a safe mode of representation.

The gentleman then told us the representatives would never

wish their number to be increased. But, sir, the increase

of their number will increase their importance. How will

it affect their interest in elections ? The greater their num-
ber, the greater their chance of reelection. It is a natural

supposition that every one of them will have the greatest

interest with the people in that part of his district where he

resides ; the more their number, the more districts will there

be, and the greater certainty of their being reelected, as it

will be easier for them to have influence in small than in

large districts. But this power of direct taxes is not to be

got over ; the gentleman will try every thing in alternative.

What will be the consequence of these alternatives ? It will

lead Congress to have a contest with particular states. After

refusal and opposition, what is to be done ? Must force be

used for the purpose ? How is it to be procured ? it would,

in a little time, expend more money than the sum which it

was intended to procure ; and the fiUal consequences of such

a scheme, provided it were practicable, are self-evident. I

am astonished that gentlemen should wish to put it on this

footing; for the consequences would assuredly be, in the first

place, a disappointment to Congress. Would this previous
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alternative diminish or retrench the powers of Congress, if

ultimately they are to have recourse to this power ? One
thing will be the certain consequence : Congress, in making

requisitions, must reckon on a disappointment, and will

therefore increase them according to the expected disap-

pointment : by these means, the burdens of the people must

be enlarged. He then wonders that gentlemen could come

to so sudden a resolution of adopting it. As to the time, it

will require as much to reject as to adopt it ; and if a deliber-

ate discussion be the most rational mode of proceeding, a

precipitate rejection will, at least, be as imprudent as a sud-

den adoption. He declares that he would, in despite of an

erring world, reject it, and wishes this state to continue in

opposition. Were our country separated by nature from the

other states, we might be safe without the Union ;
but as

we are bordered on the adopting states, security can be

found in union only. Consider the consequences of dis-

union : attend to the situation of those citizens who are

contiguous to Maryland; look at the country called the

Northern Neck ; if we reject the Constitution, will not its

inhabitants shake off their dependence on us .^ But, sir, the

worthy member has declared, as a reason for not changing

our government, that no terrors had been experienced, that

no insurrections had happened, among us. It was indeed a

wonder that this was the case, considering the relaxation of

the laws. Tumults have happened in other states. Had
they been attempted here by an enterprising adventurer, I

believe he could hardly have been prevented by the laws

;

for I believe every citizen in this country has complained of

their want of energy. The worthy member has exclaimed,

with uncommon vehemence, against the mode provided for

securing amendments. He thinks amendments can never be

obtained, because so great a number is required to concur.

Had it rested solely with Congress, there might have been

danger. The committee will see that there is another mode

provided, l)esides that which originates with Congress. On
the application of the legislatures of two thirds of the several

states, a convention is to be called to propose amendments,

which shall be a part of the Constitution when ratified by

the legislatures of three fourths of the several states, or by

conventions in three fourths thereof. It is natural to con-

clude that those states who will apply for calling the cou-
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veiilion will concur in the ratification of the proposed

amendments.
There are strong and cogent reasons operating on my

mind, that the amendments, which shall be agreed to by
those states, will be sooner ratified by the rest than anj other

that can be proposed. The conventions which shall be so

called will have their deliberations confined to a few points

;

no local interest to divert their attention ; nothing but the

necessary alterations. They will have many advantages

over the last Convention. No experiments to devise ; the

general and fundamental regulations being already laid

down.
He makes another objection— that, contrary to the articles

of our bill of rights, we may be taxed without our own con-

sent ; that taxes may l)e imposed, although every m(^mber

from Virginia should oppose the measure. The argument is

not accurate. A tax imposed on the people of this state, by

our legislature, may be oj)posed by the members from the

county of Albemarle, without being repugnant to our bill of

rights ; because Albemarle is represented, and the act of the

majority is binding on the minority. In like manner, our

privilege of representation in the federal government will

prevent any of the general laws from being unconstitutional

although contrary to the individual opinions of our repre-

sentatives.

But it is complained that they may suspend our laws.

The suspension of the writ of habeas corpus is only to take

place in cases of rebellion or invasion. This is necessary in

those cases ; in every other case, Congress is restrained from

siispending it. In no other case c«n they suspend our laws
;

and this is a most estimable security. But the influence of

New England and the other Northern States is dreaded
;

there are apprehensions of their combining against us. Not

to advert to the improbability and illiberality of this idea, it

must be supposed that our population will, in a short }>eriod,

exceed theirs, as their coimtry is well settled, and we have

very extensive uncultivated tracts. We shall soon outnum-

ber them in as great a degree as they do us at this time

:

therefore this government, which, I trust, will last to the

remotest ages, will be very shortly in our favor. Treason

consists in levying war against the United States, or in

adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort.
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The punishment of this well-defined crime is to be declared

by Congress ; no oppression, therefore, can arise on this

ground. This security does away the objection that me
most grievous oppressions might happen under color of pun-

ishing crimes against the general government. The limita-

tion of the forfeiture to the life of the criminal is also an

additional privilege.

We are next told that there is wanting in this government

that responsibility which has been the salvation of Great

Britain, although one half of the House of Commons pur-

chase their seats. It has been already shown that we have

much greater security from our federal representatives than

the people in England can boast. But the worthy member

has found out a way of solving our difficulties. He tells us

that we have nothing to fear, if separated from the adopting

states; but to send on our money and men to Congress. In

that case, can we receive the benrfits of the union ? If we

furnish money at all, it will be our proportionate share.

The consequence will be, that we shall pay om- share, with-

out the privilege of being represented. So that, to avoid

the inconvenience of not having a sufficient number of repre-

sentatives, he would advise us to relinquish the number we
are entitled to, and have none at all. I believe, sir, there is

a great and decided majority of the people in favor of the

system ; it is so in that part of the country wherein I reside.

It is true, sir, that many of the people have declared against

a government, which, they were told, destroyed the trial by

jury ; against a government, sir, which established a stand-

ing army ; against a government which abridged the liberty

of the press ; against a government which would tax all

their property from them; against a government which in-

fringed the rights of conscience; and against a government,

sir, which should banish them to France, to be common
soldiers, and which would eventually destroy all their rights

and privileges. This, sir, is the government of which they

have given their disapprobation. Still, sir, a majoritv have

considered this government in a different light, and have

given their approbation of it. I believe, sir, that, on a fair

and candid investigation, very few would oppose it. Those

who think that the evils I have enumerated will result from

it, exceed me in point of credulity.
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Saturday, June 7, 1788.

[The first and second sections still under consideration.]

Mr. CORBIN. Mr. Chairman, permit me to make a few

observations on this great question. It is with great difficulty 1

prevail on myself to enter into the debate, when I consider

the great abilities of those gentlemen who have already

spoken on the subject. But as I am urged by my duty to

my constituents, and as I conceive that the different manner
of treating the subject may make different impressions, I

shall offer my observations with diffident respect, but with

firmness and independence. I will promise my acknowledg-

ments to those honorable gentlemen who were in the fed-

eral Convention, for the able and satisfactory manner in

which they discharged their duty to their country. The in-

troductory expression of " We, the people," has been thought

improper by the honorable gentleman. I expected no such

objection as this. Ought not the people, sir, to judge of that

government whereby they are to be ruled ? We are, sir,

deliberating on a question of great consequence to the people

of America, and to the world in general. We ought, there-

fore, to decide with extreme caution and circumspection : it

is incumbent upon us to proceed without prejudice or pre-

possession. No member of the committee entertains a greater

regard than myself for the gentleman on the other side, who
has placed himself in the front of opposition, (Mr. Henry.)

No man admires more than I do his declamatory talents ; but

I trust that neither declamation nor elegance of periods will

mislead the judgment of any member here, and that nothing

but the force of reasoning will operate conviction. He has

asked, with an air of triumph, whether the Confederation

was not adequate to the purposes of the federal government

:

permit me to say. No. If, sir, perfection existed in that

system, why was the federal Convention called? Why did

every state except Rhode Island send deputies to that Con-
vention ?

Was it not from a persuasion of its inefficacy ? If this

be not sufficient to convince him, let me call the recollection

of the honorable gentleman to other circumstances. Lef

him go into the interior parts of the country, and inquire into

the situation of the farmers. He will be told that tobacco,

and other produce, are miserably low, merchandise dear, and

taxes high. Let him go through the United States. He
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will perceive appearances of ruin and decay ever) where.

Let him visit the sea-coast— go to our ports and inlets.

In those ports, sir, where we had every reason to see the

fleets of all nations, he will behold but a few trifling little

boats ; he will every where see commerce languish ;
the dis-

consolate merchant, with his arms folded, ruminating, in de-

spair, on the wretched ruins of his fortune, and deploring the

impossibility of retrieving it. The West Indies are blocked

up against us. Not the British only, but other nations, ex-

clude us from those islands ; our fur trade gone to Canada

;

British sentinels within our own territories ;
our posts with-

held. To tnese distresses we may add the derangement of

tnir tinances : yet the honorable gentleman tells us they are

not sufficient to justify so radical a change. Does he know

the consequences of deranged finances ? What confusions,

disorders, and even revolutions, have resulted from this cause,

in many nations! Look at France at this time : that king-

dom is almost convulsed ; ministers of state, and first princes

of the blood, banished ; manufacturers and merchants become

bankrupt, and the people discontented; all owing to the de-

rangement of their finances.

The honorable gentleman must be well acquainted with

the debts due by the United States, and how much is due to

foreign nations. Has not the payment of these been shame-

fully withheld ? How long, sir, shall we be able, by fair

promises, to satisfy these creditors.^ How long can we

amuse, by idle words, those who are amply possessed of the

mccms of doing themselves justice ? No part of the principal

is paid to those nations; nor has even the interest been paid

as honorably and punctually as it ought. Nay, we were

obliged to borrow money last year to pny the interest.

What ! borrow money to discharge the interest of what was

borrowed, and continually augment the amount of the public

debt ! Such a plan would destroy the richest country on

earth. What is to be done ? Compel the delinquent states

to pay requisitions to Congress ? How are they to be com-

pelled ? By the instrumentality of such a scheme as was

proposed to be introduced in the year 1784 ? * Is this cruel

mode of compulsion eligible.!^ Is it consistent with the

* Alluding to a motion made in the House of Delegates, in the year 1784, to

enable Congress to compel the delinquent states to pay their respective quota?,

hy means of' an armed force.

VOL. in. 14
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spirit of republicanism ? This savage mode, which could be

made use of under the Confederation, leads directly to civil

war and destruction. How different is this from the genius

of the proposed Constitution ! By this proposed plan, the

public money is to be collected by mild and gentle means

;

by a peaceable and friendly application to the individuals of

the community: whereas, by the other scheme, the public

treasury must be supplied through the medium of the sword,

by desolation and murder— by the blood of the citizens.

Yet we are told that there is too much energy in this system.

Coercion is necessary in every government. Justice, sir,

cannot be done without it. It is more necessary in fed(;ral

governments than any other, because of the natural imbecility

of such governments.

The honorable gentleman is possessed of much historical

knowledge. I appeal to that knowledge therefore. Will

he not agree that there was a coercive power in the federal

government of the Amphictyonics ? The coercive power of

the Amphictyonic council was so great as to enable it to pun-

ish disobedience and refractory behavior in the most severe

n^anner. Is there not an instance of its carrying fire and

sword through the territories, and levelling to the ground

the towns, of those who disobeyed it ? [Here Mr. Corbin

mentions particular instances.] Is there no coercion in the

Germanic body ? This body, though composed of three

hundred different component sovereignties, principalities,

and cities, and divided into nine circles, is controlled by one

superintending power, the emperor. Is there no coercive

power in the confederate government of the Swiss.'' In the

alliance between them and France, there is a provision

whereby the latter is to interpose and settle differences

that may arise among them; and this interposition has been

more than once used. Is there none in Holland ? What
is the stadtholder ? This power is necessary in all govern-

ments ; a superintending coercive power is absolutely in-

dispensable. This does not exist under the present Articles

of Confederation. To vest it with such a power, on its

present construction, without any alteration, would be ex-

tremely dangerous, and might lead to civil war. Gentle-

men must, before this, have been convinced of the necessity

of an alteration. Our state vessel has sprung a leak ; we
must embark in a new bottom, or sink into perdition.

The honorable gentleman has objected to the Constitu-
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tion, on the old worn-out idea that a republican government

is best calculated for a small territory. If" a republic, sir

cannot be accommodated to an extensive country, let me
ask, How small must a country be to suit the genius of re-

publicanism? In what particular extent of country can a

republican government exist ? If contracted into as small

a compass as you please, it must labor under many disad-

vantages. Too small an extent will render a republic

weak, vulnerable, and contemptible. Liberty, in such a

petty state, must be on a precarious footing ; its existence

must depend on the philanthropy and good nature of its

neighbors. Too large an extent, it is said, will produce

confusion and tyranny. What has been so often deprecated

will be removed by this plan. The extent of the United

States cannot render this government oppressive. The
powers of the general government are only of a general

nature, and their object is to protect, defend, and strengthen

the United States ; but the internal administration of gov-

ernment is left to the state legislatures, who exclusively re-

tain such powers as will give the states the advantages of

small republics, without the danger commonly attendant on

the weakness of such governments.

There are controversies even about the name of this

government. It is denominated by some a federal, by others

a consolidated government. The definition given of it by

my honorable friend (Mr. Madison) is, in my opinion, ac-

curate. Let me, however, call it by another name— a rep-

resentative federal republic, as contradistinguished from a

confederacy. The former is more wisely constructed than

tie latter; it places the remedy in the hands which feel the

disorder : the other places the remedy in those hands which

cause the disorder. The evils that are most complained

of in such governments (and with justice) are faction, dis-

sension, and consequent subjection of the minority to the

caprice and arbitrary decisions of the majority, who, in-

stead of consulting the interest of the whole community

collectively, attend sometimes to partial and local advan-

tages. To avoid this evil is perhaps the great desideratum

of republican wisdom ; it may be termed the philosopher's

stone. Yet, sir, this evil will be avoided by this Constitu-

tion : faction will be removed by the system now under con-

sideration, because all the causes which are generally pro-
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ducdve of faction are removed. This evil does not take

its flight entirely; for were jealousies and divisions entirely

at an end, it might produce such lethargy as would ulti-

mately terminate in the destruction of liberty, to the pres-

ervation of which, watchfulness is absolutely necessary. It

is transferred from the state legislatures to Congress, where
it will be more easily controlled. Faction will decrease in pro-

portion to the diminution of counsellors. It is much easier

to control it in small than in large bodies. Our state

legislature consists of upwards of one hundred and sixty,

which is a greater number than Congress will consist of at

first. Will not more concord and unanimity exist in one
than in thirteen such bodies ? Faction will more probably

decrease, or be entirely removed, if the interest of a nation

be entirely concentrated, than if entirely diversified. If

thirteen men agree, there will be no faction. Yet if op-

posite, and of heterogeneous dispositions, it is impossible

that a majority of such clashing minds can ever concur to

oppress the minority. It is impossible that this govern ment.^

which will make us one people, will have a tendency to

assimilate our situations, and is admirably calculated to pro-

duce harmony and unanimity, can ever admit of an oppressive

combination by one part of the Union against the other.

A confederate government is, of all others, best calculated

for an extensive country. Its component individual gov-

ernments are, of all others, best calculated for an extensive

country. Its component individual governments administer

and afford all the local conveniences that the most compact
governments can do ; and the strength and energy of the

confederacy may be equal to those of any government.

A government of this kind may extend to all the western

world ; nay, I may say, ad infinitum. But it is needless

to dwell any longer on this subject; for the objection that

an extensive territory is repugnant to a republican govern-

ment applies against this and every state in the Union, ex

cept Delaware and Rhode Island. Were the objection well

founded, a republican government could exist in none of

the states, except those two. Such an argument goes to

the dissolution of the Union, and its absurdity is demon-
strated by our own experience.

But an objection is urged against this government because

of its power of laying direct taxes. Let me ask me honor
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able gentleman who opposes it on this ground, if he refler-ts

whether this power be indispensable or not. Sir, if it be

not vested with the power of commanding all the resources

of the state when necessary, it will be trifling. Wars are as

much (and more) carried on by the length of the purse, as

by that of the sword. They cannot be carried on without

money. Unless this power be given to Congress, foreign

nations may crush you. The concession of this power is

necessary to do Virginia justice, by compelling the delin-

quent states to pay as well as she: while she paid her

quotas, and her citizens were much distressed to pay their

taxes, other states most shamefully neglected or refused to

pay their proportions. I trust gentlemen need not be

alarmed on the subject of taxation, nor intimidated by the

idea of double collectors, who, they tell us, will oppress and

ruin the people. From our attention to our situation, we

shall see that this mode of levying money, though indispen-

sably necessary on great emergencies, will be but seldom

recurred to. Let us attend to the finances of this country.

Mr. CORBIN then stated the probable annual amount of

duties on imported articles throughout the continent, in-

cluding West India produce, which, he said, from the best

calculation he could procure, would exceed the aimual ex-

penses of the administration of the general government, in-

cluding the civil list, contingent charges, and the interest of

the foreign and domestic debts, by eighty or ninety thousand

pounds; that, he said, would enable the United States to

discharge, in a few years, the principal debts due to foreign

nations ; that, in the course of thirty years, that surplus

would enable the United States to perform the most splendid

enterprises. He then concluded that no danger was to be

apprehended from the power of direct taxation, since there

was every reason to believe it would be very seldom used.

He then made an estimate of the state debt, and clearly

proved that, with economical regulations, all the demands

of the internal administration of government would be paid

with facility and ease from the different resources of the

state ; and that there would also be a considerable surplus,

which, with prudence and economy, might answer many

valuable purposes.

Mr. Corbin then continued as follows: The honorable

gentleman declared in the most solemn manner, that, if he

could see one single trait in that government to secure lib

10
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ertj, he would not object to it. I meet him on this ground.

Liberty is secured, sir, by the limitation of its powers,

which are clearly and unequivocally defined, and which
are to be exercised by our own representatives freely

chosen. What power is given that will endanger lil)erty ?

1 consider all the traits of this system as having a tend-

ency to the security of our liberty. I consider all its

powers necessary, and only given to avoid greater evils;

and if this conclusion of mine be well founded, let me ask

if public liberty is not secured by bars and adamantine bolts

— secured by the strongest guards and checks which human
ingenuity can invent. Will this dread power of taxation

render liberty insecure ? Sir, without this power, other

powers will answer no purpose. Government cannot exist

without the means of procuring money. My honorable friend

told us he considered this clause as the vitals of the Consti-

tution. I will change the phrase, and say that I consider this

part as the lungs of the Constitution. If it be sick, the

whole system is consumptive, and must soon decay ; and

this power can never be dangerous if the principles of equal

and free representation be fully attended to. While the

right of suffrage is secured, we have little to fear. This

government, sir, fully secures us this noble privilege, on the

purest and simplest principles of equality That number
which, in any one part of the country, has a right to send a

representative, has the same right in another part. What
does the Constitution say ? That thirty thousand shall have

one representative, no matter where. If this be not equal rep-

resentation, what, in the name of God, is equal representa-

tion? But, says the honorable gentleman, the Constitution

may be satisfied by one from each state. I conceive there

is no fear of this. There is not a power to diminish the

number. Does it not say that representatives shall be ap

portioned according to the number of the people, and that

direct taxes shall be regulated by the same rules ? Virginia,

in the first instance, will have ten times as many as Dela-

ware, and afterwards in proportion to their numbers. What
is the criterion of representation ? Do the people wish

land only to be represented? They have their wish: for

the qualifications which the laws of the states require to

entitle a man to vote for a state representative are the qual-

ifications required by this plan to vote for a representative

to Congress ; and in this state, and most of the others, the
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possession of a freehold is necessary to entitle a man to the

privilege of a vote. Do they wish persons to be represented ?

Here also they are indulged ; for the number of represen-

tatives is determined by the number of people : this idea

is so well attended to, that even three fifths of those who
are not free are included among those of whom thirty thou-

sand shall have a right to elect one representative ;
so that,

in either point of view, their wish is gratified. Is not liberty

secured on this foundation ? If it be not secured by one or

the other mode, or by both, I am totally without reason.

Liberty seems intrenched on this ground.

But the gentleman objects that the number is not suffi-

cient. My opinion, with deference to that gentleman, and

others who may be of different opinion from me, is, that it is

fully sufficient. Being delegated solely for general purposes,

a few intelligent men will suffice ; at least one for every

thirty thousand, aided by the Senate, seems sufficient. Are

combinations, or factions, so often formed in small as in nu-

merous bodies ? Are laws better made in large than in small

assemblies ? Is not the influence of popular declaimers less

in small than in great bodies? Would not a more numerous

representation be very expensive ? Is economy of no con-

sideration ^ We ought, sir, to attend to the situation of the

people ; and our measures should be as economical as possi-

ble, without extending, however, our parsimony to a danger-

ous length. Objections should be founded on just and rcdl

grounds, and ought not to be urged out of a mere obstinacy.

Besides, it is by no means certain that a very numerous body

is more independent, or upright, than a small one. Why
should the number of our representatives be greater, Mr.

Chairman ? The county of Middlesex, in England, which

includes the cities of London and Westminster, contains up-

wards of nine hundred and ninety thousand souls, and yet

sends to Parliament no more than eight members. Among
all the clamors of the people there, it never entered into the

brain of any of them that these eight were not enough.

They complain that the boroughs of Old Sarum, Newton,

and Gatton, and other such phces, should send each two

members to Parliament, although without houses or inhabit-

ants, while the richest city sends but four. They also com-

plain of the influence of the landed interest in some cases
;

that the county of Cornw:ill sends forty members to Parlia-
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inent, although it pays but eighteen parts, out of five hundred
and thirteen, to the subsidy and land tax, when the county
of Middlesex, which is calculated to pay two hundred and
lifty parts out of five hundred and thirteen, sends but eight

members. In that country, it has been uniformly found that

those members, who are chosen by numerous respectable

electors, make the greatest opposition to oppression and
corruption, and signalize themselves for the preservation of

liberty. The collective body of the commons there have

generally exerted themselves in the defence of freedom, and
have been successful in their exertions, notwithstanding the

inequality of their election. Our representatives are chosen

in the fairest manner; their election is founded in absolute

equality. Is the American spirit so degenerated, notwith-

standing these advantages, that the love of liberty is more
predominant and warm in the breast of a Briton than in that

of an American ? When liberty is on a more solid founda-

tion here than in Britain, will Americans be less ready to

maintain and defend it than Britons ? No, sir; the spirit of

liberty and independence of the people of this country, at

present, is such that they could not be enslaved under any
government that could be described. What danger is there,

then, to be apprehended from a government which is theo-

retically perfect, and the possible blemishes of which can

only be demonstrated by actual experience ?

The honorable gentleman then urges an objection re-

specting the militia, who, he tells us, will be made the instru-

ments of tyranny to deprive us of our liberty. Your militia,

says he, will fight against you. Who are the militia? Are
we not militia ? Shall we fight against ourselves ? No, sir

;

the idea is absurd. We are also terrified by the dread of a

standing army. It cannot be denied that we ought to have

the means of defence, and be able to repel an attack.

If some of the community are exclusively inured to its de-

fence, and the rest attend to agriculture, the consequence

will be, that the arts of war and defence, and of cultivating

the soil, will be understood. Agriculture will flourish, and
military discipline will be perfect. If, on the contrary, our

defence be solely intrusted to militia, ignorance of arms and

negligence of farming wiU ensue : the former plan is, in every

respect, more to the interest of the state. By it we shall

have good farmers and soldiers; by the latter we shall have
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neither. If the inhabitants be called out on sudden emer-

gencies of war, their crops, the means of their subsistence,

may be destroyed by it. If we are called in the time ol

sowing seed, or of harvest, the means of subsistence might

be lost ; and the loss of one year's crop might have been

prevented by a trivial expense, if appropriated to the purpose

of supporting a part of the community, exclusively occupied

in the defence of the whole. I conceive that this idea, if 't

be a new one, is yet founded on solid and very substantial

reasons. But, sir, we are told of the expediency and propri-

ety of previous amendments. What end would it answer to

attempt it? Will the states which have adopted the Consti-

tution rescind their adopting resolutions ? Had we adopted

it, would we recede from it ^o please the caprice of any other

state ? Pride, sir, revolts at the idea. Admitting this state

proposes amendments previous to her adoption, must there

not be another federal convention ? Must there not be als£L^

a convention in each state ? Suppose some of our proposed t

conditions to be rejected; will not our exclusion out of the
|

^v ^,
Union be the consequence? Or would other conventions )

'^ ^
again be called, and would be eternally revolving and devis-

, ^
ing expedients, without coming to a final decision? The 4^^^
loss of the union, sir, must be the result of a pertinacious \^ ^s

demand of precedent conditions. My idea is, that we should ; /v^] ^
go hand in hand with Massachusetts : adopt it first, and then / ^ \
propose amendments of a general nature ; for local ones can-

not be expected. Consider the situation of Massachusetts,

commanding the north, and the importance and respectability

of Virginia to the south. These, sir, are the two most pop-

ulous, wealthy, and powerful states in the Union. Is it not

very probable that their influence would have very great

weight in carrying any amendments ? Would any gentleman

turn a deaf ear to their solicitations? By union alone can we
exist : by no other means can we be happy. Union must be

the object of every gentleman here. I never yet have heard

any gentleman so wild and frantic in his opposition as to

avow an attachment to partial confederacies. By previous

adoption, the union will be preserved ; by insisting on alter-

ations previous to our adoption, the jyinion may be lost, and

our political happiness destroyed by internal dissensions. I

trust, therefore, that this Convention, after deliberate dis-

cussion, will not hesitate to determine on a previous rati-

VOL. III. 15
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fication of a system which, even in its present form, seems

competent to the perpetual preservation of our security and

happiness.

Mr. HENRY then arose, and expressed a desire that the

honorable gentleman on the other side (Gov. Randolph)

should continue his observations on the subject he had left

unfinished the day before ; that he had before, and would

now, give him a patient hearing, as he wished to be in-

formed of every thing that gentlemen could urge in

defence of that system which appeared to him so defective.

Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, as the gentleman

who was last up has given us an opportunity of continuing

our observations, I shall, in resuming the subject, endeavor

to put this question in a more correct and accurate point

of view than it has yet been put in.

I took the liberty, yesterday, of declaring to the house

the necessity of a national rather than a federal govern-

ment, and that the union was necessary for Virginia for

many powerful reasons; that this necessity arose from the

certainty of her being involved in disputes and war with

the adjoining states, and the probability of an attack by for-

eign nations, particularly by those nations to which she is

greatly in debt, and which she is unable to pay ; from her

inability to raise an army to protect her citizens from inter-

nal seditions and external attacks, and her inability to raise

a navy to protect her trade and her coasts against descents

and invasions. I also, in the course of my argument on

this occasion, showed the imbecility of the present system,

in order to obviate and detect the sophistry of that truly

delusive opinion, which has taken possession of the minds

of some gentlemen, that this shipwrecked vessel is suffi-

ciently strong and safe for us to embark in. Whether I

have succeeded or not, I have given the full effusions of

my soul, in my attempt to prove the futility of that opinion.

Permit me now to pursue the object of my inquiry respect-

ing the powers necessary to be given to the general govern-

ment. I shall discard general considerations at present, as

J wish to be as brief as possible, and take up the particular

idea of direct taxation. Is it necessary that the legislative

power of the United States should be authorized to levy

taxes ? A strange question to be agitated in this house,

after hearing the delinquency of other states, and even of
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Virginia herself ! Money is the nerve— the life and soul

of a government. It is the utmost folly to say that a gov-

ernment could be carried on without this great agent of

human affairs. Wars cannot be carried on without a full

and uncontrolled discretionary power to raise money in an

eligible manner. Nay, sir, government cannot be adminis-

tered in time of peace without this power. For how is it

to be done ? It is needless to impress any further on the

minds of the gentlemen who hear me the necessity of this

power in governments. If so, ought the general govern-

ment to be more circumscribed in the power of providing

for its own safety and existence than any other govern-

ment ? Ought it to depend for the means of its preserva-

tion on other bodies ? This is actually the case with the

Confederation. The power of raising money was nominally

vested in that system. In March, 1781, even Maryland, the

most backward state then, conceded that Congress should

have the power of receiving and demanding their propor-

tionate quotas of the states. This was an acknowledgment

of the necessity of vesting a power in Congress to raise

such sums as emergencies might require ; but the means

which were proposed have been found inadequate to

compass the end : the propriety of the means is alone dis-

puted. No doubt it is the universal opinion of the people

of this commonwealth, that its legislature should have the

power of raising money at its own will and pleasure. There

are two ways whereby this may be effected— by requisi-

tions, or taxation : there is no other manner ; for it surpasses

the ingenuity of man to devise any other mode of raising

money than by one of these two methods. If the alterna-

tive of requisitions be determined upon, as more eligible, it

will not avail without coercion. If that of taxation be pre-

ferred, it will be sufficient without any coercion. If our

legislature were to depend on requisitions for money to

answer the ends of government, then, sir, the absurdity and

sophistry of the arguments urged in defence of such a mode

of procuring money would strike the weakest intellect. If

the mere pleasure of individuals were alone to be consulted,

if it were left to the choice of your p(>ople to pay or not,

your treasury would be much poorer than it is ;
and the

advocates of this pernicious policy would perhaps be ashamed

of their pertinacity. Suppose, for a moment, the only ex-
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isting mode of raising a revenue in Virginia to be that of

requisitions ; suppose your requisitions sent on to every

county ; say that naoney is wanted ; assume the most press-

ing language — *' We earnestly entreat you^ we humbly
supplicate and solicit you would furnish us with one thou-

sand or one hundred pounds, to defray the necessary charges

of our government !
" What would be the result of such

applications for voluntary contributions? You would be

laughed at for your folly, for thinking human nature could

be thus operated r.pon. From my knowledge of human
nature, and of my countrymen, I am perfectly certain this

would be the case. The argument will be found good in

all cases ; it will admit of any extension. 1 ask any gentle-

man in this house, if states would comply with what even

a few individuals would refuse ? Would not the requisitions

of Congress meet a similar fate? This, sir, has as often

happened as it has been the pleasure of the states to with-

hold the quotas. Not a shilling has been put into the

Continental treasury but with the utmost reluctance. The
probable delinquency of other states has been the pretext

of non-compliance, with every state. It has been thought

hard that our General Assembly should pay when Congress

ordered us. Our representatives have been supposed care-

less of our interest in payiag the demands of Congress,

while dehnquencies happened in other states. Punctuality,

sir, instead of being held in that estimation which it really

merits, has been looked upon as an improvident expenditure

of the substance of the people, and a subjection of the in-

habitants to grievances and burdens to which the people of

delinquent states were not exposed. This idea has been

held in many states, and would hold again. Whosoever

depends on the mere right to demand their respective pro-

portions of the states, shows a total ignorance of human
actions, and betrays an unacquaintance with the principles

of sure policy. The principal ends of all political institu-

tions are the happiness and safety of the communitv ; but a

reliance on congressional requisitions would leave tne coun-

try exposed and open to those who should choose to invade

us, or lead to such sedition and confusion among ourselves

as must subvert and destroy every object of human society.

If requisitions be not faithfully complied with, military coer-

cion seems necessary : coercion, judiciously and moderately
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used, is proper ; but, if severely and cruelly inflicted, begets

unconquerable a^version and hatred. If the spirit of resent-

ment actuates individuals, will not states be equally vindic-

tive ? What species of military coercion could the general

government adopt for the enforcement of obedience to its

demands ? Either an army sent into the heart of a delin-

quent state, or blocking up its ports. Have we lived to this,

then, that, in order to suppress and exclude tyranny, it is

necessary to render the most affectionate friends the most

bitter enemies ?— set the father against the son, and make

the brother slay the brother.^ Is this the happy expedient

th It is to preserve liberty ? Will it not destroy it ? If an

army be once introduced to force us, if once marched into

Virginia, figure to yourself what the dreadful consequence

will be : the most lamentable civil war must ensue. Have

we any troops but militia to confront those disciplined bands

that would be sent to force our compliance with requisitions ?

The most virulent railings are vented against the federal

executive. We are told that the President can fix himself

in the chair of state, establish himself as a monarch, and

destroy the liberties of the people.

It has too often happened that powers delegated for the

purpose of promoting the happiness of a community have

been perverted to the advancement of the personal emolu-

ments of the agents of the people ; but the powers of the

President are too well guarded and checked to warrant this

illiberal aspersion. Let us candidly consider the conse-

quences of the favorite plan of requisitions, and see whether,

instead of imaginary or problematical, there be not real, ))al-

pable dingers^ To compel your obedience, a rapacious

army will penetrate into the bosom of your country, carrying

destruction and desolation before it. The commander of

such an army will be liable to the corruptions and passions

incident to other men. If he be possessed of military ge-

nius, address, and ambition, he may procure this army to

proclaim him king. Who can tell the result.? Who cnn

oppose him with success ? Who can say to him. Sir, you

shall not be a despot ! The reasoning, however inconclusive

or illogical it may appear to some, is, in my estimation, more

accurate than arguments drawn from the possibility of a

President's becoming a tyrant.

Mr. Chairman, I should object to the so-much-admired al-
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ternative uf gentlemen, were there no other reason than the

danger of an arrnj to enforce requisitions, and the danger of

its o;eneral becomino; our master. I will not mention those

nations that might be applied to for aid in such a case : it

could easily be procured, but the remedy would be worse

than the disease. I speak with respect to Vij*ginia alone.

Suppose our trade was to be taken into the hands of Con-

gress ; they would find little to satisfy their demands. If

permitted by other nations, the compensation they could de-

rive from the exclusive control of our trade would be but

trivial. Great Britain, France, and Holland, are intimately

concerned to carry on trade with us : those nations would

disapprove of the measure ; and such evasions would be prac-

tised on such an occasion as would render it totally ineffec-

tual. If Congress were then to block up our ports, or send

an army into our country, Virginia would be in such a hor-

rid situation as would induce her to call for the aid of foreign

nations : they have their eyes fixed on us ; they watch every

opportunity to avail themselves of our divisions. It is their

interest we should be weak and divided. Any of them

would readily engage in our dissensions ; none of them would

be displeased at our distractions. But what would be their

object in assisting us? On what principles have auxiliaries

ever been sent to the aid of a country.^ Show me an in-

stance (except the conduct of France to America) where

auxiliaries have not either attempted or actually made them-

selves masters of those they assisted. With respect to France,

her magnanimity to America is almost unprecedented. She

has displayed a degree of disinterestedness and generosity

not often exemplified in the annals of mankind. Till France

joined us, our troops were not able to withstand the enemy.

Yet the fate of many other nations ought to convince us that

the assistance of foreigners is the most dangerous and the

last experiment that ought to be recurred to. Yet the pred-

ilection for retaining the power of direct taxation is not to

be overcome.

An expedient, proposed by a gentleman whom I do not

now see in the house, (Mr. George Mason,) is, that this

power shall be only given to the general government as an

alternative after requisitions shall have been refused. The
most positive requisitions will be unavailable, and failure will

])roduce war. A formal refusal, or negligent non-compli-
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ance with the demands of Congress, under a knowledge of

the existence of this execrated alternative, would be a prel-

ude to active opposition. I consider this expedient very little

better than the ineffectual mode of simple requisitions. The
only difference is, thaf it gives a little more time to a refrac-

tory state to provide itself with arms and foreign alliance, to

enable it to oppose the operation of this alternative, and resist

federal collectors, as was observed by the honorable gentle-

man in the chair. The proper time will be picked for the

commencement of opposition, and for putting the bayonet to

the breasts of their fellow-citizens. Suppose a requisition to

be made on Virginia for two hundred thousand pounds : she

fails to comply: taxes are then to be collected in the common
manner. Is it not probable that the aversion to the exercise

of this power by the general government will incite discon-

tented minds to oppose it .^ Then, sir, the dogs of war are

to be let loose, and inconceivable mischief to ensue. If the

inability of the people requires an extension of the time of

payment, let them be indulged as far as may be consistent

with a regard for the public exigencies; but let us not be so

infatuated as to choose an expedient which must either be

inadequate to the destined purpose, or eventuate in bloodshed

and war. Requisitions, sir, however modified, must come
within this descri})tion ; they strike me with horror and dis-

gust. I would as soon see a separation from the Union, and

trust to the genius, patriotism, vigilance, and activity— to the

morals and natural uprightness— of the people, as ask a

government with no other powers than those whereof our

present system is possessed. This is an improvement on

that system ; and if we reject it, we are ruined.

Our credit is depressed and irretrievably gone, without a

change of that system which has caused its depression. It

is humiliatino; and disirraceful to recur to loans, situated as

we are. It is ruinous on any condition on which our credit

could be competent to obtain them ; though, under a regular,

judicious system of administration, they may l)e very salutary

and beneficial. If some accounts be believed, your ambas-

sador has received from the king of France those stipends

which have supported him. Is this honorable ? Is it safe for

America ? Safety, sir, forbids so dishonorable and despica-

ble a conduct as to leave our representatives in a state of ab-

solute dependence on another power. Will not this situation be
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freely and forcibly represented to him?— "Remember, sir, the

bread vou eat to-morrow depends on the bounty of the Count

de Vergennes !" Is it possible that, in our present circum"

stances, we can inspire any one with confidence in our en-

gaj^ements ? Where, in' the hour of distress and calamity,

shall Congress be able to borrow money ? The present rev-

enues are aj)propriated to different purposes, and are, from

the incompetency of requisitions, inadequate to the public

exigencies. Admitting the impost will be sufficiently pro-

ductive to enable Congress to discharge its engagements, and

answer all the demands of government, in case of a war, will

not necessity and the fear of danger render it necessary for

the general government to divert the revenues, from the usual

appropriations, to the defence of the Union? The necessity

of such a diversion does not lessen the certainty that the pub-

lic credit would be destroyed by it. The interest on the

public debt could not be paid ; foreign and domestic creditors

would be disappointed and irritated ; and the displeasure of

the former might lead to the most serious consequences.

What could the general government do, in such a situation,

without the power of providing money by taxation ? Re-
quisitions would be fruitless and ineffectual ; nor could a

government, which depended on such a slender and inefficien

force, meet with credulity enough any where to trust it

Will you expose the Continental Congress to such a critical

distress ? Do you consult public lil)erty by reducing it to

an extremity, whereof none can with certainty foretell the

dangerous consequences ? Is it not laying a train by which

liberty is to be blown up ? By withholding a necessary

power, you may unwarily lay the foundation of usurpation

itself.

I conclude with my firm belief, that I show my friendship

for Virginia more steadfastly by discarding these requisitions,

than by any proposition I could suggest.

The benefits arising from loaRs are innumerable. Every
nation, even the most w^ealthy and the oldest nations, have

found it necessary to recur to loans in time of war. This

country has found it so even in time of peace ; but on a sup-

position of war, we must borrow money. It will be inevita-

ble. How can Congress have credit to borrow any sum to a

considerable amount, on any reasonable conditions, unless it

have full scope and complete command over the resources of
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the Union .'' Whatever may be the visionary and fanciful

conclusions of political skeptics, the credit of a nation will

be found to be coextensive with its ability. If Congress

have an uncontrolled power to raise money as contingencies

may render it necessary^ it can borrow with ease
;

]^ut ii i.

have not this power, it is not possible thai any confidence

can be put in it.

The difficulty of justly apportioning the taxes among the

states, under the present system, has been complained of;

the rule of apportionment being the value of all lands and im-

provements within the states. The inequality between the

rich lands of James River and the barrens of Massachusetts

has been thought to militate against Virginia. If taxes

could be laid according to the real value, no inconvenience

could follow ; but, from a variety of reasons, this value was

very difficult to be ascertained ; and an error in the estimation

must necessarily have been oppressive to a part of the com-

munity. But in this new Constitution, there is a more just

and equitable rule fixed— a limitation beyond which they

cannot go. Representatives and taxes go hand in hand: ac-

cording to the one will the other be regulated. The number

of representatives is determined by the number of inhabit-

ants ; they have nothing to do but to lay taxes accordingly. I

will illustrate it by a familiar example. At present, before

the population is actually numbered, the number of repre-

sentatives is sixty-five. Of this number, Virginia has a right

to send ten ; consequently she will have to pay ten parts out

of sixty-five |)arts of any sum that may be necessary to be

raised by Congress. This, sir, is the line. Can Congress

go beyond the bounds prescribed in the Constitution ? Has

Congress a power to say that she shall pay fifteen parts out

of sixty-five parts.'' Were they to assume such a power, it

would be a usurpation so glaring, that rebellion would be the

immediate consequence. Congress is only to say on what

subject the tax is to be laid. It is a matter of very little

consequence how it will be imposed, since it must be clearly

laid on the most productive article in each partic-ular state.

T am surprised that such strong objections should have been

made to, and such fears and alarms excited by, this power

of direct taxation, since experience shows daily that it is

neither inconvenient nor oppressive. A collector goes to a

man's house ; the man pays him with freedom, or makes ar

VOL. III. 16 11
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apolo^} k)r his inability to do it then : at a future da}-, if

payment be not made, distress is made, and acquiesced in

by the party. What difference is there between this and

a tax imposed by Congress ? Is it not done by lawful au-

thority ? The distinction is between a Virginian and Conti-

nental authority. Yet, in both cases, it is imposed by our-

selves, through the medium of our representatives. When a

tax will come to be laid by Congress, the collector wi' apply

in like manner, and in the same manner receive payment,
or an a})ology ; at a future day, likewise, the same conse-

quences will result from a failure. I presume, sir, there is

a manifest similarity between the two cases. When gen-

tlemen complain of the novelty, they ought to advert to the

singular one that must be the consequence of the requisi-

tions— an army sent into your country to force you to

comply. Will not this be the dissolution of the Union, if

ever it takes effect ? Let us be candid on this subject : lei

us see if the criterion here fixed be not equal and just.

Were the tax laid on one uniform article through the Union,

its operation would be oppressive on a considerable part of

the people. When any sum is necessary for the general

government, every state will immediately know its exact

proportion of it, from the number of their people and repre-

sentatives ; nor can it be doubted that the tax will be laid

on each state, in the manner that will best accommodate the

people of such state, as thereby it will be raised with more
facility ; for an oppressive mode can never be so productive

as the most easy for the people.

The system under consideration is objected to in an

unconnected and irregular manner : detached parts are at-

tacked without considering the whole: this, sir, is disingenu-

ous and unreasonable. Ask if the powers be unnecessary.

If the end proposed can be obtained by any other means, the

powers may be unnecessary. Infallibility was not arrogated

by the Convention : they included in the system those

powers they thought necessary. If you do not think the

ceding those powers indispensable, never give them up.

But, I trust, this power of imposing direct taxes has been

proved to be essential to the very exisieijce of the Union.

The advocates for the national government, circumstanced

as they are, with the accession of so many states, never

will give their assent to leave it in the power of the states
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to sacrifice the Union. It has been observed, by an honor-

able gentleman over the way, (Mr. George Mason,; diat

there could not be a fellow-feeling between the national

representatives and their constituents, and that oppression

must be inseparable from their exercise of the power ol

imposing taxes. I beg leave to remind you of a similar

complaint made on a similar occasion. I allude to the

Scotch union. If gentlemen cast their eyes to that period,

they will find there an instructive similitude between our

circumstances and the situation of those people. The advo-

cates for a union with England declared tlut it would be a

foundation of lasting peace, remove all jealousies between

them, increase their strength and riches, and enable them to

resist more effectually the efforts of the Pretender. These

were irresistible arguments, one would be inclined to be-

lieve ; arguments a priori,, which challenge conviction, and

which appear jjcrfectly conclusive, since now verified by

actual events. Yet the opposers of that union declaimed

that the independence of Scotland was gone ; that the peer-

age of Scotland was degraded; that the people of England

would alone be gainers ; and that the people of Scotland

would be the losers. How are the facts ? Both kingdoms

have derived great benefits from that union, and the predic-

tions of the advocates for that union have been fully verified.

The arguments used on that occasion apply with more co-

gency to our situation.

The people of Rhode Island may say their independence

will be lost by a iniion with the other states ;
that they will

be degraded, their consequence lost, and their liberties en-

dange^-ed. Many such specious and plausible arguments

may be urged by their great men, who would no longer retain

the importance which their pa|)er money, and other causes,

give them in a single state
;
yet the topographical situation

of that state renders union more essential to its existence

than to that of any other state. It is urged that the inde-

pendence of Virginia will be gone by the union. Will not

all the happy effects of the union I have just mentioned, and

more, redound to Virginia from this union ? But our repre-

sentatives are suspected. On a further inspection of the

system before you, this objection must vanish. Ten repre-

sentatives will have no fellow-feeling for their constituents !

Will not the people choose men of integrity, and in similar
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circumstances with themselves, to represent ihem.^ What
laws can thej make that will not operate on themselves and

friends, as well as on the rest of the people ? Will the

people reelect the same men to repeat oppressive legislation ?

Will the people commit suicide against themselves, and dis-

card all those maxims and principles of interest and self-

preservation which actuate mankind in all their transactions ?

Will the ten miles square transform our representatives into

brutes and tyrants ? I see no grounds to distrust them : but

suppose they will be inclined to do us mischief; how can

they effect it ? If the federal necessities call for the sum of

sixty-five thousand pounds, our proportion of that sum is ten

thousand pounds. If, instead of this just proportion, they

should require a greater sum, a conflict would ensue. What
steps could they take to enforce the payment of the unjust

and tyrannical demand.^ They must summon up all the

genius of better men ; but in case of actual violence, they

could not raise the thousandth part of ten thousand pounds.

In case of a struggle, sir, the people would be irresistible.

If they should be so liable to lapse from virtue, yet would

not one man be found, out of a multitude, to guard the inter-

ests of the people — not one man to hold up his head to

discover the tyrannical projects of a corrupt and depraved

majority?

Suppose the House of Representatives all equally infatu-

ated, and determined on so wicked an intention as to infringe

the rights of the people ; they have not the whole authority

in their own hands. There aye twenty-six senators, distin-

guished for their wisdom, not elevated by popular favor, but

chosen by a select body of intelligent men : will they also

be corrupt ? Will their honor and virtue be contaminated

and disgraced in one instant ? Sixty-five representatives

and twenty-six senators are then to be suddenly changed

from upright men to monsters : ninety-one persons, selected

for superior qualities, are to compose this Pandemonium of

iniquity. The supposition of their degenerating to such a

degree is unwarrantable, and inconsistent with an admission

of their being freely chosen by a people capable of discern-

ing merit ; and should a majority ever be so forgetful of their

duty as to wish to trample on the immunities of the people,

there is no reason to doubt that some of them will be so far

inspired with a zeal for liberty as to warn their country of
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any dangerous combinations against their privileges The

people, to heighten their security, may send those to the

general government who have been signalized for their wis

dom and virtue. What security have the people of Virginia

against the possible abuses of their legislature, that is noi

here ? But their number is objected to, as being too small.

I should reluctantly assent to this representative body, did 1

conceive it consisted of too i\'W.

It is an established maxim, that such a body ought to be

numerous enough to be well acquainted with the interest of

the people, to prevent corruption, and give a chance to men
of merit to be elected. If the number be not sufficient for

these purposes, I confess it to be a defect. The number is

sixty-five, of which ten represent this state. Cannot they

inform themselves of the situation of America ? I appeal to

those who hear me, if they could not rely on the intelligence

of ten men they could fix upon, sooner than upon any crowd

they could I ave. I do not reflect on my countrymen ;
but

there is a certain listlessness and inattention to the interest

of the communitv., such indecision or faction in numerous

bodies, that I would rather depend on the virtue and knowl-

edge of some few men than on ever so many. The mode

of their election must induce us to believe that they u ill be

men of experience and information. The state will be laid

off and divided into ten districts : from each of these a man

is to be elected. He must be really the choice of the people,

not the man who can distribute the most gold ;
for the riches

of Croesus would not avail. The qualifications of the elect-

ors being the same as those of the representatives for the

state legislatures, and the election being under the control

of the legislature, the prohibitory provisions against undue

means of procuring votes to the state representation extend

to the federal representatives : the extension of the sphere

of election to so considerable a district will render it impos-

sible for contracted influence, or local intrigues, or personal

interest, to procure an election. Inquiries will be made, by

the voters, into the characters of the candidates. Greater

talents, and a more extensive reputation, will be necessary

to procure an election for the federal than for the state rep-

resentation. The federal representatives must therefore be

well known for their integrity, and their knowledge ot the

country they represent. We shall have ten men thus elected
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What are they going yonder for ? Not to consult for Vir-

ginia alone, but for the interest of the United States collec-

tively. Will not such men derive sufficient information

from their own knowledge of their respective states, and

from the codes of the different states? The want of infor-

mation ought no longer to be urged as an objection.

With respect to merit, sir, the house must be satisfied that

there is ample room for it. A cottager will receive the votes

of this country, as well as the descendant of any aristocrat

of this country. Is it not notorious that virtue and ability

have been preferred generally, here, to virtue and connections ?

The present number, sixty-five, is to Ije increased according

to the progressive augmentation of the number of the people.

From the present number of inhabitants, which is estimated

at three himdred and fifty-two thousand whites, and two

hundred and thirty-six thousand blacks, we shall be entitled

to fifteen representatives. But here another objection will

be offered : it will be complained that the taxes will be in-

creased according to the number of representatives; on

which I will only observe here, that the same rule operates

in all the states, and that it is not more unjust or oppressive

in one state than in another. The number of representatives

is as great as can be paid by America at this time ; and

whatever other gentlemen may conclude on that subject, f

think, for my part, that it w^ould be fortunate if the number

was to continue as it is at present for a long time; or, at

least, that it should be limited not to exceed a certain

amount ; for, if you swell the legislative list to such a degree

as the increase of population, at a reasonable calculation,

will, at a period not very remote, entitle the ])eople to send,

it will introduce corruption and confusion, and prevent that

secrecy without which success can never be expected in

negotiations or other transactions. It was my purpose to

answer the objections against the power of the national

government to lay direct taxes, and against the mode of

representation.

It is needhss to dwell much longer on the subject. Were
one to rise from the dead to declare the expediency of that

power, I could not be more firmly persuaded than I am now
of its proprietv. To dissuade us from conceding this power,

gentlemen alarm us with apprehensions that the most intol-

erable oppressions will be committed by the federal collectors.
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Let us consider this dispassionately, and whether the idea

be well founded, which is suggested, that a conflict will

frequently happen between the state and congressional col-

lector for property seized and claimed by both. If there be

no necessity, or strong temptation, to increase the present

number of officers, no addition will be made to them. Con-

gress will have every inducement, and, from the mode of

their appointment, must be inclined, to lighten the burdens

of the people. They can derive no advantage from a con-

trary conduct. In other countries, where the fate of the

poor is wretched, officers are created merely for the emolu-

ment of certain individuals; but, by the structure of this

government, the interest of the people must always be con-

sidered ; nor will any but necessary officers be created.

The number of officers, and their compensations, will be as

inconsiderable as the nature of their business will admit of.

With respect to collectors of the general taxes, I have not

the least doubt that Congress will employ the state officers

and sheriffs, because it will be economical, and agreeable to

the people ; a considerable sum will be saved by it. They
will employ such men, Mr. Chairman, unless they determine

to throw away the public money in an unjustifiable manner.

They will never adopt measures which may produce discon-

tent in the country, when they can effect the same purpose

by peaceable and satisfactory means. With regard to any

personal abuse or misconduct of a collector, such an officer

would be amenable to the laws, like any other citizen. He is

only protected by the law where he acts lawfully : in such

cases, the evil would not be repeated ; it would not con-

tinue. Congress can take away their offices from such

men as abuse them, and give them to others. It cannot be

believed that they will carry their wickedness so far as to

trust men of this stamp.

As to the mode of paying the taxes, little need be said :

it is imin iterial which way they are to be. paid ; for they are

to be paid only once. I had an objection which pressed

heavily on my mind : I was solicitous to know the objects of

taxation. 1 wished to make some discrimination with regard

to the demands of Congress, and of the states, on the same

object. As neither can restrain the other in this case— as

th"? power of both is unlimited— it will be their interest

mutually to avoid interferences : it will most certainly be the
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interest of either to avoid imposing a tax on an article which

shall have been previously taxed by the other. This con-

sideration, and the structure of the government, satisfy me.

I cannot foretell, in the course of human events, what Vir-

ginia and the United States may be exposed to, blindfolded

as I am with respect to futurity ; but I would not restrain

Congress in this case, unless I meant to destroy the govern-

ment itself. What will be the consequence of withholding

this power from Congress ? Will it not be reduced to the most

•dangerous distress, if a war should happen ? The case has

happened, and may again. In case of domestic war, or an

invasion, every shilling they could lay their hands on would

be necessary, but not sufficient, to carry it on. What could

(he general government do without this force to procure

money, for the prosecution of the war and its other exi-

gencies? I beg the friends of the Union to consider the

necessity of this power: without it we may abandon the

government altogether: it is the soul of the government ; no

substitute will answer in its stead. The history of other

confederacies will instruct us that the general government

must operate on the individuals of the community, or else be

totally insufficient. Not ancient confederacies only, but

certain modern ones, will point out to us the horrid situation

in which these states must be involved, unless the general

government be vested with this power. The history of those

confederacies will discover to us the dreadful misfortunes

which their people will have suffered by the imbecility of

their governments. If some other gentleman will not, I

shall discover, at another opportunity, that mournful history.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, in considering this

great subject, I trust we shall find that part which gives the

general government the power of laying and collecting taxes

indispensable, and essential to the existence of any efficient

cr well-organized system of government : if we consult rea-

son, and be ruled by its dictates, we shall find its justifica-

iijn tliere : if we review the experience we have had, or

contemplate the history of nations, here we find ample rea-

sons to prove its expediency. There is little reason to de-

1 end for necessary supplies on a body which is fully pos-

sessed of the power of withholding them. If a government

depends on other governments for its revenues— if it must

depend on the voluntary contributions of its members— its
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existence must be precarious. A government which relies

on thirteen independent sovereignties for the means of its

existence, is a solecism in theory and a mere nullity in prac-

tice. Is it consistent with reason that such a government

can promote the happiness of any people ? It is subversive

of every principle of sound policy, to trust the safety of a

community with a government totally destitute of the means

of protecting itself or its members. Can Congress, after the

repeated unequivocal proofs it has experienced of the utter

inutility and inefficacy of requisitions, reasonably expect that

they would be hereafter effectual or productive ? Will not

the same local interests, and other causes, militate against

a compliance ? Whoever hopes the contrary must ever be

disappointed. The effect, sir, cannot be changed without a

removal of the cause. Let each county in this common-
wealth be supposed free and independent ; let your reve-

nues depend on requisitions of proportionate quotas from

them ; let application be made to them repeatedly:— is it to

be presumed that they would comply, or that an adequate col-

lection could be made from partial compliances ? It is now
difficult to collect the taxes from them : how much would

that difficulty be enhanced, were you to depend solely on

their generosity ! 1 appeal to the reason of every gentleman

here, whether he is not persuaded that the present Confed-

eration is as feeble as the government of Virginia would be

in that case : to the same reason I appeal, whether it be

compatible with prudence to continue a government of such

manifest and palpable debility.

If we recur to history, and review the annals of mankind.

I undertcike to say that no instance can be produced, by the

most learned man, of any confederate government that will

justify a continuation of the present system, or that will not

demonstrate the necessity of this change, and of substituting,

for the present pernicious and fatal plan, the system noAV

under consideration, or one equally energetic. The uniform

conclusion drawn, from a review of ancient and modern con-

federacies is, that, instead of promoting the public happiness.

or securino; public tranquillity, they have, in every instance,

been productive of anarchy and confusion, ineffectual for

the preservation of h umony, and a prey to their own dis-

sensions and foreign invasions.

The Amphictyonic league resembled our Confederation in

VOL. III. 17
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its nominal powers ; it was possessed of rather more power.

The component states retained their sovereignty, and en-

joyed an equality of sufifrajie in the federal council. But,

though its powers were more considerable in many respects

than those of our present system, yet it had the same radical

defect. Its powers were exercised over its individual mem-
bers, in their political capacities. To this capital defect it

owed its disorders and final destruction. It was compelled

to recur to the sanguinary coercion of war to enforce its

decrees. The struo;gles consequent on a refusal to obey a

decree, and an attempt to enforce it, produced the necessity

of applying to foreign assistance. By complying with such

an application, together with his intrigues, Philip of Mace-
don acquired sufficient influence to become a member oi the

league. This artful and insidious prince soon after became

master of their liberties.

The Achaean league, though better constructed than the

Amphictyonic, in material respects, was continually agitated

with domestic dissensions, and driven to the necessity of

calling in foreign aid ; this, also, eventuated in the demoli-

tion of their confederacy. Had they been more closely

united, their people would have been happier ; and their

united wisdom and strength would not only have rendered

unnecessary all foreign interpositions in their affairs, but

would have enabled them to repel the attack of an enemy.

If we descend to more modern examples, we shall find the

same evils resulting from the same sources.

The Germanic system is neither adequate to the external

defence nor internal felicity of the people. The doctrine of

quotas and requisitions flourishes here. Without energy,

w^ithout stability, the empire is a nerveless body. The most

furious conflicts, and the most implacable animosities, be-

tween its members, strikingly distinguish its history. Con-

cert and cooperation are incompatible with such an injudi-

ciously constructed system.

The republic of the Swiss is sometimes instanced for its

stability ; but even there, dissf nsions and wars of a bloody

nature have been frequently seen between the cantons. A
pecubar coincidence of circumstances contributes to the con-

tinuance of their political connection. Their feeble associa-

tion owes its existence to their singular situation. There

is a scnism, this moment, in their confederacy, which, with-
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out the necessity of uniting for their external defence, wouIl

immediately produce its dissolution.

The confederate government of Holland is a further con-

firmation of the characteristic imbecility of such govern

ments. From the history of this government we might derive

lessons of the most important utility.

[Here Mr. Madison quoted sundry passages from De Witt respecting

the people of Holland, and the war which they had so long supported

against the Spanish monarch, showing the impolitic and injudicious struc-

ture of their confederacy ; that it was entirely destitute of energy, because

their revenues depended chiefly on requisitions ; that, during that long

war, the provinces of Guelderland and Overyssel had not paid their re-

spective quotas, but had evaded, altogether, their payments; in conse-

quence of which, two sevenths of the resources of the community had

never been brought into action, nor contributed in the least towards the

prosecution of the war ; that the fear of pressing danger stimulated Hol-

land and the other provinces to pay all the charges of the war; that those

two provinces had continued their delinquencies; that the province of Hol-

land alone paid more than all the rest— still those provinces who paid up

their proportional shares claimed from the failing states the amount of their

arrearages; that the most fatal consequences had nearly resulted from the

difficulty of adjustmg those claims, and from the extreme aversion of the

delinquent states to discharge even their most solemn engagements ;
that

there are existing controversies between the provinces on this account at

present; and, to add to the evils consequent upon requisitions, that una-

nimity, and the revision and sanction of their constituents, were necessary

to give validity to the decisions of the States-General.]

Mr. Madison then added, that these radical defects in

their confederacy must have dissolved their association long

ago, were it not fur their peculiar position — circumscribed

in a narrow territory ; surrounded by the most powerful na-

tions in the world
;

possessing peculiar advantages from

their situation — an extensive navigation and a powerfu.

navy— advantages which it was clearly the interest of those

nations to diminish or deprive them of; and that their late

unhappy dissensions were manifestly produced by the vices

of their system. He then continued : We may derive much
benefit from the experience of that unhappy country. Gov-

ernments destitute of energy will ever produce anarchy.

These facts are worthy the most serious consideration of

every gentleman here. Does not the history of these con-

federacies coincide with the lesson drawn from our own ex-

perience ? I most earnestly pray that America may have

sufficient wisdom to avail herself of the instructive informa-

tion she m.iy derive from a contemplation of the sources of
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their misfortunes, and that she may escajoe a similar fate by

avoiding tiie causes from which their infelicity sprang. If

the general goverimient is to depend on the voluntary con-

tribution of the states for its support, dismemberment of the

United States may be the consequence. In cases of immi-

nent danger, the states more immediately exposed to it only

would exert themselves ; those remote from it would be too

supine to interest themselves warmly in the fate of those

whose distresses they did not immediately perceive. The
general government ought, therefore, to be empowered to

defend the whole Union.

Must we not suppose that those parts of America which

are most exposed will first be the scenes of war .^ Those

nations whose interest is incompatible with an extension of

our power, and who are jealous of our resources to become

powerful and wealthy, must naturally be mclined to exert

every means to prevent our becoming formidable. Will they

not be impelled to attack the most exposed parts of the

Union ? Will not their knowledge of the weakness of our

government stimulate them the more readily to such an at-

tack ? Those parts to which relief can be afforded with

most difficulty are the extremities of the country, and will

be the first objects of our enemies. The general government,

having no resources beyond what are adequate to its existing

necessities, will not be able to afford any effectual succor to

those parts which may be invaded.

America, in such a case, would palpably perceive the

danger and folly of withholding from the Union a power
sufficient to protect the whole territory of the United States.

Such an attack is far from improbable ; and if it be actually

made, it is difficult to conceive a possibility of escaping the

catastrophe of a dismemberment. On this subject we may
receive an estimable and instructive lesson from an Ameri-

can confederacy— from an example which has happened in

our country, and which applies to us with peculiar force,

being most analogous to our situation : I mean that species

of association or union which subsisted in New England.

The colonies of Massachusetts, Bristol, Connecticut, and

New Hampshire, were confederated together.

The object of that confederacy was, primarily, to defend

themselves against the inroads and depredations of the In-

dians. They had a common council, consisting of deputies
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from each party, with an equality of suffrage in their delib

erations. The general expenditures and charges were to he

adequately defrayed. Its powers were very similar to those

of the Confederation. Its history proves clearly that a gov

ernment founded on such principles must ever disappoint

the hopes of those who expect its operation to be conducive

to the public happiness.

There are facts on record to prove that, instead of an-

swering the end of its institution, or the expectation of its

framers, it was violated with impunity, and only regarded

when it coincided perfectly with the views and immediate

interests of the respective parties.

The strongest member of the union availed itself of its

circumstances to infringe their confederacy. Massachusetts

refused to pay its quotas. In the war between England

and Holland, it was found particularly necessary to make

exertions for the protection of that country.

Massachusetts, being then more powerful and less ex-

posed than the other colonies, refused its contributions to the

general defence. In consequence of this, the common coun-

cil remonstrated against the council of Massachusetts. This

altercation terminated in the dissolution of their union.

From this brief account of a system perfectly resembling our

present one, we may easily divine the inevitable conse-

quences of a longer adherence to the latter.

[Mr. Madison then recapitulated many instances of the prevalent per-

suasion of the wisest patriots of the states, that the safety of all America

depended on union, and that the government of the United States must

be possessed of an adequate degree of energy, or that otherwise their con-

nection could not be justly denominated a union. He likewise enumer-

ated the expedients that had been attempted by the people of America to

form an intimnte association, from the meeting at New York, in the year

1754, downwards; that their sentiments on this subject had been uniform,

both in their colonial and independent conditions ; and that a variety of

causes had hitherto prevented the adoption of an adequate system.]

He then continued thus : If we trike experience for our

guide, we shall find still more instructive direction on this

subject. The weakness of the existing articles of the

l/nion showed itself during the war. It has manifested

itself, since the peace, to such a degree as admits of no

doubt, to a rational, intelligent, and unbiased mind, of the

necessity of alteration ; nay, this necessity is obvious to all

America ; it has forced itself on the minds of the people.

12
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'[he committee has been informed that the Confederation

was not completed till the jear 1781, when a great portion

of the war was ended ; consequently, no part of the merit of

the antecedent operations of the war could justly be attrib-

uted to that system. Its debility was perceived almost as

soon as it was put in operation. A recapitulation of the

proofs which have been experienced of its inefficacy is un-

necessary. It is most notorious that feebleness universally

marked its character. Shall we be safe, in another war, in

the same situation ? That instrument required the voluntary

contributions of the states, and thereby sacrificed some of our

best privileges. The most intolerable and unwarrantable op-

pressions were committed on the people during the late war.

The gross enormity of those oppressions might have produced

the most serious consequences, were it not for the spirit of

liberty, which preponderated against every consideration.

A scene of injustice, partiality, and oppression, may bring

heavenly vengeance on any people. We are now, by our

suffering, expiating the crimes of the otherwise glorious

revolution. Is it not known to every member of this com-

mittee, that the great principles of a free government were

reversed through the .whole progress of that scene ? Was
not every state harassed ? Was not every individual op-

pressed, and subjected to repeated distresses? Was this

right? Was it a proper form of government that warranted,

authorized, or overlooked, the most wanton deprivation of

property? Had the government been vested with complete

power to procure a regular and adequate supply of revenue,

those oppressive measures would have been unnecessary.

But, sir, can it be supposed that a repetition of such meas-

ures would ever be acquiesced in ? Can a government that

stands in need of such measures secure the liberty, or pro-

mote the happiness or glory, of any country ? If we do not

change this system, consequences must ensue that gentle-

men do not now apprehend. If other testimony were

necessary, I might appeal to that which I am sure is very

weighty, but which 1 mention with reluctance. At the

conclusion of the war, the man who had the most extensive

acquaintance with the nature of the country, who well un-

derstood its interests, and who had given the most unequiv-

ocal and most brilliant proofs of attachment to its welfare,

when he laid down his arms, wherewith he had so nobly
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and successfully defended his country, publicly testified his

disappiobation of the present system, and suggested tha.

some alteration was necessary to render it adequate to the

security of our happiness. I did not introduce that great

name to bias any gentleman here. Much' as I admire and

revere the man, I consider these members as not to be

actuated by the influence of any man ; but I introduced him

as a respectable witness to prove that the Articles of the

Confederation were inadequate, and that we must resort to

something else. His modesty did not point out what ought

to be done, but said that some great change was necessary.

But, sir, testimony, if wished for, may be found in abun-

dance, and numerous conclusive reasons urged for this

change. Experience was daily producing such irresistible

proofs of the defects of this system, this commonwealth was

induced to exert her influence to meliorate it : she began

that noble work, in which I hope she will persist: she pro-

posed to revise it ; her proposition met with that concurrence

which that of a respectable party will always meet. I am
sure, if demonstration were necessary on the part of this

commonwealth, reasons have been abundantly heard, in the

course of this debate, manifold and cogent enough, not only

to operate conviction, but to disgust an attentive hearer.

Recollect the resolution of the year 1784. It was then

found that the whole burden of the Union was sustained by

a few states. This state was likely to be saddled with a

very disproportionate share. That expedient was proposed

(to obviate this inconvenience) which has been placed in

its true light. It has been painted in sufficient horrors by

the honorable gentleman who spoke last.

I agree with the honorable gentleman (Mr. Henry) that

national splendor and glory are not our objects ; but does he

distinguish between what will render us secure and happy

at home, and what will render us respectable abroad.^ If we
be free and happy at home, we shall be respectable abroad.

The Confederation is so notoriously feeble, that foreign

nations are unwilling to form any treaties with us ; they are

apprized that our general government cannot perform any

of its engagements, but that they may be violated at pleas

ure by anv of the states. Our violation of treaties already

entered into proves this truth unequivocally. No nation

will, therefore, make any stipulations with Congress, con
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cediikg any advantages of importance to us : they will be the

more averse to entering into engagements with us, as the

imbecility of our government enables them to derive many
advantages from our trade, without granting us any return.

But were this country united by proper b:inds, in addition to

other great advantages, we could form very beneficial trea-

ties with foreign states. But this can never happen without

a change in our system. Were we not laughed at by the

minister of that nation, from which we may be able yet to

extort some of the most salutary measures for this country ?

Were we not told that it was necessary to temporize till our

government acquired consistency ? Will any nation relin-

quish national advantages to us ? You will be greatly dis-

appointed, if you expect any such good effects from this con-

temptible system. Let us recollect our conduct to that

country from which we have received the most friendly aid.

How have we dealt with that benevolent ally ? Have we
complied with our most sacred obligations to that nation ?

Have we paid the interest punctually from year to year ? Is

not the interest accumulating, while not a shilling is dis-

charged of the principal ? The magnanimity and forbear-

ance of that ally are so great that she has not called upon us

for her claims, even in her own distress and necessity.

This, sir, is an additional motive to increase our exertions.

At this moment of time a very considerable amount is due

from us to that country and others.

[Here Mr. Madison mentioned the amount of the debts due to different

foreign nations.]

We have been obliged to borrow money even to pay the

interest of our debts. This is a ruinous and most disgraceful

expedient. Is this a situation on which America can rely

for security and happiness ? How are we to extricate our-

selves ? The honorable member told us we might rely on

the punctuality and friendship of the states, and that they

will discharge their quotas for the future. The contributions

of the states have been found inadequate from the begin-

ning, and are diminishino; instead of increasing. From the

month of June, 1787, till June, 1788, they have only paid

276,641 dollars into the federal treasury for the purposes of

supportino the national government, and discharging the in-

terest of the national debts — a sum so vc^ry insufficient, that

It must greatly alarm the friends of their countrv Sugges-
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tions and strong assertions dissipate before these facts. 1

shall n(» longer fatigue the committee at this time, but will

resume the subject as early as I can.

Mr. HENRY. I have thought, and still think, that a fuV

mvestigation of the actuii4 situation of America ought to pre

cede any decision on this great and important question.

That government is no more than a choice among evils, is

acknowledged by the most intelligent among mankind, and

has been a standing maxim for ages. If it be demonstrated

that the adoption of the new plan is a little or a trifling evil,

then, sir, I acknowledge that adoption ought to follow ; but,

sir, if this be a truth, that its adoption may entail misery on

the free people of this country, I then insist that rejection

ought to follow. Gentlemen strongly urge, its adoption will

be a mighty benefit to us ; but, sir,! am made of so incredu-

lous materials, that assertions and declarations do not satisfy

me. I must be convinced, sir. I shall retain my infidelity

on that subject till I see our liberties secured in a manner

perfectly satisfactory to my understanding.

There are certain maxims by which every wise and en-

lightened people will regulate their conduct. There are

certain political maxims which no free people ought ever to

abandon— maxims of which the observance is essential to

the security of happiness. It is impiously irritating the

avenging hand of Heaven, when a people, who are in the

full enjoyment of freedom, launch out into the wide ocean

of human afifiirs, and desert those maxims which alone can

preserve liberty. Such maxims, humble as they are, are

those only w^hich can render a nation safe or formidable.

Poor little humble republican maxims have attracted the

admiration, and engaged the attention, of the virtuous and

wise in all nations, and have stood the shock of ages. We
do not now admit the validity of maxims which we once

delighted in. We have since adopted maxims of a different,

but more refined nature — new maxims, which tend to the

prostration of republicanism.

We have one, sir, that all men are by nature free and inde-

pendent, and have certain inherent rights, of which, when they

enter into society, they cannot by any compact deprive or divest

their posterity. We have a set of maxims of the same spirit,

which must be beloved by every friend to liberty, to virtue, to

mankind : our bill of rights contains those admirable maxims

VOL HI. ^H
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Now, sir, 1 say, let us consider whether the picture given

of American affairs ought to drive us from those beloved

maxims.

The honorable gentleman. Governor Randolph, has said

that it is too late in the day for us to reject this new plan.

That system which was ojice execrated by the honorable

member must now be adopted, let its defects be ever so

glaring. That honorable member will not accuse me of

want of candor, when I cast in my mind what he Iks

given the public,* and compare it to what has happened

since. It seems to me very strange and unaccountable that

that which was the object of his execration should now re-

ceive his encomiums. Something extraordinary must have

operated so great a change in his opinion. It is too late in

the day ! Gentlemen must excuse me if they should de-

clare, agam and again, that it was too late, and I should

think differently. I never can believe, sir, that it is too late

to save all that is precious: if it be proper, and, independ-

ently of every external consideration, wisely constructed,

let us receive it: but, sir, shall its adoption by eight states

induce us to receive it, if it be replete with the most danger-

ous defects? They urge that subsequent amendments are

safer than previous amendments, and that they will answer-

the same ends.

At present we have our liberties and privileges in our own
hands. Let us not relinquish them. Let us not adopt this

system till we see them secure. There is some small possi-

bility that, should we follow the conduct of Massachusetts,

amendments might be obtained. There is a small possibility

of amending any government ; but, sir, shall we abandon

our most inestimable rights, and rest their security on a mere

possibility ? The gentleman fears the loss of the Union.

If eight states have ratified it unamended, and we should

rashly imitate their precipitate example, do we not thereby

disunite from several other states ? Shall those who have

risked their lives for the sake of the Union be at once

thrown out of it ? If it be amended, every state will accede

to it ; but by an imprudent adoption in its defective and dan-

gerous state, a schism must inevitably be the consequence.

* Alluding to his excellency's letter on that suhject to the speaker of the

House of Delegais. vol. i. p. 483.
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I can never, therefore, consent to hazard our most unalh n-

able rights on an absolute uncertainty.

You are told there is no peace, although you fondly flattn

yourselves that all is peace ; no peace ; a general cry and

alarm in the country ; commerce, riches, and wealth,

vanished; citizens going to seek comforts in other parts or

the world ; laws insulted ; many instances of tyrannical legis-

lation. These things, sir, are new to me. Hi> h is made

the discovery. As to the administration of justice, I believe

that failures in commerce, &c., cannot be attributed to it.

My age enables me to recollect its progress under the old

government. I can justify it by saying that it continues in

the same manner in this state as it did under the former

government. As to other parts of the continent, I refer that

to other gentlemen. As to the ability of those who adminis-

ter it, I believe they would not suffer by a comparison with

those who administered it under the royal authority. Where

is the cause of complaint if the wealthy go away ? Is this,

added to the other circumstances, of such enormity, and does

it bring such danger over this commonwealth, as to war-

rant so important and so awful a change, in so precipitate a

manner ? As to insults offered to the laws, I know of none.

In this respect, I believe this commonwealth would not suffer

by a comparison with the former government. The laws

are as well executed, and as patiently acquiesced in, as they

were under the royal administration. Compare the situation

of the country— compare that of our citizens to what it was

then— and decide whether persons and property are not as

safe and secure as they were at that time. Is there a man

in this commonwealth whose person can be insulted wij;h

impunity ? Cannot redress be had here for personal insults

or injuries, as well as in any part of the world— as well as

in those countries where aristocrats and monarchs triumph

and reign ? Is not the protection of property in full opera-

tion here ? The contrary cannot with truth be charged on

this commonwealth. Those severe charges, which are ex-

hibited against it, appear to be totally groundless. On a

fair investigation, we shall be found to be surrounded by

no real dangers.

We have the animating fortitude and persevering alacrity

of republican men to carry us through misfortunes and

calamities. It is the fortune of a republic to be able to
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withstind the stormy ocean of human vicissitudes. I know
of no danger awaiting us. Public and private security are

to be found here in the highest degree. Sir, it is the fortune

of a free people not to be intimidated by imaginary dangers.

Fear is the passion of slaves. Our political and natural

hemisphere are now equally tranquil. Let us recollect the

awful magnitude of the subject of our deliberation ; let us

consider the latent consequences of an erroneous decision
,

and let not our minds be led away by unfair misrepresenta-

tions and uncandid suggestions. There have been many
instances of uncommon lenity and temperance used in the

exercnse of power in this commonwealth. I could call your

recollection to many that happened during the war and

since ; but every gentleman here must be apprized of them.

The honorable member has given you an elaborate account

of what he judges tyrannical legislation, and an ex postfacto

law, (in the caseof Josiah Philips.) He has misrepresented

the facts. That man was not executed by a tyrannical stroke

of power. Nor was he a Socrates. He was a fugitive

murderer and an outlaw— a man who commanded an in-

famous banditti, and at a time when the war was at the

most perilous stage. He committed the most cruel and

shocking barbarities. He was an enemy to the human name.

Those who declare war against the human race may be

struck out of existence as soon as they are apprehended.

He was not executed according to those beautiful legal cere-

monies which are pointed out by the laws in criminal cases.

The enormity of his crimes did not entitle him to it. I am
truly a friend to legal forms and methods; but, sir, the occa-

sion warranted the measure. A pirate, an outlaw, or a com-

mon enemy to all mankind, may be put to death at any

time. It is justified by the laws of nature and nations.

The honorable member tells us, then, that there are burn-

ings and discontents in the hearts of our citizens in general,

and that they are dissatisfied with their government. I have

no doubt the honorable member believes this to be the case,

because he says so. But I have the comfortable assurance

that it is a certain fact that it is not so. The middle and

lower ranks of people have not those illuminated ideas which

the v\ ell-born are so happily possessed of; they cannot so

readily perceive latent objects. The microscopic eyes of

modern statesmen can see abundance of defects in old svs-
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terns ; and their illuminated imaginations discover the neces

sity of a change. They are captivated by the parade of" the

number ten— the charms of the ten miles square. Sir, 1

fear this change will ultimately lead to our ruin. My fears

are not the force of imagination ; they are but too well

founded. I tremble for my country ; but, sir, I trust, J rely,

and I am confident, th:it this political speculation has not

taken so strong a hold of men's minds as some would make
us believe.

The dangers which may arise from our geographical situ-

ation will be more properly considered a while hence. At

present, what may be surmised on the subject, with respect

to the adjacent states, is merely visionary. Strength, sir, is

a relative term. When I reflect on the natural force of those

nations that might be induced to attack us, and consider the

difficulty of the attempt, and uncertainty of the success, and

compare thereto the relative strength of our country, 1 say that

we are strong. We have no cause to fear from that quarter

;

we have nothing to dread from our neighboring states. The
superiority of our cause would give us an advantage over

them, were they so unfriendly or rash as to attack us. As

to that part of the community, which the honorable gentle-

man spoke of as being in danger of being separated from us,

— what excitement or inducement could its inhabitants have

to wish such an event ? It is a matter of doubt whether they

would derive any advantage to themselves, or be any loss

to us, by such a separation. Time has been, and may yet

come, when they will find it their advantage and true inter-

est to be united with us. There is no danger of a dismem-

berment of our country, unless a Constitution be adopted

which will enable the government to plant enemies on our

backs. By the Confederation, the rights of territory are se-

cured. No treaty cnn be made without the consent of nine

states. While the consent of nine states is necessary to the

cession of territory, you are safe. If it be put in the power

of a less number, you will most infallibly lose the Missis-

sippi. As long as we can preserve our unalienable rights,

we are in safety. This new Constitution will involve in its

operation the loss of the navigation of that valuable river.

The honorable gentleman cannot be ignorant of the

Spanish transactions. A treaty had been nearly entered

into with Spain, to relinquish that navigation. That re-
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linqaishmenl would absolutely have taken place, had the

consent of seven states been sufficient. The honorable

gentleman told us then, that, eight states having adopted the

system, we cannot suppose they will recede on our account.

I know not what they may do ; but this I know— that a

people of infinitely less importance than those of Virginia

stood the terror of war. Vermont, sir, withstood the terror

of thirteen states. Maryland did not accede to the Con-

federation till the year 1781. These two states, feeble as

thev are comparatively to us, were not afraid of the whole

Union. Did either of these states perish ? No, sir, they

were admitted freely into the Union. Will not Virginia,

then, be admitted ? I flatter myself that those states which

have ratified the new plan of government will open their

arms and cheerfully receive us, although we should propose

certain amendments as the conditions on which we should

ratify it. During the late war, all the states were in pursuit

of the same object. To obtain that object, they made the

most strenuous exertions. They did not suffer trivial con-

siderations to impede its acquisition. Give me leave to say

that, if the smallest states in the Union were admitted into

it, after having unreasonably procrastinated their accession,

the greatest and most mighty state in the Union will be

easily admitted, when her reluctance to an immediate ac-

cession to this system is founded on the most reasonable

grounds. When I call this the most mighty state in the

Union, do I not speak the truth ? Does not Virginia sur-

pass every state in the Union, in number of inhabitants,

extent of territory, felicity of position, and affluence and

wealth ? Some infatuation hangs over men's minds, that

they will inconsiderately precipitate into measures the most

important, and give not a moment's deliberation to others,

nor pay any respect to their opinions. Is this federalisni ?

Are these the beloved effects of the federal spirit, that its

votaries will never accede to the just propositions of others ?

Sir, were there nothing objectionable in it but that, 1 would

vote against it. I desire to have nothing to do with such

men as will obstinately refuse to change their opinions.

Are our opinions not to be regarded ? I hope that you will

lecollect that you are going to join with men who will pay

no respect even to this state.

Switzerland consists of thirteen cantons expressly con-
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federated for national defence. They have stood the shock of

four hundred years ; that country has enjoyed internal tran-

quillity most of that long period. Their dissensions have

been, comparatively to those of other countries, very few

What has passed in the neighboring countries? War, dis-

sensions, and intrigues ;
— Germany involved in the most

deplorable civil war thirty years successively, continually

convulsed with intestine divisions, and harassed by foreign

wars ! France, with her mighty monarchy, perpetually at

war. Compare the peasants of Switzerland with those of

any other mighty nation : you will find them far more

happy : for one civil war among them, there have been five

or six anions other nations : their attachment to their coun-

try and freedom, their resolute intrepidity in their defence,

the consequent security and happiness which they have en-

joyed, and the respect and awe which these things produced

in the bordering nations, have signalized those republicans.

Their valor, sir, has been active ; every thing that sets in

motion the springs of the human heart engaged them to

that protection of their inestimable privileges. They have

not only secured their own liberty, but have been the

arbiters of the fate of other people. Here, sir, contemplate

the triumph of the republican governments over the pride

of monarchy. I acknowledge, sir, that the necessity of

national defence has prevailed in invigorating their councils

and arms, and has been, in a considerable degree, the means
of keeping these honest people together. But, sir, they have

had wisdom enough to keep together, and render them-

selves formidable. Their heroism is proverbial. They
would heroically fight for their government and their laws.

One of the illumined sons of these times would not fight

for those objects. Those virtuous and simple people have

not a mighty and splendid President, nor enormously ex-

pensive navies and armies, to support. No, sir ; those brave

republicans have acquired their reputation no less by their

undaunted intrepidity than by the wisdom of their frugal

and economical policy. Let us follow their example, and

be equally happy. The honorable member advises us to

adopt a measure which will destroy our bill of rights ; for,

after having his picture of nations, and his reasons for aban-

doning all the powers retained to the states by the Con
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fedeiation, I am more firmly persuaded of the impropriety

of adopting this new plan in its present shape.

I had doubts of the power of those who went to the Con-

vention, but now we are possessed of it, let us examine it.

When we trusted the great object of revising the Confed-

eration to the greatest, and best, and most enlightened, of our

citizens, we thought their deliberations would have been

solely confined to that revision. Instead of this, a new sys-

tem, totally different in its nature, and vesting the most ex-

tensive powers in Congress, is presented. Will the ten

men you are to send to Congress be more worthy than

those seven were ? If power grew so rapidly in their hands,

what may it not do in the hands of others ? If those who
go from this state will find power accompanied with temp-

tation, our situation must be truly critical. When about

forming a government, if we mistake the principles, or com-

mit any other error, the very circumstance promises that

power will be abused. The greatest caution and circum-

spection are therefore necessary ; nor does this proposed sys-

tem, on its investigation here, deserve the least charity.

The honorable gentleman says that the national govern-

ment is without energy. I perfectly agree with him ; and

when he cries out, Union, I agree with him ; but I tell him

not to mistake the end for the means. The end is union

;

the most capital means, I suppose, are an army and navy.

On a supposition, I will acknowledge this ; still the bare act

of agreeing to that paper, though it may have an amazing

influence, will not pay our millions. There must be things

to pay debts. What these things are, or how they are to be

produced, must be determined by our political wisdom and

economy.

The honorable gentleman alleges that previous amend-
ments will prevent the junction of our riches from producing

great profits and emoluments, which would enable us to pay

our public debts, by excluding us from the Union. I believe,

sir, that a previous ratification of a system notoriously and

confessedly defective will endanger our riches, our liberty,

our all. Its defects are acknowledged ; they cannot be de-

nied. The reason offered by the honorable gentleman for

adopting this defective system, is its adoption by the eight

states. I say, sir, that, if we present nothing but what is
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reasonable in the shape of amendments, they will receive us

Union is as necessary for them as for us. Will they, then,

be so unreasonable as not to Join us? If such be their dis

position, I am happy to know it in time.

The honorable member then observed, that nations wih

expend millions for commercial advantages; that is, that they

will deprive you of every advantage if they can. Apply this

another way. Their cheaper way, instead of laying out

millions in making war upon you, will be to corrupt your

senators. I know that, if they be not above all price, they

may make a sacrifice of our commercial interests. They
may advise your President to make a treaty that will not

only sacrifice all your commercial interests, but throw pros-

trate your bill of rights. Does he fear that their ships will

outnumber ours on the ocean, or that nations whose interest

comes in contact with ours, in the progress of their guilt, will

perpetrate the vilest expedients to exclude us from a parti-

cipation in commercial advantages ? Does he advise us, in

order to avoid this evil, to adopt a Constitution, which will

enable such nations to obtain their ends by the more easy

mode of contaminating the principles of our senators ? Sir,

if our senators will not be corrupted, it will be because they

will be good men, and not because the Constitution provides

against corruption ; for there is no real check secured in it

and the most abandoned and profligate acts may with im

punity be committed by them.

With respect to Maryland, what danger from thence ? 1

know none. I have not heard of any hostility premeditated

or committed. Nine tenths of the people have not heard of

it. Those who are so happy as to be illumined have not in-

formed their fellow-citizens of it. I am so valiant as to say

that no danger can come, from that source, sufificient to make
me abandon my republican principles. The honorable gen-

tleman ought to have recollected that there were no tyrants

it America, as there are in Europe. The citizens of repub-

lican borders are only terrible to tyrants. Instead of being

dangerous to one another, they mutually support one another's

liberties. We might be confederated with the adopting

states without ratifying this system. No form of government

renders a people more formidable. A confederacy of states

joined together becomes strong as the United Netherlands.

The government of Holland, execrated as it is., proves that

VOL. III. 19 13
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the present C(^/i federation is adequate to every purpose of
human association. There are seven provinces confederated
together for a longtime, containing numerous opulent cities,

and many of the finest ports in the world. The recollection

of the situation of that country would make me execrate
monarchy. The singular felicity and success of that people
are unparalleled : freedom has done miracles there in reclaim-

ing land from the ocean. It is the richest spot on the face

of the globe. Have they no men or money ? Have they
no fleets or armies ? Have they no arts or sciences among
them? How did they repel the attacks of the greatest

nations in the world? How have they acquired their ama-
zing influence and power? Did they consolidate govern-

ment, to effect these purposes, as we do ? No, sir, they have
trampled over every obstacle and difficulty, and have arrived

at the summit of political felicity, and of uncommon opu-
lence, by means of a confederacy — that very govern-

ment which gentlemen aflect to despise. They have, sir,

avoided a consolidation as the greatest of evils. They have
lately, it is true, made one advance to that fatal progression.

This misfortune burst on them by iniquity and artifice.

That stadtholder, that executive magistrate, contrived it, in

conjunction wath other European nations. It was not the

choice of the people. Was it owing to his energy that this

happened ? If two provinces have paid nothing, what have
not the rest done ? And have not these two provinces made
other exertions ? Ought they, to avoid this inconvenience,

to have consolidated their different states, and have a ten

miles square? Compare that litde spot, nurtured by lib-

erty, with the fairest country in the world. Does not Hol-
land possess a powerful navy and army, and a full treasury?

They did not acquire these by debasing the principles and
trampling on the rights of their citizens. Sir, they acquired

these by their industry, economy, and by the freedom of their

government. Their commerce is the most extensive in

Europe
; their credit is unequalled ; their felicity will be an

eternal monument of the blessings of liberty : every nation

in Europe is taught by them what they are, and what they

ought to be. The contrast between those nations and this

happy people is the most s|jlendid spectacle ^or republicans—
the greatest cause of exultation and triumph to the sons of

freedom. While other nations, precipitated by the rage of
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ambition or follj, have, in tho pursuit of the most magnificent

projects, riveted the fetters of bondage on themselves and
descendants, these republicans secured their political happi-

ness and freedom. Where is there a nation to be compared
to them ? Where is there now, or where was there ever, a

nation of so small a territory, and so few in number, so pow-
erful, so wealthy, so happy ? What is the cause of this

superiority ? Liberty, sir, the freedom of their government.
Though they are now, unhappily, in some degree consolidated,

yet they have my acclamations, when put in contrast with

those millions of their fellow-men who lived and died like

slaves. The dangers of a consolidation ought to be guarded

against in this country. I shall exert my poor talents to

ward them off. Dangers are to be apprehended in whatever
manner we proceed ; but those of a consolidation are the

most destructive. Let us leave no expedient untried to secure

happiness. But, whatever be our decision, I am consoled it

American liberty will remain entire only for half a century;

and I trust that mankind in general, and our posterity in

particular, will be compensated for every anxiety we now feel.

Another gentleman tells us that no inconvenience will re-

sult from the exercise of the power of taxation by the general

government ; that two shillings out often may be saved by the

impost; and that four shillin<is may be paid to the federal col-

lector, and four to the state collector. A change of govern-

ment will not pay money. If, from the probable amount of the

imposts, you take the enormous and extravagant expenses

which will certainly attend the support of this great consoli-

dated government, I believe you will find no reduction of the

public burdens by this new system. The splendid mainte-

nance of the President, and of the members of both houses,

and the salaries and fees of the swarm of officers and depend-

ants of the government, will cost this continent immense sums.

Double sets of collectors will double the expenses ; to those are

to be added oppressive excisemen and custom-house officers.

Sir, the people have an hereditary hatred to custom-house

officers. The experience of the mother country leads me tc

detest them. They have introduced their baneful influence

into the administration, and destroyed one of the most beau-

tiful systems that ever the world saw. Our forefathers en-

joyed liberty there while that system was in its purity; but

it is now contaminated by influence of every kind.
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The style of the government (We, the people) was intro-

duced perhaps to recommend it to the people at large ; to those

citizens who are to be levelled and degraded to the lowest

degree; who are likened to a herd ; * and who, by the oper-

ation of -this blessed system, are to be transformed from

respectable, independent citizens, to abject, dependent sub-

jects or slaves. The honorable gentleman has anticipated

what we are to be reduced to, by degradingly assimilating

our citizens to a herd.

[Here Governor Randolph arose, and declared that he did not use that

word to excite any odium, but merely to convey an idea of a multitude.]

Mr. Henry replied, that it made a deep impression on his

mind, and that he verily believed that system would operate

as he had said. He then continued : I will exchange that

abominable word for requisitions. Requisitions, which gen-

tlemen affect to despise, have nothing degrading in them.

On this depends our political prosperity. I never will give

up that darling word requisitions: my country may give it

up; a majority may wrest it from me, but I will never give

it up till my grave. Requisitions are attended with one

singular advantage. They are attended by deliberation.

They secure to the states the benefit of correcting oppressive

errors. If our Assembly thought requisitions erroneous, if

they thought the demand wus too great, they might at least

supplicate Congress to reconsider— that it was a little too

much. The power of direct taxation was called by the hon-

orable gentleman the soul of the government: another gen-

tleman called it the lungs of the government. We all agree

that it is the most important part of the body politic. If the

power of raising money be necessary for the general govern-

ment, it is no less so for the states. If money be the vitals

of Congress, is it not precious for those individuals from

whom it is to be tcd^en ? Must I give my soul, my lungs,

to Congress ? Congress must have our souls ; the state must

have our souls. This is dishonorable and disgraceful. These
two coordinate, interfering, unlimited powers of harassing

the community are unexampled : it is unprecedented in his-

tory. They are the visionary projects of modern politicians.

Tell me not of imaginary means, but of reality ; this political

* Governor Randolph had, cursorily, mentioned the word " herd " in his second

speech.
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solecism will never tend to the benefit of the community.
It will be as oppressive in practice as it is absurd in theory

If jou part from this, which the honorable a:entleman tells

you is the soul of Congress, you will be inevitably ruined
I tell you, they shall not have the soul of Virginia. They
tell us that one collector may collect the federal and state

taxes. The general government being paramount to the

state legislatures, if the sheriff is to collect for both, — his

right hand for Congress, his left for the state, — his right

hand being paramount over the left, his collections will go" to

Congress. We shall have the rest. Deficiencies in collec-

tions will always operate against the states. Congress, be-

ing the paramount, supreme power, must not be disappointed.

Thus Congress will have an unlimited, unbounded command
over the soul of this commonwealth. After satisfying their

uncontrolled demands, what can be left for the states ? Not
a sufficiency even to defray the expense of their internal ad-
ministration. They must therefore glide imperceptibly and
gradually out of existence. This, sir, must naturally termi-

nate in a consolidation. If this will do for other people, it

never will do for me.
If we are to have one representative for every thirty

thousand souls, it must be by implication. The Constitu-
tion does not positively secure it. Even say it is a natural

implication,— why not give us a right to that pr9portion in

express terms, in language that could not admit of evasions
or subterfuges ? If they can use implication for us, they
can also use implication against us. We are giving power

;

they are getting power
;
judge, then, on which side the im-

plication will be used ! When we once put it in their option
to assume constructive power, danger will follow. Trial by
jury, and liberty of the press, are also on this foundation of
implication. If they encroach on these rights, and you give
your implication for a plea, you are cast ; for they will be
justified by the last part of it, which gives them full power
" to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper to

carry their power into execution." Implication is danger-
ous, because it is unbounded : if it be admitted at all, and
no limits be prescribed, it admits of the utmost extension.

They say that every thing that is not given is retained. The
reverse of the proposition is true by implication. They do
not carry their implication so far when they speak of the
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general welfare— no implication when the sweeping clause

comes. Im])lication is only necessary when the existence

of privileges is in dispute. The existence of powers is suf-

ficiently established. If we trust our dearest rights to im-

pli'^atioii, we shall he in a very unhappy situation.

Implication, in Englan i, has been a source of dissension.

There has been a war ol implication between the king and
])eople. For a hundred years did the mother country strug-

gle under the uncertainty of implication. The people

insisted that their rights were implied ; the monarch denied

the doctrine. The Bill of Rights, in some degree, termina-

ted the dispute. By a bold implication, they said they had

a right to bind us in all cases whatsoever. This construe

tive power we opposed, and successfully. Thirteen or four-

teen years ago, the most important thing that could be

thought of was to exclude the possibility of construction and

implication. These, sir, were then deemed perilous. The
first thing that was thought of was a bill of rights. We
were not satisfied with your constructive, argumentative

rights.

Mr. Henry then declared a bill of rights indispensably

necessary ; that a general positive provision should be insert-

ed in the new system, securing to the states and the people

every right which was not conceded to the general govern-

ment ; and that every implication should be done away. It

being now late, he concluded by observing, that he would
resume the subject another time.

Monday, June 9, 1788.

[ The 1st and 2d sections still under consideration.]

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, I find myself again con-

strained to trespass on the patience of this committee. I

wish there was a prospect of union in our sentiments : so

much time would not then be taken up. But when I re-

view the magnitude of the subject under consideration, and

of dangers which appear to me in this new plan of govern-

ment, and compare thereto my poor abilities to secure our

rights, it will take much more time, in my poor, unconnect-

ed way, to traverse the objectionable parts of it ; there are

friends here who will be abler than myself to make good

those objections which to us appear well founded. If we
recollect, on last Saturday, I made some observations on

some of those dangers which these gentlemen would fain
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persuade us hang over the citizens of this commonweahh
to induce us to change the government, and adopt the new
plan. Unless there be great and awful dangers, the char.ge

is dangerous, and the experiment ought not to be made
In estimating the magnitude of these dangers, we are

obliged to take a most serious view of them— to see them,

to handle them, and to be familiar with them. It is not suffi-

cient to feign mere imaginary dangers ; there must be a

dreadful reality. The great question between us is, Does
that reality exist ? These dangers are partially attributed

to bad laws, execrated by the community at large. It is

said the people wish to change the government. I should

be happy to meet them on that ground. Should the people

wish to change it, we should be innocent of the dangers.

It is a fact that the people do not wish to change their

government. How am I to prove it ? It will rest on
my bare assertion, unless supported by an internal convic-

tion in men's breasts. My poor say-so is a mere nonentity.

But, sir, I am persuaded that four fifths of the people of

Virginia must have amendments to the new plan, to recon-

cile them to a change of their government. It is a slippery

foundation for the people to rest their political salvation on

my or their assertions. No government can flourish unless

it be founded on the affection of the people. Unless gen-

tlemen can be sure that this new system is founded on that

ground, they ought to stop their career.

I will not repeat w^hat the gentlemen say— I will men-
tion one thing. There is a dispute between us and the Span-

iards about the right of navigating the Mississippi. This

dispute has sprung from the federal government. I wish a

great deal to be said on this subject. I wish to know the

origin and progress of the business, as it would probably un-

fold great dangers. In my opinion, the preservation of that

river calls for our most serious consideration. It has been

agitated in Congress. Seven states have voted, so that it is

known to the Spaniards that, under our existing system, the

Mississippi shall be taken from them. Seven states wished

to relinquish this river to them. The six Southern States op-

posed it. Seven states not being sufficient to convey it

away, it remains now ours. If I am wrong, there is a num-
])er on this floor who can contradict the facts ; I will readily

retract. This new government, I conceive, will enable those
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Stales who have already discovered their inclination that way,

to give away this river. Will the honorable gentleman ad-

vise us to relinquish its inestimable navigation, and place

foimidable enemies on our backs ? This weak, this poor

Confederation cannot secure us. We are resolved to take

shelter under the shield of federal authority in America.

The southern parts of America have been protected by that

weakness so much execrated. I hope this will be explained.

I was not in Congress when these transactions took plac(\

I may not have stated every fact. 1 may have misrepresented

matters. I hope to be fully acquainted with every thing rel-

ative to the object. Let us he^r how the great and impor-

tant right of navigating that river has been attended to, and

whether I am mistaken in my opinion that federal measures

will lose it to us forever. If a bare majority of Congress can

make law^s, the situation of our western citizens is dreadful.

We are threatened with danger for the non-payment of

our debt due to France. We have information come from

an. illustrious citizen of Virginia, who is now in Paris, w^hich

disproves the suggestions of such danger. This citizen has

not been in the airy regions of theoretic speculation : our

ambassador is this worthy citizen. The ambassador of the

United Stales of America is not so despised as the honorable

Sentleman would make us believe. A servant of a republic

is as much respected as that of a monarch. The honorable

gentleman tells us that hostile fleets are to be sent to make
reprisals upon us : our ambassador tells you that the king of

Fraiic(^ has taken into consideration to enter into commercial

regulations, on reciprocal terms, with us, which will be of

peculiar advantage to us. Does this look like hostility ? I

might go farther ; I might say, not from public authority, but

good information, that his opinion is, that you reject this

government. His character and abilities are in the highest

estimation ; he is well acquainted, in every respect, with this

country ; equally so with the policy of the European nations.

This illustrious citizen advises you to reject this government

till it be amended. His sentiments coincide entirely with

ouis. His attachment to, and services done for, this country

are well known. At a great distance from us, he remembers

and studies our happiness. Living in splendor and dissipa-

tion, he thinks yet of bills of rights— thinks of those little,

despised things called maxims. Let us follow the sage ad-
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vice of this common friend of our happiness. It is little

usual for nations to send armies to collect debts. The house

of Bourbon, that great friend of America, will never attach her

for her unwilling delay of payment. Give me leave to say,

that Europe is too much engaged about objects of greater im-

portance, to attend to us. On that great theatre of the world,

the little American matters vanish. Do you believe that the

mighty monarch of France, beholding the greatest scenes

that ever engaged the attention of a prince of that country,

will divert himself from those important objects, and now
call for a settlement of accounts with America ? This pro-

ceeding is not warranted by good sense. The friendly dis-

position to us, and the actual situation of France, render the

idea of danger from that quarter absurd. Would this coun-

tryman of ours be fond of advising us to a measure which he

knew to be dangerous ? And can it be reasonably supposed

that he can be ignorant of any premeditated hostility against

this country ? The honorable gentleman may suspect the

account ; but 1 will do our friend the justice to say, that he

would warn us of any danger from France.

Do you suppose the Spanish monarch will risk a contest

with the United States, when his feeble colonies are exposed

to them ? Every advance the people make to the westward,

makes him tremble for Mexico and Peru. Despised as we
are among ourselves, under our present government, we are

terrible to that monarchy. If this be not a fact, it is gener-

ally said so.

We are, in the next place, frightened by dangers from

Holland. We must change our government to escape the

wrath of that republic. Holland groans under a government

like this new one. A stadtholder, sir, a Dutch president,

has brought on that country miseries which will not permit

them to collect debts with fleets or armies. The wife of a

Dutch stadtholder brought one hundred thousand men against

that republic, and prostrated all opposition. This President

will bring miseries on us like those of Holland. Such is the

condition of European affairs, that it would be unsafe for
them to send fleets or armies to collect debts. But here, sir,

they make a transition to objects of another kind. We are

presented with dangers of a very uncommon nature. I am
not acquainted with the arts of painting. Some gentlemen

have a peculiar talent for them. They are practised with

VOL. lii. 20
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great ingenuity on this occasion. As a counterpart to what

we have aheady been intimidatt^d with, we are told that

some lands have been sold, which cannot be found ; and that

this will bring war on this country. Here the picture will

not stand examination. Can it be supj)osed, if a few land

speculators and Jobbers have violated the principles of probi-

ty, that it will involve this country in war? Is there no

redress to be otherwise obtained, even admitting the dt lin-

quents and sufferers to be numerous ? When gentlemen r.re

thus driven to produce imaginary dangers, to induce this Con-

vention to assent to tliis change, I am sure it will not be un-

candid to say that the change itself is really dangerous. Then
the Maryland compact is broken, and will produce perilous

consequences. I see nothing very terrible in this. The adop-

tion of the new system will not remove the evil. Will they

forfeit good neighborhood with us, because the compact is

nroken ? Then the disputes concerning the Carolina line

are to involve us in dangers. A strip of land running from

the w^estward of the Allei^hany to the Mississippi, is the

subject of this pretended dispute. I do not know the length

or breadth of this disputed spot. Have they not regularly

confirmed our right to it, and relinquished all claims to it?

I can venture to pledge that the people of Carolina will never

disturb us. The strength of this despised country has settled

an immense tract of country to the westward. Give me leave

to remark, that the honorable gentleman's observations on our

frontiers, north and south, east and west, are all inaccurate.

Will Maryland fight against this country for seeking

amendments ? Were there not sixty members in that state

who went in quest of amendments ? Sixty, against eight or

ten, were in favor of pursuing amendments. Shall they fight

us for doing what they themselves have done ? They have

sought amendments, but differently from the manner in which

I wish amendments to be got. The honorable gentleman may
plume himself on this difference. Will they fight us for this

dissimilarity ? Will they fight us for seeking the object they

seek themsebes ? When they do, it will be time for me to

hold my peace. Then, sir, comes Pennsylvania, in terrible

array. Pennsylvania is to go in conflict with Virginia. Penn-

sylvania has been a good neighbor heretofore. She is federal

— something terrible— Virginia cannot look her in the face

Jf we sufficiently attend to the actual situation of things, we
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shall conclude that Pennsylvania will do what we do. A num-
ber of that country are strongly opposed to it. Many of them
have lately been convinced of its fatal tendency. They are

disgorged of their federalism. I beseech you to bring this

matter home to yourselves. Was there a possibility for the

people of that state to know the reasons of adopting that sys-

tem, or understand its principles, in so very short a period after

its formation? This is the middle of June. Those trans-

actions happened last August. The matter was circulated

by every effort of industry, and the most precipitate measures
taken to hurry the people into adoption. Yet now, after

having had several months to investigate it, a very large part

of this community, a great majority of this comuHHiity, do
not understand it. 1 have heard gentlemen of respectable

abilities declare they did not understand it. If, after great

pains, men of high learning, who have received the aids of

a regular education, do not understand it,— if the people of

Pennsylvania understood it in so short a time, it must have
been from intuitive understandings, and uncommon acute-

ness of perception. Place yourselves in their situation
;

would you fight your neighbors for considering this great

and awful matter? If you wish for real amendments, such

as the security of the trial by Jury, it will reach the hearts

of the people of that state. Whatever may be the dispo-

sition of the aristocratical politicians of that country, I know
there are friends of human nature in that state. If so, they

will never make war on those who make professions of what
they are attached to themselves.

As to the danger arising from borderers, it is mutual and
reciprocal. If it be danj^erous fcr Virginia, it is equally so

for them. It will be their true interest to be united with us.

The danger of our being their enemies will be a prevailing

argument in our favor. It will be as powerful to admit us

into the Uni n, as a vote of adoption, without previous

amendments, could possibly be.

Then the savage Indians are to destroy us. We cannot

look them in the face. The danger is here divided ; they

are as terrible to the other states as to us. But, sir, it is

well known that we have nothing to fear from them. Our
back settlers are considerably stronger than they. Their
superiority increases daily. Suppose the states to be con-

federated all around us ; what we want in numbers, we shall
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make up otherwise. Our compact situation and natural

strength will secure us. But, to avoid all dangers, we must
take shelter under the federal government. Nothing gives

a decided importance but this federal government. You
will sip sorrow^ according to the vulgar phrase, if you want
any other security than the laws of Virginia.

A number of characters, of the greatest eminence in this

country, object to this government for its consolidating tend-

ency. This is not imaginary. It is a formidable reality.

If consolidation proves to be as mischievous to this country

as it has been to other countries, what will the poor inhabit-

ants of this country do? This government will operate

like an ambuscade. It will- destroy the state governments,

and swallow the liberties of the people, without giving pre-

vious notice. If gentlemen are willing to run the hazard, let

them run it ; but I shall exculpate myself by my opposition

and monitory warnings within these walls. But then comes
paper money. We are at peace on this subject. Though
this is a thing which that mighty federal Convention had no
business with, yet I acknowledge that paper money would
be the bane of this country. I detest it. Nothing can

justify a people in resorting to it but extreme necessity. It

is at rest, however, in this commonwealth. It is no longer

solicited or advocated.

Sir, I ask you, and every other gentleman who hears me,
if he can retain his indignation at a system which takes

^ from the state legislatures the care and preservation of the

yS^i" interest of the people. One hundred and eighty representa-

\t^- tives, the choice of the people of Virginia, cannot be trusted

X with their interests. They are a mobbish, suspected herd.

\/" This country has not virtue enough to manage its own in-

y ternal interests. These must be referred to the chosen ten.

\ If we cannot be trusted with the private contracts of the

citizens, we must be depraved indeed. If he can prove that,

by one uniform system of abandoned principles, the legisla-

ture has betrayed the rights of the people, then let us seek

another shelter. So degrading an indignity, so flagrant an

outrage on the states, so vile a suspicion, is humiliating to

my mind, and many others.

Will the adoption of this new plan pay our debts ? This,

sir, is a plain question. It is inferred that our grievances

are to be redressed, and the evils of the existing system to
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be removed, bj the new Constitution. I et me inform the

honorable gentleman that no nation ever paid its debts by a

change of government, w^ithout the aid of industry. Yon
never will pay your debts but by a radical change of domes-

tic economy. At present you buy too much, and make too

little, to pay. Will this new system promote manufactures,

industry, and frugality ? If, instead of this, your hopes and

designs will be disappointed, you relinquish a great deal, and

hazard indefinitely more, for nothing. Will it enhance the

value of your lands ? Will it lessen your burdens ? Will

your looms and wheels go to work by .the act of adoption ?

If it will, in its consequence, produce these things, it will

consequently produce a reform, and enable you to pay your

debts. Gentlemen must prove it. I am a skeptic, an in-

fidel, on this point. I cannot conceive that it will have these

happy consequences. I cannot confide in assertions and

allegations. The evils that attend us lie in extravagance

and want of industry, and can only be removed by assiduity

and economy. Perhaps we shall be told by gentlemen that

these things will happen, because the administration is to be

taken from us, and placed in the hands of the few, who will

pay greater attention, and be more studiously careful than we
can be supposed to be.

With respect to the economical operation of the new gov-

ernment, I will only remark, that the national expenses will

be increased ; if not doubled, it will approach it very nearly.

I might, without incurring the imputation of illiberality or

extravagance, say that the expense will be multiplied ten-

fold. I might tell you of a numerous standing army, a great,

powerful navy, a long and rapacious train of officers and de

pendants, independent of the President, senators, and repre

sentatives, whose compensations are without limitation.

How are our debts to be discharged unless the taxes are in-

creased, when the expenses of the government are so greatly

augmented? The defects of this system are so numerous
and palpable, and so many states object to it, that no union

can be expected, unless it be amended. Let us take a re-

view of the facts. New Hampshire and Rhode Island have

rejected it. They have refused to become federal. New
York and North Carolina are reported to be strongly against

it. From high authority, give me leave to tell that New
York is in high opposition. Will any gentleman say that

14
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North Carolina is not against it ? They may say so ; but I

say that the adoption of" it in those two states amounts to en-

tire uncertanUy. The system must be amended before these

four states will accede to it ; besides, there are several other

states which are dissatisfied, and wish alterations. Massachu-

setts has, in decided terms, proposed amendments ; but, by

her previous ratification, has put the cart before the horse.

Maryland instituted a committee to propose amendments.

It then appears that two states have actually refused to adopt;

two of those who have adopted have a desire of amending;

and there is a probability of its being rejected by New York

and North Carolina. The other states have acceded with-

out proposing amendments. With respect to them, local

circumstances have, in my judgment, operated to produce its

unconditional, instantaneous adoption. The locality of the

seat of government, ten miles square, and the seat of justice,

with all their concomitant emoluments, operated so power-

fully with the first adopting state, that it was ado{)ted

without taking time to reflect. We are told that numerous

advantages will result, from the concentration of the wealth

and grandeur of the United States in one haj)py spot, to those

who will reside in or near it. Prospects of profits and emolu-

ments have a powerful influence on the human mind. We,
sir, have no such projects as that of a grand seat of govern-

ment for thirteen states, and perhaps for one hundred states

hereafter. Connecticut and New Jersey have their localities

also. New York lies between them. They have no ports,

and are not importing states. New York is an importing state,

and, taking advantage of its situation, makes them pay duties

for all the articles of their consumption : thus these two states,

being obliged to import all they want through the medium of

New York, pay the particular taxes of that state. I know
the force and effect of reasoning of this sort, by experience.

When the impost was proposed, some years ago, those states

which were not importing states readily agreed to concede

to Congress the power of laying an impost on all goods im

ported, for the use of the Continental treasury. Connecticut

and New Jersey, therefore, are influenced by advantages of

trade in their adoption. The amount of all imposts is to go

into one common treasury. This favors adoption by the

non-importmg states, as they participate in the profits which

were before exclusively enjoyed by the importing states.
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Notwithstanding this obvious advantage to Connecticut,

there is a formidable minority there against it. After taking

this general view of American affairs, as respecting federal-

ism, will the honorable gentleman tell me that he can expect

union in America ? When so many states are pointedly

against it ; when two adopting states have pointed out, in

express terms, their dissatisfaction as it stands ; and when
there is so respectable a body of men discontented in every

state,— can the honorable gentleman promise himself har-

mony, of which he is so fond.'' If he can, I cannot. To
me it appears imequivocally clear that we shall not have that

harmony. If it appears to the other states that our aversion

is founded on just grounds, will they not be willing to indulge

us.'' If disunion will really result from Virginia's proposing

amendments, will they not wish the reestablishment of the

union, and admit us, if not on such terms as we prescribe,

yet on advantageous terms ? Is not union as essential to

their happiness as to ours ? Sir, without a radical altera-

tion, the states will never be embraced in one federal j)ale.

If you attempt to force it down men's throats, and call it

uuion, dreadful consequences must follow. He has said a

great deal of disunion, and the dangers that are to arise

from it. When we, are on the subject of disunion and dan-

gers, let me ask, how will his present doctrine hold with

what has happened ? Is it consistent with that noble and

disinterested conduct which he displayed on a former occa-

sion .^ Did he not tell us that he withheld his signature .'^

Where, then, were the dangers which now appear to him so

formidable.'' He saw all America eagerly confiding that the

result of their deliberations would remove their distresses.

He saw all America acting under the impulses of hope, ex-

pectation, and anxiety, arising from their situation, and their

partiality for the members of that Convention
;

yet his

enlightened mind, knowing that system to be defective,

magnanimously and nobly refused its approbation. He was
not led by the illumined, the illustrious few. He was
actuated by the dictates of his own judgment; and a better

Judgment than I can form. He did not stand out of the

way of information. He must have been possessed of every

intelligence. What alteration has a few months brought

about .^ The eternal difference between right and wrong
does not fluctuate. It is immutable. I ask this question as
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a public man, and out of no particular view. I wish, as

such, to consult every source of information, to form my
judgment on so awful a question. I had the highest

respect for the honorable gentleman's abilities. I considered

his opinion as a great authority. He taught me, sir, in de-

spite of the approbation of that great federal Convention, to

doubt of the propriety of that system. When I found my
honorable friend in the number of those who doubted, I

began to doubt also. I coincided with him in opinion. I

shall be a stanch and faithful disciple of his. I applaud that

magnanimity which led him to withhold his signature. If

he thinks now differently, he is as free as I am. Such is my
situation, that, as a poor individual, I look for information

every where.

This government is so new, it wants a name. I wish its

other novelties were as harmless as this. He told us we had

an American dictator in the year 1781. We never had an

American President. In making a dictator, we followed

the example of the most glorious, magnanimous, and skilful

nations. In great dangers, this power has been given.

Rome had furnished us with an illustrious example.

America found a person for that trust: she looked to Virginia

for him. We gave a dictatorial power to hands that used it

gloriously ; and which were rendered more glorious by sur-

rendering it up. Where is there a breed of such dicta-

tors ? Shall we find a set of American Presidents of such a

breed ? Will the American President come and lay

prostrate at the feet of Congress his laurels ? I fear there

are few men who can be trusted on that head. The glori-

ous republic of Holland has erected monuments of her

warlike intrepidity and valor; yet she is now totally ruined

by a stadtholder, a Dutch president.

The destructive wars into which that nation has been

plunged, have since involved her in ambition. The glorious

triumphs of Blenheim and Ramillies were not so conformable

to the genius, nor so much to the true interest of the repub-

lic, as those numerous and useful canals, and dikes, and

other objects, at which ambition spurns. That republic has,

however, by the industry of its inhabitants, and policy of its

magistrates, suppressed the ill effects of ambition. Not-

withstanding two of their provinces have paid nothing, yet I

hope the example of Holland will tell us that we can live
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happily without ch ingiiig our present despised government
Cannot people be as happy under a mild as under an ener

getic government ? Cannot content and felicity be enjoyed

in republics as well as in monarchies, because there are

whips, chains, and scourges, used in the latter? If I am not

as rich as my neighbor, if I give my mite— myall— re-

publican forbearance will say that it is sufficient. So said

the honest confederates of Holland— You are poor, we are

rich. We will go on, and do better than be under an op-

pressive government. Far better will it be for us to contiime

as we are, than to go under that tight, energetic government.
1 am persuaded of what the honorable gentleman says,

that separate confederacies will ruin us. In my judgment,
they are evils never to be thought of till a people are driven

by necessity. When he asks my opinion of consolidation,

of one power to reign over America with a strong hand, 1

will tell him I am persuaded of the rectitude of my honora-

ble friend's opinion, (Mr. Mason,) that one govern meni
cannot reign over so extensive a country as this is, without

absolute despotism. Compared to such a consolidation,

small confederacies are little evils ; though they ought to be

recurred to but in case of necessity. Virginia and North
Carolina are despised. They could exist separated from the

rest of America. Maryland and Vermont were not overrun

when out of the confederacy. Though it is not a desirable

object, yet I trust that, on exclmination, it will be found that

Virginia and North Carolina would not be swallowed up, in

case it was necessary for them to be joined together.

When we come to the spirit of domestic peace, the hum-
ble genius of Virginia has formed a government suitable to

the genius of her people. I believe the hands that formed

the American Constitution triumph in the experiment. It

proves that the man who formed it, and perhaps by accident,

did what design could not do in other parts of the world.

After all your reforms in government, unless you consult the

genius of its inhabitants, you will never succeed; your sys-

tem can have no duration. Let me appeal to the candor of

the committee, if the want of money be not the source of all

our misfortunes. We cannot be blamed for not making dol-

lars. This w^ant of money cannot be supplied by changes

in government. The only possible remedy, as I have before

asserted, is industry, aided bv economy. Compare the

voi,. nr. 21
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genius of the people with the government of this country.

Let me remark, tliat it stood the severest conflict, during

the war, to which ever human virtue has been called. I call

upon every gentleman here to declare, whether the king of

England had any subjects so attached to his family and gov-

ernment, so loyal, as we were? But the genius of Virginia

called on us for liberty — called us from those beloved endear-

ments, which, from long habits, we were taught to love and
revere. We entertained, from our earliest infancy, the most

sincere regard and reverence for the mother country. Our
partiality extended to a predilection for her customs, habits,

manners, and laws. Thus inclined, when the deprivation

of our liberty was attempted, what did we do? What did

the genius of Virginia tell us ? Sell all, and purchase liber-

ty!— This was a severe conflict. Republican maxims were
then esteemed. Those maxims, and the genius of Virginia,

landed you safe on the shore of freedom.

On this awful occasion, did you want a federal govern-

ment ? Did federal ideas possess your minds ? Did federal

ideas lead you to the most splendid victories ? I must again

repeat the favorite idea, that the genius of Virginia did, and
will again, lead us to happiness. To obtain the most splendid

prize, you did not consolidate. You accomplished the most
glorious ends by the assistance of the genius of your country.

Men were then taught by that genius, that they were fighting

for what was most dear to them. View the most afiertionate

father, the most tender mother, operated on by liberty, nobly

stimulating their sons— their dearest sons— sometimes their

only son— to advance to the defence of their country. We
have seen sonsof Cincinnatus, without splendid magnificence
or parade, going, with the genius of their great progenitor,

Cincinnatus, to the plough ; men who served their country
without ruining it— men who had served it to the destruction

of their private patrimonies— their country owing them amaz-
ing amounts, for the payment of which no adequate provision

was then made. We have seen such men throw prostrate

their arms at your feet. They did not call for those emolu-
ments which ambition presents to some imaginations. The
soluiers, who were able to command every thing, instead of

trampling on those laws which they were instituted to defend,

most strictly obeyed them. The hands of justice have not

been laid on a sinjile American soldier.
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Bring them into contrast with Europeans. You will see

an astonishing superiority over the latter. There has been

a strict subordination to the laws. The honorable gentle-

man's office gave him an opportunity of viewing if the laws

were administered so as to prevent riots, routs, and unlawful

assemblies. From his then situation, he could have furnished

us with the instances in which licentiousness trampled on

the laws. Among all our troubles, we have paid almost to

the last shilling for the sake of justice ; we have paid as

W(;ll as any state : I will not say better. To support the

general government and our own legislature— to pay the

interest of the public debts and defray contingencies— we
have been heavilv taxed. To add to these thin-rs, the dis-

tresses produced by paper money, and by tobacco contracts,

were sufficient to render any people discontented. These,

sir, were great temptations ; but in the most severe conflict

of misfortunes, this code of laws, this genius of Virginia—
call it what you will— triumphed over every thing.

Why did it please the gentleman (Mr. Corbin) to bestow

such epithets on our country? Have the worms taken pos-

session of the wood, that our strong vessel— our political

vessel— has sprung a leak? He may know better than I,

but I consider such epithets to be the most illiberal and un-

warrantable aspersions on our laws. The system of laws

under which we have lived has been tried and found to suit

our genius. I trust we shall not change this happy system

I cannot so easily take leave of an old friend. Till I see

him following after and pursuing other objects, which can

pervert the great objects of human legislation, pardon me if

1 withhold my assent.

Some here speak of the difficulty in forming a new code

of laws. Young as we were, it was not wonderful if there

was a difficulty in forming and assimilating one system of

laws. I shall be obliged to the gentleman if he would point

out those glaring, those great faults. The efforts of assimi-

lating our laws to our genius have not been found altogether

vain. I shall pass over some other circumstances which I

intended to mention, and endeavor to come to the capital ob-

jection which my honorable friend made. My worthy friend

said that a republican form of government would not suit a

verv extensive country; but that, if a government were Ju-

diriously organized, and limits prescribed to it, an attention
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ro these principles might render it possible for it to exist in

an extensive territory. Whoever will be bold to say that a

continent can be governed by that system, contradicts all the

experience of the world. It is a work too great for human

wisdom. Let me call for an example. Experience has

been called the best teacher. I call for an example of a

great extent of country, governed by one government, or

Congress, call it what you will. I tell him that a govern-

ment may be trimmed up according to gentlemen's fancy,

but it never can operate ; it would be but very short-lived.

However disagreeable it may be to lengthen my objections,

I cannot help taking notice of what the honorable gentleman

said. To me it appears that there is no check in that gov-

ernment. The President, senators, and representatives, all,

immediately or mediately, are the choice of the people. Tell

me not of checks on paper; but tell me of checks founded

on self-love. The English government is founded on self-

love. This powerful, irresistible stimulus of self-love has

saved that government.

It has interposed that hereditary nobility between the king

and commons. If the host of lords assist or permit the king

to overturn the liberties of the people, the same tyranny will

destroy them ; they will therefore keep the balance in the

democratic branch. Suppose they see the commons encroach

upon the king: self-love, that great energetic check, will

call upon them to interpose ; for, if the king be destroyed,

their destruction must speedily follow. Here is a consider-

ation, which prevails, in my mind, to pronounce the British

government superior, in this respect, to any government

that ever was in any country. Compare this with youi

congressional checks. I beseech gentlemen to consider

whether they can say, when trusting power, that a niere

patriotic profession will be equally operative and efficacious

as the check of self-love. In considering the experience of

ages, is it not seen that fair, disinterested patriotism, and

professions of attachment to rectitude, have never been solely

trusted to by an enlightened, free people ? If you depend

•m your President's and senators' patriotism, you are gone.

Have you a resting-place like the British government?

Where is the rock of your salvation ? The real rock of po-

litical salvation is self-love, perpetuated from age to age in

every human breast, and manifested in every action. If
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they can stand the temptations of hmuan nature, you arc

safe. If you have a good President, senators, and representa-

tives, there is no danger. But can this be expected from

human nature ? Without real checks, it will not suffice that

some of them are good. A good President, or senator, or

representative, will have a natural weakness. Virtue will

slumber.

The wicked will be continually watching : consequently

you will be undone. Where are your checks ? You have

no hereditary nobility— an order of men to whom human
eyes can be cast up for relief; for, says the Constitution,

there is no title of nobility to be granted— which, by the by,

would not have been so dangerous as the perilous cession of

powers contained in this paper ; because, as Montesquieu

says, when you give titles of nobility, you know what you

give ; but when you give power, you know not what you

give. If you say that, out of this depraved mass, you can col-

lect luminous characters, it will not avail, unless this lumi-

nous breed will be propagated from generation to generation
,

and even then, if the number of vicious characters will pre-

ponderate, you are undone.

And that this will certainly be the case is, to my mind,

perfectly clear. In the British government there are real

balances and checks : in this system there are only ideal bal-

ances. Till I am convinced that there are actual efficient

checks, I will not give my assent to its establishment. The
President and senators have nothing to lose. They have

not that interest in the preservation of the government that

the king and lords have in England. They will, therefore,

be regardless of the interests of the people. The Constitu-

tion will l)e as safe with one body as with two. It will an-

swer every purpose of human legislation. How was the

constitution of England when only the commons had the

power ? I need not remark, that it was the most imfortu-

nate era when that country returned to king, lords, and

commons, without sufficient responsibility in the king. When
the commons of England, in the manly language which be

came freemen, said to their king. You are our servant, then the

temple of liberty was complete. From that noble source

have we derived our liberty : that spirit of pxitriotic attach-

ment to one's country, that zeal for liberty, and that enmit)

*o tvranny, which signalized the then champions of liberty
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we nlrrit from our British ancestors. And I am free to

own that, if you cannot love a republican government, you
may love the British monarchy; for, although the king is not

sufficiently responsible, the responsibility of his agents, and

the efficient checks interposed by the British Constitution,

render it less dangerous than other monarchies, or oppressive

tyrannical aristocracies. What are the checks of exposing ac-

counts ? The checks upon paper are inefficient and nugatory.

Can you search your President's closet ? Is this a real check?

We ought to be exceedingly cautious in giving up this life, this

soul, of money, this power of taxation, to Congress. What
powerful check is there here to prevent the most extravagant

and profligate squandering of the pubhc money? What se-

curity have we in money matters ? Inquiry is precluded by

this Constitution. I never wish to see Congress supplicate

the states. But it is more abhorrent to my mind to give

them an unlimited and unbounded command over our souls,

our lives, our purses, without any check or restraint. How
are you to keep inquiry alive ? How discover their con-

duct ? We are told, by that paper, that a regular state-

ment and account of the receipts and expenditures of all pub-

lic money shall be published from time to time. Here is a

beautiful check ! What time ? Here is the utmost latitude

left. If those who are in Congress please to put that con-

struction upon it, the words of the Constitution will be satis-

fied by publishing those accounts once in one hundred years.

They may publish or not, as they please. Is this like the

present despised system, whereby the accounts are to be

published monthly ?

I come now to speak something of requisitions, which the

honorable gentleman thought so truly contemptible and dis-

graceful. That incorrigible gentleman, being a child of the

revolution, must recollect with gratitude the glorious effects

of requisitions. It is an idea that must be grateful to every

American. An English army was sent to compel us to pay

money contrary to our consent— to force us, by arbitrary and
tyrannical coercion, to satisfy their unbounded demands. We
wished to pay with our own consent. Rather than pay

against our consent, we engaged in that bloody contest

which terminated so gloriously. By requisitions we pay

with our own consent ; by the means we have triumphed in

the most arduous struggle that ever tried the virtue of man.
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We fought then for what we are contending for now— to pre-

vent an arbitrary deprivation of our property, contrary to ou.

consent and inclination. I shall be told in tiiis place that those

who are to tax us are our representatives. To this I answer,

that there is no real check to prevent their ruining us. There
is no actual responsibility. The only semblance of a check

is the negative power of not reelecting them. This, sir, is

but a feeble barrier, when their personal interest, their am-
bition and avarice, come to be put in contrast with the hap-

piness of the people. All checks founded on any thing but

self-love will not avail. The Constitution reflects in the most

degrading and mortifying manner on the virtue, integrity, r^^

and wisdom of the state legislatures ; it presupposes that '

^

the chosen few who go to Congress will have more upright ^

hearts, and more enlightened minds, than those who are

members of the individual legislatures. To suppose that

ten gentlemen shall have more real, substantial merit than

one hundred and seventy, is humiliating to the last degree. ^
If, sir, the diminution of numbers be an augmentation of ^V

merit, perfection must centre in one. If you have the faculty

of discerning spirits, it is better to point out at once the man ; _y

who has the most illumined qualities. If ten men be belter \
than one hundred and seventy, it follows of necessity that one

is better than ten— the choice is more refined.

Such is the danger of the abuse of implied power, that it

would be safer at once to have seven representatives, the

number to which we are now entitled, than depend on the

uncertain and ambiguous language of that paper. The num-
ber may be lessened, instead of being increased ; and yet, by

argumentative, constructive, implied power, the proportion of

taxes may continue the same, or be increased. Nothing is

more perilous than constructive power, which gentlemen are

so willing to trust their happiness to.

If sherilTs prove now an overmatch for our legislature, if

their ingenuity has eluded the vigilance of our laws, how
will the matter be amended when they come clothed with

federal authority? A strenuous argument offered by gentle-

men is, that the same sheriffs may collect for the Continental

and state treasuries. I have before shown that this must have

an inevitable tendency to give a decided preference to the

fed/?ral treasury in the actual collections, and to throw all de-

ficiencies on the state. This imaginary remedy for the evil of

V -4
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congressional taxation will have another oppressive operation

The sheriff comes to-daj as a state collector. Next ila) he is

federal. How are you to fix him ? How will it be possible to

discriminate oppressions committed in one capacity from those

perpetrated in the other? Will not this ingenuity perplex

the simple and honest planter? This will at least involve

in difificulties those who are unacquainted with legal ingenu-

ity. When you fix him, where are you to punish him ? lor

I suppose they will not stay in our courts: they must go to

the federal court; for, if I understand that paper right, all

controversies arising under that Constitution, or under the

laws made in pursuance thereof, are to be tried in that court.

When gentlemen told us that this part deserved the least

exception, 1 was in hopes they would prove that there was
plausibility in their suggestions, and that oppression would
probably not follow. Are we not told that it shall be trea-

son to levy war against the United States? Suppose an

msult offered to the federal laws at an immense distance

from Philadelphia,— will this be deemed treason^ And shall

a man be dragged many hundred miles, to be tried as a crimi-

nal, for having, perhaps justifiably, resisted an unwarrantable

attack upon his person or property ? I am not well acquaint-

ed with federal jurisprudence ; but it appears to me that

these oppressions must result from this part of the plan. Jt

is at least doubtful ; and where there is even a possibility of

such evils, they ought to be guarded against.

There are to be a number of places fitted out for arsenals

and dockyards in the different states. Unless you sell to

Congress su( h places as are proper for these, within your

state, you will not be consistent after adoption: it results,

therefore, clearly, that you are to give into their hands all

such places as are fit for strongholds. When you have these

fortifications and garrisons within your state, your legislature

will have no power over them, though they see the most

dangerous insults offered to the people daily. They are also

to have magazines in each state. These depositories for

arms, though within the state, will be free from the control

of its legislature. Are we at last brought to such an humili-

ating and debasing degradation, that we cannot be trusted with

arms for our own defence ? Where is the difference between
having our arms in our own possession and under our own
direction, and having them under the management of Con-
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gress ? If our defence be the real object of having those

arms, in whose hands can they be trusted with more pro

priety, or equal safety to us, as in our own hands ? If our

legislature be unworthy of legislating for every foot in this

state, they are unworthy of saying another word.

The clause which says that Congress shall " provide for

arming, organizing, and disciplining the militia, and for gov-

erning such part of them as may be employed in the service

of the United States, reserving to the states respectively the

appointment of the officers," seemed to put the states in the

power of Congress. I wished to be informed, if Congress

neglected to discipline them, whether the states were not

precluded from doing it. Not being favored with a particu-

lar answer, I am confirmed in my opinion, that the states

have not the power of disciplining them, without recurring

to the doctrine of constructive implied powers. If, by impli-

cation, the states may discipline them, by implication, also,

Congress may officer them; because, in a partition of power,

each has a right to come in for part; and because implica-

tion is to operate in favor of Congress on all occasions, where

their object is the extension of power, as well as in favor of

the states. We have not one fourth of the arms that would

be sufficient to defend ourselves. The power of arming

the militia, and the means of purchasing arms, are taken

from the states by the paramount powers of Congress. If

Congress will not arm them, they will not be armed at all.

There have been no instances shown of a voluntary cession

of power, sufficient to induce me to grant the most danger-

ous power ; a possibility of their future relinquishment will

not persuade me to yield such powers.

Congress, by the power of taxation, by that of raising an

army, and l)y their control over the militia, have the sword

in one hand, and the purse in the other. Shall we be safe

without either ? Congress have an unlimited power over

both : they are entirely given up by us. Let him candidly

tell me, where and when did freedom exist, when the sword

and purse were given up from the people ? Unless a mira-

cle in human affairs interposed, no nation ever retained its

liberty after the loss of the sword and purse. Can you

prove, by any argumentative deduction, that it is possible to

ho safe without retaining one of these ? If you give them

up, you are gone. Give us at least a plausible apology why
VOL. III. 22 15
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Corvgiess should keep their proceedings In secret. Thej
have the power of keeping them secret as long as thej

please, for the provision for a periodical publication is too

inexplicit and ambiguous to avail any thing. The expression

from time to time, as I have more than once observed, admits

of any extension. They may carry on the most wicked and

pernicious of schemes under the dark veil of secrecy. The
liberties of a people never were, nor ever will be, secure,

when the transactions of their rulers may be concealed from

them. The most iniquitous plots may be carried on against

their liberty and happiness. I am not an advocate for di-

vulging indiscriminately all the operations of government,

though the practice of our ancestors, in some degree, justifies

it. Such transactions as relate to military operations or

atfairs of groat consequence, the immediate promulgation of

which might defeat the interests of the community, I would

not wish to be published, till the end which required their

secrecy should have been effected. But to cover with the

veil of secrecy the common routine of business, is an abom-

ination in the eyes of every intelligent man, and every friend

to his country.

[Mr. Henry then, in a very animated manner, expatiated on the evil and

pernicious tendency of keeping secret the common proceedings of govern-

ment, and said that it was contrary to the practice of other free nations.

The people of England, he asserted, had gained immortal honor by the

manly boldness wherewith they divulged to all the world their political dis-

quisitions and operations, and that such a conduct inspired other nations

with respect. He illustrated his arguments by several quotations.]

He then continued : I appeal to this Convention if it

would not be better for America to take off the veil of se

crecy. Look at us— hear our transactions ! If this had been

the language of the federal Convention, what would have

been the result ? Such a constitution would not have come

out to your utter astonishment, conceding such dangerous

powers, and recommending secrecy in the future transactions

of government. I believe it would have given more general

satisfaction, if the proceedings of that Convention had not

been concealed from the public eye. This Constitution

authorizes the same conduct. There is not an English fea-

ture in it. The transactions of Congress may be concealed

a century from the public, consistently with the Constitution.

This, sir, is a laudable imitation of the transactions of the
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Spanish treaty. We have not forgotten with wnat a thick

veil of secrecy those transactions were covered.

We are told that this government, collectively taken, is

without an example ; that it is national in this part, and fed-

eral in that part, &c. We may be amused, if we please, hy

a treatise of political anatomy. In the brain it is national;

the stamina are federal ; some limbs are federal, others na-

tional. The senators are voted for by the state legislatures
;

so far it is federal. Individuals choose the members of the

first branch ; here it is national. It is federal in conferring

general powers, but national in retaining them. It is not to

be supported by the states ; the pockets of individuals are to

be searched for its maintenance. What signifies it to me
that you have the most curious anatomical description of it

in its creation ? To all the common purposes of legislation,

it is a great consolidation of government.

You are not to have the right to legislate in any but trivial

cases ; you are not to touch private contracts
;
you are not to

have the right of having arms in your own defence
;
you can-

not be trusted with dealing out justice between man and

man. What shall the states have to do? Take care of the

poor, repair and make highways, erect bridges, and so on,

and so on ? Abolish the state legislatures at once. What
purposes should they be continued for ? Our legislature will

indeed be a ludicrous spectacle— one hundred and eighty

men marching in solemn, farcical procession, exhibiting a

mournful proof of the lost liberty of their country, without

the power of restoring it. But, sir, we have the consolation

that it is a mixed government ; that is, it may work sorely

on your neck, but you will have some comfort by saying, that

it was a federal government in its origin.

I beg gentlemen to consider : lay aside your prejudices.

Is this a federal government? Is it not a consolidated

government for almost every purpose ? Is the government

of Virginia a state government after this government is adopt-

ed ? I grant that it is a republican government, but for

what purposes ? For such trivial domestic considerations as

render it unworthy the name of a legislature. I shall take

leave of this political anatomy, by observing that it is the

most extraordinary that ever entered into the imagination of

man. If our political diseases demand a cure, this is an un

beard-of medicine. The honorable member, I am convinced
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wanted a name for it. Were jour health in danger, would
you take new medicine ? I need not make use of these ex-

clamations: for every member in this committee must be

alarmed at making new and unusual experiments in govern-

ment. Let us have national credit and a national treasury

in case of war. You never can want national resources in

time of war, if the war be a national one— if it be neces-

sary, and this necessity be obvious to the meanest capacity.

The utmost exertions will be used by the people of America
in that case. A republic has this advantage over a mon-
archy, that its wars are generally founded on more just

grounds. A republic can never enter into a war, unless it be

a national war— unless it be approved of, or desired, by the

whole community. Did ever a republic fail to use the ut-

most resources of the community when war was necessary ?

I call for an example. I call also for an example where a

republic has been engaged in a war contrary to the wishes

of its people. There are thousands of examples where the

ambition of its prince has precipitated a nation into the most

destructive war. No nation ever withheld power when its

object was just and right. I will hazard an observation: I

find fault with the paper before you, because the same power
that declares war has the power to carry it on. Is it so

in England ? The king declares war ; the House of Com-
mons gives the means of carrying it on. This is a strong

check on the king. He will enter into no war that is un-

necessary; for the commons, having the power of withhold-

ing the means, will exercise that power, unless the object of

the war be for the interest of the nation. How is it here .''

The Congress can both declare war and carry it on, and
levy your money, as long as you have a shilling to pay.

I shall now speak a little of the colonial confederacy which

was proposed at Albany. Massachusetts did not give her

consent to the project at Albany, so as to consolidate with

the other colonies. Had there been a consolidation at Al-

bany, where would have been their charter ? Would that

confederacy have preserved their charter from Britain ? The
strength and energy of the then designed government would
have crushed American opposition.

The American revolution took its origin from the compar-

ative weakness of the British government— not being con-

centrated in one point. A concentration of the strength and
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interest of the British government, in one point, would have
rendered opposition to its tyrannies fruitless. For want v)f

that consolidation do we now enjoj liberty, and the privilege

of debating at this moment. I am pleased with the coloi.ial

establishment. The example which the honorable member
has produced, to persuade us to depart from our present con-
federacy, rivets me to my former opinion, and convinces me
hat consolidation must end in the destruction of our lib-

erties.

The honorable gentleman has told us of our ingratitude to

France. She does not intend to take payment by force.

Ingratitude shall not be laid to my charge. I wish to see

the friendship between this country and that magnanimous
ally perpetuated. Requisitions will enable us to pay the

debt we owe to France and other countries. She does not

desire us to go from our beloved republican government.
The change is inconsistent with our engagements with those

nations. It is cried out that those in opposition wish dis-

union. This is not true. They are the most strenuous

enemies to it. This government will clearly operate disunion.

If it be heard, on the other side of the Atlantic, that you are

going to disunite and dissolve the confederacy, what says

France ? Will she be indififerent to an event that will so

radically affect her treaties with us.^ Our treaty with her is

founded on the federation— we are bound to her as thirteen

states confederated. What will become of the treaty :

It is said that treaties will be on a better footing. How
so? Will the President, Senate, and House of Representa-

tives, be parties to them? I cannot conceive how the treaties

can be as binding if the confederacy is dissolved as they are

now. Those nations will not continue their friendship

then
; they will become our enemies. I look on the treaties

as the greatest pillars of safety. If the house of Bourbon
keeps us, we are safe. Dissolve that confederacy— who
has you ? The British. Federalism will not protect you
from the British. Is a connection with that country more
desirable ? I was amazed when gentlemen forgot the

friends of America. I hope that this dangerous change will

not be effected. It is safe for the French and Spaniards that

we should continue to be thirteen states; but it is not so

that we should be consolidated into one government. They
have settlements in America : will they like schemes of pop
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ular ambition ? Will they not have some serious reflections r

You may tell them you have not changed your situation ; but

they will not believe you. If there be a real check intended

to be left on Congress, it must be left in the state govern-

ments. There will be some check, as long as the judges

are incorrupt. As long as they are upright, you may pre-

serve your liberty. But what will the judges determine

when the state and federal authority come to be contrasted ?

Will your liberty then be secure, when the congressional

laws are declared paramount to the laws of your state, and

the judges are sworn to support them?

I am constrained to make a few remarks on the absurdity

)f adopting this system, and relying on the chance of

getting it amended afterwards. When it is confessed

to be replete with defects, is it not offering to insult your

understandings to attempt to reason you out of the pro-

priety of rejecting it till it be amended ? Does it not insult

your judgnients to tell you, Adopt first, and then amend !

Is yoiir rage for novelty so great, that you are first to sign

and seal, and then to retract ? Is it possible to conceive a

greater solecism ? I am at a loss what to say. You agree

to bind yourselves hand and foot— for the sake of what?

Of being unbound. You go into a dungeon — for what?

To get out. Is there no danger, when you go in, that the

bolts of federal authority shall shut you in ? Human nature

never will part from power. Look for an example of a vol-

untary relinquishment of power, from one end of the globe

to another : you wdll find none. Nine tenths of our fellow-

men have been, and are now, depressed by the most intoler-

able slavery, in the different parts of the world, because the

strong hand of power has bolted them in the dungeon of

despotism.

Review the present situation of the nations of Europe,

which is pretended to be the freest quarter of the globe.

Cast your eyes on the countries called free there. Look at

the country from which we are descended, I beseech you
;

and although we are separated by everlasting, insuperable

partitions, yet there are some virtuous people there, who are

friends to human nature and liberty. Look at Britain : see

there the bolts and bars of power: see bribery and corrup-

tion defiling the fairest fabric that ever human nature reared!

Can a gentleman who is an Englishman, or who is ac-
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qiiainled with the English history, desire to prove thest

evils ? See the efforts of a man descended from a friend of

America— see the efforts of that man, assisted even by the

king, to make reforms. But you find the faults too strong to

be amended. Nothing but bloody war can alter them. See

Ireland ! That country groaned, from century to century,

without getting their government amended. Previous adop-

tion was the fashion there. They sent for amendments /ro??*

time to time, but never obtained them, though pressed by the

severest oppression, till eighty thousand volunteers demanded
them, sword in hand— till the power of Britain was pros-

trate ; when the American resistance was crowned with suc-

cess. Shall we do so ? If you judge by the experience of

Ireland, you must obtain the amendments as early as possi-

ble. But, I ask you again, where is the example that a

government was amended by those who instituted it.^

Where is the instance of the errors of a government rectified

by those who adopted them ?

I shall make a few observations to prove that the power
over elections, which is given to Congress, is contrived by

the federal government, that the people may be deprived

of their proper influence in the government, by destroying

the force and effect of their suffrages. Congress is to have

a discretionary control over the time, place, and manner of

elections. The representatives are to be elected, conse-

quently, when and where they please. As to the time and

place, gentlemen have attempted to obviate the objection by

saying, that the time is to happen once in two years, and

that the place is to be within a particular district, or in the

respective counties. But how will they obviate the danger

of referring the manner of election to Congress ? Those
illumined genii may see that this may not endanger the

rights of the people ; but in my unenlightened understand-

ing, it appears plain and clear that it will impair the popu-

lar weight in the government. Look at the Roman history.

They had two ways of voting— the one by tribes, and the

other by centuries. By the former, numbers prevailed ; in

the latter, riches preponderated. According to the mode
prescribed. Congress may tell you that they have a right to

make the vote of one gentleman go as hr as the votes of a

hundred poor men. The power over the manner admits of

the most dangerous latitude. They may modify it as they
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please. They may regulate the number of votes by the

quantity of property, without involving any repugnancy to

the Constitution. I should not have thoiiglit of this trick or

jonlrivance, had I not seen how the public liberty of Rome
was trifled with by the mode of voting by centuries, where-

by one rich man had as many votes as a multitude of poor

men. The plebeians were trampled on till they resisted

The patricians trampled on the liberties of the plebeians till

the latter had the spirit to assert their right to freedom and

equality. The result of the American mode of election may
be similar. Perhaps I may be told that I have gone through

the regions of fancy— that I deal in noisy exclamations

and mighty professions of patriotism. Gentlemen may re-

tain their opinions ; but I look on that paper as the most

fatal, plan that could possibly be conceived to enslave a free

people. If such be your rage for novelty, take it, and wel-

come ; but you never shall have my consent. My senti-

ments may appear extravagant, but I can tell you that a

number of my fellow-citizens have kindred sentiments ; and

I am anxious, if my country should come into the hands ol

tyranny, to exculpate myself from being in any degree the

cause, and to exert my faculties to the utmost to extricate

her. Whether I am gratified or not in my beloved form of

government, I consider that the more she has plunged into

distress, the more it is my duty to relieve her. Whatever

may be the result, I shall wait with patience till the day

may come when an opportunity shall offer to exert myself

in her cause.

But I should be led to take that man for a lunatic, who
should tell me to run into the adoption of a government

avowedly defective, in hopes of having it amended afterwards.

Were I about to give away the meanest particle of my own
property, I should act with more prudence and discretion.

My anxiety and fears are great lest America, by the adop-

tion of this system, should be cast into a fathomless bottom.

— Mr. Henry then concluded that, as he had not gone through

all he intended to say, he hoped he would be indulged an-

other time.

Mr. LEE, (of Westmoreland.) Mr. Chairman, when 1

spoke before, and called on the honorable gentleman (Mr.

Henry) to come forward and give his reasons for his oppo-

sition in a systematic manner, I did it from love of order,
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and respect for the character of the honorable gentleman
;

having no other motives but the good of my country. As
he seemed so solicitous that the truth should be brought

before the committee on this occasion, I thought I could not

do more properly than to call on him for his reasons for

standing forth the champion of opposition. I took the lib-

erty to add, that the subject belonged to the judgments of

the gentlemen of the committee, and not to their passions.

I am obliged to him for his politeness in this committee

;

but as the honorable gentleman seems to have discarded, in

a great measure, solid argument and strong reasoning, and
has established a new system of throwing those bolts which
he has so peculiar a dexterity at discharging, I trust I shall

not incur the displeasure of the committee by answering
the honorable gentleman in the desultory manner in which
he has treated the subject. I shall touch a few of those

luminous points which he has entertained us with. He told

us, the other day, that the enemies of the Constitution were
firm supporters of liberty, and implied that its friends were
not republicans. This may have been calculated to make
impressions disadvantageous to those gentlemen who favor

this new plan of government ; and impressions of this kind

are not easily eradicated. I conceive that I may say with

truth that the friends of that paper are true republicans, and
by no means less attached to liberty than those who oppose

it. The verity of this does not depend on my assertion, but

on the lives and well-known characters of different gentle-

men in different parts of the continent. I trust the friends

of that government will oppose the efforts of despotism as

firmly as its opposers.

Much is said by gentlemen out of doors They ought to

urge all their objections here ; I hope they will offer them
here ; I shall confine myself to what is said here. In all his

rage for democracy, and zeal for the rights of the people,

how often does he express his admiration of that king and
Parliament over the Atlantic ! But we republicans are con-

temned and despised. Here, sir, I conceive that implication

might operate against himself.

He tells us that he is a stanch republican, and that he
adores liberty. I believe him ; and when I do so, I wonder
that he should say that a kingly government is superior to

that system which we admire. He tells you that it cher-

voL. III. 23
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ishes a standing army, and that militia alone ought to be

depended upon for the defence of every free country. There
is not a gentleman in this house, (not even the gentleman
himself,) there is no man without these walls, who admires

the militia more than I do. Without vanity, 1 may say 1

have had different experience of their service from that of

the honorable gentleman. It was my fortune to be a soldier

of my country. In the discharge of my duty, I knew the

worth of militia. I have seen them perform feats that would
do honor to the first veterans, and submitting to what would
daunt German soldiers. I saw what the honorable gentle-

man did not see— our men fighting with the troops of that

king whom he so much admires. 1 have seen proofs of the

wisdom of that paper on your table. I have seen incontro

vertible evidence that militia cannot always be relied u])on.

I could enumerate many instances, but one will suffice. Let
the gentleman recollect the action of Guildford. The Amer-
ican regular troops behaved there with the most gallant in-

trepidity. What did the militia do ? The greatest number
of them fled. Their abandonment of the regulars occasioned

the loss of the field. Had the line been supported that day,

Cornwallis, instead of surrendering at Yorktown, would have

laid down his arms at Guildford.

This plan provides for the public defence as it ought to do.

Regulars are to be employed when necessary, and the service

of the militia will always be made use of. This, sir, will

promote agricultural industry and skill, and military discipline

and science.

I cannot understand the implication of the honorable gen-

tleman, that, because Congress may arm the militia, the states

cannot do it : nor do I understand the reverse of the propo-

sition. The states are, by no part of the plan before you,

precluded from arming and disciplining the militia, should

Congress neglect it. In the course of Saturday, and some

previous harangues, from the terms in which some of the

Northern States were spoken of, one would have thought that

the love of an American was in some degree criminal, as

being incompatible with a proper degree of affection for a

Virginian. The people of America, sir, are one people. I

love the people of the north, not because they have adopted

the Constitution, but because I fought with them as my
countrymen, and because I consider them as such. Does it
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follow from hence that I have forgotten my attachment to

my native state ? In all local matters I shall be a Virginian :

in those of a general nature, I shall not forget that 1 am an
American.

He has called on- the house to expose the catalogue of
evils which would justify this change of the government. 1

appeal to gentlemen's candor— has not a most mournful
detail been unfolded here ?

In the course of the debates, I have heard from those gen-
tlemen who have advocated the new system, an enumeration
which drew groans from my very soul, but which did not

draw one sigh from the honorable gentleman over the way.
Permit me to ask if there be an evil which can visit man-
kind so injurious and oppressive, in its consequence and
operation, as a tender-law ? If Pandora's box were on one
side of me, and a tender-law on tlie other, I would rather

submit to the box than to the tender-law. The principle,

evil as it is, is not so base and pernicious as the application.

It breaks down the moral character of your people, robs the

widow of her maintenance, and defrauds the orphan of his

food. The widow and orphan are reduced to misery, by
receiving, in a depreciated value, money which the husband
and father had lent out of friendship. This reverses the

natural course of things. It robs the industrious of the fruits

of their labor, and often enables the idle and rapacious to

live in ease and comfort at the expense of the better part of

the community.
Was there not another evil but the possibility of continu-

ing such palpable injustice, I would object to the present

system. But, sir, I will, out of many more, mention another.

How are your domestic creditors situated ? I will not go to

the general creditors. I mean the military creditor— the

man who, by the vices of your system, is urged to part with

his money for a trivial consideration— the poor man, who
has the paper in his pocket for which he can receive little

or nothing. There is a greater number of these meritorious

men than the honorable gentleman believes. These unfor-

tunate men are compelled to receive paper instead of gold—
paper which nominally represents something, but which in

reality represents almost nothing. A proper government
could do them justice, but the present one cannot do it.

They are therefore forced to part from that paper which they
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fought for, and get less than a dollar for twenty shiirings. I

would, for my part, and I hope every other gentleman here

would, submit to the inconvenience ; but when I consider

that the widows of gallant heroes, with their numerous off-

spring, are laboring under the most distressing indigence,

and that these poor, unhappy people will be relieved by the

adoption of this Constitution, I am still more impressed with

the necessity of this change.

But, says the honorable gentleman, we are in peace.

Does he forget the insurrection in Massachusetts ? Perhaps

he did not extend his philanthropy to that quarter. I was

then in Congress, and had a proper opportunity to know the

circumstances of this event. Had Shays been possessed of

abilities, he might have established that favorite system of

the gentleman— king, lords, and commons. Nothing was

wanting to bring about a revolution but a great man to head

the insurgents ; but, fortunately, he was a worthless captain.

There were thirty thousand stand of arms, nearly, in his pow-

er, which were defended by a pensioner of this country. It

would have been sufficient had he taken this deposit. He
failed in it; but, even after that failure, it was in the power

of a great man to have taken it. But he wanted design

and knowledge. Will you trust to the want of design and

knowledge ? Suppose another insurrection, headed by a

different man : what will follow? Under a man of capaci-

ty, the favorite government of that gentleman might have

been established in Massachusetts, and extended to Virginia.

But, sir, this is a consolidated government, he tells us

;

and most feelingly does he dwell on the imaginary dangers

of this pretended consolidation. I did suppose that an hon-

orable gentleman, whom I do not now see, (Mr. Madison,)

had placed this in such a clear light that every man would

have been satisfied with it.

If this were a consolidated government, ought it not to be

ratified by a majority of the people as individuals, and not as

states? Su[)pose Virginia, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and

rennsylvani'j, had ratified it; these four states, being a ma-

jority of the people of America, would, by their adoption,

have made it binding on all the states, had this been a con-

solidated government. But it is only the government of

those seven states who have adopted it. If the honorable

gentleman will attend to this, we shall hear no more of

consolidation.
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Direct taxation is another objection on which the honor-

able gentleman expatiates. This has been answered by

several able gentlemen ; but as the honorable gentleman re-

verts to the subject, I hope I shall be excused in saying a

little on it. If union be necessary, direct taxes are also

necessary for its support. If it be an inconvenience, it

results from the union ; and we must take its disadvantages

with it : besides, it will render it unnecessary to recur to the

sanguinary method which some gentlemen are said to admire.

Had the Amphictyonic council had the power contained in

that paper, would they have sent armies to levy money.''

Will the honorable gentleman say that it is more eligible

and humane to collect money by carrying fire and sword

through the country, than by the peaceable mode of raising

money of the people, through the medium of an officer of

peace, when it is necessary.^

But says he, " The President will enslave you ;
Congress

will trample on your liberties; a few regiments will appear;

Mr. Chief Justice must give way ; our mace-bearer is no

match for a regiment." It was inhuman to place an indi-

vidual against a whole regiment. A few regiments will not

avail; I trust the supporters of the government would get

the better of many regiments. Were so mad an attempt

made, the people would assemble in thousands, and drive

thirty times the number of their few regiments. We would

then do as we have already done with the regiments of that

king whom he so often tells us of.

The public liberty, says he, is designed to be destroyed.

What does he mean .? Does he mean that we, who are

friends to that government, are not friends to liberty ? No
man dares to say so. Does he mean that he is a greater

admirer of liberty than we are ? Perhaps so. But I under-

take to say that, when it will be necessary to struggle in the

cause of freedom, he will find himself equalled by thousands

of those who support this Constitution. The purse of the

people of Virginia is not given up by that paper: they can

take no more of our money than is necessary to pay our

share of the public debts, and provide for the general welfare.

Were 't otherwise, no man would be louder against it than

myself.

He has represented our situation as contradistinguished

from the other states. What does he mean ? I ask if it be

16
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fair to aliempt to influence gentlemen bj particular applica-

tions to local interests ? I say, it is not fair. Am I to be

told, when I come to deliberate on the interest of Virginia,

that it obstructs the interest of the county of Westmoreland ?

Is this obstruction a sufficient reason to neglect the collective

interests of Virginia ? Were it of a local nature, it would be

right to prefer it ; but, being of a general nature, the local

interest must give way. I trust, then, that gentlemen will

consider that the object of their deliberations is of a general

nature. I disregard the argument which insinuated the pro-

priety of attending to localities ; and I hope that the gentle-

men to whom it was addressed regard too much the happiness

of the community to be influenced by it.

But he tells you that the Mississippi is insecure unless you

reject this system, and that the transactions relating to it

were carried on under a veil of secrecy. His arguments on

this subject are equally as defective as those I have just had

under consideration. But I feel myself called on by the

honorable gentleman to come forward and tell the truth

about the transactions respecting the Mississippi. In every

action of my life in which I have been concerned, whether

as soldier or politician, the good of my country was my
first wish. I have attended not only to the good of the

United States, but also to that of particular districts. There

are men of integrity and truth here who were also then in

Congress. I call on them to put me right with respect to

those transactions. As far as I could gather from what was

then passing, I believe there was not a gentleman in that

Congress who had an idea of surrendering the navigation

of that river. They thought of the best mode of securing

it : some thought one way, and some another way. I was
one of those men who thought the mode which has been al-

luded to the best to secure it. I shall never deny that it

was my opinion. I was one peculiarly interested. I had a

fortune in that country, purchased, not by paper money, but

by gold, to the amount of eight thousand pounds. But pri-

vate interest could not have influenced me. The public

welfare was my criterion in my opinion. I united private

interest to public interest, not of the whole people of Vir-

ginia, but of the United States. I thought I was promoting

the real interest of the people. But, says he, it was under

the veil of secrecy. There was no peculiar or uncommon
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desire manifested of concealing those transactions Thej
were carried on in the same manner with others of the same
nature, and consonant to the principles of the Confederation.

I saw no anxiety on the occasion. I wish he would send to

the president to know their secrets. He would be gratified

fully.

The honorable member, this day, among other things,

gave us a statement of those states that have passed the

new system, of those who have not, and of those who would
probably not pass it. He called his assertions /ac/.s-; but I

expected he would show us something to prove their ex-

istence.

He tells us that New Hampshire and Rhode Island have

refused it. Is that a fact? It is not a fact. New Hamp-
shire has not refused it. That state postponed her ultimate

decision till she could know what Massachusetts would do
;

and whatever the gentleman may say of borderers, the

people of that state were very right in conducting them-
selves as they did. With respect to Rhode Island, I hardly

know any thing. That small state has so rebelled against

justice, and so knocked down the bulwarks of probity, rec-

titude, and truth, that nothing rational or just can be ex-

pected from her.

She has not, however, I believe, called a convention to

deliberate on it, much less formally refused it. From her

situation, it is evident that she must adopt it, unless she de-

parts from the primary maxims of human nature, which are

those of self-preservation. New York and North Carolina

are so high in opposition, he tells us, that they will certainly

reject it. Here is another of his facts ; and he says he has the

highest authority. As he dislikes the veil of secrecy, I beg

he would tell us that high authority from which he gets this

fact. Has he official communications? Have the executives

of those states informed him ? Has our executive been ap-

prized of it ? I believe not. I hold his unsupported author-

ity in contempt.

Pennsylvania, Delaware, and New Jersey, have adopted

;

out, says he, they were governed by local considerations.

What are these local considerations ? The honorable gen-

tleman draws advantages from every source ; but his argu-

ments operate very often against himself. I admire the state

of Pennsylvania
,
she deserves the attachment of every lover
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of Iiis country. Poor Pennsylvania, says he, has been

tricked into it. What an insult ! The honorable gentle-

man would not say so of an individual : I know his polite-

ness too well. Will he insult the majority of a free country ?

Pennsylvania is a respectable state. Though not so extensive

as Virginia, she did as much as any state, in proportion, dur-

ing the war ; and has done as much since the peace. She

has done as much in every situation, and her citizens

have been as remarkable for their virtue and science, as

those of any state. The honorable gentleman has told you

that Pennsylvania has been tricked into it; and in so saying

has insulted the majority of a free country, in a manner in

which I would not dare to insult any private gentleman.

The other adopting states have not been tricked into it,

it seems. Why? The honorable gentleman cannot tell us

why these have not been tricked into it, any more than he

can tell why Pennsylvania has been tricked into it. Is it

because of their superior power and respectability ? or is it

the consequence of their local situation ? But the state of

New York has too much virtue to be governed by local con-

siderations. He insinuates this by his assertion that she will

not regard the examples of the other states. How can he,

without being inconsistent, and without perverting facts,

pretend to say that New York is not governed by local con-

siderations in her opposition ? Is she not influenced by the

local consideration of retain mg that impost of which he

says Connecticut and New Jersey wish to get a participa-

tion ? What does he say of North Ceirolina ? How will local

considerations affect her ? If the principle be uniform, she

will be led by the local consideration of wishing to get a

participation of the impost of the importing states. Is it to

be supposed that she will be so blind to her own interest as

to depart from this principle ?

When he attempted to prove that you ought not to adopt

that paper which I admire, he told you that it was untrodden

ground. This objection goes to the adoption of any govern-

ment. The British government ought to be proposed per

haps. It is trodden ground. I know not of any reason to

operate against a system, because it is untrodden ground.

The honorable gentleman objects to the publication from

time to time, as being ambiguous and uncertain. Does not

from time to time signify convenient time? If it admits of
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an extension of time, does it not equally admit of publishing

the accounts at very short periods.'' For argument sake,

say they may postpone the publications of the public ac-

counts to the expiration of every ten years : will their con-
stituents be satisfied with this conduct.? Will they not

discard them, and elect other men, who will publish the

accounts as often as they ought ? It is also in their power
to publish every ten days. Is it not more probable that they
will do their duty than that they will neglect it, especially

as their interest is inseparably connected with their duty.?

He says they may conceal them for a century. Did you
ever hear so trivial and so captious an argument.? ]feh
when the great genius of the gentleman nodded on that oc-

casion. Another objection of the honorable gentleman
(whom I cannot follow through all his windings and turn-

•ngs) is, that those parts of the Constitution which are in

favor of privileges, are not so clearly expressed as those parts

which concede powers. I beg your attention, because this

is a leading distinction. As long as the privilege of repre-

sentation is well secured, our liberties cannot be easily en-
dangered, r conceive this is secured in this country more
fully than in any other. How are we, the people of Amer-
rica, as landholders, compared to the people of all the world
besides.? Vassalage is not known here. A small quantity

of land entitles a man to a freehold : land is pretty equally

divided, and the law of descents, in this country, will carrj^

this division farther and farther— perhaps even to an ex-

treme. This, of itself, secures this great privilege. Is it so

in any other country.'* Is it so in England.? We differ in

this from all other countries. I admire this paper in this re-

spect. It does not impair our right of suffrage. Whoever
will have a right to vote for a representative to our legisla-

ture, will also have a right to vote for a federal representative.

This will render that branch of Congress very democratic.

We have a right to send a certain proportion. If we do not

exert that right, it will be our folly.

It was necessary to provide against licentiousness, which
is so natural to our climate. I dread more from the licen-

tiousness of the people than from the bad government ol

rulers. Our privileges are not, however, in danger : they

are better secured than any bill of rights could have secured

ih ^m.

VOL. III. 24
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I say tliat this new system shows, in stronger term« Jiau

words could declare, that the liberties of the people are secure.

It goes on the principle that all power is in the people, and
that rulers have no powers but what are enumerated in that

paper. When a question arises with respect to the legality

of any power, exercised or assumed by Congress, it is i)lain

on the side of the governed: Is it enumerated in the Consti-

tutionf If it be, it is legal and just. It is otherwise arbi-

trary and unconstitutional. Candor must confess that it is

infinitely more attentive to the liberties of the people than

any state government.
[Mr. Lee then said, that, under the state governments, the people re-

served to themselves certain enumerated riwhts, and that the rest were
vested in their rulers; that, consequently, the powers reserved to the

people were but an inconsiderable exception from what were giien to

their rulers; but that, in the federal government, the rulers of the people

were vested with certain defined powers, and that what were not delegated

to those rulers were retained by the people. The consequence of this, he

said, was, that the limited powers were only an exception to those which
rested in the people, and that they knew what they had given up, and
could be in no danger. He exemplified the proposition in a famil-

iar manner. He observed, that, if a man delegated certain powers
to an agent, it would be an insult upon common sense to suppose
that the agent could legally transact any business for his principal which
was not contained in the commission whereby the powers were delegated

;

but that, if a man empowered his representative or agent to transact all

his business except certain enumerated parts, the clear result was, that the

agent could lawfully transact every possible part of his principal's business

except the enumerated parts; and added, that these plain propositions were
sufficient to demonstrate the inutility and foll^/ {were he permitted to use

the expression) of bills of rights.]

He then continued : I am convinced that that paper se-

cures the liberty of Virginia, and of the United States. I

ask myself if there be a single power in it which is not ne-

cessary for the support of the Union ; and, as far as my rea-

soning goes, I say that, if you deprive it of one single power
contained in it, it will be " vox et prceterea nihil.'''' Those
who are to go to Congress will be the servants of the people.

They are created and deputed by us, and removable by

us. Is there a greater security than this in our state govern-

ment ? To fortify this security, is there not a constitutional

remedy in the government, to reform any errors which shall

be found inconvenient ? Although the honorable gentleman

has dwelt so long upon it, hje has not made it appear other-

wise. The Confederation can neither render us happy at

home nor respectable a])road. I conceive this systcd) will
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do both. The two gentlemen who have been in the grand

Convention have proved, incontestablj, that the fears arising

from the powers of Congress are groundless. Having; now
gone through some of the principal parts of the gentleman's

harangue, 1 shall take up but a few moments in replying to

its conclusion.

I contend, for myself and the friends of the Constitution,

that we are as great friends to liberty as he or any othei

person, and that we will not be behind in exertions in its

defence when it is invaded. For my part, I trust that,

young as I am, I shall he trusted, in the support of freedom,

as far as the honorable gentleman. 1 feel that indignation

and contempt, with respect to his previous amendments,
which he expresses against posterior amendments. I can

see no danger from a previous ratification. I see infinite

dangers from previous amendments. I shall give my suf

frage for the former, because I think the happiness of my
country depends upon it. To maintain and secure that

happiness is the first object of my wishes. I shall brave all

storms and political dangers.

Gov. RANDOLPH. Havins; consumed heretofore so

much of your time, I did not intend to trouble you again so

soon. But now I call on this committee, by way of right,

to permit me to answer some severe charges against the

friends of the new Constitution. It is a right I am entitled a"^

to, and shall have. I have spoken twice in this committee. J

I have shown the principles which actuated the general j

Convention ; and attempted to prove that, after the ratifica- '

tion of the proposed system by so many states, the preser-
\\V^-'

vation of the Union depended on its adoption by us. I find ^
myself attacked in the most illiberal manner by the honor-

able gentleman, (Mr. Henry.) I disdain his aspersions and
his insinuations. His asperity is warranted by no principle

of parliamentary decency, nor compatible with the least

shadow of friendship ; and if our friendship must fall, let it

fall, like Lucifer, never to rise again ! Let him remember
that it is not to answer him, but to satisfy his respectable

audience, that I now get up. He has accused me of in-

consistency in this very respectable assembly. Sir, if I do

not stand on the bottom of integrity, and pure love for Vir-

ginia, as much as those who can be most clamorous, I wish

'"o resign my existence. Consistency consists in actions,
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and noi in empty, specious words. Ever since the first en-

trance into that federal business, I have been inevitably

governed by an invincible attachment to the happiness of

the people of America. Federal measures had been before

ihat time repudiated. The augmentation of congressional

powers was dreaded. The imbecility of the Confederation

was proved and acknowledged. When I had the honor of

being deputed to the federal Convention, to revise the exist-

ing system, I was impressed with the necessity of a more

energetic government, and thoroughly persuaded that the

salvation of the people of America depended on an intimate

and firm union. The honorable gentlemen there can say,

that, when I went thither, no man was a stronger friend to

such a union than myself. I informed you why I refused

to sign.

I understand not him who wishes to give a full scope to

licentiousness and dissipation— who would advise me to re-

ject the proposed plan, and plunge us into anarchy.

[ Here his excellency, Governor Randolph, read the conclusion of his

public letter, (wherein he says, that, notwithstanding his objections to the

Constitution, he would adopt it rather than lose the Union,) and proceed-

ed to prove the consistency of his present opinion with his former conduct

;

when Mr. Henry arose, and declared that he had no personal intention

of offending any one; that he did his duty, but that he did not mean to

wound the feelings of any gentleman ; that he was sorry if he offended

the honorable gentleman without intending it ; and that every gentleman

had a right to maintain his opinion. His excellency then said that he

was relieved by what the honorable gentleman said ; that, were it not for

the concession of the gentleman, he would have made some men's hair

stand on end, by the disclosure of certain facts. Mr. Henry then re-

quested that, if he had any thing to say against him, he would disclose it.

His excellency then continued, that as there were some gentlemen there

who might not be satisfied by the recantation of the honorable gentleman,

without being informed, he should give them some information on the

subject; that his ambition had ever been to promote the Union; that he

was no more attached to it now than he always had been ; and that he

could in some degree prove it by the paper which he held in his hand,

which was his public letter. He then read a considerable part of his

letter, wherein he expressed his friendship to the Union. He then in-

formed the committee, that, on the day of election of delegates for the

Convention, f^r the county of Henrico, it being incumbent upon him to

give his opinion, he told the respectable freeholders of that county his

sentiments— that he wished not to become a member of that Conven-

tion ; that he had not attempted to create a belief that he would vote

against the Constitution ; that he did really unfold to them his actual opin-

ion, which was perfectly reconcilable with the suffrage he was going to

give in favor of the Constitution. He then read part of a letter which he
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had written to his constituents on the subject, which was expressive of
sentiments amicable to a union with other states. He then threw down
the letter on the clerk's table, and declared that it micrht lie there fo"-

the inspection of the curious and malicious.'^

He then proceeded thus : I am asked why 1 nave thought
proper to patronize this government. Not because I am
one of those illuminated^ but because the felicity of my
country requires it. The highest honors have no allurements

to charm me. If he be as little attached to public places

as I am, he must be free from ambition. It is true that I

am now in an elevated situation ; but I consider it as a far

Jess happy or eligible situation than that of an inconsidera

ble landholder. Give me peace— I ask no more. I ask
no honor or gratification. Give me public peace, and I will

carve the rest for myself. The happiness of my country is

my first wish. I think it necessary for that happiness that

this Constitution be now adopted ; for, in spite of the rep

resentation of the honorable gentleman, I see a storm growl
ing over Virginia. No man has more respect for Virginia,

or a greater affection for her citizens, than I have ; but I

cannot flatter you with a kinder or more agreeable repre-

sentation, while we are surrounded by so many dangers,

and when there is so much rancor in the hearts of your
citizens.

I beg the honorable gentleman to pardon me for reminding
him that his historical references and quotations are not ac-

curate. If he errs so much with respect to his facts, as he
has done in history, we cannot depend on his information or

assertions. He had, early in the debates, instanced Holland
as a happy democracy, highly worthy of our imitation. From
thence he went over the mountains to Switzerland, to find

another democracy. He represented all those cantons as

being of the democratic kind. I wish he had reflected a

little more, and distinguished those that are democratical

from those which are aristocratical. He has already been
reminded of his errors. I should not now put him right

with respect to history, had he not continued his mistakes.

Consult all writers— from Sir William Temple to those of
modern times— they will inform you, that the republic of

Holland is an aristocracy. He has inveighed against the

stadtholder. I do not understand his application of this to

the American President. It is well known that, but for the
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5tadtholdtr, the republic would hcive been ruined long ago.

Holland, it seems, has no ten miles square. But she has the

Hague, where the deputies of the states assemble. It has

been Ibund necessary to have a fixed place of meeting. But

the influence which it has given the province of Holland to

have the seat of the government within its territory, subject

in some respects to its control, has been injurious to the other

provinces. The wisdom of the Convention is therefore man-
ifest in granting the Congress exclusive jurisdiction over the

place of their session. I am going to correct a still greater

error which he has committed, not in ordcT to show any

little knowledge of history I have, (for I am by no means

satisfied with its extent,) but to endeavor to prevent any im-

pressions from being made by improper and mistaken repre-

sentations.

He said that Magna Charta destroyed all implication.

This was not the object of Magna Charta, but to destroy

the power of the king, and secure the liberty of the people.

The bill of rights was intended to restore the government to

its primitive principles.

We are harassed by quotations from Holland and Switzer-

land, which are inapplicable in themselves, and not founded

in fact.

I am surprised at his proposition of previous amendments,

and his assertion that subsequent ones will cause disunion.

Shall we not lose our influence and weight in the govern-

ment to bring about amendments, if we propose them pre-

viously ? Will not the senators be chosen, and the electors

of the President be appointed, and the government brought

instantly into action, after the ratification of nine states ? In

this disunion, when will the effect proposed be produced ?

But no man here is willing to believe what the honorable

gentleman says on this point. I was in hopes we should

come to some degree of order. I fear that order is no more.

I believe that we shoiild confine ourselves to the particular

clause under consideration, and to such other clauses as

might be connected with it.

Why have we been told that maxims can alone save na-

tions ; that our maxims are our bill of rights ; and that the

liberty of the press, trial by jury, and religion, are destroyed ?

Give me leave to say, that the maxims of Virginia are union

and justice.
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The honorable^ gentleman has passed by my observations

with respect to British debts. He has thought proper to be

silent on this subject. My observations must therefore have

full force. Justice is, and ought to be, our maxim ; and must
be that of every temperate, moderate, and upright man. I

should not say so much on this occasion, were it not that I

perceive that the flowers of rhetoric are perverted, in order

to make impressions unfavorable and inimical to an impartial

and candid decision. What security can arise from a bill

of rights ? The predilection for it has arisen from a miscon-

ception of its principles. It cannot secure the liberties of

this country. A bill of rights was used in England to limit

the kind's prerogative ; he could trample on the liberties of

the people in every case which was not within the restraint

Of the bill of rights.

Our situation is radically different from that of the people

of England. What have we to do with bills of rights? Six

or seven states have none. Massachusetts has declared her

bill of rights as no part of her Constitution. Virginia has a

bill of rights, but it is no part of her Constitution. By not

saying whether it is paramount to the Constitution or not, it

has left us in confusion. Is the bill of rights consistent with

the Constitution ? Why, then, is it not inserted in the Con-
stitution ? Does it add any thing to the Constitution ? Why
is it not in the Constitution ? Does it except any thing from

the Constitution ? Why not put the exceptions in the Con-
stitution ? Does it oppose the Constitution ? This will

produce mischief. The judges will dispute which is para-

mount. Some will say, the bill of rights is paramount : oth-

ers will say, that the Constitution, being subsequent in point

of time, must be paramount. A bill of rights, therefore,

accurately speaking, is quite useless, if not dangerous to a

republic.

I had objections to this Constitution. I still have objec-

tions to it. [Here he read the objections which appeared

in his public letter.] The gentleman asks. How comes it to

pass that you are now willing to take it ? I answer, that I

see Virginia in such danger, that, were its defects greater, I

would adopt it. These dangers, though not immediately

present to our view, yet may not be far distant, if we disunite

from the other states. I will join any man in endeavoring
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to get amendments, after the danger of disunion is removed
by a j)revious adoption.

The honorable g:entleman says that the federal spirit leads

to disunion. The federal spirit is not superior to human
nature, but it cannot be justly charged with having a tend-

ency to disunion. If we were to take the gentleman's

discrimination as our guide, the spirit of Virginia would be

dictatorial. Virginia dictates to eight states. A single

amendment, proposed as the condition of our accession, will

operate total disunion. Where is the state that shall con-

ceive itself obliged to aid Virginia ? The honorable gentle-

man says there is no danger— great in imagination, but

nothing in reality. What is the meaning of this.^ What
would this state do, if opposed alone to the arms of France
or Great Britain ? Would there be no danger in such a

case ? Was not the assistance of France necessary to ena-

ble the United States to repel the attack of Great Britain ?

In the last war, by union and judicious concert of measures,

we were triumphant. Can this be the case in a future war,

if we be disunited from our sister states ? What would have
been the consequence, if, in the late war, we had reposed on
our arms, and depended on Providence alone ? Shall we
ever be at peace, because we are so now ? Is it unneces-
sary to provide against future events ? His objection goes

to prove that Virginia can stand by herself. The advice

that would attempt to convince me of so pernicious an error

I treat with disdain. Our negroes are numerous, and are

daily becoming more so. When I reflect on their compara
tive number, and comparative condition, I am the more per-

suaded of the great fitness of becoming more formidable

than ever.

It seems that republican borderers are peaceable. This
is another lapse in history. Did he never know that a num-
ber of men were as much inspired with ambition as any
individual .'' Had he consulted history, he would have

known that the most destructive wars have been carried on.

with the most implacable hatred, between neighboring re

publics. It is proved by his favorite Roman history, that

republican borderers are as apt to have rancor in their hearts

as any. The institutions of Lycurgus himself could not

restrain republican borderers from hostility. He treats the
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idea of commercial hostility as extravagant. History might

inform him of its reality. Experience might give him som*?

instruction on the subject.

Go to the Potomac, and mark what you see. I had the

mortification to see vessels within a very little distance from

the Virginian shore, belonging to Maryland, driven from our

ports by the badness of our regulations. I take the liberty

of a freeman in exposing what appears to me to deserve

censure. I shall take that liberty in reprehending the wicked

act which attainted Josiah Phillips. Because he was not a

Socrates, is he to be attainted at pleasure .^ Is he to be

attainted because he is not among the high of reputation .^

After the use the gentleman made of a word innocently used

to express a crowd, I thought he would be careful himself.

We are all equal in this country. I hope that, with respect

to birth, there is no superiority. It gives me pleasure to re-

flect that, though a man cannot trace up his lineaj;e, yet he

is not to be despised. I shall always possess these senti-

ments and feelings. I shall never aspire at high offices. If

my country should ever think my services worth any thing,

it shall be in the humble capacity of a representative : higher

than this I will not aspire.

He has expatiated on the turpitude of the character of

Josiah Phillips. Has this any thing to do with th(^ principle

on which he was attainted ? We all agree that he was an

abandoned man. But if you can prepare a bill to attaint a

man, and pass it through both houses in an instant, I ask

you, who is safe ? There is no man on whom a cloud may
not hang some time or other, if a demagogue should think

proper to take advantage of it to his destruction. Phillips

had a commission in his pocket at that time. He was,

therefore, only a prisoner of war. This precedent may de-

stroy the best man in the community, when he was arbitrarily

attainted merely because he was not a Socrates.

He has perverted my meaning with respect to our govern-

ment. I Sj)oke of 'the Confederation. He took no notice

of this. He reasoned of the Constitution of Virginia. I

had said nothing of it on that occasion. Requisitions, how-
ever, he said, were safe and advisable, because they give

time for deliberation. Will not taxation do this ? Will not

Congress, when laying a lax, bestow a thought upon it.''

But he means to say, that tlu:; state itself ought to say
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whelhei Lhe pleases to pay or not. Congress, by the Confed-

eration, has power to make any requisitions. The states

are consdtutionally bound to pay them. We have seen their

happy effects. When the requisitions are right, and duly

proportioned, it is in the power of any state to refuse to

comply with them.

He says that he would give them the impost, I cannot

understand him, as he says he has an hereditary hatred to

custom-house officers. Why despise them ? Why shouhl

the people hate them ? I am afraid he has accidentally dis-

covered a principle that will lead him to make greater

opposition than can be justified by any thing in the Consti-

tution. I would undertake to prove the fallacy of every

observation he made on that occasion ; but it is too late now

to add any more. At another opportunity I shall give a full

refutation to all he has said.

Tuesday, June 10, 1788.

[The 1st and 2d sections still under consideration.]

Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, 1 was restrained

yesterday, by the lateness of the day, from making those

observations which I intended to make in answer to the

honorable gentleman who had gone before me. I shall now

resume that subject. I hope we shall come at last to a

decision. I shall not forever wander from the point, or

transgress the rules of this house ; but, after making answer

to him, shall go on in regular order.

He observed that the only question was, with respect lo

previous and subsequent amendments. Were this the only

question, sir, I am sure this inconsiderable matter would not

long retard a decision. 1 conceive the preservation of the

Union to be a question of great magnitude. This must be

a peculiar object of my attention, unless I depart from that

rule which has regulated my conduct since the introduction

of federal measures. Suppose, contrary to my expectation,

this Convention should propose certain amendments previous

to its ratification,— mild and pliant as those states may be

who have received it unanimously; flexible as those may be

who have adopted it by a majority ; I had rather argue, from

human nature, that they will not recede from their resolu-

tions, to accommodate our caprice. Is there no jealousy

existing between the states.^ They discover no superiority,
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in any one state, of arrogating to itself a right to dictate

what ought to be done. They would not see the reasons of
such amendments, for some amendments in themselves are

really dangerous. The same reasons could not be impressea
on all the states. 1 shall mention one example : I shall sup-
pose, for instance, that we shall propose, as an amendment,
that the President shall have a couiicil. I conceive a coun-
cil to be injurious to the executive. The counsellors will

either impede or clog the President ; or, if he be a man of

dexterity, they will be governed by him. They will also

impair his responsibility. Is it probable that all the other
states would think alike on the subject, or agree to such an
alteration.^ As there is a mode in the Constitution itself to

procure amendments, not by reference to the people, but by
the interposition of the state legislatures, will the people of
Virginia bind themselves not to enter into the Union till

amendments shall have been obtained ? I refer it to any
gentleman here, whether this may not entirely exclude us
from the Union.

The honorable gentleman then told us, that Maryland held
out, and that there can be no danger from our holding out

of the Union
; that she refused to come into the Confedera-

tion until the year 1781, when she was pressed by the then
Congress. Is this a proper comparison ? The fear of the

British army and navy kept the states together. This fear

induced that state to come into the Union then, otherwise the

Union would have been destroyed. We are also told that

Vermont held out. His information is inaccurate. Pardon
me for saying that it is not to be found in the history of

those times. The right to that territory was long in dispute

between New York and Connecticut. The inhabitants

took that opportunity of erecting themselves into a state.

They pressed Congress for admission into the Union. Their
solicitations were continually opposed till the year 1781,
when a kind of assent was given. Can it be said, from this,

that the people of Vermont held out against the Confedera-
tion of twelve states ? Were they sufficiently wealthy and
numerous to do so ? Virginia is said to be able to stand b)

herself. From her situation she has cause to fear. She
nas also cause to fear from her inability to raise an army, a

navy, or money. I contend that she is not able to stand by
herself. I am sure th.u every man who comes from the ex-
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posed parts of this country is well convinced of this truth.

As these have been enumerated, it would be useless to go

over thetii again. He then told us that an error in govern-

ment never can be removed. I will acknowledge, with him.

that there are governments in Europe, whereof the defects

have a long time been unaltered, and are not easily changed.

We need not go farther than the war to find a willing

relinquishment of power. Look at the Confederation : you
will find there such a voluntary relinquishment. View the

convention at Annapolis: the object of its delegation involved

in its nature some relinquishment of power. It produced

this effect— all the states, except Rhode Island, agreed to

call a general Convention, to revise the Confederation, and
invest Congress with more power. A general Convention

has been called ; it has proposed a system which concedes

considerable powers to Congress. Eight states have already

assented to this concession. After this, can we say that

men will not voluntarily relinquish power .^ Contrast this

country with Scotland, blessed with union. The circum-

stances of the two countries are not dissimilar. View Scot-

land : that country is greatly benefited by union. It would

not be now in its present flourishing situation without the

auspices of England. This observation brings us to the

necessity of union.

Were we not to look to futurity, have we nothing to fear

from the present state of Europe ? We are exposed at sea.

The honorable jjentleman tells us we have no hostility to

fear from that quarter ; that our ambassador at Paris would
have informed us if there were any combustibles preparing.

If he has not done any such thing, it is no conclusive evi-

dence of safety. Nations have passions like men. It is the

disposition of nations to attack where there is a demonstrable

weakness. Are you weak ? Go to history ; it will tell

you, you will be insulted. One insult will produce another,

till at last it produces a partition. So, when they tell us

there is no storm gathering, they ought to support their al-

legations by some probable evidence. The honorable gen-

tleman then told us that armies do not collect debts ; but

armies make reprisals. If the debts which we owe continue

on the disgraceful footing they have been on hitherto, with-

out even the payment of interest, we may well expect such

reprisals. The seizure of our vessels in foreign ports must be
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the certain consequence of* the continuance of such a dis-

graceful conduct. He then informed us that no danger was
to be apprehended from Spain— that she trembles for Mex-
ico and Peru. That nation, sir, is a powerful nation, ana
has immense resources. What will she be when united
with France and other nations who have cause of complaint
against us ? Mr. Chairman, Maryland seems, too, to be

disregarded. The loss of the Union would not bring her

arms upon our heads : — look at the Northern Neck ! If the

Union is dissolved, will it adhere to Virginia ? Will the

people of that place sacrifice their safety for us ? How are

we to retain them ? By force of arms ? Is this the happy
way he proposes for leaving us out of the Union ?

We are next informed that there is no danger from the

borders of Maryland and Pennsylvania, and that my observa-

tions upon the frontiers of England and Scotland are inap-

plicable. He distinguishes republican from monarchical
borderers, and ascribes pacific meekness to the former, and
barbarous ferocity to the latter. There is as much danger,

sir, from republican borderers as from any other. The dan-
ger results from the situation of borderers, and not from the

nature of the government under which they live. History

will show that as much barbarity and cruelty have been
committed upon one another by republican borderers as by
any other. We are .borderers upon three states, two of

which are ratifying states. I therefore repeat, sir, that we
have danger to apprehend from this quarter.

As to the people's complaints of the government, the gen-
tleman must either have misunderstood me, or went over

very slightly what I said of the Confederation. He spoke
of the Constitution of Viro;inia, concerning which I said

nothing. The Confederation, sir, on which we are told we
ought to trust our safety, is totally void of coercive power
and energy. Of this the people of America have been
long convinced ; and this conviction has been sufficiently

manifested to the world. Of this I spoke, and now I repeat,

that if we trust to it, we shall be defenceless. The general

government ou^jht to be vested with powers competent to

our safety, or else the necessary consequence must be, that

we shall be defenceless.

The honorable gentleman tells us that, if the project at

Albany for the colonial consolidation, as he terms it, had
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been <',ompleted, it would have destroyed all union and hap-

piness. What has that to do with this paper ? It tells us

what the present situation of America is. Can any man
say he could draw a better picture of our situation than that

paper ? He says that, by the completion of that project, the

king of Great Britain might have bound us so tight together,

that resistance would have been ineffectual. Does it not tell

us that union is necessary ? Will not our united strength

be more competent to our defence, against any assault, than

the force of a part? If, in their judgment alone who could

decide on it, it was judged sufficient to secure their happi-

ness and prosperity, why say that that project would have

destroyed us? But the honorable gentleman again recurs

to his beloved requisitions, on which he advises us to trust

our happiness. Can any thing be more imprudent than to

put the general government on so humiliating and disgrace-

ful a footing? What are they but supplications and entreaties

to the states to do their duty ? Shall we rely on a system of

which every man knows the inefficacy ? One cannot con-

ceive any thing more contemptible than a government Which

is forced to make humble applications to other governments

for the means of its common support— which is driven to

apply for a little money to carry on its administration a few

months. After the total incapacity of the Confederation to

secure our happiness has been fully experienced, what will

be the consequence if we reject this Constitution ? Shall

we recur to separate confederacies ? The honorable gentle-

man acknowledges them to be evils which ought not to be

resorted to but on the last necessity— they are evils of the

iirst magnitude.

Permit me to extract out of the confederation of Albany

a fact of the highest authority, because drawn from human
nature, which clearly demonstrates the fatal impolicy of

separate confederacies. [Here he made a quotation to that

effect.] If there is a gentlerrian here who harbors in his

mind the idea of a separate confederacy, I beg him to con-

sider the consequence. Where shall we find refuge in the

d.iy of calamity ? The different confederacies will be rivals

in power and commerce, and therefore will soon be implaca-

ble enemies of one another. I ask if there be any objection

to this systetn, that will not come with redoubled energy

against any other plan. See the defects in this Constitution,
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and examine if they do not appear with tenfold force in sep-

arate confederacies. After having acknowledged the evil

tendency of separate confederacies, he recurs to this— that this

country is too extensive for the system. If there be an ex
ecutive dependent for his election on the people, a judiciar)

which will administer the laws with Justice, no extent of

country will be too great for a republic.

Where is there a precedent to prove that this country is

too extensive for a government of this kind ? America can-

not find a precedent to prove this. Theoretic writers have
adopted a position that extensive territories will not admit of

a republican government. These positions were laid down
before the science of government was as well understood as

it is now. Where would America look for a precedent to

warrant her adoption of that position ? If you go to Europe,
before arts and sciences had arrived at their present periec-

tion, no example worthy of imitation can be found. The
history of England, from the reign of Henry VII. ; of Spain,

since that of Charles V. ; and of France, since that of Francis

I., prove that they have greatly improved in the science of

politics since that time. Representation, the source of

American liberty and English liberty, was a thing not under-

stood in its full extent till very lately.

The position I have spoken of was founded upon an igno-

rance of the principles of representation. Its force must be

now done away, as this principle is so well understood. If

laws are to be made by the people themselves, in their indi-

vidual capacities, it is evident that they cannot conveniently

assemble together, for this purpose, but in a very limited

sphere ; but if the business of legislation be transacted by
representatives, chosen periodically by the people, it is obvi-

ous that it may be done in any extent of country. The ex-

perience of this commonwealth, and of the United States,

proves this assertion.

Mr. Chairman, I am astonished that the rule of the house

to debate regularly has not been observed by gentlemen.
Shall we never have order.? I must transgress that rule now,
not because I think the conduct of the gentleman deserves

imitation, but because the honorable gentleman ought to be

answered. In that list of facts with which he would touch

our affections, he has produced a name (Mr. Jefferson) which
will ever be remembered with gratitude by this common-
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wealth I hope that his life will be continued, to add, by

his future actions, to the brilliancy of his character. Yet I

trust that his name was not mentioned to influence any mem-
ber of this house. Notwithstanding the celebrity of his

character, his name cannot be used as authority against the

Constitution. I know not his authority. I have had no let-

ter from him. As far as my information goes, it is only a

report circulated through the town, that he wished nine states

to adopt, and the others to reject it, in order to get amend-
ments. Which is the ninth state to introduce the govern-

ment ? That illustrious citizen tells you, that he wishes the

government to be adopted by nine states, to prevent a schism

in the Union. This, sir, is my wish. I will go heart and
hand to obtain amendments, but I will never agree to the

dissolution of the Union. But unless a ninth state will ac-

cede, this must inevitably happen. No doubt he wished

Virginia to adopt. I wish not to be bound by any man's

opinion ; but, admitting the authority which the honorable

gentleman has produced to be conclusive, it militates against

himself. Is it right to adopt ? He says, no ; because there

is a President. I wish he was eligible after a given number
of years.

I wish also some other changes to be made in the Con-
stitution. But am I therefore obliged to run the risk of

losing the Union, by proposing amendments previously, when
amendments without that risk can be obtained afterwards ?

Am I to indulge capricious opinions so far as to lose the

Union ? The friends of the Union will see how far we carry

our attachment to it, and will therefore concur with our

amendments. The honorable gentleman has told us, that

Holland is ruined by a stadtholder and a stadtholder's wife.

I believe this republic is much indebted to that execrated

stadtholder for her power and wealth. Recur to the history

of Holland, and you will find that country never could have

resisted Spain, had it not been for the stadtholder. At those

periods when they had no stadtholder, their government was
weak and their public affairs deranged. Why has this been

mentioned ? Was it to bias our minds against the federal

executive ? Are we to have no executive at all, or are we
to have eight or ten ? An executive is as necessary, for the

security of liberty and happiness, as the two other branches

of government. Every state in the Union has an executive.
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Let us consider whetlier the federal executive be wisely

constructed. This is a point in which the constitution of

every state differs widely as to the mode of electing theii

executives, and as to the time of continuing them in olifice.

In some states the executive is perpetually eligible. In others

he is rendered ineligible after a given period. They are

generally elected by the legislature. It cannot be objected

to the federal executive that the power is executed by one
man. All the enlightened part of mankind agree that the

superior despatch, secrecy, and energy, with which one man
can act, render it more politic to vest the power of execu-

ting the laws in one man, than in any number of men.
How is the President elected.^ By the people— on the

same day throughout the United States— by those whom
the people please. There can be no concert between the

electors. The votes are sent sealed to Congress. What
are his powers ? To see the laws executed. Every execu-

tive in America has that power. He is also to command the

army : this power also is enjoyed by the executives of the

different states. He can handle no part of the public money
except what is given him by law. At the end of four years,

he mav be turned out of his office. If he misbehaves he

may be impeached, and in this case he will never be reelected.

I cannot conceive how his powers can be called formidable.

Both houses are a check upon him. He can do no impor-

tant act without the concurrence of the Senate. In England,

the sword and purse are in different hands. The king has

the power of the sword, and the purse is in the hands of the

people alone. Take a comparison between this and the

government of England.

It will prove in favor of the American principle. In Eng-
land, the king declares war. In America, Congress must be

consulted. In England, Parliament gives money. In

America, Congress does it. There are consequently more
powers in the hands of the people, and greater checks upon
the executive here, than in England. Let him pardon me,
when I say he is mistaken in passing a eulo^ium on the

English government to the prejudice of this plan. Those
checks which he says are to be found in the English govern-

ment, are also to be found here. Our government is founded

upon real checks. He ought to show there are no checks

in it. Is this the case ? Who are your representatives ?

VOL. III. 26
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Th(3} are chosen by the people for tu'o years. Who are

your senators ? They are chosen by ihe legislatures, and a

third of them go out of the Senate at the end of every

second year. They may also be impeached. There are no
better checks upon earth. Are there better checks in the

government of Virginia? There is not a check in the one

that is not in the other. The difference consists in the

length of time, and in the nature of the objects. Any man
may be impeached here— so he may there. If the people

of Virginia can remove their delegates for misbehavior, by

electing other men at the end of the year, so, in like man-
ner, the federal representatives may be removed at the

end of two, and the senators at the end of six years.

The honorable gentleman has praised the Virginia govern-

ment. We can prove that the federal Constitution is equally

excellent. The legislature of Virginia may conceal their

transactions as well as the general government There is

no clause in the Constitution of Virginia to oblige its legis-

lature to publish its proceedings at any period. The clause

in this Constitution which provides for a periodical publica-

tion, and which the honorable gentleman reprobates so much,

renders the federal Constitution superior to that of Virginia

in this respect. The expression, yrow time to time^ renders

us sufficiently secure : it will compel them to publish their

proceedings as often as it can conveniently and safely be

done ; and must satisfy every mind, without an illiberal per-

version of its meaning:. His bright ideas are very much ob-

scured by torturing the explication of words. His mterpret-

ntion of elections must be founded on a misapprehension.

The Constitution says, that " the times, places, and manner

of holding elections for senators and rej)resentatives, shall be

prescribed in each state by the legislature thereof; but the

Congress may at any time, by law, make or alter such regu-

lation, except as to the place of choosing senators." It says,

in another place, " that the electors in each state shall have

the qualifications requisite for electors of the most numerous

branch of the state legislature." Who would have conceived

it possible to deduce, from these clauses, that the power of

election was thrown into the hands of the rich ? As the

electors of the federal representatives are to have the same

qualifications with those of the representatives of this state

legislature,— or, in other words, as the electors of the one are
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to be electors of the other,— this suggestion is unwarrantable,

unless he carries his supposition farther, and says that Vir-

ginia will agree to her own suicide, by modif'jing ele(.-

tions in such maimer as to throw them into the hands of the

rich. The honorable gentleman has not given us a fair ob-

ject to be attacked ; he has not given us anj thing substan-

tial to be examined.

It is also objected that the trial by jury, the writ of /irt6e«5

corpus, and the liberty of the press, are insecure. But I

contend that the habeas corpus is at least on as secure and
good a footing as it is in England. In thjt country, it de-

pends on the will of the legislature. That privilege is

secured here by the Constitution, and is only to be sus-

pended in cases of extreme emergency. Is this not a fair

footing ? After agreeing that the government of England
secures liberty, how do we distrust this government.^ Why
distrust ourselves.^ The liberty of the press is supposed
to be in danger. If this were the case, it would pro-

duce extreme repugnancy in my mind. If it ever will be

suppressed in this country, the liberty of the people will

not be fiir from being s.ncrificed. Where is the danger of

it ? He says that every power is given to the general gov-

ernment that is not reserved to the states. Pardon me if

I say the reverse of the proposition is true. I defy any one

to prove the contrary. Every power not given it by this

system is left with the states. This being the principle,

from what part of the Constitution can the liberty of the

press be said to be in danger ?

[Here his excellency read the 8th section of the 1st article, containing

all the powers given to Congress.]

Go through these powers, examine every one, and tell me
if the most exalted genius can prove that the liberty of the

press is in danger. The trial by jury is supposed to be in dan-

ger also. It is secured in criminal cases, but supposed to be

taken away in civil cases. It is not relinquished by the

Constitution ; it is only not provided for. Look at the

interest of Congress to suppress it. Can it be in any man-
ner advantageous for them to suppress it ? In equitable

cases, it ought not to prevail, nor with respect to admiralty

causes; because there will be an undue leaning against those

characters, of whose business courts of admiralty will have

cognizance. I will rest myself secure under this reflection
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— that it is impossible for the most suspicious or malignant

mind to show that it is the interest of Congress to infringe

on this trial by jury.

Freedom of religion is said to be in danger. I will can-

didly say, I once thought that it was, and lelt great repug-

nance to the Constitution for that reason. I am willing to

acknowledge my apprehensions removed ; and I will inform

you by what process of reasoning I did remove them. The
Constitution provides that "the senators and representatives

before mentioned, and the members of the several state

legislatures, and all executive and judicial officers, both of

the United States and of the several states, shall be bound,

by oath or affirmation, to support this Constitution ; but no

religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any

office or public trust under the United States." It has been

said that, if the exclusion of the religious test were an ex-

ception from the general power of Congress, the power over

religion would remain. I inform those who are of this

opinion, that no power is given expressly to Congress over

religion. The senators and representatives, members of

the state legislatures, and executive andjudicial officers, are

bound, by oath or affirmation, to support this Constitution.

This only binds them to support it in the exercise of the

powers constitutionally given it. The exclusion of religious

tests is an exception from this general provision, with respect

to oaths or affirmations. Although officers. Sic, are to swear

that they will support this Constitution, yet they are not

bound to support one mode of worship, or to adhere to one

particular sect. It puts all sects on the same footing. A
man of abilities and character, of any sect whatever, may be

admitted to any office or public trust under the United

States. I am a friend to a variety of sects, because they

keep one another in order. How many different sects are

we composed of throughout the United States ! How many
different sects will be in Congress! We cannot enumerate

the sects that may be in Congress! And there are now so

many in the United States, that they will prevent the estab-

lishment of any one sect, in prejudice to the rest, and will

forever oppose all attempts to infringe religious liberty. If

such an attempt be made, will not the alarm be sounded

throughout America ? If Congress should be as wicked as

we are foretold they will be, they would not run the risk o(
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exciting the resentment of all, or most, of the religious sects

in America.

The judiciary is drawn up in terror. Here I have an

objection of a different nature. I object to the appelKUe

jurisdiction as the greatest evil in it. But I look at thr

Union— the object which guides me. When I look at the

Union, objects of less consideration vanish, and I hope that

the inconvenience will be redressed, and that Congress will

prohibit the appeal with respect to matters of fact. When
it respects only matters of law, no danger can possibly arise

from it. Can Coniiress have any interest in continuing ap

peals of fact ? If Pennsylvania has an interest in continuing

it, will not Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Vir-

ginia, New York, and the Eastern States, have an interest in

discontinuino; it ? What advantajje will its continuance be

to Maryland, New Jersey, or Delaware ? Is there not

unanimity against it in Congress almost? Kentucky will be

equally opposed to it. Thus, sir, all these will be opposed

to one state. If Congress wish to aggrandize themselves by

oppressing the people, the judiciary must first be corrupted !

No man says any thing against them ; they are more inde-

pendent than in England.

But they say that the adoption of this system will OLcasion

an augmentation of taxes. To object to it on this ground,

is as much as to say. No Union — stand by yourselves ! An
increase of taxes is a terror that no friend to the Union
ouo^ht to be alarmed at. The impost must produce a great

sum. The contrary cannot be supposed. I conceive the

particular expense of particular states will be diminished,

and that diminution will, to a certain extent, support the

Union. Either disunion, or separafe confederacies, will

enhance the expense. A union of all the states will be,

even on economical principles, more to the interest of the

people of Virginia than either separate confederacies or dis-

union. Had the states complied with the obligations im-

posed upon them by the Confederation, this attempt would
never have b(^en made. The unequivocal experience we
have had of their inefficacy renders this change necessary.

If union be necessary for our safety, we ought not to address

the avarice of this house. I am confident that not a single

member of this committee would be moved by such unworthy
considerations. We are told that the people do not under-

18
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Stand this government. I am persuaded that they do not—
not for the want of more time to understand it, but to cor-

rect the misrepresentations of it. When 1 meditated an

opposition to previous amendments, I marked the number

of what appeared to me to be errors, and which I wished to

be subsequently removed. But its real errors have been ex-

aggerated; it has not met with a fair decision. It must be

candidly acknowledged that there are some evils in it which

ought to be removed. But I am confident that such gross

misrepresentations have been made of it, that, if carried be-

fore any intelligent men, they would wonder at such glaring

attempts to mislead, or at such absolute misapprehension of

the subject. Though it be not perfect, any government is

better than the risk which gentlemen wish us to run.

Another construction he gives is, that it is exclusively m
the power of Congress to arm the militia, and that the states

could not do it if Congress thought proper to neglect it. I

am astonished how this idea could enter into the gentleman's

mind, whose acuteness no man doubts. How can this be

fairly deduced from the following clause ?— " To provide for

the organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia, and for

governing such part of them as may be employed in the ser-

vice of the United States, reserving to the states respectively

the appointment of the officers, and the authority of training

the militia, according to the discipline prescribed by Con-

gress.'- He complains much of implication ; but in this case

he has made use of it himself, for his construction of this

clause cannot possibly be supported without it. It is clear

and self-evident that the pretended danger cannot result from

the chiuse. Should Congress neglect to arm or discipline

the militia, the states are fully possessed of the power of do-

ing it ; for they are restrained from it by no part of the Con-

stitution.

The sweeping clause, as it is called, is much dreaded. 1

find that I differ from several gentlemen on this point. This

formidable clause does not in the least increase the powers

of Congress. It is only inserted for greater caution, and to

prevent the possibility of encroaching upon the powers ot

Congress. No sophistry will be permitted to he used to

explain away any of those powers ; nor can they possibly

assume any other power, but what is contained in the Con

stitution, withou<^ absolutf' usurpation. Another security i^
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that, if they attempt such a usurpation, the influence of the

state governments will nip it in the bud of hope. I know
this government will be cautiously watched. The smallest

assumption of power will be sounded in alarm to the people,

and followed by bold and active opposition. I hope that

my countrymen will keep guard against every arrogation of

power. I shall take notice of what the honorable gentleman

said with respect to the power to provide for the general

welfare. The meaning of this clause has been perverted, tc

alarm our apprehensions. The whole clause has not been

read together. It enables Congress " to lay and collect

taxes, duties, imposts, and excises ; to pay the debts and

provide for the common defence and general welfare of the

United States; but all duties, imposts, and excises, shall be

uniform throughout the United States." The plain and ob-

vious meaning of this is, that no more duties, taxes, imposts,

and excises, shall be laid, than are sufficient to pay the debts,

and provide for the common defence and general welfare, of

the United States.

If you mean to have a general government at all, ought it

not to be empowered to raise money to pay the debts, and

advance the prosperity, of the United States, in the manner
that Congress shall think most eligible ? What is the conse

quence of the contrary ? You give it power by one hand, and

take it away from it hy the other. If it be defective in some
parts, yet we ought to give due credit to those parts which are

ackowJedged to be good. Does not the prohibition of paper

money merit our approbation ? I approve of it because it

prohibits tender-laws, secures the widows and orphans, and

prevents the states from impairing contracts. I admire that

part which forces Virginia to pay her debts. If we recur to

the bill of rights, which the honorable gentleman speaks so

much of, we sh.ill find that it recommends justice. Had not

this power been given, my affection for it would not have

been so great. When it obliges us to tread in the path of

virtue, when it takes away from the most influential man the

power of directing our passions to his own emolument, and

of trampling upon justice, I hope to be excused when I say,

that, were it more objectionable than it is, I should vote for

the Union.

Mr. MONROE. Mr. Chairman, I cannot avoid express

mg the great anxiety which I feel upon the present occasion
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— an anxiety that proceeds not only from a high sense of the

importance of the subject, but from a profound respect for

this august and venerable assembly. When we contemplate

the fate that has befallen other nations, whether we cast our

eyes back into the remotest ages of antiquity, or derive in-

struction from those examples which modern times have

presented to our view, and observe how prone all human
institutions have been to decay ; how subject the best-formed

and most wisely organized governments have been to lose

their checks and totally dissolve ; how difficult it has been for

mankind, in all ages and countries, to preserve their dearest

rights and best privileges, impelled as it were by an irresisti-

ble fate of despotism ;
— if we look forward to those pros-

pects that sooner or later await our country, unless we shall

be exempted from the fate of other nations, even to a mind
the most sanguine and benevolent some gloomy apprehen-

sions must necessarily crowd upon it. This consideration is

sufficient to teach us the limited capacity of the human mind
— how subject the wisest men have been to error. For my
own part, sir, I come forward here, not as the partisan of

this or that side of the question, but to commend where the

subject appears to me to deserve commendation ; to suggest

my doubts where I have any; to hear with candor the ex-

planation of others ; and, in the ultimate result, to act as shall

appear for the best advantage of our common country.

The American states exhibit at present a new and inter-

esting spectacle to the eyes of mankind. Modern Europe,

for more than twelve centuries past, has presented to view

one of a very different kind. In all the nations of that

quarter of the globe, there hath been a constant effort, on the

part of the people, to extricate themselves from the oppres-

sion of their rulers ; but with us the object is of a very differ-

ent nature — to establish the dominion of law over licen-

tiousness— to increase the powers of the national govern-

ment to such extent, and organize it in such manner, as to

enable it to discharge its duties, and manage the affairs of the

states, to the best advantage. There are two circumstances

remarkable in our colonial settlement : — 1st, the exclusive

monopoly of our trade ; 2nd, that it was settled by the com-

mons of England only. The revolution, in having emanci-

pated us from the shackles of Great Britain, has put the en-

tire government in the hands of one order of people only—
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freemen ; not of nobles and freemen. This is a peculiai

trait in the character of this revolution. That this sacred

deposit miy be always retained there, is mj most earnest

wish and fervent prayer. That union is the first object for

the security of our political happiness, in the hands of

gracious Providence, is well understood and universally ad-

mitted through all the United States. From New Hamp-
shire to Georgia, (Rhode Island excepted,) the people have

uniformly manifested a strong attachment to th(5 Union.

This attachment has resulted from a persuasion of its utility

and necessity. In short, this is a point so well known, that

it is needless to trespass on your patience any longer about

it. A recurrence has been had to history. Ancient and
modern leagues have been mentioned, to make impressions.

Will they admit of any analogy with our situation ? The
same principles will produce the same effects. Permit me
to take a review of those leagues which the honorable gen-

tleman has mentioned ; which are, 1st, the Amphictyonic coun-
cil ; 2d, the Achaean league ; Sd, the Germanic system ; 4th,

the Swiss cantons; 5th, the United Netherlands; and 6th,

the New England confederacy. Before I develop the prin-

ciples of these leagues, permit me to speak of what must in-

fluence the happiness and duration of leagues. These prin-

cipally depend on the following circumstances: 1st, the

happy construction of the government of the members of the

union ; 2d, the security from foreign danger. For instance,

monarchies united would separate soon ; aristocracies would
preserve their union longer; but democracies, unless separa-

ted by some extraordinary circumstance, would last forever.

The causes of half the wars that have thinned the ranks of

mankind, and depopulated nations, are caprice, folly, and

ambition : these belong to the higher orders of governments,

where the passions of one, or of a few individuals, direct the

fite of the rest of the community. But it is otherwise with

democracies, where there is an equality among the citizens
,

and a foreign and powerful enemy, especially a monarch,

may crush weaker neighbors. Let us see how far these po-

sitions are supported by the history of these leagues, and how
far they apply to us. The Amphictyonic council consisted of

three members— Sparta, Thebes, and Athens. What was
the construction of these states.^ Sparta was a monarchy
more analoi^ous to the constitution of England than any 1

VOL. III. 27
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have heard of in modern times. Thebes was a democracy,
but on different principles from modern democracies. Rep-
resentation was not known then. This is the acquirement

of modern times. Athens, like Thebes, was generally dem-
ocratic, but sometimes changed. In these two states, the

people transacted their business in person ; consequently they

could not be of any great extent. There was a perpetual

variance between the members of this confederacy, and its

ultimate dissolution was attributed to this defect. The
weakest were obliged to call for foreign aid, and this precip-

itated the ruin of this confederacy. The Achaean league

had more analogy to ours, and gives me great hopes that the

apprehensions of gentlemen with respect to our confederacy

are groundless. They were all democratic, and firmly united.

What was the effect ? The most perfect harmony and
friendship subsisted between them, and they were very ac-

tive in guarding their liberties. The history of that confed-

eracy does not present us with those confusions and internal

convulsions which gentlemen ascribe to all governments of a

confederate kind. The most respectable historians prove

this confederacy to have been exempt from those defects.

[Here Mr. Monroe read several passages in Polybius, tending to elu-

cidate and prove the excellent structure of the Achajan league, and the

consequent happy effects of this excellency.]

He then continued : This lea2:ne was founded on demo-
cratical principles, and, from the wisdom of its structure, con-

tinued a far greater length of time than any other. Its

members, like our states, by their confederation, retained

their individual sovereignty, and enjoyed a perfect equality.

What destroyed it.'' Not internal dissensions. They were
surrounded by great and powerful nations — the Lacede-
monians, Macedonians, and ^tolians. The ^Etolians and
Lacedemonians making war on them, they solicited the

assistance of Macedon, who no sooner granted it than she

became their oppressor. To free themselves from the tyr-

anny of the Macedonians, they prayed succor from the Ro-
mans, who, after relieving them from their oppressors, soon

totally enslaved them.

The Germanic body is a league of independent principali-

ties. It has no analogy to our system. It is very injudi-

ciously organized. Its members are kept together by the
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fear of danger from one another, and from foreign powers,

and bj the influence of the emperor.

The Swiss cantons have been instanced, also, as a prool

of the natural imbecility of federal governments. Theii

league has sustained a variety of changes ; and, notyvith-

standing the many causes that tend to disunite them, they

still stand firm. We have not the same causes of disunion

or internal variance that they have. The individual cantons

composing the league are chiefly aristocratic. What an op-

portunity does this offer to foreign powers to disturb them by

bribing and corrupting their aristocrats ! It is well known
that their services have been frequently purchased by foreign

nations. Their difference of religion has been a source of

divisions and animosity between them, and tended to disu-

nite them. This tendency has been considerably increased

by the interference of foreign nations, the contiguity of their

position to those nations rendering such interference easy.

They have been kept together by the fear of those nations,

and the nature of their association ; the leading features of

which are a principle of equality between the cantons, and

the retention of individual sovereignty. The same reason-

ing applies nearly to the United Netherlands. The other

confederacy which has been mentioned has no kind of anal-

ogy to our situation.

From a review of these leagues, we find the causes of the

misfortunes of those which have been dissolved, to have been

a dissimilarity of structure in the individual members, the

facility of foreign interference, and recurrence to foreign aid

After this review of those leagues, if we consider our com-

parative situation, we shall find that nothing can be adduced,

from any of them, to warrant a departure from a confederacy

to a consolidation, on the principle of inefficacy in the for-

mer to secure our happiness. The causes which, with other

nations, rendered leagues ineffectual and inadequate to the

security and happiness of the people, do not exist here.

What is the form of our state governments? They are all

similar in their structure— perfectly democratic. The free-

dom of mankind has found an asylum here which it could

find nowhere else. Freedom of conscience is enjoyed here

\n the fullest degree. Our states are not disturbed by a con-

trariety of religious opinions, and other causes of quarrels

which other nations have. They have no causes of internal

variance. Causes of war between the states have been rep-
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resen ed m all those terrors which splendid genius and bril-

liant imagination can so well depict. But, sir, I conceive

they are imaginary— mere creatures of fancy. I will jidmit

that there was a contrariety of sentiments — a contest in

whicii I was a witness in some respects — a contest re-

specting the western unsettled lands. Every state, having a

charter for the lands within its colonial limits, had its claims

to such lands confirmed by the war. The other states con-

tended that those lands belonged not to a part of the states,

but to all ; that it was highly reasonable and equitable that

all should participate in what had been acquired by the efforts

of all. The progress of this dispute gave uneasiness to the

true friends of America : but territorial claims mav now be

said to be adjusted. Have not Virginia, North Carolina,

and other states, ceded their claims to Congress ? The dis-

putes between Virginia and Maryland are also settled ; nor

is there an existing controversy between any of the states

at present. Thus, sir, this great source of public calamity

has been terminated without the adoption of this govern-

ment.

Have we any danger to fear from the European countries ?

Permit me to consider our relative situation with regard to

them, and to answer what has been suggested on the sub-

ject. Our situation is relatively the same to all foreign

powers. View the distance between us and them : the

wide Atlantic— an ocean three thousand miles across— lies

between us. If there be any danger to these states to be

apprehended from any of those countries, it must be Great
Britain and Spain, whose colonies are contiguous to our

country. Has there been any thing on the part of Great
Britain, since the peace, that indicated a hostile intention

towards us ? Was there a complaint of a violation of treaty ?

She committed the first breach. Virginia instructed her

delegation to demand a reparation for the negroes which had
been carried away contrary to treaty. Being in Congress,

I know the facts. The other states were willing to get

some compensation for their losses, as well as Virginia. New
York wished to get possession of the western posts situated

"within her territory. We wished to establish an amicable

correspondence with that country, and to adjust all differ-

ences. The United States sent an ambassador for this pur-

pose The answer sent was, that a compliance with the

treaty on our part must precede it on theirs. These trans-
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actions are well known in every state, and need hardly be

mentioned. Certain it is that Great Britain is desirous of

peace, and that it is her true interest to be in friendship

with us : it is also so with Spain. Another circumstance

which has been dwelt upon is, the necessity of the protection

of commerce. What does our commerce require ? Does it

want extension and protection ? Will treaties answer these

ends? Treaties, sir, will not extend your commerce. Oui

object is the regulation of commerce, and not treaties. Oui

treaties with Holland, Prussia, and other powers, are of no

consequence. It is not to the advantage of the United

States to make any compact with any nation with respect to

trade. Our trade is engrossed by a country with which we
have no commercial treaty. That country is Great Britain.

That monopoly is the result of the want of a judicious regu-

lation on our part. It is as valuable and advantageous to

them, on its present footing, nay, more so, than it could be

by any treaty. It is the interest of the United States to

invite all nations to trade with them ; to open their ports to

all, and grant no exclusive privilege to any, in preference to

others. I apprehend no treaty that could be made can be

of any advantage to us. If those nations opened any of

their ports to us in the East or West Indies, it would be of

advantage to us ; but there is no probability of this. France

and Holland have been said to be threatening for the pay-

ment of the debts due to them. I understand that Holland

has added to her favors to us by lending us other sums lately.

This is a proof that she has no hostile intent against us, and

that she is willing to indulge us. France has made no press-

ing demand. Our country has received from that kingdom
the highest proof of favors which a magnanimous power can

show: nor are there any grounds to suspect a diminution of

its friendship. Having examined the analogy between the

ancient leagues and our confederacy, and shown that we
have no danger to apprehend from Europe, I conclude that

we are in no danger of immediate disunion, but that we may
calmly and dispassionately examine the defects of our

government, and apply such remedies as we shall find

necessary.

I proceed now to the examination of the Confederation,

and to take a comparative view of this Constitution. In ex-

amining either, a division into two heads is proper, viz
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1st, the form, and, 2d, the powers, of the government. I

consider the existing system defective in both resj3ects. Is

the Confederation a band of union sufficiently strong to

bind the .states together? Is it possessed of sufficient power

to enable it to manage the affairs of the Union ? Is it well

organized, safe, and proper ? I confess that, in all these in-

stances, I consider it as defective ; I consider it to be void of

energy, and badly organized.

What are the powers which the federal government ought

to have ? I will draw the line between the powers neces-

sary to be given to the federal, and those which ought to be

left to the state governments. To the former I would give

control over the national affairs ; to the latter I would leave

the care of local interests. Neither the Confederation, nor

this Constitution, answers this discrimination. To make the

first a proper federal government, I would add to it one great

power — I would give it an absolute control over commerce.

To render the system under consideration safe and proper

I would take from it one power only— I mean that of direc.

taxation. I conceive its other powers are sufficient without

this. My objections to this power are, that I conceive it not

necessary, impracticable under a democracy, (if exercised,) as

tending to anarchy, or the subversion of liberty, and proba-

bly the latter. In the first place, it is unnecessary, because

exigencies will not require it. The demands and necessities

of government are now greater than they will be hereafter,

because of the expenses of the war in which we WTre en-

gaged, which cost us the blood of our best citizens, and

which ended so gloriously.

There is no danger of war, as I have already said. Our

necessities will therefore in a short time be greatly dimin-

ished. What are the resources of the United States ? How
are requisitions to be complied with ? I know the govern-

ment ought to be so organized as to be competent to dis-

charge its engagements and secure the public happiness.

To enable it to do these things, I would give it the power

of laying an impost, which is amply sufficient with its other

means. The impost, at an early period, was calculated at

nearly a million of dollars. If this calculation was well

founded, if it was so nmch at five per centum, what will it

not amount to, when the absolute control of commerce will

be in the hands of Congress ? May we not suppose, when
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the general government will lay what duties it may think

proper, that the amount will be very considerable ? There
are other resources. The l)ack. lands have already been

looked upon as a very important resource. When we view
the western extensive territory, and contemplate the fertilitv

of the soil, the noble rivers which penetrate it, and the ex
cellent navigation which may be had there, may we not de-

pend on this as a very substantial resource ?

In the third place, we have the resource of loans. This
is a resource which is necessary and proper, and has been
recurred to by all nations. The credit of our other resources

will enable us to procure, by loans, any sums we may want.
We have also, in the fourth place, requisitions, which are so

much despised. These, sir, have heen often productive.

As the demands on the states will be but for trivial sums,
after Congress shall be possessed of its other great resources,

is it to be presumed that its application will be despised :

If the government be well administered, or possess any part

of the confidence of the people, is it presumed that requi-

sitions, for trivial sums will be refused ? I conclude, sir,

that they will be readily complied with ; and that they, with
the imposts, back lands, and loans, will be abtmdantly suffi-

cient for all the exigencies of the Union. In the next place,

it appears to me that the exercise of the power of direct

taxation is impracticable in this country, under a democ-
racy.

Consider the territory lying between the Atlantic Ocean
and the Mississippi. Its extent far exceeds that of the

German empire. It is larger than any territory that ever

was under any one free government. It is too extensive

to be governed but by a despotic monarchy. Taxes cannot
be laid justly and equally in such a territory. What are

the objects of direct taxation ? Will the taxes be laid on
land ? One gentleman has said that the United States

would select out a particular object, or objects, and leave the

rest to the states. Suppose land to be the object selected

by Congress : examine its consequences. The landholder

alone would suffer by such a selection. A very considerable

part of the community would escape. Those who pursue

commerce and arts would escape. It could not possibly be

estimated equally. Will the taxes belaid on polls only?
Would not the landholder escape in that case ? How, then,
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will it be laid ? On all property ? Consider the conse-

quences. Is it possible to make a law thai shall operate

alii^e in all the states ? Is it possible that there should be

sufficient intelligence for the men of Georgia to know the

situation of the men of New Hampshire ? Is there a pre-

cise similitude of situation in each state ? Compare the

situation of the citizens in different states.

Are there not a thousand circumstances showing clearly

that there can be no law that can be uniform in its opera-

tion throughout the United States ? Another gentleman

said that information would be had from the state laws. Is

not this reversing the principles of good policy ? Can this

substitution of one body to thirteen assemblies, in a matter

that requires the most minute and extensive local informa-

tion, be politic or just? They cannot know what taxes can

be least oppressive to the people. The tax that may be

convenient in one state may be oppressive in another. If

they vary the objects of taxation in different states, the

operation must be unequal and unjust. If Congress should

fix the tax on some mischievous objects, what will be the

tendency? It is to be presumed that all governments will,

some time or other, exercise their powers, or else why
should they possess them ? Inquire into the badness of this

government. What is the extent of the power of laying

and collecting direct taxes? Does it not give to the United

States all the resources of the individual states ? Does it

not give an absolute control over the resources of all the

states ? [f you give the resources of the several states to

the general government, in what situation are the states

left ? 1 therefore think the general government will pre-

ponderate.

Besides its possession of all the resources of the country,

there are other circumstances that will enable it to triumph

in the conflict with the states. Gentlemen of influence

and character, men of distinguished talents, of eminent virtue,

and great endowments, will compose the general govern-

ment. In what a situation will the different states be, when
all the talents and abilities of the country will be against

them ?

Another circumstance will operate in its favor, in case of

a contest. The oath that is to be taken to support it will

aid it most powerfully. The influence which the sanction
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of oalhs has on men is irresistible. The religious authority

of divine revelation will be quoted to prove the propriet_y

of adhering to it, and will have great influence in disposing

men's minds to maintain it.

It will also be strongly supported by the last clause in

the 8tli section of the 1st article, which vests it with the

power of making all laws necessary to carry its powers into

effect. The correspondent judicial powers will be an addi

tional aid. There is yet another circumstance which will

throw the balance in the scale of the general government.

A disposition in its favor has shown itself in all parts of the

continent, and will certainly become more and more pre-

dominant. Is it not to be presumed that, if a contest be-

tween the state legislatures and the general government
should arise, the latter would preponderate ? The Confed-
eration has been deservedly reprobated for its inadequacy

to promote the public welfare. But this change is, in my
opinion, very dangerous. It contemplates objects with

which a federal government ought never to interfere. The
concurrent interfering power of laying taxes on the people

will occasion a perpetual conflict between the general and
individual governments; which, for the reasons I have already

mentioned, must terminate to the disadvantage, if not in

the annihilation, of the latter. Can it be presumed that the

people of America can patiently bear such a double oppres-

sion ? Is it not to be presumed that they will endeavor to

get rid of one of the oppressors ? I fear, sir, that it will

ultimately end in the establishment of a monarchical gov-

ernment. The people, in order to be delivered from one
species of tyranny, may submit to another. I am strongly

impressed with the necessity of having a firm national gov-

ernment ; but I am decidedly against giving it the power of

direct taxation, because I think it endangers our liberties.

My attachment to the Union and an energetic government
is such, that I would consent to give the general govern-

ment every power contained in that plan, except that of

taxation.

As it will operate on all states and individuals, powers
given it generally should be qualified. It may be attributed

to the prejudice of my education, but I am a decided and
warm friend to a bill of rights — the polar star and great

support of American liberty ; and I am clearly of opinion
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that the general powers conceded by that plan, such as the

impost, &'.., should be guarded and checked by a bill of

rights.

Permit me to examine the reasoning that admits that all

powers not given up are reserved. Apply this. If you give

to the United States the power of direct taxation, in making
all laws necessary to give it operation, (which is a power
given by the last clause in the 8th section of the 1st arti-

cle,) sup|X)se they should be of opinion that the right of the

trial by jury was not one of the requisites to carry it into

effect ; there is no check in this Constitution to prevent the

formal abolition of it. There is a general power given to

them to make all laws that will enable them to carry their pow-
ers into effect. There are no limits pointed out. They are

not restrained or controlled from making any law, however
oppressive in its operation, which they may think necessary

to carry their powers into effect. By this general, unqualified

power, they may infringe not only on the trial by jury, but

the liberty of the press, and every right that is not expressly

secured or excepted from that general power. I conceive

that such general powers are very dangerous. Our great

unalienable rights ought to be secured from being destroyed

by such unlimited powers, either by a bill of rights, or by an
express provision in the body of the Constitution. It is im-

material in which of these two modes rights are secured.

I fear I have tired the patience of the committee ; I beg,

however, the indulgence of making a few more observations.

There is a distinction between this government and ancient

and modern ones. The division of power in ancient govern-

ments, or in any government at present in the world, was
founded on different principles from those of this government.
What was the object of the distribution of power in Rome ?

It will not be controverted, that there was a composition or

mixture of aristocracy, democracy, and monarchy, each of

which had a repellent quality which enabled it to preserve

itself from being destroyed by the other two ; so that the

balance was continually maintained. This is the case in

the English government, which has the most similitude to

our own. There they have distinct orders in the govern-

ment, which possess real, efficient repellent qualities. Let
us illustrate it. If the commons prevail, may they not vot«

the king useless? If the king prevails, will not fhe com
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mons lose th.ir liberties? Without the interposition of a
check, without a bahince, the one would destroy the othei

The lords, the third branch, keep up this balance. Th'-

wisdom of the English constitution has given a share of

legislation to each of the three branches, which enables it

effectually to defend itself, and which preserves the liberty

of the people of that country.

What is the object of the division of power in America?
Why is the government divided into different branches ? For
a more faithful and regular administration. Where is there

a check ? We have more to aj)prehend from the union of

these branches than from the subversion of any ; and this

union will destroy the rights of the people. There is noth-

ing to prevent this coalition; but the contest which will

probably subsist between the general government and the

individual governments will tend to produce it. There is

a division of sovereignty between th(^ national and state

governments. How far, then, will they coalesce together ?

Is it not to be supposed that there will be a conflict between
them? If so, will not the members of the former combine
together ? Where, then, will be the check to prevent en-

croachments on the rights of the people ? There is not a

third essentially distinct branch, to preserve a just equilibri-

um, or to prevent such encroachments. In developing this

plan of government, we ought to attend to the necessity of

having checks. I can see no real checks in it.

Let us first inquire into the probability of harmony be-

tween the general and individual governments; and, in the

next place, into the responsibility of the general govern-

ment, either to the people at large or to the state legislatures.

As to the harmony between the governments, communion
of powers, legislative and judicial, forbids it.

I have never yet heard or read, in the history of mankind, of
a concurrent exercise of power by two parties, without pro-

ducing a struggle between them. Consult the human heart.

Does it not prove that, where two parties, or bodies, seek
the same object, there must be a struggle ? Now, sir, as to

the responsibility. Let us begin with the House of Rep-
-esentatives, which is the most democratic part. The rep-

resentatives are elected by the people ; but what is the

responsibility? At the expiration of the time for which
ihev are elected, the people may discontinue them: but if
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tney commit high crimes, how are they to be punished ?

\ apprehend the general government cannot punish them,

because it would be a subversion of the rights of the people.

The Slate legislatures cannot punish them, because tliej have

no control over them in any one instance. In the next, con-

sider the responsibility of the senators. To whom are they

amenable ? I apprehend, to none. They are punishable

neither by the general government nor by the state legisla-

tures. The latter may call them to an account, but they

have no power to punish them.

Let us now consider the reponsibility of the President.

He is elected for four years, and not excluded from reelec-

tion. Suppose he violates the laws and Constitution, or

commits high crimes. By whom is he to be tried ?— By his

own council— by those who advise him to commit such vio-

lations and crimes ? This subverts the principles of justice,

as it secures him from punishment. He commands the army
of the United States till he is condemned. Will not this be

an inducement to foreign nations to use their arts and in-

trigues to corrupt his counsellors? If he and his counsellors

can escape punishment with so much facility, what a delight-

ful prospect must it be for a foreign nation, which may be

desirous of gaining territorial or commercial advantages over

us, to practise on them ! The certainty of success would be

equal to the impunity. How is he elected ? By electors

appointed according to the directions of the state legislatures.

Does the plan of government contemplate any other mode ?

A combination between the electors might easily happen,

which would fix on a man in every respect improper. Con-
template this in all its consequences. Is it not the object of

foreign courts to have such a man possessed of this power as

would be inclined to promote their interests ? What an ad-

vantageous prospect for France and Great Britain to secure

the favor and attachment of the President, by exerting their

power and influence to continue him in the office ! Foreign

nations may, by their intrigues, have great influence, in each

state, in the election of the President; and I have no doubt bu^

their efforts will be tried to the utmost. Will not the influ-

ence of the President himself have great weiijht in his re-

election ? The variety of the offices at his disposal will ac-

(juire him the favor and attachment of those who aspire after

them, and of the officers and their friends. He will have some
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connection with the members of the different branches ol

government. They will esteem him, because they will be

acquainted with him, live in the same town with him, and

often dine with him. This familiar and frequent intercourse

will secure him great influence. I presume that when once

he is elected, he may be elected forever. Besides his influ

ence in the town where ho will reside, he will have very

considerable weight in the different states. Those who are

acquainted with the human mind, in all its operations, can

clearly foresee this. Powerful men in different states will

form a friendship with him. For these reasons, I conceive,

the same President may always be continued, and be in fact

elected by Congress, instead of independent and intelligent

electors. It is a misfortune, more than once experienced,

that the representatives of the; statcjs do not pursue the par-

ticular interest of their own state. When we take a more

accurate view of the principles of the Senate, we shall have

grounds to fear that the interest of our state may be totally

neglected ; nay, that our legislative influence will be as if

we were actually expelled or banished out of Conf:;ress. The
senators are amenable to, and appointed by, the states. They
have a negative on all laws, may originate any except money
bills, and direct the affairs of the executive. Seven states

are a majority, and can in most cases bind the rest ; from

which reason, the interest of certain states alone will be con-

sulted. Althouiih the House of Representatives is calculated

on national principles, and should they attend (contrary to

my expectations) to the general interests of the Union, yet

the dauiierous exclusive powers given to the Senate will, in

my opinion, counterbalance their exertions. Consider the

connection of the Senate with the executive. Has it not an

authority over all the acts of the executive ? What are the

acts which the President can do without them ? What num-
ber is requisite to make treaties.^ A very small number.

Two thirds of those who may happen to be present, may,
with the President, make treaties that shall sacrifice the

dearest interests of the Southern States— which may relin-

quish part of our territories— which may dismember the

United States. There is no check to prevent this ; there is

no responsibility, or power to punish it. He is to nominate,

and, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to

appoint, ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls,
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judg»;:i )f the Supreme Court, and all other officers of the

United States. The concuireiice of a bare majority of those

who may be present will enable him to do these important

acts. It does not require the consent of two thirds even of

those who may be present. Thus I conceive the govern-

ment is put entirely into the hands of seven states ; indeed,

into the hands of two thirds of a majority. The executive

branch is under their protection, and yet they are freed from
a direct charge of combination.

Upon reviewing this oovernment, I must say, under my
present impression, I think it a dangerous government, and
calculated to secure neither the interests nor the rights of our

countrymen. Under such a one, I shall be averse to embark
the best hopes and prospects of a free people. We have

struggled long to bring about this revolution, by which we
enjoy our present freedom and security. Why, then, this

haste— this wild precipit:Uion ?

I have fatigued the committee ; but, as I have not yet

said all that 1 wish upon the subject, I trust I shall be in-

dulged another day.

Mr. JOHN MARSHALL. Mr. Chairman, I conceive

that the object of the discussion now before us is, whether
democracy or despotism l)e most eligible. I am sure thai

those who framed the system submitted to our investigation,

and those who now support it, intend the establishment and

security of the former. The supporters of the Constitution

claim the title of being firm friends of the liberty and the

rights of mankind. They say that they consider it as the

best means of protecting liberty. We, sir, idolize democracy.

Those who oppose it have bestowed eulogiums on monarchy.

We prefer this system to any monarchy, because we are con-

vinced that it has a greater tendency to secure our liberty

and promote our happiness. We admire it, because we
think it a well-regulated democracy. It is recommended to

the good people of this country : they are, through us, to

declare whether it be such a plan of government as will es-

tablish and secure their freedom.

Permit me to attend to what the honorable gentleman

(Mr. Henry) has said. He has expatiated on the necessity

of a due attention to certain maxims— to certain funda-

mental principles, from which a free people ought never to

depart. I concur with him in the propriety of the ^*
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servance of such maxims. They are necessary in any gov-
ernment, but more essential to a democracy than to any
other. What are the favorite maxims of democracy ? A strict

observance ofJustice and public faith, and a steady adherence
to virtue. These, sir, are the principles of a good govern-
ment. No mischief, no misfortune, ought to deter us from
a strict observance of justice and public faith. Would to

Heaven that these principles had been observed under the

present government! Had this been the case, the friends

of liberty would not be so willing now to part with it. Can
we boast that our government is founded on these maxims?
Can we pretend to the enjoyment of political freedom or

security, when we are told that a man has been, by an act

of Assembly, struck out of existence without a trial by Jury,
without examination, without being confronted with his ac-

cusers and witnesses, without the benefits of the law of the
land ? Where is our safety, when we are told that this act

was justifiable because the person was not a Socrates ?

What has become of the worthy member's maxims ? Is

this one of them ? Shall it be a maxim that a man shall be
deprived of his life without the benefit of law? Shall such
a deprivation of life be justified by answering, that the man's
life was not taken secundum artem because he was a bad
man ? Shall it be a maxim that government ought not to be

empowered to protect virtue ?

The honorable member, after attempting to vindicate that

tyrannical legislative act to which I have been alluding, pro-

ceeded to take a view of the dangers to which this country

is exposed. He told us that the principal danger arose from
a government which, if adopted, would give away the Mis-
sissippi. I intended to proceed regularly, by attending to

the clause under debate ; but I must reply to some observa-

tions which were dwelt upon to make impressions on our

minds unfavorable to the plan upon the table. Have we no

navigation in, or do we derive no benefit from, the Missis-

sippi ? How shall we retain it ? By retaining that weak
government which has hitherto kept it from us ? Is it thus

that we shall secure that navigation ? Give the government
the power of retaining it, and then we may hope to derive

actual advantages from it. Till we do this, we cannot ex-

pect that a government which hitherto has not been able to

protect it, will have the power to do it hereafter. Have we
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attended too long to consider whether this government would

be able to protect us ? Shall we wait for further proofs of

its inefficacj ? If, on mature consideration, the Constitution

will be found to be perfectly right on the subject of treaties,

and containing no danger of losing that navigation, will he

still ohject? Will he object because eight states are unwill-

ing to part with it ? This is no good ground of objection.

He then stated the necessity and probability of obtaining

amendments. This we ought to postpone until we come to

that clause, and make up our minds whether there be any

thing unsafe in this system. He conceived it impossihle to

obtain amendments after adopting it. If he was right, does

not his own argument prove that, in his own conception,

previous amendments cannot be had ? for, sir, if subsequent

amendments cannot be obtained, shall we get amendments

before we ratify ? The reasons against the latter do not

apply against the former. There are in this state, and in

every state in the Union, many who are decided enemies of

the Union. Reflect on the probable conduct of such men.

What will they do ? They will bring amendments which

are local in their nature, and which they know will not be

accepted. What security have we that other states will not

do the same ? We are told that many in the states were

violently opposed to it. They are more mindful of local in-

terests. They will never propose such amendments as they

think would be obtained. Disunion will be their object.

This will be attained by the proposal of unreasonable amend-

ments. This, sir, though a strong cause, is not the only one

that will militate against previous amendments. Look at

the comparative temper of this country now, and when the

late federal Convention met. We had no idea then of any

particular system. The formation of the most perfect plan

was our object and wish. It was imagined that the states

would accede to, and be pleased with, the proposition that

would be made them. Consider the violence of opinions,

the prejudices and animosities which have been since im-

bihed. Will not these operate greatly against mutual conces-

sions, or a friendly concurrence ? This will, however, be taken

up more properly at another time. He says, we wish to have

a strong, energetic, powerful government. We contend for a

well-regulated democracy. He insinuates that the power of

the government has been enlarged by the Convention, and
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that we may apprehend it will be enlarged by others

The Convention did not, in fact, assume any power.

They have proposed to our consideration a scheme

of government which they thought advisable. We are

not bound to adopt it, if we disapprove of it. Haa
not every individual in this community a right to tender

that scheme which he thought most conducive to the

welfare of his country ? Have not several gentlemen

already demonstrated that the Convention did not exceed

their powers .'' But the Congress have the power of

making bad laws, it seems. The Senate, with the Presi-

dent, he informs us, may make a treaty which shall be disad-

vantageous to us ; and that, if they be not good men, it will

not be a good Constitution. I shall ask the worthy member
only, if the people at large, and they alone, ought to make
laws and treaties ? Has any man this in contemplation ?

You cannot exercise the powers of government personally

yourselves. You must trust to agents. If so, will you dis-

pute giving them the power of acting for you, from an ex-

isting possibility that they may abuse it .^ As long as it is

impossible for you to transact your business in person, if you

repose no confidence in delegates, because there is a possi-

bility of their abusing it, you can have no government ; for

the power of doing good is inseparable from that of doing

some evil.

We may derive from Holland lessons very beneficial to

ourselves. Happy that country which can avail itself of the

misfortunes of others— which can gain knowledge from that

source without fatal experience ! What has produced the

late disturbances in that country ? The want of such a gov-

ernment as is on your table, and having, in some measure,

such a one as you are about to part with. The want of

proper powers in the government, the consequent deranged

and relaxed administration, the violence of contending par-

ties, and inviting foreign powers to interpose in their disputes,

have subjected them to all the mischiefs which have inter-

rupted their harmony. I cannot express my astonishment

at his high-colored eulogium on such a government. Can
any thing be more dissimilar than the relation between

the British government and the colonies, and the relation

between Congress and the states ? We were not repre-

.sented in Parliament. Here we are represented. Argu-

voL. III. 29
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merits which prove the impropriety of being taxed by Britain,

do not hold against the exercise of taxation by Congress.

Let me pay attention to the observation of the gentleman
who was last up, that the power of taxation ought not to be

given to Congress. This subject requires the undivided

attention of this house. This power I think essentially

necessary
; for without it there will be no efficiency in the

government. We have had a sufficient demonstration of the

vanity of depending on requisitions. How, then, can the

general government exist without this power? The possi-

bility of its being abused is urged as an argument against

its expediency. To very little purpose did Vir^iinia discover

the defects in the old system ; to little purpose, indeed, did

she propose improvements ; and to no purpose is this plan

constructed for the promotion of our happiness, if we refuse

it now, because it is possible that it may be abused. The
Confederation has nominal powers, but no means to carry

them into effect. If a system of government were devised

by more than human intelligence, it would not be effectual

if the means were not adequate to the power. All delegated

powers are liable to be abused. Arguments drawn from this

source go in direct opposition to the government, and in

recommendation of anarchy. The friends of the Constitu-

tion are as tenacious of liberty as its enemies. They wish

to give no power that will endanger it. They wish to

give the government powers to secure and protect it. Our
inquiry here must be, whether the power of taxation be

necessary to perform the objects of the Constitution, and

whether it be safe, and as well guarded as human wisdom
can do it. What are the objects of the national government ?

To protect the United States, and to promote the general

welfare. Protection, in time of war, is one of its principal

objects. Until mankind shall cease to have ambition and

avarice, wars will arise.

The prosperity and happiness of the peo{)le depend on the

performance of these great and important duties of the gen-

eral government. Can these duties be- performed by one

state ? Can one state protect us, and promote our happiness?

The honorable gentleman who has gone before me (Governor

Randolph) has shown that Virginia cannot do these things.

How, then, can they be done? By the national govern

ment only. Shall we refuse to give it powei to do them ?
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We are answered, that the powers may be abused ; that,

though the Congress may promote our happiness, yet they
may prostitute their powers to destroy our libertic^s. This
goes to the destruction of all confidence in agents. Would
you believe that men who had merited your highest confi-

dence would deceive you ? Would you trust them again
after one deception ? Why then hesitate to trust the gen-
eral government? The object of our inquiry is, Is the power
necessary, and is it guarded? There must be men and
money to protect us. How are armies to be raised ? Must
we not have money for that purpose? But the honorable
gentleman says that we need not be afraid of war. Look at

history, which has been so often quoted. Look at the great
volume of human nature. They will foretell you that a
defenceless country cannot be secure. The nature of man
forbids us to conclude that we are in no danger, from war.
The passions of men stimulate them to avail themselves of
the weakness of others. The powers of Europe are jealous
of us. It is our interest to watch their conduct, and guard
against them. They must be pleased with our disunion. If

we invite them by our weakness to attack us, will they not
do it? If we add debility to our present situation, a parti-

tion of America may take place.

It is, then, necessary to give the government that power,
in time of peace, which the necessity of war will render in-

dispensable, or else we shall be attacked unprepared. The
experience of the world, a knowledge of human nature, and
our own particular experience, will confirm this truth. When
danger shall come upon us, may we not do what we were
on the point of doing once already — that is, appoint a dic-

tator ? Were those who are now friends to this Constitu-
tion less active in the defence of liberty, on that trying
occasion, than those who oppose it ? When foreign dangers
come, may not the fear of immediate destruction, by fon^ign

enemies, impel us to take a most dangerous step? Where,
then, will be our safety ? We may now regulate and frame
a plan that will enable us to repel attacks, and render a

recurrence to dangerous expedients unnecessary. If we be
prpDared to defend ourselves, there will be little inducement
to attack us. But if we defer giving the necessary power
to the general government till the moment of danijer arrives,

we shall give it then, and with an unsparing hand. Ameri
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ca, lik'^ other nations, may be exposed to war. The pro-

priety of giving this power will be proved by the history of the

worla, and particularly of modern republics. 1 defy you to

produce a single instance where requisitions on several indi-

vidual states, composing a confederacy, have been honestly

complied with. Did gentlemen expect to see such punctu-

ality complied with in America ? If they did, our own
experience shows the contrary.

We are told that the Confederation carried us through the

war. Had not the enthusiasm of liberty inspired us with

unanimity, that system would never have carried us through

it. It would have been much sooner terminated had that

government been possessed of due energy. The inability

of Congress, and the failure of states to comply with the

constitutional requisitions, rendered our resistance less effi-

cient than it might have been. The weakness of that gov-

ernment caused troops to be against us which ought to have

been on our side, and prevented all resources of the com-
munity from being called at once into action. The extreme

readiness of the people to make their utmost exertions to

ward off solely the pressing danger, supplied the place of

requisitions. When they came solely to be depended on, their

inutility was fully discovered. A bare sense of duty, or a

regard to propriety, is too feeble to induce men to comply

with obligations. We deceive ourselves if we expect any

efficacy from these. If requisitions will not avail, the govern-

ment must have the sinews of war some other way. Requi-

sitions cannot be effectual. They will be productive of

delay, and will ultimately be inefficient. By direct taxa-

tion, the necessities of the government will be supplied in

a peaceable manner, without irritating the minds of the peo-

ple. But requisitions cannot be rendered efficient without

a civil war— without great expense of money, and the blood

of our citizens. Are there any other means ? Yes, that

Congress shall apportion the respective quotas previously,

and if not complied with by the states, that then this dreaded

power shall be exercised. The operation of this has been

described by the gentleman who opened the debate. He
cannot be answered. This great objection to that system

remains unanswered. Is there no other argument which

ought to have weijjht with us on this subject r Delay is a

strong and pointed objection to it.
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We are told by the gentleman who spoke last, that direct

taxation is unnecessary, because we are not involved in war.

This admits the propriety of recurring to direct taxation if

we were engaged in war. It has not been proved that we
have no dangers to apprehend on this point. What will be

the consequence of the system proposed by the worthy gen
tleman ? Suppose the states should refuse !

The worthy gentleman who is so pointedly opposed to the

Constitution, proposes remonstrances. Is it a time for Con-
gress to remonstrate, or compel a compliance with requisi-

tions, when the Avhole wisdom of the Union, and the power
of Congress, are opposed to a foreign enemy ? Another
alternative is, that, if the states shall appropriate certain

funds for the use of Congress, Congress shall not lay

direct taxes. Suppose the funds appropriated by the states

for the use of Congress should be inadequate ; it will not be

determined whether they be insufficient till after the time at

which the quota ought to have been paid ; and then, after

so long a delay, the means of procuring money, which ought
to have been employed in the first uistance, must be recurred

to. May they not be amused by such ineffectual and tem-
porizing alternatives from year to year, until America shall

be enslaved ? The failure in one state will authorize a

failure in another. The calculation in some states that

others will fail, will produce general failures. This will also

be attended with all the expenses which we are anxious to

avoid. What are the advantages to induce us to embrace
this system ? If they mean that requisitions should be com-
plied with, it will be the same as if Congress had the power
of direct taxation. The same amount will be paid by the

people.

It is objected, that Congress will not know how to lay

taxes so as to be easy and convenient for the people at large.

Let us pay strict attention to this objection. If it appears
to be totally without foundation, the necessity of levying

direct taxes will obviate what the gentleman says ; nor will

there be any color for refusing to grant the power.

The objects of direct taxes are well understood : they are

but few: what are they? Lands, slaves, stock of all kinds,

and a few other articles of domestic property. Can you
believe that ten men selected from all parts of the state,

chosen because they know the situation of the people, will

20
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be unabU; to determine so as to make the tax equal on, and

convenient for, the people at large ? Does any man believe

that they would lay the tax without the aid of other informa-

tion besides their own knowledge, when they know that the

very object for which they are elected is to lay the taxes in a

judicious and convenient manner? If they wish to retain

the affections of the people at large, will they not inform

themselves of every circumstance that can throw light on the

subject ? Have they but one source of information ? Be-

sides their own experience — their knowledge of what w ill

suit their constituents— they will have the benefit of the

knowledge and experience of the state legislature. They
will see in what manner the legislature of Virginia collects

its taxes. Will they be unable to follow their example ?

The gentlemen who shall be delegated to Congress will have

every source of information that the legislatures of the states

can have, and can lay the taxes as equally on the people, and

with as little oppression, as they can. If, then, it be admit-

ted that they can understand how to lay them equally and

conveniently, are we to admit that they will not do it, but

that, in violation of every principle that ought to govern men,

they will lay them so as to oppress us? What benefit will

they have by it ? Will it be promotive of their reelection ?

Will it be by wantonly imposing hardships and difficulties on

the people at large, that they will promote their own interest,

and secure their reelection ? To me it appears incontrovertible

that they will settle them in such a manner as to be easy for

the people. Is the system so organized as to make taxa-

tion dangerous ? I shall not go to the various checks of the

government, but examine whether the immediate represent-

ation of the people be well constructed. I conceive its or-

ganization to be sufficiently satisfactory to the warmest friend

of freedom. No tax can be laid without the consent of the

House of Representatives. If there be no impropriety in the

mode of electing the representatives, can any danger be ap-

prehended ? They are elected by those who can elect rep-

resentatives in the state legislature. How can the votes of

the electors be influenced ? By nothino; but the character

and conduct of the man they vote for. What object can in-

fluence them when about choosing him ? They have nothing

to direct them in the choice but their own good. Have you

not as pointed and strong a security as you can possibly have ?
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It is a mode that secures an impossibility of being- corrupted.

If they are to be chosen for their wisdom, virtue, and integ-

rity, what inducement have they to infringe on our freedom '

VVe are told that they may abuse their power. Are therr

strong motives to prompt them to abuse it? Will not such
abuse militate against their own interest? Will not they

and their friends feel the effects of iniquitous measures

:

Does the representative remain in office for life ? Does he
transmit his title of representative to his son ? Is he secured
from the burden imposed on the community ? To procure

their reelection, it will be necessary for them to confer with
the people at large, and convince them that the taxes laid

are for their good. If I am able to judge on the subject,

the power of taxation now before us is wisely conceded, and
the representatives are wisely elected.

The honorable gentleman said that a government should

ever depend on the affections of the people. It must be so.

It is the best support it can have. This government merits

the confidence of the people, and, I make no doubt, will have
it. Then he informed us again of the disposition of Spain
with respect to the Mississippi, and the conduct of the gov-

ernment with regard to it. To the debility of the Confed-
eration alone may justly be imputed every cause of com-
plaint on this subject. Whenever gentlemen will bring for-

ward their objections, I trust we can prove that no danger to

the navigation of that river can arise from the adoption of

this Constitution. I beg those gentlemen who may be

affected by it, to suspend their judgment till they hear it dis-

cussed. Will, says he, the adoption of this Constitution pay
our debts ? It will compel the states to pay their quotas.

Without this, Virginia will be unable to pay. Unless all the

states pay, she cannot. Though the states will not coin

money, (as we are told,) yet this government will bring forth

and proportion all the strength of the Union. That econ-
omy and industry are essential to our happiness, will be de-

nied by no man. But the present government will not add
to our industry. It takes away the incitements to industry,

by rendering property insecure and unprotected. It is the

paper on your table that will promote and encourage indus-

try. New Hampshire and Rhode Island have rejected it, he
tells us. New Hampshire, if my information be right, will

certainly adopt it. The report spread in this country, of
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which I have heard, is, that the representatives of that state

having, on meeting, found thej were instructed to vote against

it, returned to their constituents without determining the

question, to convince them of their being mistaken, and of

the propriety of adopting it.

The extent of the country is urged as another objection,

as being too great for a repubhcan government. This objec-

tion has been handed from author to author, and has been cer-

tainly tnisunderstood and misapplied. To what does it owe
its source ? To observations and criticisms on governments,

where representation did not exist. As to the legislative power,
was it ever supposed inadequate to any extent.'' Extent of

country may render it difficult to execute the laws, but not to

legislate. Extentofcountry does not extend the power. What
will be sufficiently energetic and operative in a small territory,

will be feeble when extended over a wide-extended country.

The gentleman tells us there are no checks in this plan. What
has become of his enthusiastic eulogium on the American
spirit ? We should find a check and control, when oppressed,

from that source. In this country, there is no exclusive per-

sonal stock of interest. The interest of the community is

blended and inseparably connected with that of the individual.

When he promotes his own, he promotes thatof the community.
When we consult the common good, we consult our own.
When he desires such checks as these, he will find them
abundantly here. They are the best checks. What has

become oi' his eulogium on the Virginia Constitution ,'' Do
the checks in this plan appear less excellent than those of

the Constitution of Virginia ? If the checks in the Consti-

tution be compared to the checks in the Virginia Consti-

tution, he will find the best security in the former.

The temple of liberty was complete, said he, when the

people of England said to their king, that he was their ser-

vant. What are we to learn from this ? Shall we embrace
such a system as that ? Is not liberty secure with us,

where the people hold all powers in their own hands, and
delegate them cautiously, for short periods, to their servants,

who are accountable for the smallest mal-administration ^

Where is the nation that can boast greater security than

we do ? We want only a system like the paper before you,

to strengthen and perpetuate this security.

The honorable gentleman has asked if there be any safety
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or freedom, when we give away the sword and the purse.

Shall the people at large hold the sword and the purse with-

out the interposition of their representatives ? Can the

whole aggregate community act personally ? I apprehend
that every gentleman will see the impossibility of this

Must they, then, not trust them to others ? To whom are

they to trust them but to their representatives, who are ac-

countable for their conduct.'' He represents secrecy as

unnecessary, and produces the British government as a proof

of its inutility. Is there no secrecy there ? When deliber-

ating on the propriety of declaring war, or on military

arrangements, do they deliberate in the open fields ? No,
sir. The British government affords secrecy when necessary,

and so ought every government. In this plan, secrecy is

only used when it would be fatal and pernicious to publish

the schemes of government. We are threatened with the

loss of our liberties by the possible abuse of power, notwith-

standing the maxim, that those who give may take away.
It is the people that give power, and can take it back.

What shall restrain them ? They are the masters who give

it, and of whom their servants hold it.

He then argues against the system, because it does not

resemble the British government in this— that the same pow-
er that declares war has not the means of carrying it on.

Are the people of England more secure, if the Commons
have no voice in declaring war ? or are we less secure by
having the Senate joined with the President ? It is an ab-

surdity, says the worthy member, that the same man should

obey two masters— that the same collector should gather

taxes for the general government and the state legislature.

Are they not both the servants of the people.^ Are not

Congress and the state legislatures the agents of the people,

and are they not to consult the good of the people ? May
not this be effected by giving the same officer the collection

of both taxes ? He tells you that it is an absurdity to adopt
before you amend. Is the object of your adoption to mend
•jolely ? The objects of your adoption are union, safety

against foreign enemies, and protection against faction—
against what has been the destruction of all republics.

These impel you to its adoption. If you adopt it, what
shall restrain you from amending it, if, in trying it, amend-
ments shall be found necessary ? The government is not

VOL. III. 30
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supported oy force, but depending on our free will. When
experience shall show us any inconveniences, we can then

correct it. But until we have experience on the subject,

amendments, as well as the Constitution itself, are to try.

Let us try it, and keep our hands free to change it when
necessary. If it be necessary to change government, let

us change that government which has been found to be

defective. The difficulty we find in amending the Confed-

eration will not be found in amending this Constitution.

Any amendments, in the system before you, will not go to

a radical change ; a plain way is pointed out for the purpose.

All will be interested to change it, and therefore all exert

themselves in getting the change. There is such a diver-

sity of sentiment in human minds, that it is impossible we
shall ever concur in one system till we try it. The power
given to the general government over the time, place, and

manner of election, is also strongly objected to. When we
come to that clause, we can prove it is highly necessary,

and not dangerous.

The worthy member has concluded his observations by

many eulogiums on the British constitution. It matters not

to us whether it be a wise one or not. I think that, for

America at least, the government on your table is very much
superior to it. I ask you if your House of Representatives

would be better than it is, if a hundredth part of the people

were to elect a majority of them. If your senators were
for life, would they be more agreeable to you ? If your

President were not accountable to you for his conduct,— if

it were a constitutional maxim, that he could do no wrong,
— would you be safer than you are now ? If you can an-

swer, Yes, to these questions, then adopt the British con-

stitution. If not, then, good as that government may be,

this is better. The worthy gentleman who was last up,

said the confederacies of ancient and modern times were

not similar to ours, and that consequently reasons which

applied against them could not be urged against it. Do
they not hold out one lesson very useful to us ? However
unlike in other respects, they resemble it in its total ineffi-

cacy. They warn us to shun their calamities, and place in

our government those necessary powers, the want of which

destroyed them. I hope we shall avail ourselves of their

misfortunes, without experiencing them. There was some
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thing peculiar in one observation he made. He said that

those who governed the cantons of Switzerland were pur

chased by foreign powers, which was the cause of thei'

uneasiness and trouble.

How does this apply to us ? If we adopt such a govern

ment as theirs, will it not be subject to the same inconve-

nience? Will not the same cause produce the s une effect f^

What shall protect us from it ? What is our security ? He
then proceeded to say, the causes of war are removed from

us ; that we are separated by the sea from the powers of Eu-
rope, and need not be alarmed. Sir, the sea makes them
neighbors to us. Though an immense ocean divides us, we
may speedily see them with us. What d ingers may we not

apprehend to our commerce ! Does not our naval weakness

invite an attack on our commerce ? May not the Algerines

seize our vessels ? Cannot they, and every other predatory

or maritime nation, pillage our ships and destroy our com-

merce, without subjecting themselves to any inconvenience ?

He would, he said, give the general government all neces-

sary powers. If any thing be necessary, it nmst be so

to call forth the strength of the Union when we may
be attacked, or when the general purposes of America re-

quire it. The worthy gentleman then proceeded to show,

that our present exigencies are greater than they will ever

be again.

Who can penetrate into futurity ? How can any man
pretend to say that our future exigencies will be less than

our present ? The exigencies of nations have been general-

ly commensurate to their resources. It would be the utmost

impolicy to trust to a mere possibility of not being attacked,

or obliged to exert the strength of the community. He
then spoke of a selection of particular objects by Congress,

which he says must necessarily be oppressive ; that Con-
gress, for instance, might select taxes, and that all but land-

holders would escape. Cannot Congress regulate the taxes

so as to be equal on all parts of the community ? Where is

the absurdity of having thirteen revenues ? Will they clash

with, or injure, each other? If not, why cannot Congress

make thirteen distinct laws, and impose the taxes on the

general objects of taxation in each state, so as that all per-

sons of the society shall pay equally, as they ought ?

He then told you that your Continental government will
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call forth the virtue and talents of America. This beinir the

case, will they encroach on the power of the state govern-

ments ? Will our most virtuous and able citizens wantonly
attempt to destroy the liberty of the people ? Will the most
virtuous act the most wickedly.'' I differ in oj)inion from
the worthy gentleman. I think the virtue and talents of the

members of the general government will tend to the security,

instead of the destruction, of our liberty. I think that the

power of direct taxation is essential to the existence of the

general government, and that it is safe to grant it. If this

power be not necessary, and as safe from abuse as any dele-

gated power can possibly be, then I say that the plan before

you is unnecessary ; for it imports not what system we have,

unless it have the power of protecting us in time of peace
and war.

Mr. HARRISON then addressed the chair, but spoke so

low that he could not be distinctly heard. He observed, that

the accusation of the General Assembly, with respect to Jo-

siah Phillips, was very unjust ; that he was a man wiio, by

the laws of nations, was entitled to no privilege of trial, &c.

;

that the Assembly had uniformly been lenient and moderate
in their measures ; and that, as the debates of this Conven-
tion would probably be published, he thought it very unwar-
rantable to utter expressions here which might induce the

world to believe that the Assembly of Virginia had com-
mitted murder. He added some observations on the plan

of government ; that it certainly would operate an infringe-

ment of the rights and liberties of the people ; that he was
amazed that gentlemen should attempt to misrepresent facts

to persuade the Convention to adopt such a system ; and
that he trusted they would not ratify it as it then stood.

Mr. GEORGE NICHOLAS, in reply to Mr. Harrison,

observed, that the turpitude of a man's character was not a

sufficient reason to deprive him of his life without a trial

;

that such a doctrine as that was a subversion of every shadow
of freedom ; that a fair trial was necessary to determine
whether accusations against men's characters were well-

founded or not ; and that no person would be safe, were it

once adopted as a maxim, that a man might be condemned
without a trial. Mr. Nicholas then proceeded : Although
we have sat eight days, so little has been done, that we have
hardly begun to discuss the question regularly. The rule
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of the house to proceed clause by clause has been violated.

Instead of doing this, gentlemen alarm us by declamation?

without reason or argument— by bold assertions that we
are going to sacrifice our liberties. It is a fact known to

many members within my hearing, that several members
have tried their interest without doors to induce others to op-

pose this system. Every local interest that could affect their

minds has been operated upon.

Can it be supposed that gentlemen elected, for their ability

and integrity, to represent the people of Virginia in this

Convention, to determine on this important question, whether

or not we shall be connected with the other states in the

Union— can it be thought, I say, that gentlemen in a situa-

tion like this will be influenced by motives like these ? An
answer which has been given is, that, if this Constitution be

adopted, the western countries will be lost. It is better that

a few countries should be lost, than all America. But, sir,

no such consequence can follow from its adoption. They
will be much more secure than they are at present. This

Constitution, sir, will secure the equal liberty and happiness

of all. It will do immortal honor to the gentlemen who
formed it. I shall show the inconsistency of the gentleman

who entertained us so long, (Mr. Henry.) He insisted that

subsequent amendments would go to a dissolution of the Un-
ion ; that Massachusetts was opposed to it in its present state

Massachusetts has absolutely ratified it, and has gone further,

and said that such and such amendments shall be proposed

by their representatives.

But such was the attachment of that respectable state to

the Union, that, even at that early period, she ratified it un-

conditionally, and depended on the probability of obtaining

amendments hereafter. Can this be a dissolution of the

Union ? Does this indicate an aversion to the Union on the

part of that state ? or can an imitation of her conduct injure

us ? He tells us that our present government is strong.

How can that government be strong which depends on hum-
ble supplications for its support ? Does a government which
is dependent for its existence on others, and which is unable

to afford protection to the people, deserve to be continued ?

But the honorable gentleman has no objections to see little

storrtis in republics; they may be useful in the political as

well as in the natural world. Every thing the great Creator
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has ordained in the natural world is founded on consummate

wisdom : but let him tell us what advantages convulsions,

dissensions, and bloodshed, will produce in the political

world. Can disunion be the means of securing the happi-

ness of the people in this political hemisphere ? The worthy

member has enlarged on our bill of rights.

Let us see whether his encomiums on the bill of rights be

consistent with his other arguments. Our declaration of

rights says that all men are by nature equally free and inde-

pendent. How comes the gentleman to reconcile himself

to a government wherein there are an hereditary monarch

and nobility ? He ohjects to this change, although our

present federal system is totally without energy. He objects

to this system, because he says it will prostrate your bill of

rights. Does not the bill of rights tell you that a majority

of the community have an indubitable ridit to alter any gov-

ernment which shall be found inadequate to the security of

the public happiness? Does it not say "that no free gov-

ernment, or the blessings of liberty, can be preserved to any

people, but by a firm adherence to justice, moderation, tem-

perance, frugality, and virtue, and by frequent recurrence to

fundamental principles " ? Have not the inadequacy of the

present system, and repeated flagrant violations of justice,

and the other principles recommended by the bill of rights,

been amply proved ? As this plan of government will pro-

mote our happiness and establish justice, will not its adop-

tion be justified by the very principles of your bill of rights?

But he has touched on a string which will have great

efTect. The western country is not safe if this plan be adopt-

ed. What do they stand in need of? Do they want pro-

tection from ejiemies ? The present weak government

cannot protect them. But the exercise of the congressional

powers, proposed by this Constitution, will afford them ample

security, because the general government can command the

whole strength of the Union, to protect any particular part.

There is another point wherein this government will set

them right. 1 mean the western posts. This is a subject

with which every gentleman here is acquainted. They have

been withheld from us, since the peace, by the British. The
violation of the treaty on our part authorizes this detention

in some degree. The answer of the British minister to our

demand of surrendering the posts was, that, as sooi) is
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America should show a disposition to comply with the treaty

on her part, Great Britain would do the same. By this

Constitution, treaties will be the supreme law of the land.

The adoption of it, therefore, is the only chance we have of

getting the western posts.

As to the navigation of the Mississippi, it is one of the

most unalienable rights of the people, and which ought to be

relinquished on no consideration. The strength of the west-

ern people is not adetjuate to its retention and enjoyment.

They can receive no aid from the Confederation. This
navigation can only be secured by one of two ways— by

force or by treaty. As to force, I apprehend that the new
government will be much more likely to hold it th:ui the; old.

It will be also more likely to retain it he. means of treaties;

because, as it will be more powerful and respectable, it will

be more feared ; and as they will have more power to injure

Si):iin, Spain will be more inclined to do them justice, by
yielding it, or by giving them an ade(juate com|)ensation.

It was said that France and Spain would not be j)leiised to

see the United States united in one great emj)ire. Shall we
remain feeble and contemptible to please thi'm ? Shall we
reject our own interest to protect theirs ? We shall be more
able to discharge our engagements. This may be agreeable
to them. There are many strong reasons to (^\j)eet that the

adoption of this system will be beneficial to the back country,

and that their interest will be much better attended to undei

the new than under the old government. There ar(^ checks
in this Constitution which ^^ill render the navirration of the

Mississippi safer than it was imder the Confederation. There
is a clause which, in my opinion, will prohibit the general

govc^rnment from relin(|uisliing that navii^ation. 'l^lu; hth

clause of the 9th section of the 1st article provides "that
no preference shall be given, by any regulation of commerce
or revenue, to the ports of one statci over those of another."

If Congress be expressly prohibited to give preference to the

ports of one state over those of another, there is a strong im-

plication that they cannot give preference to the ports of

any Ibrci^jn nation over those of a state. This will render

it unconstitutional to give Spain a preference to the western

country in the navigation of that river. They may say that

this is a constrained construction, but it appears to me ra-

tional. It would be a violation of true policy to i^ive such a
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preference. It would be a departure from natural construc-

tion to suppose that an advantao;e withheld from the states

should be given to a foreign nation.

Under the Confederation, Congress cannot make a treaty

without the consent of nine states. Congress, by the pro-

posed plan, cannot make a treaty without the consent of two
thirds of the senators jjresent, and of the President. Two
thirds will amount to nine states, if the senators I'rom all the

states be present. Can it be candidly and fairly supposed

that they will not all, or nearly all, be present when so im-

portant a subject as a treaty is to be agitated ? The consent

of the President is a very great security. He is elected by

the people at large. He will not have the local interests

which the members of Congress may have. If he deviates

from his duty, he is responsible to his constituents. He will

be degraded, and will bring on his head the accusation of

the representatives of the people— an accusation w^hich has

ever been, and always will be, very formidable. He will be

absolutely disqualified to hold any place of profit, honor, or

trust, and liable to further punishment if he has committed

such high crimes as are punishable at common law. From
the summit of honor and esteem he w^ill be precipitated to

the lowest infamy and disgrace. Although the representa-

tives have no immediate agency in treaties, yet, from their

influence in the government, they will direct every thing.

They will be a considerable check on the Senate and Presi-

dent. Those from small states will be particularly attentive,

to prevent a sacrifice of territory.

The ])eople of New England have lately purchased great

quantities of lands in the western country. Great numbers

of them have moved thither. Every one has left his friends,

relations, and acquaintances, behind him. This will prevent

those states from adopting a measure that would so greatly

tend to the injury of their friends. Has not Virginia, in the

most explicit terms, asserted her rijiht to that navigation ?

Can she ever enjoy it under so feeble a government as the

present? This is one reason why she should assent to ratify

this system. A strong argument offered by the gentleman

last up, against the concession of direct taxation, is, that the

back lands and impost will be sufficient for all the exigencies

of g[overnment, and calculates the imjjost as a considerable

amount. The impost will be affected by this business. The
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navigation of that river will increase the impost. Are not

the United States as much interested as the people of Ken
tuckj to retain that navigation ? Congress will have as much
interest in it as any inhabitant of that country, and must ex-

ert themselves for it. Kentucky will have taxes to pay.

How can they pay them without navigation ? It will bv

to their interest to have it in their power to navigate the

Mississippi, and raise money by imposts. It will be to the

interest of all the states, as it will increase the general re-

sources of the united community. Considering Kentucky as

an independent state, she will, under the present system,

and without the navigation of that river, be furnished with
the articles of her consumption through the medium of the

importing states. She will, therefore, be taxed by every

importing state. If the new Constitution takes place, the

amounts of duties on imported articles will go into the gen-
eral treasury, by which means Kentucky will participate an
equal advantage with the importing states. It will, then, be

clearly to the advantage of the inhabitants of that country
that it should take place. He tells us that he prays for union.

What kind of union? A union of the whole, I suppose, if it

could be got on his terms. If on such terms, he will adopt

it. If not, he will recur to partial confederacies. He will

attempt amendments. If he cannot obtain them, then he
will choose a partial confederacy. Now, I beg every gen-
tleman in this committee, who would not sacrifice the union,

to attend to the situation in which they are about to place

themselves.

I beg gentlemen seriously to reflect on this important
business. They say amendments may be previously ob-

tained, but acknowledged to \)e difficult. Will you Join in

an opposition that so directly tends to disunion ? Can any
member here think of disunion, or a partial confederacy,

without horror? Yet both are expressly preferred to union,

unless this system be amended previously. But, says the

worthy member, why should not previous amendments be

obtained? Will they not be agreed to, as the eight adopt-

ing states are friends to the union ? But what follows ? If

they are so, they will agree to subsequent amendments. If

you recommend alterations after ratifying, the friendship

of the adopting states to the union, and the desires of several

of them to have amendments, will lead them to gratify every

VOL. HI. S] 21
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reasonable proposal. By this means you secure the govern-

ment and union. But if jou reject the Constitution, and

say you must have alterations as the previous condition of

adoption, you sacrifice the union, and all the valuable parts

of it.

Can we trust, says he, our liberty to the President— to

the Senate— to the House of Representatives ? We do not

trust our liberty to a particular branch : one branch has not

the whole power. One branch is a check on the other.

The representatives have a controlling power over the whole.

He then told us that republican borderers are not dis})osed to

quarrels. This controverts the uniform evidence of history.

I refer the gentleman to the history of Greece. Were not

the republics of that country, which bordered on one another,

almost perpetually at war ? Their confederated republics,

as long as they were united, were continually torn by do-

mestic factions. This was the case with the Amphictyons.

They called to their assistance the Macedonian monarch,

and were subjected themselves by that very prince. This

was the fate of the other Grecian republics. Dissensions

among themselves rendered it necessary for them to call for

foreign aid, and this expedient ultimately ended in their

own subjugation. This proves the absolute necessity of

the union.

There is a country which affords strong examples, which

may be of great utility to us : I mean Great Britain. Eng-

land, before it was united to Scotland, was almost constantly

at w^ar with that part of the island. The inhabitants of the

north and south parts of the same island were more bitter

enemies to one another than to the nations on the Continent.

England and Scotland were more bitter enemies, before the

union, than England and France have ever been, before or

since. Their hatred and animosities were stimulated by

the interference of other nations. Since the union, both

countries have enjoyed domestic tranquillity, the greatest

part of the time, and both countries have been greatly bene-

fited by it. This is a convincing proof that union is neces-

sary for America, and that partial confederacies would be

productive of endless dissensions, and unceasing hostifities

between the different parts.

The gentleman relies much on the force of requisitions.

I shall mention two examples which will show their inutility.
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They are fruitless without the coercion of arms. If larg;«'

states refuse, a complete civil war, or dissolution of the con
federac)', will result. If small states refuse, they will bf
destroyed, or obliged to comply. From the history of th*'

United Netherlands, the inutility of requisitions, without
recurring to force, may be proved. The small provinces
refused to comply. Holland, the most powerful, marched
into their territories with an army, and compelled them to

pay. The other example is from the New England con-
federacy. Massachusetts, the most wealthy and populous
state, refused to contribute her share. The rest were
unable to compel her, and the league was dissolved. Attend
to a resolution of the Assembly of Virginia in the year 1784.

[Here Mr. Nicholas read a resolution of that year, to enable Congress
to compel a compliance with requisitions.]

I am sure that the gentleman recognizes his child. Is

not this a conclusive evidence of the utter inefficacy of requi-

sitions .? This expedient of coercion is a dreadful alter-

native. It confounds those who are innocent, and willing

to pay, with those who refuse. How are they to be dis-

criminated, if a state is to be attacked for the refusal of its

legislature ? I am sure there is not a man in the com-
mittee who does not see the impolicy and danger of such an
expedient.

We are next terrified with the thought of excises. In

some countries excises are terrible. In others, they are not
only harmless, but useful. In our sister states, they are

excised without any inconvenience. They are a kind of tax
on manufactures. Our manufactures are few in proportion
to those of other states. We may be assured that Con-
gress will make such regulations as shall make excises
convenient and easy for the people.

Another argument made use of is, that ours is the largest

state, and must pay in proportion to the other states. How
does that appear ? The proportion of taxes are fixed by the
number of inhabitants, and not regulated by the extent of
territory, or fertility of soil. If we be wealthier, in pro-

portion, than other states, it will fall lighter upon us than
upon poorer states. They must fix the taxes so that the
poorest states can pay ; and Virginia, being richer,- will

bear it easier.
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The honorable gentleman says that the first collectjons are

to go tt' Congress, and that the state legislatures must bear

all deficiencies. How does this appear ? Does he prove it ?

Nothing of it appears in the plan itself. The Congress and the

state legislatures have concurrent jurisdictions in laying and

collecting taxes. There is no rule that shows that Congress

shall have the first collections. Each is independent of the

other.

Another argument against this disingenuous construction is

drawn from that clause which regulates representation, which
is conclusive from the words themselves :

" Representatives

and direct taxes shall be apportioned among the several states

which may be included within this Union, according to their

respective numbers." Each state will know, from its popula-

tion, its proportion of any general tax. As it was Justly ob-

served by the gentleman over the way, (Mr. Randolph,) they

cannot possibly exceed that proportion : they are limited and

restrained expressly to it. The state legislatures have no

check of this kind. Their power is uncontrohed. This ex-

cludes the dan<ier of interference. Each collects its own
taxes, and bears its own deficiencies; and officers are ac-

countable to each government for the different collections.

I deny, on my j)art, what he says with respect to the gen-

eral welfare. He tells you that, under pretence of providing

for the general welfare, they may lay the most enormous

taxes. There is nothing in the clause which warrants this

suggestion.

It provides " that Congress shall have the power to lay

and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises ; to pay the

debts, and provide for the common defence and general wel-

fare, of the United States." The debts of the Union ought

to be paid. Ought not the common defence to be provided

for ? Is it not necessary to provide for the general welfare ?

It has been fully proved that this power could not be given

to another body. The amounts to be raised are confined to

these purposes solely. Will oppressive burdens be warranted

by this clause ? They are not to raise money for any other

purpose. It is a power which is drawn from his favorite

Confederation, the 8th article of which provides " that all

charges of war, and all other expenses that shall be incurred for

the common defence or general wt-lfare, and allowed by the

United States, in Congress assembled, shall \ie defray<^d out
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of a common treasury, which shall be supplied by the several

states, in proportion to the value of all lands, within each
state, granted to or surveyed for any person, as such land, and
the building and improvement thereon, shall be estimated, ac
cording to such mode as the United States, in Congress as

sembled, shall, from time to time, direct and appoint.
" The taxes for paying that proportion shall be laid and lev-

ied, by the authority and direction of the legislatures of the
several states, within the time agreed upon by the United
States, in Congress assembled." Now, sir, by a comparison
of this article with the clause in the Constitution, we shall

find them to be nearly the same. The common defence and
general welfare are the objects expressly mentioned to be
provided for, in both systems. The power in the Confed-
eration to secure and provide for those objects was constitu-

tionally unlimited. The requisitions of Congress are bind-

ing on the states, though, from the imbecility of their nature,

they cannot be enforced. The same power is intended by
the Constitution. The only difference between them is, that

Congress is, by this plan, to impose the taxes on the people,

whereas, by the Confederation, they are laid by the states.

The amount to be raised, and the power given to raise it, is

the same in principle. The mode of raising only is different,

and this difference is founded on the necessity of giving the

government that energy without which it cannot exist. The
power has not been reprobated in the Confederation. It

ought not to be blamed in the proposed plan of govern-
ment.

The gentleman has adverted to what he calls the sweep-
ing clause, &c., and represents it as replete with great dan-
gers. This dreaded clause runs in the following words :

•' To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for

carrying into execution the foregoing powers, and all other
powers vested by this Constitution in the government of the

United States, or in any department or officer thereof." The
committee will perceive that the Constitution had enumer-
ated all the powers which the general government should have,

but did not say how they were to be exercised. It there-

fore, in this clause, tells how they shall be exercised. Does
this give any new power ? I say not. Suppose it had been
inserted, at the end of every power, that they should have
power to make laws to carry that power into execution

;

would this have increased their powers ? If, therefore, it
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could not have increased their powers, if placed at the end

of each power, it cannot increase them at the end of all.

This clause only enables them to carry into execution the

powers given to them, but gives them no additional power.

But it is objected to for want of a bill of rights. It is a

principle universally agreed upon, that all powers not given

are retained. Where, by the Constitution, the general gov-

ernment has general powers for any purpose, its powers are

absolute. Where it has powers with some exceptions, they

are absolute only as to those exceptions. In either case, the

people retain what is not conferred on the general govern-

ment, as it is by their positive grant that it has any of its

powers. In England, in all disputes between the king and

people, recurrence is had to the enumerated rights of the

people, to determine. Are the rights in dispute secured ?

Are they included in Magna Charta, Bill of Rights, &c. ?

If not, they are, generally speaking, within the king's })re-

rogative. In disputes between Congress and the people,

the reverse of the proposition holds. Is the disputed right

enumerated? If not. Congress cannot meddle with it.

Which is the most safe ? The people of America know
what they have relinquished for certain purposes. They also

know that they retain every thing else, and have a right to

resume what they have given up, if it be perverted from its

intended object. The king's prerogative is general, with

certain exceptions. The people are, therefore, less secure

than we are. Magna Charta, Bill of Rights, &c., secure

their liberty. Our Constitution itself contains an English

Bill of Rights. The English Bill of Rights declares that

Parliaments shall i)e held frequently. Our Constitution

says that Congress shall sit annually. The English Declara-

tion of Rights provides that no laws shall be suspended. The
Constitution provides that no laws shall be suspended, except

one, and that in time of rebellion or invasion, which is the

writ of habeas corpus. The Declaration of Rights says that

there should be no army in time of peace without the con-

sent of Parliament. Here we cannot have an army even in

time of war, with the approbation of our representatives, for

more than two years.

The liberty of the press is secured. What secures it in

England? Is it secured by Ma^na Charta, the Declaration

of Rights, or by any other express provision ? It is not.

They have no express security for the liberty of the press.
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They have a reliance on Parliament for its protection and
security. In the time of King William, there passed an aci

for licensing the press. That was repealed. Since that

time, it has been looked upon as safe. The people have
depended on their representatives. They will not consent

to pass an act to infringe it, because such an act would irri-

tate the nation. It is equally secure with us. As to thi

trial by jury, consider in what situation it is by the state

Constitution. It is not on a better footing. It is by impli-

cation under the control of the legislature, because it has left

particular cases to be decided by the legislature. Here it is

secured in criminal cases, and left to the legislatures in civil

cases. One instance will prove the evil tendency of fixing

it in the Constitution. It will extend to all cases. Causes
in chancery, which, strictly speaking, never are, nor can be,

well tried by a jury, would then be tried by that mode, and
could not be altered, though found to be inconvenient.

But taxes are to be increased, we are told. I think they

will not. I am clearly of opinion that the deduction in the

civil list of the states will be equal to the increase of that of

the general government. Then the increase of custom-house
officers is dreaded. The present custom-house officers will

be sufficient in the hands of Congress ; so that as much as

economy will take place, so far the revenues will be increased.

Mr. Nicholas concluded by making a few observations on

the general structure of the government, and its probable

hnppy operation. He said that it was a government calcu-

lated to suit almost any extent of territory. He then quoted

the opinion of the celebrated Montesquieu, from vol. i., book

9, where that writer speaks of a confederate republic as the

only safe means of extending the sphere of a republican gov-

ernment to any considerable degree.

Wednesday, June 11, 1788.

[The 1st and 2d sections still under consideration.]

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, it was my purpose to

resume, before now, what I had left unfinished concerning

the necessity of a radical change of our system. The inter-

mission v\'hich has taken place discontinued the progress of

tne argument, and has given opportunity to others to advance

arguments on different parts of the plan. I hope we shall
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Steer our course in a different manner from what we have
hitherto done. I presume that vague discourses and mere
sports of fancy, not relative to the subject at all, are very

improper on this interesting occasion. I hope these will be

no longer attempted, but that we shall come to the point. I

trust we shall not go out of order, but confine ourselves to

the clause under consideration. I beg gentlemen would
observe this rule. I shall endeavor not to depart from it

myself.

The subject of direct taxation is perhaps one of the most
important that can possibly engage our attention, or that can
be involved in the discussion of this question. If it be to be

judged by the comments made upon it, by the opposers and
favorers of the proposed system, it requires a most clear and
critical investigation. The objections against the exercise

of this power by the general government, as far as I am able

to comprehend them, are founded upon the supposition of

its being unnecessary, impracticable, unsafe, and accumula-
tive of expense. I shall therefore consider, 1st, how far it

may be necessary; 2d, how far it may be practicable; 3d,

how iar it may be safe, as well with respect to the public

liberty at large, as to the state legislatures ; and 4th, with

respect to economy. First, then, is it necessary ? I must
acknowledge that I concur in opinion with those gentlemen
who told you that this branch of revenue was essential to the

salvation of the Union. It ap])ears to me necessary, in order

to secure that punctuality which is necessary in revenue

matters. Without punctuality, individuals will give it no
confidence, without which it cannot get resources. I beg

gentlemen to consider the situation of this country, if unhap-

pily the government were to be deprived of this power. Let
us suppose, for a moment, that one of those powers which
may be unfriendly to us should take advantage of our weak-
ness, which they will be more ready to do when they know
the want of this resource in our government. Suppose it

should attack us ; what forces could we oppose to it ? Could

we find safety in such forces as we could call out ? Could
we call forth a sufficient number, either by draughts, or any
other way, to repel a powerful enemy ? The inability of

the government to raise and support regular troops would

compel us to dej)end on militia.

It would be then necessary to give this power to the govern-
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ment, or run the risk of national annihilation. It is my firm

belief that, if a hostile attack were made this moment on the

United States, it would flash conviction on the minds of the

citizens of the United States of the necessity of vesting the

government with this power, which alone can enable it to pro-

tect the community. I do not wish to frighten the members
into a concession of this power, but to bring to their minds
those considerations which demonstrate its necessity. If we
were secured from the possibility, or probability, of danger, it

might be unnecessary. I shall not review that concourse of

dangers which may probably arise at remote periods of

futurity, nor all those which we have immediately to appre-

hend, for this would lead me beyond the bounds which 1

prescribed myself. But I will mention one single consider-

ation, drawn from fact itself. I hope to have your attention.

By the treaty between the United States and his most
Christian majesty, among other things, it is stipulated that

the great principle on which the armed neutrality in Europe
was founded should prevail in case of future wars. The
principle is this— that free ships shall make free goods, and
that vessels and goods shall be both free from condemnation.
Great Britain did not recognize it. While all Europe was
against her, she held out without acting on it. It has been
considered, for some time past, that the flames of war, al-

ready kindled, would spread, and that France and England
were likely to draw those swords which were so recently put

up. This is judged probable. We should not be surprised,

in a short time, to consider ourselves as a neutral nation —
France on one side, and Great Britain on the other. What
is the situation of America ? She is remote from Europe,
^nd ought not to engage in her politics or wars. The Amer-
ican vessels, if they can do it with advantage, may carry on
the commerce of the contending nations. It is a source of

wealth which we ought not to deny to our citizens. But,
sir, is there not infinite danger that, in despite of all our cau-
tion, we shall be drawn into the war? If American ves-

sels have French property on board. Great Britain will seize

them. By this means we shall be obliged to relinquish the

advantage of a neutral nation, or be engaged in a war.

A neutraf nation ought to be respectable, or else it will be

insulted and attacked. America, in her present impotent
situation, would run the risk of being drawn in as a party in

VOL. III. 32
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the war, and lose the advantage of being neutral. Should
it happen that the British fleet should be superior, have we
not reason to conclude, from the spirit displayed by that na-

tion to us and to all the world, that we should be insulted in our

own ports, and our vessels seized ? But if we be in a re-

spectable situation, if it be known that our government can

command the whole resources of the Union, we shall be suf-

fered to enjoy the great advantages of carrying on the com-
merce of the nations at war ; for none of them would be will-

ing to add us to the number of their enemies. I shall say

no more on this point, there being others which merit your
consideration.

The expedient proposed by the gentlemen opposed to this

clause is, that requisitions shall be made, and, if not com-
plied with in a certain time, that then taxation shall be re-

curred to. I am clearly convinced that, whenever requisitions

shall be made, they will disappoint those who put their trust

in them. One reason to prevent the concurrent exertions of

all the states, will arise from the suspicion, in some states, of

delinquency in others. States will be governed by the mo-
tives that actuate individuals.

When a tax is in operation in a particular state, every cit-

izen, if he knows the energy of the laws to enforce payment,
and that every other citizen is performing his duty, will

cheerfully discharge his duty ; but were it known that the

citizens of one district were not performing their duty, and
that it was left to the policy of the government to make them
come up with it, the other districts would be very supine and
careless in making provisions for payment. Our own ex-

perience makes the illustration more natural. If requisitions

be made on thirteen different states, when one deliberates on
the subject, she will know that all the rest will deliberate upon
it also. This, sir, has been a principal cause of the inefficacy

of requisitions heretofore, and will hereafter produce the

same evil. If the legislatures are to deliberate on this sub-

ject, (and the honorable gentleman opposed to this clause

thinks their deliberation necessary,) is it not presumable that

they will consider peculiar local circumstances ? In the gen-

eral council, on the contrary, the sense of all America would
be drawn to a single point. The collective interest of the

Union at large will be known and pursued. No local views

will be permitted to operate against the general welfare.
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But when propositions would come before a particular state,

there is every reason to believe that qualifications of the

requisitions would be proposed ; compliance might be prom
ised, and some instant remittances might be made. This

will cause delajs, which, in the first instance, will produce

disappointment. This also will make failures everywhere

else. This, I hope, will be considered with the attention it

deserves. The public creditors will be disappointed, and
more pressing. Requisitions will be made for purposes

equally pervading all America ; but the exertions to m:di'e

compliances will probably be not uniform in the states. If

requisitions be made for future occasions, for putting the

states in a state of military defence, or to repel an invasion,

will the exertions be uniform and equal in all the states ?

Some parts of the United States are more exposed than

others. Will the least exposed states exert themselves

equally ? We know that the most exposed will be the more
immediately interested, and will make less sacrifices in mak-
ing exertions. I heg gentlemen to consider that this argu-

ment will apply with most effect to the states which are most
defenceless and exposed. The Southern States are most
exposed, whether we consider their situation, or the small-

ness of their population. And there are other circumstances

which render them still more vulnerable, which do not apply

to the Northern States. They are therefore more interested

in giving the government a power to command the whole
strength of the Union in cases of emergency. Do not gen-

tlemen conceive this mode of obtaining supplies from the

states will keep alive animosities between the general govern-

ment and particular states ? Where the chances of failures

are so numerous as thirteen, by the thirteen states, disap-

pointment in the first place, and consequent animosity,

must inevitably take place.

Let us consider the alternatives proposed by gentlemen,

instead of the power of laying direct taxes. After the states

shall have refused to comply, weigh the consequences of the

exercise of this power by Congress. When it comes in the

form of a punishment, great clamors will be raised among
the people against the government; hatred will be excited

against it. It will be considered as an ignominious stigma

on the state. It will be considered, at least, in this light by
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the state where the failure is made, and these sentiments

will no doubt be diffused through the other states. Now,
let us consider the effect, if collectors are sent where the

state governments refuse to comply with requisitions. It is

too much the disposition of mankind not to stop at one vio-

lation of duty. I conceive that every requisition that will

be made on my part of America will kindle a contention

between the delinquent member and the general govern-

ment. Is there no reason to suppose divisions in the gov-

ernment (for seldom does any thing pass with unanimity)

on the subject of requisitions ? The parts least exposed will

oppose those measures which may be adopted for the de-

fence of the weakest parts. Is there no reason to presume

that the representatives from the delinquent state will be

more likely to foster disobedience to the requisitions of the

government than study to recommend them to the public ?

There is, in my opinion, another point of view in which

this alternative will produce great evil. I will suppose,

what is very probable, that partial compliances will be made.

A diflficulty here arises which fully demonstrates its impolicy.

If a part be paid, and the rest withheld, how is the general

government to proceed ? They are to impose a tax ; but

how shall it be done in this case ? Are they to impose it,

by way of punishment, on those who have paid, as well as

those who have not? All these considerations taken into

view (for they are not visionary or fanciful speculations) will,

perhaps, produce this consequence : The general govern-

ment, to avoid those disappointments which I first described,

and to avoid the contentions and embarrassments which I last

described, will, in all probability, throw the public burdens

on those branches of revenue which will be more in their

power. They will be continually necessitated to augment

the imposts. If we throw a disproportion of the burdens on

that side, shall we not discourage commerce and suffer many
political evils? Shall we not increase that disproportion on

the Southern States, which for some time will operate against

us ? The Southern States, from having fewer manufactures,

will import and consume more. They will therefore pay

more of the imposts. The more commerce is burdened, the

more the disproportion will operate against them. If direct

taxation be mixed with other taxes, it will be in the power
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of the general government to lessen that inequality But
this inequality will be increased to the utmost extent, if the
general government have not this power.

There is another point of view in which this subjec
affords us instruction. The imports will decrease in time of
war. The honorable gentleman who spoke yesterday said

that the imposts would be so productive that there would be
no occasion of laying taxes. I will submit two observations

to him and the committee. First, in time of war, the im-
posts will be less ; and as I hope we are considering a gov-
ernment for a perpetual duration, we ought to provide for

every future contingency. At present, our importations
bear a full proportion to the full amount of our sales, and to

the number of our inhabitants
; but when we have inhabitants

enough, our imposts will decrease, and as the national de-
mands will increase with our population, our resources will

increase as our wants increase. The other consideration

which I will submit on this part of the subject is this : I be-

lieve that it will be found, in practice, that those who fix the

public burdens will feel a greater degree of responsibility,

when they are to impose them on the citizens immediately
than if they were to say what sum should be paid by the

states. If they exceed the limits of propriety, universal dis-

content and clamor will arise. Let us suppose they were to

collect the taxes from the citizens of America ; would they
not consider their circumstances? Would they not atten-

tively consider what could be done by the citizens at large ?

Were they to exceed, in their demands, what were reason-

able burdens, the people would impute it to the right source,

and look on the imposers as odious.

When I consider the nature of the various objections

brought against this clause, I should be led to think that the

difficulties were such that gentlemen would not be able to

get over them, and that the power, as defined in the plan of
the Convention, was impracticable. I shall trouble them
with a few observations on that point.

It has been said that ten men deputed from this state, and
others in proportion from other states, will not be able to

adjust direct taxes, so as to accommodate the various citizens

in thirteen states.

I confess I do not see the force of this observation. Could
not ten intelligent men, chosen from ten districts from this

22
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State, lay direct taxes on a few objects in the most judicious

manner ? It is to be conceived that they would be ac-

quainted with the situation of different citizens of this coun-

try. Can any one divide this state into ten districts so as

not to contain men of sufficient information ? Could not

one man of knowledge be found in a district ? When thus

selected, will they not be al)le to carry their knowledge into

the general council ? I may say, with great propriety, that

the experience of our own legislature demonstrates the com-
petency of Congress to lay taxes wisely. Our Assembly
consists of considerably more than a hundred

;
yet, from the

nature of the business, it devolves on a much smaller number.
It is, through their sanction, approved of by all the others.

It will be found that there are seldom more than ten men
who rise to high information on this subject. Our federal

representatives, as has been said by the gentleman, (Mr. Mar-
shall,) who entered into the subject with a great deal

of ability, will get information from the state govern-

ments. They will be perfectly well informed of the cir-

cumstances of the people of the ditferent states, and
the mode of taxation that would be most convenient for

them, from the laws of the states. In laying taxes, they

may even refer to the state system of taxation. Let it not

be forgotten that there is a probability that that ignorance

which is complained of in some parts of America will be

continually diminishing. Let us compare the degree of

knowledge which the people had in time past to their pres-

ent information. Does not our own experience teach us

that the people are better informed than they were a few
years ago ? The citizen of Georgia knows more now of the

affairs of New Hampshire, than he did, before the revolu-

tion, of those of South Carolina. When the representatives

from the different states are collected together, to consider

this subject, they will interchange their knowledge with one
another, and will have the laws of each state on the table.

Besides this, the intercourse of the states will be continually

increasing. It is now much greater than before the revolu-

tion. My honorable friend over the way, (Mr. Monroe,)
yesterday, seemed to conceive, as an insuperable objection,

that, if land were made the particular object of taxation, it

would be unjust, as it would exonerate the commercial part

of the communitv; that, if it were laid on trade, it would
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be unjust, in discharging the landholders; and thac any ex-

clusive selection would be unequal and unfair. If the gen-
eral government were tied down to one object, I confess the

objection would have some force in it. I3ut if this be not
the case, it can have no weight. If it should have a general

power of taxation, they could select the most proper objects,

and distribute the taxes in such a manner as that they should
fall in a due degree on every member of the community.
They will be limited to fix the proportion of each state,

and they must raise it in the most convenient and satisfac-

tory manner to the public.

The honorable member considered it as another insuper-

able objection, that uniform laws could not be made for

thirteen states, and that dissonance would produce incon-

venience and oppression. Perhaps it may not be found, on
due inquiry, to be so impracticable as he supposes. But
were it so, where is the evil for different states to raise

money for the general government ? Where is the evil of

such laws ? There are instances in other countries of dif-

ferent laws operating in different parts of the country, with-
out producing any kind of opposition. The revenue laws
are different in England and Scotland in several respects.

Their laws relating to customs, excises, and trade, are

similar ; but those respecting direct taxation are dissimilar.

There is a land tax in England, and a land tax in Scotland
;

but the laws concerning them are not the same. It is much
heavier, in proportion, in the former than in the latter. The
mode of collection is different

;
yet this is not productive of

any national inconvenience. Were we to conclude, from
the objections, against the proposed plan, this dissimilarity,

in that point alone, would have involved those kingdoms in

difficulties. In England itself, there is a variety of different

laws operating differently in different places.

I will make another observation on the objection of my
honorable friend. He seemed to conclude that concurrent
collections under different authorities were not reducible to

practice. I agree that, were they independent of the peo-
ple, the argument would be good. But they must serve one
common master. They must act in concert, or the default-

ing party must bring on itself the resentment of the people.

If the general government be so constructed that it will not
dare to impose such burdens as will distress the people, where
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is the evil of its having a power of taxation concurrent with
the states ? The people would not support it, were it to im-
pose oppressive burdens. Let me make one more compari-

son of the state governments to this plan. Do not the states

impose taxes for local purposes ? Does the concurrent col-

lection of taxes, imposed by the legislatures for general pur-

poses, and of levies laid by the counties for parochial and
countj purposes, produce anj inconvenience or oppression ?

The collection of these taxes is perfectly practicable, and
consistent with the views of both parties. The people at

large are the common superior of the state governments and
the general government. It is reasonable to conclude that

they will avoid interferences, for two causes— to avoid pub-

lic oppression, and to render the collections more productive.

I conceive they will be more likely to produce disputes, in

rendering it convenient for the people, than to run into in-

terfering regulations.

In the third place, I shall consider whether the power of

taxation to be given the general government be safe ; and
first, whether it be safe as to the public liberty in general.

It would be sufficient to remark that it is, because I con-

ceive the point has been clearly established by more than

one gentleman who has spoken on the same side of the ques-

tion. In the decision of this question, it is of importance to

examine whether elections of representatives by great dis-

tricts of freeholders be favorable to fidelity in representatives.

The greatest degree of treachery in representatives is to be

apprehended where they are chosen by the least number of

electors ; because there is a greater facility of using undue
influence, and because the electors must be less independent.

This position is verified, in the most unanswerable manner,
in that country to which appeals are so often made, and
sometimes instructively.

Who are the most corrupt members in Parliament ? Are
they not the inhabitants of small towns and districts ? The
supporters of liberty are from the great counties. Have we
not seen that the representatives of the city of London, who
are chosen by such thousands of voters, have continually

studied and supported the liberties of the people, and op-

posed the corruption of the crown ? We have seen continu-

ally that must of the members in the ministerial majority are

drawn from small, circumscribed districts. We may there-
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fore conclude, that our representatives, being chosen by such

extensive districts, will be upright and independent. In

proportion as we have security against corruption in re pre-

sentatives, we have security against corruption from every

other quarter whatsoever.

I shall take a view of certain subjects, which will lead to

some reflections to quiet the minds of those gentlemen who
think thai the individual governments will be swallowed up
by the general government. In order to effect this, it is

proper to compare the state governments with the general

government, with respect to reciprocal dependence, and with

respect to the means they have of supporting themselves, or

of encroaching on one another. At the first comparison, we
must be struck with these remarkable facts. The general

government has not the appointment of a single branch of

the individual governments, or of any officers within the

states, to execute their laws. Are not the states integral

parts of the general government ? Is not the President

chosen under the influence of the state legislatures ? May
we not suppose that he will be complaisant to those from

whom he has his appointment, and from whom he must have

his reappointment ? The senators are appointed altogether

by the legislatures.

My honorable friend apprehended a coalition between the

President, Senate, and House of Representatives, against the

states. This could be supposed only from a similarity of the

component parts.

A coalition is not likely to take place, because its compo-
nent parts are heterogeneous in their nature. The House of

Representatives is not chosen by the state governments, but

under the influence of those who compose the state legis-

latures. Let us suppose ten men appointed to carry the

government into effect ; there is every degree of certainty

that they would be indebted for their reelection to the mem-
bers of the legislatures. If they derive their appointment

from them, will they not execute their duty to them ? Be-
sides this, will not the people (whose predominant interest

will ultimately prevail) feel great attachment to the state

legislatures ? They have the care of all local interests—
those familiar domestic objects, for which men have the

strongest predilection. The general government, on the

contrary, has the preservation of the aggregate interest of

VOL. HI. 33
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the Union— objects which, being less famihar, and more re-

mote from men's notice, have a less powerful influence on

their minds. Do we not see great and natural attachments

arising from local considerations ? This will be the case in

a much stronger degree in the state governments than in the

general government. The people will be attached to their

state legislatures from a thousand causes; and into whatever

scale the people at large will throw themselves, that scale

will preponderate.

Did we not perceive, in the early stages of the war, when
Congress was the idol of America, and when in pursuit of

the object most dear to America, that they were attached

to their states ? Afterwards, the whole current of their af-

fection was to the states ; and such would be still the case,

were it not for the alarming situation of America.

At one period of the congressional history, they had the

power to trample on the states. When they had that fund

of paper money in their hands, and could carry on all their

measures without any dependence on the states, was there

any disposition to debase the state governments ? All that

municipal authority which was necessary to carry on the

administration of the government, they still retained unim-

paired. There was no attempt to diminish it.

I am led, by what fell from my honorable friend yesterday,

to take this supposed combination in another view. Is it

supposed that the influence of the general government will

facilitate a combination between the members ? Is it sup-

posed that it will preponderate against that of the state

governments ? The means of influence consist in having

the disposal of gifts and emoluments, and in the number of

persons employed by and dependent upon a government.

Will any gentleman compare the number of persons which

will be employed in the general government with the num-
ber of those which will be in the state governments ? The
number of dependants upon the state governments will be

infinitely greater than those on the general government. I

may say, with truth, that there never was a more economi-

cal government in any age or country, nor which will require

fewer hands, or give less influence.

Let us compare the members composing the legislative,

executive, and judicial powers, in the general government,

with these in the states, and let us take into view the vast
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number of persons employed in the states : from the chief

officers to the lowest, we shall find the scale preponderatino'

so much in favor of the states, that, while so many persons
are attached to them, it will be impossible to turn the bal-

ance against them. There will be an irresistible bias

towards the state governments.

Consider the number of militia officers, the number of
justices of the peace, the number of the members of the

legislatures, and all the various ofKicers for districts, towns,
and corporations— all intermixing with, and residing among,
the people at large. While this part of the community re-

tain their affection to the state governments, I conceive
that the fact will be, that the state governments, and not

the general government, will preponderate. It cannot be
contradicted that they have more extensive means of influ-

ence. I have my fears as well as the honorable gentleman
;

but my fears are on the other side. Experience, 1 think,

will prove (though there be no infallible proof of it here)

that the powerful and prevailing influence of the states will

produce such attention to local considerations as will be in-

consistent with the advancement of the interest of the Union.
But I choose rather to indulge my hopes than fears, because
I flatter myself, if inconveniences should result from it, that

the clause which provides amendments will remedy them.
The combination of powers vested in those persons would
seem conckisive in favor of the states.

The powers of the general government relate to external

objects, and are but few. But the powers in the states re-

late to those great objects which immediately concern the

prosperity of the people. Let us observe, also, that the

powers in the general government are those which will be

exercised mostly in time of war, while those of the state

governments will be exercised in time of peace. But I

hope the time of war will be little, compared to that of

peace. I should not complete the view which ought to be

taken of this subject, without making this additional remark,— that the powers vested in the proposed government are

not so much an augmentation of powers in the general gov-

ernment, as a change rendered necessary for the purpose of

giving efficacy to those which were vested in it before. It

cannot escape any gentleman that this power, in theory,

exists in the Confederation as fully as in this Constitution.
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Thf, only difference is this— that now they tax slates, and
by this plan they will tax individuals. There is no theoretic

difference between the two. But in practice there will be

an infinite difference between them. The one is an ineffect-

ual power ; the other is adequate to the purpose for which
it is given. This change was necessary for the pul)lic

safety.

Let us suppose, for a moment, that the acts of Congress
requiring money from the states had been as effectual as the

paper on the table ; suppose all the laws of Congress had
complete compliance ; will any gentleman say that, as far

as we can Judge from past experience, the state govern-

ments would have been debased, and all consolidated and
incorporated in one system ? My imagination cannot reach

it. I conceive that, had those acts that effect which all

laws ought to have, the states would have retained their

sovereignty.

It seems to be supposed that it will introduce new ex-

penses and burdens on the people. I believe it is not

necessary here to make a comparison between the expenses
of the present and of the proposed government. All agree

that the general government ought to have power for the

regulation of commerce. I will venture to say that very

great improvements, and very economical regulations, will

be made. It will be a principal object to guard against

smuggling, and such other attacks on the revenue as other

nations are subject to. We are now obliged to defend

against those lawless attempts ; but, from the interfering reg-

ulations of different stales, with little success. There are

regulations in different states which are unfavorable to the

inhabitants of other states, and which militate against the

revenue. New York levies money from New Jersey by her

im})osts. In New Jersey, instead of cooperating with New
York, the legislature favors violations on her regulations.

This will not be the case when uniform regulations will be

made.

Requisitions, though ineffectual, are unfriendly to econo-

my. When requisitions are submitted to the states, there

are near two thousand five hundred or three thousand per-

sons deliberating on the mode of payment. All these,

during their deliberation, receive public pay. A great pro-

portion of everv session, in every state, is employed to
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consider whether they will pay at all, and in what mode.
Let us suppose fifteen hundred persons are deliberating on

this subject. Let any one make a calculation : it will be

found that a very few days of their deliberation will consume
more of the public money than one year of that general

legislature. This is not all, Mr. Chairman. When general

powers will be vested in the general government, there wili

be less of that mutability which is seen in the legislation of

the states. The consequence will be a great saving of ex-

pense and time. There is another great advantage, which I

will but barely mention. The greatest calamity to which

the United States can be subject is a vicissitude of laws,

and continual shifting and changing from one object to

another— which must expose the people to various inconve-

niences. This has a certain effect, of which sagacious men
always have made, and always will make, an advantage. From
whom is advantage made ? From the industrious farmers

and tradesmen who are ignorant of the means of making
such advantages. The people will not be exposed to these

inconveniences under a uniform and steady course of legisla-

tion. But they have been so heretofore. The history of

taxation in this country is so fully and well known to every

member of this committee, that I shall say no more of it.

We have hitherto discussed the subject very irregularly. I

dare not dictate to any gentleman, but I hope we shall pur-

sue that mode of going through the business which the house

resolved. With respect to a great variety of arguments

made use of, I mean to take notice of them when we come
to those parts of the Constitution to which they apply. If

we exchange this mode for the regular way of proceeding,

we can finish it better in one week than one month.

[A desuUory conversation arose concerning the mode of discussion.]

Mr. HENRY declared it as his opinion, that the best mode
was to discuss it at large ; that the gentlemen on the other

side had done so, as well as those of his side ; and he hoped

that every gentleman would consider himself at liberty to go

uito the subject fully, because he thought it is the best way
to elucidate it.

Mr. MADISON wished not to exclude any light that

could be cast on the subject. He declared that he would be

the last man that would object to the fullest investigation

;
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but, at ihe same time, he thought it would be more elucidated

by a regular progressive discussion, than hy that uncon-

nected, irregular method which they had hitherto puisued.

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen
will be pleased to consider that, on so important a subject as

this, it is impossible, in the nature of things, to avoid

arguing more at large than is usual. You will allow that I

liave not taken up a great part of jour time. But as gen-

tlemen have indulged themselves in entering at large into

the subject, I hope to be permitted to follow them, and

answer their observations.

The worthy member, (Mr. Nicholas,) at a very early day,

gave us an accurate detail of the representation of the

people in Britain, and of the rights of the king of Britain
;

and illustrated his observations by a quotation from Dr.

Price. Gentlemen will please to take notice that those

arguments relate to a single government, and that they

are not applicable to this case. However applicable they

may be to such a government as that of Great Britain, it

will be entirely inapplicable to such a government as ours.

The gentleman, in drawing a comparison between the repre-

sentation of the peo[)le in the House of Commons, in Eng-
land, and the representation in the government now proposed

to us, has been pleased to express his approbation in favor

of the American government. Let us examine. I think

that there are about 550 members in the English House of

Commons. The people of Britain have a representation in

Parliament of 550 members, who intimately mingle with all

classes of the people, feeling and knowing their circum-

stances. In the proposed American government — in a

country perhaps ten timt>s more extensive— we are to have

a representation of sixty-five, who, from the nature of the

government, cannot possibly be mingled with the different

classes of the people, nor have a fellow-feeling for them.

They must form an aristocracy, and will not regard the

interest of the people. Experience tells us that men pay

most regard to those whose rank and situation are similar to

their own. In the course of the investigation, the gentle-

man mentioned the bribery and corruption of Parliament,

and drew a conclusion the very reverse of what I should

have formed on the subject. He said, if I recollect rightly

that the American representation is more secured against
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bribery and corruption, than the English Parliament. Are
sixty-five better than five hundred and fifty? Bribery and
corruption, in my opinion, will be practised in America more
than in England, in proportion as five hundred and fifty ex-

ceed sixty-five; and there will be less integrity and probity

in proportion as sixty-five is less than five hundred and fifty

From what source is the bribery practised in the British Par-

liament derived ? I think the principal source is the dis-

tribution of places, offices, and posts. Will any gentleman
deny this ? Give me leave, on this occasion, to recur to that

clause of the Constitution which speaks of restraint, and has

the appearance of restraining from corruption, &c., but

which, when examined, will be found to be no restraint at

all. The clause runs thus : " No senator or representative

shall, during the time for which he was elected, be appointed

to any civil office, under the authority of the United States,

which shall have been created, or the emoluments whereof
shall have been increased, during such time ; and no person

holding any office under the United States shall be a member
of either house during his continuance in office." This ap-

pears to me to be no restraint at all. It is to be observed that

this restraint only extends to civil offices.

But 1 will not examine whether it be a proper distinction

or not. What is the restraint as to civil offices ? Only that

they shall not be appointed to offices which shall have been
created, or the emoluments whereof shall have been increased,

during the time for which they shall have been elected.

They may be appointed to existing offices, if the emoluments
be not increased during the time for which they were elected.

[Here Mr. Mason spoke too low to be heard.]

Thus, after the government is set in motion, the restraint

will be gone. They may appoint what number of officers

they please. They may send ambassadors to every part of

Eiuope. Here is, sir, I think, as wide a door for corruption

as in any government in Europe. There is the same induce-

ment for corruption, there is the same room for it, in this

government, which they have in the British government; and
'ii }3roportion as the number is smaller, corruption will be

greater.

That unconditional power of taxation which is given to

that government cannot but oppress the people. If, instead

if this, a conditional power of taxation be given, in case of
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refusal to comply with requisitions, the same, end will he

answered with convenience to the people. This will not

lessen the power of Congress ; we do not want to lessen

the povver of Congress unnecessarily. This will produce

moderation in the demand, and will prevent the ruinous

exercise of that power by those who know not our situa-

tion. We shall then have that mode of taxation which is

the most easy, and least oppressive to the people, because

it will be exercised by those who are acquainted with their

condition and circumstances. This, sir, is the great object

we wish to secure— that our people should be taxed by those

who have a fellow-feelinii for them. I think I can venture

to assert that the general government will lay such taxes as

are the easiest and the most productive in the collection.

This is natural and probable.

For example, they may lay a poll tax. This is simply and
easily collected, but is of all taxes the most grievous. Why
the most grievous ? Because it falls light on the rich, and
heavy on the poor. It is most oppressive : for if the rich

man is taxed, he can only retrench his superfluities; but the

consequence to the poor man is, that it increases his miseries.

That they will lay the most simple taxes, and such as are

easiest to collect, is highly probable, nay, almost absolutely

certain. I shall' take the liberty, on this occasion, to read

you a letter, which will show, at least as far as opinion goes,

what sort of taxes will be most probably laid on us, if we
adopt this Constitution. It was the opinion of a gentleman

of information. It will in some degree establish the fallacy

of those reports which have been circulated through the

country, and which induced a great many poor, ignorant peo-

ple to believe that the taxes were to be lessened by the adop-

tion of the proposed government.

[Here Mr. Mason read a letter from Mr. Robert Morris, financier of the

United States, to Congress, wherein he spoke of the propriety of laying

the following taxes for the use of the United Stutes ; viz., six shillings on

every hundred acres of land, six shillings per poll, and ninepence per gal-

lon on all spirituous liquors distilled in the country. Mr. Mason declared

that he did not mean to make the smallest reflection on Mr. Morris, but

introduced his letter in show what taxes would probably be laid.]

He then continued : This will at least show that such

taxes were in agitation, and were strongly advocated by a

considerable part of Congress. I have read this letter to

show that they will lay taxes most easy to be collected.
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without any regard to our convenience ; so that, instead of
amusing ourselves with a diminution of our taxes, we may
rest assured that the_y will be increased. But my principal

reason for introducing it was, to show that taxes would be
laid by those who are not acquainted with our situation, and
that the agents of the collection may be consulted upon the

most productive and simple mode of taxation. The gentle-

man who wrote this letter had more information on this subject

than we have ; but this will show gentlemen that we are not to

be eased of taxes. Any of those taxes which have been pointed
out by this financier as the most eligible, will be ruinous and
unequal, and will be particularly oppressive on the poorest

part of the people.

As to a poll tax, I have already spoken of its iniquitous

operation, and need not say much of it, because it is so gen-
erally disliked in this state, that we were obliged to abolish

it last year. As to a land tax, it will operate most unequally.

The man who has one hundred acres of the richest land will

pay as little as a man who has one hundred acres of the
poorest land. Near Philadelphia, or Boston, an acre of land
is worth one hundred pounds

;
yet the possessor of it will

pay no more than the man with us whose land is hardly
worth twenty shillings an acre. Some landholders in this

state will have to pay twenty times as much as will be paid
for all the land on which Philadelphia stands ; and as to

excise, this will carry the exciseman to every farmer's house,
who distils a little brandy, where he may search and ransack
as he pleases. These I mention as specimens of the kind
of tax which is to be laid upon us by those who have no in-

formation of our situation, and by a government where the

wealthy only are represented. It is urged that no new
power is given up to the general government, and that the

Confederation had those powers before. That system de-
rived its power from the state governments. When the
people of Virginia formed their government, they reserved
certain great powers in the bill of rights. They would not
trust their own citizens, who had a similarity of interest with
themselves, and who had frequent and intimate communica-
tion with them. They would not trust their own fellow-

citizens, I say, with the exercise of those great powers
reserved in the bill of rights. Do we not, by this system,
give up a .great part of the rights, reserved by the bill of
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rights, t») those who have no fellow-feeling for the people —
to a government where the representatives will have no

communication with the people ? I say, then, there are

great an<l important powers, which were not transferred to

the state government, given up to the general government

hy this Constitution.

Let us advert to the 6th article. It expressly declares,

that " this Constitution, and the laws of the United States

which shall be made in pursuance thereof, and all treaties

made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the

United States, shall be the supreme law of the land, and the

judges in every state shall be bound thereby; any thing in

the Constitution or laws of any state to the contrary not-

withstanding." Now, sir, if the laws and Constitution of

the general government, as expressly said, be paramou.it to

those of any state, are not those rights with which we were
afraid to trust our own citizens annulled and given up to the

general go/ernment ? The bill of rights is a part of our

own Constitution. The Judges are obliged to take notice

of the laws of the general government ; consequently, the

rights secured by our bill of rights are given up. If they

are not given up, where are they secured ? By implication !

Let jientlemen show that they are secured in a plain, direct,

unequivocal manner. It is not in their power. Then where

is the security ? Where is the barrier drawn between the

government and the rights of the citizens, as secured in oui

own state government ? These rights are given up in that

paper; but I trust that this Convention will never give them

up, but will take pains to secure them to the latest posterity.

If a check be necessary in our own state government, it is

much more so in a government where our representatives

are to be at the distance of a thousand miles from us, with-

out any responsibility.

I said, the other day, that they could not have sufficient

information. I was asked how the legislature of Virginia

got their information. The answer is easy and obvious.

They get it from one hundred and sixty representatives,

dispersed through all parts of the country. In this govern-

ment how do they get it ? Instead of one hundred and sixty,

there are but ten— chosen, if not wholly, yet mostly, from

the higher order of the people — from the great, the wealthy
— the well-born— the well-born, Mr. Chairman, that aristo-
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cratic idol — that flattering idea— that exotic plant which

has been lately imported from the ports of Great Britain,

and planted in the luxurious soil of this country.

In the course of the investigation, much praise has been

lavished upon the article which fixes the number of rep-

resentatives. It only says that the proportion shall not ex-

ceed one for every thirty thousand.

The worthy gentleman says that the number must be

increased, because representation and taxation are in propor-

tion, and that one cannot be increased without increasing

the other, nor decreased without decreasing the other. Let
us examine the weight of this argument. If the proportion

of each state equally and ratably diminishes, the words of

the Constitution will be as much satisfied as if it had been

increased in the same manner, without any reduction of the

taxes. Let us illustrate it familiarly. Virginia has ten rep-

resentatives ; Maryland has six. Virginia will have to pay

a sum in proportion, greater than Maryland, as ten to six.

Suppose Virginia reduced to five, and Maryland to three.

The relative proportion of money, paid by each, will be the'

same as before ; and yet the honorable gentleman said, that,

if this did not convince us, he would give up. I am one of

those unhappy men who cannot be amused with assertions.

A man from the dead might frighten me; but I am sure that

he could not convince me without using better arguments

than I have yet heard.

The same gentleman showed us that, though the Northern

States had a most decided majority against us, yet the in-

crease of population among us would, in the course of years,

change it in our favor. A very sound argument indeed, that

we should cheerfully burn ourselves to death in hopes of

a Joyful and happy resurrection !

The very Avorthy gentleman who presides was pleased to

tell us that there vvas no interference between the legislation

of the general government and that of the state legislatures.

Pardon me if I show the contrary. In the important in-

stance of taxation there is a palpable interference. Suppose

a poll tax : the general government can lay a poll tax ; the

state legislatures can do the same— can lay it on the same
man, and at the same time ; and yet it is said there can be

110 interference.

My honorable colleague in the late federal Convention, in
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answer to another gentleman, who had said that the annals

of mankind could afford no instance of rulers giving up

power, has told us that eight slates had adopted the Consti-

tution, and that this was a relinquishment of power. Ought

this example to have any weight with us ? If that relin-

quishment was imprudent, shall we imitate it? 1 will

venture to assert that, out of a thousand instances where the

people precipitately and unguardedly relinquished their

power, there has not been one instance of a voluntary

surrender of it back by rulers. He afterwards said, that

freedom at home and respectability abroad would be the

consequence of the adoption of this government, and that

we cannot exist without its adoption. Highly as I esteem

that gentleman, highly as I esteem his historical knowledge,

I am obliged to deny his assertions.

If this government will endanger our liberties in its pres-

ent state, its adoption will not promote our happiness at

home. The people of this country are as independent,

happy, and respectable, as those of any country. France is

the most powerful and respectable nation on earth. Would

the planters of this country change their shoes for the wooden

shoes of the peasants of France ? Perhaps Russia is thi.

next greatest power in Europe. Would we change situation

with the people of Russia ? We have heard a great deal of

Holland. Some have called its government a democracy
;

others have called it an aristocracy. It is well known to be

a republic. It has arisen to uncommon power and wealth.

Compared to its neighboring countries, its fortune has been

surprising.

[Here Mr. Mason made a quotation, showing the comparative Hounsh-

ing condition of the inhabitants of Holland, even a few years after they had

shaken oiT the Spanish yoke ; that plenty and contentment were to be

every where seen, the peasants well clothed, provisions plenty, their furni-

ture and domestic utensils in abundance, and their lands well stocked
;

—
that, on the contrary, the people of Spain were in a poor and miserable

condition, in want of every thing of which the people of Holland enjoyed

the greatest abundance.]

Mr. Mason then continued : As this was within a tew

years after the Spanish revolution, this striking contrast

could be owing to no other cause than the hberty which

they enjoyed under their government. Here behold the dil-

ference between a powerful, great consolidation, and a con-

federacy. They tell us that, if we be powerful and respecta-
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ble abroad, we shall have liberty and happiness at home.
Let us secure that liberty, that happiness, iirst, and we shall

then be respectable.

I have some acquaintance with a great many characters

who favor this government, their connections, their conduct,

their political principles, and a number of other circum
stances. There are a great many wise and good men among
them. But when I look round the number of my acquaint-

ance in Virginia, the country wherein I was born, and have
lived so many years, and observe who are the warmest and
the most zealous friends to this new government, it makes
me think of the story of the cat transformed into a fine lady

;

forgetting her transformation, and happening; to see a rat,

she could not restrain herself, but sprang upon it out of the

chair.

He (Governor Randolph) dwelt largely on the necessity

of the union. A great many others have enlarged on this

subject. Foreigners would suppose, from the declamation
about union, that there was a great dislike in America to

any general American government. I have never, in my
whole life, heard one single man deny the necessity and
propriety of the union. This necessity is deeply impressed
on every American mind. There can be no danger of any
object being lost when the mind of every man in the coun-
try is strongly attached to it. But I hope that it is not to

the name, but to the blessings of union, that we are attached.

Those gentlemen who are loudest in their praises of the

name, are not more attached to the reality than I am. The
security of our liberty and happiness is the object we ought
to have in view in wishing to establish the union. If, instead

of securing these, we endanger them, the name of union will

be but a trivial consolation. If the objections be removed,
if those parts which are clearly subversive of our rights be
altered, no man will go farther than I will to advance the

union. We are told, in strong: language, of dangers to

which we will be exposed unless we adopt this Constitution.

Among the rest, domestic safety is said to be in danger.
This government does not intend our domestic safety. It

authorizes the importation of slaves for twenty-odd years,

and thus continues upon us that nefarious trade. Instead of
securing and protecting us, the continuation of this detesta-

ble traae adds daily to our weakness. Though this evil Ls
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increasing, there is no clause in the Constitution that will

prevent the Northern and Eastern States from meddling

with our whole property of that kind. There is a clause to

prohibit the importation of slaves after twenty years ; but

there is no provision made for securing to the Southern

States those they now possess. It is far from being a de-

sirable property ; but it will involve us in great difficulties

and infelicity to be now deprived of them. There ought to

be a clause in the Constitution to secure us that property,

which we harve acquired under our former laws, and the loss

of which would bring ruin on a great many people.

Maryland and the Potomac have been mentioned. I have

had some little means of being acquainted with that subject,

having been one of the commissioners who made the com-

pact with Maryland. There is no cause of fear on that

ground. Maryland, says the gentleman, has a right to the

navigation of the Potomac. This is a right which she never

exercised. Maryland was pleased with what she had in

return for a right which she never exercised. Every ship

which comes within the state of Maryland, except some

small boats, must come within our country. Maryland was

very glad to get what she got by this compact, for she con-

sidered it as next to getting it without any compensation on

her part. She considered it, at least, as next to a quid

pro quo.

The back land, he says, is another source of danger.

Another day will show that, if that Constitution is adopted

without amendments, there are twenty thousand families of

good citizens in the north-west district, between the Alle-

ghany Mountains and the Blue Rid<ie, who will run the risk

of being driven from their lands. They will be ousted from

them by the Indiana Company— by the survivors— alth()U<ih

their right and titles have been confirmed by the Assembly

of our own state. I will pursue it no farther now, but take

an opportunity to consider it another time.

The alarming magnitude of our debts is urged as a reason

for our adoption. And shall we, because involved in debts,

take less care of our rights and liberties ? Shall we aban

don them because we owe money which we cannot immedi-

ately pay ? Will this system enable us to j)ay our debts and

lessen our difficulties? Perhaps the new government pos

sesses some secret, some powerful means of turning every
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thing to gold. It has been called bv one gentleman the

philosopher's stone. The comparison was a pointed one,

at least in this, that, on the subject of producing gold, thej
will be both equally delusive and fallacious. The one will

be as inapplicable as the other. The dissolution of the

Union, the dangers of separate confederacies, and the quar-

rels of borderers, have been enlarged upon to persuade us
to embrace this government.
My honorable colleague in the late Convention seems to

raise phantoms, and to show a singular skill in exorcisms, to

terrify and compel us to take the new government, with all

its sins and dangers. I know that he once saw as great

danger in it as I do. What has happened since to alter his

opinion ? If any thing, I know it not. But the Virginia

legislature has occasioned it, by postponing the matter.

The Convention had met in June, instead of March or April.

The liberty or misery of millions yet unborn are deeply con-
cerned in our decision. When this is the case, I cannot
imagine that the short period between the last of Septem-
ber and first of June ought to make any difference. The
union between England and Scotland has been strongly in-

stanced by the honorable gendeman to prove the necessity

of our acceding to this new government. He must know
that the act of union secured the rights of the Scotch nation.

The rights and privileges of the people of Scotland are ex-

pressly secured. We wish only our rights to be secured.

We must have such amendments as will secure the liberties

and happiness of the people on a plain, simple construction,

not on a doubtful ground. We wish to give the government
sufficient energy, on real republican principles; but we wish
to withhold such powers as are not absolutely necessary in

themselves, but are extremely dangerous. We wish to shut

the door against corruption in that place where it is most
dangerous— to secure against the corruption of our own
representatives. We ask such amendments as will point out
what powers are reserved to the state governments, and
clearly discriminate between them and those which are given
to the general government, so as to prevent future disputes

and clashing of interests. Grant us amendments like these,

and we will cheerfully, with our hands and hearts, unite

with those who advocate it, and we will do every thing we
can to support and curry it into execution. But in its pres
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ent form we never can accede to it. Oar duty to God aiid

to our posteritv forbids it. We acknowledge the defects of

the Confederation, and the necessity of a reform. We ar-

dently wish for a union with our sister states, on terms ot

security. This I am bold to declare is the desire of most

of the people. On these terms we will most cheerfully Join

with the warmest friends of this Constitution. On another

occasion I shall point out the great dan^^ers of this Consti-

tution, and the amendments which are necessary. I will

likewise endeavor to show that amendments after ratification

are delusive and fallacious— perhaps utterly impracticable.

Mr. LEE (of Westmoreland) strongly urged the propriety

of adhering to the resolution of the house, of debating the

subject regularly ; that the irregular and disorderly manner

in which gentlemen had hitherto proceeded was unfriendly

to a rational and just decision, tended to protract time un-

necessarily, and interfered with the private concerns of

gentlemen.

He then proceeded : I waited some time in hopes that

some gentleman on the same side of the question would rise.

I hope that I may take the liberty of making a few remarks

on what fell from the honorable gentleman last up. He has

endeavored to draw our attention from the merits of the

question by jocose observations and satirical allusions. He
ought to know that ridicule is not the test of truth. Does

he imagine that he who can raise the loudest laugh is the

soundest reasoner ? Sir, the judgments, and not the risi-

bility, of gentlemen, are to be consulted. Had the gentle-

man followed that rule which he himself proposed, he would

not have shown the letter of a private gentleman, who, in

times of difficulty, had offered his opinion respecting the

mode in which it would be most expedient to raise the pub-

lic funds. Does it follow, since a private individual ])ro-

posed such a scheme of taxation, that the new government

will adopt it ? But the same principle has also governed

the gentleman when he mentions the expressions of another

private gentleman— the well-horn; that our federal repre-

sentatives are to be chosen from the higher orders of the

people— Uom the well-born. Is there a single expression

like this in the Constitution ? Every man who is entitled

to vote for a member of our own state legislature, will have

a right to vote for a member in the House of Representa-
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tives in the general government. In both cases the confi-

dence of the people alone can procure an election. This
insinuation is totally unwarrantable. Is it proper that tlio

Constitution should be thus attacked with the opinions of

every private gentleman ? I hope we shall hear no more of

such groundless aspersions. Raising a laugh, sir, will not

prove the merits, nor expose the defects, of this system.

The honorable gentleman abominates it, because it does

not prohibit the importation of slaves, and because it does

not secure the continuance of the existing slavery ! Is it not

obviously inconsistent to criminate it for two contradictory

reasons? I submit it to the consideration of the gentlemen,

whether, if it be reprehensible in the one case, it can bo

censurable in the other. Mr. Lee then concluded by earn-

estly recommending to the committee to proceed regularly.

Mr. GRAYSON. Mr. Chairman, I must make a few
observations on this subject; and, if my arguments arc

desultory, I hope I shall stand justified by the bad example
which has been set me, and the necessity I am under of fol-

lowing my opponents through all their various recesses. I

do not in the smallest degree blame the conduct of the gen-

tlemen who represented this state in the general Convention.
I believe that they endeavored to do all the good to this

commonwealth which was in their power, and that all the

members who formed that Convention did every thing within

the compass of their abilities to procure the best terms for

their particular states. That they did not do more for the

general good of America, is perhaps a misfortune. They
are entitled, however, to our thanks and those of the people.

Although 1 do not approve of the result of their delibera-

tions, 1 do not criminate or suspect the principles on which
they acted. I desire that what I may say may not be im-

properly applied. I make no allusions to any gentleman
whatever.

I do not pretend to say that the present Confederation is

not defective. Its defects have been actually experienced.

But I am afraid that they cannot be removed. It has defects

arising from reasons which are inseparable from the nature

of such governments, and which cannot be removed but by
death. All such governments, that ever existed, have uni-

formly produced this consequence— that particular interests

have been consulted, and the general good, to which all

VOL. III. 35
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wishes oiight to be directed, has been neo;lected. But the

particular disorders of" Virginia ought not to be attributed to

the Confederation. I was concerned to hear the local affairs

of Virginia mentioned. If these make impressions on the

minds of the gentlemen, why did not the Convention pro-

vide for the removing the evils of the government of Vir-

ginia ? If I am right, the states, with respect to their internal

affairs, are left precisely as before, except in a few instances.

Of course, the judiciary, should this government be adopted,

would not be improved ; the state government would be in

this respect nearly the same ; and the Assembly may, without

judge or jury, hang as many men as they may think proper

to sacrifice to the good of the public. Our judiciary has

been certainly improved in some respects since the revolu-

tion. The proceedings of our courts are not, at least, as

rapid as they were under the royal government.

[Here Mr. Grayson mentioned a particular cause which had been thirty-

one years on the docket.]

The adoption of this government will not meliorate our

own particular system. I beg leave to consider the circum-

stances of the Union antecedent to the meeting of the Con-
vention at Philadelphia. We have been told of phantoms
and ideal dangers to lead us into measures which will, in my
opinion, be the ruin of our country. If the existence of those

dangers cannot be proved, if there be no apprehension of

wars, if there be no rumors of wars, it wall place the subject

in a different light, and plainly evince to the world that

there cannot be any reason for adopting measures which we
apprehend to he ruinous and destructive. When this state

proposed that the general government should be improved,

Massachusetts was just recovered from a rebellion which had

brought the republic to the brink of destruction— from a

rebellion which was crushed [)y that federal government

which is now so much contemned and abhorred : a vote of

that august body for fifteen hundred men, aided by the ex-

ertions of the state, silenced all opposition, and shortly re-

stored the public tranquillity. Massachusetts was satisfied

that these internal commotions were so happily settled, and

was unwilling to risk any similar distresses by theoretic, ex-

periments. Were the Eastern States willing to enter into

this measure ^ Were they willing to accede to the pro-
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posal of Virginia ? In what manner was it received ? Con
necticut revolted at the idea. The Eastern States, sir,

were unwilling to recommend a meeting of a convention.

They were well aware of the dangers of revolutions and

changes. Why was every effort used, and such uncommon
pains taken, to bring it about? This would have been un-

necessary, had it been approved of by the people. Was
Pennsylvania disposed for the reception of this project of ref-

ormation ? No, sir. She was even unwilling to amend her

revenue laws, so as to make the five per centum operative

She was satisfied with things as they were. There was no

complaint, that ever I heard of, from any other part of the

Union, except Virginia. This being the case among ourselves,

what dangers were there to be apprehended from foreign

nations ? It will be easily shown that dangers from that

quarter were absolutely imaginary. Was not France friend-

ly ? Unequivocally so. She was devising new regulations

of commerce for our advantage. Did she harass us with

applications for her money.'' Is it likely that France will

quarrel with us? Is it not reasonable to suppose that she

will be more desirous than ever to cling, after losing the

Dutch republic, to her best ally ? How are the Dutch ? We
owe them money, it is true ; and are they not wiUing that

we should owe them more ? Mr. Adams applied to them

for a new loan to the poor, despised Confederation. They
readily granted it. The Dutch have a fellow-feeling for us.

Thev were in the same situation with ourselves.

I believe that the money which the Dutch borrowed of

Henry IV. is not yet paid. How did they pass Queen Eliz-

abeth's loan ? At a very considerable discount. They took

advantage of the weakness and necessities of James I., and

made their own terms with that contemptible monarch.

Loans from nations are not like loans from private men.

Nations lend money, and grant assistance, to one another,

from views of national interest. France was willing to pluck

the fairest feather out of the British crown. This was her

object in aiding us. She will not quarrel with us on pecu-

niary considerations. Congress considered it in this point

of view; for when a proposition was made to make it a debt

of private persons, it was rejected without hesitation. That
respectable body wisely considered, that, while we remained
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iheir debtors in so considerable a degree, they would not be

inattentive to our interest.

With respect to Spain, she is friendly in a high degree.

I wish to know by whose interposition was the treaty with

Morocco made. Was it not by that of the king of Spain ?

Several predatory nations disturbed us, on going into the

Mediterranean : the influence of Charles III. at the Barhary
court, and four thousand pounds, procured as good a treaty

with Morocco as could be expected. But I acknowledge it

is not of any consequence, since the Algerines and people

of Tunis have not entered into similar measures. We have

nothing to fear from Spain ; and, were she hostile, she could

never be formidable to this country. Her strength is so

scattered, that she never can be dangerous to us either in

peace or war.

As to Portugal, we have a treaty with her, which may
be very advantageous, though it be not yet ratified.

The domestic debt is diminished by considerable sales of

western lands' to Cutler, Sergeant, and Company ; to Simms;
and to Royal, Flint, and Company. The board of treasury

is authorized to sell in Europe, or any where else, the resi-

due of those lands.

An act of Congress has passed, to adjust the public debts

between the individual states and the United States.

Was our trade in a despicable situation .'' I shall say noth-

ing of what did not come under my own observation. When
I was in Congress, sixteen vessels had had sea letters in the

East India trade, and two hundred vessels entered and
»-leared out, in the French West India Islands, in one year.

I must confess that public credit has suffered, and that

our public creditors have been ill used. This was owing to

a fault at the head-quarters,— to Con^jress themselves,— in

not apportioning the debts on the different states, and in

not selling the western lands at an earlier period. If requi-

sitions have not been complied with, it must be owing to

Congress, who might have put the unpopular debts on the

l)ack lands. Commutation is abhorrent to New England
ideas. Speculation is abhorrent to the Eastern States.

Those inconveniences have resulted from the bad policy of

Congress.

There are certain modes of governing the people which
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will succeed. There are others which will not. The idea
of consolidation is abhorrent to the people of this countryHow were the sentiments of the people before the meeting
of the Convention at Philadelphia ? They had only one ob-
ject in view. Their ideas reached no farther than to ^ive
the general government the five per centum impost, and the
regulation of trade. When it was agitated in Congress, in
a committee of the whole, this was all that was asked, oi
was deemed necessary. Since that period, their views have
extended much farther. Horrors have been greatly magni
lied since the rising of the Convention.
We are now told by the honorable gentleman (Governor

Kandolph) that we shall have wars and rumors of wars, that
every calamity is to attend us, and that we shall be ruined
and disunited forever, unless we adopt this Constitution,
l^ennsylvania and Maryland are to fall upon us from the
north, like the Goths and Vandals of old ; the Algerines,
whose flat-sided vessels never came farther than Madeira,
are to fill the Chesapeake with mightv fleets, and to attack
us on our front : the Indians are to invade us with numerous
armies on our rear, in order to convert our cleared lands
into hunting-grounds; and the Carolinians, from the south,
(mounted on alligators, I presume,) are to come and destroy
our cornfields, and eat up our little children ! These, sir,
are the mighty dangers which await us if we reject— dan-
gers which are merely imaginary, and ludicrous in the
extreme

! Are we to be destroyed by Maryland and Penn-
sylvania? What will democratic states make war for, and
how long since have they imbibed a hostile spirit ?

But the generality are to attack us. Will they attack us
after violating their faith in the first Union ? Will they not
violate their faith if they do not take us into their confeder-
acy ? Have they not agreed, by the old Confederation, thai
the Union shall be perpetual, and that no alteration should
take place without the consent of Congress, and the confir-
mation of the legislatures of every state ? I cannot think
that there is such depravity in mankind as that, after violat-
ing public faith so flagrantly, they should make war upon us,
also, for not following their example.
The large states have divided the back lands among them-

selves, and have given as much as they thought proper to
the generality. For the fear of disunion, we are told that

24
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we ought to take measures which we otherwise should not.

Disunion is in]possil)le. The Eastern States hold the fish-

eries, which are their cornfields, by a hair. They have a

dispute with the British government about their limits at this

moment. Is not a general and strong government necessary

for their interest ? If ever nations had inducements to peace,

the Eastern States now have. New York and Pennsylvania

anxiously look forward for the fur trade. How can they

obtain it but by union ? Can tlie western posts be got or

retained without union ? How are the little states inclined ?

They are not likely to disunite. Their weakness will pre-

vent them from quarrelling. Little men are seldom fond of

quarrelling among giants. Is there not a strong inducement
to union, while the British are on one side and the Spaniards

on the other ? Thank Heaven, we have a Carthage of our

own !

But we are told that, if we do not embrace the present

moment, we are lost forever. Is there no difference between
productive states and carrying states? If we hold out, will

not tiie tobacco trade enable us to make terms with the car-

rying states ? Is there nothing in a similarity of laws, reli-

gion, language, and manners ? Do not these, and the inter-

course and intermarriage between the people of the different

states, invite them in the strongest manner to union ?

But what would I do on the present occasion to remedy
the existing defects of the present Confederation ? There
are two opinions prevailing in the world — the one, that

mankind can only be governed by force ; the other, that

they are capable of freedom and a good government. Under
a supposition that mankind can govern themselves, I would
recommend that the present Confederation should be amend-
ed. Give Conjiress the resulation of commerce. Infuse

new strength and spirit into the state governments; for,

when the component parts are strong, it will give energy to

the government, although it be otherwise weak. This may
be proved by the union of Utrecht.

Apportion the public debts in such a manner as to throw
the unpopular ones on the back lands. Call only for requi-

sitions for the foreign interest, and aid them by loans.

Keep on so till the American character be marked with some
certain features. We are yet too yoimg to know what we
are fit for. The continual migration of peo])le from Europe,
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and the settlement of new countries on our western frontiers,

are strong arguments against making new experiments now
in government. When these things are removed, we can

with greater prospect of success, devise changes. We ought

to consider, as Montesquieu says, whether the construction

of the government be suitable to the genius and disposition

of the people, as well as a variety of other circumstances.

But if this position be not true, and men can only be gov-

erned by force, then be as gentle as possible. What, then,

would I do .^ I would not take the British monarchy for my
model. We have not materials for such a government in

this country, although I will be bold to say, that it is one of

the governments in the world by which liberty and property

are best secured. But I would adopt the following govern-

ment. I would have a President for life, choosing his sue

cessor at the same time ; a Senate for life, with the powers

of the House of Lords ; and a triennial House of Repre-

sentatives, with the powers of the House of Commons in

England.

By having such a President, we should have more inde-

pendence and energy in the executive, and not l)e encum-

bered with the expense, &c., of a court and an hereditary

prince and family. By such a Senate, we should have more

stability in the laws, without having an odious hereditary

aristocracy. By the other branch, we should be fully and

fairly represented. If, sir, we are to be consolidated at all,

we ought to be fully represented, and governed with suffi-

cient energy, according to numbers, in both houses.

I admit that coercion is necessary in every government in

some degree ; that it is manifestly wanting in our present

government, and that the want of it has ruined many na-

tions. But I should be glad to know what great degree of

coercion is in this Constitution, more than in the old govern-

ment, if the states will refuse to comply with requisitions,

and they can only be compelled by means of an army.

Suppose the people will not pay the taxes ; is not the sword

to be then employed? The difference is this— that, by

this Constitution, the sword is employed against individuals,

by the other, it is employed ao;ainst the states, which is more

honorable. Suppose a general resistance to pay taxes in

such a state as Massachusetts ; will it not be precisely the

same thing as a non-compliance with requisitions
"^
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Will this Constitution remedy the fatal inconveniences of

ihe clashing state interests.^ Will not every member that

^oes from Virginia be actuated by state influence ? So they

will also from every other state. Will the liberty and prop-

erty of this country be secure under such a government ?

What, sir, is the present Constitution? A republican gov-

ernment founded on the principles of monarchy, with the

three estates. Is it like the model of Tacitus or Montes-

quieu.^ Are there checks in it, as m the British monarchy ?

There is an executive fetter in some parts, and as unlimited

in others as a Roman dictator. A democratic branch marked
with the strong features of aristocracy, and an aristocratic

branch with all the impurities and imperfections of the Brit

ish House of Commons, arising from the inequality of repre

sentation and want of responsibility. There will be plentj'

of Old Sarums, if the new Constitution should be adopted.

Do we love the British so well as to imitate their imper-

fections ? We could not effect it more than in that particu-

lar instance. Are not all defects and corruption founded on

an inequality of representation and want of responsibility ?

How is the executive ? Contrary to the opinion of all the

best writers, blended with the legislative. We have asked

for bread, and they have given us a stone. I am willing to

give the government the regulation of trade. It will be ser-

viceable in regulating the trade among the states. But 1

believe that it will not be attended with the advantages gen-

erally expected.

As to direct taxation— give up this, and you give up

every thing, as it is the highest act of sovereignty : surren-

der up this inestimable jewel, and you throw away a pearl

richer than all your trjbe. But it has been said by an

honorable gendeman, (Mr. Pendleton,) as well as I recol-

lect, that there could be no such thing as an interference

between the two legislatures, either in point of direct taxa-

tion, or in any other case whatsoever. An honorable gentle-

man (Mr. Mason) has replied that they might interfere in

the case of a poll tax. I will go farther, and say, that the

case may happen in the judiciary. Suppose a state execu-

tion and a federal execution issued against the same man,

and the state officer and federal officer seize him at the same

moment ; would they divide the man in two, as Solomon

directed the child to be divided who was claimed by two
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women ? 1 sunpose the general government, as being para-

mount, would prevail. How are two legislatures to coincide,
with powers transcendent, supreme, and omnipotent? for

such is the definition of a legislature. There must be an
external interference, not only in the collection of taxes, but
in the judiciary. Was there ever such a thing in any coun-
try before? Great Britain never went so far in'tlie stamp
act. Poyning's law— the abhorrence of the Irish— never
went so far. I never heard of two supreme coordiuate
powers in one and the same country before. I cannot con-
ceive how it can happen. It surpasses every thing that I

have read of concerning other governments, or that I can
conceive by the utmost exertion of my faculties.

But, sir, as a cure for every thing, the democratic branch
is elected by the people. What security is there in that ? as
has aheady been demanded. Their number is too small.

Is not a small number more easy to be corrupted than a
large one ? Were not the tribunes at Rome the choice of
the people ? Were not the decemviri chosen by them ?

Was not Caesar himself the choice of the people ? Did this

secure them from oppression and slavery ? Did this render
these agents so chosen by the people upright ? If five hun-
dred and sixty members are corrupted in the British House
of Commons, will it not be easier to corrupt ninety-one
members of the new Constitution ? But the British House
of Commons are corrupted from the same cause that our
representatives will be : I mean, from the Old Sarums
among them— from the inequality of the representation.
How many are legislating in this country yearly ? It is

thought necessiiry to have fifteen hundred representatives,
for the great purposes of legislation, throughout the Union,
exclusive of one hundred and sixty senators, which form a
proportion of about one for every fifteen hundred persons.
By the present Constitution, these extensive powers are to

be exercised by the small number of ninety-one persons—

a

proportion almost twenty times less than the other. It must
be degrading indeed to think that so small a number should
be equal to so many ! Such a preferential distinction must
presuppose the happiest selection. They must have some-
thing divine in their composition, to merit such a preeminence.
But my greatest objection is, that it will, in its operation, be
found unequal, grievous, and oppressive. If it have any

VOL. III. 36
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efficdcy at all, it must be by a faction— a faction of one part

of the Union against the other. I think that it has a great

natural imbecility within itself, too weak for a consolidated

and too strong for a confederate government. But if it be

called into action by a combination of seven states, it will be

terrible indeed. We need he at no loss to determine how

this combination will be formed. There is a great difference

of circumstances between the states. The interest of the

carrying states is strikingly different from that oi' the pro-

ductive states. I mean not to give offence to any part of

America, but mankind are governed by interest. The car-

rying states will assuredly unite, and our situation will be

then wretched indeed. Our commodities will be transported

on their own terms, and every measure will have for its ob-

ject their particular interest. Let ill-fated Ireland be ever

present to our view. We ought to be wise enough to guard

against the abuse of such a government. Republics, in fact,

oppress more than monarchies. If we advert to the page of

history, we shall find this disposition too often manifested in

republican governments. The Romans, in ancient, and the

Dutch, in modern times, oppressed their provinces in a re-

markable degree.

I hope that my fears are groundless ; but I believe it as

1 do my creed, that this government will operate as a faction

of seven states to oppress the rest of the union. But it

may be said that we are represented, and cannot therefore

be injured. A poor representation it will be ! The British

would have been glad to take America into the union, like

the Scotch, by giving us a small representation. The Irish

might be indulged with the same favor by asking for it.

Will that lessen our misfortunes? A small representation

gives a pretence to injure and destroy. But, sir, the Scotch

union is introduced by an honorable gentleman as an argu-

ment in favor of adoption. Would he wish his country to be

on the same foundation as Scotland? They have but forty-

five members m the House of Commons, and sixteen in the

House of Lords.

These go up regularly in order to be bribed. The small-

ness of their number puts it out of their power to carry any

measure. And this unhappy nation exhibits the only in-

stance, perhaps, in the world, where corruption becomes ^

virtue. I devoutly pray that this description of Scotland
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may not be picturesque of the Southern States, in three

years from this time ! The committee beino; tired, as well

as myself, I will take another time to give my opinion mon
fully on this great and important subject.

Mr. Monroe, seconded by Mr. Henry, moved that the

committee should rise, that Mr. Grayson might have an o})-

portunity of continuing his argument next day. Mr. Madi-
son insisted on going through the business regularly, accord-

ins; to the resolution of the house.

Thursday, June 12, 1788.

[The 1st and 2d sections still under consideration.]

Mr. GRAYSON. Mr. Chairman, I asserted yesterday
that there were two opinions in the world— the one that

mankind were capable of governing themselves, the other

that it required actual iorce to govern them. On the prin-

ciple that the first position was true, and which is consonant
to the rights of humanity, the house will recollect that it was
my opinion to amend the present Confederation, and infuse

a new portion of health and strength into the state govern-
ments ; to apportion the public debts in such a manner as to

throw the unpopular ones on the back lands ; to divide the

rest of the domestic debt among the different states ; and to

call for requisitions only for the interest of the foreign debt.

If, contrary to this maxim, force is necessary to govern men,
I then did propose, as an alternative, not a monarchy like

that of Great Britain, but a milder government, one which,
under the idea of a general corruption of manners, and the con-
sequent necessity of force, should be as gentle as possible. I

showed, in as strong a manner as I could, some of the princi-

pal defects in the Constitution. The greatest defect is the

opposition of the component parts to the interests of the

whole
; for, let gentlemen ascribe its defects to as many

causes as their imagination may suggest, this is the principal

and radical one. I urged that, to remedy the evils which
must result from this government, a more equal representa-

tion in the legislature, and proper checks against abuse, were
indispensably necessary. I do not pretend to propose for

your adoption the plan of government which I mentioned as

an alternative to a monarchy, in case mankind were incapa-
ble of governing themselves. I only meant, if it were once
established that force was necessary to govern men, that such
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a plan would be more eligible fo- a free people than the

introduction of crowned heads and nobles. Having premised

this much, to obviate misconstruction, I shall proceed to the

clause before us with this observation— that 1 prefer a com-

plete consolidation to a partial one, but a federal government

to either. In my opinion, the states which give uj) the

power of taxation have nothing more to give. The people

of that state which suffers any power but her own immediate

government to interfere with the sovereign right of taxation

are gone forever. Giving the right of taxation is giving a

right to increase the miseries of the people. Is it not a

political absurdity to suppose that there can be two concur-

rent legislatures, each possessing the supreme power of

direct taxation ? If two powers come in contact, must not

the one prevail over the other ? Must it not strike every

man's mind, that two unlimited, coequal, coordinate authori-

ties, over the same objects, cannot exist together ? But we

are told that there is one instance of coexisting powers, in

cases of petty corporations, as well here as in other parts of

the world. The case of petty corporations does not prove

the propriety or possibility of two coequal, transcendent

powers over the same object. Although these have the

power of taxation, it only extends to certain degrees and for

certain purposes. The powers of corporations are defined,

and operate on limited objects. Their power originates by

the authority of the legislature, and can be destroyed by the

same authority. Persons carrying on the powers of a petty

corporation may be punished for interfering with the power

of the legislature. Their acts are entirely nugatory, if they

contravene those of the legislature.

Scotland is also introduced to show that two different

bodies may, with convenience, exercise power of taxation in

the same country. How is the land tax there ? There is a

fixed apportionment. When England pays four shillings in

the pound, Scotland only pays forty-five thousand pounds.

This proportion cannot be departed from, whatever augmen-

tation may take place. There are stannary courts, and a

variety of other inferior private courts, in England. But

when they pass the bounds of their jurisdiction, the suprcune

courts in Westminster Hall may, on appeal, correct the abuse

of their power. Is there any connection between the federal

courts and state courts ? What power is there to keep them
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in order ? Where is there any authority to terminal.^ dis-

putes between these two contendino; powers ? An observa-

tion came from an honorable gentleman, (Mr. Mason,) when
speaking of the propriety of the general government's exer-

cising this power, that, according to the rules and doctrine

of representation, the thing was entirely impracticable. I

aoreed with him in sentiment. I waited to hear the answer

from the admirers of the new Constitution. What was the

answer ? Gentlemen were obliged to give up the point with

respect to general, uniform taxes. They have the candor to

acknowledge that taxes on slaves would not affect the East-

ern States, and that taxes on fish or potash would not

affect the Southern States. They are then reduced to this

dilemma. In order to support this part of the system, they

are obliged to controvert the first maxims of representation.

The best writers on this subject lay it down as a fundamen-

tal principle, that he who lays a tax should bear his propor-

tion of paying it. A tax that might with propriety be laid,

and with ease collected, in Delaware, might be highly

improper in Virginia. The taxes cannot be uniform

throughout the states without being oppressive to some

If they be not uniform, some of the members will lay

taxes, in the payment of which they will bear no propor-

tion. The members of Delaware will assist in laying a

tax on our slaves, of which they will pay no part what-

ever. The members of Delaware do not return to Virginia,

to give an account of their conduct. This total want of

responsibility and fellow-feeling will destroy the benefits of

representation. In order to obviate this objection, the gen-

tleman has said that the same evil exists, in some degree,

in the present Confederation:— to which I answer, that the

present Confederation has nothing to do but to say how
much money is necessary, and to fix the proportion to be paid

by each state. They cannot say in what manner the money
shall be raised. This is left to the state lei»;islatures.

But, says the honorable gentleman, (Mr. Madison,) if we
were in danger, we should be convinced of the necessity of

the clause. Are we to be terrified into a belief of its neces-

sity .^ It is proposed by the opposition to amend it in the

following manner— that requisitions shall be first made,

and if not paid, thrit direct taxes shall be laid by way of

punishment. If this ultimate right be in Congress, will it
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not be in their power to raise money on any emergency ?

Will not their credit be competent to procure any sum they

may want? Gentlemen agree that it would be proper to

imitate the conduct of other countries, and Great Britain

particularly, in borrowing money, and establishing funds for

the payment of the interest on the loans ; that, when the

government is properly organized, and its competency to

raise money made known, public and private confidence

will be the result, and men will readily lend it any sums it

may stand in need of. If this should be a fact, and the

reasoning well founded, it will clearly follow that it will be

practicable to borrow money in cases of great difficulty and

danger, on the principles contended for by the opposition
;

and this observation must supersede the necessity of grant-

ing them the powers of direct taxation in the first instance,

provided the right is secured in the second.

As to the idea of making extensive loans for extinguish-

ing the present domestic debt, it is what I have not by any

means in contemplation. I think it would be unnecessary,

unjust, and impolitic. This country is differently situated

and circumstanced from all other countries in the world. It

is now thinly inhabited, but daily increasing in numbers.

It would not be politic to lay grievous taxes and burdens at

present. If our numbers double in twenty-five years, as is

generally believed, we ought to spare the present race, be-

cause there will be double the niimber of persons to pay in

that period of time ; so that, were our matters so arranged that

the interest could be paid regularly, and that any one might

get his money when he thought proper, as is the case now
in England, it would be all that public faith would require.

Place the subject, however, in every point of view— wheth-

er as it relates to raising money for the immediate exigencies

of the state, or for the extinction of the foreign or the do-

mestic debt— still it must be obvious, if a proper confidence

is placed in the acknowledgment of the right of taxation in

the second instance, that every purpose can be answered.

However, sir, if the states are not blameless, why has not

the Congress used that coercion which is vested in their gov-

ernment? It is an unquestionable fact that the Belgic re-

public, on a similar occasion, by an actual exertion of force,

brought a delinquent province to a proper sense of justice.

The gentleman said that, in case of a partial compliance
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with requisitions, the alternative proposed will operate un-

equally, by taxiu": those who may have already paid, as well

as those who have not, and involving the innocent in the

crimes of the guilty. Sup])ose the new government fully

vested with authority to raise taxes; it will also operate

unequally. To make up antecedent deficiencies, they will

lay more taxes the next succeeding year. By this means,
those persons from whom a full proportion shall have been ex-

tracted will be saddled with a share of the deliciencies, as

well as those who shall not have discharged their full portion.

This mode, then, will have precisely the same unequal and
unjust operation as the other.

I said, yesterday, th it there were one thousand live hun-
dred representatives, and one hundred and sixty senators,

who transacted the affairs of the different states. But we
are told that this great niunber is unnecessary, and that in

the multitude of counsellors there is folly instead of wisdom
;

that they are a dead weight on the public business, which is

said in all public assemblies to devolve on a few. This may
in some degree be true, but it will not apply in the great

latitude as mentioned by the gentleman. If ten men in our

Assembly do the public business, may not the same obser-

vation extend to Congress ? May not five men do the pub-

lic business of the Union? But there is a great difference

between the objects of legislation in Congress and those of

the states legislatures. If the former be more complicated,

there is a greater necessity of a full and adequate represen-

tation. It must be confessed that it is highly improper to

trust our liberty and property in the hands of so few persons,

if they were any thing less than divine. But it seems that,

in this contest of power, the state governments have the ad-

vantage. I am of opinion that it will be directly the reverse.

What influence can the state governments be supposed to

have, after the loss of their most important rights ? Will

not the diminution of their power and influence be an aug-

mentation of those of the general government ? Will not

the officers of the general government receive higher com-
pensation for their services than those of the state govern-

ments ? Will not the most influential men be employed by

Congress ? I think the state governments will be contemned
ind despised as soon as they give up the power of direct tax-
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ation ; and a state, sajs Montesquieu, should lose her exist-

ence sooner than her importance.

But, sir, we are told that, if we do not give up this power
to Congress, the impost will be stretched to the utmost extent.

T do suppose this might follow, if the thing did not correct

itself. But we know that it is the nature of this kind of

taxation, that a small duty will bring more real money than

a large one. The experience of the English nation proves

the truth of this assertion. There has been niuch said of the

necessity of the five per cent, impost. I have been ever of

opinion, that two and a half per cent, would produce more
real money into the treasury. But we need not be alarmed

on this account, because, when smugglers will be induced,

by heavy imposts, to elude the laws, the general government
will find it their interest again to reduce them within reason-

able and moderate limits. But it is suggested that, if direct

taxation be inflicted by way of punishment, it will create

great disturbances in the country. This is an assertion with-

out ar2:ument. If man is a reasonable being;, he will submit

to punishment, and acquiesce in the justice of its infliction,

when he knows he deserves it. The states will comply with

the requisitions of Congress more readily when they know
that this power may be ultimately used ; and if they do not

comply, they will have no reasons to complain of its exercise.

We are then told of the armed neutrality of the empress of

Russia, the opposition to it by Great Britain, and the acqui-

escence of other powers. We are told that, in order to

become the carriers of contending nations, it will be necessary

to be formidable at sea— that we must have a fleet in case

of a war between Great Britain and France. I think that

the powers who formed that treaty will be able to sup-

port it. But if we were certain that this would not be the

case, still I think that the profits that might arise from such a

transient commerce could not compensate for the expenses of

rendering ourselves formidable at sea, or the dangers that

would probably result from the attempt. To have a fleet, in the

present limited population of America, is, in my opinion, im-

practicable and inexpedient. Is America in a situation to have

a fleet ? 1 take it to be a rule founded on common sense, thr.t

manufacturers, as well as sailors, proceed from a redundancy
of inhabitants. Our numbers, compared to our territory, are
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very small indeed. I think, therefore, that all attempts to

have a fleet, till our western lands are fully settled, are nu-
gatory and vain. How will you induce your people to go to

sea.^ Is it not more agreeable to follow agriculture than to

encounter the dangers and hardships of the ocean .^ Tht*

same reasoning will apply in a greater degree to manufac-
turers. Both are the result of necessity. It would, besides,

be dangerous to have a fleet in our present weak, dispersed,

and defenceless situation. The powers of Europe, who have
West India possessions, would be alarmed at any extraordi-

nary maritime exertions, and, knowing the danger of our

arrival at manhood, would crush us in our infancy. In my
opinion, the great objects most necessary to be promoted and
attended to, in America, are agriculture and population.

First take care that you are sufficiently strong, by land, to

guard against European partition ; secure your own house
before you attack that of other people. I think that the

sailors who would be prevailed on to go to sea would be a

real loss to the community : neglect of agriculture and loss

of labor would be the certain consequence of such an irregular

policy.

I hope that, when these objections are thoroughly con-

sidered, all ideas of having a fleet, in our infant situation, will

be given over. When the American character is better known,
and the government established on permanent principles, —
when we shall be sufficiently populous, and our situation

secure,— then come forward with a fleet ; not with a small

one, but with one sufficient to meet any of the maritime

powers.

The honorable gentleman (Mr. Madison) said that the

irnposts will be less productive hereafter, on account of the

increase of population. I shall not controvert this principle.

When all the lands are settled, and we have manufactures

sufficient, this may be the case. But I believe that for a

very \on^ time this cannot possibly happen. In islands and
thick-settled countries, where they have manufactures, the

principle will hold good, but will not apply in any degree to

our country. I apprehend that, among us, as the people in

the lower country find themselves straitened, they will re-

move to the frontiers, which, for. a considerable period, will

prevent the lower coimtry from being very populous, or

having recourse to manufactures. I cannot, therefore, but
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conclude that the aniount of the imposts will continue to in-

crease, at least for a great number ot" jeers.

Holland, we are informed, is not happy, because she has

not a constitution like this. This is but an unsupported as-

sertion. Do we not know the cause of her misfortunes?

The evil is coeval with her existence — there are always

opposite parties in that republic. There are now two parties

— -the aristocratic party, supporting the Prince of Orange,

and the Lovesteih party, su))j)Oiting the rights of th(> people.

France foments the one, and Great Britain the other, is it

known, if Holland had begun with such a government as

this, that the violence of faction would not produce the

same evils which they experience at this present moment?
It is said that all our evils result from requisitions on the

states. I did not expect to hear of comj^laints for non-

compliance during the war. Do not gentlemen recol-

lect our situation during th(i war? Our |)orts were
blocked up, and all means of getting money destroyed, and

almost every article taken from the farmer for the public ser-

vice— so as, in many instances, not to leave him enough to

support his own family with tolerable decency and comfort.

It cannot be forgot that another resort of government was ap-

plied to, and that press-warrants were made to answer for non-

compliance of re({uisitions. Every person must recollect our

miserable situation during the arduous contest ; therefore, I

shall make no further apology for the states, during the ex-

istence of the war. Since the peace, there have been various

causes for not furnishing the necessary quotas to the general

government. In some of the flourishing states, the requi-

sitions have been attended to ; in others, their non-compli-

ance is to be attributed more to the inability of the people

than to their unwillingness to advance the general interests.

Massachusetts attempted to correct the nature of things by

extracting more from the people than they were able to part

with What did it produce ? A revolution which shook that

state to its centre.

Paper money has been introduced. What did we do a

few years ago? Struck off many millions, and by the

charms of magic made the value of the emissions diminish

by a forty-fold ratio. However imjust or unreasonable this

might be, I suppose it was warranted by the inevitable laws

(f necessity. But, sir, there is no disposition now of having
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paper money ; this engine of iniquity is universally repro-

bated. But conventions give power, and conventions can
take it away. This ol)servation does not appear to me well

founded. It is not so easy to dissolve a government like

this. Its dissolution may be prevented by a trifling minor-
ity of the people of America. The consent of so many states

is necessary to introduce amendments, that I fear they will

with great difficulty be obtained. It is said that a strong
government will increase our population by the addition of
immigrants. From what quarter is immigration to proceed ?

From the arbitrary monarchies of Europe ? I fear this kind
of population would not add much to our happiness or im-
provement. It is supposed that, from the prevalence of the

Orange faction, numbers will come hither from Holland,
although it is not imagined the strength of the government
will form the inducement. The exclusive power of leo;isla-

tion over the ten miles square is introduced by many gen-
tlemen. I would not deny the utility of vesting the general
government with a power of this kind, were it properly

guarded. Perhaps I am mistaken, but it occurs to me that

Congress may give exclusive privileges to merchants residing

within the ten miles square, and that the same exclusive

power of legislation will enable them to grant similar privi-

leges to merchants in the strongholds within the states. I

wish to know if there be any thing in the Constitution to

prevent it. If there be, I have not been able to discover it.

I may, perhaps, not thoroughly comprehend this part of the

Constitution ; but it strikes my mind that there is a possi-

bility that, in process of time, and from the simple operation

of effects from causes, the whole commerce of the United
States may be exclusively carried on by merchants residing

within the seat of government, and those places of arms
which may be purchased of the state legislatures. How
detrimental and injurious to the communit), and how repug-
nant to the equal rights of mankind, such exclusive emolu-
ments would be, I submit to the consideration of the com-
mittee. Things of a similar nature have happened in other

countries ; or else from whence have issued the Hanse
Towns, Cinque Ports, and other places in Europe, which
have peculiar privileges in conmierce as well as in other

matters ? I do not offer this sentiment as an opinion,

but a conjecture, and, in this doubtful agitation of mind on
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a point of such infinite magnitude, only ask for information

from the framers of the Constitution, whose superior oppor-

tunities must have furnished them with more ample lights

on the subject than I am possessed of. Something is said

on the other side with respect to the Mississippi. An hon-

orable gentleman has mentioned, that he was satisfied that

no member of Congress had any idea of giving up that river.

Sir, I am not at liberty, from my situation, to enter into any
investigation on the subject. I am free, however, to ac-

knowledge that I have frequently heard the honorable mem-
ber declare, that he conceived the object then in contempla-

tion was the only method by which the right of that river

could be ultimately secured. I have heard similar declara-

tions from other members.
I must beg leave to observe, at the same time, that I most

decidedly dilTered with them in sentiment. With respect to

the citizens of the Eastern and some of the Middle States,

perhaps the best and surest means of discovering their gen-

eral dispositions may be by having recourse to their interests.

This seems to be the pole-star to which the policy of nations

is directed. If this supposition should be well founded, I

think they must have reasons of considerable magnitude for

wishing the exclusion of that river. If the Mississippi was
yielded to Spain, the migration to the western country would
be stopped, and the Northern States would not only retain

their inhabitants, but preserve their superiority and influence

over those of the South. If matters go on in their present

direction, there will be a number of new states to the west-

ward— population may become greater in the Southern

States— the ten miles square may approach us ! This they

must naturally wish to prevent. I think gentlemen may
know the disposition of the different states, from the "geog-

raphy of the country, and from the reason and nature of

things. Is it not highly imprudent to vest a power in the

generality, which will enable those states to relinquish that

river ? There are but feeble restrictions at present to pre-

vent it. By the old Confederation, nine states are necessary

to form any treaty. By this Constitution, the President,

with two thirds of the members present in the Senate, can

make any treaty. Ten members are two thirds of a quorum.

Ten members are the representatives of five states. The
Nortnern States may then easily make a treaty relinquishing
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this river. In my opinion, the power of making treaties, by

which the territorial rights of aiij of the states may be essen-

tially affected, ought to be guarded against every possibihty

of abuse ; and tlie precarious situation to which those rights

will be exposed is one reason, with me, among a number of

others, for voting ao;ainst its adoption.

Mr. PENDLETON. Mr. Chairman, when J spoke for-

merly, I endeavored to account for the uneasiness of the pub-

he mind, that it arose from objections to government drawn
from mistaken sources. I stated the general governments of

the world to have been either dictated by a conqueror at the

point of his sword, or the offspring of coniusion — when a

great popular leader, seizing the occasion, if he did not pro-

duce it, restored order at the expense of liberty, and became
the tyrant. In either case, the interest and ambition of the

despot, and not the good of society, give the tone to the

government, and establish contending interests. A war is

commenced, and kept up, where there ought to be union;

and the friends of liberty have sounded the alarm to the peo-

ple, to regain that liberty which circumstances have thus

deprived them of. Those alarms, misrepresented and im-

properly applied to this government, have produced uneasi-

ness in the public mind.

I said, improperly applied, because the people, by us, are

peaceably assembled, to contemplate, in the calm lio:hts of

mild philosophy, what government is best calculated to pro-

mote their happiness and secure their liberty. This 1 am
sure we shall effect, if we do not lose sight of them by too

much attachment to pictures of beauty, or horror, in our re-

searches into antiquity, our travels for examples into remote
regions, or severe criticisms upon our unfriendly applica-

tions of expressions which may drop in the effusions of honest

zeal. The term herd was thus produced— meaning to ex-

press 'a multitude. It was capable of an odious application

— that of placing the citizens in a degrading character.

I wish it had not been used, and I wish the gentleman
on the other side had thouo;ht himself at liberty to let it

pass, without pointing out its odious meaning. However, I

(^laitn no right to prescribe to him. It is done, and it must rest

with the candor of the attending citizens, whom it concerns,

to give it the innocent meaning which, I am sure, the hon-

'jrable gentleman Mitended.
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On thb subject of government, the \^ orthj member (Mr.
Henry) and I differ at the threshold. I think government
necessary to protect liberty. He supposes the American
spirit all-sufficient for the purpose. What say the most re-

spectable writers — Montesquieu, Locke, Sidney, Harring-
ton, &c. ? They have presented us with no such idea.

They properly discard from their system all the severity of

cruel punishment, such as tortures, inquisitions, and the

like— shocking to human nature, and only calculated to co-

erce the dominion of tyrants over slaves. But they recom-
mend making the ligaments of government firm, and a rigid

execution of the laws, as more necessary, than in a monarchy,
to preserve that virtue which they all declare to be the

pillar on which the government, and liberty, its object, must
stand. They are not so visionary as to suppose there ever

did, or ever will, exist a society, however large their aggre-

gate fund of virtue may be, but hath among them persons
of a turbulent nature, restless in themselves and disturbing

the peace of others— sons of rapine and violence, who, un-
willing to labor themselves, are watching every opportunity
to snatch from the industrious peasant the fruits of his hon-
est labor. Was I not, then, correct in my inference, that

such a government and liberty were friends and allies, and
that their common enemies were turbulence, faction, and vio-

lence ? It is those, therefore, that will be offended by good
government ; and for those I suppose no gentleman will

profess himself an advocate.

The writers just mentioned point out licentiousness as the
natural offspring; of liberty, and that, therefore, all free gov-
enmients should endeavor to suj^press it, or else it will ulti-

mately overthrow that liberty of which it is the result. Is

this sj)eculation only ? Alas ! reason and experience too

iatally prove its truth in all instances. A republican gov-
(Miiment is the nursery of science. It turns the bent of it

to eloquence, as a qualification for the representative char-

acter, which is, as it ought to be, the road to our public

offices. I have pleasure in beholding these characters already

produced in our councils— and a rising fund equal to a

constant supply. May Heaven prosper their endeavors, and
direct their eloquence to the real good of their country ! I

am unfortunate enough to differ from the worthy member in

another circumstance. He professes himself an advocate for
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the middling and lower classes of men. I profess to bi3 a

friend to the equal liberty of all men, from the palace to

the cottage, without any other distinction than that between

good and bad men. I appeal to my public life and private

behavior, to decide whether I have departed from this rule.

Since distinctions have been brought forth and communicat-

ed to the audience, and will be therefore disseminated, I

beg gentlemen to take with them this observation— that

distinctions have been produced by the opposition. From

the friends of the new government they have heard none.

None such are to be found in the organization of the paper

before you.

Why bring into the debate the whims of writers— intro-

ducing the distinction of ivell-born from others ? I consider

every man well-born who comes into the world with an

intelligent mind, and with all his parts perfect. I am an

advocate for fixing our government on true republican prin-

ciples, giving to the poor man free liberty in his person and

property.

Whether a man be great or small, he is equally dear to me.

I wish, sir, for a regular government, in order to secure and

protect those honest citizens who have been distinguished

— I mean the industrious farmer and planter. I wish

them to be protected in the enjoyment of their honestly

and industriously acquired property. I wish commerce to

be fully protected and encouraged, that the people may have

an opportunity of disposing of their crops at market, and of

procuring such supplies as they may be in want of. I pre-

sume that there can be no political happiness, unless industry

be cherished and protected, and property secured. Suppose

a poor man becomes rich by honest labor, and increases the

public stock of wealth: shall his reward be the loss of that

liberty he set out with ? Will you take away every stimu-

lus to industry, by declaring that he shall not retain the

fruits of it ? The idea of the poor becoming rich by assi-

duity is not mere fancy. I am old enough, and have had

sufficient experience, to know the effects of it. I have often

known persons, commencing in life without any other stock

but industry and economy, by the mere efforts of these, rise

to opulence and wealth. This could not have been the

case without a government to protect their industry. In

my mind the true principle of republicanism, and the great-
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est security of liberty, is regular orovernment. Perhaps I

may not be a republican, but this is my idea. In review-

ing the history of" the world, shall we find an instance where
any society retained its liberty without government? As I

before hinted, the smallest society in extent, to the greatest

empire, can only l)e preserved by a regular government, to

suppress that faction and turbulence so natural to manv of

our species. What do men do with those passions when
they couie into society ? Do they leave them ? No ; they

bring them with them. These passions, which they thus

bring into society, will produce disturbances, which, without
any check, will overturn it.

A distinction has been made, which surprised me, between
the illumined mind and the is;norant. I have heard with
pleasure, m other places, that worthy gentleman expatiate

on the advantages of learning— among other things, as friend-

ly to liberty. I have seen, in our code of laws, the public

•purse applied to cherish private seminaries. This is not

strictly just ; but with me the end sanctified the means, and
I was satisfied. But did we thus encourage learning, to

set up those who attained its benefits as butts of invidious

distinction ? Surely the worthy member, on reflection, will

disavow the idea. He learns to little purpose, indeed, who
vainly supposes himself become, from the circumstance, of

an order of beings superior to the honest citizens— peasants

if you please to term them so— who, in their labor, produce

great good to the community. But those illumined minds

who apply their knowledge to promote and cherish liberty

— equal liberty to all, the peasant as well as others— give

to society the real blessings of learning.

J have seen learning used both ways ; but have had pleas-

ure in observing, that lately the latter fruits only have

generally appeared, which I attribute to the influence of re-

|)ublican principles, and a regard for true liberty. Am \

still suspected of want of attachment for my worthy fellow-

citizens, whom the gentleman calls peasants and cottagers .'

Let me add one more observation. I cannot leave them in

the state in which he has placed them— in the parallel be-

tween them and those of Switzerland, the United Nether-

lands, and Great Britain. The peasants of the Swiss cantons

trade in war. Trained in arms, they become the mer
cenaries of the best bidder, to carry on the destruction ^^
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mankind, as an occupation, where thev have not even re

sentment. Are these a fit people for a comparison with our

worthy planters and farmers, in their drawing food and rai-

ment, and even wealth, by honest labor, from the bowels of

the earth, where an inexhaustible store is placed by a boun-

tiful Creator?

The citizens oi the United Netherlands have nd right of

suffrage. There, they lost that distinguished badge of free-

dom. Their representation to their state assemblies is of

towns and cities, and not of the people at large.

The people of Britain have the right of suffrage, but sell

it for a mess of pottage.

The happiness of the people is the object of this gov-

ernment, and the people are therefore made the foun-

tain of all power. They cannot act personally, and must

delegate powers. Here the worthy gentleman who spoke

hist, and I, travelling not together indeed, but in sight, are

placed at an immeasurable distance— as far as the poles

asunder. He recommends a government more energetic

and strong than this, abundantly too strong ever to receive

my approbation,— a first magistrate borrowed from Britain,

to whom you are to make a surrender of your liberty
;
and

you give him a separate interest from yours. You intrench

that interest by powers and prerogatives undefined — im-

plant in him self-love, from the influence of which he is to

do, what— to promote your interest in opposition to his

own ? An operation of self-love which is new ! Having

done this, you accept from him a charter of the rights you

have parted with
;
present him a bill of rights, telling him.

Thus far shall you oppress us, and no farther. oa?.

It still depends on him whether he will give you that

charter, or allow the operation of the bill of rights. He will

do it as long as he cannot do otherwise, but no longer. Did

ever any free people in the world, not dictated to by the

sword of a conqueror, or by circumstances into which licen-

tiousness may have plunged them, place themselves in so

degrading a situation, or make so disgraceful a sacrifice ot

their liberty? If they did, sure I am that the example will

not be Allowed by this Convention. This is not all
:
we

rare to look somewhere for the chosen few to go into the ten

miles square, with extensive powers for life, and thereby de-

stroy every degree of true responsibility. Is there no medium,

VOL. HI 38
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or shall we recur to extremes? As a republican, sir, I think

that the security of the liberty and happiness of the peo])le,

from the highest to the lowest, being the object of govern-

ment, the people are consequently the fountain of all power.

They must, however, delegate it to agents, because, from
their number, dispersed situation, and many other circum-

stances, they cannot exercise it in person. They must
therefore, by frequent and certain elections, choose rej)re-

sentatives to whom they trust it.

Is there any distinction in the exercise of this delegation

of power? The man who possesses twenty-five acres of

land has an equal right of voting for a representative with

the man who has twenty-five thousand acres. This equality

of suffrage secures the people in their property. While we
are in pursuit of checks, and balances, and proper security in

the delegation of power, we ought never to lose sight of the

representative character. By this we preserve the great

principle of the primary right of power in the people ; and
should deviations happen from our interest, the spirit of lib-

erty, in future elections, will correct it— a security I esteem

far superior to paper bills of rights.

When the bands of our former society were dissolved, and

we were under the necessity of forming a new government,

we established a constitution founded on the principle of

representation, preserving therein frequency of elections,

and guarding against inequality of suffrage. I am one of

those who are pleased with that Constitution, because it is

bjiilt on that foundation. I believe that, if the Confedera-

tion had the principles and efificacy of that Constitution, we
should have found that peace and happiness which we are

all in search of. In this state Constitution, to the executive

you commit the sword ; to the legislative you commit the

purse, and every thing else, without any limitation. In both

cases, the representative character is in full effect, and there-

by responsibility is secured. The judiciary is separate and

distinct from both the other branches, has nothing to do

with either the purse or sword, and, for obvious reasons,

the judges hold their offices during good behavior.

There will be deviations even in our state legislatures thu3

constituted. I say (and I hope to give no offence when 1

do) there have been some. I believe e>ery gentleman will

see that it is unconstitutional to condemn any man without
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a fair trial. Such a condemnation is repugnant to tlie nrin-

ciples of justice. It is contrary to the Constitution, and the

spirit of the common law. Look at the bill of rights. You

find there that no man shall be condemned without being

confronted with his accusers and witnesses ;
that every man

has a right to call for evidence in his favor, and, above all, to

a speedy trial by an impartial jury of the vicinage, w^ithout

whose unanimous consent he cannot be found guilty. These

piinciples have not been attended to ; an instance has been

mentioned already, where they have been in some degree

violated.

[Here Mr. Pendleton spoke so very low that he could not be heard.]

My brethren in that department [the judicial] felt great

uneasiness in their minds to violate the Constitution by such

a law. They have prevented the operation of some uncon-

stitutional acts. Notwithstanding those violations, I rely

upon the principles of the government— that it will produce

its own reform, by the responsibility resulting from frequent

elections. We are finally safe while we preserve the repre-

sentative character. I made these observations as introduc-

tory to the consideration of the paper on your table. I

conceive that, in those respects where our state Constitution

has not been disapproved of, objections will not apply against

that on our table. When we were forming our state Con-

stitution, we were confined to local circumstances. In form-

ing a government for the Union, we must consider our

situation as connected with our neighboring states. We
have seen the advantages and blessings of the Union. Every

intelligent and patriotic mind must be convinced that it is

essential to our happiness. God grant we may never see

the disadvantages of disunion !

To come to the great object of direct taxation, more im-

mediately under consideration : — If we find it our interest to

be intiniately connected with the other twelve states, to

establish one common government, and bind in one bgament

the strength of thirteen states, we shall find it necessary to

delegate powers proportionate to that end ; for the delega-

tion of adequate powers in this government is no less neces-

sary than in our state government. To whom do we

delegate these powers ? To our own representatives. Why
should we fear so much greater dangers from our represen-
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tatives there, than from those we have here? Why make
so great a distinction between our representatives here, and

in the federal government, where every branch is formed on

the same principle— preserving throughout the representa-

tive, responsible character ? We have trusted our lives, and

every thing, to our state representatives. We have particu-

larly committed oui purse to them, with unlimited confidence.

[ never heard any objection to it ; I am sure I mak(> none.

We ought to contribute our share of fixing the princi{)les of

the government. Here the representative character is still

preserved. We are to have an equal share in the represen-

tation of the general government, should we ratify this Con
stitution. We have hitherto paid more than our share of

taxes for the support of the government, &c. But by this

system we are to pay our equal, ratable share only. Where
is the danger of confiding in our federal representatives ?

We must choose those in whom we can put the greatest con-

fidence. They are only to remain two years in office. Will

they in that time lose all regard for the principles of honor,

and their character, and become abandoned prostitutes of

our rights ? I have no such fear. W^hen power is in the

hands of my representatives, I care not whether they meet
here or a hundred miles off.

A gentleman (Mr. Monroe) has said that the power of

direct taxation was unnecessary, because the imposts and
back lands would be abundantly sufficient to answer all fed-

eral purposes. If so, what are we disputing about ? I ask

the gentleman who made the observation, and this committee,

if they believe that Congress will ever lay direct taxes if

the other funds are sufficient. It will then remain a harni

less power upon paper, and do no injury. If it should he

necessary, will gentlemen run the risk of the Union by with-

holding it ? I was sorry to hear the subjcTts of requisitioub

and taxation misinterpreted. The latter has been compared
to taxation bv Great Britain without our own consent. The
two cases are by no means similar. The king of Great

Britain has not the purse, though he holds the sword. He
has no means of using the sword but by requisitions on those

who hold the purse. He applied to the British Parliament

;

and they were pleased to trust him with our money. We
declared, as we had a right, that we ought to be taxed by

our own representatives, and that therefore their (1ispoi»ing
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of our money without our consent was unjust. Here roqui

sitions are to be made by one body of our representatives to

another. Why should this be the case, when tliey are both

possessed of our equal confidence— both chosen in the same

manner, and equally responsible to us ?

But we are told that there will be a war between the two

bodies equally our representatives, and that the state govern-

ment will be destroyed, and consolidated into the general

government. I stated before, that this could not be so.

The two governments act in different manners, and for dif-

ferent purposes— the general government in great national

concerns, in which we are interested in common with other

members of the Union ; the state legislature in our mere

local concerns. Is it true, or merely imaginary, that the

state legislatures will be confined to the care of bridges and

roads ? I think that they are still possessed of the highest

powers. Our dearest rights,— life, liberty, and property, —
as Virginians, are still in the hands of our state legislature.

If they prove too feeble to protect us, we resort to the aid of

the general government for security. The true distinction

is, that the two governments are established for dilTerent

purposes, and act on different objects ; so that, notwithstand-

ing what the worthy gentleman said, I believe I am still

correct, and insist that, if each power is confined within its

proper bounds, and to its proper objects, an interference can

never happen. Being for two different purposes, as long as

they are limited to the different objects, they can no more

clash than two parallel lines can meet. Both lay taxes, but

for different purposes. The same officers may be used by

both governments, which will prevent a number of incon-

veniences. If an invasion, or insurrection, or other misfor-

tune, should make it necessary for the general government

to interpose, this will be for the general purposes of the

Union, and for the manifest interest of the states.

I mentioned formerly that it would never be the interest

of the general government to destroy the state governments.

From these it will derive great strength : for if they be pos-

sessed of power, they will assist it ; if theij become feeble,

or decay, the general government must likewise become

weak, or moulder away.

But we are alarmed on account of Kentucky. We are told

that the Mississippi is taken away. When gentlemen say

26
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that seven states are now disposed to give it up, and that it

iviU be given up by the operation of this government, are

they correct ? It must be supposed that, on occasions of

great moment, the senators from all the states will attend.

If thej do, there will be no difference between this Constitu-

tion and the Confederation in this point. When they are

all present, two thirds of them will consist of the senators

from nine states, which is the number required by the exist-

ing system to form treaties. The consent of the President,

who is the representative of the Union, is also necessary.

The right to that river must be settled by the sword, or nego-

tiation. I understood that the purpose of that negotiation

which has been on foot, was, that Spain should have the

navigation of that river for twenty-five years, after which we
were peaceably to retain it forever. This, I was told, was
all that Spain required. If so, the gentleman who differed

in opinion from others, in wishing to gratify Spain, must
have been actuated by a conviction that it would be better

to have the right fixed in that manner than trust to uncer-

tainty. I think the inhabitants of that country, as well as

of every other part of the Union, will be better protected by
an efficient, firm government, than by the present feeble one.

We shall have also a much better chance for a favorable ne-

gotiation, if our government be respectable, than we have

now. It is also suggested that the citizens of the western
district run the risk of losino; their lands if this Constitution

be adopted. I am not acquainted with the circumstances of

the title set up to those lands. But this I know, that it is

founded, not upon any claim commenced during the revolu-

tion, but on some latent claim that existed before that pe-

riod. It was brought before our Assembly, and rejected— 1

suppose because they thought it would, at this late period,

involve the just and unjust, indiscriminately, in distress. I

am bold to say that no assistance can be given by the Con-
stitution to the claimants. The federal legislature is not

authorized to pass any law affecting claims that existed be-

fore. If the claim is brought forth, it must be before the

court of the state, on the ground on which it now stands,

and must depend on the same principles on which it now
depends. Whether this Constitution be adopted or not, will

not affect the parties in this case. It will make no differ

ence as to the principles on which the decision will be made,
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whether it will come before the state court or the federal court.

They will be both equally independent, and ready to decide

in strict conformity to justice. I believe the federal courts

will be as independent as the state courts. I should no more

hesitate to trust my liberty and property to the one than the

other. Whenever, in any country in the world, the Judges

are ind(;pendent, property is secure. The existence of Great

Britain depends on that purity with which justice is admin-

istered. When gentlemen will therefore find that the federal

legislature cannot affect preexisting claims by their legisla-

tion, and the federal courts are on the same ground with the

state courts, I hope there will be no ground of alarm.

Permit me to deliver a few sentiments on the great and

important subject of previous and subsequent amendments.

When I sat down to read that paper, I did not read it with

an expectation that it was perfect, and that no man would

object to it. I had learned, sir, that an expectation of such

perfection in any institute devised by man, was as vain as the

search for the philosopher's stone. I discovered objections—
I thought I saw there some sown seeds of disunion— not in

the immediate operation of the government, but which might

happen in some future time. I wish amendments to remove

these. But these remote possible errors may be eradicated

by the amendatory clause in the Constitution. I see no dan-

ger in making the experiment, since the system itself points

out an easy mode of removing any errors which shall have

been experienced. In this view, then, I think we may safely

trust in the government. With respect to the eight states

who have already acceded to it, do gentlemen believe that,

should we propose amendments as the sine qua non of our

adoption, they would listen to our proposals ? I conceive,

sir, that they would not retract. They would tell us— No,

gentlemen, we cannot accept of your conditions. You put

yourselves upon the ground of opposition. Your amendments ./
are dictated by local considerations. We, in our adoption, ^
have been influenced by considerations of general utility to

the Union. We cannot abandon principles, like these, to grat-

ify you. Thus, sir, by previous amendments, we present a

hostile coimtenance. If, on the contrary, we imitate the

conduct of those states, our lan2;uage will be conciliatory and

friendly. Gentlemen, we put ourselves on the same ground

that voii are on. We are not actuated by local considera-
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lions, but by such as affect the people of America in general.

This conduct will give our amendments full weight.

I was surprised when I heard introduced the opinion of a

gentleman (Mr. Jefferson) whom I highly respect. 1 know
the great abilities of that gentleman. Providence has, for

the good of mankind, accompanied those extensive abilities

with a disposition to make use of them for the good of his

fellow-beiiiss ; and I wish, with all my heart, that he was
here to assist us on this interesting occasion. As to his let-

ter, impressed as I am with the force of his authority, I

think it was improper to introduce it on this occasion. The
opinion of a private individual, however enlightened, ought

not to influence our decision. But, admitting that this opinion

ought to be conclusive with us, it strikes me in a different

manner from the honorable gentleman. I have seen the let-

ter in which this gentleman has written his opinion upon
this subject. It appears that he is possessed of that Consti-

tution, and has in his mind the idea of amending it— he has

in his mind the very question, of subsequent or previous

amendments, which is now under consideration. His senti-

ments on this subject are as follows :
" 1 wish, with all my

soul, that the nine first conventions may accept the new
Constitution, because it will secure to us the good it con-

tains, which 1 think great and important. I wish the four

latest, whichever they be, may refuse to accede to it till

amendments are secured." He then enumerates the amend-
ments which he wishes to be secured, and adds, " We must

take care, however, that neither this nor any other objection

to the form, produce a schism in our Union. That would be

an incurable evil ; because friendc falling out never cordially

reunite." Are these sentiments in favor of those who wish

to ])revent its adoption by previous amendments ? He
wishes the first nine states to adopt it. What are his

reasons ? Because he thinks it will secure to us the good it

contains, which he thinks o-rerti and important ; and he wishes

the other four may refuse it, because he thinks it may tend

to obtain necessarv amendments. But he would not wish

that a schism should take place in the Union on any con-

sideration. If, then, we are to be influenced by his opinion

at all, we shall ratify it, and secure thereby the good it con-

tains. The Constitution })oints out a plain and ordinary

method ot reform, without any disturbance or convulsions
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whatever. I therefore think that we ought to ratify it, in

order to secure the Union, and trust to this method for re-

moving those inconveniences which experience shall point

out.

[Mr. Pendleton added several other observations, but spoke too low to

be heard.]

Mr. IMADISON. Mr. Chairman : finding, sir, that the

clause more immediately under consideration still meets

with the disapprobation of the honorable gentleman over the

way, (Mr. Grayson,) and finding that the reasons of the op

position, as further developed, are not satisfactory to myself

and others who are in favor of the clause, I wish that it

may meet with the most thorough and complete investi-

gation. I beg the attention of the committee, in order to

obviate what fell from the honorable gentleman. He set

forth that, by giving up the power of taxation, we should

give up every thing, and still insists on requisitions being

made on the states, and then, if they be not complied

with, Congress shall lay direct taxes, by way of penalty.

Let us consider the dilemma which arises from this doctrine.

Either requisitions will be efficacious, or they will not. If

they will be efficacious, then I say, sir, we give up every

thing as much as by direct taxation.

The same amount will be paid by the people as by direct

taxes. If they be not efficacious, where is the advantage

of this plan ? In what respect will it relieve us from the in-

conveniences which we have experienced from requisitions ?

The power of laying direct taxes by the general government

is supposed by the honorable gentleman to be chimerical

and impracticable. What is the consequence of the alter-

native he proposes ? We are to rely upon this power to

be ultimately used as a penalty to compel the states to

comply. If it be chimerical and impracticable in the first

instance, it will be equally so when it will be exercised

as a penalty. A reference was made to concurrent execu-

tions as an instance of the possibility of interference be-

tween the two governments,

[Here Mr. Madison spoke so low that he could not be distinctly heard.]

This has been experienced under the state governments

without involving any inconvenience. But it may be an-

swered th:it, under the state governments, concurrent exe-

voL. III. 39
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cutions cannot, produce the inconvenience here dreaded,

because tliey are executed hy the same otihcer. Is it not in

the power of the general government to employ the state

officers ? Is nothing to be left to future legislation, or must

every thing be immutahly fixed in the Constitution ? Where
exclusive power is given to the Union, there can be no inter-

ference. Where the general and state legislatures have

concurrent power, such regulations will be mnde as shall be

found necessary to exclude interferences and other incon-

veniences. It will be their interest to make regulations.

It has been said that there is no similarity between petty

corporations and independent states. I admit that, in many
points of view, there is a great dissimilarity ; but in others,

there is a striking similarity between them, which illus-

trates what is before us. Have we not seen, in our own
country, (as has been already suggested in tiie course of the

debates,) concurrent collections of taxes going on at once,

without producing any inconvenience ? We have seen three

distinct collections of taxes, for three distinct purposes.

Has it not been possible for collections of taxes, for parochial,

county, and state purposes, to go on at the same time ? Every

gentleman must know that this is now the case; and though

there be a subordination in these cases which will not be in

the general government, yet in practice it has been found

that these different collections have been concurrently carried

on, with convenience to the people, without clashing with

one another, and without deriving their harmony from the

circumstance of being subordinate to one legislative body.

The taxes will be laid for different purposes. The mem-
bers of the one government, as well as of the other, are the

agents of, and subordinate to, the people. I conceive that

the collection of the taxes of the one will not impede that

of the other, and that there can be no interference. This

concurrent collection appears to me neither chimerical nor

impracticable.

He compares resistance of the people to collectors to refusal

of requisitions. This goes against all government. It is as

much as to urge that there should be no legislature. The
gentlemen, who favored us with their observations on this

subject, seemed to reason on a supposition that the general

government was confined, by the paper on your table, to lay

general, uniform taxes. Is it necessary that there should be
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a tax on any given article throughout the United States

It is represented to be oppressive, that the states which havi

slaves, and make tobacco, should pay taxes on these for fed-

eral wants, when other states, which have them not, would

escape. But does the Constitution on the table admit of

this ? On the contrary, there is a proportion to be laid on

each state, according to its population. The most proper

articles will be selected in each state. If one article, in any

state, should be deficient, it will be laid on another articl(\

Our state is secured on this foundation. Its proportion will

be commensurate to its population. This is a constitutional

scale, which is an insuperable bar against disproportion, and

ouo-ht to satisfy all reasonable minds. If the taxes be not

uniform, and the representatives of some states contribute to

lay a tax of which they bear no proportion, is not this prin-

ciple reciprocal ? Does not the same principle hold in our

state government in some degree ? It has been found incon-

venient to fix on uniform objects of taxation in this state, as

the back parts are not circumstanced like the lower parts of

the country. In both cases, the reciprocity of the principle

will prevent a disposition in one part to oppress the other.

My honorable friend seems to suppose that Congress, by the

possession of this ultimate power as a penalty, will have as

much credit, and will be as able to procure any sums, on any

emergency, as if they were possessed of it in the first in-

stance ; and that the votes of Congress will be as competent

to procure loans as the votes of the British Commons.

Would the votes of the British House of Commons have that

credit which they now have, if they were liable to be retarded

in their operation, and, perhaps, rendered ultimately nuga-

tory, as those of Congress must be by the proposed alterna-

tive ? When their vote passes, it usually receives the con-

currence of the other branch ; and it is known that there is

sufficient energy in the government to carry it into effect.

But here the votes of Congress are, in the first place, de-

pendent on the compliance of thirteen different bodies, and,

after non-compliance, are liable to be opposed and defeated

by the jealousy of the states against the exercise of this

power, and by the opposition of the people, which may be

expected if this power be exercised by Congress after par-

tial compliances. These circumstances being known. Con-

gress could not command one shilling. My honorable friend
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seems \o think that we ought to spare the present generation,

and throw our burdens upon posterity. 1 will not contest

the equity of this reasoning ; but I must say that good policy,

as well as views of economy, strongly urges us, even to dis-

tress ourselves to comply with our most solemn engagements.

We must take effectual provision for the payment of the in-

terest of our public debts. In order to do justice to our

creditors, and support our credit and reputation, we must

lodge power somewhere or other for this purpose. As yet

the United States have not been able, by any energy con-

tained in the old system, to accomplish this end.

Our creditors have a right to demand the principal, but

would be satisfied with a punctual payment of the interest.

If we have been unable to pay the interest, much less shall

we be able to discharge the principal. It appears to me that

the whole reasoning used on this occasion shows that we
ought to adopt this system, to enable, us to throw our bur-

dens on posterity. The honorable member spoke of the

decemviri at Rome as having some similitude to the ten

representatives who are to be appointed by this state. I can

see no point of similitude here, to enable us to draw any con-

clusion. For what purpose were the decemviri appointed ?

They were invested with a plenipotentiary commission to

make a code of laws. By whom were they appointed ? By
the people at large ? My memory is not infallible, but it

tells me they were appointed by the senate,— I believe, in

the name of the people. If they were appointed by the sen-

ate, and composed of the most influential characters among

the nobles, can any thing be inferred from that against

our federal representatives ? Who made a discrimination be

tween the nobles and the people ? The senate.

Those men totally perverted the powers which were given

them, for the purpose above specified, to the subversion of

the public liberty. Can we suppose that a similar usurpa-

tion might be made by men appointed in a totally different

manner.^ As their circumstances were totally dissimilar, 1

conceive that no arguments drawn from that source can

apply to this government. I do not thoroughly com[)rehend

the reasoning of my honorable friend, when he tells us that

the federal government will predominate, and that the state

interest wiH be lost, when, at the same time, he tells us that

it will be a faction of seven states. If seven states will pre-
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vail, as states, I conceive that state influence will prevail.

If state influence, under the present feeble government, has

prevailed, I think that a remedy ought to be introduced, by

giving the general government power to suppress it.

He supposed that my argument with respect to a future

war between Great Britain and France was fallacious. The
other nations of Europe have acceded to that neutrality, while

Great Britain opposed it. We need not expect, in case of

such a war, that we should be suffered to participate in the

profitable emoluments of the carrying trade, unless we were

in a respectable situation. Recollect the last war. Was
there ever a war in which the British nation stood opposed

to so many nations ? All the belligerent nations in Europe,

with nearly one half of the British empire, were united

against it. Yet that nation, though defeated, and humbled

beyond any previous example, stood out against this. From

her firmness and spirit in such desperate circumstances, we
may divine what her future conduct may be.

I did not contend that it was necessary for the United

States to establish a navy for that sole purpose, but instanced

it as one reason, out of several, for rendering ourselves re-

spectable. I am no friend to naval or land armaments in

time of peace ; but if they be necessary, the calamity must

be submitted to. Weakness will invite insults. A respecta-

ble government will not only entitle us to a participation of

the advantages which are enjoyed by other nations, but will

be a security against attacks and insults. It is to avoid the

calamity of being obliged to have large armaments that we
should establish this government. The best way to avoid

danger is to be in a capacity to withstand it.

The impost, we are told, will not diminish, because the

emigrations to the westward will prevent the increase of

population. He has reasoned on this subject Justly to a cer-

tain degre(\ I admit that the imposts will increase, till

population becomes so great as to compel us to recur to

manufactures. The period cannot be very far distant when

the unsettled parts of America will be inhabited. At the

expiration of twenty-five years hence, I conceive that, in every

part of the United States, there will be as great a population

as there is now in the settled parts. We see, already, that,

m the most populous parts of the Union, and where there is

but a medium, manufactures are beginning to be established.
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Where this is the case, the amount of importation will begin

to diminish. Although the impost maj even increase during

the term of twentj-iive years, yet when we are preparing a

government for perpetuity, we ought to found it on perma-

nent principles, and not on those of a temporary nature.

Holland is a favorite quotation with honorable members
on the other side of the question. Had not their sentiments

been discovered by other circumstances, 1 should have con-

cluded, from their reasonings on this occasion, that they were

friends of the Constitution. I should suppose that they had

forgotten which side of the question they were on. Holland

has been called a republic, and a government friendly to

liberty. Though it may be greatly superior to some other

governments in Europe, still it is not a republic or a de-

mocracy. Their legislature consists, in some degree, of men
who legislate for life. Their councils consist of men who
hold their offices for life, who fill up offices and appoint their

salaries themselves. The people have no agency, mediate

or immediate, in the government. If we look at their his-

tory, we shall find that every mischief which has befallen

them has resulted from the existing confederacy. If the

stadtholder has been productive of mischiefs, if we ought to

guard against such a magistrate more than any evil, let me
beseech the honorable gentleman to take notice of what pro-

duced that, and those troubles which have interrupted their

tranquillity from time to time. The weakness of their con-

federacy produced both.

When the French arms were ready to overpower their

republic, and they were feeble in the means of defence,

which was principally ovving to the violence of parties, they

then appointed a stadtholder, who sustained them. If we
look at more recent events, we shall have a more pointed

demonstration that their political infelicity arises from the

imbecility of their government. In the late disorders, the

states were almost equally divided— three provinces on one

side, three on the other, and the other divided. One party

inclined to the Prussians, and the other to the French.

The situation of France did not admit of her interposing im-

mediately in their disputes by an army; that of the Prussians

did. A powerful and large army marched into Holland,

and compelled the other party to surrender. We know the

distressing consequences to the people. What produced
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those disputes and the necessity of foreign interference, but

the debility of their confederacy ? We may be warned by

their example, and shun their fate, by removing the causes

which produced their misfortunes. My honorable friend has

referred to the transaction of the federal council with respect

to the navigation of the Mississippi. I wish it was consist-

ent with delicacy and prudence to lay a complete view of

the whole matter before this committee. The history of it

is singular and curious, and perhaps its origin ought to be

taken into consideration.

I will touch on some circumstances, and introduce nearly

the substance of most of the facts relative to it, that I may

not seem to shrink from explanation. It was soon perceived,

sir, after the commencement of the war with Britain, that,

among the various objects that would affect the happiness

of the people of America, the navigation of the Mississippi

was one. Throughout the whole history of foreign negotia-

tion, great stress was laid on its preservation. In the time

of our greatest distresses, and particularly when the South-

ern States were the scene of war, the Southern States cast

their eyes around to be relieved from their misfortunes. It

was supposed that assistance might be obtained for the re-

linquishment of that navigation. It was thought that, for

so substantial a consideration, Spain might be induced to

afford decisive succor. It was opposed by the Northern and

Eastern States. They were sensible that it might be dan-

gerous to surrender this important rijiht, particularly to the

inhabitants of the western country. But so it was, .that the

Southern States were for it, and the Eastern States oj)posed

to it. Since obtaining that happy peace, which secures to us

all our claims, this subject has been taken again into consid-

eration, and deliberated upon in the federal government.

A temporary relinquishment has been agitated. Several

members from the different states, but particularly from the

Northern, were for a temporary surrender, because it would

terminate disputes, and, at the end of the short period for

which it was to be given, the right would revert, of course,

to those who had given it up ; and for this temporary sur-

render some commercial advantages \vere offered. For my
part, I consider this measure, though founded on considera-

tions plausible and honorable, was yet not justifiable but on

irrounds of ine itable necessity. I must declare, in justice

b
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10 many characters who were in Congress, that they declared

that they never would enter into the measure, unless the

situation of the United States was such as could not pre-

vent it.

I suppose that the adoption of this government will be

favorable to the preservation of the right to that navigation.

Emigration will be made, from those parts of the United

States which are settled, to those parts which are unsettled.

If we afford protection to the western country, we shall see

it rapidly peopled. Emigrations from some of the Northern

States have been lately increased. We may conclude, as

has been said by a gentleman on the same side, (Mr. Nicho-

las,) tliat those who emigrate to that country will leave

behind them all their friends and connections as advocates

for this right.

What was the cause of those states being the champions

cf this right when the Southern States were disposed to sur-

render it.^ The preservation of this right will be for the

general interest of the Union. The western country will

be settled from the north as well as the south, and its pros-

perity will add to the strength and security of the Union. 1

am not able to recollect all those circumstances which would

be necessary to give gentlemen a full view of the subject.

I can only ad^, that I conceive that the establishment of the

new government will be the best possible means of securing

our rights, as well in the western parts as elsewhere. I

will not sit down till I make one more observation on what

fell from my honorable friend. He says that the true differ-

ence between the states lies in this circumstance— that

some are carrying states and others productive, and that

the operation of the new government will be, that there will

be a plurality of the former to combine against the interest

of the latter, and that consequently it will be dangerous to

put it in their power to do so. I would join with him in

sentiments, if this were the case. Were this within the

bounds of probability, I should be equally alarmed; but I

tliiiik that those states, which are contradistinguished, as

c inying states, from the non-importing states, will be but

few. I suppose the Southern States will be considered by

all i s under the latter description. Some other states have

been mentioned by an honorable member on the sam(; side,

which are not considered as carrying states. New Jersey
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and Connecticut can by no means be enumerated among
the carrying states. Thej receive their supplies through

New York. Here, then, is a plurality of non-importing

states. I could add another, if necessary. Delaware,

though situated upon the water, is upon the list of non

carrying states. I might say that a great part of New
Hampshire is so. I believe a majority of the people of that

state receive their supplies from Massachusetts, Rhode Isl-

and, and Connecticut. Might I not add all those states

which will be admitted hereafter into the Union.'' These

will be non-carrying states, and will support Virginia in case

the carrying states will attempt to combine against the rest.

This objection must therefore fall to the ground. My lion-

orable friend has made several other remarks, but I will

defer saying any more till we come to those parts to which

his objections refer.

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, once more 1 find it neces-

sary to trespass on your patience. An honorable gentleman,

several days ago, observed, that the great object of this gov-

ernment was justice. We were told before, that the greater

consideration was union. However, the consideration of

justice seems to have been what influenced his mind when
he made strictures on the proceedings of the Virginia As-

sembly. I thought the reasons of that transaction had been

sufficiently explained.

It is exceedingly painful to me to be objecting ; but I

must make a few observations. I shall not again review

the catalogue of dangers which the honorable gentleman

entertained us with. They appear to me absolutely imagin-

ary. They have, in my conception, been proved to be such.

But sure I am that the dangers of this system are real,

when those who have no similar interests with the people

of this country are to legislate for us — when our dearest

interests are left in the power of those whose advantage it

may be to infringe them. How will the quotas of troops be

furnished ? Hated as requisitions are, your federal officers

cannot collect troops, like dollars, and carry them in their

pockets. You must make those abominable requisitions for

ihem, and the scale will be in proportion to the number of

vour blacks, as well as your whites, unless they violate the

constitutional rule of apportionment. This is not calculated

to rouse the fears of the people. It is founded in truth

VOT . III. 40 27
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How oppressive and dangerous must this he to the Southern

States, who alone have slaves ! This will render their pro-

portion infinitely greater than that of the Northern States.

It has been openly avowed that this shall be the rule. I

will appeal to the judgments of the committee, whether

there be danger. The honorable gentleman said that there

was no precedent for this American revolution. We have

precedents in abundance. They have been drawn from

Great Britain. Tyranny has arisen there in the same man-

ner in which it was introduced among the Dutch. The
tyranny of Philadelphia may be like the tyranny of George

III. I believe this similitude will be incontestably proved

before we conclude.

The honorable gentleman has endeavored to explain the

opinion of Mr. Jefferson, our common friend, into an advice

to adopt this new government. What are his sentiments ?

He wishes nine states to adopt, and that four states may be

found somewhere to reject it. Now, sir, 1 say, if we pursue

his advice, what are we to do ? To prefer form to substance ?

For, give me leave to ask, what is the substantial part of

his counsel ? It is, sir, that four states should reject. They
tell us that, from the most authentic accounts. New Hamp-
shire will adopt it. When I denied this, gentlemen said

they were absolutely certain of it. Where, then, will four

states be found to reject, if we adopt it ? If we do, the

counsel of this enlightened and worthy countryman of ours

will be thrown away ; and for what ? He wishes to secure

amendments and a bill of rights, if I am not mistaken. I

speak from the best information, and if wrong, I beg to be

put right. His amendments goto that despised thing, called

a bill of rights, and all the rights which are dear to human

nature — trial by jury, the liberty of religion and the press,

&c. Do not gentlemen see that, if we adopt, under the idea

of following Mr. Jefferson's opinion, we amuse ourselves

with the shadow, while the substance is given away ? If

Virginia be for adoption, what states will be left, of suf-

ficient respectability and importance to secure amendments

by their rejection ? As to North Carolina, it is a poor, de-

spised place. Its dissent will not have influence to introduce

any amendments. Where is the American spirit of liberty?

Where will you find attachment to the rights of mankind,

when Massachusetts, the great northern state, Pennsylvania,
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the great middle state, and Virginia, the great southern

state, shall have adopted this government.^ Where will you

find magnanimity enough to reject it ? Should the remain-

ing states have this magnanimity, they will not have sufficient

weight to have the government altered. This state has

weight and importance. Her example will have powerlul

influence— her rejection will procure amendments. Shall

we, by our adoption, hazard the loss of amendments ? Shall

we forsake that importance and respectability which our sta-

tion in America commands, in hopes that relief will come

from an obscure part of the Union ? I hope my country-

men will spurn at the idea.

The necessity of amendments is universallj/ admitted. It

is a \vord~wBTcir is reechoecTTroiii every part oT~the~ contp-

nent. A majority of those who hear me think amendments

are necessary. Policy tells us they are necessary. Reason,

self-preservation, and every idea of propriety, powerfully urge

us to secure the dearest rights of human nature. Shall we,

in direct violation of these principles, rest this security upon

the uncertainty of its being obtained by a few states, more

weak and less respectable than ourselves, and whose virtue

and magnanimity may be overborne by the example of so

many adopting states ? Poor Rhode Island, and North Car-

olina, and even New York, surrounded with federal walls

on every side, may not be magnanimous enough to reject

;

and if they do reject it, they will have but little influence

to obtain amendments. I ask, if amendments be necessary,

from whence can they be so properly proposed as from this

state ? The example of Virginia is a powerful thing, par-

ticularly with respect to North Carolina, whose supplies

must come through Virginia. Every possible opportunity of

procuring amendments is gone, our power and political sal-

vation are gone, if we ratify unconditionally. The important

right of making treaties is upon the most dangerous foun-

dation. The President, and a few senators, possess it in the

most unlimited manner, without any real responsibility, if,

from sinister views, they should think proper to abuse it

;

for they may keep all their measures in the most profound

secrecy, as long as they please. Were we not told that

war was the case wherein secrecy was the most necessary ?

But, by the paper on your table, their secrecy is not limited

to this case only. It is as unlimited and unbounded as their
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powers. Under the abominable veil of political secrecy and

contrivance, jour most valuable rights may be sacriliced by

a most corrupt faction, without having the satisfaction of

knowing who injured you. They are bound by honor and

conscience to act with integrity, but they are under no con-

stitutional restraint. The navigation of the Mississippi,

which is of so much importance to the happiness of the

people of this country, may be lost by the operation of that

paper. There are seven states now decidedly opposed to

this navigation. If it be of the highest consequence to know
who they are who shall have voted its relinquishment, the

federal veil of secrecy will prevent that discovery. We
may labor under the magnitude of our miseries without

knowing or being able to punish those who produced them.

I did not wish that transactions relative to treaties should,

when unfinished, be exposed ; but it should be known, after

they were concluded, who had advised them to be made, in

order to secure some degree of certainty that the public in-

terest shall be consulted in their formation.

We are told that all powers not given are reserved. I am
sorry to bring forth hackneyed observations. But, sir, im-

portant truths lose nothing of their validity or weight, by

frequency of repetition. The English history is frequently

recurred to by gentlemen. Let us advert to the conduct of

the people of that country. The people of England lived

without a declaration of rights till the war in the time of

Charles I. That king made usurpations upon the rights of

the people. Those rights were, in a great measure, before

that time undefined. Power and privilege then depended
on implication and logical discussion. Though the declara-

tion of rights was obtained from that king, his usurpations

cost him his life. The limits between the liberty of the

people, and the prerogative of the king, were still not clearly

defined.

The rights of the people continued to be violated till the

Stuart family was banished, in the year 1688. The people

of England magnanimously defended their rights, banished

the tyrant, and prescribed to William, Prince of Orange, by

the bill of rights, on what terms he should reign ; and this

bill of rights put an end to all construction and implication.

Before this, sir, the situation of the public liberty of England
was dreadful. For upwards of a century, the nation was
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involved in every kind of calamity, till the bill of rights i^ut

an end to all, by defining the rights of the people, and limit-

ing the king's prerogative. Give me leave to add (if I can

add any thing to so splendid an example) the conduct of the

American people. They, sir, thought a bill of rights neces-

sary. It is alleged that several states, in the formation of

their government, omitted a bill of rights. To this I answer,

that they had the substance of a bill of rights contained in

their constitutions, which is the same thing. I believe that

Connecticut has preserved it, by her Constitution, her royal

charter, which clearly defines and secures the great rights

of mankind— secures to us the great, important rights of

humanity ; and I care not in what form it is done.

Of what advantage is it to the American Congress to

take away this great and gener:d security ? I ask, Of what

advantage is it to the public, or to Congress, to drag an un-

happy debtor, not for the sake of justice, but to gratify the

malice of the plaintiff, with his witnesses, to the federal

court, from a great distance ? What was the principle that

actuated the Convention in proposing to put such dano;erous

powers in the hands of any one ? Why is the trial by jury

taken away .^ All the learned arguments that have been

used on this occasion do not prove that it is secured. Even

the advocates for the plan do not all concur in the certainty

of its security. Wherefore is religious liberty not secured ?

One honorable gentleman, who favors adoption, said that he

had had his fears on the subject. If I can well recollect,

he informed us that he was perfectly satisfied, by the })owers

of reasoning, (with which he is so happily endowed,) that

those fears were not well grounded. There is many a reli-

gious man who knows nothing of argumentative reasoning

;

there are many of our most worthy citizens who cannot go

through all the labyrinths of syllogistic, argumentative deduc-

tions, when they think that the rights of conscience are

invaded. This sacred right ought not to depend on con-

structive, logical reasoning.

When we see men of such talents and learning com-

pelled to use their utmost abilities to convince themselves

that there is no danger, is it not sufficient to make us trem-

ble .'' Is it not sufficient to fill the minds of the ignorant

part of men with fear .^ If gentlemen believe that the ap-

prehensions of men will be quieted, they are mistaken,
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since our best-informed men are in doubt with respect to the

security of our rights. Those who are not so well informed

will spurn at the government. When our common citizens,

who are not possessed with such extensive knowledge and
abilities, are called upon to change their bill of rights (which,

in plain, unequivocal terms, secures their most valuable

rights and privileges) for construction and implication, will

they implicitly acquiesce? Our declaration of rights tells us

that " all men are by nature free and independent," &c.

[Here Mr. Henry read the declaration of rights.] Will they

exchange these rights for logical reasons ? If you had a

thousand acres of land dependent on this, would you be

satisfied with logical construction ? Would you depend

^ upon a title of so disputable a nature ? The present opinions

of individuals will be buried in entire oblivion when those

(;V rights will be thought of. That sacred and lovely thing,

' religion, ought not to rest on the ingenuity of logical deduc-

tion. Holy religion, sir, will be prostituted to the lowest

purposes of human policy. What has been more productive

of mischief among mankind than religious disputes ? Then
here, sir, is a foundation for such disputes, when it requires

learning and logical deduction to perceive that religious

liberty is secure.

The honorable member told us that he had doubts with

respect to the judici:iry department. I hope those doubts

will be explained. He told us that his object was union. I

admit that the reality of union, and not the name, is the

object which most merits the attention of every iViend to his

country. He told you that you should hear many great,

sounding words on our side of the question. We have heard

the word union from him. I have heard no word so often

pronounced in this house as he did this. I admit that the

American Union is dear to every man. I admit that every

man, who has three grains of information, must know and

think that union is the best of all things. But, as I said

before, we must not mistake the end for the means. If he

can show that the rights of the Union are secure, we will

consent. It has been sufficiently demonstrated that they are

not secured. It sounds mighty prettily to gentlemen, to

curse paper money and honestly pay debts. But apply to

the situation of America, and you will find there are thou-

sands and thousands of contracts, whereof equity forbids an
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exact literal performance. Pass that.governnient, and you will

be bound hand and foot. There was an immense quantity

of depreciated Continental paper money in circulation at

the conclusion of the war. This money is in the hands of

individuals to this day. The holders of this money may call

for the nominal value, if this government be adopted. This

state may be compelled to pay her proportion of that cur-

rency, pound for pound. Pass this government, and you

will be carried to the federal court, (if I understand that

paper right,) and you will be compelled to pay shilling for

shilling. I doubt on the subject; at least, as a public man,

I ought to have doubts. A state may be sued in the federal

court, by the paper on your table. It appears to me, then,

that the holder of the paper money may require shilling for

shilling. If there be any latent remedy to prevent this, I

hope it will be discovered.

The precedent, with respect to the union between Eng-

land and Scotland, does not hold. The union of Scotland

speaks in plain and direct terms. Their privileges were

particularly secured. It was expressly provided that they

should retain their own particular law^s. Their nobles have

a right to choose representatives to the number of sixteen.

I might thus go on and specify particulars ; but it will suffice

to observe, generally, that their rights and privileges were

expressly and unequivocally reserved. The power of direct

taxation was not given up by the Scotch people. There is

no trait in that union which will maintain their arguments.

In order to do this, they ought to have proved that Scotland

united without securing their rights, and afterwards got that

security by subsequent amendments. Did the people of

Scotland d"o this ? No, sir ; like a sensible people, they trust-

ed nothing to hazard. If they have but forty-five members,

and those be often corrupted, these defects will be greater

here. The number will be smaller, and they will be con-

sequently the more easily corrupted. Another honorable

eentleman advises us to give this power, in order to exclude

fhe necessity of going to war. He wishes to establish na-

tional credit, I presume, and imagines that, if a nation has

public faith, and shows a disposition to comply with her

engagements, she is safe among ten thousand dangers. If

the honorable gentleman can prove that this pa[)er is cal-

culated to give us public faith, I will be satisfied. But if
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you be in constant preparation for war, on such airy and
imaginary grounds as the mere possibility of danger, your
goverment must be military, which \\\\\ be inconsistent with

the enjoyment of liberty.

But, sir, we must become formidable, and have a strong

government, to j)rotect us from the British nation. Will the

paper on the table prevent the attacks of the British navy,

or enable us to raise a fleet equal to the British fleet ?

The British have the strongest fleet in Europe, and can strike

anywhere. It is the utmost folly to conceive that the paper

can have such an operation. It will be no less so to attempt

to raise a powerful fleet. With respect to requisitions, 1

beseech gentlemen to consider the importance of the subject.

We, who are for amendments, propose (as has been frequently

mentioned) that a requisition shall be made for two hundred
thousand pounds, for instance, instead of direct taxation, and
that, if it be not complied with, then it shall be raised by di-

rect taxes. We do not wish to have strength, to refuse to pay

them, but to possess the power of raising the taxes in the

most easy mode for the people. But, says he, you may de-

lay us by this mode. Let us see if there be not sufficient to

counterbalance this evil. The oppression arising from taxa-

tion is not from the amount, but from the mode : a thorough

acquaintance with the condition of the people is necessary

to a just distribution of taxes. The whole wisdom of the

science of government, with respect to taxation, consists in

selecting that mode of collection which will best accommo-
date the convenience of the people. When you come to tax

a great country, you will find that ten men are too few to set-

tle the manner of collection. One capital advantage, which
will result from the proposed alternative, is this— that there

will be necessary communications between your ten mem-
bers in Congress and your hundred and seventy repre-

sentatives here. If it goes through the hands of the latter,

th(>y will know how much the citizens can pay, and, by look-

ing at the paper on your table, they will know how much they

ought to pay. No man is possessed of sufficient information

to know how much we can or ought to pay.

We might also remonstrate, if, by mistake or design, they

should call for a greater sum than our proportion. After a

remonstrance, and a free investigation between our repre-

sentatives here and those in Congress, the error would be

removed.
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Another valuable thing which it will produce is, that the

people will pay the taxes cheerfully. It is supposed that

this would occasion a waste of time, and be an injury to pub

lie credit. This would only happen if requisitions should not

be complied with. In this case the delay would be compen-

sated by the payment of interest, which, with the addition

of the credit of the state to that of the general government,

would in a great measure obviate this objection. But if it

had all the force which it is supposed to have, it would not

be adequate to the evils. of direct taxation. But there is

every probability that requisitions would be then complied

with. Would it not, then, be our interest as well as duty to

comply? After non-compliance, there would be a general

acquiescence in the exercise of this power. We are fond of

giving power, at least power which is constitutional. Here

is an option to pay according to your own mode or other-

wise. If you give probability fair play, you must conclude

that they would be complied with. Would the Assembly of

Virginia, by refusal, destroy the country, and plunge the people

in misery and distress ? If you give your reasoning faculty

fair play, you cannot but know that payment must be made,

when the consequence of a refusal would be an accumulation

of inconveniences to the people. Then they say that, if

requisitions be not complied with, in case of a war, the de-

struction of the country may be the consequence ;
that there-

fore we ought to give the power of taxation to the govern-

ment, to enable it to protect us. Would not this be another

reason for complying with requisitions, to prevent the coun-

try from being destroyed ? You tell us that, unless requisi-

tions be complied with, your commerce is gone. The pre-

vention of this, also, will be an additional reason to comply.

He tells us that responsibility is secured by direct taxation.

Responsibility, instead of being increased, will be lost foi-

ever by it. In our state government, our representatives

may be severally instructed by their constituents. There are

no persons to counteract their operations. They can have

no excuse for deviating from our instructions. In the gen-

eral jj^overnment, other men have power over the business.

When op|)ressions may take place, our representatives may

tell us,—We contended for your interest; but we could not

carry our point, because the representatives from Massachu-

setts, New Hampshire, Connecticut, &c.. were against us.

VOL. in. 41
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Thus, sir, you may see there is no real responsibility. He
further said that there was such a contrariety of interests as

to hinder a consolidation. I will only make one remark.

There is a variety of interests. Some of the states owe a

great deal on account of paper money ; others very little
;

some of the Northern States have collected and barrelled up
paper money. Virginia has sent thither her cash long ago.

There is little or none of the Continental [)aper money re-

tained in this state. Is it not their business to appreciate

this money? Yes, and it will be» your business to prevent

it. But there will be a majority against you, and you will be

obliged to pay your share of this money, in its nominal value.

It has been said, by several gentlemen, that the freeness of

elections would be promoted by throwing the country into

large districts. I contend, sir, that it will have a contrary

effect. It will destroy that connection that ought to subsist

between the electors and the elected. If your elections be

by districts, instead of counties, the people will not be ac-

quainted with the candidates. They must, therefore, be di-

rected in the elections bv those who know them. So that, in-

stead of a confidential connection between the electors and the

elected, they will be absolutely unacquainted with each other.

A common man must ask a man of influence how he is to pro-

ceed, and for whom he must vote. The elected, therefore,

will be careless of the interest of the electors. It will be a

common job to extort the suffrages of the common people lor

the most influential characters. The same men mav be re-

peatedly elected by these means. This, sir, instead of pro-

moting the freedom of elections, leads us to an aristocracy.

Consider the mode of elections in England. Behold the

progress of an election in an English shire. A man of an
enormous fortune will spend thirty or forty thousand pounds
to get himself elected. This is frequently the case. Will

the honorable gcMitleman say that a poor man, as enlightened

as any man in the island, has an equal chance vvith a rich

man, to be elected .^ He will stand no chance, though he

may have the finest understanding of any man in the shire.

It will be so here. Where is the chance that a poor man
can come forward with the rich ? The honorable gentleman
will find that, instead of supporting democratical principles,

it goes absolutely to destroy them.

The state governments, says he, will possess greater ad-
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vantages than the general government, and will consequent!)

prevail. His op nion and mine are diametrically opposite

Bring forth the federal allurements, and compare them with

the poor, contemptible things that the state legislatures can

bring forth. On the part of the state legislatures, there are

justices of the peace and militia officers; and even these

justices and officers are bound by oath in favor of the Con-

stitution. A constable is the only man who is not obliged to

swear paramount allegiance to tliis beloved Congress. On
the other hand, there are rich, fat, federal emoluments. Your

rich, snug, fine, fat, federal officers— the number of collectors

of taxes and excises— will outnumber any thing from the

states. Who can cope with the excisemen and taxmen ?

There are none in this country who can cope with this class

of men alone. But, sir, is this the only danger?
^

Would to

Heaven that it were! If we are to ask which will last the

longest, the state or the general government, you must take

an army and a navy into the account. Lay these things

together, and add to the enumeration the superior abilities

of those who manage the general government.

Can, then, the state governments look it in the face?

You dare not look it in the face now, when it is but in em-

bryo. The influence of this government will be such, that

you never can get amendments ; for if you propose altera-

tions, you will affront them. Let the honorable gentleman

consider all these things, and say, whether the state govern-

ments will last as long as the federal government. With

respect to excises, I can never endure them. They have

been productive of the most intolerable oppressions every

where. Make a probable calculation of the expense attend-

ino; the legislative, executive, and judiciary. You will find

that there must be an immense increase of taxes. We are

the same mass of people we were before ;
in the same cir-

cumstances ; the same pockets are to pay. The expenses are

to be increased. What will enable us to bear this augmen-

tEition of taxes ? The mere form of government will not do

it. A plain understanding cannot conceive how the taxes

can be diminished, when our expenses are augmented, and

the means of paying them not increased.

With respect to our tax laws, we have purchased a little

knowledge by sad experience upon the subject. Reiterated

experiments have taught us w hat can alleviate the distresses.
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and s'lit the convenience, of the people. But we are now
to throw away that system by whicli we have acquired this

knowledge, and send ten men to legislate for us.

The honorable gentleman was pleased to say that the

representation of the people was the vital principle of this

government. I will readily agree that it ought to be so.

But I contend that this principle is only nominally, and not

substantially, to be found there. We contended with the

British about representation. They offered us such a repre-

sentation as Congress now does. They called it a virtual

representation. If you look at that paper, you will find it so

there. Is there but a virtual representation in the upj)er

house? The states are represented, as states, by two sena-

tors each. This is virtual, not Hctual. They encounter you

with Rhode Island and Delaware. This is not an actual

representation. What does the term representation signify?

It means that a certain district— a certain association of men
— should be represented in the government, for certain ends.

These ends ought not to be impeded or obstructed in any

manner. Here, sir, this populous state has not an adequate

share of legislative influence. The two petty states of

Rhode Island and Delaware, which, together, are infinitely

inferior to this state in extent and population, have double

her weight, and can counteract her interest. I say that the

representation in the Senate, as applicable to states, is not

actual. Representation is not, therefore, the vital principle

of this government. So far it is wrong.

Rulers are the servants and agents of the people ; the

people are their masters. Does the new Constitution ac-

knowledge this principle ? Trial by jury is the best append-

age of freedom. Does it secure this ? Does it secure the

other great rights of mankind ? Our own Constitution pre-

serves these principles. The honorable gentleman contrib-

uted to form that Constitution. The apj)lauses so justly

due to it should, in my opinion, go to the condemnation of

that paper.

With respect to the failures and errors of our government,

they might have happt^ned in any oovernment. I do not

justify what merits censiue, but I shall not degrade my coun-

try. As to deviations from justice, I hope they will be attrib-

uted to the errors of the head, and not to those of the heart.

The honorable gentleman did our judiciary honor in sav-
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.ng that they had firmness to counteract the legislature ii\

some cases. Yes, sir, our judges opposed the acts of the

legislature. We have this landmark to guide us. They had

fortitude to declare that they were the judiciary, and would

oppose unconstitutional acts. Are you sure that your fed-

eral judiciary will act thus ? Js that judiciary as well con-

structed, and as independent of the other branches, as our

state judiciary .^ Where are your landmarks in this govern-

ment ? I will be bold to say you cannot find any in it. 1

take it as the highest encomium on this country, that the

acts of the legislature, if unconstitutional, are liable to be

opposed by the judiciary.

Then the honorable gentleman said that the two judi-

ciaries and legislatures would go in a parallel line, and never

interfere ; that, as long as each was confined to its proper

oljects, there would be no danger of interference ; th;it,

like two parallel lines, as long as they continued in their p;u--

allel direction, they never would meet. With submission to

the honorable gentleman's opinion, I assert that there is danger

of interference, because no line is drawn between the powers

of the two governments, in many instances ; and, where

there is a line, there is no check to prevent the one from

encroaching upon the powers of the other.

I therefore contend that they must interfere, and that this

interference must subvert the state government, as being

less powerful. Unless your government have checks, it

must inevitably terminate in the destruction of your privi-

leges. I will be bold to say that the British government

has real checks. I was attacked by gentlemen, as if I had

said that 1 loved the British government better than our

own. I never said so. I said that, if I were obliged to re-

linquish a republican government, I would choose the British

monarchy. I never gave the preference to the British or

any other government, when compared to that which the

honorable gentleman assisted to form. I was constrained

to say what I said. When two disagreeable objects present

themselves to the mind, we choose that which has the least

deformity.

As to the western country, notwithstanding our represen-

tation in Congress, and notwithstanding any regulation that

may be made by Congress, it may be lost. The seven

Northern States are dett>rmined to give up the Mississippi.

28
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We are told that, in order to secure the navigation of that

river, it was necessary to give it up, for twenty-five years, to

the Spaniards, and that thereafter we should enjoy it for-

ever, without any interruption from them. This argument

resembles that which recommends adojjting first and then

amending. I think the reverse of what the honorable gen-

tleman said on the subject. Those seven states are de-

cidedly against it. He "tells us that it is the policy of the

wiiole Union to retain it. If men w^ere wise, virtuous, and

honest, we might depend on an adherence to this policy.

Did we not know of the fallibility of human nature, we

might rely on the present structure of this government. We
might depend that the rules of propriety, and the general

interest of the Union, would be observed. But the depraved

nature of man is well known. He has a natural bias towards

his own interest, which will |)revail over every consideration,

unless it be checked. It is the interest and inclination of

the seven Northern States to relincpiish this river. If you

enable them to do so, will the mere propriety of consulting

the interest of the other six states refrain them from it ? Is

it imagined that Spain will, after a peaceable possession of it

for thirty years, give it up to you again ? Can credulity

itself hope that the Spaniards, who wish to have it for that

period, wish to clear the river for you ? What is it they

wish ? To clear the river! For whom ? America saw the

time when she had the reputation of common sense at least.

Do you suppose they will restore it to you after thirty years ?

If you do, you depart from that rule. Common observation

tells you that it must be the policy of Spain to get it first,

and then retain it forever. If you give it up, in my poor

estimation they will never voluntarily restore it. Where is

the man who will believe that, after clearing the river,

strengthening themselves, and increasing the means of re-

taining it, the Spaniards will tamely surrender it?

With respect to the concurrent collection of parochial,

county, and state taxes, which the honorable gentleman

has instanced as a proof of the practicability of the concur-

rent collection of taxes by the general and state govern-

ments, the comparison will not stand examination. As

my honorable friend has said, these concurrent collections

come from one power. They radiate from the same centre.

Thev are not coequal or coextensive. There is no clashing
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of power between them. Each is limited to its own partic-

ular objects, and all subordinate to one supreme, controlling

power— the legislature. The county courts have power

over the county and parish collections, and can constantly

redress any injuries or oppressions committed by the collect-

ors. Will this be the case in the federal courts ? I hope

they will not have federal courts in every county. If they

will, the state courts will be debased and stripped of their

cognizance, and utterly abolished. Yet, if there be no

power in the country to call them to account, they will more

flagrantly trample on your rights. Does the honorable gen-

tleman mean that the thirteen states will have thirteen dif-

ferent tax laws ? Is this the expedient which is to be sub-

stituted for the unequal and unjust one of uniform taxes ? If

so, many horrors present themselves to my mind. They
may be imaginary, but it appears to my mind to be the most

abominable system that could be imagined. It will de-

stroy every principle of responsibility. It will be destructive

of that fellow-feeling, and consequent confidence, which

ought to subsist between the representatives and the repre-

sented. We shall then be taxed by those who bear no part

in the taxes themselves, and who, consequently, will be

regardless of our interest in imposing them upon us. The
efforts of our ten men will avail very little when opf)osed by

the northern majority. If our ten men be disposed to sac-

rifice our interest, we cannot detect them. Under the color

of being outnumbered by the northern representatives, the}

can always screen themselves. When they go to the general

government, they may make a bargain with the northern

delegates. They may agree to tax our citizens in any man-

ner which may be proposed by the northern members ; in

consideration of which, the latter may make them some

favorite concessions. The Northern States will never

assent to regulations promotive of southern aggrandizement.

Notwithstanding what gentlemen say of the probable virtue

of our representatives, I dread the depravity of human na-

tiu-e. I wish to guard against it by proper checks, and

trust nothing to accident or chance. I will never depend

on so slender a protection as the possibility of being rep-

resented by virtuous men.

Will not thirteen different objects of taxation in the thir-

teen different states involve us in an infinite number of
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inconreniences, and absolute confusion ? There is a striking

difference, and great contrariety of interests, between the

states. They are naturally divided into carrying and pro-

ductive states. This is an actual, existing distinction, which

cannot be altered. The former are more numerous, and

must prevail. What, then, will be the consequence of their

contending interests, if the taxation of America is to go on

in thirteen different shapes? This government subjects

every thing to the northern majority. Is there not, then, a

settled purpose to check the southern interest? We thus

put unbounded power over our j)roperty in hands not having

a common interest with us. How can the southern mem-
bers prevent the adoption of the most oppressive mode of

taxation in the Southern States, as there is a majority in

favor of the Northern States ? Sir, this is a picture so hor-

rid, so wretched, so dreadful, that I need no longer dwell

upon it. Mr. Henry then concluded by remarking, that he

dreaded the most iniquitous speculation and stock-jobbing,

from the operation of such a system.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, pardon me for making

a few remarks on what fell from the honorable gentleman

last up. I am sorry to follow the example of gentlemen in

deviating from the rule of the house. But as they have ta-

ken the utmost latitude in their objections, it is necessary

that those who favor the government should answer them.

But I wish, as soon as possible, to take up the subject regu-

larly. I will therefore take the liberty to answer some ob-

servations which have been irregularly made, though they

might be more })roperly answered when we come to discuss

those parts of the Constitution to which they resi)ectively

refer. I will, however, postpone answering some others till

then. If there be that terror in direct taxation, that the

states would com})ly with requisitions to guard against the

federal legislature ; and if, as gendemen say, this state will

always have it in her power to make her collections speed-

ily and fully,— the people will be compelled to pay the same

amount as quickly and punctually as if raised by the general

government.

It has been amply proved that the general government

can lay taxes as conveniently to the peoi)le as the state gov-

ernments, by imitating the state systems of taxation. If

the general goviM'nment have not the power of collecting
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its own revenues, in the first instance, it wi'ii be still de-

pendent on the state governments in some measure ; and

the exercise of this power, after refusal, will be inevitably

productive of injustice and confusion, if partial compliances

be made before it is driven to assume it. Thus, sir, with-

out relieving the people in the smallest degree, the alti^r-

native proposed will impair the efficacy of the government,

and will perpetually endanger the tranquillity of the Union.

The honorable member's objection with respect to requi-

sitions of troops will be fully obviated at another time. Let

it suffice now to say that it is altogether unwarrantable, and

founded upon a misconception of the paper before you.

But the honorable member, in order to influence our de-

cision, has mentioned the opinion of a citizen who is an or-

nament to this state. When the name of this distinguished

character was introduced, I was much surprised. Is it come

to this, then, that we are not to follow our own reason ? Is

it proper to introduce the opinions of respectable men not

within these walls ? If the opinion of an important char-

acter were to weigh on this occasion, could we not adduce

a character equally great on our side ? Are we, who (in

the honorable gentleman's opinion) are not to be governed

by an erring world, now to submit to the opinion of a cit-

izen beyond the Atlantic ? I believe that, were that gen-

tleman now on this floor, he would be for the adoption of

this Constitution. I wish his name had never been men-

tioned. I wish every thino; spoken here, relative to his

opinion, may be suppressed, if our debates should be pub-

lished. I know that the delicacy of his feelings will be

wounded, when he will see in print what has and may be

said concerning him on this occasion. I am, in some meas-

ure, acquainted with his sentiments on this subject. It is

not right for me to unfold what he has informed me ; but I

will venture to assert that the clause now discussed is not

objected to by Mr. Jefferson. He approves of it, because it

enables the government to carry on its operations. He ad-

mires several parts of it, which have been reprobated with

vehemence in this house. He is captivated with the equal-

ity of suffrage in the Senate, which the honorable gentle-

man (Mr. Henry) calls the rotten part of this Constitution

But, whatever be the opinion of that illustrious citizen, con

VOL. III. 42
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sidoations of personal delicacy should dissuade us from

introducing it here.

The honorable member has introduced the subject of reli-

gion. Religion is not guarded ; there is no bill of rights

declaring that religion should be secure. Is a bill of rights

a security for religion ? Would the bill of rights, in this

state, exempt the people from paying for the support of one

particular sect, if such sect were exclusively established by

law ? If there were a majority of one sect, a bill of rights

would be a poor protection for liberty. Happily for the .states,

they enjoy the utmost freedom of religion. This freedom

arises from that multiplicity of sects which pervades America,

and which is the best and only security for religious liberty

in any society ; for where there is such a variety of sects,

there cannot be a majority of any one sect to oppress and

persecute the rest. Fortunately for this commonwealth, a

majority of the people are decidedly against any exclusive

establishment. 1 believe it to be so in the other states.

There is not a shadow of right in the general government to

intermeddle with reliirion. Its least interference with it

would be a most flagrant usurpation. I can appeal to my
uniform condu(;ton this subject, that I have warmly supported

religious freedom. It is better that tnis security should be

depended upon from the general legislature, than from one

particular state. A particular state might concur in one

religious project. But the United States abound in such a

variety of sects, that it is a strono: security against religious

persecution ; and it is sufficient to authorize a conclusion,

that no one sect will ever be able to outnumber or depress

the rest.

I will not travel over that extensive tract which the hon-

orable member has traversed. I shall not now take -notice

of all his desultory objections. As occasions arise, I shall

answer them.

It is worthy of observation, on this occasion, that the hon-

orable gentleman himself seldom fails to contradict the argu-

ments of gentlemen or. that side of the question. For

example, he strongly complains that the federal government,

from the number of its meml)ers, will make an addition to

tne public expense too formidable to be borne ; and yet he,

and other gentlemen on the same side, object that the num-
ber of representatives is too small, though ten men are more
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than we are entitled to under the existing system ! How
can these contradictions be reconciled ? If we are to adopt

any efficient government at all, how can we discover or

establish such a system, if it be thus attacked ? Will it be

possible to form a rational conclusion upon contradictory

principles ? If arguments of a contradictory nature were to

be brought against the wisest and most admirable systeu] to

the formation of which human intelligence is competent, it

never could stand them.

He has acrimoniously inveighed against the government,

because such transactions as Congress think require secrecy,

may be concealed ; and particukirly those which relate to

treaties. He admits that, when a treaty is forming, secrecy

is proper; but urges that, when actually made, the public

ought to be made acquainted with every circumstance rela-

tive to it. The policy of not divulging the most important

transactions, and negotiations of nations, such as those which

relate to warlike arrangements and treaties, is universally

admitted. The congressional proceedings are to be occa

sionally published, including all receipts and expenditures of

public money, of which no part can be used but in conse-

quence of appropriations made by law. This is a security

which we do not enjoy under the existing system. That

part which authorizes the government to withhold from the

public knowledge what in their judgment may require

secrecy, is imitated from the Confederation — that verv

system which the gentleman advocates.

No treaty has been formed, and I will undertake to say

that none will be formed, under the old system, which will

secure to us the actual enjoyment of the navigation of the

Mississippi. Our weakness precludes us from it. We are

entitled to it ; but it is not under an inefficient government

that we shall be able to avail ourselves fully of that right.

I most conscientiously believe that it will be far better secured

under the new government than the old, as we shall be more

able to enforce our right. The people of Kentucky will

have an additional safeguard from the change of system.

The strength and respectability of the Union will secure

them in the enjoyment of that right till that country becomes

sufficiently populous. When this happens, they will be able

«.n> retain it in spite of every opposition.

I can never admit that seven states are disposed to sur
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render that navigation. Indeed, it never was the case. Some
of their most distinguished characters are decidedly opposed

to its relinquishment. When its cession was proposed by

the Southern States, the Northern States opposed it. They
still oppose it. New Jersey directed her delegates to oppose

it, and is strenuously against it. The same sentiments per-

vade Pennsylvania : at least, I am warranted to say so from

the best information which I have. Those states, added to

the Southern States, would be a majority against it.

The honorable gentleman, to obviate the force of my ob-

servations with respect to concurrent collection of taxes under

different authorities, said that there was no interference be-

tween the concurrent collection of parochial, county, and

state taxes, because they all radiated from the same centre,

but that this was not the case with the general government.

To make use of the gentleman's own terms, the concurrent

collections under the authorities of the general government

and state governments all radiate from the people at large.

The people is their common superior. The sense of the

people at large is to be the predominating spring of their ac-

tions. This is a sufficient security against interference.

Our attention was called to our commercial interest, and

at the same time the landed interest was said to be in danger.

If those ten men, who were to be chosen, be elected by

landed men, and have land themselves, can the electors have

any thing to apprehend ? If the commercial interests be in

danger, why are we alarmed about the carrying trade ? Why
is it said that the carrying states will preponderate, if com-

merce be in danger ? With respect to speculation, I will

remark that stock-jobbing has prevailed more or less in all

countries, and ever will, in some degree, notwithstanding any

exertions to prevent it. If you judge from what has hap-

pened under the existing system, any change would render

a melioration probable.

Friday, June 13, 12S*b.

Mr. NICHOLAS urged that the Convention should either

proceed according to the original determination, clause by

clause, or rescind that order, and go into the Constitution

at large.

Mr. HENRY opposed the motion as to taking up the sub-

ject clause by clause. He thought it ought to be considered
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at large. He observed that, among a great variety of sub-

jects, the business of the Mississippi had taken up a great

deal of" time. He wished, before they should take ledve of

that subject, that the transactions of Congress relative to the

naviiiation of that river should be communicated to the Con-
vention, in order that they might draw their conclusions from

the best source. For this purpose, he hoped that those gen-

tlemen who had been then in Congress, and the present

members of Congress who were in Convention, would com-
municate what they knew on the subject. He declared that

he did not wish to hurt the feelings of the gentlemen who had

been in Congress, or to reflect on any private character ; but

that, for the information of the Convention, he was desirous

of having the most authentic and faithful account of facts.

Mr. NICHOLAS had no objection to Mr. Henry's pro-

posal.

Mr. MADISON then declared that, if the honorable gen-

tleman thought that he had given an incorrect account of

the transactions relative to the Mississippi, he would, on a

thorough and complete investigation, find himself mistaken
;

that he had his information from his own knowledge, and

from a perusal of the documents and papers which related to

those transactions; that it had always been his opinion that

the policy which had for its object the relinquishment of that

river was unwise, and the mode of conducting it was still

more exceptionable. He added, that he had no objection to

have every light on the subject that could tend to elucidate it.

Mr. NICHOLAS hoped that, after the information should

be given respecting that river, they would confine themselves

to the order of the house.

The Convention then resolved itself into a committee of

the whole Convention, to take into further consideration the

proposed Constitution, and more particularly for the purpose

of receivin"; information concerning; the transactions of Con-

gress relative to the Mississippi.— Mr. WYTHE in the chair.

On motion, the acts and resolutions of Assembly relative

to the Mississippi were read.

Mr. LEE (of Westmoreland) then, in a short speech, re

rated several congressional transactions respecting that river,

and strongly asserted that it was the inflexible and deter-

mined resolution of Congress never to give it up ; that the

secretary of foreign affairs, who was authorized to form a
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treaty VAith Gardoqui, the Spanish ambassador, had positive

directions not to assent to give up that navigation, and that

it never had been their intention or wish to relinquish it ; that,

on the contrary, they earnestly wished to adopt the best plan

of securing it.

After some desultory conversation, Mr. MONROE spoke

as follows: Mr. Chairman, my conduct respecting the trans

actions of Congjress, upon this interesting subject, since my

return to the state, has been well known to many worthy

gentlemen here. I have often been called upon before this,

in a public line, and particularly in the last Assembly, whilst

I was present, for information of these transactions; but have

heretofore declined it, and for reasons that were held satis-

factory. Being amenable, upon the principles of the federal

compact, to the legislature for my conduct in Congress, it

cannot be doubted, if required, it was my duty to obey their

directions ; but that honorable body thought it best to dis-

pense with such demand. The right in this assembly is un-

questionably more complete, having powers paramount to

that ; but even here I could wish it had not been exerted, as

I understand it to be, by going into committee for that pur-

pose. Before, however, I enter into this subject, I cannot but

observe it has given me pain to hear it debated, by honorable

gentlemen, in a manner that has appeared not altogether free

from exception. For they have not gone into it fully, and

given a proper view of the transactions in every part, but of

those only which preceded and were subsequent to that

which has been the particular object of inquiry —•a conduct

that has seemed so much calculated to make an impression

favorable to their wishes in the present instance. But, in

making this observation, I owe it to those gentlemen to de-

clare that it is my opinion such omission has proceeded not

from intention, but their having forgotten facts, or from some

cause not obvious to me, and which I make no doubt they

will readily explain.

The policy of this state respecting this river has always

been the same. It has contemplated but one object — the

opening it for the use of the inhabitants whose interest de-

pended on it; and in this she has, in my opinion, shown her

wisdom and magnanimity. 1 may, I believe, with propriety

say that all the measures that have at any time been taken

by Congress for that purpose were adopted at the instance
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of this state. There was a time, it is true, sir, wnen even

this state in some measure abandoned the object, by author-

izing- this cession to the court of Spain. But let us take all

circumstances into view, as they were at that time, and I am
persuaded it will by no means vshovv a departure from this

liberal and enlightened system of policy, although it may
manifest an accommodation to the exigencies which pressed

on us at the time. The Southern States were overrun, and

ill possession of the enemy. The governments of South Car-

olina and Georgia were prostrate, and opposition there at an

end» North Carolina made but a feeble resistance ;
and

Virginia herself was greatly harassed by th(j enemy in force

at tint time in the heart of the country, and by impress-

ments for her own and the defence of the Southern States.

In addition to this, the finances of the TJjiited States were in

a deplorable condition, if not totally exhausted ; and France,

our ally, seemed anxious for peace ; and, as the means of

bringing the war to a more happy and speedy conclusion,

t!ie object of this cession was the hopes of uniting Spain in

it, with all her forces. If I recollect aright, too, at this mo-

ment the minister of the United States at the court of Ma-
drid, informed Congress of the difficulty he found in prevail-

ing upon that court to acknowledge our independence, or

take any measure in our favor ; and suggested the jealousy

with which it viewed our settlements in the western coun-

try, and the probability of better success provided we would

cede the navigation of this river, as the consideration. The
latter circumstances were made known to the legislature,

and they had their weight. All inferior objects must yield

to the safety of society itself. A resolution passed to that

effect. A-n act of Congress likewise passed, and the min-

ister of the United States had full authority to relinquish

this valuable right to that court, upon the condition above

stated. But what was the issue of this proposition ? Was
any treaty made with Spain that obtained an acknowledg-

ment of our independence, althougli at war with Great Brit-

ain, and such acknowledgment would have cost her nothing ?

Was a loan of money accomyjlished ? In short, does it ap-

pear that even Spain herself thought it an object cf any im-

portance ? So soon as the war ended, this resolution was

rescin'ded. The power to m ike such a treaty was revoked. So

that this system of policy was departed from, only for a short
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time, for the most important object that can be conceived,

and resumed again as soon as it jjossibly conhl be.

After the peace, it became tlie business of Congress to in-

vestigate the rehition of these states to the dififerent powers

of the earth, in a more extensive view than they had hitherto

done, and particuhirly in the commercial line, and to make

arrangements for entering into treaties with them on such

terms as might l)e mutuaHy beneficial for each party. As the

result of the deliberations of that day, it was resolved, " That

commercial treaties be formed, if possible, with said powers,

(those of Europe in particular, Spain included,) u[)on similar

})rinciples, and three commissioners, Mr. Adams, Mr. Frank-

lin, and Mr. Jefferson, be appointed for that purpose." So

that an arrangement for a treaty of commerce with Spain

had already been taken. Whilst these powers were in force,

a representative from Spain arrived, authorized to treat with

the United States on the interfering claims of the two

nations respecting the Mississippi, and the boundaries, and

other concerns wherein they were respectively interested.

A similar commission was given to the honorable the secre-

tary of foreign affairs, on the part of the United States, with

these ultimata : " That he enter into no treaty, compact, or

convention whatever, with the said representative of Spain,

which did not stipulate our right to the navigation of the

Mississippi, and the boundaries as established in our treaty

with Great Britain." And thus the late negotiation com-

menced, and under auspices, as I supposed, very favorable to

the wishes of the United States ; for Spain had become sen-

si l)le^ of the propriety of cultivating the friendship of ilie

states. Knowing our claim ro the navigation of this river,

she had sent a minister hither principally to treat on that

point ; and the time would not be remote when, under the

increasing population of that country, the inhabitants would

be able to open it without our assistance or her consent.

These circumstances being considered, was it not presumable

she intended to make a merit of her concession to onr wish-

es, and to agree to an accommodation upon that subject, that

would not only be satisfactory, but highly pleasing to the

United States ?

But what was the issue of this negotiation ? How was

it terminated? Has it forwarded the particular ol>ject in

view, or otherwise promoted the interest and the harmony of
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the states, or any of them ? Eight or ten months ehipsed

without any communications of its progress to Congress.

At length a letter was received from the secretary, stating

that difficulties had arisen in his negotiation with the repre-

sentative of Spain, which, in his opinion, should be so man-
aged, as that even their existence should remain a secret for

the present; and proposing that a committee be appointed,

with full power to direct and instruct him m every case rela

tive to the proposed treaty. As the only ultimata in his in-

structions respected the Mississippi and the boundaries, it

readily occurred that these occasioned the difficulties alluded

to, and were those he wished to remove. And for many
reasons this appeared, at least to me, an extraordinary prop-

osition. By the Articles of Confederation, nine states are

necessary, to enter into treaties. The instruction is the

foundation of the treaty ; for, if it is formed agreeably there-

to, good faith requires that it be ratified. The practice of

Congress hath also been always, I believe, in conformity to

this idea. The instructions under which our commercial

treaties have been made wexe carried by nine states. Those
under which the secretary now acted were passed by nine

states. The proposition then would be, that the powers

which, under the Constitution, nine states only were com-
petent to, should be transferred to a committee, and the

object, thereby to disengage himself from the ultimata already

mentioned in his existing instructions. In this light the

subject was taken up, and on these principles discussed.

The secretary, Mr. Jay, being at length called before Con-
gress to explain the difficulties mentioned in his letter, pre-

sented to their view the project of a treaty of commerce,
containing, as he supposed, advantageous stipulations in our

favor, in that line ; in consideration for which, we were to

contract to forbear the use of the navigation of the River

Mississippi for the term of twenty-five or thirty years; and

he earnestly advised our adopting it.

The subject now took a decided form : there was no fur-

ther ambiguity in 'it; and we were surprised, for rea.sons

that have been already given, that he had taken up the sub

ject of commerce at all. We were greatly surprised that it

should form the j)rincip*al object of the project, and that a

partial or temporary sacrifice of thit interest, for the ad-

vancement of which the neijotiation was set on foot should

vor.. III. 43 29
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be the consideration proposed to be given for it. But the

honorable secretary urged that it was necessary to stand

well with Spain; that the commercial project was a bene-

ficial one, and should not be neglected ; that a stipulation to

forbear the use contained an acknowledgment, on her part,

of the right in the United States ; that we were in no con-

dition to take the river, and therefore gave nothnig ior it
;

with other reasons, which, perhaps, I have forgotten ;
for

the subject in detail has nearly escaped my memory. We
differed with the honorable secretary almost in every respect.

We admitted, indeed, the pro])riety of standing W(41 with

Spain, but supposed we might accomplish that end at least on

equal terms. We considered the stipulation to forbear the

use as a species of barter that should never be countenanced

in the councils of the American states, since it might tend

to the destruction of society itself; for a forbearance of

the use of one river might lead to more extensive conse-

quences— to the Chesapeake, the Potomac, or any other of

the rivers that emptied into it. In short, that the councils

of the confederacy should be conducted with more magna-

nimity and candor— they should contemplate the benefit of

all parts upon common principles, and not the sacrifice of

one part for that of another. There appeared to us a ma-

terial difference betvveen stipulating by treaty to forbear the

use, and not being able to open the river: the former would

be considered by the inhabitants of the western country as an

act of hostility; the latter might be justified by our inability.

And with respect to the commercial part of the project, we
really thought it an ill-advised one, on its own merits solely.

Thus was this project brought before Congress, and, so

far as I recollect, in this form, and upon these principles.

It \\3s the subject of tedious and lengthy discussion in that

honorable body. Every distinct measure that was taken I

do not remember, nor do I suppose it of consequence. I

have shown the outlines of the transaction, which is, if I ap-

prehend rightly, all that the committee wish to possess.

Tiie communications of the secretary were referred to a

. ommittee of the whole house. The delegates of the seven

easternmost states voted that the uUimaUnn in the secretary's

instructions be repealed; which was reported to the house,

and entered on the journal, by the secretary of Congress,

that the question was carried. Upon this entry, a constitu-
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tional question arose to this effect: "Nine states being
necessary, by the federal Constitution, to give an instruction

and seven having repealed a part of an instruction so given,

for the formation of a treaty with a foreign power, so as [o

alter its import, and authorize, under the remaining part

thereof, the formation of a treaty, on principles altogethrr

different from what the said instruction originally contem-
plated,— can such remaining part be considered as in force,

and constitutionally obligatory?" We pressed on Congress
for a decision on this point often, but without eff(^ct.

Notwithstanding this, I understood it was the intention

of the secretary to proceed, and conclude a treaty, in con-
formity to his i)roject, with the minister of Spain. In this

situation I left Congress. What I have since heard belongs
not to me to discover. Oth/^r gentlemen have more complete
information of this business, in the course it has taken, than
I can possibly have been able to obtain ; for having done my
duty whilst there, I left it for others who succeeded me to per-

form theirs, and I have made but little further inquiry respect-

ing it. The animated pursuit that was made of this object,

required, and, I believe, received, as firm an opposition. The
Southern States were on their guard, and w^annly opposed
it. For my part, I thought it my duty to use every effort in

Congress for the interest of the Southern States. But so far

as depended on me, with my official character it ceased.

With many of those gentlemen, to whom I always considered
it as my particular misfortune to be opposed, I am now in

habits of correspondence and friendship, and I am concerned
for the necessit}' which his given birth to this relation.

Whether the delegates of those states spoke the language
of their constituents— whether it may be considered as the

permanent interest of such states to depress the growth and
increasing population of the western country— are points

which I cannot pretend to determine. I must observe, how-
ever, that I always supposed it would, for a variety of rea-

sons, prove injurious to every part of the confederacy. These
are well understood, and need not be dilated on here. If,

however, such should be the interest of seven states, let gen
tlemen contemplate the consequences in the operation of the

government, as it applies to this subject. I have always been
of opinion, sir, that the American states, as to all national

objects, had, in every respect, a common interest. Few per-
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sons would be willing to bind them toD:ether by a stronger

or more indissoluble bond, or give the national government
more powers, than myself. I only wish to prevent it from

doing harm, either to states or individuals ; and the rights

and interests of both, in a variety of instances in which they

are now left unprotected, aiight, in my opinion, be better

guarded. If I have mistaken any facts, honorable gentlemen

will correct me. If I have omitted anv, as it has not been

intentional, so 1 shall be happy with their assistance to sup-

ply the defect.

Mr. Monroe added several other observations, the purport

of which was, that the interest of the western country would
not be as secure, under the proposed Constitution, as under

the Confederation ; because, under the latter system, the

Mississippi could not be relinquished without the consent of

nine states— whereas, by the former, he said, a majority, or

seven states, could yield it. His own opinion was, that it

would be given up by a majority of the senators present in

the Senate, with the President, which would put it in the

power of less than seven states to surrender it; that the

Northern States were inclined to yield it; that it was their

interest to prevent an augmentation of the southern influence

and power; and that, as mankind in general, and states in

particular, were governed by interest, the Northern States

would not fail of availing themselves of the opportunity,

given them by the Constitution, of relinquishing that river,

in order to depress the western country, and prevent the

southern interest from preponderating;.

Mr. GRAYSON. Mr. Chairman"; the honorable gentle-

man was mistaken when he supposed that I said seven states

had absolutely voted to surrender the navigation of the Mis-

sissippi. I only spoke of the general disposition of the states,

which I alleged to be actuated by interest ; that consequently

the carrying states were necessarily inclined against the ex-

tension of the interest and influence of the productive states
;

and that, therefore, they would not favor any measure to ex-

tend the settlements to the westward.

I wished not to enter into this discussion, for the reasons

mentioned by my honorable friend. Secrecy was required

on this subject. I told Congress that imposing secrecy, on

such, a great occasion, was unwarrantable. However, as it

was not given up, I conceived myself imder some restraint
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But since it has come before the committee, and they desire
to develop the subject, I shall stand excused for mentioninj^
what I know of it. My honorable friend gave a very just

account of it, when he said that the Southern States vvere

on their guard, and opposed every measure tending to re-

linquish or waive that valuable right. They would not agree
to negotiate, but on condition that no proposition whatever
should be made to surrender that great right. There was a
dispute between this country and Spain, who claimed one
half of Georgia, and one half of Kentucky, or, if not that

proportion, a very considerable part, as well as the absolute
and exclusive navigation of the Mississippi. The Southern
States thought that the navigation of the Mississippi should
not be trusted to any hands but those in which the Confed-
eration had placed the right of making treaties. That sys-

tem required the consent of nine states for that purpose.
The secretary for foreign affairs was empowered to adjust

the interfering claims of Spain and the United States with
the Spanish minister ; but, as my honorable friend said, with
an express prohibition of entering into any negotiation that

would lead to the surrender of that river. Affairs continued
in this state for some time. At length a proposition was
made to Congress, not directly, but by a side wind. The
first f)roposal was, to take off the fetters of the secretary.

When the whole came out, it was found to be a proposal to

cede the Mississippi to Spain for twenty-five or thirty years,
(for it was in the disjunctive,) in consideration of certain

commercial stipulations. In support of this proposal, it was
urged that the right was in him who surrendered

; and that
their acceptance of a temporary relinquishment was an ac-
knowledgment of our right, (which would revert to us at the
expiration of that period,) that we could not take by war :

that the thing was useless to us, and that it would be w^ise

and politic to give it up, as we were to receive a beneficial

compensation for that temporary cession. Congress, after a
great deal of animosity, came to a resolution w^hich, in my
opinion, violated the Confederation. It was resolved, hy
seven states, that the prohibition in the secretary's instruc-
tion should be repealed ; whereby the unrepealed part of his

instructions authorized him to make a treaty, yielding that
inestimable navigation, although, by the Confederation, nine
states were necessary to concur in the formation ot a treaty

!
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How, then, could seven states constitutionally adopt any

measure, to which, by the Constitution, nine states alone

were competent ? It was entered on the journals, and trans-

mitted to the secretary of foreign affairs, for his direction in

his negotiation with the Spanish minister.

If I recollect rightly, by the law of nations, if a negotiator

makes a treaty, in consequence of a power received from a

sovereign authority, non-compliance with his stipulations is

a just cause of war. The opposition suggested (whether

wrong or not let this house determine) that this was the

case; that the proceedings were repugnant to the principles

and express letter of the Constitution ; and that, if the com-

pact which the secretary might form with the Spanish minis-

ter should not be complied with, it would be giving Spain a

just cause of quarrel ; so that we should be reduced to the

dilemma of either violating the Constitution by a compliance,

or involving us in a war by a non-compliance. The opposi-

tion remonstrated against these transactions, (and their

remonstrance was entered on the journal,) and took every

step for securing this great national right. In the course of

the debates in Congress on this subject, which were warm

and animated, it was urged that Congress, by the law of

nations, had no right, even with the consent of nine states,

to dismember the empire, or relinquish any part of the ter-

ritory, appertaining to the aggregate society, to any foreign

power. Territorial dismemberment, or the relinquishment

of any other privilege, is the highest act of a sovereign

power. The right of territory has ever been considered as

most sacred, and ought to be guarded in the most particular

and cautious manner. Whether that navigation be secure

on this principle, by the new Constitution, I will not pretend

to determine. I will, however, say one thing. It is not

well guarded under the old system. A majority of seven

states are disposed to yield it. I speak not of any particular

characters. I have the charity to suppose that all mankind

act on the best motives. Suffice it for me to tell direct and

plain facts, and leave the conclusion with this honorable

house.

It has been urged, by my honorable friend on the other

side, (Mr. Madison,) that the Eastern States were averse

to surrender it during the war, and that the Southern States

proposed it themselves, and wished to yield it. My honor-
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able friend last up has well accounted for. this disgraceful

otTer, and I will account for the refusal of the Eastern Statf^s

to surrender it.

Mr. Chairman, it is no new thing to jou to discover those

reasons. It is well known that the Newfoundland fisheries

and the Mississippi are balances for one another ; that the

possession of one tends to the preservation of the other.

This accounts for the eastern policy. Thej thought that,

if the Mississippi was given up, the Southern States would

give up the right of the fishery, on which their very existence

depends. It is not extraordinary, therefore, while these

great rights of the fishery depend on such a variety of cir-

cumstances,— the issue of war, the success of negotiations,

and numerous other causes,— th:it they should wish to pre-

serve this great counterbalance. What has been their conduct

since the peace ? When relieved from the apprehensions

of losing that great advantage, they are solicitous of securing

a superiority of influence in the national councils. They
look at the true interest of nations. Their language has

been, " Let us prevent any new states from rising in the

western world, or they will outvote us— we shall lose our

importance, and become as nothing in the scale of nations.

If we do not prevetit it, our countrymen will remove to those

places, instead of going to sea, and we shall receive no par-

ticular tribute or advantage from them."

This, sir, has been the language and spirit of their policy,

and I suppose ever will be. The Mississippi is not secured

under the old Confederation; but jt is better secured by that

system than by the new Constitution. By the existing

system, nine states are necessary to yield it. A few states

can give it away by the paper on your (able. But I hope it

will never be put in the power of a less number than nine

states. Jersey, we are told, changed her temper on that

great occasion. I believe that that mutability depended

on characters. But we have lost another state— Maryland.

For, from fortuitous circumstances, those states deviated

from their natural character— Jersey in not giving up the

right of the Mississippi, and Maryland in giving it up.

Whatever be their object, each departed from her natural

disposition. It is with great reluctance I have said any

thing on the subject, and if I have misrepresented facts, I

wish to be corrected.
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Mr. HENRY then arose, and requested that the honora-

ble gentleman (Mr. Monroe) would discover the rest of the

project, and what Spain was to do, on her part, as an equiv-

alent for the cession of the Mississippi.

Mr. MONROE. Mr. Chairman, I do not thoroughly

recollect every circumstance relative to this project. But
there was to be a commercial intercourse between the United

States and Spain. We are to be allowed to carry our prod-

uce to the ports of Spain, and the Spaniards to have an

equal right of trading liither. It was stipulated that there

should be a reciprocity of commercial intercourse and bene-

fits between the subjects of Spain and the citizens of the

United States. The manufactures of Spain were to be

freely imported and vended in this country, and our manu-
factures to be carried to Spain, &c., without obstruction

;

and both parties were to have mutual privileges in point of

commercial intercourse and connection. This, sir, is the

amount of the project of Spain, which was looked upon as

advantageous to us. I thought myself that it was not. I

considered Spain as being without manufactures— as the

most slow in the progress of arts, and the most unwise with

respect to commerce, of all nations under the sun, (in which

respect I thought Great Britain the wisest.) Their gentle-

men and nobles look on commerce with contempt. No
man of character among; them will undertake it. Thev
make little discrimination with any nation. Their character

is to shut out all nations, and exclude every intercourse with

them ; and this would be the case with respect to us.

Nothing is given to us, by this project, ))ut what is given to

all other nations. It is bad policy, and unjustifiable, on such

terms to yield that valuable right. Their merchants have

great stocks in trade. It is not so with our merchants.

Our people require encouragement. Mariners must be

encouraged. On a review of these circumstances, I thought

the project unwise and imj^olitic.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, it is extremely disa-

greeable to me to enter into this discussion, as it is foreign

to the object of our deliberations here, and may, in the opin-

ion of some, tend to sully the reputation of our public coun-

cils. As far as my memory will enable me, I will develop

the subject. We shall not differ from one another with re-

spect to facts : perhaps we may differ with respect to princi-
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pies. I will take the liberty to observe tnat 1 was led,

before, to make some observations which had no relation to

the subject under consideration, as relative to the western

country, to obviate suggestions of gentlemen which seemed
to me to be groundless. I stated that there was a period

when the Southern States were advocates for the alienation

or suspension, of the right to the Mississippi, (I will not say

which,) and the Eastern States were against both. I men-
tion this to show that there was no disposition in that ])art

to surrender that right, or dispose of that country. 1 do sup-

pose that the fishery had its influence on those states. No
doubt it was the case.

For that and other reasons, they still continue against the

alienation ; for it might lessen the security of retaining the

fisher v. From the best information, it never was the sense of

the people at large, or the prevailing character of the Eastern

States, to approve of the measure. If interest, sir, should

continue to operate on them, I humbly conceive that they

will derive more advantage from holding the Mississippi than

even the Southern States ; for, if the carrying business be

their natural province, how can it be so much extended and
advanced as by giving encouragement to agriculture in

the western country, and having the emolument of carrying

their produce to market ."^ The carrying trade must depend
on agriculture, for its support, in a great measure. In what
place is agriculture so capable of improvement and great

extension as in the western country .^ But whatever con-

siderations may prevail in that quarter, or any other, re-

specting their interest, I think we may fairly suppose that

the consideration which the honorable member mentioned,

and which has been repeated, — I mean the emigrations

which are going on to the westward,— must produce the

same effect as to them which it may produce with respect

to us. Emigrations are now going on from that quarter, as

well as from this state.

I readily conJ'ess that neither the old Confederation noi

the new Constitution involves a right to give up the navigation

of the IVFississippi. It is repugnant to the law of nations.

I have always thought and said so. Although the right be

denied, there may be emergencies which wilf make it neces-

sary to make a sacrifice. But there is a material difference

between emergencies of safety in time of war, and those

VOL. HI. 44
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which may relate to mere commercial regulations. You

might, on solid grounds, deny, in peace, what you give up in

war. I do not conceive, however, that there is that extreme

aversion, in the minds of the people of the Eastern States, to

emigrate to the westward, which was insinuated by my hon-

orable friend. Particular citizens, it cannot be doubted,

may be averse to it ; but it is the sense of the people at

large which will direct the public measures. We find, from

late arrangements made between Massachusetts and New
York, that a very considerable country to the westward of

New York was disposed of to Massachusetts, and by Massa-

chusetts to some individuals, to conduct emigrants to that

country.

There were seven states who thought it right to give

up the navigation of the Mississippi, for twenty-five years,

for several reasons which have been mentioned. As

far as I can recollect, it was nearly as my lionorable friend

said. But they had no idea of absolutely alienating it. 1

think one material consideration which governed them was,

that there were grounds of serious negotiation between

Great Britain and Spain, which might bring on a coalition

between those nations, w^iich might enable them to bind us

on different sides, permanently withhold that navigation from

us, and injure us in other respects materially. The tem-

porary cession, it was su{)posed, would fix the permanent

right in our favor, and prevent that dangerous coalition. It

is but justice to myself to say that, however plausible the

reasons urged for its temporary cession may have been, they

never convinced me of its utihty. I have uniformly disap-

proved of it, and do now.

With respect to the secretary of foreign affairs, I am in-

timately connected with him. I shall say nothing of his

abilities, and attachment to his country. His character is

established in both respects. He has given a train of rea-

soning which governed him in his project. If he was mis-

taken, his integrity and probity more than compensate for

the error. I am led to think there is no settled disposition in

seven states to give up that object, because New Jersey, on a

further consideration of the subject, actually gave instructions

to her delegates to oppose it. And what was the ground of

this ? I do not know the extent and particular reasons of her

instructions. But I recollect that a material consideration
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was, that the cession of that river would diminish the value

of the western country, (which was a common fund for ihe

United States,) and would, consequently, tend to impoverish

their ])ublic treasury. These, sir, were rational grounds.

Give me leave, sir, — as I am upon this subject, and as

the honorable gentleman has raised a question whether it

be not more secure under the old than the new Constitution,

— to differ from him. I shnll enter into the reasoning which,

in my mind, renders it more secure under the new system.

Two thirds of the senators present, (which will be nine

states, if all attend to their duty,) and the President, must

concur in every treaty which can be made. Here aie t\vo

distinct and independent branches, wliich must agree to

every treaty. Under the existing system, two thirds of the

states must concur to form a treaty. But it is but one body.

Gentlemen may reason and conclude differently on this sub-

ject. I own that, as far as 1 have any rights, which are but

trivial, I would rather trust them to the new than the old

government. Besides, let me observe that the House of

Representatives will have a material influence on the gov-

ernment, and will be additional security in this respect.

But there is one thing which he mentioned which merits at-

tention. If commercial policy be a source of great danger,

it will have less influence in the new system than in the

old ; for, in the House of Representatives, it will have little

or no influence. They are drawn from the landed interest,

taken from the states at large, and many of them from the

vvestern country ; whereas the present members of Congress

have been taken from the Atlantic side of the continent.

When we calculate the dangers that may arise in any case,

we Judge from the rules of proportion and chances of num-
bers. The people at large choose those who elect the Pres-

ident. The weight of population will be to the southward,

if we include the western country. There will then be a

majority of the people in favor of this right. As the Presi-

dent must be influenced by the sense and interest of his

electors, as far as it depends on him, (and his agency in

making treaties is equal to that of the Senate,) he will op-

pose the cession of that navigation. As far as the influence

of the repre^ientatives goes, it will also operate in favor of this

right. The power of treaties is not lodged in the senators

of particular states. Every state has an equal weight. If
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ten senators can make a treaty, ten senators can prevent

one from being made. It is from a supposition that all the

southern delegates will be absent, that ten senators, or two

thirds of a majority, can give up this river. The possibility

of absence operates equally as much against the Northern

States. If one fifth of the members present think the

measure erroneous, the votes of the states are to be taken

upon it, and entered on the journals. Every gentlenicHi

here ought to recollect that this is some security, as the

people will thereby know those who advocate ini(juitous

measures. If we consider the number of changes in the

members of the government, we shall find it another secu-

rity. But, after all, sir, what will this policy signify, which

tends to surrender the navigation of the ]Mississipj)i? Reso-

lutions of Congress to retain it may be repeated, and re-

echoed from every part of the United States. It is not

resolutions of this sort which the people of this country wish

for. They want an actual possession of the right, and pro-

tection in its enjoyment. Similar resolutions have been

taken, under the existing system, on many occasions. But
they have been heretofore, and will be hereafter, in my
opinion, nugatory and fruidess, unless a change takes place

which will give energy to the acts of the government.

I will take the liberty to touch once more on the several

considerations which produced the question, because perhaps

the committee may not yet thoroughly comprehend it. In

justice to those gentlemen who concluded in favor of the

temporary cession, I mention their reasons, although I think

the measure wronj;. The reasons for so doing- under the old

system will be done away by the; new system. We could

not, without national dishonor, assert our right to the Missis-

sippi, and suffer any other nation to deprive us of it. This

consideration, with others before mentioned, influenced_them.

I admit it was \vrong. But it is sufficient to prove that they

acted on principles of integrity. Will they not be bound by

honor and conscience, when w^e are able to enjoy and retain

our right, not to give it up, or suffer it to be interrupted,^

A weak system produced this project. A strong system

will remove the inducement. For may we not suppose it

will be reversed by a change of system ? I was called up
to say what was its present situation. There are some cir-

cumstances within my knowledge which I am not at liberty
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to communicate to this house. I will not go farther than to

answer the objections of gentlemen. I wish to conceal no

circumstance which 1 can relate consistently with my duty

As to matters of fact, I have advanced nothing which 1 pre-

sume will be contradicted. On matters of opinion we may-

differ. Were I at liberty, I could develop some circum-

stances which would convince this house that this project

will never be revived in Congress, and that, therefore, no

danger is to l)e apprehended.

Mr. GRAYSON. Mr. Chairman, the honorable gentle

man last up concluded by leaving impressions that there

were some circumstances which, were he at liberty to com-

municate, would induce this house to believe that the matter

would never be revived. Were we to exclude from facts and

opinions, or were we to appeal to the resolutions of Congress,

a very different conclusion would result. When I was in

Congress last, there was a resolution to apologize to his Cath-

olic Majesty for not makini^- the treaty, and intimating

that, when the situation of things was altered, it might be

done. Had it not been for one particular circumstance, it

would have been concluded on the terms my honorable friend

mentioned. When I was last in Congress, the project was

not siven over. Its friends thought it would be renewed.

With respect to the Mississippi and back lands, the East-

ern States are willing to relinquish that great and essential

right; for they consider the consequences of governing the

Union as of more importance than those considerations

which he mentioned should induce them to favor it.

But, says the honorable gentleman, there is a great differ-

ence between actually giving it up altogether, and a tempo-

rary cession. " If the right was given up for twenty-five

years, would this country be able to avail herself of her right,

and resume it at the ex|)iration of that period ? If ever the

house of Bourbon should be at war with all Europe, then

would be the golden opportunity of regaining it. Without

this, we never could wrest it from the house of Bourbon, the

branches of which always support each other.

If things continue as they are now, emigrations will con-

inue to that country. The hope that this great national

right will be retained, will induce them to go thither. But
take away that hope, by giving up the Mississippi for twenty-

five years, and the emigrations will cease. As interest

30
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actuates mankind, will they go tliither when they know they

cannot enjoy the privilege ol" navigating that river, or find a

ready market for their produce r There is a majority of

states which look forward with anxiety to the benefits ol" the

commercial project with Spain. In the course of the Span-

ish negotiation, our delegation thought of a project which

would be accomniodat(!d to their particular interest. It was
proposed, by way of compromise, as being suitable to the

interest of all the states, that the Spanish crown should

make New Orieans a general depository, and that.the growth

of the American states should be sent down for the use of

the Spanish troops ; Spain being obliged to foreign nations

for provisions. This was throwing out a lure to the Eastern

States to carry the produce of that whole country. But this

temptation did not succeed. It was thought no object in

their view, when greater objects presented themselves.

It was allciied that the emiirration from the Eastern States

will have the same effect as emigration from this country.

I know every step will be taken to j)revent emigration from

thence, as it will be transf(^rring their population to thu

Southern States. They will coincide in no measure that

will tend to increase the wci»ht or influence of the Southern

States. There is, therefore, a wide line of distinction be-

tween migrations from thence and from hence.

But we are told, in order to make that paper acceptable

to the Kentucky people, that this high act of authority can-

not, by the law of nations, be warrantable, and that this

great right cannot be given up. I think so also. But how
will the doctrine apply to America? After it is actually

given away, can it be reclaimed? If nine states give it

away, what will the Kentucky people do? Will Grotius and

Puffendorf relieve them ? if we reason what was done— if

seven states attempted to do what nine states ought to have

done— you may judge of the attention which will be paid

to the law of nations. Should Congress make a treaty to

yield the Mississippi, that people will find no redress in the

law of nations.

But, says he, Massachusetts is willing to protect emigration.

When the act of Congress
|
assed respecting the settlement

of the western country, and establishing a state there, it

passed in a lucky moment. I was told that that state was

extremely uneasy about it ; and that, in order to retain her
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inhabitants, lands in the province of Maine were lowered to

the price of one dollar per acre. As to the tract of country

conveyed by New York to JNlassachusetts, neither of them

had a right to it. Perhaps that great line of policy, of keep

ing the population on that side of the continent, in contra-

distinction to the emigration to the westward of us, actuated

Massachusetts in that transaction. There is no communi-

cation between that country and the Mississippi. The two

great northern communications are by the North River, and

by the River St. Lawrence, to the Mississippi. But there

is no communication between that country, where the peo-

ple of Massachusetts emigrate, and the Mississippi ; nor do

I believe that there ever will be one traveller from it thither.

I have a great regard for the secretary of foreign affairs.

In my opinion, all America is under great obligations to him.

But I differed in opinion with him.

But the Mississippi is said to be more secure under the

new than the old government. It is infinitely more secure

under the latter than the former. How is the fact? Seven

states wished to pass an affirmative act ceding it. They

repc^aled part of the instructions given the secretary, to

enable him to conclude a compact for its cession, and wished

to get nine states to agree to it. Nine states, by the Con-

federation, must concur in the formation of treaties. This

saved it. Only seven states were willing to yield it. But,

by this Constitution, two thirds of the senators, present,

with the President, can make any ,trcaty. A quorum is

fourteen, two thirds of which are ten. We find, then, that

ten members can, at any time, siu'render that great and

valuable right. As seven states are willing to yield it now,

how the gentleman can reason in the manner he does, I

cannot conceive.

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman: I hope, sir, as the hon-

orable gentleman on my left set the example of debating the

merits, that whatever may result as consequences of that ex-

ample, it may not be attributed to me. I hope that I shall be

indulged in offering a few words in addition to what has been

said. Gentlemen may do what they will. Their reflections

will have no influence on me. It is said that we are scuffling

for Kentucky votes, and attending to local circumstances.

But if you consider the interests of this country, you will

find that the interests of Virginia and Kentucky are most in
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timatelj and vitally connected. When I see the great rights

of the communitv in real danger, the ideal danjjers which

gentlemen sj)eak of dissipate. A union with our western

brethren is hiirhlv desirable, almost on anv terin^: a union with

them, alone, can lessen or annihilate the dangers arising from

that species of population of which we have been reminded

in the catalogue of dangers which were dwelt upon. They
are at present but i^w in number, but may be very numer-^

ous hereafter. If that fatal policy shall take place, you

throw them into the arms of Spain. If Congress should, for

a base purpose, give away this dearest right of the people,

your western brethren will be ruined. We ought to secure

to them that navigation Avhich is necessary to their very ex-

istence. If we do iicrt, they will look upon us as Betrayers

of their interest. Shall we appear to care less for their in-

terest t^^all for that of distant people.^ When gentlemen tell

us that the change of system will render our western breth-

ren more secure, and that this system will not betray them,

they ought to prove it. When a matter which respects the

great national interests of America is concerned, we expect

the most decided j)roofs. Have they given any ? Unless

you keep open the Mississippi, you never can increase in

number. Although your ])opulation should go on to an in-

fi lite degree, you will be in the minority in Congress;

and although you should have a right to be the majority, yet

so unhappily is this system of politics constituted, that you
will ever be a contemptible minority. To preserve the bal-

ance of American power, it is essentially necessar}- that the

right of the Mississi|)pi should be secured.

But, said the honorable gentleman, the Eastern States

will wish to secure their fishery, and will, therefore, favor

this right. How does he draw the inference ? Is it possi-

ble that they can act on that principle ? The principle which
led the Southern States to admit of the cession, was to avoid

the most drtuidful perils of war. But their difficulties are

now ended by peace. Is there anv thing like this that can

influence the minds of the people of the north.'' Since the

peace, those states have discovered a determined resolution

to give it away. There was no similar danger to compel
them to yield it. No, sir, they wished to relinquish it.

Without any kind of necessity, they acted in conformity to

their natural disposition, w ith respect to emigrations going
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on ill that quarter. This, though improbable, may be so.

But to say that, because some settlements are going on in

New York, Massachusetts will form a connection with the

Mississippi, is, to my mind, most wonderful indeed. The
great balance will be in the southern parts of America.

There is the most extensive and fertile territory. There is

the happiest geographical position, situated contiguously to

that valuable and inestiuiable river. But the settlement of

that country will not be warranted by the new Constitution,

if it will not be forbidden by it.

No constitution under heaven, founded on principles of

justice, can warrant the relinquishment of the most sacred

rights of society, to promote the interest of one part of

it. Do you not see the danger into which you are going,

to throw away one of your dearest and most valuable rights ?

The people of that country now receive great and valuable

emoluments from that right being protected by the existing

government. Bat they must now abandon them. For is

there any actual security? Show me any clause in that

paper whioh secures that great right. What was the cal-

culation which told you that it would be safer under the

new than under the old government ? In my mind, it was

erroneous. The honorable gentleman told you that there

were two bodies, or branches, which must concur to make

a treaty. Sir, the President, as distinguished from the Sen-

ate, is nothing. They will combine, and be as one. My
honorable friend said that ten men, the senators of five

states, could give it up. The present system requires the

consent of nine states. Consequently, its security will be

much diminished. The people of Kentucky, though weak

now, will not let the President and Senate take away this

right. Look right, and see this abominable policy— con-

sider seriously its fatal and pernicious tendency ! Have we
not that ri^ht guarantied to us by the most respectable

()ower in Europe ? France has guarantied to us our sov-

ereignty and all its appendages. What are its appendages ^

Are not the rivers and waters, that wash the shores of the

country, appendages inseparable from our right of sover-

eignty? France has guarantied this right to us in the most

full and extensive manner. What would have been the

consequences had this i)roject with Spain been completed

and agreed to? France would have told you, "You have

voti. III. 45
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given it up yourselves
;
yon have put it on a different foot

ing ; and if your bad policy has done this, it is your own
folly. You have drawn it on your own heads ; and, as you

have bartered away this valuable right, neither policy nor

justice will call on me to guaranty what you gave up your-

selves." This language would satisfy the most sanguine

American.

Is there an opinion that any future projects will better

secure you ? If this strong government contended for be

adopted, seven states will give it uj) forever; for a tem|;o-

rary cession is, in my opinion, perfectly the same thing.

The thing is so obviously big with danger, that the blind

man himself might see it.

As to the American secretary, the goodness of his private

character is not doubted. It is public conduct which we
are to inspect. The public conduct of this secretary goes

against the express authority of nine states. Although he

may be endowed with the most brilliant talents, I have a

right to consider his politics as abandoned. Yet his j)rivate

virtues may merit applause. You see many attempts made,

which, when brought into actual experiment, are found to

result from abandoned principles. The states are geograph-

ically situated so and so. Their circumstances are Avell

known. It is suggested, this exjjedient was only to tempo-

rize till a more favorable opportunity. Will any gentleman

tell me that the business was taken up hastily, when that

vote was taken in Congress? When you consider the abil-

ity of the gentlemen who voted in Congress on that (pies-

tion, you must be persuaded that they knew what they were

about, American interest was fully understood. New Jer-

sev called her deleii;ates from Congress for having voted

against this right. Delegates may be called and instructed

under the present system, but not by the new Constitution,

The measure of the Jersey delegates was adverse to the in-

terest of that state, and they were recalled for their con-

duct.

The honoral)le gentleman has said that the House of Kep
resentatives would give some curb to this business of treaties

respecting the Mississip])i. This is to me incomprehensible.

He will excuse me if I tell him he is exercising his imagina-

tion and ingcnnitv. Will the honorable gentleman say that

the House of Representatives will break through their baU
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ances and checks, and break into the business of treaties
''

He is obliged to support this opinion of his, by supposing

that the checks and balances of this Constitution are to hr

an impenetrable wall for some purposes, and a mere cobweb
for some other purposes. What kind of Conslitution, then,

can this be .'' I leave gentlemen to draw the inference. I

may have misunderstood the gentleman, but my notes tell

me that he said the House of Representatives might inter-

fere, and prevent the Mississippi from being given away.

They have no power to do this by the Constitution, There

will be a majority against it there also. Can you find on

the journals the names of those who sacrifice your interest.?

Will they act so imprudently as to discover their own nefa-

rious project .'' At present you may appeal to the voice of

the people, and send men to Congress positively instructed

to obey your instructions. You can recall them if their sys-

tem of policy be ruinous. But can you in this governmeiLt

recall your senators ? Or can you instruct them ? You

cannot recall them. You may instruct them, and offer

your opinions ; but if they think them improper, the} may
disregard them. If they give away or sacrifice your most

valuable rights, can you impeach or punish them ? If you

should see the Spanish ambassador bribing one of your

senators with gold, can you punish him ? Yes, you can im-

peach him before the Senate. A majority of the Senate

may be sharers in the bribe. Will they pronounce him

guilty who is in the same predicament with themselves.?

Where, then, is the security ? I ask not this out of triumph,

but anxiously to know if there be any real security.

The gentleman here observed, what I would not give a

smgle pin for. The doctrine of chances, it seems, will

operate in our favor. This ideal, figurative doctrine will

satisfy no rational people. I have said enough to answer

the gentleman as to retaining the navigation.

Give me leave to tell you that, when the great branch of

the house of Bourbon has guarantied to us this right, I wish

not to lean on American strength, which may be employed

to sacrifice it. This present despised system alone has re-

served it. It rests on strong grounds— on the arms of France.

The honorable member then told us that he thought the

})roject would not be revived. Here, again, the doctrine of

chances is introduced. I will admit thut the honorable gen
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tleman can calculate as to future events. But it is too much
for him to say that it will not he taken up again. The same
disposition may again revive that nefarious project. I can

inform him of this— that the Ameri(UTn ambassador advises

to let it rest for the present, which insinuates that it will be

resumed at a more favorable opportunity. If this be the

language or spirit which causes its suspension, this nefarious,

abominable project will be again introduced the first favor-

able opportunity. We cannot fortify the Atlantic Ocean.

The utmost we can do, is to become formidable to the west-

ward. This will be prevented, if this abominable project be

adopted. Mr. Henry then added, that, in treating the sub-

ject at large, he followed the example of other gentlemen,

and that he trusted he should be permitted to consider it

generally again.

Mr. MADISON arose, and observed, that the particular

ground, on which the abandonment of that project was
founded, was, that it was repugnant to the wishes of a great

part of America. This reason, says he, becomes stronger

and stronger every day, and the sense of America will be

more and more known, and more and more understood.

The project, therefore, will, in all probability, never be re-

vived. [He added some other observations, which could not

be heard.]

Mr. NICHOLAS. Mr. Chairman, the arguments used

to-day, on this occasion, astonish me exceedingly. The
most valuable right of a part of the community has been in-

vaded. By whom ? By Congress, under the existing sys-^

tem— the worthy member's favorite Confederation. Is this

an argument to continue that Confederation ? Does it not

prove that that Confederation is not sufficient for the

purposes for which it was instituted ? It was doubted

what proportion had a right, on that occasion, to repeal the

prohibitory part of the secretary's instructions. The Con-
federation, which makes it a doubt whether they had a right

to sacrifice this right,— whether seven states, and not nine,

had a right to make the temporary cession, — is the system

which merits censure. Yet, by an ingenious and subtile

deviation, this instance is brouo;ht against this Constitution.

We have been alarmed about the loss of the Mississippi, in

and out of doors. What does it all amount to? It amounts

to an attempt, under the present Confederation, to yield u
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up. Why have we been told of the great Hnpoitaiicc of this

vahiable right .^ Every man knows it. No man has h

greater regard for it than 1 have. But what is the (jiiestioii

which the honorable gentleman ought to ask himself.'^ /.?

this right better secured under the present Confederutioa than

the neiv government? This is the sole (juestion. I beg

leave to draw the attention of the committee to this subject.

It is objected, by my friend to my left, that two thirds of the

Senate present may advise the President to give up this

right by a treaty, by which five states may relinquish it. It

is provided, in the first article, that a majority of each house

shall constitute a quorum to do business ; and then, in

the second article, that the President, by and with the advice

and consent of the Senate, shall have power to make

treaties. What part of the Senate.'^ It adds, "Provided

two thirds of the senators concur." What is the inference ?

That there must be a quorum, and two thirds of the whole

must agree. I shall be told, perhaps, that this construction

is not natural, not the positive construction of the clause.

If the right construction be, that two thirds of a quorum, or

ten senators, may, with the President, make a treaty,— to

justify the conclusion, that the Mississippi may be given

away by five states, two most improbable things must con-

cur : first, that, on the important occasion of treaties, ten

senators will neglect to attend ; and in the next place, that

the senators whose states are most interested in being fully

represented, will be those who will fail to attend. I mean

those from the Southern States. How natural this suppo-

sition is, I refer to the candor of the committee. But we
are told that we have every thing to fear from the Northern

States, because they will prevent an accession of states to

the south. The policy of states will sometimes change.

This is the case with those states, if, indeed, they were

enemies to the right ; and therefore, as I am informed by

very good authority, Con2;ress has admitted Kentucky, as a

state, into the Union. Then the law of nations will secure

it to them, as the deprivation of territorial rights is obviously

rej)ugnant to that law.

But we are told that we may not trust them, because

self-interest will govern them. To that interest I will

appeal. You have been told that there was a difference be

tween the states— that they were naturally divided into
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carrying and non-carrying states. It is not reasonable to

presume that the advancement of population and agriculture,

in the western country, u ill mostly operate in favor oi those

states, who, from their situation, are best calculated to carry

the produce of America to foreign markets. Besides, as

members of the Union, they will be materially affected by

the sale of the back lands, which will be greatly dinunished

in case of the relinquishment of that right. The same

reason which induced them to erect states there, will also

actuate them on every future occasion.

But Congress has violated the Confederation. Shall we
continue, then, under a government which warrants, or can-

not prevent violations ? Shall we hesitate to embrace a

government which will check them ? But, says the honor-

able gentleman over the way, (Mr. Grayson,) the Eastern

States were interested, during the war, in retaining the Mis-

sissippi. But now they have nothing to fear. Will war not

return ? A great part of his argument turns upon that sup-

position :— We shall always hace peace.^ and need make no

provision against wars. Is not this deceiving ourselves ? Is

it not fallacious? Did there ever exist a nation which, at

some period or other, was not exposed to war? As there is

no security against future wars, the New England States

will be as much interested in the possession of the Mississippi

hereafter, as they were during the war. But, says he, the

Confederation affords greater security to the western country

than the new government. Consider it maturely, and you

will tind the contrary to be a fact. The security arising from

the Confederation is said to be this, that nine states must

concur in the formation of a treaty. If, then, hereafttM- thirty

states should come into the Union, yet nine states will still

be able to make a treaty. Where, then, is your boasted

security, if nine states can make a treaty, although ever so

many states should come into the Union? On the other

hand, how is this guarded under the new Constitution ? No
cerlain limited number of states is required to form a treaty.

As the number of states will be increasing in the Union, the

security will be increased. Every new state will bring an

accession of security, because two thirds of the senators must

concur. Let the number of states increase ever so much,

two thirds of the senators must concur. According to the

])resent system, nine states may make; a treaty. It will
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therefore take five states to prevent a treaty from being made.

If five states oppose a treaty, it cannot be made. Let us

see how it is in the new Constitution. Two thirds of the

senators must agree. Kentucky, added to the other states,

will make fourteen states. Twenty-eiglit senators will be

the representation of the states, two thirds of which will be

nineteen ; and if nine members concur in opposition, the

Senate can do no act. Five states, you are told, have con-

curred in opposing the relinquishment of that right. Ken-

tucky has come into the Union. She will oppose it naturally.

It may be naturally concluded, then, that there will be at

least twelve members in the Senate against it; so that there

will be several persons in the Senate more than will be suf-

ficient to prevent the alienation or suspension of that river.

From this true representation, it will at least be as secure

under the new as under the old government.

But, says he, the concurrence of the President to the for-

mation of treaties v/iil he no security. Why So ? Will he

not injure himself, if he injures the states, by concurring in

an injudicious treaty? How is he elected ? Where will the

majority of the people be? He told you that the great

weight of population will be in the southern part of the

United States. Their numbers will weigh in choosing the

President, as he is elected by electors chosen by the people

in proportion to their numbers. If the Southern States be

interested in having the Mississippi^ and have weight in

choosing the President, will he not be a great check in favor

of this right ? Another thing is treated with great contempt.

The House of Representatives, it seems, can have no influ-

ence in making treaties. What is the House of Representa-

tives ? Where, says he, are your checks and balances, your

rope-dancers, &c. ? How is this business done in his favor-

ite government ? The king of Great Britain can make what

treaties he pleases. But, sir, do not the House of Commons
influence them ? Will he make a treaty manifestly repug-

nant to their interest? Will they not tell him he is mis-

taken in that respect, as in many others ? Will they not

bring the minister who advises a bad treaty to punishment ?

This gives them such influence that they can dictate in what

manner they shall be made. But the worthy member says

that this strong government is such a one as Kentucky ought

to dread. Is this just, Mr. Chairman ? Is it just by general
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assertions, without arguments or proofs, to cast aspersions

on it ?

What is the situation of that country ? If she has a right,

and is in possession of the river, I ask the gentleman why
she does not enjoy the fruits of her right. I wish, if she has

the fiver, she would give the people passports to navigate it.

What do they want ? They want a government which \a ill

force from Spain the navigation of that river. I trust, sir,

that, let the sitinrtion, government, and politics, of America

be what they may, 1 shall live to see the time when the in-

habitants of that country will wrest from that nation that

right which she is so justly entitled to. If we have that

government which we ought to have, they will have ability

to enforce their right. But he treats with ridicule the situ-

ation of the territory settled by Massachusetts. They can

have no connection with the Mississippi. Sir, they are ma-

terially affected by the navigation of that river. The facility

of disposing of iiieir produce, and jntereourse with other peo-

ple, are essejitial interests.

But, sir, we have the guaranty of France under the exist-

ing system. What avails this guaranty ? If dependence be

put upon it, why did they not put us in possession, and ena-

ble us to derive benefits from it ? Our possession of it is

such that we dare not use it. But the opinion and charac-

ters of private men ought to have nothing to do in our dis-

cussion. I wish the gentleman had always thought so. If

he had, these debates would not have been thus lengthened.

But we are not to calculate any thing on New Jersey. You

are told she gave instructions to her delegates to vote against

the cession of that right. Will not the same principles con-

tinue to operate on the minds of the peo{)le of that state ?

We cannot recall our senators. We can give them in

structions ; and if they manifestly neglect our interest, we
have sufficient security against them. The dread of being

recalled would impair their independence and firmness.

I think that Kentucky has nothing to expect from any one

state alone in America. She can expect support and succor

alone from a strong, efficient government, which can com-

mand the resources of the Union when necessary. She can

receive no support from the old Confederation. Consider

the present state of that country. Declared independent of

Virginia, to whom is she to l(K)k up for succor ^ No sister
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State can help her. She may call on tne present general

government ; but, whatever may be the wish of Congress,

they can give them no relief. That country contains all my
wishes and prospects. There is my property, and there I

intend to reside. I should be averse to the establishment

of any system which would be injurious to it. I flatter

myself that this government will secure their happiness and

liberty.

Gov. RANDOLPH. Since I have seen so many attempts

made, and so many wrong inducements offered, to influence

the delegation from Kentucky, I must, from a regard to

justice and truth, give my opinion on the subject. It I have

no interest in that country, I hope they will consider what

I have to say as proceeding from an im})ariial mind. — That

the people of Kentucky have an unequivocal right to the

navigation of the Mississippi, by the law of nature and

nations, is clear and undoubted ; though, to my own knowl-

edge, a question has arisen, wliether the former connection

of America with Great Britain has not taken it away from

them. There was a dispute respecting the right of Great

Britain to that river, and the United States have only the

same right which the original possessor had, from whom it

was transferred. I am willing to declare that the right is

complete ; but where is the danger of losing it by the oper-

ation of the new government ? The honorable gentleman

tells us that France has guarantied to us the possession of

that river. We need not trouble ourselves about it. France,

he supposes, will do every thing for us. Docs this pretended

security enable us to make use of it ? Is there any reason-

able motive to induce the government to give it up ? It it

be not given up, if the guaranty of France be any security

now, it will be so then. I wish an honorable gentleman

over the way had known certain facts. If he had, they

must have operated on his mind to refrain from making such

observations. [Here his excellency read the treaty of peace

with Great Britain, defining the boundaries of the United

States.]

He then declared, that, from the most liberal interpreta-

tion, it would never give the inhabitants a right to pass

through the middle of New Orleans. I appeal to what the

French ambassador said, in 1781, in Congress— that America

had no right to the Mississippi. If the opinion of the am-

voL. III. 46 31
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bassador of his Most Christian Majesty, and the treaty, have

any influence, why are we told such things? There is not

a greater or less degree of power, given by this Constitution,

than is necessary to be given ; but whether the power of

treaties be improper to be given, or not, to tlie general gov-

ernment, I only now ask whether there he any real danger

of losing this right. How many senators are there ?

Twenty-six, supposing the United States remain as they

are. We are: told that there never were more than s(3ven

states willing to give it uj) ; so that there were six states

against it. There can be little danger, then, of the less of

that navigation. Pennsylvania is interested to maintain the

Mississippi. Her interest will stimulate her to do it. She
has settlements near Fort Pitt, on the Ohio, which must be

affected greatly by that cession. If his own arguments be

credited. New Jersey is against it. There is no danger of

her voting the alienation of that right, as she instructed her

delegates to oppose it. Tlie Souti'ieni States are naturally

opposed to it. There will, therefore, be a majority in favor

of the Mississippi— a majority that does not depend on the

doctrine of chances. There will be fourteen senators against

twelve, admitting the states to remain as they are. It will,

moreover, be contrary to the law of nations to relinquish ter-

ritorial rights. To make a treaty to alienate any part of the

United States, will amount to a declaration of war against

the inhabitants of the alienated part, and a general ahsolu-

tion from allegiance. They will never abandon this great

right. Are not the states interested in the back lands, as

has been repeatedly observed ? Will not the connection

between the emigrants and those they leave behind them,

serve to strengthen opposition to it ? The gentleman wishes

us to show him a clause which shall preclude Congress from

giving away this right. It is first incumbent upon him to

show where the right is given up. There is a prohibition

naturally resulting from the nature of things, it being contra-

dictory and repugnant to reason, and the law of nature and

nations, to yield the most valuable right of a community, for

the exclusive benefit of one particular part of it.

But there is an expression which clearly precludes the

general government from ceding the navigation of this river.

In the 2d clause of the 3d section of the 4th article. Con-
gress is empowered " to dispose of, and make all needful
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rules and regulations respecting the territory or other prop-

erty belonging to the United States." But it goes on, and
provides that " nothing in this Constitution shall be so con-

strued as to prejudice any claims of th(? United States, or

any particular state." Is this a claim of the particular state

of Virginia ? If it be, there is no authority in the Constitu-

tion to prejudice it. If it be not, then we need not be told

of it. This is a sufficient lirait.ition and restraint. But
it has been said that there is no restriction with resjject to

making treaties. The various contingencies which may lorm

the object of treaties, are, in the nature of things, incapable

of definition. The government ought to have power to pro-

vide for every contingency. The territorial rights of the

states are sufiticiently guarded by the provisions just recited.

If you say that, notwithstanding the most express restriction,

they may sacrifice the rights of the states, then you establish

another doctrine — that the creature can destroy the creator,

which is the most absurd and ridiculous of all doctrines.

The honorable gentleman has warned us from taking rash

measures that may endanger the rights of that country. Sir,

if this navigation be given up, the country adjacent will also

be given up to Spain ; for the possession of the one must be

inseparable from that of the other. Will not this be a suffi-

cient check on the general government ? This you will ad-

mit to be true, unless you carry your suspicion to such an

unlimited length as to imagine that they will, among their

iniquitous acts, destroy and dismember the Union. As to

the objection of my friend over the way, (Mr. Monroe,) that

so few states could by treaty yield that navigation, it has

been sufficiently answered, and its futility fully detected, by
the gentleman who spoke last.

Another mistake, which my friend over the way has com-
mitted, is, that the temporary forbearance of the use of the

Mississippi might lead to the absolute cession of the Chesa-
peake. The gentleman has a mind to make up his climax

of imaginary objections, or he never would have suffered

such an idea to obtrude on his mind. Were the Mississippi,

as he says, in danger of being ceded,— which I deny, — yet

it could not be a precedent for the relinquishment of the

Chesapeake. It never can be put in such a jeopardy. All

the Atlantic states will oppose a measure of this sort, lest it

should destroy their commerce.
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The consanguinity between the western people and the

inhabitants of the other states wonid alone have a jjowerlbl

operation to prevent any measures injurious to them from
being adopted.

Let me, in a few words, endeavor to obviate the strong

observations made to the gentlemen from that country. I

contend that there is no power given to the general govern-
ment to surrender that navigation. There is a positive pro-

hibition, in the words I have already mentioned, against it.

I consider that the policy of the staters, and disposition of tiie

people, make it impossible ; and I conclude that their safety

is at least as great under the new as under the old govern-
ment. Let me entreat those gentlemen, whose votes will

be scuffled for, to consider in what character they are here.

For what have they come hither ? To deliberate on a Con-
stitution, which some have said will secure the liberty and
happiness of America, and which others represent as not cal-

culated for that purpose. They are to decide on a Consti-

tution for the collective societv of the United States. Will

they, as honest men, not disdain all applications made to

them from local interests ? Have they not far more valuable

rights to secure ? The present general government has
much higher powers than that wliich has been so long con-
tested. We allow them to make war and requisitions with-
out any limitation. That paper contains much higher pow-
ers. Let it not be said that we have been actuated from
local interests. I wish it may not be said that partial con-

siderations governed any gentleman here, when we are inves-

tigating a system for the general utility and happiness of

America. I know such narrow views will not ijifluence the

gentlemen from that country, because I know their charac-

ters. I hope this subject is sufficiently discussed, and that

we shall proceed regularly.

Mr. CORBIN. Mr. Chairman, all attempts made to Dias,

the opinion of any gentleman on this great occasion, are, in

my opinion, very reprehensible. No member of this com-
mittee can be a more zealous supporter of the right of nav
igating the Mississippi, and the other rights of the aggregate
(community, than I am. But that rij^ht, sir, is in no danger.
This has been proven with much ability by my friend to the

left, and other gentlemen. We are told that five states may
make a treaty. I say that five states can prevent a treaty

from being made.
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Will not my argument be of equal force with theirs .''

How can five states make a treaty? This presupposes that

the members from every oth(U- state will be absent when the

important subject of treaties will be on the carped. Is this

plausible, or does it not amount to an impossibility? He
says that the House of Representatives can have no influence

in the formation of treaties. I say, they can. Treaties are

generally of a commercial nature, being a regulation of

commercial intercourse between different nations. In all

commercial treaties, it will be necessary to obtain the con

sent of the representatives.

[Here a storm arose, which was so violent as to compel Mr. Corbin to

desist, and the committee to rise.]

Saturday, June 14, 1788.

A letter from the honorable the president to the Conven-

tion was read, stating his inability to attend to his duty in

the house to-day.

Whereupon the honorable JOHN TYLER was unani-

mously elected vice-president, to preside during the inability

of the president.

Mr. CORBIN thought the Mississippi subject had been

amply discussed. He hoped that the committee would

enter into the discussion of the proposed Constitution regu-

larly ; but that, if any gentleman would continue the inquiry

relative to that river, he would answer him. He moved that

they should debute it clauses by clause.

Mr. GKAYSON. Mr. Chairman, I conceive the investi-

gation of this subject, which materially concerns the welfare

of this country, ought not to wound the feelings of any gen-

tleman. I look upon this as a contest for empire. Our

country is equally affected with Kentucky. The Southern

States are deeply interested in this subject. If the Missis-

sippi be shut up, emigrations will be stopped entirely.

There will be no new states form(>d on the western waters.

This will be a government of seven states. This contest of

the Mississippi involves this great national contest ; that is,

whetluM- one part of the continent shall govern the other.

The Northern States have the majority, and will endeavor

to retain it. This is, therefore, a contest for dominion— for

empire. I apprehend that God and nature have intended,

from the extent of territory and fertility of soil, that tho
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weight of population should be on this side of the continent.

At present, for various reasons, it is on the other side. This

dispute concerns every part of Kentucky. A particular in-

vestigation ought to offend no gentleman. Mr. Grayson
then declared, he hoped the subject would be further con-

tinued.

Mr. ALEXANDER WHITE wished the further discus-

sion of that subject to be postponed till they came to that

part which enables the Senate to make treaties. He
seconded Mr. Corbin's motion, to proceed clause by clause.

[The 3d section, article I, was then read.]

Mr. TYLER hoped that, when amendments should be

brought forward, they should be at liberty to take a general

view of the whole Constitution. He thought that the power
of trying impeachments, added to that of making treaties,

was something enormous, and rendered the Senate too

dano^erous.

Mr. MADISON answered, that it was not possible to

form any system to which objections might not be made
;

that the junction of these powers might be in some degree

objectionable, but that it could not be amended. He agreed

with the gentleman, that, when amendments were brought

on, a collective view of the whole system might be taken.

[The 4th and 5th sections were then read.]

Mr. MONROE wished that the honorable gentleman,

who had been in the federal Convention, would give infor-

mation respecting the clause concerning elections. He
wished to know why Congress had an ultimate control

over the time, place, and manner, of elections of representa

lives, and the time and manner of that of senators, and

also why there was an exception as to the place of elect

ing senators.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, the reason of the excep-

tion was, that, if Congress could fix the place of choosing the

senators, it might compel the state legislatures to elect them

in a different place from that of their usual sessions, which

would produce some inconvenience, and was not necessary

for the oljject of regulating the elections. But it was

necessary to give the general government a control over the

time and manner of choosing the senators, to prevent its

own dissolution.
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With respect to the other point, it was thought thai the

regulation of time, place, and manner, of electing the rep

resentatives, should be uniform throughout the continent.

Some states might regulate the elections on the principles

of equality, and others might regulate them otherwise. This

diversity would be obviously unjust. Elections are regulated

now unequally in some states, particularly South Carolina,

with respect to Charleston, which is represented by thirty

members. Should the people of any state by any means be

deprived of the right of suffrage, it was judged proper that

it should be remedied by the general government. It was
found impossible to fix the time, place, and manner, of the

election of representatives, in the Constitution. It was
found necessary to leave the regulation of these, in the first

])lace, to the state governments, as being best acquainted

with the situation of the people, subject to the control of

the. general government, in order to enable it to produce

uniformity, and prevent its own dissolution. And, consider-

ing the state governments and general government as dis-

tinct bodies, acting in different and independent capacities

for the people, it was thought the particular regulations

should be submitted to the former, and the general regula-

tions to the latter. Were they exclusively under the control

of the state governments, the general government might

easily be dissolved. But if they be regulated properly by

the state legislatures, the congressional control will very

probably never be exercised. The power appears to me
satisfactory, and as unlikely to be abused as any part of the

Constitution.

Mr. MONROE wished to hear an explanation of the

clause which prohibits either house, during the session of

Congress, from adjourning for more than three days without

the consent of the other. He asked if it was proper or

right, that the members of the lower house should be de-

pendent on the Senate. He considered that it rendered

them in some respect dependent on the senators, as it pre-

vented them from returning home, or adjourning, without

their consent ; and, as this might increase their influence

unduly, he thought it improper.

.Mr. MADISON wondered that this clause should meet

with a shadow of objection. It was possible, he observed,

that the two branches might not agree concerning the time
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of adjournment, and this possibility suggested the power
given the President of" adjourning both houses to such time

as he should think proper, in case of their disagreement.

That it would be very exceptionable to allow the senators,

or even the representatives, to adjourn, without the consent of

the other house, at any season whatsoever, without any re-

gard to the situation of public exigencies. That it was pos-

sible, in the nature of things, that some inconvenience might
result from it; but that it was as well secured as possible.

Gov. RANDOLPH observed, that the Constitution of

Massachusetts was produced as an example, in the grand

Convention, in favor of this power given to the President

If, said his excellency, he be honest, he will do what is right,

if dishonest, the representatives of the people will have the

power of impeaching him.

[The 6th section was then read.]

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, our burden should, if pos-

sible, be rendered more light. I was in hopes some other

gentleman would have objected to this part. The pay of

the members is, by the Constitution, to be fixed by them-
selves, without limitation or restraint. They may therefore

indulge themselves in the fullest extent. They may make
their compensation as high as they please. I suppose, if

they be good men, their own delicacy will lead them to be

satisfied with moderate salaries. But there is no security

for this, should they be otherwise inclined. I really believe

that, if the state legislatures were to fix their pay, no incon-

venience would result from it, and the public mind would be

better satisfied. But in the same section there is a defect

of a much greater consequence. There is no restraint on
corruption. They may be appointed to offices without any
material restriction, and the principal source of corruption in

representatives is the hope or expectation of offices and
emoluments. After the first organization of offices, and the

government is put in motion, they may be appointed to any
existing offices which become vacant, and they may create a

multiplicity of offices, in order thereafter to be appointed to

them. What says the clause ? "No senator or representa-

tive shall, during the time for which he was elected, .be

appointed to any civil office, under the authority of the United
States, which shall have been created, or the emoluments
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whereof shall have been increased, during such time." This
is an idea strangely expressed.

He shall not accept of any office created during the time
he is elected for, or of any office whereof the emoluments
have been increased in that time. Does not this plainly

say that, if an office be not created during the time for

which he is elected, or if its emoluments be not increased
during such time, he may accept of it ? I can see it in no
other light. If we wish to preclude the enticement to get-
ting offices, there is a clear way of expressing it. If it be
better that Congress should go out of their representative
offices by accepting other offices, then it ought to be so. If

not, we require an amendment in the clause, that it shall

not be so. I may be wrong. Perhaps the honorable mem-
ber may be able to give a satisfactory answer on this subject.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, I most sincerely wish
to give a proper explanation on this subject, in such a man-
ner as may be to the satisfaction of every one. I shall

suggest such considerations as led the Convention to ap-
prove of this clause. With respect to the right of as-

certaining their own pay, I will acknowledge that their

compensations, if practicable, should be fixed in the Consti-
tution itself, so as not to be dependent on Congress itself,

or on the state legislatures. The various vicissitudes, or
rather the gradual diminution, of the value of all coins and
circulating medium, is one reason against ascertaining them
immutably ; as what may be now an adequate compensation,
might, by the progressive reduction of the value of our cir-

culating medium, be extremely inadequate at a period not
far distant.

It was thought improper to leave it to the state legisla-

tures, because it is improper that one government should be
dependent on another; and the great inconveniences experi-
enced under the old Confederation show the states would be
operated upon by local considerations, as contradistinguished
from general and national interests. Experience shows us
that they have been governed by such heretofore, and reason
instructs us that they would be influenced by them again.

This theoretic inconvenience of leaving to Congress the fix-

ing their compensations is more than counterbalanced by
this in the Confederation— that the state legislatures had a
right to determine the pay of the members of Congress,

VOL. III. 47
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which enabled the states to destroy the general government.
There is no instance where this power has been abused. In
America, legislative bodies have reduced their own wages
lower, rather than augmented them. This is a power which
cannot be abused without rousing universal attention and
indignation. What would be the consequence of the Vir-

ginian legislature raising their pay to four or five pounds
each per day ? The universal indignation of the people.

Should the general Congress annex wages disproportionate

to their service, or repugnant to the sense of the community,
they would be universally execrated. The certainty of in-

curring the general detestation of the people will prevent
abuse.

It was conceived that the great danger was in creating

new offices, which would increase the burdens of the peo-
ple

; and not in a uniform admission of all meritorious char-

acters to serve their country in the old offices. There is

no instance of any state constitution which goes as far as

this. It was thought to be a mean between two extremes.
It guards against abuse by taking away the inducement to

create new offices, or increase the emolument of old offices

;

and it gives them an opportunity of enjoying, in common
with other citizens, any of the existing offices which they
may be capable of executing. To have precluded them from
this, would have been to exclude them from a common priv-

ilege to which every citizen is entitled, and to prevent
those who had served their country with the greatest fidelity

and ability from being on a par with their fellow-citizens.

1 think it as well guarded as reason requires ; more so than
thei, constitution of any other nation.

Mr. NICHOLAS thought it sufficiently guarded, as it

prevented the members of the general government from
holding offices which they created themselves, or of which
they increased the emoluments ; and as they could not en-

joy any office during their continuance in Congress, to admit
them to old offices when they left Congress, was giving

them no exclusive privilege, but such as every citizen had
an equal right to.

Mr. TYLER was afraid that, as iheir compensations were
not fixed in the Constitution, Congress might fix them so

low, that none but rich men could go; by which the gov-

ernment might terminate in an aristocracy. The states
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might choose men noted for their wealth and influence, and
state influence would jiovern the Senate. This, though not

the most capital objection, he thought was considerable

when joined to others of greater magnitude. He thought

the gentleman's account of it was by no means satisfactory.

A parallel had been drawn between this power in Congress
of fixing their compensations, and that of our Assembly
fixing the quantum of their salaries. He was of opinion

the comparison did not apply, as there was less responsibil-

ity in the former than in the latter case. He dreaded that

great corruption would take place, and wished to have it

amended so as to prevent it.

Mr. GRAYSON. Mr. Chairman, it strikes me that they

may fix their wages very low. From what has happened
in Great Britain, I am warranted to draw this conclusion.

I think every member of the House of Commons formerly

had a right to receive twenty shillings, or a guinea, a day.

But I believe that this salary is taken away since the days

of corruption. The members of the House of Commons,
if I recollect rightly, get nothing for their services as such.

But there are some noble emoluments to be derived from

the minister, and some other advantages to be obtained.

Those who go to Parliament form an idea of emoluments.

They expect something besides wages. They go in with

the wishes and expectations of getting offices. This, sir,

may be the case in this government. My fears are in-

creased from the inconveniences experienced under the

Confederation.

Most of the great officers have been taken out of Con-
gress, such as ambassadors to foreign courts, &c. A number
of offices have been unnecessarily created, and ambassadors

have been unnecessarilv sent to foreign countries— to coun-

tries with which we have nothing to do. If the present

Congress exceeded the limits of propriety, though extremely

limited with respect to power in the creation of offices,

what may not the future Congress do, when they have, by

this system, a full scope of creating what offices and annex-

ing what salaries they please ? There are but few members
in the Senate and lower house. They may all get offices

at different times, as they are not excluded from being ap-

pointed to existing offices for the time for which they shall

have been elected. Considering the corruption of human
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nature, and the general tendency of mankind to promote

their own interest, I think there is great danger. I am
confirmed in my opinion from what 1 have seen already in

Congress, and among other nations. I wish this part, there-

fore, to be amended, by proliibiting any senator or represen-

tative from being appointed to any office during the time for

which he was elected, and by fixing their emoluments
;

though I would not object to the Constitution on this ac-

count solely, were there no other defect.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, let me ask those who
oppose this part of the system, whether any alteration would

not make it equally, or more liable to objections. Would
it be better to fix their compensations. Would not this

produce inconveniences? What authorizes us to conclude

that the value of coins will continue always the same?
Would it be prudent to make them dependent on the state

governments for their salaries— on those who watch them

with jealous eyes, and who consider them as encroaching,

not on the people, but on themselves ? But the worthy

member supposes that Congress will fix their wages so low,

that only the rich can fill the offices of senators and repre-

sentatives. Who are to appoint them? The rich? No,

sir ; the people are to choose them. If the members of the

general government were to reduce their compensations to

a trifle, before the evil suggested could happen, the people

could elect other members in their stead, who would alter

that regulation. The people do not choose them for their

wealth. If the state legislatures choose such men as sena-

tors, it does not influence the people at large in their elec-

tion of representatives. They can choose those who have

the most merit and least wealth. If Congress reduce their

wages to a trifle, what shall prevent the states from giving

a man of merit so much as will be an adequate compensa-

tion ? I think the evil very remote ; and if^ it were now to

happen, the remedy is in our own hands, and may by our-

selves be applied.

Another gentleman seems to apprehend infinite mischief

from a possibility that any member of Congress may be ap-

pointed to an office, although he ceases to be a member the

moment he accepts it. What will be the consequence of

precluding them from being so appointed? If you have in

your country one man whom vou could, in time of danger,
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trust, above all others, with an office of high importance, he

cannot undertake it till two years expire if he be a repre-

sentative, or till six years elapse if a senator. Suppose

America was engaged in war, and the man of the greatest

military talents and approved fidelity was a member of either

house ; would it be right that this man, who could lead us to

conquer, and who could save his country from destruction,

could not be made general till the term of his election ex-

pired ? Before that time we might be conquered by our

enemies. This will apply to civil as well as military officers.

It is impolitic to exclude from the service of his country, in

any office, the man who may be most capable of discharging

its duties, when they are most wanting.

The honorable gentleman said, that those who go to Con-

gress will look forward to offices, as a compensation for their

services, rather than salaries. Does he recollect that they

shall not fill offices created by themselves ? When they

go to Congress, the old offices will be filled. They can-

not make any probable calculation that the men in office

will die, or forfeit their offices. As they cannot get any

new offices, one of these contingencies must happen before

they can get any office at all. The chance of getting an

office is, therefore, so remote, and so very distant, that it

cannot be considered as a sufficient reason to operate on

their minds to deviate from their duty.

Let any man calculate in his own mind the improbability

of a member of the general government getting into an office,

when he cannot fill any office newly created, and when he

finds all the old offices filled at the time he enters into Con-

gress. Let him view the danger and impolicy of precluding

a member of Congress from holding existing offices, and the

danger of making one government dependent on another,

and he will find that both clauses deserve applause.

The observations made by several honorable members

illustrate my opinion, that it is impossible to devise any sys-

tem agreeable to all. When objections so contradictory are

brought against it, how shall we decide ? Some gentlemen

object to it because they may make their wages too high

,

others object to it because they may make them too low.

If it is to be perpetually attacked by principles so repugnant,

we may cease to discuss. For what is the object of our

discussion ? Truth, sir. To draw a true and just conclu-

32
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sion. Can this be done without rational premises and syllo-

gistic reasoning ?

As to the British Parliament, it is nearl) as he sajs. But
how does it apply to this case ? Suppose their compensa-

tions had been appointed by the state governments, or fixed

in the Constitution ; would it be a safe government for the

Union, if its members depended on receiving their salaries

from other political bodies at a distance, and fully competent

to withhold them ? Its existence would, at best, be but

precarious. If they were fixed in the Constitution, they

might become extremely inadequate, and produce the very

evil which gentlemen seem to fear ; for then a man of the

highest merit could not act unless he were wealthy. This
is the most delicate part in the organization of a republi-

can government. It is the most difficult to establish on un-

exceptionable grounds. It appears to me most eligible as it

is. The Constitution has taken a medium between the two
extremes, and perhaps with more wisdom than either the

British or the state governments, with respect to their eligi-

bility to office. They can fill no new offices created by

themselves, nor old ones of which they increased the salaries.

If they were excluded altogether, it is possible that other

disadvantages mi^ht accrue iVom it, besides the impolicy and

injustice of depriving them of a common privilege. They
will not relinquish their legislative, in order to accept other

offices. They w'\\\ more probably confer them on their

friends and connections. If this be an inconvenience, it is

incident to all governments. After having heard a variety

of principles developed, I thought that on which it is estab-

lished the least exceptionable, and it appears to me suf-

ficiently well guarded.

Mr. GRAYSON. Mr. Chairman, I acknowledge that the

honorable gentleman has represented the clause rightly as to

their exclusion from new offices ; but is there any clause to

hinder them from giving offices to uncles, nephews, brothers,

and other relations and friends ? I imagine most of the

offices will be created the first year, and then gentlemen will

he tempted to carry on this accommodation.

A worthy member has said— what had been often said be-

fore — that, suppose a war took j)lace, and the most experi-

enced and able man was unfortunately in either house, he

could not be made general, if the proposed amendment was
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adopted. Had he read the clause, he would have dis-

covered that it did not extend to military offices, and that the

restriction extends to civil offices only. No cast can exist,

with respect to civil offices, that would occasion a loss to the

public, if the members of both houses were precluded from

holding any office during the time for which they were

elected. The old Confederation is so defective in point of

power, that no danger can result from creating offices under

it ; because those who hold them cannot be paid. The
power of making paper money will not be exercised. This

country is so thoroughly sensible of the impropriety of it,

that no attempt will be made to make any more. So that

no danger can arise, as they have not power to pay, if they

appoint, officers. Why not make this system as secure as

that, in this respect .'^ A great number of offices will be

created, to satisfy the wants of those who shall be elected.

The worthy member says, the electors can alter them. But
have the people the power of making honest men be elected ?

If he be an honest man, and his wages so low that he could

not pay for his expenses, he could not serve them if elected.

But there are many thirsting after offices more than public

good. Political adventurers go up to Congress solely to

advance their own particular emoluments. It is so in the

British House of Commons. There are two sets always in

that house— one, the landed interest, the most patriotic and

respectable; the other, a set of dependants and fortune-hunt-

ers, who are elected for their own particular interest, and

are willing to sell the interest of their constituents to the

crown. The same division may happen among our repre-

sentatives. This clause might as well not be guarded at

all, as in this flimsy manner. They cannot be elected to

offices for the terms for which they were elected, and con-

tinue to be members of Congress. But as they can create

as many offices as they please for the particular accommoda-

tion of their friends, it might as well not be guarded at all.

Upon the whole, I consider it entirely imperfect.

[The 7th section read.]

Mr. GRAYSON objected to the power of the Senate to

propose or concur with amendments to money bills. He
looked upon the power of proposing amendments to be equal,

in principle, to that of originating, and that they were, in
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fact, the same. As this was, in his opinion, a departure

from that great principle wliich required that the imnjediate

representatives of the people only should uiterfere with

money bills, he wished to know the reasons on which it was

founded. The lords in England had never been allowed to

intermeddle with money bills. He knew not why the Senate

should. In the lower house, said he, the people are repre-

sented according to their numbers. In the upper house, the

states are represented in. their political capacities. Dela-

ware, or Rhode Island, has as many representatives here as

Massachusetts. Why should the Senate have a right to in-

termeddle with money, when the representation is neither

equal nor just ?

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, the criticism made by

the honorable member is, that there is an ambiguity in the

words, and that it is not clearly ascertained where the origi-

nation of money bills may take place. I suppose the first

part of the clause is sufficiently expressed to exclude all

doubts. The gentlemen who composed the Convention

divided in opinion concerning the utility of confining this to

any particular branch. Whatever it be in Great Britain,

there is a sufficient difference between us and them to render

it inapplicable to this country. It has always appeared to

me to be a matter of no great consequence, whether the

Senate had a right of originating or proposing amendments

to money bills, or not. To withhold it from them would

create disagreeable disputes. Some American constitutions

make no difference. Virginia and South Carolina are, I

think, the only states where this power is restrained. In

Massachusetts, and other states, the power of proposing

amendments is vested, unquestionably, in their senates. No
inconvenience has resulted from it. On the contrary, with

respect to South Carolina, this clause is continually a source

of disputes. When a bill comes from the other house, the

Senate entirely rejects it, and this causes contentions. When
you send a bill to the Senate, without the power of making

any alteration, you force them to reject the bill altogether,

when it would be necessary and advantageous that it should

pass.

The power of proposing alterations removes this incon-

venience, and does not appear to me at all objectionable. 1

should have no objection to their having a right of originating
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such bills. People would see what was done, and it would

add the intelligence of one house to that of the other It

would be still in the power of the other house to obstruct

any injudicious measure proposed by them.

There is no landmark or constitutional provision in Great

Britain, which prohibits the House of Lords from intermed-

dling with money bills ; but the House of Commons have

established this rule. Yet the lords insist on their having a

right to originate them, as they possess great property, as

well as the commons, and are taxed like them. The House

of Commons object to their claim, lest they should too lav-

ishly make grants to the crown, and increase the taxes.

The honorable member says that there is no difference be-

tween the right of originating bills and proposing amend-

ments. There is some difference, though not considerable.

If any grievances should happen in consequence of unwise

regulations in revenue matters, the odium would be divided,

which will now be thrown on the House of Representatives.

But you may safely lodge this power of amending with the

Senate. When a bill is sent with proposed amendments to

the House of Representatives, if they find the alterations

defective, they are not conclusive. The House of Repre-

sentatives are the judges of their propriety, and the recom-

mendation of the Senate is nothing. The experience of this

state justifies this clause. The House of Delegates has em-

ployed weeks in forming a money bill ; and because the

Senate had no power of proposing amendments, the bill was
lost altogether, and a new bill obliged to be again intro-

duced, when the insertion of one line by the Senate would

have done. Those gentlemen who oppose this clause will

not object to it when they recollect that the senators are

appointed by the states, as the present members of Congress

are appointed ; for, as they will guard the political interests

of the states in other respects, they will attend to them very

probably in their amendments to money bills. I think this

power, for these considerations, is useful and necessary.

Mr. GRAYSON still considered the power of proposing

amendments to be the same, in effect, as that of originating.

The Senate could strike out every word of the bill, except

the word whereas, or any other introductory word, and might

substitute new words of their own. As the state of Dela-

ware was not so large as the county of Augusta, and Rhode

voi III. 48
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Island was still less, and yet had an equal suffrage in the

Senate, he could not see the propriety of giving them this

power, but referred it to the judgment of the house.

[The 8th section read.]

Mr. CLAY wished to be informed why the Congress

were to have power to provide for calling forth the militia,

to put the laws of the Union into execution.

Mr. MADISON supposed the reasons of this power to be

so obvious that they would occur to most gentlemen. If

resistance should be made to the execution of the laws, he

said, it ought to be overcome. This could be done only in

two ways— either by regular forces or by the people. By
one or the other it must unquestionably be done. If insur-

rections should arise, or invasions should take place, the

people ought unquestionably to be employed, to suppress and

repel them, rather than a standing army. The best way to

do these things was to put the militia on a good and sure

footing, and enable the government to make use of their

services when necessary.

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, unless there

be some restrictions on the power of calling forth the militia,

to execute the laws of the Union, suppress insurrections,

and repel invasions, we may very easily see that it will pro-

duce dreadful oppressions. It is extremely unsafe, without

some alterations. It would be to use the militia to a very

bad purpose, if any disturbance happened in New Hamp-
shire, to call them from Georgia. This would harass the

people so much that they would agree to abolish the use of

the militia, and establish a standing army. I conceive the

general government ought to have power over the militia,

but it ought to have some bounds. If gentlemen say that the

militia of a neighboring state is not sufficient, the govern-

ment ought to have power to call forth those of other states,

the most convenient and contiguous. But in this case, the

consent of the state legislatures ought to be had. On real

emergencies, this consent will never be denied, each state

being concerned in the safety of the rest. This power may
be restricted without any danger. I wish such an amend-

ment as this— that the militia of any state should not be

marched beyond the limits of the adjoining state ; and if it

be necessary to draw them from one end of the continent to
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the other, I wish such a check, as the consent of the state

legislature, to be provided. Gentlemen may say that this

would impede the government, and that the state legislatures

would counteract it by refusing their consent. This argu-

ment may be applied to all objections whatsoever. How is

this compared to the British constitution ? Though the king
may declare war, the Parliament has the means of carrying

it on. It is not so here. Congress can do both. Were it

not for that check in the British government, the monarch
would be a despot. When a war is necessary for the benefit

of the nation, the means of carrying it on are never denied.

If any unjust requisition be made on Parliament, it will be,

as it ought to be, refused. The same principle ought to be

observed in our government. In times of real danger, the

states will have the same enthusiasm in aiding the general

government, and granting its demands, which is seen in

England, when the king is engaged in a war apparently for

the interest of the nation. This power is necessary ; but

we ought to guard against danger. If ever they attempt to

harass and abuse the militia, they may abolish them, and
raise a standing army in their stead. There are various

ways of destroying the militia. A standing army may be

perpetually established in their stead. I abominate and
detest the idea of a government, where there is a standing

army. The militia may be here destroyed by that method
which has been practised in other parts of the world before

;

that is, by rendering them useless— by disarming them.

Under various pretences, Coniiress may neglect to provide

for arming and disciplining the militia ; and the state gov-

ernments cannot do it, for Congress has an exclusive right

to arm them, &c. Here is a line of division drawn between
them — the state and general governments. The power over

the militia is divided between them. The national govern-

ment has an exclusive right to provide for arming, organizing,

and disciplining the militia, and for governing such part of

ihem as may be employed in the service of the United
Slates. The state governments have the power of appoint-

ing the officers, and of training the militia, according to thf.

discipline prescribed by Congress, if they should think proper

to prescribe any. Should the national government wish to

render the militia ust;less, they may neglect them, and let

them perish, in order to have a pretence of estabhshing a

standing army.
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JNo man has a greater regard for the military gentlemen

than I have. I admire their intrepidity, perseverance, and

valor. But when once a standing army is established in any

country, the people lose their liberty. When, against a reg-

ular and disciplined army, yeomanry are the only defence,

— yeomanry, unskilful and unarmed, — what chance is there

for preserving iVeedom ? Give me leave to recur to the page

of history, to warn you of your present danger. Recollect

the history of most nations of the world. What havoc, des-

olation, and destruction, have been perpetrated by standing

armies ! An instance within the memory of some of this

house will show us how our militia may be destroyed.

Forty years ago, when the resolution of enslaving America

was formed in Great Britain, the British Parliament was ad-

vised by an artful man,* who was governor of Pennsylvania,

to disarm the people ; that it was the best and most effectual

way to enslave them; but that they should not do it openly,

but weaken them, and let them sink gradually, by totally

disusing and neglecting the militia. [Here Mr. Mason quoted

sundry passages to this effect.] This was a most iniquitous

project. Why should we not provide against the danger of

having our militia, our real and natural strength, destroyed ?

The general government ought, at the same time, to have

some such power. But we need not give them power to

abolish our militia. If they neglect to arm them, and pre-

scribe proper discipline, they will be of no use. I am not

acquainted with the military profession. I beg to be excused

for any errors I may commit with respect to it. But I stand

on the general principles of freedom, whereon I dare to

meet any one. I wish that, in case the general govern-

ment should neglect to arm and discipline the militia, there

should be an express declaration that the state governments

might arm and discipline them. With this single exception,

I would agree to this part, as I am conscious the govern-

ment ought to have the power.

They may effect the destruction of the militia, by render-

ing the service odious to the people themselves, by harassing

them from one end of the continent to the other, and by

keeping them under martial law.

The English Parliament never pass a mutiny bill but for

* Sir William Keith.
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one year. This is necessary ; for otherwise the soldiers

would be on the same footing with the officers, and the army

would be dissolved. One mutiny bill has been here in force

since the revolution. I humbly conceive there is extreme

danger of establishing cruel martial regulations. If, at any

time, our rulers should have unjust and iniquitous designs

against our liberties, and should wish to establish a standing

army, the first attempt would be to render the service and

use of militia odious to the people themselves— subject-

ing them to unnecessary severity of discipline in time of

peace, confining them under martial law, and disgusting

them so much as to make them cry out, " Give us a stand-

ing army!" I would wish to have some check to exclude

this danger; as, tliat the militia should never be subject to

martial law but in time of w^ar. I consider and fear the nat-

ural propensity of rulers to oppress the people. I wish only

to prevent them from doing evil. By these amendments I

would give necessary powers, but no unnecessary power

If the clause stands as it is now, it will take from the state

legislatures what divine Providence has given to every indi-

vidual— the means of self-defence. Unless it be moderated

in some degree, it will ruin us, and introduce a standing army.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, I most cordially agree,

with the honorable member last up, that a standing army is

one of the greatest mischiefs that can possibly happen. It is

a great recommendation for this system, that it provides

against this evil more than any other system known to us, and,

particularly, more than the old system of confederation.

The most etfectual way to guard against a standing army, is

to render it unnecessary. The most effectual way to render

it unnecessary, is to give the general government full power

to call forth the militia, and exert the whole natural strength

of the Union, when necessary. Thus you will furnish the

people with sure and certain protection, without recurring to

this evil; and the certainty of this protection from the whole

will be a strong inducement to individual exertion. Does

the oriranization of the jrovernment warrant a belief that this

power will be abused ? Can we believe that a government

of a federal nature, consisting of many coequal sovereignties,

and particularly having one branch chosen from the people,

would drag the militia unnecessarily to an immense distance?

This, sir, would be unworthy the most arbitrary despot.
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They have no temptation whatever to abuse this power
;

such abuse could only answer the purpose of exciting the

universal indignation of the people, and drawing on them-

selves the general hatred and detestation of their country.

I cannot help thinking that the honorable gentleman has

not considered, in all its consequences, the amendment he

has proposed. Would this be an equal protection, sir, or

would it not be a most partial provision ? Some states have

three or four states in contact. Were this state invaded, as

it is bounded by several states, the militia of three or four

states would, by this proposition, be obliged to come to our

aid ; and those from some of the states would come a far

greater distance than those of others. There are other

states, which, if invaded, could be assisted by the militia of

one state only, there being several states which border but

on one state. Georgia and New Hampshire would be in-

finitely less safe than the other states. Were we to

adopt this amendment, we should set up those states as

butts for invasions, invite foreign enemies to attack them,

and expose them to peculiar hardships and dangers. Were

the militia confined to any limited distance from their re-

spective places of abode, it would produce equal, nay, more

inconveniences. The principles of equality and reciprocal

aid would be destroyed in either case.

I cannot conceive that this Constitution, by giving the

general government the power of arming the militia, takes

it away from the state governments. The power is concur-

rent, and not exclusive. Have we not found, from experience,

that, while the power of arming and governing the militia

has been solely vested in the state legislatures, they were

neglected and rendered unfit for immediate service ? Every

state neglected too much this most essential object. But the

general government can do it more effectually. Have we
not also found that the militia of one state were almost

always insufficient to succor its harassed neighbor? Did all

the states furnish their quotas of miHtia with sufficient

promptitude? The assistance of one state will be of little

avail to repel invasion. But the general head of the

w^hole Union can do it with effect, if it be vested with

power to use the ago:regate strength of the Union. If the

regulation of the militia were to be committed to the execu-

tive authority alone, there might be reason for providing
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restrictions. But, sir, it is the legislative authority that has

this power. They must make a law for the purpose.

The honorable member is under another mistake. He
wishes martial law to be exercised only in time of war, un-

der an idea that Congress can establish it in time of peace.

The states are to have the authority of training the militia

according to the congressional discipline ;
and of governing

them at all times when not in the service of the Union.

Congress is to govern such part of them as may be employed

in the actual service of the United States; and such part

only can be subject to martial law. The gentlemen in op-

position have drawn a most tremendous picture of the Con-

stitution in this respect. Without considering that the

power was absolutely indispensable, they have alarmed us

with the possible abuse of it, but have shown no inducement

or motive to tempt them to such abuse. Would the legisla-

ture of the state drag the militia of the eastern shore to the

western frontiers, or those of the western frontiers to the

eastern shore, if the local militia were sufficient to effect the

intended purpose ? There is something so preposterous, and

so full of mischief, in the idea of dragging the militia un-

necessarily from one end of the continent to the other, that

I think there can be no ground of apprehension. If you

limit their power over the militia, you give them a pretext for

substituting a standing army. If you put it in the power

of the state governments to refuse the militia, by requiring

their consent, you destroy the general government, and sac-

rifice particular states. The same principles and motives

which produce disobedience to requisitions, will produce re-

fusal in this case.

The restrictions which the honorable gentleman mentioned

to be in the British constitution are all provisions against the

power of the executive magistrate ; but the House of Com-
mons may, if they be so disposed, sacrifice the interest of their

constituents in all those cases. They may prolong the dura-

tion of mutiny bills, and grant supplies to the king to carry

on an impolitic war. But they have no motives to do so

;

for they have stronir motives to do their duty. We have

more ample security than the people of Great Britain. The
powers of the government are more limited and guarded,

and our representatives are more responsible than the mem
bers of the British House of Commons.
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Mr. CLAY apprehended that, by this power, our militia

might be sent to the Mississippi. He observed that the

sheriff might raise the posse comiiatus to execute the laws.

He feared it would lead to the establishment of a military

government, as the militia were to be called forth to put the

laws into execution. He asked why this mode was preferred

to the old, established custom of executing the laws.

Mr. MADISON answered, that the power existed in all

countries; that the militia might be called forth, for that

purpose, under the laws of this state and every other state

in the Union; that public force must be used when
resistance to the laws required it, otherwise society it-

self must be destroyed ; that the mode relerred to by the

gentleman might not be sufficient on every occasion, as the

sheriff must be necessarily restricted to the posse of his own
county. If the posse of one county were insufficient to

overcome the resistance to the execution of the laws, this

power must be resorted to. He did not, by any means,

admit that the old mode was sujierseded by the introduc-

tion of the new one. And it was obvious to him, that, when

the civil power was sufficient, this mode would never be

put in practice.

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, in my judgment the friends

of the opposition have to act cautiously. We must make a

firm stand before we decide. I was heard to say, a few

days ago, that the sword and purse were the two great in-

struments of government; and I professed great repugnance

at parting with the purse, without any control, to the pro-

posed system of government. And now, when we proceed

in this formidable compact, and come to the national de-

fence, the sword, 1 am persuaded we ought to be still more

cautious and circumspect ; for I feel still more reluctance to

surrender this most valuable of rights.

The honorable member who has risen to explain several

parts of the system was pleased to say, that the best way

of avoiding the danger of a standing army, was, to have the

militia in such a way as to render it unnecessary; and that,

as the new government would have power over the militia,

we should have no standing army— it being unnecessary.

This aro^ument destroys itself. It demands a power, and

denies the probability of its exercise. There are suspicions

of power on one hand, and absolute and unlimited confi-
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dence on the other. I hope to be one of those who have

a large share of suspicion. I leave it to this house, if there

be not too small a portion on the other side, by giving up

too much to that government. You can easily see which is

the worst of two extremes. Too much suspicion may be

corrected. If you give too little power to-day, you may
give more to-morrow. But the reverse of the proposition

will not hold. If you o;ive too much power to-day, you

cannot retake it to-morrow : for to-morrow will never come

for that purpose. If you have the fate of other nations,

you will never see it. It is easier to supply deficiencies of

})Ower than to take back excess of power. This no man
can deny.

But, says the honorable member, Congress will keep the

militia armed ; or, in other words, they will do their duty.

Pardon me if I am too jealous and suspicious to confide in

this remote possibility. My honorable friend went on a

supposition that the American rulers, like all others, will

depart from their duty without bars and checks. No gov-

(n-nment can be safe without checks. Then he told us the}

hid no temptation to violate their duty, and that it would

be their interest to perform it. Does he think you are to

trust men who cannot have separate interests from the peo-

ple ? It is a novelty in the political world (as great a nov-

elty as the system itself) to find rulers without private in-

terests, and views of personal emoluments, and ambition.

His supposition, that they will not depart from their duty,

as having no interest to do so, is no satisfactory answer to

my mind. This is no check. The government may be

most intolerable and destructive, if this be our only security.

My honorable friend attacked the honorable gentleman

with universal principles— that, in all nations and ages, ru-

lers have been actuated by motives of individual interest

and private emoluments, and that in America it would be so

also. I hope, before we part with this great bulwark, this

noble palladium of safety, we shall have such chex^ks inter-

posed as will render us secure. The militia, sir, is our ul-

timate safety. We can hnve no security without it. But

then, he says that the power of arming and organizing the

militia is concurrent, and to be equally exercised by the

general and state governments. I am sure, and I trust in

the candor of that izentlemm, that he will recede from that

VOL. III. 49 33
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opinion, when his recollection will be called to the particular

clause which relates to it.

As my worthy friend said, there is a positive partition of

power between the two governments. To Congress is

given the power of " arming, organizing, and disciplining

the militia, and governing such part of them as may be em-

ployed in the service of the United States." To the state

legislatures is given the power of " appointing the officers,

and training the militia according to the discipline pre-

scribed by Congress." I observed before, that, if the power

be concurrent as to arming them, it is concurrent in other

respects. If the states have the right of arming them, &c.,

concurrently. Congress has a concurrent power oi" appointing

the officers, and training the militia. If Congress have that

power, it is absurd. I'o admit this mutual concurrence of

powers will carry you into endless absurdity— that Con-

gress has nothing exclusive on the one hand, nor the states

on the other. The rational explanation is, that Congress

shall have exclusive power of arming them, &:c., and that

the state governments shall have exclusive power of appoint-

ing the officers, &:c. Let me put it in another light.

May we not discipline and arm them, as well as Congress,

if the power be concurrent? so that our militia shall have two

sets of arms, double sets of regimentals, &:c. ; and thus, at a

very great cost, we shall be doubly armed. The great^qb;

ject is, that every._aiaa—ba-armiid. But can the people

afford to pay for double sets of arms, &c. ? Every one who is

able may have a gun. But we have learned, by experience,

that, necessary as it is to have arms, and though our Assem-

bly has, by a succession of laws for many years, endeavored

to have the militia completely armed, it is still far from being

the- case. When this power is given up to Congress without

limitation or bounds, how will your militia be armed ? You
trust to chance; for sure I am thc't that nation which shall

trust its liberties in other hands cannot long exist. If gen-

tlemen are serious when they suppose a concurrent power,

where can be the impolicy to amend it ? Or, in other words,

to say that Congress shall not arm or discipline them, till the

states shall have refused or neglected to do it ? This is my
object. I only wish to bring it to what they themselves say

is implied. Implication is to be the foundation of our civil

liberties ; and when you speak of arming the militia by a
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concurrence of power, you use implication. But implication

will not save jou, when a strong army of veterans conu'S

upon you. You would be laughed at by the whole world

for trusting your safety implicitly to implication.

The argument of my honorable friend was, that rulers

might tyrannize. The answer he received was, that they

will not. In saying that they would not, he admitted they

might. In this great, this essential part of the Constitution,

if you are safe, it is not from the Constitution, but from the

virtues of the men in government. If gentlemen are willing

to trust themselves and posterity to so slender and improbn-

ble a chance, they have greater strength of nerves than I

have.

The honorable gentleman, in endeavoring to answer the

question why the militia were to be called forth to execute

the laws, said that the civil power would probably do it.

He is driven to say, that the civil power may do it instead

of the militia. Sir, the military power ought not to inter-

pose till the civil power refuse. If this be the spirit of your

new Constitution, that the laws are to be; enforced by mili-

tary coercion, we may easily divine the happy consequences

which will result from it. The civil power is not to be

employed at all. If it be, show me it. I read it attentively,

and could see nothing to warrant a belief that the civil power

can be called for. I should be glad to see the power that

authorizes Conirress to do so. The sheriff will be aided by

military force. The most wanton excesses may be commit-

ted under color of this; for every man in office, in the

states, is to take an oath to support it in all its operations.

The honorable gentleman said, in answer to the objection

that the militia might be marched from New Hampshire to

Georgia, th it the members of the government would not

attempt to excite the indignation of the people. Here,

again, we have the general unsatisfactory answer, that they

will be virtuous, and that there is no danger.

Will gentlemen be satisfied with an answer which admits

of dangers and abuses if they be wicked ? Let us put it out

of their power to do mischief. I am convinced there is no

saf(;ty in the paper on the table as it stands now. I am
sorry to have an occasion to pass a eiilogium on the British

government, as gentlemen may object to it. But how

natural it is, when comparing deformities to beauty, to be
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Struck with the superiority of the British government to that

system ! In England, self-love— self-interest— powerfully

stimulates the executive magistrate to advance the prosperity

of the nation. In the most distant part, he feels the loss of

his subjects. He will see the great advantage of his pos-

terity inseparable from the felicity of his people. Man is a

fallen creature, a fallible being, and cannot be depended on

without self-love. Your President will not have the same

motives of self-love to impc;! him to favor your interests.

His political character is but transient, and he will promote,

as much as possible, his own private interests. He will

conclude, the constant observation has been that he will

abuse his power, and that it is expected. The king of Eng-

land has a more permanent interest. His stock, his family,

is to continue in possession of the same emolument. The
more flourishing his nation, the more formidable and power-

ful is he. The sword and purse are not united, in that gov-

ernment, in the same h:^)nds, as in this system. Does not

infinite security result from a separation ?

But it is said that our Congress are more responsible than

the British Parliament. It appears to me that there is no

real, but there may be some specious responsibility. If Con-

gress, in the execution of their unbounded powers, shall have

done wrong, how will you come at them to punish them, if

they are at the distance of five hundred miles ? At such a

great distance, they will evade responsibility altogether. If

you have given up your militia, and Congress shall refuse

to arm them, you have lost every thing. Your existence

will be precarious, because you depend on others, whose in-

terests are not affected by your infelicity. If Congress are

to arm us exclusively, the man of New Hampshire may vote

for or against it, as well as the Virginian. The great dis-

tance and difference between the two places render it

impossible that the peoj)le of that country can know or pur-

sue what will promote our convenience. I therefore con-

tend that, if Congress do not arm the militia, we ought to

provide for it ourselves.

Mr. NICHOLAS. Mr. Chairman, the great object of

government, in every country, is security and public dcifence

1 suppose, therefore, that whit we ought to attend to here,

is, what is the best mode of enabling the general govern-

ment to protect us. One of three ways must b^ nursuod
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for this purpose. We must either em})ower them to employ,

and rely altogether on, a standing army; or depend altogether

on militia; or else we must enable them to use the one or

the other of these two ways, as may be found most expedi-

ent. The least reflection will satisfy us that the Conven-

tion has adopted the only proper method. If a standing

army were alone to be employed, such an army must be ke[)t

up in time of peace as would be sufficient in war. The

dangers of such an army are so striking that every man

would oppose the adoption of this government, had it been

proposed by it as the only mode of defence. Would it be

safe to depend on militia alone, without the agency of

regular forces, even in time of war? Were we to be in-

vaded by a powerful, disciplined army, should we be safe

with militia? Could men unacquainted with the hardships,

and unskilled in the discipline of war, — men only inured to

the peaceable occupations of domestic life,— encounter with

success the most skilful veterans, inured to the fatigues and

toils of campaigns ? Although some people are pleased with

the theory of reliance on militia, as the sole defence of a

nation, yet I think it will be found, in practice, to be by no

means adequate. Its inadequacy is proved by the experi-

ence of other nations. But were it fully adequate, it would

be unequal. If war be supported by militia, it is by personal

service. The poor man does as much as the rich. Is this

just? What is the consequence when war is carried on by

regular troops? They are paid by taxes raised from the

people, according to their property ; and then the rich man

pays an adequate share.

But, if you confine yourselves to militia alone, the poor

man is oppressed. The rich man exempts himself by fur-

nishing a substitute. And, although it be oppressive to the

poor, it is not advantageous to the rich ? For what he gives

would pay regular troops. It is therefore neither safe nor

just to depend entirely on militia. As these two ways

are ineligible, let us consider the third method. Does this

Constitution put this on a proper footing ? It enables Con-

gress to raise an army when necessary, or to call forth the

militia when necessary. What will be the consequence of

their having these two powers? Till there be a necessity

for an army to be raised, militia will do. And when an

army will be raised, the militia will still be employed, which
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will render a less numerous army sufficient. By these means,

there will be a sufficient defence for the country, without

having a standing army altogether, or o[)pri!ssing the peo-

ple. The worthy member has said, that it ought to be a

part of the Constitution that the militia ought not to go out

of the state without the consent of the state legislature.

What would be the consequence of this? The general de-

fence is trusted to the general government. Mow is it to

protect the Union? It must apply to thi^. state governments

before it can do it. Is this right? Is it not subjecting the

general will to the particular will, and exposing the gent^ral

defence to the particular caprice of the members of the state

governments? This would entirely defeat the power given

to Congress to provide for the general defence ; and unless

the militia were to aid in the execution of the laws when

resisted, the other powers of Congress would be nugatory.

But he has said that this idea is justified by the English his-

tory ; for that the king has the power of the sword, but must

apply to the commons for the means of using it— for the

purse. This is not a similar case. The king and commons

are parts of the same government. But the general govern-

ment is separate and ])erfectly distinct from the individual

governments of the states. Should Congress be obliged to

apply to the particular states for the militia, they may be re-

fused, and the government overturned. To make the case

similar, he ought to show us that the king and Parliament

were obliged to call on some other power to raise forces, and

provide for the means of carrying on war; for, otherwise,

ihere is no similitude.

If the general government be obliged to apply to the

Slates, a part will be thereby rendered superior to the whole.

What are to be the effects of the amendments proposed?

To destroy one of the most beneficial parts of the Constitu

tion, put an obstacle in the way of the general government,

and put it in the power of the state governments to take

away the aid of the militia. Who will be most likely to

want the aid of the militia ? The Southern States, from

their situation. Who are the most likely to be called for?

The Eastern States, from their strength, &c. Should we

put it in the power of particular states to refuse the militia,

it ought to operate against ourselves. It is the height of bad

policy to alter this part of the system. But it is said, the
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militia are to be disarmed. Will they be worse armed than

they are now? Siill, as my honorable friend said, the slates

would have power to arm them. The power of arming

them is concurrent between the general and state govern

ments ; for the power of arming them rested in the state

governments before : and although the power be given to th<:

general government, yet it is not given exclusively ; for, in

every instance where the Constitution intends that the gen-

eral government shall exercise any power exclusively of the

state governments, words of exclusion are particularly in-

serted. Consequently, in every case where such words of

exclusion are not inserted, the power is concurrent to the

state governments and Congress, unless where it is impossi-

ble that the power should be exercised by both. It is, there-

fore, not an absurdity to say, that Virginia may arm the

militia, should Congress neglect to arm them. But it would

be absurd to say that we should arm them after Congress

had armed them, when it would be unnecessary ; or that

Congress should appoint the officers, and train the militia,

v/hen it is expressly excepted from their powers.

But his great uneasiness is, that the militia may be under

martial law when not on duty. A little attention will be

sufficient to remove this apprehension. The Congress is to

have power "to provide for the arming, organizing, and

disciplining the militia, and for governing such part of them

as may be employed in the service of the United States."

Another part tells yon that they are to provide for calling them

forth, to execute the laws of the Union, suppress insurrections,

and repel invasions. These powers only amount to this—
that they can only call them forth in these three cases, and

that they can only govern such part of them as may be in

the actual service of the United States. This causes a suf-

ficient security that they will not be under martial law but

when in actual service. If, sir, a mutiny bill has continued

since the revolution, recollect that this is done under the

present happy government. Under the new government, no

appropriation of money, to the use of raising or supporting an

army, shall be for a longer term than two years. The Presi-

f^.?nt is to command. But the regulation of the army and navy

is given to Congress. Our re|)resentatives will be a powerful

3heck here. The influence of the commons, in England,

m this case, is very predominant. But the worthy member
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on uw othei side of the house has said that the militia are

the great bulwark of the nation, and wishes to take no step

to bring them into disuse. What is the inference ? He
wishes to see the militia employed. The Constitution pro-

vides what he wants. This is, to bring them frequently

into use. If he expects that, by depriving the general gov-

ernment of the power of calling them into more frequent

use, they will be rendered more useful and expert, he is

greatly deceived. We ought to part with the power to use

the militia to somebody. To whom ? Ought we not to

part with it for the general defence? If you give it not to

Congress, it may be denied by the states. If you withhold

it, you render a standing army absolutely necessary ; for if

they have not the militia, they must have such a body of

troops as will be necessary for the general defence of the

Union.

It was said, by the gentleman, that there was something

singular in this government, in saying that the militia shall

be called forth to execute the laws of the Union. There
is a great difference between having the power in three

cases, and in all cases. They cannot call them forth for

any other purpose than to execute the laws, suppress insur-

rections, and repel invasions. And can any thing be more

demonstrably obvious, than that the laws ought to be en-

forced if resisted, and insurrections quelled, and foreign

invasions repelled ? But it is asked, Why has not the Con-
stitution declared that the civil power shall be employed to

execute the laws ? Has it said that the civil power shall

not be employed? The civil officer is to execute the laws

on all occasions ; and, if he be resisted, this auxiliary power

is given to Congress of calling forth the militia to execute

them, when it shall be found absolutely necessary.

From his argument on this occasion, and his eulogium on

the executive magistrate of Britain, it might he inferred that

the executive m;i<j:istrate here was to have the power of call-

ing forth the militia. What is the idea of those gentlemen

who heard his argument on this occasion ? Is it not that

the President is to jiave this power — that President, who,

he tells us, is not to have those high feelings, and that fine

sensibility, which the British monarch possesses? No, sir,

(he President is not to have this power. God forbid we
should ever see a public man in this country who should
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have this power. Congress only are to have the power of

calling forth the militia. And will the worthy member say

that he would trust this power to a prince, governed by the

dictates of ambition, or mere motives of personal interest,

sooner than he would trust it in the hands of Congress ? I

will trust Congress, because they will be actuated by motives

of fellow-feeling. They can make no regulations but what

will affect themselves, their friends, and relations. But I

would not trust a prince, whose ambition and private views

would be the guide of his actions. When the government

is carried on by representatives, and persons of my own
choice, whom I can follow when far removed, who can be

displaced at stated and short periods,— I can safely confide

the power to them. It appears to me that this power is

essentially necessary; for, as the general defence is trusted

to Congress, we ought to intrust fully the means. This

cannot be fully done without giving the power of calling

forth the militia; and this power is sufficiently guarded.*

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, the honorable gentle-

man has laid much stress on the maxim, that the purse and

sword ought not to be put in the same hands, with a view

of pointing out the impropriety of vesting this power in the

general government. But it is totally inapplicable to this

question. What is the meaning of this maxim ? Does it

mean that the sword and purse ought not to be trusted in

the hands of the same government ? This cannot be the

meaning ; for there never was, and I can say there never will

be, an efficient government, in which both are not vested.

The only rational meaning is, that the sword and purse are not

to be given to the same member. Apply it to the British gov-

ernment, which has been mentioned. The sword is in the

hands of the British king ; the purse in the hands of the

Parliament. It is so in America, as far as any analogy can

exist. Would the honorable member say that the sword

ought to be put in the hands of the representatives of the

people, or in other hands independent of the government

altogether ? If he says so, it will violate the meaning of that

maxim. This would be a novelty hitherto unprecedented.

The purse is in the hands of the representatives of the

people. They have the appropriation of all moneys. They

have the direction and regulation of land and naval forces.

They are to provide for calling forth the militia ; and the

VOL. III. 50
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President is to have the command, and, in conjunction with

the Senate, to appoint the officers. The means ought to be

commensurate to the end. The end is general protection.

This cannot be effected without a general power to use the

strength of the Union.

We are told that both sides are distinguished bj tht^se

great traits, confidence and distrust. Perhaps there maj be

a less or greater tincture of suspicion on one side than the

other. But give me leave to saj that, where power can be

sat'elj lodged, if it be necessary, reason commands its cession.

In such case, it is imprudent and unsafe to withhold it. It

is universally admitted that it must be lodged in some
hands or other. The question, then, is, in what part of the

government it ought to be placed ; and not whether any other

political body, independent of the government, should have

it or not. I profess myself to have had a uniform zeal for a

republican government. If the honorable member, or any
other person, conceives that my attachment to this system

arises from a different source, he is greatly mistaken. From
the first moment that my mind was capable of contemplating

political subjects, I never, till this moment, ceased wishing

success to a well-regulated republican government. The
establishment of such in America was my most ardent desire.

I have considered attentively (and my consideration has been
aided by experience) the tendency of a relaxation of laws

and a licentiousness of manners.

If we review the history of air republics, we are justified in

the supposition that, if the bands of the government be relaxed,

confusion will ensue. Anarchy ever has produced, and I fear

ever will produce, despotism. What was the state of things

that preceded the wars and revolutions in Germany ? Faction

and confusion. What produced the disorders and commotions
of Holland ? The like causes. In this commonw^ealth, and
every state in the Union, the relaxed operation of the gov-

ernment has been sufficient to alarm the friends of their

country. The rapid increase of population in every state is

an additional reason to check dissipation and licentiousness.

Does it not strongly call for the friends of republican govern-

ment to endeavor to establish a republican organization ?

A change is absolutely necessary. I can see no danger in

submitting to practice an experiment which seems to be

founded on the best theoretic principles.
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But the honorable member tells us there is not an equal

responsibility delineated, on that paper, to that which is in the

English government. Calculations have been made here,

that, when you strike off those entirely elected by the in-

fluence of the crown, the other part does not bear a greater

proportion to the number of their peoj^le, than the number
fixed in that paper bears to the number of inhabitants in the

United States. If it were otherwise, there is still more re-

sponsibility in this government. Our re|jresentatives are

chosen for two years. In Great Britain, they are chosen for

seven years. Any citizen may be elected here. In Great

Britain, no one can be elected, to represent a county, with-

out having an estate of the value of six hundred pounds ster-

ling a year ; nor to represent a corporation, without an annual

estate of three hundred pounds. Yet we are told, there is

no sympathy or fellow-feeling between the people here and

their representatives ; but that in England they have both.

A just comparison will show that, if confidence be due to the

government there, it is due tenfold here.

[Mr. Madison made many other observations, but spoke so very low

that he could not be distinctly heard.]

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, it is now confessed that

this is a national government. There is not a single federal

feature in it. It has been alleged, within these walls, dur-

ino; the debates, to be national and federal, as it suited the

arguments of gentlemen.

But now, when we have heard the definition of it, it is

purely national. The honorable member was pleased to say

that the sword and purse included every thing of consequence.

And shall we trust them out of our hands without checks

and barriers.^ The sword and purse are essentially neces-

sary for the government. Every essential requisite must be

in Congress. Where are the purse and sword of Virginia.^

They must go to Congress. What is become of your coun-

try.^ The Virginian government is but a name. It clearly

results, from his last argument, that we are to be consoli-

dated. We should be thought unwise indeed to keep two
hundred legislators in Virginia, when the government is, in

fact, gone to Philadelphia or New York. We are, as a state,

to form no part of the government. Where are your checks."*

The most essential objects of government are to bt. adminis-
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terea by Congress. How, then, can the state governments
be any check upon them f If" we are to be a repubhcan
government, it will be consolidated, not confederated.

The means, says the gentleman, must be commensurate to

the end. How does this apply ? All things in common are

left with this government. There being an infinitude in the

government, there must be an infinitude of means to carry it

on. This is a sort of mathematical govenmient that may
appear well on paper, but cannot sustain examination, or be

safely reduced to practice. The delegation of power to an

adequate number of representatives, and an unimpeded re-

version of it back to the people, at short periods, form the

principal traits of a republican government. The idea of a

republican government, in that paper, is something superior

to the poor people. The governing persons are the servants

of the people. There, the servants are greater than their

masters; because it includes infinitude, and infinitude excludes

every idea of subordination. In this the creature has destroyed

and soared above the creator. For if its powers be infinite,

what rights have the people remaining : By that very argu-

ment, despotism has made way in all countries where the

people unfortunately have been enslaved by it. We are told,

the sword and purse are necessary for the national defence.

The junction of these, without limitation, in the same hands,

is, by logical and mathematical conclusions, the description

of despotism.

The reasons adduced here to-day have long ago been ad-

vanced in favor of passive obedience and non-resistance. In

1688, the British nation expelled their monan^h for attempt-

injj to trample on their liberties. The doctrine of divine

right and passive obedience was said to be commanded by

Heaven — it was inculcated by his minions and adherents.

He wanted to possess, without control, the sword and
purse. The attempt cost him his crown. This government
demands the same powers. I see reason to be more and
more alarmed. I fear it will terminate in despotism. As
to his objection of the abuse of liberty, it is denied. The
political inquiries and promotions of the peasants are a happy
circumstance. A foundation of knowledge is a great mark
of happiness. When the spirit of inquiry after political

discernment goes forth among the lowest of the people, it

rejfices my heart. Why such fearful apprehensions? 1
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defy him to show that liberty has been abused. There has

been no rebellion here, though there was in Massachusetts

Tell me of auy country which has been so long without a re-

bellion. Distresses have been patiently borne, in this coun-

try, which would have produced revolutions in other countries.

We strained every nerve to make provisions to pay off our

soldiers and officers. They, though not paid, and greatly

distressed at the conclusion of the war, magnanimously ac

quiesced. The depreciation of the circulating currency

very much involved many of them, and thousands of other

citizens, in absolute ruin ; but the same patient fortitude and

forbearance marked their conduct. What would the people

of England have done in such a situation ? They would

have resisted the government, and murdered the tyrant.

But in this country, no abuse of power has taken place. It

is only a general assertion, unsupported, which suggests the

contrary. Individual licentiousness will show its baneful

consequences in every country, let its government be what it

may.
But the honorable gentleman says, responsibility will

exist more in this than in the British government. It exists

here more in name than any thing else. I need not speak

of the executive authority. But consider the two houses—
the American Parliament. Are the members of the Senate

responsible ? They may try themselves, and, if found guilty

on impeachment, are to be only removed from office. In

England, the greatest characters are brought to the block

for their sinister administration. They have a power there,

not to dismiss them from office, but from life, for mal-prac-

tices. The king himself cannot pardon in this case. How
does it stand with respect to your lower house ? You have

but ten. Whatever number may be there, six is a ma-

jority. Will your country afford no temptation, no money to

corrupt them ? Cannot six fat places be found to accommo-

date them ? They may, after the first Congress, take any

place. There will be a multiplicity of places. Suppose

they corruptly obtain places. Where will you find them, to

punish them ? At the farthest parts of the Union ; in the

ten miles square, or within a state where there is a strong

hold. What are you to do when these men return from

Philadelphia ? Two things are to be done. To detect the

offender and bring him to punishment. You will find it dif-

ficult to do either. 34
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In England, the (jroceedings are openlj transacted. Thej
deliver their opinions freely and openly. They do not fear

all Europe. Compare it to this. You cannot detect the
guilty. The publication from time to time is merely op-
tional in them. They may prolong the period, or suppress
it altogether, under pretence of its being necessary to be
kept secret. The yeas and nays will avail nothing. Is the

publication daily ? It may be a year, or once in a century.
I know this would be an unfair construction in the common
concerns of life. But it would satisfy the words of the

Constitution. It would be some security were it once
a year, or even once in two years. When the new
election comes on, unless you detect them, what becomes
of your responsibility ? Will they discover their guilt when
they wish to be reelected ? This would suppose them to

be not only bad, but foolish men, in pursuit of responsibility.

Have you a right to scrutinize into the conduct of your rep-

resentatives .'^ Can any man, who conceives himself injured,

go and demand a sight of their journals ? But it will be
told that 1 am sus|)icious. I am answered, to every question,

that they will be good men. In England, they see daily

what is doing in Parliament. They will hear from their

Parliament in one thirty-ninth part of the time that we shall

hear from Congress in this scattered country. Let it be
proposed, in England, to lay a poll tax, or enter into any
measure, that will injure one part and produce emoluments
to another, intellifrence will fly quickly as the rays of light

to the people. They will instruct their representatives to

oppose it, and will petition against it, and get it prevented
or redressed instantly. Impeachment follows quickly a vio-

lation of duty. Will it be so here .^ You must detect the

offence, and pimish the defaulter. How \vi\[ this be done
when you know not the offender, even though he had a pre-

vious design to commit the misdemeanor ? Your Parliament
will consist of sixty-five. Your share will be ten out of the

sixty-five. Will they not take shelter, by saying they were
in the minority — th:it the men from New Hampshire and
Kentucky outvoted them ? Thus will responsibility, that

great pillar of a free government, be taken away.
The honorable gentleman wished to try the experiment.

Loving his country as he does, he would not surely wish to

trust his happiness to an experiment, from which much harm,

but no o:ood, mav result.
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I will sp(;ak another time, and will not faiigue the com-

mittee now. I think the friends of the opposition ought to

make a pause here ; for I can see no safety to my country,

if you give up this power.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, the honorable member
expresses surprise that I wished to see an experiment made of

a republican government, or that I would risk the happiness of

my country on an experiment. What is the situation of this

country at this moment ? Is it not rapidly approaching to

anarchy ? Are not the bands of the Union so absolutely re-

laxed as almost to amount to a dissolution ? What has pro-

duced despotism and tyranny in other parts of the world ?

Is it not agreed, upon all hmds, that a reform is necessary ?

If any takes place, will it not be an experiment, as well as

this system ? He acknowledges the existing system to be

defective. He admits the necessity of some change. Would
not the change he would choose himself be also an experi-

ment ? He has repeated objections which have already

been clearly refuted, and which, therefore, I will pass over.

With respect to responsibility, still the honorable member
thinks that the House of Representatives and Senate will

suffer by a comparison with the British Parliament. I will

not repeat the contrast made before, which he has men-

tioned. He tells us what may be done by our representa-

tives with respect to the admission to offices, and insinuates

that less may be done in Great Britain by the members of

Parliament. In this country, by this system, no new office

can be taken by a member of the government, and if he

takes an old one, he loses his seat. If the emoluments of

any existing office be increased, he cannot take it. How is

it in Great Britain? Any member may have any place; for

Parliament may create any new offices they please, or increase

the emoluments of existing offices, and yet the members

may accept any such places. Any member may accept any

office whatever, and go ajjain into Parliament. Does this

comparison militate against this system ? He tells us the

aff^iirs of our country are not alarming. I wish this asser-

tion was well founded. I concur with him in rejoicing to

see the people enlightened and vigilant. I should be happy

to see the people paying respect to the laws and magistracy

But is respect paid to our laws? Every man's experience

will tell him more, perhaps than any thing I could say.
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Public and private confidence daily and rapidly decrease.

Experiments must be made, and in that form which we must

find most to the interest ot" our country.

Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, our attention is

summoned to this clause respecting the militia, and alarms

are thrown out to persuade us that it involves a multiplicity

of danger. It is supposed by the honorable gentleman lately

up, and another gentleman, that the clause for calling forth

the militia to suppress insurrections, repel invasions, and ex-

ecute the laws of the Union, implies that, instead of using

civil force in the first instance, the militia are to be called

forth to arrest petty offenders against the laws. Ought not

common sense to be the rule of interpreting this Constitu-

tion ? Is there an exclusion of the civil power ? Does it

provide that the laws are to be enforced by military coercion

in all cases .^ No, sir. All that we are to infer is, that

when the civil power is not sufficient, the militia must be

drawn out. Who are they ? He says (and I cheerfully

acquiesce in the rectitude of the assertion) that they are

the bulwarks of our liberties. Shall we be afraid that the

people, this bulwark of freedom, will turn instruments of

slavery ? The officers are to be appointed by the states.

Will you admit that they will act so criminally as to turn

against their country .^ The officers of the general govern-

ment are attached to it, because they derive their appoint-

ment from it. Admitting the militia officers to be cor-

rupt, what is to make them be in favor of the general

government? Will not the same reason attach them to the

state governments ? But it is feared that the militia are to

be subjected to martial law when not in service. They are

only to be called out in three cases, and only to be governed

by the authority of Congress when in the actual service of

the United States ; so that their articles of war can no longer

operate upon them than when in the actual service of the

Union.

Can it be presumed that you can vest the supreme power

of the United States with the power of defence, and yet

take away this natural defence from them ? You risk the

general defence by withholding this power.

The honorable gentleman, speaking of responsibility, has

mistaken facts. He says the kinij cannot pardon offenders

found guilty on impeachment. The king can par'^on after
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mpeachment, though not before. He says, further, tliat in

America every thing is concealed, whereas in England the

operations of the government are openly transacted. In

England, those subjects which produce impeachments are

not opinions. No man ever thought of impeaching a man
for an opinion. It would be impossible to discover whether

the error in opinion resulted from a wilful mistake of the

heart, or an involuntary fault of the head. What are the

ocicasioiis of impeachments most commonly ? Treaties.

Are these previously known ? No. Till after they are pre-

sented to the public eye, they are not known. Those who
advised a treaty are not known till then. There ought not

to be a publication on the subject of negotiations till they

are concluded. So that, when he thinks there is a greater

notoriety in this case in England than here, I say he is mis

taken. There will be as much notoriety in America as in

England. The spirit of the nation occasions the notoriety

of their political operations, and not any constitutional requi-

sition. The spirit of liberty will not be less predominant in

America, I hope, than there. With respect to a standing

army, I beheve there was not a member in tne federal Con-

vention, who did not feel indignation at such an institution.

What remedy, then, could be provided ? Leave the country

defenceless ? In order to provide for our defence, and ex-

clude the dangers of a standing army, the general defence is

left to those who are the objects of defence. It is left to the

militia, who will suffer if they become the instruments of

tyranny. The general government must have power to call

them forth when the general defence requires it. In order

to |)roduce greater security, the state governments are to

appoint the officers. The President, who commands them

when in actual service of the Union, is appointed secondarily

by the people. This is a further security. Is it not incred-

ible that men who are interested in the happiness of their

country— whose friends, relations, and connections, must be

involved in the fate of their country— should turn against

their country.'' I appeal to every man whether, if any of

our own officers were called upon to destroy the liberty of

their country, he believes they would assent to such an act

of suicide. The state governments, having the power of

appointing them, may elect men who are the most remarka-

ble for their virtue of attachment to their country.

VOL. III. 51
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Mr. GEORGE MASON, after having read the clause

whicli gives Congress power to provide for arming, organiz-

ing, and disciplining the militia, and governing those in

actual service of the Union, declared it as his tirm belief,

that it included the power of annexing punishments, and

establishing necessary discipline, more especially as the con-

struction of this, and every other part of the Constitution,

was left to those who were to govern. If so, he asked ii

Congress could not inflict the most ignominious punishments

on the most worthy citizens of the community. Would
freemen submit to such indignant treatment ? It might be

thought a strained construction, but it was no more than

Congress might put upon it. He thought such severities

might be exercised on the militia as would make them wish

the use of the militia to be utterly abolished, and assent to

the establishment of a standing army. He then adverted to

the representation, and said it was not sufficiently full to take

into consideration the feelings and sentiments of all the citi-

zens. He admitted that the nature of the country rendered

a full representation impracticable. But he strongly urged

that impracticability as a conclusive reason for granting no

powers to the government but such as were absolutely indis-

pensable, and these to be most cautiously guarded.

He then recurred to the power of impeachment. On this

subject he entertained great suspicions. He apologized for

being suspicious. He entered into the world with as few

suspicions as any man. Young men, he said, were apt to

think well of every one, till time and experience taught

them better. After a treaty manifestly repugnant to the in-

terests of the country was made, he asked how^ they were

to be punished. Suppose it had been made by the means
of bribery and corruption. Suppose they had received one

hundred thousand guineas, or louis d'ors, from a foreign nation,

for consenting to a treaty, how was the truth to be come at ^

Corruption and bribery of that kind had happened in other

governments, and might in this. The House of Represen-

tatives were to impeach them. The senators were to try

themselves. If a majority of them were guilty of the crime,

would they pronounce themselves guilty ? Yet, says he, this

is called responsibility. He wished to know in what court

the members of the government were to be tried for the

commission of indictable offences, or injuries to individuals.
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He acknowledged himself to be no lawyer; but he though:,

he could see that they could be tried neither in the state nor

federal courts. The only means, therefore, of bringing

them to punishment, must be by a court appointed by law
;

and the law to punish them must also be made by them-

selves. By whom is it to be made ? demanded he. By
the very men who are interested in not inflicting punish-

ment. Yet, says he, though they make the law, and fix the

punishment to be inflicted on themselves, it is called respon-

sibility. If the senators do not agree to the law, it will not

be made, and thus they will escape altogether.

[Mr. Mason then animadverted on the ultimate control of Congress

over the elections, and was proceeding to prove that it was dangerous,

when he was called to order, by Mr. Nicholas, for departing from thb

cimse under consideration. A desultory conversation ensued, and Mr
Mason was permitted to proceed. He was of opinion that the contro

over elections tended to destroy responsibility. He declared he had en

deavored to discover whether this power was really necessary, or what

was the necessity of vesting it in the government, but he could find no

good reason for giving it; that the reasons suggested were that, in case

the states should refuse or neglect to make regulations, or in case they

should be prevented from making regulations by rebellion or invasion,

then the general government should interpose.]

Mr. Mason then proceeded thus : If there be any other

cases, I should be glad to know them ; for I know them

not. If there be no other, why not confine them to these

cases? But the power here, as in a thousand other in-

stances, is without reason. I have no power which any other

person can take from me. I have no right of representa-

tion, if they can take it from me. I say, therefore, that

Congress may, by this claim, take away the right of repre-

sentation, or render it nugatory, despicable, or oppressive.

It is at least argumentative, that what may be done will

be done, and that a favorite point will be done by those

who can.

Suppose the state of Virginia should adopt such regulations

as gentlemen say, (and in which I accord with all my heart,)

and divide the state into ten districts. Suppose, then, that

Congress should order, instead of this, that the elections

shoutd be held in the borough of Norfolk. Will any man
say that any man in Frederick or Berkely county would

have any share in this representation, if the members were

chosen in Norfolk ? Nay might go farther, and say that
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the elections for all the states might le had in New York,

and then we should have to go so far that the privilege

would be lost altogether ; for but few gentlemen could af-

ford to go thither. Some of the best friends of the Con-
stitution have advocated that the elections should be in one
place. This power is not necessary, and is capable of great

abuse. It ought to be confined to the particular cases in

which thej assert it to be necessary. Whatever gentlemen
may think of the opposition, I will never agree to give any
power which 1 conceive to be dangerous.

I have doubts on another point. The 5th section of the

1st article provides, "that each house shall keep a journal

of its proceedings, and from time to time publish the same,

excepting such parts as may, in their judgment, require se-

crecy." This enables them to keep the negotiations about

treaties secret. Under this veil they may conceal any thing

ind every thing. Why not insert words that would exclude

ambiguity and danger? The words of the Confederation,

that defective system, are, in this respect, more eligible.

What are they ? In the last clause of the 9th article it is

provided, " that Congress shall publish the journal of their

proceedings monthly, except such parts thereof, relating to

treaties, alliances, or military operations, as, in theirjudgment,

require secrecy." The proceedings, by that system, are to

be published monthly, with certain exceptions. These are

proper guards. It is not so here. On the contrary, they

may conceal what they please.

Instead of giving information, they will produce suspicion.

You cannot discover the advocates of their iniquitous acts.

This is an additional defect of responsibility. Neither house

can adjourn, without the consejit of the other, for more than

tliree days. This is no parliamentary rule. It is untrodden

ground, and it appears to me liable to much exception.

The senators are chosen for six years. They are not re-

callable for those six years, and are reeligible at the end of

the six years. It stands on a very different ground from the

Confederation. By that system, they were only elected for

one year, might be recalled, and were incapable of reelec-

tion. But in the uvw Constitution, instead of being elected

for one, they are chosen for six years. They cannot bo

recalled, in all that time, for any misconduct, and at the

end of that Ions term mav ao-ain be elected. What will be
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the operation of this ? Is it not probable that those gentle-

men, who will be elected senators, will fix themselves in the

federal town, and become citizens of that town more than

of our state ? They will purchase a good seat in or near

the town, and become inhabitants of that place. Will it not

be, then, in the power of the Senate to worry the House of

Representatives into any thing ? They will be a continually-

existing body. They will exercise those machinations and
contrivances which the many have always to fear from the

few. The House of Representatives is the only check on
the Senate, with their enormous powers. But, by that

clause, you give them the power of worrying the House of

Representatives into a compliance with any measure. The
senators, living on the spot, will feel no inconvenience from
long sessions, as they will vote themselves handsome pay,

without incurring any additional expenses. Your represen-

tatives are on a different ground, from their shorter contin-

uance in office. The gentlemen from Georgia are six or

seven hundred miles from home, and wish to go home. The
Senate, taking advantage of this, by stopping the other house
from adjourning, may worry them into any thing. These
are my doubts, and I think the provision not consistent with
the usual parliamentary modes.

Mr. LEE, (of Westmoreland.) Mr. Chairman, I am anx-
ious to know the truth on this great occasion. I was in hopes
of receiving true information, but have been disappointed.

I have heard suspicions against possibility, and not against

probability. As to the distinction which lies between the

gentlemen for and against the Constitution,— in the first

place, most of the arguments the latter use pay no regard to

the necessity of the Union, which is our object. In the next
place, they use contradictory arguments. It may be remem-
bered that we were told there was great danger of an aris-

tocracy governing this country ; for that their wages would
be so low, that the rich alone could serve. And what does
another gentleman say .^ That the price will be so high,

that they will fix themselves comfortably in office, and, by
their power and extravagant emoluments, ruin us. Ought
we to adduce arguments like these, which imply a palpable

contradiction ? We ought to use arguments capable of dis-

cussion.

I beg leave to make some reply to what the honorable
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genlleman over the way said. He rose with great triumph

and exultation, sajing that we had conceded that the govern-

ment was national. The honorahle gentleman is so little

used to triumph on the grounds of reasoning, that he suffers

himself to be quite captivated by the least appearance of vic-

tory. What reason had he to say that we admitted it to be

a national government ? We agree that the sword and the

])urse are in the hands of the general government for different

designated pur])oses. What had the honorable member con-

ceded ? That the objects of the government were general,

;is designated in that system, equally affecting the interests ol'

tlte people of every state. This was the sole concession, and

\iii(li by no means warrants his conclusion. Then why
tiid the honorable gentleman seize it as a victory? Does
he mean to object to the Constitution by putting words into

our mouths which we never uttered ? Did that gentleman

say that the happiness of the people depended on the private

virtues of the members of the government, and not on its

construction ? Did any gentleman admit this, as he insinu-

ated ? No, sir, we never admitted such a conclusion.

Why, then, take up the time of this house in declaiming on

words we never said ? We say that it will secure our liberty

and happiness, and that it is so constructed and organized,

that we need apprehend no danger.

But, says he, the creature destroys the creator. How has

he proved it? By his bare assertion. By ascribing infini-

tude to powers clearly limited and defined, for certain desig-

nated purposes. I shall not repeat the arguments which

have fully refuted this idea of the honorable gentleman.

But gentlemen say that we must apply to the militia to

execute the constitutional laws, without the interposition of

the civil power, and that a military officer is to be substi-

tuted for the sheriff in all cases. This unwarrantable

objection is urged, like many others, to produce the rejection

of this government, though contrary to reason. What is the

meaning of the clause under debate ? Does not their ex-

planation violate the natural meaning of language ? Is it to

l)e inferred that, when the laws are not opposed, judgments

must be executed by the militia? Is this the right and lib-

eral way of discussing the general national objects? lam
astonished that gentlemen should attempt to impose so ab-

surd a construction upon us.
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The honorable gentlemnn last up says, that organizing

the militia gives Congress power to punish them when no,
in the actual service of the government. The gentleman is

mistaken in the meaning of the word organization^ to explain

which would unnecessarily take up time. Suffice it to say,

it does not include the infliction of punishments. The mili-

tia will be subject to the common regulations of war when
in actual service ; but not in time of peace.

But the honorable gentleman said there is danger of an
abuse of the power, and attempted to exemplify. And del-

egated power may be abused. It would be civil and candid
in those gentlemen, who inveio;h against this Constitution

with such malignity, to show in what manner adequate
powers can be given without a possibility of being abused.

It appears to me to be as well secured as it can be, and
that the alterations he proposes would involve many disad-

vantages. I cannot, then, but conclude that this government
will, in my opinion, secure our liberty and happiness, with-

out any alteration.

Mr. CLAY made several remarks; but he spoke too low.

He admitted that he might be mistaken with respect to the

exclusion of the civil power in executing the laws. As it

was insinuated that he was not under the influence of com-
mon sense in making the objection, his error might result

from his deficiency in that respect. But he thought that

another gentleman was as deficient in common decency as

he was in common sense. He was not, however, convinced
that the civil power would be employed. If it was meant
that the militia should not be called out to execute the laws
in all cases, why were they not satisfied with the words,
" repel invasions, suppress insurrections"? He thought the

word insurrection included every opposition to the laws; and
if so, it would b( sufficient to call them forth to suppress in-

surrections, without mentioning; that they were to execute
the laws of the Union. He added that, although the militia

officers were appointed by the state governments, yet, as they

were sworn to obey the superior power of Congress, no
check or security would result from their nomination of

them.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, I cannot think that the

explanation of the gentleman last up is founded in reason.

It does not say that the militia shall be called out in all cases,
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but in certain cases. There are cases in which the execu-

tion of the laws may require the operation of militia, which

cannot be said to be an invasion or insurrection. There

may be a resistance to the laws which cannot be termed an

insurrection.

My honorable friend over the way has opened a new
source of argument. He has introduced the assertions of

gentlemen out of doors. If we thus depart from regularity,

we shall never be able to come to a decision.

If there be any gentleman who is a friend to the govern-

ment, and says that the elections may or ought to be held in

one place, he is an enemy to it on that ground. With re-

spect to the time, place, and manner of elections, I cannot

think, notwithstanding the apprehensions of the honorable

gentleman, that there is any danger, or, if abuse should take

place, that there is not sufficient security. If all the people

of the United States should be directed to go to elect in one

place, the members of the government would be execrated

for the infamous regulation. Many would go to trample

them under foot for their conduct ; and they would be suc-

ceeded by men who would remove it. They would not dare

to meet the universal hatred and detestation of the people,

and run the risk of the certain dreadful consequences. We
must keep within the compass of human probability. If a

possibility be the cause of objection, we must object to every

government in America. But the honorable gentleman may
say that better guards may be provided. Let us consider

the objection. The power of regulating the time, place, and

manner of elections, must be vested somewhere. It could

not be fixed in the Constitution without involving great in-

conveniences. They could then have no authority to adjust

the regulation to the changes of circumstances. The ques-

tion then is, whether it ought to be fixed imalterably in the

state governments, or be subject to the control of the general

government. Is it not obvious that the general government

would be destroyed without this control ? It has already

been demonstrated that it will produce many conveniences.

Have we not sufficient security against abuse ? Consider

fully the principles of the government. The suni of the

powers given up by the people of Virginia is divided into two

classes— one to the federal and the other to the state gov-

ernment. Each is subdivided into three branches. These
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may be kept independent of each other in the one as well as

the other. In this system, they are as distinct as is cv>nsist

ent with good policy. This, in my opinion, instead of dimin-

ishing, increases the security of liberty more than any gov-

ernment that ever was ; for the powers of government which,

in every other country, are given to one body, are here given

to two, and are favorable to public liberty. With respect to

secrecy, if every thing in which it is necessary could be enu-

merated, I would have no objection to mention them. All

the state legislatures can keep secret what they think ought

to be concealed. The British House of Commons can do it.

They are in this respect under much less restraint than Con-

gress. There never was any legislative assembly without a

discretionary power of concealing important transactions, the

publication of which might be detrimental to the community.

There can be no real danger as long as the government is

constructed on such principles.

He objects also to the clause respecting adjournment— that

neither house shall, without the consent of the other, adjourn

for more than three days. It was before remarked that, if

a difference should take place between the houses about the

time of adjournment, the President could still determine it;

from which no danger could arise, as he is chosen in a sec-

ondary degree by the people, and would consequently fix no

time which would be repugnant to the sense of the repre-

sentatives of the people. Another and more satisfactory

answer is this : Suppose the Senate wished to chain down
the House of Representatives ; what is to hinder them from

going home ? How bring them back again ? It would be

contrary to the spirit of the Constitution to impede the oper-

ations of the government, perhaps at a critical period. I

cannot conceive that such difference will often happen.

Were the Senate to attempt to prevent an adjournment, it

would but serve to irritate the representatives without hav-

ing the intended effect, as the President could adjourn them.

There will not be occasion for the continual residence of the

senators at the seat of government. What business have

they more than the House of Representatives P The ap-

pointment of officers and treaties. With respect to the ap-

pointment of officers, a law may be made to grant it to the

President alone. It must be supposed there will be but few

and subordinate officeis to be appointed, as the principal

VOL. HI. 52 35
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offices will be filled. It is observed that the President, when
vacancies happen during the recess of the Senate, may fill

them till it meets. With respect to treaties, the occasions

of forming them will not be many, and will make but a small

porportion of the time of session.

Mr. CLAY wished to know the instances where an op-

position to the laws did not come within the idea of an

insurrection.

Mr. MADISON replied, that a riot did not come within

the legal definition of an insurrt^ction. There might be riots,

to oppose the execution of the laws, which the civil power

might not be sufficient to quell. This was one case, and

there might probably be other cases. He referred to the

candor of the committee, whether the militia could ever be

used to destroy themselves.

Monday, June 14, 1788.

The Convention, according to the order of the day, again resolved it-

self into a committee of the whole Convention, to take into further

consideration the proposed plan of government. Mr. WYTHE in the

chair.

[The 8th section still under consideration. See page 378.]

Mr. HENRY thought it necessary and proper that they

should take a collective view of this whole section, and revert

again to the first clause. He adverted to the clause which

gives Congress the power of raising armies, and proceeded

as follows : To me this appears a very alarming power, when
unlimited. They are not only to raise, but to support,

armies ; and this support is to go to the utmost abilities of

the United States. If Congress shall say that the general

welfare requires it, they may keep armies continually on foot.

There is no control on Congress in raising or stationing

them. They may billet them on the people at pleasure.

This unlimited authority is a most dangerous power : its

principles are despotic. If it be unbounded, it must lead to

despotism ; for the power of a people in a free government

is supposed to be paramount to the existing power.

We shall be told that, in England, the king, lords, and

commons, have this power; that armies can be raised by the

prince alone, without the consent of the people. How does

this apply here ? Is this government to place us in the

situation of the English ? Should we suppose this govern

meat to resemble king, lords, and commons, we of this st^te
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should be like an Enofish county. An English county can-

not control the government. Virginia cannot control the

government of Congress any more thnn the county of Kent

can control that of England. Advert to the }X)wer thoroughly.

One of our first complaints, under the former government,

was the quartering of troops upon us. This was one of the

principal reasons for dissolving the connection with Great

Britain. Here we may have troops in time of peace. They
may be billeted in any manner— to tyrannize, o])press, and

crush us.

We are told, we are afraid to trust ourselves ;
that our

own representatives— Congress— will not exercise their

powers oppressively; that we shall not enslave ourselves;

that the militia cannot enslave themselves, &c. Who h is

enslaved France, Spain, Germany, Turkey, and other coun-

tries which groan under tyranny ? They have been enslaved

by the hands of their own people. If it will be so in America,

it will be only as it has been every where else. 1 am still

persuaded that the power of calling forth the militia, to exe-

cute the laws of the Union, &c., is dangerous. We requested

the gentleman to show the cases where the militia would be

wanting to execute the laws. Have we received a satis-

factory answer? When we consider this part, and compare

it to other parts, which declare that Congress may declare

war, and that the President shall command the regular

troops, militiri, and navy, we shall find great danger. Under

the order of Congress, they shall suppress insurrections. Un-
der the order of Congress, they shall be called to execute

the laws. It will result, of course, that this is to be a

government of force. Look at the part which speaks of

excises, and you will recollect that those who are to collect

excises and duties are to be aided by military force. They
have power to call them out, and to provide for arming,

organizing, disciplining, them. Consequently, they are to

m;ike militia laws for this state.

The honorable gentleman said that the militia should be

called forth to quell riots. Have we not seen this business

go on very well to-day without military force ? It is a long-

established principle of the common law of England, that

civil force is sufficient to quell riots. To what length may
(t not be carried ? A law may be made that, if twelve men
assemble, if they do not disperse, they may be fired upon
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I think it is so in England. Does not this piirt of the paper

bear a strong aspect ? The honorable gentleman, from his

knowledge, was called upon to show the instances, and he

told us the militia may be called out to quell riots. They
may make the militia travel, and act under a colonel, or per-

haps under a constable. Who are to determine whether it

be a riot or not ? Those who are to execute the laws of the

Union? If tliey have power to execute their laws in this

manner, in what situation are we placed ! Your men who
go to Congress are not restrained by a bill of rights. M hey

are not restrained from inflicting unusual and severe punish-

ments, though the bill of rights of Virginia forbids it. What
will be the consequence ? They may inflict the most cruel

and ignominious punishments on the militia, and they will

tell you that it is necessary for their discipline.

Give me leave to ask another thing. Suppose an excise-

man will demand leave to enter your cellar, or house, by

virtue of his office
;
perhaps he may call on the militia to

enable him to go. If Congress be informed of it, will they

give you redress ? They will tell you that he is executing

the laws under the authority of the continent at large, which

must be obeyed, for that the government cannot be carried

on without exercising severity. If, without any reservation

of rights or control, you are contented to give up your rights,

I am not. There is no principle to guide the legislature to

restrain them from inflicting the utmost severity of punish-

ment. Will gentlemen voluntarily give up their liberty .''

With respect to calling the militia to enforce every execu-

tion indiscriminately, it is unprecedented. Have we ever

seen it done in any free country ? Was it ever so in the

mother country ? It never was so in any well-regulated

country. It is a government of force, and the genius of des-

potism expressly. It is not proved that this power is neces-

sary, and if it be unnecessary, shall we give it up ?

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, I will endeavor to fol-

low the rule of the house, but must pay due attention to the

observations which fell from the gentleman. I should con-

clude, from abstracted reasoning, that they were ill founded.

I snould think that, if there were any object which the gen-

<^ral government ought to command, it would be the direc-

tion of the national forces. And as the force which lies in

militia is most safe, the direction of that part ought to be
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submitted to, in order to render another force unnecessary.

The power objected to is necessary, because it is to be em-
ployed for national purposes. It is necessary to be given to

every government. This is not opinion, but fact. The
highest authority may be given, that the want of such au-

thority in the government protracted the late war, and pro-

longed its calamities.

He says that one ground of complaint, at the beginning;

of the revolution, was, that a standing army was quartered

upon us. This was not the whole complaint. We com-
plained because it was done without the local authority of

this country— without the consent of the people of America.

As to the exclusion of standing armies in the bill of rights

of the states, we shall find that though, in one or two of

them, there is something like a prohibition, yet, in most of

them, it is only provided that no armies shall be kept with-

out the legislative authority ; that is, without the consent of

the community itself. Where is the impropriety of saying

that we shall have an army, if necessary ? Does not the

notoriety of this constitute security ? If inimical nations

were to fill upon us when defenceless, what would be the

consequence ? Would it be wise to say, that we should

have no defence ? Give me leave to say, that the only pos-

sible way to provide against standing armies is to make them
jnnecessary.

The way to do this is to organize and discipline our mili-

tia, so as to render them capable of defending the country

against external invasions and interml insurrections. But it

is urged that abuses may happen. How is it possible to an-

swer objections against the possibility of abuses ? It must
strike every logical reasoner, that these cannot be entirely pro-

vided against. I really thought that the objection in the militia

was at an end. Was there ever a constitution, in which if

authority was vested, it must not have been executed by

force, if resisted ? Was it not in the contemplation of this

state, when contemptuous proceedings were expected, to

recur to something of this kind ? How is it possible to have

a more proper resource than this ? That the laws of every

country ought to be executed, cannot be denied. That
fprce must be used if necessary, cannot be denied. Can
any government be established, that will answer any pur-

pose whatever, unless force be provided for executing its
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'aws ? . The Consiitution does not say that a standing army

shall be called out to execute the laws. Is not this a

more proper way ? The militia ought to be called forth to

suppress smugglers. Will this be denied ? The case actu-

ally happened at Alexandria. There were a number of

smugglers, who were too formidable for the civil power to

overcome. The military quelled the sailors, who otherwise

would have perpetrated their intentions. Should a number
of smugglers have a number of ships, the militia ou^ht to be

called ibrth to quell them. We do not know but what there

may be a combination of smugglers in Virginia hereafter.

We all know the use made of the Isle of Man. It was a

general depository of contraband goods. The Parliament

found the evil so great, as to render it necessary to wrest it

out of the hands of its possessor.

The honorable gentleman says that it is a government of

force. If he means military force, the clause under consid-

eration proves the contrary. There never was a government

without force. What is the meaning of government ? An
institution to make people do their duty. A government

leaving it to a man to do his duty or not, as he pleases, would

be a new species of government, or rather no government at

all. The ingenuity of the gentleman is remarkable in in-

troducing the riot act of Great Britain. That act has no

connection, or analogy, to any regulation of the militia ; nor

is there any thing in the Constitution to w^arrant the general

government to make such an act. It never was a complaint,

in Great Britain, that the militia could be called forth. If

riots should happen, the militia are proper to quell it, to pre-

vent a resort to another mode. As to the infliction of igno-

minious punishments, we have no ground of alarm, if we
consider the circumstances of the people at large. There
will be no punishments so ignominious as have been inflicted

already. The militia law of every state to the north of Ma-
ryland is less rigorous than the particular law of this state.

If a change be necessary to be made by the general govern-

ment, it will be in our favor. I think that the people of

those states would not agree to be subjected to a more harsh

punishment than their own militia laws inflict. An obser-

vation fell from a gentleman, on the same side with myself,

which deserves to be attended to. If we be dissatisfied

with the national government, if we should choose to re-
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nounce it, this is an additional safeguard to our defence. I

conceive that we are peculiarly interested in giving the gen-

eral government as extensive means as possible to protect

us. If there be a particular discrimination between places

in America, the Southern States are, from their situation

and circumstances, most interested in giving the national

government the power of protecting its members.

[Here Mr. Madison made some other observations, but spoke so very

low, that his meaning could not be comprehended.]

An act passed, a few years ago, in this state, to enable

the government to call forth the militia to enforce the laws

when a powerful combination should take place to oppose

them. This is the same power whicli the Constitution is to

have. There is a great deal of difference between calling

forth the militia, when a combination is formed to prevent

the execution of the laws, and the sheriff or constable carry-

ing with him a body of militia to execute them in the first

instance ; which is a construction not warranted by the

clause. There is an act, also, in this state, empowering the

officers of the customs to summon any persons to assist them

when they meet with obstruction in executing their duty.

This shows the necessity of giving the government power to

call forth the militia when the laws are resisted. It is a

power vested in every legislature in the Union, and which is

necessary to every government. He then moved that the

clerk should read those acts— which were accordingly read.

Mr. GEORGE MASON asked to what purpose the laws

were read. The objection was, that too much power was

given to Congress— power that would finally destroy the

state governments more effectually by insidious, underhanded

means, than such as could be openly practised. This, said

he, is the opinion of many worthy men, not only in this Con-

vention, but in all parts of America. These laws could only

show that the legislature of this state could pass such acts.

He thought they militated against the cession of this power

to Congress, because the state governments could call forth

the militia when necessary, so as to compel a submission to

the laws ; and as they were competent to it, Congress ought

not to have the power. The meeting of three or four per-

sons might be called an insurrection, and the militia might

be called out to disperse them. He was not satisfied with
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the explanation of the word organization by the gentleman

in the military line, (Mr. Lee.)

He thought they were not confined to the technical ex-

planation, but that Congress could inflict severe and ignomin-

ious punishments on the militia, as a necessary incident to

the power of organizing and disciplining them. The gen-

tleman had said there was no danger, because the laws re-

specting the militia were less rigid in the other states than

this. This was no conclusive argument. His fears, as he

had before expressed, were, that grievous punishments would

be inflicted, in order to render the service disagreeable to

the militia themselves, and induce them to wish its aboHtion,

which would afford a pretence for establishing a standing

army. He was convinced the state governments ought to

have the control of the militia, except when they were ab-

solutely necessary for general purposes. The gentleman

had said that they would be only subject to martial law when
in actual service. He demanded what was to hinder Con-

gress from inflicting it always, and making a general law for

the purpose. If so, said he, it must finally produce, most

infallibly, the annihilation of the state governments. These

were his apprehensions ; but he prayed God they might be

groundless.

Mr. MADISON replied, that the obvious explanation was,

that the states were to appoint the officers, and govern all

the militia except that part which was called into the actual

service of the United States. He asked, if power were

given to the general government, if we must not give it exe-

cutive power to use it. The vice of the old system was,

that Congress could not execute the powers nominally vested

in them. If the contested clause were expunged, this sys-

tem would have nearly the same defect.

Mr. HENRY wished to know what authority the state

governments had over the militia.

Mr. MADISON answered, that the state governments

might do what they thought proper with the militia, when

they were not in the actual service of the United States.

They might make use of them to suppress insurrections, quell

riots, &c., and call on the <2;eneral government for the militia

of any other state, to aid them, if necessary.

Mr. HENRY replied that, as the clause expressly vested

the general government with power to call them out *" sup
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press insurrections, &c., it appeared to him, most decidedly,

that the power of suppressing insurrections was exclusively

given to Congress. If it remained in the states, it was by
implication.

Mr. CORBIN, after a short address to the chair, in which
he expressed extreme reluctance to get up, said, that all

contentions on this subject might be ended, by adverting to

the 4th section of the 4th article, which provides, " that the

United States shall guaranty to every state in the Union a

republican form of government, and shall protect each of

them against invasion, and, on application of the legislature,

or of the executive, (when the legislature cannot be con-

vened,) against domestic violence." He thought this section

gave the states power to use their own militia, and call on
Congress for the militia of other states. He observed that

our representatives were to return every second year to

mingle with their fellow-citizens. He asked, then, how, in

the name of God, they would make laws to destroy them-
selves. The o^entleman had told us that nothing could be

more humiliating; than that the stale s:overnments could not

control the general government. He thought the gentleman
might as well have complained that one county could not

control the state at large. Mr. Corbin then said that all

confederate governments had the care of the national defence,

and that Congress ought to have it. Animadverting on Mr.
Henry's observations, that the French had been the instru-

ments of their own slavery, that the Germans had enslaved

the Germans, and the Spaniards the Spaniards, &c., he

asked if those nations knew an}^ thing of representation.

The want of this knowledge was the principal cause of their

bondage. He concluded by observing that the general gov-

ernment had no power but such as the state government had,

and that arguments against the one held against the other.

Mr. GRAYSON, in reply to Mr. Corbin, said he was
mistaken when he produced the 4th section of the 4th arti-

cle, to prove that the state g^overnments had a right to inter-

meddle with the militia. He was of opinion that a previous

application must be made to the federal head, by the legis-

lature when in session, or otherwise by the executive of any
state, before they could interfere with the militia. In his

opiriion, no instance could be adduced where the states could

employ the militia ; for, in all the cases wherein they could be

vor,. III. 63
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employed, Congress had the exclusive direction and control

of them. Disputes, he observed, had happened in many
countries, where this power should be lodged. In England,

there was a dispute between the Parliament and King Charles

who should have jKJwer over the militia. Were this govern-

ment well organized, he would not object to giving it power

over the militia. But as it appeared to him to be without

checks, and to tend to the formation of an aristocratic body,

he could not agree to it. Thus organized, his imagination

did not reach so far as to know where this power should be

lodged. He conceived the state governments to be at the

mercy of the generality. He wished to be open to conviction,

but he could see no case where the states could conmiand

the militia. He did not believe that it corresponded with

the intentions of those who formed it, and it was altogether

without an equilibrium. He humbly apprehended that the

power of providing for organizing and disciplining the militia,

enabled the government to make laws for regulating them,

and inflicting punishments for disobedience, neglect, &;c.

Whether it would be the spirit of the generality to lay

unusual punishments, he knew not ; but he thought they

had the power, if they thought proper to exercise it. He
thought that, if there was a constructive implied power left

\n the states, yet, as the line whs not clearly marked be-

tween the two governments, it would create differences.

He complained of the uncertainty of the expression, and

wished it to be so clearly expressed that the people might

see where the states could interfere.

As the exclusive power of arming, organizing, &:c., was
given to Congress, they might entirely neglect them ; or

they might be armed in one part of the Union, and totally

neglected in another. This, he apprehended to be a proba-

ble circumstance. In this he might be thought suspicious;

but he was justified by what had happened in other coun-

tries. He wished to know what attention had been paid to

the militia of Scotland and Ireland since the union, and

what laws had been made to regulate them. There is, says

Mr, Grayson, an excellent militia law in England, and such

as I wish to be established by the general government.

They have thirty thousand select militia in England. But

the militia of Scotland and Ireland are neglected. I seethe

necessity of the concentration of the forces of the Union.
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I acknowledge that militia are the best means of quelling

insurrections, and that we have an advantage over the Eng-

lish government, for their regular forces answer the purpose.

But I object to the want of checks, and a line of discrimina-

tion between the state governments and the generality.

Mr. JOHN MARSHALL asked if gentlemen were seri-

ous when they asserted that, if the state governments had

power to interfere with the militia, it was by implication.

If they were, he asked the committee whether the least at-

tention would not show that they were mistaken. The state

governments did not derive their powers from the general

government ; but each government derived its powers from

the people, and each was to act according to the powers

given it. Would any gentleman deny this? He demanded

if powers not given were retained l)y implication. Could

any man say so ? Could any man say that this power was

not retained by the states, as they had not given it away ?

For, says he, does not a power remain till it is given away ?

The state legislatures had power to command and govern

their militia before, and have it still, undeniably, unless

there be something in this Constitution that takes it away.

For Continental purposes Congress may call forth the

militia,— as to suppress insurrections and repel invasions.

But the power given to the states by the people is not taken

away ; for the Constitution does not say so. In the Confed-

eration Congress had this power; but the state legislatures

had it also. The power of legislating given them within the

ten miles square is exclusive of the states, because it is

expressed to be exclusive. The truth is, that when power

is given to the general legislature, if it was in the state

legislature before, both shall exercise it ; unless there be

.an incompatibility in the exercise by one to that by

the other, or negative words precluding the state gov-

ernments from it. But there are no negative words here.

It rests, therefore, with the states. To me it appears,

then, unquestionable that the state governments can call

forth the militia, in case the Constitution should be adopt-

ed, in the same manner as they could have done before

Its adoption. Gentlemen have said that the states cannot

defend themselves without an application to Congress, be-

cause Congress can interpose I Does not every man feel a

refutation of the argument in his own breast ? I will shovi
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that there could not be a combination, between those who
formed the Constitution, to take awaj this power. All the

restraints intended to be laid on the state governments (be-

sides where an exclusive power is expressly given to Con-

gress) are contained in the 10th section of the 1st article.

This power is not included in the restrictions in that section.

But what excludes every possibility of doubt, is the last part

of it — that " no state shall engage in war, unless actually

invaded, or in such imminent danger as will not admit of

delay." When invaded, they can engage in war, as also

when in imminent danger. This clearly proves that the

states can use the militia when they find it necessary. The
worthy member last up objects to the Continental govern-

ment's possessing the power of disciplining the militia, be-

cause, though all its branches be derived from the people,

he says they will form an aristocratic government, unsafe

and unfit to be trusted.

Mr. GRAYSON answered, that he only said it was so

constructed as to form a great aristocratic body.

Mr. MARSHALL replied, that he was not certain wheth-

er he understood him ; but he thought he had said so. He
conceived that, as the government was drawn from the

people, the feelings and interests of the people would be

attended to, and that we should be safe in granting them

power to regulate the militia. When the government is

drawn from the people, continued Mr. Marshall, and de-

pending on the people for its continuance, oppressive meas-

ures will not be attempted, as they will certainly draw on

their authors the resentment of those on whom they depend.

On this government, thus depending on ourselves for its ex-

istence, I will rest my safety, notwhhstanding the danger

depicted by the honorable gentleman. I cannot help being

surprised that the worthy member thought this power so

dangerous. What government is able to protect you in

time of war ? Will any state depend on its own exertions?

The consequence of such dependence, and withholding this

power from Congress, will be, that state will fall after state,

and be a sacrifice to the want of power in the general gov-

ernment. United we are strong, divided we foil. Will you

prevent the general government from drawing the militia of

one state to another, when the consequence would be, that

every state must depend on itself? The enemy, possessing
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the water, can quickly go from one state to another. No
state will spare to another its militia, which it conceives

necessary for itself. It requires a superintending power, in

order to call forth the resources of all to protect alk If this

be not done, each state will fall a sacrifice. This system
merits the highest applause in this respect. The honorable

gentleman said that a general regulation may be made to

inflict punishments. Does he imagine that a militia law is

to be ingrafted on the scheme of government, so as to ren-

der it incapable of being changed ? The idea of the worthy
member supposes that men renounce their own interests.

This would produce general inconveniences throughout the

Union, and would be equally opposed by all the states.

But the worthy member fears, that in one part of the Union
they will be regulated and disciplined, and in another neg-

lected. This danger is enhanced by leaving' this power to

each state ; for some states may attend to their militia, and
others may neglect them. If Congress neglect our militia

we can arm them ourselves. Cannot Virginia import arms.'

Cannot she put them into the hands of her militia-men ?

He then concluded by observing, that the power of gov-

erning the militia was not vested in the states by impli-

cation, because, being possessed of it antecedent to the

adoption of the government, and not being divested of it

by any grant or restriction in the Constitution, they must
necessarily be as fully possessed of it as ever they had been.

And it could not be said that the states derived any powers

from that system, but retained them, though not acknowl-

eJged in any part of it.

Mr. GRAYSON acknowledged that all power was drawn
from the people. But he could see none of those checks

which ought to characterize a free government. It had not

such checks as even the British government had. He
thought it so organized as to form an aristocratic body. If

we looked at the democratic branch, and the great extent of

coimtry, he said, it must be considered, in a great degree, to

be an aristocratic representation. As they were eU c*ed with

craving appetites, and wishing for emoluments, they might

unite with the other two branches. They might give recip-

rocally good offices to one another, and mutually protect

each other; for he considered them all as united in interest,

and as but one branch. There was no check to prevent such

36
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a combination ; nor, in cases of concurrent powers, was there

a line drawn to prevent interference between the state gov-
ernments and the generality.

Mr. HENRY still retained his opinion, that the states had
no right to call forth the militia to suppress insurrections, &;c.

But the right interpretation (and such as the nations of the

earth had put upon the concession of power) was that, when
power was given, it was given exclusively. He appealed to

the committee, if power was not confined in the hands of a

few in ahnost all countries of the world. He referred to their

candor, il" the construction of conceded power was not an
exclusive concession, in nineteen twentieth parts of the world.
The nations which retained their libe;rty were comparatively
iiiw. America would add to the number of the oppressed

nations, if sh^ depended on constructive rights and argu-

mentative implication. That the powers given to Congress
were exclusively given, was very obvious to him. The rights

which the states had must be founded on the restrictions on
Congress. He asked, if the doctrine which had been so often

circulated, that rights not given were retained, was true, why
there were negative clauses to restrain Congress. He told

gentlemen that these clauses were sufficient to shake all their

implication
; for, says he, if Congress had no power but that

given to them, why restrict them by negative words ? Is not

the clear implication this— that, if these restrictions were
not inserted, they could have performed what they prohibit ?

The worthy member had said that Congress ought to have
power to protect all, and had given this system the highest

encomium. But he insisted that the power over the militia

was concurrent. To obviate the futility of this doctrine, Mr.
Henry alleged that it was not reducible to practice. Ex-
amine it, says he; reduce it to practice. Suppose an insur-

rection in Virginia, and suppose there be danger apprehended
of an insurrection in another state, from the exercise of the

government; or suppose a national war, and there be dis-

contents among the people of this state, that produce, or

threaten, an insurrection ; suppose Congress, in either case,

demands a number of militia,— will they not be obliged to

go ? Where are your reserved rights, when your militia go
to a neighboring state ? Which call is to be obeyed, the

congressional call, or the call of the state legislature ? The
'^all of Congress must be obeyed. I need not remind this
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committee that the sweeping clause will cause their demands
to be submitted to. This clause enables them "to make all

laws which shall be necessary and proper to carry into ex-

ecution all the powers vested by this Constitution in the

government of the United States, or in any department oi

officer thereof." Mr. Chairman. I will turn to another clause

which relates to the same subject, and tends to show the fal-

lacy of their argument.

The 10th section of the 1st article, to which reference was
made by the worthy member, militates against himself. It

says, that "no state shall engage in war, unless actually in-

vaded." If you give this clause a fair construction, what is

the true meaning of it .'' What does this relate to ? Not do-

mestic insurrections, but war. If the country be invaded, a

state may <2;o to war, but cannot suppress insurrections. If

there should happen an insurrection of slaves, the country

cannot be said to be invaded. They cannot, therefore, sup-

press it without the interposition of Congress. The 4th
section of the 4th article expressly directs that, in case of

domestic violence. Congress shall protect the states on a])pli-

cation of the legislature or executive ; and the 8th section of

the Isi article gives Congress power to call forth the militia,

to quell insurrections: there cannot, therefore, be a concur-

rent power. The state legislatures ought to have power
to call forth the efforts of the militia, when necessary. Oc-
casions for calling them out may be urgent, pressing, and in-

stantaneous. The states cannot now call them, let an in-

surrection be ever so perilous, without an application to Con-
gress. So long a delay may be fatal.

There are three clauses which prove, beyond the possi-

bility of doubt, that Congress, and Congrf^ss only, can call

forth the militia. The clause giving Congress })ower to call

them out to suppress insurrections, &c.; that which restrains

a state from engaging in war except when actually invaded
;

and that which requires Congress to protect the states against

domestic violence,— render it impossible that a state can have

power to intermeddle with them. Will not Congress find

'•efuge for their actions in these clauses ? With respect to the

concurrent jurisdiction, it is a political monster of absurdity.

We have passed that clause which gives Congress an unlim-

ited authority over the national wealth; and here is an un-

bounded control over the national strength. Notwithstand •
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ing this clear, unequivocal relinquishment of the power of

controlling the militia, you say the states retain it, for the very

purposes given to Congress. Is it fair to say that you give

the power of arming the militia, and at the same time to

say yon reserve it? This great national government ought
not to be left in this condition. If it be, it will terminate in

the destruction of our liberties.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, let me ask this com-
mittee, and the honorable member last up, what we are to

understand from this reasoning. The power must be vested

in Congress, or in the state governments ; or there must be

a division or concurrence. He is against division. It is a

political monster. He will not give it to Congress for fear

of oppression. Is it to be vested in the state governments ?

If so, where is the provision for general defence ? If ever

America should be attacked, the states would fall successive-

ly. It will prevent them from giving aid to their sister

states ; for, as each state will expect to be attacked, and wish
to guard against it, each will retain its own militia for its own
defence. Where is this power to be deposited, then, unless

in the general government, if it be dangerous to the public

safety to give it exclusively to the states ? If it must be

divided, let him show a better manner of doing it than that

which is in the Constitution. I cannot a^ree with the other

honorable gentleman, that there is no check. There is a

powerful check in that paper. The state governments are

to govern the militia when not called forth for general na-

tional purposes ; and Congress is to govern such part only

as may be in the actual service of the Union. Nothing can

be more certain and positive than this. It expressly em-
powers Congress to govern them when in the service of the

United States. It is, then, clear that the states govern

them when they are not. With respect to suppressing in-

surrections, 1 say that those clauses which were mentioned

by the honorable gentleman are compatible with a concur-

rence of the power. By the first. Congress is to call them
forth to suppress insurrections, and repel invasions of foreign

powers. A concurrence in the former case is necessary,

because a whole state may be in insurrection against the

Union. What has passed may perhaps justify this appre-

hension. The safety of the Union and particular states re-

quires that the general government should have power to
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repel foreign invasions. The 4th section of the 4th article

is perfectly consistent with the exercise of the power bv the

states. The words are, " The United States shall guaranty

to every state in this Union a republican form of govern-

ment, and shall protect each of them against invasion, and,

on application of the legislature, or of the executive, (when
the legislature cannot be convened,) against domestic vio-

lence." The word invasion here, after power had been
given in the former clause to repel invasions, may be thought

tautologous, but it has a different meaning from the other.

This clause speaks of a particular state. It means that it

shall be protected from invasion by other states. A republi-

can government is to be guarantied to each state, and they

are to be protected from invasion from other states, as well

as from foreign powers ; and, on application by the legisla-

ture or executive, as the case may be, the militia of the other

states are to be called to suppress domestic insurrections.

Does this bar the states from calling forth their own militia ?

No; but it gives them a supplementary security to suppress

insurrections and domestic violence.

The other clause runs in these words :
" No state shall,

without the consent of Congress, lay any duty on tonnage,

keep troops or ships of war in time of peace, enter into any
agreement or compact with another state, or with a foreign

power, or engage in war, unless actually invaded, or in such

imminent danger as will not admit of delay." They are

restrained from making war, unless invaded, or in imminent
danger. When in such danger, they are not restrained. I

can perceive no competition in these clauses. They cannot

be said to be repugnant to a concurrence of the power. If

we object to the Constitution in this manner, and consume
our time in verbal criticism, we shall never put an end to the

busmess.

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, a worthy
member has asked who are the militia, if they be not the

people of this country, and if we are not to be protected

from the fate of the Germans, Prussians, &c., by our repre-

sentation .^ I ask. Who are the militia? They consist now
of the whole people, except a few public officers. Btit I

t'annot say who will be the militia of the future day. If

that paper on the table gets no alteration, the militia of the

future day may not consist of all classes, high and low, and
VOL. III. 54
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rich and poor ; but they may be confined to the lower and
middle classes of the people, granting exclusion to the higher

classes of the people. If we should ever see that day, the

most ignominious punishments and heavy fines may be ex-

pected. Under the present government, all ranks of people

are subject to militia duty. Under such a full and equal

representation as ours, there can be no ignominious punish-

ment inflicted. But under this national, or rather consoli-

d:ited government, the case will be different. The repre-

sentation being so small and inadequate, they will have nu

fellow-feeling for the people. They may discriminate people

in their own predicament, and exempt from duty all the offi-

cers and lowest creatures of the national government. If

there were a more particular definition of their powers, and
a clause exempting the militia from martial law except when
in actual service, and from fines and punishments of an un-

usual nature, then we might expect that the militia would
be what they are. But, if this b(^ not the case, we cannot
say how long all classes of people will be included in the

militia. There will not be the same reason to expect it,

because the government will be administered by different

people. We know what they are now, but know not how
soon they may be altered.

Mr. GEORGE NICHOLAS. Mr. Chairman, I feel ap-

prehensions lest the subject of our debates should be mis-

understood. Every one wishes to know the true meaning
of the system ; but I fear those who hear us will think we
are captiously quibbling on words. We have been told, in

the course of this business, that the government will operate

like a screw. Give me leave to say that the exertions of the

opposition are like that instrument. They catch at every

thing, and take it into their vortex. The worthy member
says that this government is defective, because it comes from

the people. Its greatest recommendation, with me, is put-

ting the power in the hands of the people. He disapproves

of it because it does not say in what particular instances the

militia shall be called out to execute the laws. This is a

power of the Constitution, and particular instances must be

defined by the legislature. But, says the worthy member,
those laws which have been read are arguments against the

Constitution, because they show that the stales are now in

possession of the power, and competent to iift execution
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Would you leave this power in the states, and by that means
deprive the general government of a power which will be

necessary for its existence ? If the state governments find

this power necessary, ought not the general government to

have a similar power ? But, sir, there is no state check in

this business. The gentleman near me has shown that there

is a very important check.

Anotiier worthy member says there is no power in the

states to quell an insurrection of slaves. Have they it now?
If they have, does the Constitution take it away? If it does,

it must be in one of the three clauses which have been men-
tione by the worthy member. The first clause gives the

general government power to call them out when necessary.

Does this take it away from the states? No. But it givt-s

an additional security; for, besides the power in the state

governments to use their own militia, it will be the duty of

the general government to aid them with the strength of the

Union when called for. No part of this Constitution can

show that this power is taken away.

But an argument is drawn from that clause which says

"that no state shall engage in war unless actually invaded,

or in such imminent danger as will not admit of delay."

What does this prohibition amount to ? It must be a war
with a foreign enemy that the states are prohibited from

making; for the exception to the restriction proves it. The
restriction includes only offensive hostility, as they are at

liberty to engage in war when invaded, or in imminent dan-

ger. They are, therefore, not restrained from quelling do-

mestic insurrections, which are totally different from making
war with a foreign power. But the great thing to be dreaded

is that, during an insurrection, the militia will be called out

from the state. This is his kind of argument. Is it possible

that, at such a time, the general government would order the

militia to be called ? It is a groundless objection, to work
on gentlemen's apprehensions within these walls. As to the

4th article, it was introduced wholly for the particular aid of

the states. A republican form of government is guarantittd,

and protection is secured against invasion and domestic vio-

lence on application. Is not this a guard as strong as possi-

ble . Does it not exclude the unnecessary interference of

Congress in business of this sort?

The gentleman over the way cannot tell who will be the
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militia at a future day, and enumerates dangers of select

militia. Let me attend to the nature of gentlemen's objec-
tions. One objects because there will be select militia

;

another objects because there will be no select militia ; and
yet both oppose it on these contradictory principles. If you
deny the general government the power of calling out the
militia, there must be a recurrence to a standing army. If

you are really jealous of your liberties, confide in Congress.
Mr. MASON rose, and said that he was totally misunder-

stood. The contrast between his friend's objection and his

was improper. His friend had mentioned the propriety of
having select militia, like those of Great Britain, who should
be more thoroughly exercised than the militia at large could
possibly be. But he, himself, had not spoken of a selection

of militia, but of the exemption of the highest classes of the

people from militia service ; which would justify apprehen-
sions of severe and ignominious punishments.

Mr. NICHOLAS wished to know whether the represent-
atives of the people would consent to such exemptions, as

every man who had twenty-five acres of land could vote for

a federal representative.

Mr. GRAYSON. Mr. Chairman, I conceive that the
power of providing and maintaining a navy is at present
dangerous, however warmly it may be urged by gentlemen
that America ought to become a maritime power. If we
once give such power, we put it in the hands of men whose
interest it will be to oppress us. It will also irritate the

nations of Europe against us. Let us consider the situation

of the maritime powers of Europe : they are separated from
us by the Atlantic Ocean. The riches of all those countries

come by sea. Commerce and navigation are the principal

sources of their wealth. If we become a maritime power,
we shall be able to participate in their most beneficial busi-

ness. Will they suffer us to put ourselves in a condition to

rival them ? I believe the first step of any consequence,
which will be made towards it, will bring war upon us.

Their ambition and avarice most powerfully impel them to

prevent our becoming a naval nation. We should, on this

occasion, consult our ability. Is there any gentleman here
who can say that America can support a navy .'' The riches

of America are not sufficient to bear the enormous expense
It must certainly occasion. I may be supposed to exagger-
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ate, but I leave it to the committee to judge whetner mj
information be right or not.

It is said that shipwrights can be had on better terms in

America than in Europe ; but necessary materials are so

much dearer in America than in Europe, that the aggregate

sum would be greater. A seventy-four gun ship will cost

you ninety-eight thousand pounds, including guns, tackle,

&c. According to the usual calculation in England, it will

cost you the further sum of forty-eight thousand pounds to

man it, furnish provisions, and pay officers and men. You
must pay men more here than in Europe, because, their gov

ernments being arbitrary, they can command the services of

their subjects without an adequate compensation; so that,

in all, the expenses of such a vessel would be one hundred

and forty thousand pounds in one year. Let gentlemen

consider, then, the extreme difficulty of supporting a navy,

and they will concur with me, that America cannot do it. ]

have no objection to such a navy as will not excite the jeal-

ousy of the European countries. But I would have the

Constitution to say, that no greater number of ships should

be had than would be sutlficient to protect our trade. Such
a fleet would not, probably, offend the Europeans. I am not

of a jealous disposition ; but when I consider that the wel-

fare and happiness of my country are in danger, I beg to be

excused for expressing my apprehensions. Let us consider

how this navy shall be raised. What would be the conse-

quence under those general words, " to provide and maintain

a navy"? All the vessels of the intended fleet would be

built and equipped in the Northern States, where they have

every necessary material and convenience for the purpose.

Will any gentleman say that any ship of war can be raised

to the south of Cape Charles ? The consequence will be

that the Southern States will be in the power of the North-

ern States.

We should be called upon for our share of the expenses,

without having equal emoluments. Can it be supposed,

when this question comes to be agitated in Congress, that

the Northern States will not take such measures as will

throw as much circulating money among them as possible,

vithout any consideration as to the other states ? If I know
the nature of man, (and I believe I do,) the}' will have no

consideration for us. But, supposing it were not so, America
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has nothing at all to do with a fleet. Let us remain for

some time in obscurity, and rise by degrees. Let us not
precipitately provoke the resentment of the maritime powers
of Europe. A well-regulated militia ought to he the defence
of this country. In some of our constitutions it is said so.

This Constitution should have inculcated the principle.

Congress ought to be under some restraint in this respect.
Mr. Grayson then added, that the Northern States would be
principally benefited by having a fleet ; that a majority of
the states could vote the raising a great navy, or enter
into any commercial regulation very detrimental to the other
states. In the United Netherlands there was much greater
security, as the commercial interest of no state could be
sacrificed without its own consent. The raising a fleet was
the daily and favorite subject of conversation in the Northern
States. He apprehended that, if attempted, it would draw
us into a war with Great Britain or France. As the Ameri-
can fleet would not be competent to the defence of all the
states, the Southern States would be most exposed. He
referred to the experience of the late war, as a proof of what
he said. At the period the vSouthern States were most
distressed, the Northern States, he said, were most hapjjy.

They had privateers in abundance, whereas we had but few.
Upon the whole, he thought we should depend on our troops
on shore, and that it was very impolitic to give this power to

Congress without any limitation.

Mr. NICHOLAS remarked that the gentleman last up
had made two observations— the one, that we ought not to

give Congress power to raise a navy ; and the other, that we
had not the means of supporting it. Mr. Nicholas thought
it a false doctrine. Congress, says he, has a discretionary
power to do it when necessary. They are not bound to do
it in five or ten years, or at any particular time. It is pre-
sumable, therefore, that they will postpone it until it be
proper.

Mr. GRAYSON had no objection to giving Congress the
power of raising such a fleet as suited the circumstances of
the country. But he could not agree to give that unlimited
power which was delineated in that paper.

Adverting to the clause investing Congress with the power
of exclusive legislation in a district not exceeding ten miles
square, he said he had before expressed his doubts that this
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district would be the favorite of the generality, and that it would
be possible for them to give exclusive privileges of commerce to

those residing within it. He had illustrated what he said

by European examples. It might be said to be impractica-

ble to exercise this power in this manner. Among the

various laws and customs which pervaded Europe, there were
exclusive privileges and immunities enjoyed in many places.

He thought that this ought to be guarded against ; for should

such exclusive privileges be granted to merchants residing

within the ten miles square, it would be highly injurious to

the inhabitants of other places.

Mr. GEORGE MASON thought that there were few
clauses in the Constitution so dangerous as that which gave

Congress exclusive power of legislation within ten miles

square. Implication, he observed, was capable of any ex-

tension, and would probably be extended to augment the

congressional powers. But here there was no need of im-

plication. This clause gave them an unlimited authority, in

everv possible case, within th:it district. This ten miles

square, says Mr. Mason, may set at defiance the laws of the

surrounding states, and may, like the custom of the super-

stitious driys of our ancestors, become the sanctuary of the

blackest crimes. Here the federal courts are to sit We
have heard a good deal said of justice.

It has been doubted whether jury trial be secured in civil

cases. But I will suppose that we shall have juries in civil

cases. What sort of a jury shall we have within the ten

miles square ? The immediate creatures of the government.

What chance will poor men get, where Congress have the

power of legislating in all cases whatever, and where judges

and juries may be under their influence, and bound to sup-

port their operations ? Even with juries the chance of jus-

tice nv.iy here be very small, as Congress have unlimited

authority, legislative, executive, and judicial. Lest this

power should not be sufficient, they have it in every case.

Now, sir, if an attempt should be made to establish tyranny

over the people, here are ten miles square where the great-

est offender may meet protection. If any of their officers,

or creatures, should attempt to 0|)press the people, or should

actually perpetrate the blackest deed, he has nothing to do

but get into the ten miles square. Why was this dangerous

power given ? Felons may receive an asylum there and in
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their strongholds. Gentlemen have snid that it was dan-
gerous to argue against possible abuse, because there could
be no power delegated but might be abused. It is an in-

controvertible axiom, that, when the dangers that may arise
from the abuse are greater than the benefits that may result
from the use, the power ought to be withheld. I do not
conceive that this power is at all necessary, though capable
of being greatly abused.

We are told by the honorable gentleman that Holland has
its Hague. I confess I am at a loss to know what inference
he could draw from that observation. This is the place
where the deputies of the United Provinces meet to transact
the public business. But I do not recollect that they have
any exclusive jurisdiction whatever in that place, but are
subject to the laws of the province in which the Hague is.

To what purpose the gentleman mentioned that Holland has
its Hague, I cannot see.

Mr. MASON then observed that he would willingly give
them exclusive power, as far as respected the police and
good government of the place ; but he would give them no
more, because he thought it unnecessary. He was very
willing to give them, in this as well as in all other cases,
those powers which he thought indispensably necessary.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman : I did conceive, sir,

that the clause under consideration was one of those parts

which would speak its own praise. It is hardly necessary
to say any thing concerning it. Strike it out of the system,
and let me ask whether there would not be much larger
scope for those dangers. I cannot comprehend that the
power of legislating ovei a small district, which cannot ex-
ceed ten miles square, and may not be more than one mile,
will involve the dangers which he apprehends. If there be
any knowledge in my mind of the nature of man, I should
think it would be the last thing that would enter into the
mind of any man to grant exclusive advantages, in a very
circumscribed district, to the prejudice of the community at

large. We make suppositions, and afterwards deduce con-
clusions from them, as if they were established axioms. But,
after all, bring home this question to ourselves. Is it proba-
ble that the members from Georgia, New Hampshire, &c.,
will concur to sacrifice the privileges of their friends? I

beheve that, whatever state may become the seat of the gen-
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eral government, it will become the object of the jealous}'

aiid envj of the other states. Let. me remark, if not already

remarked, that there must be a cession, by particular states,

of the district to Congress, and that the states may settle

the terms of the cession. The states may make what stip-

ulation they please in it, and, if they apprehend any danger,

they may refuse it altogether. How could the general gov-

ernment be guarded from the undue influence of particular

states, or from insults, without such exclusive power .^ If it

were at the pleasure of a particular state to control the ses-

sion and deliberations of Consiress, would they be secure

from insults, or the influence of such state .^ If this com-

monwealth depended, for the freedom of deliberation, on the

laws of any state where it might be necessary to sit, would

it not be liable to attacks of that nature (and with more

indig;nity) which have been already offered to Congress ?

With respect to the government of Holland, I believe the

States General have no Jurisdiction over the Hague ; but

I have heard that mentioned as a circumstance which gave

undue influence to Holland over the rest. We must limit

our apprehensions to certaiji degrees of probability. The
evils which they urge must result from this clause are ex-

tremely improbable ; nay, almost impossible.

Mr. GHWSON. Mr. Chairman, one answer which has

been given is, the improbability of the evil— that it will

never be attempted, and that it is almost impossible. This

will not satisfy us, when we consider the great attachments

men have to a great and magnificent capital. It would be

the interest of the citizens of that district to aggrandize

themselves by every possible means in their power, to the

great injury of the other states. If we travel all over the

world, we shall find that people have aggrandized their own
capitals. Look at Russia and Prussia. Every step has

been taken to aggrandize their capitals. In what light are

we to consider the ten miles square ? It is not to be a four-

teenth state. The inhabitants will in no respect whatever

be amenable to the laws of any state. A clause in the 4th

article, highly extolled for its wisdom, will be rendered nu-

gatory by this exclusive legislation. This clause runs thus :

" No person held to service or labor in one state, under the

laws thereof, escaping into another, shall, in consequence

of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from such
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service or labor, but shall be delivered up on the claim of the

party to whom such labor or service may be due." Unless
you consider the ten miles square as a state, persons bound
to labor, who shall escape thither, will not be given up ; for

they are only to be delivered up after they shall have escaped
into a state. As my honorable friend mentioned, felons,

wiio shall have fled from justice to the ten miles square, can-

not be apprehended. The executive of a state is to

apply to that of another for the delivery of a felon. He
cannot apply to the ten miles square. It was often in con-

templation of Congress to have power of regulating the

police of the seat of government ; but they never had an idea

of exclusive legislation in all cases. The power of regula

ting the police and good government of it will secure Con-
gress against insults. What originated the idea of the ex-

clusive legislation was, some insurrection in Pennsylvania,

whereby Congress was insulted,— on account of which, it is

supposed, they left the state.

It is answered that the consent of the state must be re-

quired, or else they cannot have such a district, or places for

the erecting of forts, &c. But how much is already given
them ! Look at the great country to the north-w^est of the

Ohio, extending to and commanding the lakes.

Look at the other end of the Ohio, towards South Caro-
lina, extending to the Mississippi. See what these, in process

of time, may amount to. They may grant exclusive privi-

leges to any particular part of which they have the posses-

sion. But it may be observed that those extensive countries

will be formed into independent states, and that their con-

sent will be necessary. To this 1 answer, that they may still

grant such privileges as, in that country, are already granted to

Congress by the states. Tht; grants of Virginia, South Car-
olina, and other states, will be subservient to Congress in

this respect. Of course, it results from the whole, that re-

quiring the consent of the states will be no guard against

this abuse of power.

[A desultory conversation ensued.]

Mr. NICHOLAS insisted that as the state, within which
the ten miles square might be, could prescribe the terms on
which Congress should hold it, no danger could arise, as no
state would consent to injure itself: there was the same
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security with respect to the places purchased for the erection

of forts, magazines, &c. ; and as to the territory of the United

States, the power of Congress only extended to make need-

ful rules and regulations concerning it, without prejudicing

the claim of any particular state, the right of territory not

being given up; that the grant of those lands to the United

States was for the general benefit of all the states, and not

to be perverted to their prejudice ; that, consequently, wheth-

er that country were formed into new states or not, the

danger apprehended could not take place ; that the seat of

government was to be still a part of the state, and, as to

general regulations, was to be considered as such.

Mr. GRAYSON, on the other hand, contended that the

ten miles square could not be viewed as a state ; that the

state within which it might be would have no power of

legislating over it ; that, consequently, persons bound to

labor, and felons, might receive protection there ;
that ex-

clusive emoluments* might be granted to those residing

within it; that the territory of the United States, being a

part of no state or states, might be appropriated to what use

Congress pleased, without the consent of any state or states
;

and that, consequently, such exclusive privileges and exemp-

tions might be granted, and such protection afforded to fugi-

tives, within such places, as Congress should think proper
;

that, after mature consideration, he could not find that the

ten miles square was to be looked upon even as a part of a

state, but to be totally independent of all, and subject to the

exclusive legislation of Congress.

Mr. LEE strongly expatiated on the impossibility of

securing any human institution from possible abuse. He
thought the powers conceded in the paper on the table not

so liable to be abused as the powers of the state govern-

ments. Gentlemen had suggested that the seat of govern-

ment would become a sanctuary for state villains, and that,

in a short time, ten miles square would subjugate a country

of eight hundred miles square. This appeared to him a most

improbable possibility; nay, he might call it impossibility.

Were the place crowded with rogues, he asked if it would

be an agreeable place of residence for the members of the

general government, who were freely chosen by the people

and the state governments. Would the people be so lost to

honor and virtue, as to select men who would willingly
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associate with the most abandoned characters ? He thought
the honorable gentleman's objections against remote possi-

bility of abuse went to prove that government of no sort was
eligible, but that a state of nature was preferable to a state

of civilization. He apprehended no danger; and thought
that persons bound to labor, and felons, could not take refujje

in the ten miles square, or other places exclusively governed
by Congress, because it would be contrary to the Constitu-

tion, and a palpable usurpation, to protect them.
Mr. HENRY entertained strong suspicions that great

dangers must result from the clause under consideration.

They were not removed, but rather confirmed, by the remarks
of the honorable gentleman, in saying that it was extremely
improbable that the members from New Hampshire and
Georgia would go and legislate exclusively for the ten miles

square. If it was so improbable, why ask the power? Why
demand a power which was not to be exercised ? Compare
this power, says he, with the next clause, which gives them
power to make all laws which shall be necessary to carry

their laws into execution. By this they have a right to pass

any law that may facilitate the execution of their acts.

They have a right, by this clause, to make a law that such
a district shall be set apart for any purpose they please, and
that any man who shall act contrary to their commands,
within certain ten miles square, or any place they may select,

and strongholds, shall be hanged without benefit of clergy.

If they think any law necessary for their personal safety,

after perpetrating the most tyrannical and oppressive deeds,

cannot they make it by this sweeping clause ? If it be

necessary to provide, not only for this, but for any depart-

ment or officer of Congress, does not this clause enable them
to make a law for the purpose ? And will not these laws,

made for those purposes, be paramount to the laws of the

states ? Will not this clause give them a right to keep a

powerful army continually on foot, if they think it necessary
to aid the execution of their laws ? Is there any act, how-
ever atrocious, which they cannot do by virtue of this clause r

Look at the use which has been made, in all parts of the

world, of that human thing called power. Look at the pre-

dominant thirst of dominion which has invariably and
uniformly prompted rulers to abuse their powers. Can you
say that you will be safe when you give such unlimited pow-
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ers, without any real responsibility ? Will you be safe when
you trust men at Philadelphia with power to make any law

that will enable them to carry their acts into execution ?

Will not the members of Congress have the same passions

which other rulers have had ? They will not be superior to

the frailties of human nature. However cautious you may
be in the selection of your representatives, it will be danger-

ous to trust them with such unbounded powers. Shall we
be told, when about to grant such ilhmitable authority, that

it will never be exercised !

I conjure you once more to remember the admonition of

that sage man who told you that, when you give power, you

know not what you give. I know the absolute necessity of

an energetic government. But is it consistent with any

principle of prudence or good policy to grant unlimited, un-

bounded authority, which is so totally unnecessary that

gentlemen say it will never be exercised? But gentlemen

sav that we must make experiments. A wonderful and

unheard-of experiment it will be, to give unlimited power

unnecessarily! I admit my inferiority in point of historical

knowledge ; but I believe no man can produce an instance

of an unnecessary and unlimited power, given to a body

independent of the legislature, within a particular district.

Let any man in this Convention show me an instance of

such separate and different jK)wers of legislation in the same

country— show me an instance where a part of the com-

munity was independent of the whole.

The people within that place, and the strongholds, may
be excused from all the burdens imposed on the rest of the

society, and may enjoy exclusive emoluments, to the great

injury of the rest of the people. But gentlemen say that the

power will not be abused. They ought to show that it is

necessary. All their powers may be fully carried into execu-

tion, without this exclusive authority in the ten miles square.

The sweeping clause will fully enable them to do what they

please. What could the most extravagant and boundless

imagination ask, but power to do every thing? I have

reason to suspect ambitious grasps at power. The experi-

ence of the world teaches me the jeopardy of giving enor-

fixous power. Strike this clause out of the form of the gov-

ernment, and how will it stand ? Congress will still have

power, by the sweeping clause, to make laws within that
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place and the strongholds, independently of the local author-

ity of the state. I ask you, if this clause be struck out,

whether the sweeping clause will not enable them to protect

themselves from insult. If you grant them these powers,

you destroy every degree of responsibility. They will fully

screen them from justice, and preclude the possibility of

punishing them. No instance can be given of such a wan-
ton grasp of power as an exclusive legislation in all cases

whatever.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, I am astonished that

the honorable member should launch out into such strong

descriptions without any occasion. Was there ever a legis-

lature in existence that held their sessions at a place where
they had not jurisdiction ? I do not mean such a legislature

as they have in Holland ; for it deserves not the name.
Their powers are such as Congress have now, which we find

not reducible to practice. If you be satisfied with the

shadow and form, instead of the substance, you will render

them dependent on the local authority. Suppose the legis-

lature of this country should sit in Richmond, while the ex-

clusive jurisdiction of the place was in some particular coun-

ty; would this country think it safe that the general good

should be subject to the paramount authority of a part oif the

community ?

The honorable member asks. Why ask for this power,

and if the subsequent clause be not fully competent for the

same purpose. If so, what new terrors can arise from this

particular clause ? It is only a superfluity. If that latitude

of construction which he contends for were to take place

with respect to the sweeping clause, there would be room
for those horrors. But it gives no supplementary power
It only enables them to execute the delegated powers. If

the delegation of their powers be safe, no possible incon-

venience can arise from this clause. It is at most but ex-

planatory. For when any power is given, its delegation

necessarily involves authority to make laws to execute it.

Were it possible to delineate on paper all those particular

cases and circumstances in which legislation by the general

legislature would be necessary, and leave to the states all the

other powers, I imagine no gentleman would object to it.

But this is not within the limits of human capacity. The
particular powers which are found necessary to be given
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are therefore delegated generally, and particular and minute

specification is left to the legislature.

[Here Mr. Madison spoke of the distinction between regulation of po-

lice and legislation, but so low he could not be heard.]

When the honorable member objects to giving the general

government jurisdiction over the place of their session, does

he mean that it should be under the control of any particu-

lar state, that might, at a critical moment, seize it ? 1

should have thought that this clause would have met with the

most cordial approbation. As the consent of the state in

which it may be must be obtained, and as it may stipulate

the terms of the grant, should they violate the particular

stipulations it would be an usurpation ; so that, if the mem-
bers of Congress were to he guided by the laws of their

country, none of those dangers could arise.

[Mr. Madison made several other remarks, which could not be heard.]

Mr. HENRY replied that, if Congress were vested with

supreme power of legislation, paramount to the constitution

and laws of the states, the dangers he had described might

happen; for that Congress would not be confined to the

enumerated powers. This construction was warranted, in

his opinion, by the addition of the word department, at the

end of the clause, and that they could make any laws which

they might think necessary to execute the powers of any de-

partment or officer of the government.

Mr. PENDLETON. Mr. Chairman, this clause does

not give Congress power to impede the operation of any

part of the Constitution, or to make any regulation that

may affect the interests of the citizens of the Union at large.

But it gives them power over the local police of the place,

so as to be secured from any interruption in their proceed-

ings. Notwithstanding the violent attack upon it, I believe,

sir, this is the fair construction of the clause. It gives them

power of exclusive legislation in any case within that dis-

trict. What is the meaning of this ? What is it opposed

to ? Is it opposed to the general powers of the federal

legislature, or to those of the state legislatures ? I under-

stand it as opposed to the legislative power of that state

where it shall be. What, then, is the power? It is, that

Congress shall exclusively legislate there, in order to pre
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serve the
} jlice of the place and their own personal inde-

pendence, that thej may not be overawed or insulted, and
of course to preserve them in opposition to any attempt by
the state where it shall be. This is the fair construction.

Can we suppose that, in order to effect these salutary ends,

Congress will make it an asylum for villains and the vilest

characters from all parts of the world ? Will it not degrade
their own dignity to make it a sanctuary for villains ? I

hope that no man that will ever compose that Congress will

associate with the most profligate characters.

Why oppose this power ? Suppose it was contrary to

the sense of their constituents to grant exclusive privileges

to citizens residing within that place ; the effect would be
directly in opposition to what he says. It could have no
operation without the limits of that district. Were Con-
gress to make a law granting them an exclusive privilege

of trading to the East Indies, it could have no effect the

moment it would go without that place ; for their exclusive
power is confined to that district. Were they to pass such
a law, it would be nugatory ; and every member of the com-
munity at large could trade to the East Indies as well as

the citizens of that district. This exclusive power is lim-
ited to that place solely, for their own preservation, which
all gentlemen allow to be necessary.

Will you pardon me when I observe that their construction
of the preceding clause does not appear to me to be natural,

or warranted by the words.

They say that the state governments have no power at all

over the militia. The power of the general government to

provide for arming and organizing the militia is to introduce
a uniform system of discipline to pervade the United States
of America. But the power of governing the militia, so far

as it is in Congress, extends only to such parts of them as
may be employed in the service of the United States. When
not in their service. Congress has no power to govern them.
The states then have the sole government of them ; and
though Congress may provide for arming them, and prescribe
the mode of discipline, yet the states have the authority of
training them, according to the uniform discipline prescribed
by Congress. But there is nothing to preclude them from
arining and disciplining them should Congress neglect to

do it. As to calling the militia to execute the laws of tne
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Union, I think the fair construction is directly opposite to

what the honorable member says. The 4th section of the

4th article contains nothing to warrant the supposition that

the states cannot call them forth to suppress domestic insur-

rections. [Here he read the section.] All the restraint here

contained is, that Congress may, at their pleasure, on appli-

cation of the state legislature, or (in vacation) of the execu-

tive, protect each of the states against domestic violence.

This is a restraint on the general government not to inter-

pose. The state is^ in full possession of the power of using

its own militia to protect itself against domestic violence
;

and the power in the general government cannot be exer-

cised, or interposed, without the application of the state

itself. This appears to me to be the obvious and fair con-

struction.

With respect to the necessity of the ten miles square being

superseded by the subsequent clause, which gives them

power to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper

for carrying into execution the foregoing powers, and all

other powers vested by this Constitution in the government

of the United States, or in any department or officer thereof,

I understand that clause as not going a single step beyond

the delegated powers. What can it act upon ? Some power

given by this Constitution. If they should be about to pass

a law in consequence of this clause, they must pursue some

of the delegated powers, but can by no means depart from

them, or arrogate any new powers ; for the plain language

of the clause is, to give them power to pass laws in order to

give effect to the delegated powers.

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen

s.iy there is no new power given by this clause. Is there

any thing in this Constitution which secures to the states

the powers which are said to be retained.? Will powers

remain to the states which are not expressly guarded and

reserved ? I will suppose a case. Gentlemen may call it

an impossible case, and suppose that Congress will act with

wisdom and integrity. Among the enumerated powers,

Congress are to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and

excises, and to pay the debts, and to provide for the general

Welfare and common defence ; and by that clause (so often

called the sweeping clause) they are to make all laws ne-

cessary to execute those laws. Now, suppose oppressions

VOL. III. 56
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should arise under this government, and any writer should
dare to stand forth, and expose to the community at large

the abuses of those powers; could not Congress, under the
idea of providing for the general welfare, and u!ider their

own construction, say that this was destroying the general
peace, encouraging sedition, and poisoning the minds of the

people ? And could they not, in order to provide a2;ainst

this, lay a dangerous restriction on the press ? Might they
not even bring the trial of this restriction within the ten

miles square, when there is no prohibition against it?

Might they not thus destroy the trial by jury? Would they
not extend their implication? It appears to me that they
may and will. And shall the support of our rights depend
on the bounty of men whose interest it may be to oppress
us ? That Congress should have power to provide for the

general welfare of the Union, I grant. But I wish a clause

in the Constitution, with respect to all powers which are not
granted, that they are retained by the states. Otherwise,
the power of providing for the general welfare may be per-

verted to its destruction.

Many gentlemen, whom I respect, take different sides of
this question. We wish this amendment to be introduced,

to remove our apprehensions. There was a clause in the

Confederation reserving to the states respectively every pow-
er, jurisdiction, and right, not expressly delegated to the

United States. This clause has never been complained of,

but approved by all. Why not, then, have a similar clause

in this Constitution, in which it is the more indispensably
necessary than in the Confederation, because of the great

augmentation of power vested in the former? In my hum-
ble apprehension, unless there be some such clear and finite

expression, this clause now under consideration will go
to any thing our rulers n)ay think proper. Unless there

be some express declaration that every thing not given is

retained, it will be carried to any power Congress may
please.

Mr. HENRY moved to read from the 8th to the 13th
article of the declaration of rights ; which was done.

Mr. GEORGE NICHOLAS, in reply to the gentlemen
opposed to the clause under debate, went over the same
grounds, and developed the same princi()les, which Mr.
Pendleton and Mr. Madison had done. The opposersof the
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clause, which gave the i)ower of providing for the general

welfare, supposed its dangers to result from its connection

with, and extension of, the powers granted in the other

clauses. He endeavored to show the committee that it only

empowered Congress to make such laws as would be neces-

sary to enable them to pay the public debts and provide for

the common defence ; that this general welfare was united,

not to the general power of legislation, but to the particular

power of laying and collecting taxes, imposts, and excises,

for the purpose of payijig the debts and providing for the

common defence,— that is, that they could raise as much

money as would pay the debts and provide for the common
defence, in consequence of this power. The clause which

was affectedly called the sweeping clause contained no new
grant of power. To illustrate this position, he observed

that, if it had been added at the end of every one of the

enumerated powers, instead of being inserted at the end of

all, it would be obvious to any one that it was no augmenta-

tion of power. If, for instance, at the end of the clause

granting power to lay and collect taxes, it had been added

that they should have power to make necessary and proper

laws to lay and collect taxes, who could suspect it to be an

addition of power.'' As it would grant no new power if in-

serted at the end of each clause, it could not when subjoined

to the whole.

He then proceeded ihus : But, says he, who is to

determine the extent of such powers ? I say, the same

power which, in all well-regulated communities, determines

the extent of legislative powers. If they exceed these

j)owers, the judiciary will declare it void, or else the people

will have a right to declare it void. Is this depending on

any man ? But, says the gentleman, it may go to any

thing. It may destroy the trial by jury ; and they may say

it is necessary for providing for the general defence. The
power of providing for the general defence only extends to

raise any sum of money they may think necessary, by taxes,

imposts, &c. But, says he, our only defence against op-

pressive laws consists in the virtue of our representatives.

This was misrepresented. If I understand it right, no new
power can be exercised. As to those which are actually

granted, we trust to the fellow-feelings of our representa-

fives ; and if we are deceived, we then trust to altering our
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government. It appears to me, however, that we can con-
fide in their discharging their powers rightly, from the pecu-
liarity of their situation, and connection with us. If, sir,

the powers of the former Congress were very inconsiderable,
that body did not deserve to have great powers.

It was so constructed that it would be dangerous to invest
it with such. But why were the articles of the bill of
rights read ? Let him show us that those rights are given
up by the Constitution. Let him prove them to be violated.
He tells us that the most worthy characters of the country
differ as to the necessity of a bill of rights. It is a simple
and plain proposition. It is agreed upon by all that the
people have all power. If they part with any of it, is it

necessary to declare that they retain the rest.^ Liken it to

any similar case. If I have 'one thousand acres of land, and
I grant five hundred acres of it, must I declare that 1 retain
the other five hundred ? Do I grant the whole thousand
acres, when I grant five hundred, unless I declare that the
five hundred I do not give belong to me still ? It is so in

this case. After granting some powers, the rest must re-

main with the people.

Gov. RANDOLPH observed that he had some objec-
tions to the clause. He was persuaded that the construc-
tion put upon it by the gentlemen, on both sides, was
erroneous

; but he thought any construction better than going
into anarchy.

Mr. GEORGE MASON still thought that there ought
to be some express declaration in the Constitution, asserting
that rights not given to the general government were re-

tained by the states. He apprehended that, unless this was
done, many valuable and important rights would be con-
cluded to be given up by implication. All governments were
drawn from the people, though many were perverted to their

oppression. The government of Virginia, he remarked, was
drawn from the people

;
yet there were certain great and

important rights, which the people, by their bill of rights,

declared to be paramount to the power of the legislature.

He asked. Why should it not be so in this Constitution ?

Was it because we were more substantially represented in it

than in the state government ? If, in the state government,
where the people were substantially and fully represented, it

was necessary that the great rights of human nature should
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be secure from the encroachments of the legislature, he

asked if it was not more necessary in this government,

where they were but inadequately represented ? He de-

clared that artful sophistry and evasions could not satisfy

him. He could see no clear distinction between rights relin-

quished by a positive grant, and lost by implication. Unless

there were a bill of rights, implication might swallow up all

our rights.

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, the necessity of a bill of

rights appears to me to be greater in this government than

ever it was in any government before. J have observed

already, that the sense of the European nations, and particu-

larly Great Britain, is against the construction of rights

being retained which are not expressly relinquished. I re-

peat, that all nations have adopted this construction— that

all rights not expressly and unequivocally reserved to the

people are impliedly and incidentally relinquished to rulers,

as necessarily inseparable from the delegated powers. It is

so in Great Britain ; for every possible right, which is not

reserved to the people by some express provision or compact,

is within the king's prerogative. It is so in that country

which is said to be in such full possession of freedom. It is

so in Spain, Germany, and other parts of the world. Let us

consider the sentiments which have been entertained by the

people of America on this subject. At the revolution, it

must be admitted that it was their sense to set down those

great rights which ought, in all countries, to be held inviola-

ble and sacred. Virginia did so, we all remember. She
made a compact to reserve, expressly, certain rights.

When fortified with full, adequate, and abundant repre-

sentation, was she satisfied with that representation ? No.

She most cautiously and guardedly reserved and secured

those invaluable, inestimable rights and privileges, which no

people, inspired with the least glow of patriotic liberty, ever

did, or ever can, abandon. She is called upon now to aban-

don them, and dissolve that compact which secured them to

her. She is called upon to accede to another compact, which
most infallibly supersedes and annihilates her present one.

Will she do it? This is the question. If you intend to re-

serve your unalienable rights, you must have the most express

stipulation ; for, if implication be allowed, you are ousted

of those rights. If the p<;ople do not think it necessary to

38
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reserve tnem, thej will be supposed to be given up. How
were the congressional rights defined when the people of
America united by a confederacy to defend their liberties

and rights against the tyrannical attempts of Great Britain f

The states were not then contented with implied reserva-
tion. No, Mr. Chairman. It was expressly declared in our
Confederation that every right was retained by the states,

respectively, which was not given up to the government of
the United States. But there is no such thing here. You,
therefore, by a natural and unavoidable implication, give up
your rights to the general government.

lour own example furnishes an argument against it. If

you give up these powers, without a bill of rights, you will

exhibit the most absurd thing to mankind that ever the world
saw— a government that has abandoned all its powers—
the powers of direct taxation, the sword, and the purse.
You have disposed of them to Congress, without a bill of
rights— without check, limitation, or control. And still you
have checks and guards; still you keep barriers— pointed
where ? Pointed against your weakened, prostrated, ener-
vated state government ! You have a bill of rights to de-
fend you against the state government, which is bereaved of
all power, and yet you have none against Congress, though
in full and exclusive possession of all power ! You arm
yourselves against the weak and defenceless, and expose
yourselves naked to the armed and powerful. Is not this a
:onduct of unexampled absurdity? What barriers have you
to oppose to this most strong, energetic government ? To
that government you have nothing to oppose. All your de-
fence is given up. This rs a real, actual defect. It must
strike the mind of every gentleman. When our government
w^as first instituted in Virginia, we declared the common law
of England to be in force.

That system of law which has been admired, and has
protected us and our ancestors, is excluded by that system.
Added to this, we adopted a bill of rights. By this Consti-
tution, some of the best barriers of human rights are thrown
away. Is there not an additional reason to have a bill of
rights? By the ancient common law, the trial of all facts is

decided by a jury of impartial men from the immediate
vicinage This paper speaks of different juries from the

common law in criminal cases; and in civil controveisies

(
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excludes trial by jury altogether. There is, therefore, niort

occasion for the supplementary check of a bill of rights now

than then. Congress, from their general powers, may fully

go into business of human legislation. They may legislate,

in criminal cases, from treason to the lowest offence— petty

larceny. They may define crimes and prescribe punish-

ments. In the definition of crimes, I trust they will be

directed by what wise representatives ought to be governed

by. But when we come to punishments, no latitude ought

to be left, nor dependence put on the virtue of representa-

tives. What says our bill of rights ?— " that excessive bail

ought not to be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor

cruel and unusual punishments inflicted." Are you not,

therefore, now calling on those gentlemen who are to com-

pose Congress, to prescribe trials and define punishments

without this control ? Will they rind sentiments there simi-

lar to this bill of rights ? You let them loose
;
you do more—

you depart from the genius of your country. That paper

tells you that the trial of crimes shall be by jury, and held

in the state where the crime shall have been committed.

Under this extensive provision, they may proceed in a man-

ner extremely dangerous to liberty : a person accused may

be carried from one extremity of the state to another, and

be tried, not by an impartial jury of the vicinage, acquainted

with his character and the circumstances of the fact, but by

a jury unacquainted with both, and who may be biased

against him. Is not this sufficient to alarm men ? How
different is this from the immemorial practice of your British

ancestors, and your own ! I iteed not tell you that, by the

common law, a number of hundredors were required on a

jury, and that afterwards it was sufficient if the jurors came

from the same county. With less than this the people of

England have never been satisfied. That paper ought to

have declared the common law in force.

In this business of legislation, your members of Congress

will loose the restriction of not imposing excessive fines, de-

manding excessive bail, and inflicting cruel and unusual

punishments. These are prohibited by your declaration of

-ights. What has distinguished our ancestors ?— That they

would not admit of tortures, or cruel and barbarous punish-

ment. But Congress may introduce the practice of the civil

aw, in preference to that of the common law. They ma}
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introduce the practice of France, Spain, and Germany— of

torturing, to extort a confession of the crime. Thej will say

that they might as well draw examples from those countries

as from Great Britain, and they will tell you that there is

such a necessity of strengthening the arm of government,
that they must have a criminal equity, and extort confession

by torture, in order to punish with still more relentless se-

verity. We are then lost and undone. And can any man
think it troublesome, when we can, by a small interference,

prevent our rights from being lost? If you will, like the

Virginian government, give them knowledge of the extent

of the rights retained by the people, and the powers of them-
selves, they will, if they be honest men, thank you for it.

Will they not wish to go on sure grounds ? But if you
leave them otherwise, they will not know how to proceed

;

and, being in a state of uncertainty, they will assume rather

than give up powers by implication.

A bill of rights may be summed up in a few words. What
do they tell us .^— That our rights are reserved. Why not

say so ? Is it because it will consume too much paper ?

Gentlemen's reasoning against a bill of rights does not sat-

isfy me. Without saying which has the right side, it re-

mains doubtful. A bill of rights is a favorite thing with the

Virginians and the people of the other states likewise. It

may be their prejudice, but the government ought to suit

their geniuses ; otherwise, its operation will be unhappy. A
bill of rights, even if its necessity be doubtful, will exclude

the possibility of dispute ; and, with great submission, I think

the best way is to have no dispute. In the present Consti-

tution, they are restrained from issuing general warrants to

search suspected places, or seize persons not named, with-

out evidence of the commission of a fact, &c. There was
certainly some celestial influence governing those who delib-

erated on that Constitution ; for they have, with the most

cautious and enlightened circumspection, guarded those in-

defeasible rights which ought ever to be held sacred ! The
officers of Congress may come upon you now, fortified with a!!

the terrors of paramount federal authority. Excisemen
may come in multitudes ; for the limitation of their numbers
no man knows. They may, unless the general government
be restrained by a bill of rights, or some similar restriction,

gc into your cellars and rooms, and search, ransack, and
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measure, every thins you eat, drink, and wenr. Theyou^lu

to be restrained within proper bounds. With respect to the

freedom of the press, I need say nothing; for it is hoped

that the gentlemen who shall compose Congress will takir

care to infringe as Iktle as possible the rights of human na-

ture. This will result from their integrity. They should,

from prudence, abstain from violating the rights of their con-

stituents. They are not, however, expressly restrained. But

whether they will intermeddle with that palladium of our

liberties or not, 1 leave you to determine.

Mr. GRAYSON thought it questionable whether rights

not given up were reserved. A majority of the states, he

observed, had expressly reserved certain important rights by

bills of rights, and that in the Confederation there was a

clause declaring expressly that every power and right not

given up was retained by the states. It was the general

sense of America that such a clause was necessary ;
other-

wise, why did they introduce a clause which was totally un-

necessary ? It had been insisted, he said, in many parts of

America, that a bill of rights was only necessary between a

prince and people, and not in such a government as this,

which was a compact between the people themselves. This

did not satisfy his mind; for so extensive was the power of

legislation, in his estimation, that he doubted whether, when

it was once given up, awj thing was retained. He furthei

remarked, that there were some negative clauses in the Con-

stitution, which refuted the doctrine contended for by the

other side. For instance; the 2d clause of the 9th section

of the 1st article provided that "the privilege of the writ of

habeas corpus shall not be suspended, unless when, in cases

of rebellion or invasion, ttie public safety may require it."

And, by the last clause of the same section, "no title of

nobility shall be granted by the United States." Now, ii

these restrictions had not been here inserted, he asked

whether Congress would not most clearly have had a right

to suspend that great and valuable right, and to grant titles

of nobility. When, in addition to these considerations, he

saw they had an indefinite power to provide for the general

welfare, he thought there were great reasons to apprehend

great dangers. He thought, therefore, that there ought to

be a bill of rights.

Mr. GEORGE NICHOLAS, in answer to the two gen-
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tlemeii hist up, observed that, though there was a declara-

tion of riglits in the government of Virginia, it was no con-

chisive reason that there should l)e one in this Constitution
;

for, if it was unnecessary in the former, its omission in the

latter could be no defect. They ought, therefore, to prove

that it was essentially necessary to be inserted in the Con-
stitution of Virginia. There were five or six states in the

Union which had no bill of rights, separately and distinctly

as such ; but they annexed the substance of a bill of rights

to their respective constitutions. These states, he further ob-

served, were as free as this state, and their liberties as seciue

as ours. If so, gentlemen's arguments from the precedent were
not good. In Virginia, all powers were given to the gov-

ernment vvithout any exception. It was different in the

general government, to which certain special powers were
delegated for certain purposes. He asked which was the

more safe. Was it safer to grant general powers than

certain limited powers? This much as to the theory, con-

tinued he. What is the practice of this invaluable govern-

ment ? Have your citizens been bound by it? They have

not, sir. You have violated that maxim, " that no man shall

be condennied without a fair trial." That man who was
killed, not secundum artem, was deprived of his life without

the benefit of law, and in express violation of this declara-

tion of rights, which they confide in so much. But, sir, this

bill of rights was no security. It is but a ]>aper check. It

has been violated in many other instances. Therefore, from

theory and practice, it may be concluded that this govern-

ment, with special powers, without any express exceptions,

is better than a government with general powers and special

exceptions. But the practice of England is against us. The
rights there reserved to the [>eople are to limit and check

the king's prerogative. It is easier to enumerate the excep-

tions to his prerogative, than to mention all the cases to

which it extends. Besides, these reservations, being only

formed in acts of the legislature, may be altered by the rep-

resentatives of the people when they think proper. No
comparison can be made of this with the other governments

he mentioned. There is no stipulation between the king and

people. The former is possessed of absolute, unlimited

authority.

But, sir, this Constitution is defective because the common
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law is not declared to be in force ! What woald have been

the consequence if it had ? It would be immutable. tJui

now it can l)e changed or modified as the legislative body

may find necessary for the community. But the common
law is not excluded. There is nothing in that paper t(»

warrant the assertion. As to the exclusion of a jury from

the vicinage, he has mistaken the fact. The legislature may
direct a Jury to come from the vicinage. But the g(^ntle-

man say's that, by this Constitution, they have power to mak(>

laws to define crimes and prescribe punishments ;
and thit,

consequently, we are not free from torture. Treason against

the United States is defined in the Constitution, and the for-

feiture limited to the life of the person attainted. Congress

have power to define and punish piracies and felonies com-

mitted on the high seas, and offences against the laws of na-

tions ; but they cannot define or prescribe the punishment of

any other crime whatever, without violating the Constitu-

tion. If we had no security against torture but our decla-

ration of rights, we might be tortured to-morrow ;
for it has

been repeatedly infringed and disregarded. A bill of rights

is only an acknowledgment of the preexisting claim to rights

in the people. They belong to us as much as if they had

been inserted in the Constitution. But it is said that, if it

be doubtful, the possibility of dispute ought to be precluded.

Admitting it was proper for the Convention to have inserted

a bill of rights, it is not proper here to propose it as the con-

dition of our accession to the Union. Would you reject

this government for its omission, dissolve the Union, and

bring miseries on yourselves and posterity? I hope tbe geii-

tlem;in does not oppose it on this ground solely. Is there

another reason ? He said that it is not only the general wish

of this state, but all the states, to have a bill of rights. If it

be so, where is the difficulty of having this done by way of

subsequent amendment.? We shall find the other states

willing to accord with their own favorite wish. The gentle-

man last up says that the power of legislation includes every

thing. A general power of legislation does. But this is a

specml povver of legislation. Therefore, it does not contain

ihat plenitude of power which he imagines. They cannot

.egislate in any case but those particularly enumerated. No
gentleman, who is a friend to the government, ought to with-

hold his assent from it for this reason.
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Mr. GEORGE MASON replied that the worthy gentle-

man was mistaken in his assertion that the bill of rights did

not prohibit torture ; for that one clause expressly provided

that no man can give evidence against himself; and that the

worthy gentleman must know that, in those countries where

torture is used, evidence was extorted from the criminal

himself. Another clause of the bill of rights provided that

no cruel and unusual punishments shall be inflicted; there-

fore, torture was included in the prohibition.

Mr. NICHOLAS acknowledged the bill of rights tocontain

that prohibition, and that the gentleman was right with re-

spect to the practice of extorting confession from the crim-

inal in those countries where torture is used ; but still he saw

no security arising from the bill of rights as separate from

the Constitution, for that it had been frequently violated

with impunity.

Tuesday, June 15, 1788.

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, this is a fatal

section, which has created more dangers than any other.

The first clause allows the importation of slaves for twenty

years. Under the royal government, this evil was looked

upon as a great oppression, and many attempts were made

to prevent it; but the interest of the African merchants pre-

vented its prohibition. No sooner did the revolution take

place, than it was thought of. It was one of the great

causes of our separation from Great Britain. Its exclusion

has been a principal object of this state, and most of the

states in the Union. The augmentation of slaves weakens

the states ; and such a trade is diabolical in itself, and dis-

graceful to mankind
;
yet, by this Constitution, it is con-

tinued for twenty years. As much as I value a union of all

the states, I would not admit the Southern States into the

Union unless they agree to the discontinuance of this dis-

graceful trade, because it would brinjz weakness, and not

strength, to the Union. And, though this infamous traffic be

continued, we have no security for the property of that kind

which we have already. There is no clause in this Consti-

tution to secure it ; for they may lay such a tax as will amount

to manumission. And should the government be amended,

still this detestable kind of commerce cannot be discontinued

till after the exj)iration of twenty years ; for the 5th article.
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which provides for amendments, expressly excepts this clause

I have ever looked upon this as a most disgraceful thing lo

America. I cannot express my detestation of it. Yet they

have nol secured us the property of the slaves we have

already. So that " they have done what they ought not to

have done, and have left undone what they ought to have

done."

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, I should conceive this

clause to be impolitic, if it were ong of those things which

could be excluded without encountering greater evils. The
Southern States would not have entered into the Union ot

America without the temporary permission of that trade
;

and if they were excluded from the Union, the consequences

might be dreadful to them and to us. We are not in a

worse situation than before. That traffic is prohibited by

our laws, and we may continue the prohibition. The Union

in general is not in a worse situation. Under the Articles

of Confederation, it might be continued forever; but, by this

clause, an end may be put to it after twenty years. There is,

therefore, an amelioration of our circumstances. A tax may
be laid in the mean time ; but it is limited ; otherwise Con-

gress mifiht lay such a tax as would amount to a prohibition.

From the mode of representation and taxation, Congress

cannot lay such a tax on slaves as will amount to manumis-

sion. Another chiuse secures us that property which we
now possess. At present, if any slave efopes to any of those

states where slaves are free, he becomes emancipated by

their laws ; for the laws of the states are uncharitable to one

another in this respect. But in this Constitution, " no person

held to service or labor in one state, under the laws thereof,

escaping into another, shall, in consequence of any law or

reijulation therein, be discharged from such service or labor

;

but shall be delivered up on claim of the party to whom such

service or labor shall be due." This clause was expressly

inserted, to enable owners of slaves to reclaim them.

This is a better security than any that now exists. No power

is given to the general government to interpose with respect to

the property in slaves now held by the states. The taxation

of this state being equal only to its representation, such a

tax cannot be laid as he supposes. They cannot prevent

the importation of slaves for twenty years ; but after that

period, they can. The gentlemen from South Carolina and
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Georgia argued in this manner :
" We have now liberty to im-

port this species of property, and much of the property now
])Ossessed had been purchased, or otherwise acquired, in con-

templation of improving it by the assistance of imported

slaves. What would be the consequence of hindering us

from it? The slaves of Virginia would rise in value, and

we should be obliged to go to your markets. I need not ex-

patiate on this subject. Great as the evil is, a dismember-

ment of the Union woukl be worse. If those states should

disunite from the other states for not indulging them in the

temporary continuance of this traffic, they might solicit and

obtain aid from foreign powers.

Mr. TYLER warmly enlarged on the impolicy, iniquity,

and disgracefulness of this wicked traftic. He thought the

reasons urged by gentlemen in defence of it were incon-

clusive and ill founded. It was one cause of the complaints

against British tyranny, that this trade was permitted. The
revolution had put a period to it ; but now it was to be re-

vived. He thought nothing could justify it. This tempo-

rary restriction on Congress militated, in his opinion, against

the arguments of gentlemen on the other side, that what was
not given up was retained by the states; for that, if this re-

striction had not been inserted, Congress could have prohibit-

ed the African trade. The power of prohibiting it was nol

expressly delegated to them; yet they would have had it b^'

implication, if this restraint had not been provided. This

seemed to him to demonstrate most clearly the necessity of

restraining them, by a bill of rights, from infringing our una-

lienable rights. It was immaterial whether the bill of rights

was by itself, or included in the Constitution. But he con-

tended for it one way or the other. It would be justified

by our own example and that of England. His earnest

desire was, that it should be handed down to posterity that

he had opposed this wicked clause. He then adverted to

the clauses which enabled Congress to legislate exclusively

in the ten miles square, and other places purchased for forts,

magazines, &c., to provide for the general welfare, to raise a

standing army, and to make any law that may be necessary

to carry their laws into execution. From the combined oper-

ation of these unlimited powers he dreaded the most fatal

consequences. If any acts of violence should be committed

on persons or property, the perpetrators of such acts might
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take refuge in the sanctuary of the ten miles square and the

strongholds. Thej would thus escape with imjmnity, as the

states had no power to punish them. He called to the rec-

ollection of the committee the history of the Athenian who,

from small beginnings, had enslaved his country. He begged

them to remember that Ca3sar, who prostrated the liber-

ties of his country, did not possess a powerful army at first.

Suppose, says he, that the time should come that a king

should be proposed by Congress. Will they not be able, by

the sweeping clause, to call in foreign assistance, and raise

troops, and do whatever they think })roper to carry this prop-

osition into effect? He then concluded that, unless this

clause were expunged, he would vote against the Constitu-

tion.

Mr. MADISON was surprised that any gentleman should

return to the clauses which had already been discussed. He
begged the gentleman to read the clauses which gave the

power of exchisive legislation, and he might see that nothing

could be done without the consent of the states. With

respect to the supposed operation of what was denominated

the sweeping clause, the gentlemm, he said, was mistaken :

for it only extended to the eiiumerated powers. Should

Congress attempt to extend it to any power not enumerated,

it would not be warranted by the clause. As to the restric-

tion in the clause under consideration, it was a restraint on

the exercise of a power expressly delegated to Congress
;

namely, that of regulating commerce with foreign nations.

Mr. HENRY insisted that the insertion of these restric-

tions on Congress was a plain demonstration that Congress

could exercise powers by implicatiop. The gentleman had

admitted that Congress could have interdicted the African

trade, were it not for this restriction. If so, the power, not

having been expressly delegated, must be obtained by im-

plication. He demanded where, then, was their doctrine of

reserved rights. He wished for negative clauses to prevent

them from assuming any powers but those expressly given.

He asked why it was omitted to secure us that property in

slaves which we held now. He feared its omission was

done with desiijn. They might lay such heavy taxes on

slaves as would amount to emancipation ; and then the

Southern States would be the only sufferers. His opinion

was confirmed by the mode of levying money. Congress, ne
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observed, had power to lay and collect taxes, imposts, and

excises. Imposts (or duties) and excises were to be uni-

form ; but this uniformity did not extend to taxes. This

might compel the Southern States to liberate their negroes.

He" wished this property, therefore, to be guarded. He con-

sidered the clause, which had been adduced by the gentle-

man as a security for this property, as no security at all. It

was no more than this— that a runaway negro could be

taken up in Maryland or New York. This could not prevent

Congress from interfering witb that property by laying a

grievous and enormous tax on it, so as to compel owners to

emancipate their slaves rather than pay the tax. He appre-

hended it would be productive of much stock-jobbing, and

that they would play into one another's hands in such a

manner as that this property would be lost to the country.

Mr. GEORGE NICHOLAS wondered that gentlemen

who were against slavery should be opposed to this clause
;

as, after that period, the slave trade would be done away.

He asked if gentlemen did not see the inconsistency of their

arguments. They object, says he, to the Constitution, be-

cause the slave trade is laid open for twenty odd years ; and

yet they tell you that, by some latent operation of it, the

slaves who are so now will be manumitted. At the same

moment it is opposed for being promotive and destructive of

slavery. He contended that it was advantageous to Virginia

that it should be in the power of Congress to prevent the

importation of slaves after twenty years, as it would then

put a period to the evil complained of.

As the Southern States w^ould not confederate without

this clause, he asked if .gentlemen would rather dissolve the

confederacy than to suffer this temporary inconvenience, ad-

mitting it to be such. Virginia tnight continue the prohibi-

tion of such importation during the intermediate period, and

would be benefited by it, as a tax of ten dollars on each

slave might be laid, of which she would receive a share.

He endeavored to obviate the objection of gentlemen, that

the restriction on Congress was a proof that they would

have powers not given them, by remarking, that they would

only have had a general superintendency of trade, if the re-

striction had not been inserted. But the Southern States

insisted on this exception to that general superintendency

for twenty years. It could not, therefore, have been a power
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by implication, as the restriction was an exception from a

delegated power. The taxes could not, as had been suggest-

ed, be laid so high on negroes as to amount to emancipation

because taxation and representation were fixed according to

the census established in the Constitution. The exception

of taxes from the uniformity annexed to duties and excises

could not have the operation contended for by the gentle-

man, because other clauses had clearly and [)ositively fixed

the census. Had taxes been uniform, it would have been

universally objected to; for no one object could be selected

without involving great inconveniences and oppressions.

But, says Mr. Nicholas, is it from the general government

we are to fear emancipation ? Gentlemen will recollect

what I said in another house, and what other gentlemen

have said, that advocated emancipation. Give me leave to

say, that clause is a great security for our slave tax. I can

tell the committee that the people of our country are reduced

to beggary by the taxes on negroes. Had this Constitution

been adopted, it would not have been the case. The taxes

were laid on all our negroes. By this system, two fifths are

exempted. He then added, that he had not imagined gentle-

men would support here what they had opposed in another

place.

Mr. HENRY replied that, though the proportion of each

was to be fixed by the census, and three fifths of the slaves

only were included in the enumeration, yet the proportion

of Virginia, being once fixed, might be laid on blacks and

blacks only ; for, the mode of raising the proportion of each

state being to be directed by Congress, they might make

slaves the sole object to raise it of. Personalities he wished

to take leave of : they had nothing to do with the question,

which was solely whether that paper was wrong or not.

Mr. NICHOLAS replied, that negroes must be consid-

ered as persons or property. If as property, the proportion

of taxes to be laid on them was fixed in the Constitution.

If he apprehended a poll tax on negroes, the Constitution had

prevented it; for, by the census, where a white man paid

ten shillings, a negro paid but six shillings ; for the exemp-

tion of two fifths of them reduced it to that proportion.

[The 2d, 3d, and 4lh clauses were then read.]

Mr. GEORGE MASON said, that gentlemen might think

themselves secured by the restriction, in the 4th clause, that

VOL. III. 58 39
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no capitation or other direct tax should be laid but in pro-

portion to the census before directed to be taken ; but that,

when maturely considered, it would be found to be no se-

curity whatsoever. It was nothing but a direct assertion, or

mere confirmation of the clause which iixed the ratio of

taxes and representation. It only meant that the quantum

to be raised of each state should be in proportion to their

numbers, in the manner therein directed. But the general

government was not precluded from laying the proportion of

any particular state on any one species of property they

might think proper.

For instance, if five hundred thousand dollars were to be

raised, they might lay the whole of the proportion of the

Southern States on the blacks, or any one species of prop-

erty ; so that, by laying taxes too heavily on slaves, they

might totally annihilate that kind of property. No real se-

curity could arise from the clause which provides that per-

sons held to labor in one state, escaping into another, shall

be delivered up. This only meant that runaway slaves

should not be protected in other states. As to the exclusion

of ex postfacto laws, it could not be said to create any se-

curity in this case ; for laying a tax on slaves would not be

ex post facto.

Mr. MADISON replied, that even the Southern States,

which were most affected, were perfectly satisfied with this

provision, and dreaded no danger to the property they now
hold. It appeared to him that the general government would

not intermeddle with that property for twenty years, but to

lay a tax on every slave imported not exceeding ten dollars
;

and that, after the expiration of that period, they might pro-

hibit the traffic altogether. The census in the Constitu-

tion was intended to introduce equality in the burdens to be

laid on the community. No gentleman objected to laying

duties, imposts, and excises, uniformly. But uniformity of

taxes would be subversive of the principles of equality ; for it

was not possible to select any article which would be easy

for one state but what would be heavy for another ; that,

the proportion of each state being ascertained, it would be

raised by the general government in the most convenient man-

ner for the people, and not by the selection of any on<^ par-

ticular object ; that there must be some degree of confidence

put in agents, or else we must reject a state of civil society
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altogethei. Another great security to this property, which

he mentioned, was, that five states were greatly interested

in that species of property, and there were other states

which had some slaves, and had made no attempt, or taken

any step, to take them from the people. There. were a WiW

slaves in New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut : these

states would, probably, oppose any attempts to annihilate

this species of property. He concluded by observing that

he should be glad to leave the decision of this to the com-

mittee.
[The oth and 6th clauses were then rea^.]

Mr. GEORGE MASON apprehended the loose expres-

sion of " publication from time to time " was applicable to

any time. It was equally applicable to monthly and septen-

nial periods. It might be extended ever so much. The
reason urged in favor of this ambiguous expression was,

that there might be some matters which require secrecy. In

matters relative to military operations and fort^ign negotia-

tions, secrecy was necessary sometimes ; but he did not

conceive that the receipts and expenditures of the public

money ought ever to be coi>cealed. The people, he affirmed,

had a right to know the expenditures of their money ; but

that this expression was so loose, it might be concealed for-

ever from them, and might afford opportunities of misapply-

ing the public money, and sheltering those who did it. He
concluded it to be as exceptionable as any clause, in so few

words, could be.

Mr. LEE (of Westmoreland) thought such trivial argu-

ment as that just used by the honorable gentleman would

have no weight with the committee. He conceived the ex-

pression to be sufficiently explicit and satisfactory. It must

be supposed to mean, in the common acceptation of lan-

guage, short, convenient periods. It was as well as if it had

said one year, or a shorter term. Those who would neglect

this provision would disobey the most pointed directions.

As the Assembly was to meet next week, he hoped gentle-

men would confine themselves to the investigation of the

principal parts of the Constitution.

Mr. MASON begged to be permitted to use that mode ol

arguing to which he had been accustomed. However de

sirous he was of pleasing that worthy gentleman, his duty

would not give way to that pleasure.
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Mr. GEORGE NICHOLAS said it was a better direction

and security than was in the state government. No appro-

priation shall be made of the public money but by law.

There could not be any misapplication of it. Therefore, he
thought, instead of censure it merited applause ; being a

cautious provision, which few constitutions, or none, had
ever adopted.

Mr. CORBIN concurred in the sentiments of Mr. Nicho-

las on this subject.

Mr. MADISON thought it much better than if it had

mentioned any specified period ; because, if the accounts of

the public receipts and expenditures were to be published at

short, stated periods, they would not be so full and connected

as would be necessary for a thorough comprehension of them,

and detection of any errors. But by giving them an oppor-

tunity of publishing them from time to time, as might be

found easy and convenient, they would be more full and
satisfactory to the public, and w-ould be sufficiently frequent.

He thought, after all, that this provision went farther than

the constitution of any state in the Union, or perhaps in

the world.

Mr. MASON replied, that, in the Confederation, the pub-

lic proceedings were to be published monthly, which was in-

finitely better than depending on men's virtue to publish

them or not, as they might please. If there was no such

provision in the Constitution of Virginia, gentlemen ought to

consider the difference between such a full representation,

dispersed and mingled wuth every part of the community, as

the state representation was, and such an inadequate repre-

sentation as this was. One might be safely trusted, but not

the other.

Mr. MADISON replied, that the inconveniences which
had been experienced from the Confederation, in that re-

spect, had their weight with him in recommending this in

preference to it; for that it was impossible, in such short

intervals, to adjust the public accounts in any satisfactory

manner.
[The 7th clause was then read.]

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, we have now come to the

9th section, and I consider myself at liberty to take a short

view of the whole. I wish to do it very briefly. Give me leave

10 remark that there is a bill of rights in that government
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There are express restrictions, which are in the shape of

a bill of rights 5 but they bear the name of the 9th section.

The design of the negative expressions in this section is to

prescribe limits beyond which the powers of Congress shall

not go. These are the sole bounds intended by. the Ameri-

can government. Whereabouts do we stand with respect

to a bill of rights ? Examine it, and compare it to the idea

manifested by the Virginian bill of rights, or that of the other

states. The restraints in this congressional bill of rights are

so feeble and few, that it would have been infinitely better

to have said nothing about it. The fair implication is, that

they can do every thing they are not forbidden to do. What
will be the result if Congress, in the course of their legisla-

tion, should do a thing not restrained by this 9th section ?

It will fall as an incidental power to Congress, not being

prohibited expressly in the Constitution. The first prohibi-

tion is, that the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall

not be suspended but when, in case of rebellion or invasion,

the public safety may require it. It results clearly that, if

it had not said so, they could suspend it in all cases what-

soever. It reverses the position of the friends of this Con-

stitution, that every thing is retained which is not given up;

ibr, instead of this, every thing is given up which is not ex-

pressly reserved. It does not speak affirmatively, and say

that it shall be suspended in those cases ; but that it shall not

l)e suspended but in certain cases; going on a supposition

that every thing which is not negatived shall remain with

Congress. If the power remains with the people, how can

Congress supply the want of an affirmative grant ? They

cannot do it but by implication, which destroys their doctrine.

The Virginia bill of rights interdicts the relinquishment of

he sword and purse without control. That bill of rights

secures the great and principal rights of mankind. But this

bill of rights extends to but very few cases, and is destruc-

tive of the doctrine advanced by the friends of that paper.

If ex post facto laws had not been interdicted, they might

also have been extended by implication at pleasure. Let us

consider whether this restriction be founded in wisdom or

good policy. If no ex post facto laws be made, what is to

become of the old Continental paper dollars ? Will not this

country be forced to pay in gold and silver, shilling for

shilling? Gentlemen may think that this does not deserve
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an answer. But it is an all-important question, because the

property of this country is not commensurate to the enormous
demand. Our own fjovernment triumphs, with infinite supe-

riority, when put in contrast with that paper. The want of

a bill of rights will render all their laws, however oppressive,

constitutional.

If the government of Virginia passes a law in contradic-

tion to our bill of rights, it is nugatory. By that paper the

national wealth is to be disposed of under the veil of secrecy
;

for the publication from time to tin)e will amount to nothing,

and they may conceal what they may think requires secrecy.

How different it is in your own government ! Have not the

people seen the journals of our legislature every day during

every session ? Is not the lobby full of people every day ?

Yet gentlemen say that the publication from time to time is

a security unknown in our state government! Such a regu-

lation would be nugatory and vain, or at least needless, as

the people see the journals of our legislature, and hear their

debates, every day. If this be not more secure than what
is in that paper, 1 will give up that I have totally miscon-

ceived the principles of the government. You are told that

your rights are secured in this new government. They are

guarded in no other part but this 9th section. The few re-

strictions in that section are your only safeguards. They
may control your actions, and your very words, without l)e-

ing repugnant to that paper. The existence of your dearest

privileges will depend on the consent of Congress, for they

are not within the restrictions of the 9th section.

If gentlemen think that securing the slave trade is a cap-

ital object; that the j)rivilege of the habeas corpus is suffi-

ciently secured ; that the exclusion oi ex post facto laws will

produce no inconvenience ; that the publication from time to

time will secure their property; in one word, that this sec-

tion alone will sufficiently secure their liberties,— I have

spoken in vain. Every word of mine, and of my worthy coad-

jutor, is lost. I trust that gentlemen, on this occasion, will

see the great objects of religion, liberty of the press, trial by

jury, interdiction of cruel punishments, and every other sacred

right, secured, before they agree to that paper. These most

important human rights are not protected by that section,

M hich is the only safeguard in the Constitution. My mind
will not be quieted till I see something substantial come
forth in the shape of a bill of rights.
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Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, the general review

which the gentleman has taken of the 9th section is so incon>

sistent, that, in order to answer him, I must, with your per-

mission, who are the custos of order here, depart from the

rule of the house in some degree. 1 declared, some days

ago, that I would give mj suffrage for this Constitution, not

because I considered it without blemish, but because the

critical situation of our country demanded it. I invite those

who think with me to vote for the Constitution. But where

things occur in it which I disapprove of, I shall be candid

in exposing my objections.

Permit me to return to that clause which is called by gen-

tkmen the sweeping clause. I observed, yesterday, that I

conceived the construction which had been put on this clause

by the advocates of the Constitution was too narrow, and

that the construction put upon it by the other party was ex-

travagant. The immediate explanation appears to me most

rational. The former contend that it gives no supplemen-

tary power, but only enables them to make hnvs to execute

the delegated powers— or, in other words, that it only involves

the powers incidental to those expressly delegated. By in-

cidcntal powers they mean those which are necessary for the

principal thing. That the incident is inseparable from the

principal, is a maxim in the construction of laws. A con-

stitution differs from a law ; for a law only embraces one

thing, but a constitution embraces a number of things, and

is to have a more liberal construction. I need not recur to

the constitutions of Europe for a precedent to direct my ex-

plication of this clause, because, in Europe, there is no con-

stitution wholly in writing. The European constitutions

sometimes consist in detached statutes or ordinances, some-

times they are on record, and sometimes they depend on

immemorial tradition. The American constitutions are sin-

gular, and their construction ought to be liberal. On this

principle, what should be said of the clause under considera-

tion ? (the svjeeping clause.) If incidental powers be those

only which are necessary for the principal thing, the clause

would be superfluous.

Let us take an example of a single department ; for in-

stance, that of the President, who has certain things aii-

nexed to his office. Does it not reasonably follow that he

must have some incidental powers ? The principle of inci-
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dental powers extends to all parts of the system. If you
then say that the President has incidental powers, you reduce
it to tautology. I cannot conceive that the fair interpretation

of these words is as the honorable member says.

Let me say that, in my opinion, the adversaries of the

Constitution wander equally IVom the true meaning. If it

would not fatigue the house too far, I would go back to the

question of reserved rights. The gentleman supposes that

complete and unlimited legislation is vested in the Con-
gress of the United States. This supposition is founded on

false reasoning. What is the present situation of this state ?

She has possession of all rights of sovereignty, except those

given to the Confederation. She must delegate powers to

the confederate government. It is necessary for her public

happiness. Her weakness compels her to confederate with

the twelve other governments. She trusts certain powers to

the general government, in order to support, protect, and
defend the Union. Now, is there not a demonstrable dif-

ference between the principle of the state government and of

the general government ? There is not a word said, in the

state government, of the powers given to it, because they are

general. But in the general Constitution, its powers are

enumerated. Is it not, then, fairly deducible, that it has no

power but what is expressly given it?— for if its powers
were to be general, an enumeration would be needless.

But the insertion of the negative restrictions has given

cause of triumph, it seems, to gentlemen. They su{)pose

that it demonstrates that Congress are to have powers by

implication. I will meet them on that ground. I persuade

myself that every exception here mentioned is an exception,

not from general powers, but from the particular powers

therein vested. To what power in the general government
is the exception made respecting the importation of negroes?

Not from a general power, but from a particular power ex-

pressly enumerated. This is an exception from the power
given them of regulating commerce. He asks. Where is the

power to which the prohibition of suspending the habeas

corpus is an exception ? I contend that, by virtue of the

j)ower given to Congress to regulate courts, they could sus-

jend the writ of habeas corpus. This is therefore an

exception to that power.

The 3d restriction is, that no bill of attainder, or ex
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post facto law, shall be passed. This is a manifest excep-

tion to another power. We know well that attainders and

ex post facto laws have always been the engines of criminal

jurisprudence. This is, therefore, an exception to the crimi-

nal Jurisdiction vested in that body.

The 4th restriction is, that no capitation, or other direct

tax, shall be laid, unless in proportion to the census before

directed to be taken. Our debates show from what power

this is an exception.

The restrictions in the 5th clause are an exception to the

power of regulating commerce.

The restriction in the 6th clause, that no money should be

drawn from the treasury but in consequence of appropria

tions m-ide by law, is an exception to the power of paying

the debts of the United States ; for the power of drawing

money from the treasury is consequential of that of paying

the public debts.

The next restriction is, that no titles of nobility shall be

granted by the United States. If we cast our eyes to the

manner in which titles of nobility first originated, we shall

find this restriction founded on the same principles. These

sprang from military and civil offices. Both are put in the

hands of the United States, and therefore I presume it to be

an exception to that power.

The last restriction restrains any person in office from

acce])ting of any present or emolument, title or office, from

any foreign prince or state. It must have been observed

before, that, though the Confederation had restricted Con-

gress from exercising any powers not given them, yet they

inserted it, not from any apprehension of usurpation, but for

greater security. This restriction is provided to prevent

corruption. All men have a natural inherent right of receiv-

ing emoluments from any one, unless they be restrained by

the regulations of the community. An accident which

actually happened operated in producing the restriction. A

box was presented to our ambassador by the king of our

allies. It was thought proper, in order to exclude corruption

and foreign influence, to prohibit any one in office from re-

ceiving or holding any emoluments from foreign states. I

believe that if, at that moment, when we were in harmony

with the king of France, we had supposed ' licit he was

corrupting our ambassador, it might h ve vlisturbed that

VOL. III. 59
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conficicnice, and diminished that mutual friendship, which
contriljuted to carry us through the war.

The honorable gentlemen observe that Congress might do-

fine punishments, from petty larceny to high treason. This
is an unfortunate quotation for the gentleman, because trea-

son is expressly defined in the 3d section of the 3d article,

and they can add no feature to it. They have not cogni-

zance over any other crime except |)iracies, felonies commit-
ted on the high seas, and offences against the law of

nations.

But the rhetoric of the gentleman has highly colored the

dangers of giving the general government an indefinite power
of providing for the general welfare. I contend that no such

power is given. They have power "to lay and collect

taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, to pay the debts and

provide for the common defence and general welfare of the

United States." Is this an independent, separate, substan-

tive power, to provide for the general welfare of the United

States ? No, sir. They can lay and collect taxes, &c.

For what ? To pay the debts and provide for the general

welfare. Were not this the case, the following part of the

clause would be absurd. It would have been treason against

common language. Take it altogether, and let me ask if

the plain interpretation be not this— a power to lay and

collect taxes, &c., in order to provide for the general wel-

fare and pay debts.

On the subject of a bill of rights, the want of which has

been complained of, I will observe that it has been sanctified

by such reverend authority, that I feel some difficulty in

going against it. I shall not, however, be deterred from

giving my opinion on this occasion, let the consequence be

what it may. At the beginning of the war, we had no cer-

tain bill of rights ; for our charter cannot be considered as a

bill of rights ; it is nothing more than an investiture, in the

hands of the Virginia citizens, of those rights which belonged

to British subjects. When the British thought proper to

infringe our rights, was it not necessary to mention, in our

Constitution, those rights which ought to be paramount to

tlie power of the legislature? Why is the bill of rights dis-

tinct from the Constitution ? I conside'' bills of rights in

this view— that the government should use them, when there

iS a departure from its fundamental principles, in order to

restore them.
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This is the true sense of a bill of rights. If it be con-

sistent with the Constitution, or contain additional rights, why

not put it in the Constitution ? If it be repugnant to the

Constitution, here will be a perpetual scene of warfare be-

tween them. The honorable gentleman has praised the bill

of rights of Virginia, and cilled it his guardian angel, and

vilified this Constitution for not having it. Give me leave

to make' a distinction between the representatives of the

people of a particular country, who are appointed as the

ordinary legislature, having no limitation to their powers,

and another body arising from a compact, and with certain

delineated powers. Were a bill of rights necessary in

the former, it would not be in the latter; for the best

security that can be in the latter is the express enumeration

of its powers. But let me ask the gentleman where his

favorite rights are violated. They are not violated by the

10th section, which contains restrictions on the states.

Are they violated by the enumerated powers? [Here his

excellency read from the 8th to the 12th article of the bill

of rights.] Is there not provision made, in this Constitution,

for the trial by jury in criminal cases? Does not the 3d

article provide that the trial of all crimes shall be by jury, and

held where the said crimes shall have been committed?

Does it not follow that the cause and nature of the accu-

sation must be produced ?— because, otherwise, they cannot

proceed on the cause. Every one knows that the witnesses

must be brought before the jury, or else the prisoner will be

discharged. Calling of evidence in his favor is coincident to

his trial. There is no suspicion that less than twelve jurors

will be thought sufficient. The only defect is, that there

is no speedy trial. Consider how this could have been

amended. We have heard complaints against it because

it is supposed the jury is to come from the state at large. It

will be in their power to have juries from the vicinage. And
would not the complaints have been louder if they had ap-

pointed a federal court to be had in every county in the

state ? Criminals are brought, in this state, from every

part of the country to the general court, and jurors from the

vicinage are summoned to the trials. There can be no

reason to prevent the general government from adopting a

similar regulation.

As to the exclusion of excessive bail and fines, and cruc'
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and unusual punishments, this would follow of itself, with-

out a bill of rights. Observations have been made about

watchfulness over those in power which deserve our atten-

tion. There must be a combination ; we must presume

corruption in the House of Representatives, Senate, and

President, before we can suppose that excessive fines can

be imposed or cruel punishments inflicted. Their number

is the highest security. Numbers are the highest security

in our own Constitution, which has attracted so many eulo-

giums from the gentlemen. Here we have launched into a

sea of suspicions. How shall we check power ? By their

numbers. Before these cruel punishments can be inflicted,

laws must be passed, and judges must judge contrary to

justice. This would excite universal discontent and detes-

tation of the members of the government. They might

involve their friends in the calamities resulting from it, and

could be removed from office. I never desire a greater

security than this, which I believe to be absolutely sufficient.

That general warrants are grievous and oppressive, and

ought not to be granted, I fully admit. I heartily concur in

expressing my detestation of them. But we have sufficient

security here also. We do not rely on the integrity of any

one particular person or body, but on the number and dif-

ferent orders of the members of the government— some of

them having necessarily the same feelings with ourselves.

Can it be believed that the federal judiciary would not be

independent enough to prevent such oppressive practices ?

If they will not do justice to persons injured, may they not

go to our own state judiciaries, and obtain it ?

Gentlemen have been misled, to a certain degree, by a

general declaration that the trial by jury was gone. We
see that, in the mos* valuable cases, it is reserved. Is it

abolished in civii cases ? Let him put his finger on the

part wheie it is abolished. The Constitution is silent on it.

What expression would you wish the Constitution to use,

to establish it ? Remember we were not making a consti-

tution for Virginia alone, or we might have taken Virginia

for our directory. But we were forming a constitution for

thirteen states. The trial by jury is different in different

states. In some states it is excluded in cases in which it

is admitted in others. In admiralty causes it- is not used.

Would you have a jury to determine the case of a capture?
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The Virginia legislature thought proper to make an excep-

tion of that case. These depend on the law of nations,

and no twelve men that could he picked up could be equal

to the decision of such a matter.

Then, sir, the freedom of the press is said to be insecure.

God forbid that I should give my voice against the freedom

of the press. But I ask, (and with confidence that it can-

not be answered,) Where is the page where it is restrained "^

If there had been any regulation about it, leaving it inse-

cure, then there might have been reason for clamors. But
this is not the case. If it be, I again ask for the particular

clause which gives liberty to destroy the freedom of the

press.

He has added religion to the objects endangered, in his

conception. Is there any power given over it "^ Let it be

pointed out. Will he not be contented with the answer

that has been frequently given to that objection .'' The va-

riety of sects which abounds in the United States is the

best security for the freedom of religion. No part of the

Constitution, even if strictly construed, will justify a con-

clusion that the general government can take away or impair

the freedom of religion.

The gentleman asks, with triumph, Shall we be deprived

of these valuable rights .^ Had there been an exception, or

an express infringement of those rights, he might object

;

but I conceive every fair reasoner will agree that there is

no just cause to suspect that they will be violated.

But he objects that the common law is not established

by the Constitution. The wisdom of the Convention is

displayed by its omission, because the common law ought

not to be immutably fixed. Is it established in our own
Constitution, or the bill of rights, which has been resounded

through the house .^ It is established only by an act of the

legislature, and can therefore be changed as circumstances

may require it. Let the honorable gentleman consider what

ivould be the destructive consequences of its establishment

m the Constitution. Even in England, where the firmest

opposition has been made to encroachments upon it, it has

been frequently changed. What would have been our di-

lemma if it had been established ? Virginia has declared

that children shall have equal portions of the real estate of

their intestate parents, and it is consistent with the princi-

ples of a republican government. 40
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The immutHble establishment of" the common law would
have been repugnant to that regulation. It would, in many
respects, be destructis'e to republican principles, and })ro-

ductive ol' great inconveniences. I might indulge mvself

by shovvino; many parts of the conniion law which would
have this effect. I hope I shall not be thought to speak

ludicrously, when I say the ivrit of burning heretics would

have been revived by it. It would tend to throw real prop-

erty into few hands, and prevent the introduction of many
salutary regulations. Thus, were the common law adopted

in that system, it would destroy the principles of republican

government. But this is not excluded. It may be estab-

lished by an act of legislature. Its defective parts may be

altered, and it mav be chano;ed and modihed as the conve-

nience of the public may require it.

I said, when 1 opened my observations, that I thought the

friends of the Constitution were mistaken when they sup-

posed the powers granted by the last clause of the 8th sec-

tion to be merely incidental ; and that its enemies were
equally mistaken when they put such an extravagant con-

struction upon it.

My objection is, that the clause is ambiguous, and that

that ambiguity may injure the states. My fear is, that it

will, by gradual accessions, gather to a dangerous length.

This is my apprehension, and I disdain to disown it. I will

praise it where it deserves it, and censure it where it appears

defective. But, sir, are we to reject it, because it is ambig-

uous in some particular instances? I cast my eyes to the

actual situation of America. I see the dreadful tempest, to

which the present calm is a prelude, if disunion takes place.

I see the anarchy which must happen if no energetic gov-

ernment be established. In this situation, I would take the

Constitution, were it more objectionable than it is ;
for, if

anarchy and confusion follow disunion, an enterprising man
may enter into the American throne. I conceive there is no

danger. The representatives are chosen by and from among
the people. They will have a fellow-feeling for the farmers

and planters. The twenty-six senators, representatives of

the states, will not be those desperadoes and horrid adven-

turers which they are represented to be. The state legisla-

tures, I trust, will not forget the duty they owe to their

country so far as to choose such men to manage their federal
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interests. I trust that the members of Congress themselves

will explain the ambiguous parts ; and if not, tlie states

can combine in order to insist on amending the ambiguities.

I would depend on the present actual feeling of the people

of America, to introduce any amendment which may be

necessary. I repeat it again, though I do not reverence the

Constitution, that its adoption is necessary to avoid the

storm which is hanging over America, and that no greater

curse can befall her than the dissolution of the political

connection between the states. Whether we shall propose

previous or subsequent amendments, is now the only dispute.

It is supererogation to repeat again the arguments in sup-

port of each ; but I ask gentlemen whether, as eight states

have adopted it, it be not safer to adopt it, and rely on the

probability of obtaining amendments, than, by a rejection, to

hazard a breach of the Union ? I hope to be excused for

the breach of order which I have committed.

Mr. HENRY lamented that he could not see with thai

perspicuity which other gentlemen were blessed with. But

the 9th section struck his mind still in an unfevorable light.

He hoped, as the gentleman had been indulged in speaking

of the Constitution in general, that he should be allowed to

answer him before they adopted or rejected it.

[The 1st clause of the lOth section was next read.]

Mr. HENRY apologized for repeatedly troubling the com-

mittee with his fears. But he apprehended the most serious

consequences from these restrictions on the states. As they

could not emit bills of credit, make any thing but gold and

silver coin a tender in payment of debts, pass ex post facto

laws, or impair the obligation of contracts,— though these

restrictions were founded on good principles, yet he feared

they would have this effect; that this state would be obliged

to pay for her share of the Continental money, shilling for

shilling. He asked gentlemen who had been in high au-

thority, whether there were not some state speculations on

this matter. He had been informed that some states had

acquired vast quantities of that money, which they would be

able to recover in its nominal value of the other states.

Mr. MADISON admitted there might be some specula-

tions on the subject. He believed the old Continental

money was settled in a very disproportionate manner. It
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appeared to him, however, that it was unnecessary to say

any thing on this point, for there was a chiuse in th(3 Con-
stitution which cleared it up. The first clause of the 6th
article provides that "all debts contracted, and engagements
entered into, before the adoption of this Constitution, shall

be as valid against the United States, under this Constitu-

tion, as under the Confederation." He affirmed that it was
meant there should be no change with respect to claims by
this political alteration ; and that the public would stand,

with respect to their creditors, as before. He thought that

the validity of claims ought not to diminish by the adoption

of the Constitution. But, however, it could not increase the

demands on the public.

Mr. GEORGE MASON declared he had been informed

that some states had speculated most enormously in this

matter. Many individuals had speculated so as to make
great fortunes on the ruin of their fellow-citizens. The
clause which has been read, as a sufficient security, seemed
to him to be satisfactory as far as it went ; that is, that the

Continental money ought to stand on the same ground as it

did previously, or that the claim should not be impaired.

Under the Confederation, there were means of settling the

old paper money, either in Congress or in the state legisla-

tures. The money had at last depreciated to a thousand for

one. The intention of state speculation, as well as individ-

ual speculation, was to get as much as possible of that money,
in order to recover its nominal value. The means, says he,

of settlinji this money, were in the hands of the old Con-
gress. They could discharge it at its depreciated value. Is

there that means here ? No, sir, we must pay it shilling for

shilling, or at least at the rate of one for forty. The amount
will surpass the value of the property of the United States.

Neither the state legislatures nor Congress can make an ex

postfacto law. The nominal value must therefore be paid.

Where is the power in the new government to settle this

money so as to prevent the country from being ruined ?

When they prohibit the making ex post facto laws, they will

have no authority to prevent our being ruined by paying that

money at its nominal value.

Without some security against it, we shall be compelled to

pay it to the last particle of our ])roperty. Shall we ruin

our people by taxation, from generation to generation, To pay
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that money ? Should any ex post facto law be made to re-

lieve us from such payments, it would not be regarded, be-

cause ex post facto laws are interdicted in the Constitution.

We may be taxed for centuries, to give advantage to a iew par-

ticular states in the Union, and a number of rapacious spec-

ulators. If there be any real security against this misfortune,

let gentlemen show it. I can see none. The clause under

consideration does away the pretended security in the clause

which was adduced by the honorable gentleman. This

enormous mass of worthless money, which has been offered

at a thousand for one, must be paid in actual gold and silver

at the nominal value.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, it appears to me im-

material who holds those great quantities of paper money

which were in circulation before the peace, or at what

value they acquired it; for it will not be affected by this

Constitution. What would satisfy gentlemen more than

that the new Constitution would place us in the same situa-

tion with the old ? In this respect, it has done so. The

claims against the United States are declared to be c\s valid

as they were, but not more so. Would they have a particular

specification of these matters ? Where can there be any

danger ? Is there any reason to believe that the new rulers,

one branch of which will be drawn from the mass of the

people, will neglect or violate our interests more than the

old ? It rests on the obligation of public faith only, in the

Articles of Confederation. It will be so in this Constitution,

should it be adopted. If the new rulers should wish to

enhance its value, in order to gratify its holders, how can

they compel the states to pay it if the letter of the Constitu-

tion be observed ? Do gentlemen wish the public creditors

should be put in a worse situation ? Would the people at

large wish to satisfy creditors in such a manner as to ruin

them ? There cannot be a majority of the people of America

that would wish to defraud their public creditors. I con-

sider this as well guarded as possible. It rests on plain and

nonest principles. I cannot conceive how it could be more

honorable or safe. [Mr. Madison made some other observa-

tions, which could not be heard.]

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, I am convinced, and I

see clearly, that this paper money must be dischargee", shil-

ling for shilling. The honorable gentleman must see better

VOL. III. 60
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than 1 can, from his particular situation and juogment ; but

this has certainly escaped his attention. The question aris-

ing on the clause before you is, whether an act of the legis-

lature of this state, for scaling money, will be of sufficient

validity lo exonerate you fpom paying the nominal value,

when such a law, called ex post facto^ and impairing the obli-

gation of contracts, is expressly inierdicted by it. Your
hands are tied up by this clause, and you must pay shilling

for shilling; and, in the last section, there is a clause that

prohibits the general legislature from passing any ex post

facto law ; so that the hands of Congress are tied up, as well

as the hands of the state legislatures.

How will this thing operate, when ten or twenty millions

are demanded as the quota of this state ? You will cry out

that speculators have got it at one for a thousand, and that

they ought to be paid so. Will you then have recourse, for

relief, to legislative interference ? They cannot relieve you,

because of that clause. The expression includes public con-

tracts, as well as private contracts between individuals.

Notwithstanding the sagacity of the gentleman, he cannot

prove its exclusive relation to private contracts. Here is an

enormous demand, which your children, to the tenth genera-

tion, will not be able to pay. Should we ask if there be any

obligation in justice to pay more than the depreciated value,

we shall be told that contracts must not be impaired. Jus

tice may make a demand of millions, but the people cannot

pay them.

I remember the clamors and public uneasiness concerning

the payments of British debts put into the treasury. Was
not the alarm great and general lest these payments should

be laid on the people at large ? Did not the legislature in-

terfere, and pass a law to prevent it ? Was it not reechoed

every where, that the people of this country ought not to

pay the debts of their great ones ? And though some urged

their patriotism and merits in putting money, on the faith of

the public, into the treasury, yet the outcry was so great that

it required legislative interference. Should those enormous

demands be made upon us, would not legislative interference

be more necessary than it was in that case ? Let us not

run the risk of being charged with carelessness, and neglect

of the interests of our constituents and posterity. I wouid

ask the number of millions. It is, without exaggeration,
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immense. I ask gentlemen if they can jay one hundred

millions, or two hundred millions ? Where have they the

means of paying it ? Still they would make us proceed to

tie the hands of the states and of Congress.

A gentleman has said, with great force, that there is a

contest for empire. There is also a contest for money. The
states of the north wish to secure a superiority ol" interest

and influence. In one part their deliberation is marked

with wisdom, and in the other with the most liberal gener-

osity. When we have paid all the gold and silver we could

to replenish the congressional coffers, here they ask lor con-

fidence. Their hands will be tied up. They cannot merit

confidence. Here is a transfer from the old to the new
governmejitj without the means of relieving the greatest dis-

tresses which can befall the people. This money might be

scaled, sir; but the exclusion o( ex post facto laws, and laws

impairing the obligation of contracts, steps in and prevents

it. These were admitted by the old Confederation. There

is a contest for money as well as empire, as I have said be-

fore. The Eastern States have speculated chiefly in this

money. As there can be no congressional scale, their spec-

ulations will be extremely profitable. Not satisfied with a

majority in the legislative councils, they must have all our

property. I wish the southern genius of America had been

more watchful.

This state may be sued in the federal court for those enor-

mous demands, and judgment may be obtained, unless ex

post facto laws be passed. To benefit whom are we to run

this risk ? 1 have heard there were vast quantities of that

money packed up in barrels : those formidable millions are

deposited in the Northern States, and whether in public or

private hands m:ikes no odds. They have acquired it for the

most inconsiderable trifle. Ifyou accord to this part, you are

bound hand and foot. Judgment must be rendered against

you for the whole. Throw all pride out of the question, this

is a most nefarious business. Your property will be taken

from you to satisfy this most infamous speculation. It will de-

stroy your public peace, and establish the ruin ofyour citizens

Only general resistance will remedy. You will shut the

door against every ray of hope, if you allow the holders of

this money, by this clause, to recover their formidable de-

mands. I hope gentlemen will see the absolute necessity
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of amending it, by enabling the state legislatures to relieve

their people from such nefarious oppressions.

Mr. GEORGE NICHOLAS. Mr. Chairman, I beg

gentlemen to consider most attentively the clause under

consideration, and tlie objections against it. He says there

exists the most dangerous prospect. Has the legislature of

Virginia any right to make a law or regulation to interfere

with the Continental debts ? Have they a right to make
ex post facto laws, and laws impairing the obligation of con-

tracts, for that purpose ? No, sir. If his fears proceed from

this clause, they are without foundation. This clause does

not hinder them from doing it, because the state never could

doit; the jurisdiction of such general objects being exclu-

sively vested in Congress.

But, says he, this clause will hinder the general govern-

ment from preventing the nominal value of those millions

from being paid. On what footing does this business stand,

if the Constitution be adopted ? By it all contracts will be as

valid, and only as valid, as under the old Confederation.

The new government will give the holders the same power
of recovery as the old one. There is no law under the

existing system which gives power to any tribunal to enforce

the payment of such claims. On the will of Congress alone

the payment depends. The Constitution expressly says

that they shall be only as binding as under the present Con-
federation. Cannot they decide according to real equity ?

Those who have this money must make application to

Congress for payment. Some positive regulation must be

made to redeem it. It cannot be said that they have power
of passing a law to enhance its value. They cannot make
a law that that money shall no longer be but one for one

;

for, though they have power to pay the debts of the United

States, they can only pay the real debts ; and this is no

further a debt than it was before. Application must, there-

fore, be made by the holders of that money to Congress,

who will make the most proper regulation to discharge its

real and equitable, and not its nominal, value.

We ar€ told of the act passed to exonerate the public from

the payments of the British debts put into the treasury.

That has no analogy to this : those payments were opposed

because they were unjust. But he supposes that Congress

may be sued by those speculators. Where is the clause that
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gives that power ? It gives no such power. This, according

to my idea, is inconsistent. Can the supreme legislature

be sued in their own subordinate courts, by their own
citizens, in cases where they are not a party ? They mav
be plaintiffs, but not defendants. But the individual states,

perhaps, may be sued. Pennsylvania or Virginia may be

sued. How is this ? Do I owe the man in New England
any thing? Does Virginia owe any thing to the Pennsyl-
vanian holder of such money .^ Who promised to pay it.

"^

Congress, sir. Congress are answerable to the individual

holders of this money, and individuals are answerable over

to Congress. Therefore, no individual can call on any state.

But the Northern States struggle for money as well as

for empire. Congress cannot make such a regulation as

they please at present. If the Northern States wish to in-

jure us, why do they not do it now .^ What greater dan
gers are there to be dreaded from the new government, since

there is no alteration ? If they have a majority in the one
case, they have in the other. The interests of those states

would be as dangerous for us under the old as under the

new government, which leaves this business where it stands,

because the conclusion says that all debts contracted, or

engagements entered into, shall be only as valid in the cne
case as the other.

Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, this clause, in spite

of the invective of the gentleman, is a great favorite of mine,

because it is essential to justice. I shall reserve mv answer
respectmg the safety of the people till the objection be

urged ; but I must make a few observations. He says this

clause will be injiu'ious, and that no scale can be made, be-

cause there is a prohibition on Congress of passing tx post

facto laws. If the gentleman did not make such strong ob-

jections to logical reasoning, I could prove, bv such reason-

ing, that there is no danger. Ex post facto laws, if taken

technically, relate solely to criminal cases; and my honorable

colleague tells you it was so interpreted in Convention.
What greater security can we have against arbitrary pro-

ceedings in criminal jurisprudence than this.? In addition

to the interpretation of the Convention, let me show him
still greater authority. The same clause provides that no
bill of attainder shall be passed. It shows that the attention

of the Convention was drawn to criminal matters alone.
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Shall it be complained, against this government, that it pro-

hibits the passing of a law annexing a punishment to an act

which was lawiul at the time of committing it ? With re-

gard to retrospective laws, there is no restraint.

Let us examine the cause of the clamors which arc^ made
with regard to the Continental money. A I'rieiid has men-
tioned a clause which shows there is no danger from the

new Congress. Does it not manifestly appear that they are

precisely in the same predicament as under the old Confed-

eration? And do gentlemen wish that this should be put in

a worse condition? If they have equity under the old Con-
federation, they have equity still. There is no tribunal to

recur to by the old government. There is none in the new
for that purpose. If the old Congress can scale that money,
they have this power still. But he says not, because the

states cannot impair the obligation of contracts. What is to

be done by the states with regard to it? Congress, and not

they, have contracted to pay it. It is not affected by this clause

at all. I am still a warm friend to the prohibition, because

it must be promotive of virtue and justice, and preventive of

injustice and fraud, if we take a review of the calamities

which have befallen our reputation as a people, we shall find

they have been produced by frequent interferences of the

state legislatures with private contracts. If you inspect the

great corner-stone of republicanism, you will find it to be

justice and honor.

I come now to what will be agitated by the judiciary.

They are to enforce the performance of private contracts.

The British debts, which are withheld contrary to treaty,

ought to be paid. Not only the law of nations, but justice

and honor, require that they be punctually discharged. I

fear their payment may press on my country ; but we must
retrench our superfluities, and profuse and idle extravagance,

and become more economical and industrious. Let me not

be suspected of being interested in this respect ; for, without

a sad reverse of my fortune, I shall never be in a situation

to be benefited by it. I am confident the honest Conven-
tion of Virginia will not oppose it. Can any society exist

without a firm adherence to justice and virtue? The fed-

eral judiciary cannot intermeddle with those public claims

without violating the letter of the Consi;itution. Why, then,

such opposition to the clause ? His excellency then con-
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eluded that he would, if necessary, display his feelings more

fully ou the subject another time.

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, the debt is

transferred to Congress, but not the means of paying it.

They cannot pay it any other way than according to the

nominal value ; for they are prohibited from making ex post

facto laws ; and it would be ex post facto, to all intents and

purposes, to pay off creditors with less than the nominal

sum which they were originally promised. But the honora-

ble gentleman has called to his aid technical definitions. He
says, that ex post facto laws relate solely to criminal matters.

I beg leave to differ from him. Whatever it may be at the

b ir, or in a professional line, I conceive that, according to

the common accej)tation of the words, ex post facto laws and

retrospective laws are synonjmous terms. Are we to trust

business of this sort to technical definition ? The contrary

is the plain meaning of the words. Congress has no power

to scale this money. The states are equally precluded.

The debt is transferred without the means of discharging it.

Implication will not do. The means of paying it are ex-

pressly withheld. When this matter comes before the fed-

eral judiciary, they must deternfine according to this Consti-

tutioii. It says, expressly, that they shall not make tx post

facto laws. Whatever may be the professional meaning,

yet the general meaning of e.r post facto law is an act having

a retrospf": tive operation. This construction is agreeable to

its primary etymology. Will it not be the duty of the fed-

eral court to say that such laws are prohibited ? This goes

to the destruction and annihilation of all the citizens of the

United States, to enrich a few. Are we to part with every

shilling of our property, and be reduced to the lowest insig-

nificancy, to aiigrandize a few speculators ? Let me men-

tion a remarkable effect this Constitution will have. How
stood our taxes before this Constitution was introduced ?

Requisitions were made on the state legislatures, and, if

they were unjust, they could be refused. If we were called

upon to pay twenty millions, shilling for shilling, or at the

rate of one for forty, our legislature could refuse it, and

remonstrate ag;dnst the injustice of the demand. But now
this could not be done ; for direct taxation is brought home
to us. The federal officer collects immediately of the plant-

ers. When it withholds the only possible means of dis-
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charging those debts, and by direct taxation prevents any
opposition to the most enormous and unjust demand, where
are you ? Is there a ray of hope ? As the law has never

been my profession, if I err, I hope to be excused. I spoke

from the general sense of the words. The worthy gentle-

man has told you that the United States can be plaintiffs, but

never defendants. If so, it stands on very unjust grounds.

The United States cannot be come at for any thing they may
owe, but may get what is due to them. There is therefore

no reciprocity. The thing is so incomprehensible that it

cannot be explained. As an express power is given to the

federal court to take cognizance of such controversies, and
to declare null all ex post facto \a.ws, I think gentlemen must

see there is danger, and that it ought to be guarded against.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, I did expect, from the

earnestness he has expressed, that he would cast some light

upon it ; but the ingenuity of the honorable member could

make nothing of this objection. He argues from a suppo-

sition that the state legislatures, individually, might have

passed laws to affect the value of the Continental debt. I

believe he did not well consider this, before he hazarded his

observations. He says that the United States, being re-

strained in this case, will be obliged to pay at an unjust rate.

It has been so clearly explained by the honorable gentleman

over the way that there could be no danj^er, that it is unne-

cessary to say more on the subject. The validity of these

claims will neither be increased nor diminished by this

change. There must be a law made by Congress respect-

ing their redemption. The states cannot interfere. Con-
gress will make such a regulation as will be just. There is,

in my opinion, but one way of scaling improperly and un-

justly ; and that is, by acceding to the favorite mode of the

honorable gentleman — by requisitions. Is it to he presumed
any change can be made in the system inconsistent with

reason or equity.^ Strike the clause out of the Constitution

— what will it Ire then ? The debt will be as valid only as

it w^cis before the adoption. Gentlemexi will not say that

obligations are varied. This is merely a declaratory clause,

that things are to exist in the same manner as before.

But I fear the very extensive assertions of the gentleman
may have misled the committee. The whole of that Conti-

nental money amounted to but little more than one hundred
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millions. A considerable quantity of it lias been destroyed.

At the time when no share of it had been destroyed, the

quota of this state did not amount to more than twenty-six

millions. At forty for one, this is but five hundred thousand

dollars at most. In every point of view it appears to me

that it cannot be on a more reasonable, equitable, or honor-

able footing than it is. Do gentlemen suppose that they will

agree to any system or alteration that will place them in a

worse situation than before ? Let us suppose this common-

wealth was possessed of the same money that the Northern

States have ; and suppose an objection was made by them to

its redemption at its real value— what would be the conse

quence ? We should pronounce them to be unreasonable,

and on good grounds. This case is so extremely plain, that

it was unnecessary to say as much as has been said.

Mr. MASON was still convinced of the rectitude of his

former opinion. He thought it might be put on a safer foot-

ing by three words. By continuing the restriction of ex

postfacto laws to crimes, it would then stand under the new

government as it did under the old.

Gov. RANDOLPH could not coincide with the construc-

tion put by the honorable gentleman on ex 'post facto laws.

The technical meaning which confined such laws solely to

criminal cases was followed in the interpretation of treaties

between nations, and was concurred in by all civilians. The

prohibition of bills of attainder he thought a sufficient proof

that ex post facto laws related to criminal cases only, and that

such was the idea of the Convention.

[The next clause of the 10th section was read.]

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, if gentlemen

attend to this clause, they will see we cannot make any in-

spection law but what is subject to the control and revision

of Congress. Hence gentlemen who know nothing of the

business will make rules concerning it which may be detri-

mental to our interests. For forty years we have laid duties

on tobacco, to defray the expenses of the inspection, and to

raise an incidental revenue for the state. Under this clause,

that incidental revenue which is calculated to pay for the

inspection, and to defray contingent charges, rs to be put

into the federal treasury. But if any tobacco-house is burnt,

we cannot make up the loss. I conceive this to be unjust

and unreasonable. When any profit arises from it, it goes

VOL. in. 61 41
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into the iederal treasui}'. But when there is any loss or de-

ficiency from damage, it cannot be made up. Congress are

to make regulations for our tobacco. Are men, in the states

where no tol»acco is made, proper judges of this business ?

They may perhaps judge as well, but surely no better than our

own immediate legislature, who are accustomed and familiar

with this business. This isone of the most wanton powers of

the general government. I would concede any power that

was essentially necessary for the interests of the Union; but

this, instead of beiiig necessary, will be extremely oppressive.

Mr. GEORGE NICHOLAS. Mr. Chairman, 1 consider

this clause as a good regulation. It will be agreed to that

they will impose duties in the most impartial manner, and

not throw the burdens on a part of the community. Every
man who is acquainted with our laws must know that the

duties on tobacco were as high as sixteen shillings a hogs-

head. The consequence was, that the tobacco-makers have

paid upwards of twenty thousand pounds, annually, more
than the other citizens ; because they paid every other kind

of tax, as well as the rest of the community. We have

every reason to believe that this clause will prevent injustice

and partiality. Tobacco-makers will be benefited by it.

But the gentleman says that our tobacco regulations will be

subject to the control of Congress, who will be unacquainted

with the subject. The clause says that all such laws shall

be subject to the revision and control of Congress, What
laws are meant by this ? It means laws imposing duties on

the exports of tobacco. But it does not follow that laws

made for the regulation of the inspection shall be subject to the

revision of Congress. He may say that the laws for impos-

ing duties on the exports of tobacco, and laws regulathig the

inspection, must be blended in the same acts. Give me leave

to say that they need not be so; for the duties ou exports

might be in one law, and the regulation of the inspection in

another. The states may easily make them separately.

But, he says, we shall lose the profit. We shall, then, find

equity in our legislature which we have not found heretofore
;

for, as they will lay it not for their own exclusive advantages,

but partly for the benefit of others, they will not be interested

in laying it partially. As to the effect of warehouses being

burnt, I differ from him. A tax may be laid to make up

this loss. Though the amount of the duties go into the fed-
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eral treasury, yet a tax may be laid for that purpose. Is it

not necessary and just, if the inspection law ol)liges rtie

planter to carry his tobacco to a certain place, thiit he should

receive a compensation for the loss, if it be destroyed ? The
legislature must defray the expenses and contingent charges

by laying a tax for that purpose ; for such a tax is not pro-

hibited. The net amounts only go into the federal treasury

after paying the e^xpenses. Gentlemen must be pleased

with this part, especially those who are tobacco-makers.

Mr. GEORGE MASON replied, that the state legisla

tures could make no law but what would come within the

general control given to Congress ; and that the regulation

of the inspection, and the imposition of duties, must be in-

separably blended together.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, let us take a view of

the relative situation of the states. Some states export the

])roduce of other states. Virginia exports the produce of

North Carolina ; Pennsylvania, that of New Jersey and
Delaware ; and Rhode Island, that of Connecticut and
Massachusetts. The exporting states wished to retain the

power of laying duties on exports, to enable them to pay
the expenses incurred. The states whose produce is ex-

ported by other states were extremely Jealous, lest a con-

tribution should be raised of them by the exporting states,

by laying heavy duties on their commodities. If this clause

be fully considered, it will be foimd to be more consistent

with justice and equity than any other practicable mode
;

for, if the states had the exclusive imposition of duties on ex-

ports, they might raise a heavy contribution from other states,

for their own exclusive emolument. The honorable mem-
ber who spoke in defence of the clause has fairly represented

it. As to the reimbursement of the loss that may be sus-

tained by individuals, a tax may be laid on tobacco, when
brought to the warehouses, for that purpose. The sum
arising therefrom may be appropriated to it consistently with

thri clause ; for it only says that " the net produce of all

duties and imposts, laid by any state on imports or exports,

shall be for the use of the treasury of the United States,"

which necessarily implies that all contingent charges shall

have been previously paid.

[The 1st section of the 2d article was then read.]

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, there is not a
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morf, mportant article in the Constitution than this. The
great fundamental principle of responsibility in republicanism

is here sapped. The President is elected without rotation.

It may be said that a new election may remove him, and
place another in his stead. If we judge from the ex-

perience of all other countries, and even our own, we may
conclude that, as the President of the United States may
be reelected, so he will. How is it in every government
where rotation is not required? Is there a single instance

of a great man not being reelected? Our governor i«

obliged to return, after a given period, to a private station.

It is so in most of the states. This President will be elected

time after time : he will be continued in office for life. If

we wish to change him, the great powers in Europe will not

allow us.

The honorable gentleman, my colleague in the late federal

Convention, mentions, with applause, those parts of which
he had expressed his disapprobation, he says not a word.
If I am mistaken, let me be put right. I shall not make
use of his name ; but, in the course of this investigation, I

shall use the arguments of that gentleman against it.

Will not the great powers of Europe, as France and Great
Britain, be interested in having a friend in the President of

the United States? and will they not be more interested in

his election than in that of the king of Poland ? The people

of Poland have a right to displace their king. But do they

ever do it ? No. Prussia and Russia, and other European
powers, would not suffer it. This clause will open a door to

the dangers and misfortunes which the people of Poland un
dergo. The powers of Europe will interpose, and we shall

have a civil war in the bowels of our country, and be sub-

ject to all the horrors and calamities of an elective monarchy.
This very executive officer may, by consent of Congress, re

ceive a stated pension from European potentates. This is

not an idea altogether new in America. It is not many years

ago— since the revolution — that a foreign power offered

emoluments to persons holding offices under our government.
It will, moreover, be difficult to know whether he receives

emoluments from foreign powers or not. The electors, who
are to meet in each state to vote for him, may be easily in-

fluenced. To prevent the certain evils of attempting to

elect a new President, it will be necessary to continue th^
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old one. The only way to alter this would be to render him
ineligible after a certain number of years, and then no foreign

nation would interfere to keep in a man who w^s utterly

ineligible. Nothing is so essential to the preservation of a

republican government as a periodical rotation. Nothing; so

strongly impels a man to regard the interest of his con-

stituents as the certainty of returning to the general mass
of the people, from whence he was taken, where he must
participate their burdens. It is a great defect in the Senate
that they are not ineligible at the end of six years. The
biennial exclusion of one third of them will have no effect,

as they can be reelected. Some stated time ought to be

fixed when the President ought to be reduced to a private

station. I should be contented that he might be elected for

eight years ; l)ut I would wish him to be capable of holding

the office only eight years out of twelve or sixteen years.

But, as it now stands, he may continue in office for life ; or,

in other words, it will be an elective monarchy.

Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, the honorable gen-
tleman last up says that I do not mention the parts to which
I object. I have hitherto mentioned my objections with
freedom and candor. But, sir, I considered that our critical

situation i'endered adoption necessary, were it even more
defective than it is. I observed that if opinions ought to

lead the committee on one side, they ought on the other.

Every gentleman who has turned his thoughts to the subject

of politics, and has considered the most eligible mode of re-

publican government, agrees that the greatest difficulty arises

from the executive— as to the time of his election, mode of

his election, quantum of power, &c. I will acknowledge that,

at one stage of this business, I had embraced the idea of the

honorable gentleman, that the reeligibility of the President

was improper. But I will acknowledge that, on a further

consideration of the subject, and attention to the lights which
were thrown upon it by others, I altered my opinion of the

limitation of his eligibility. When we consider the advan-
tages arising to us from it, we cannot object to it. That
which has produced my opinion against the limitation of his

eligibility is this— that it renders him more independent in

his place, and more solicitous of promoting the interest of his

constituents; for, unless you put it in his power to be re-

elected, instead of being attentive to their interests, he will
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lean to tne jugmentation of his private emoluments. This
subjicl will admit of high coloring and plausible arguments

;

but, on considering it attentively and coolly, I believe it wU\
be found less exceptionable than any other mode. The
mode of election here excludes that faction which is produc-
tive of those hostilities and confusion in Poland. It renders
it unnecessary and impossible for foreign force or aid to in-

terpose. The electors must be elected by the people at

large. To procure his reelection, his influenc^e must be co-

extensive with the continent. And there can be no combi-
nation between the electors, as they elect him on the same
day in every state. When this is the case, how can foreign

influeijce or intrigue enter ? There is no reason to conclude,

from the experience of these states, that he will be continu-

ally reelected. There have been several instances where
officers have been displaced, where they were reeligible.

This has been the case with the executive of Massachusetts,
and I believe of New Hampshire. It happens, from the mu-
tation of sentiments, though the officers be good.

There is another provision against the danger, mentioned
by the honorable member, of the President receiving emolu-
ments from foreign powers. If discovered, he may be im-
peached. If he be not impeached, he may be displaced at

the end of the four years. By the 9th section of the 1st

article, " no person, holding an office of profit or trust, shall

accept of any present or emolument whatever, from any for-

eign power, without the consent of the representatives of the

people; " and by the 1st section of the 2d article, his com-
pensation is neither to be increased nor diminished during the

time for which he shall have been elected; and he shall not,

during that period, receive any emolument from the United
States or any of them. I consider, therefore, that he is re-

strained from receiving any present or emolument whatever.
It is impossible to guard better against corruption. The
honorable member seems to think that he may hold his office

without being reelected. He cannot hold it over four years,

unless he be reelected, any more than if he were prohibited.

As to forwarding and transmitting the certificates of the

electors, I think the regulation as good as could be provided.

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, the Vice-

President appears to me to be not only an unnecessary but

dangerous officer. He is, contrary to the usual course of
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parliamentary proceedings, to be president of the Senate.

The state from which he comes may have two votes, wher
the others will have but one. Besides, the legislative ana
executive are hereby mixed and incorporated together. 1

cannot, at this distance of time, foresee the consequences

,

but I think that, in the course of human affairs, he will be

made a tool of in order to bring about his own interest, and
aid in overturning the liberties of his country. There is an-

other part which I disapprove of, but which perhaps I do not

understand. " In case of removal of the President from

office, or of his death, resignation, or inability to discharge

the powers and duties of the said office, the same shall de
volve on the Vice-President ; and the Congress may by law
provide for the case of removal, death, resignation, or in-

ability, both of the President and Vice-President, declaring

what officer shall then act as President, and such officer shall

act accordingly, until the disability be removed. Or a Presi-

dent shall be elected." The power of Congress is right and
proper so far as it enables them to provide what offi(;er shall

act, in case both the President and Vice-President be dead
or disabled. But gentlemen ought to take notice that the

election of this officer is only for four years. There is no
provision for a speedy election of another President, when
the former is dead or removed. The influence of the Vice-

President may prevent the election of the President. But
perhaps I may be mistaken.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, I think there are some
peculiar advantages incident to this office, which recommend
it to us. There is, in the first place, a great probability this

officer will be taken from one of the largest states ; and, if

so, the circumstance of his having an eventual vote will be

so far favorable. The consideration which recommends it

to me is, that he will be the choice of the people at large.

There are to be ninety-one electors, each of whom has two
votes : if he have one fourth of the whole number of votes,

he is elected Vice-President. There is much more proprie-

ty in giving this office to a person chosen by the people at

large, than to one of the Senate, who is only the choice ot

the legislature of one state. His eventual vote is an ad-

vantage too obvious to comment upon. I differ from the hon-

orable member in the case which enables Congress to make
a temporary appointment. When the President and Vice
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Presi<knt die, the election of another President will imme-
diately take place; and suppose it would not, — all that

Conj^ress could do would be to make an appointment be-

tween the expiration of the four years and the last election,

and to continue only to such exj)iratiou. This can rarely

happen. This power continues the government in motion,

and is well guarded.
Wednesday, June 18, 1788.

[The 1st section of article 2 still under consideration.]

Mr. MONROE, after a brief exordium, in which he in-

sisted that, on the judicious organization of the executive

power, the security of our interest and happiness greatly de-

pended ; that, in the construction of this part of the govern-

ment, we should be cautious in avoiding tlie defects of other

governments ; and that our circumspection should be com-
mensurate to the extent of the powers delegated,— proceeded

as follows: The President ought to act under the strongest

impulses of rewards and punishments, which are the strong-

est incentives to human actions. There are two ways of

securing this point. He ought to depend on the people of

America for his appointment and continuance in office ; he

ought also to be responsible, in an equal degree, to all the

states, and to be tried by dispassionate judges ; his respon-

sibility ought further to be direct and immediate. Let us

consider, in the first place, then, how far he is dependent on

the people of America. He is to be elected by electors, in

a manner perfectly dissatisfactory to my mind. I believe

that he will owe his election, in fact, to the state govern-

ments, and not to the people at large. It is to be observed

that Congress have it in their power to appoint the time of

choosing the electors, and of electing the President. Is it

not presumable they will appoint the times of choosing the

electors, and electing the President, at a considerable dis-

tance from each other, so as to give an opportunity to the

electors to form a combination ? If they know that such a

man as they wish— for instance, the actual President— can-

not possibly be elected by a majority of the whole number
of electors appointed, yet if they can prevent the election,

by such majority, of any one they disapprove of, and if they

(an procure such a number of votes as will be sufficient to

make their favorite one of the five highest on the list,

they m ly ultimately carry the election into the general Con-
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gress, where the votes, in choosing him, shall be taken by
states, each state having one vote. Let us see how far this

is compatible with the security of republicanism. Although
this state is to have ten, and Massachusetts eight represent-

atives, and Delaware and Rhode Island are to have but on-^

each, yet the vote is to be by states only. The consequence
will be that a majority of the states, and these consisting oi

the smallest, may elect him ; this will give an advantage to

the small states. He will depend, therefore, on the states

for his reelection and continuance in office, and not on the

people. Does it not bear the complexion of the late Con-
federation ? He will conduct himself in accommodation to

them, since by them he is chosen, and may be again. If he

accommodates himself to the interest of particular states, will

they not he obliged, by state policy, to support him after-

wards ? Let me inquire into his responsibility if he does

not depend on the people. To whom is he responsible ? To
the Senate, his own council. If he makes a treaty, bar-

tering the interests of his country, by whom is he to be

tried ? By the very persons who advised him to perpetrate

the act. Is this any security ? I am persuaded that the

gentleman who will be the first elected may continue in the

office for life.

The situation of the United States, as it applies to the

European states, demands attention. We may hold the

balance among those states. Their western territories are

contiguous to us. What we may do, without any offensive

operations, may have considerable influence. Will they not,

then, endeavor to influence his general councils ? May we
not suppose that they will endeavor to attach him to their

interest, and support him, in order to make him serve their

purposes ? If this be the case, does not the mode of elec-

tion present a favorable opportunity to continue in office the

person that shall be President ? I am persuaded they may,
by their power and intrigues, influence his reelection. There
being nothing to prevent his corruption but his virtue, which
is but precarious, we have not sufficient security. If there

be a propriety in giving him a right of making leagues, he

ought not to be connected with the Senate. If the Senate

have a right to make leagues, there ought to be a majority

of the states.

The Vice-President is an unnecessary officer. I can see

VOL. III. 62
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no reason for such an officer. The Senate might of their

own body elect a president who would have no dangerous
influence. He is to succeed the President, in case of re-

moval, disability, &c., and is to have the casting vote in the

•Senate. This gives an undue advantage to the state he
conies from, and will render foreign powers desirous of se-

curing his favor, to obtain which they will exert themselves
in his behalf. I am persuaded that the advantage of his

information will not counterbalance the disadvantages at-

tending his office.

The President might be elected by the people, dependent
upon them, and responsible for maladministration. As this

is not the case, I must disapprove of this clause in its pres-

ent form.

Mr. GRAYSON. Mr. Chairman, one great objection

with me is this : If we advert to this democratical, aristo-

cratical, or executive branch, we shall find their powers are

perpetually varying and fluctuating throughout the whole.
Perhaps the democratic branch would be well constructed,

were it not for this delect. The executive is still worse,

in this respect, than the democratic branch. He is to be
elected by a number of electors in the country ; but the

principle is changed when no person has a majority of the

whole number of electors appointed, or when more than one
have such a majority, and have an equal number of votes;

for then the lower house is to vote by states. It is thus

changing throughout the whole. It seems rather founded on
accident than any principle of government I ever heard of

We know that there scarcely ever was an election of such
an officer without the interposition of foreign powers. Two
causes prevail to make them intermeddle in such cases:—
one is, to preserve the balance of power ; the other, to pre-

serve their trade. These causes have produced interferences

of foreign powers in the election of the king of Poland.

All the great powers of Europe have interfered in an elec-

tion which took place not very long ago, and would not let

the people choose for themselves. We know how much the

powers of Europe have interfered with Sweden. Since the

death of Charles XII., that country has been a republican

government. Some powers were willing it should be so
;

some were willing her imbecility should continue ; others

wished the contrary ; and at length the court of France
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brought about a revolution, which converted it into an abso

lute goveranient. Can America be free from these inter-

ferences ? France, after losing Holland, will wish to make
America entirely her own. Great Britain will wish to in-

crease her influence by a still closer connection. It is the

interest of Spain, from the contiguity of her possessions in

the western hemisphere to the United States, to be in an

intimate connection with them, and influence their delibera-

tions, if possible. I think we have every thing to appre-

hend from such interferences. It is highly probable the

President will be continued in office for life. To gain his

favor, they will support him. Consider the means of impor-

tance he will have by creating officers. If he has a good
understanding with the Senate, they will join to prevent a

discovery of his misdeeds.

Whence comes this extreme confidence, that we disregard

the example of ancient and modern nations ? We find that

aristocracies never invested their officers with such immense
powers. Rome had not only an aristocratical, but also a

democratical branch
;

yet the consuls were in office only

two years. This quadrennial power cannot be justified by

ancient history. There is hardly an instance where a re-

public trusted its executive so long with much power ; nor

is it warranted by modern republics. The delegation ot

power is, in most of them, only for one year.

When you have a strong democratical and a strong aris-

tocratical branch, you may have a strong executive. But
when those are weak, the balance will not be preserved, if

you give the executive extensive powers for so long a time.

As this government is organized, it would be dangerous to

trust the Presidt^nt with such powers. How will you pun-

ish him if he abuse his power .^ Will you call him before

the Senate ? They are his counsellors and partners in crime.

Where are your checks ? We ought to be extremely cau-

tious in this country. If ever the government be changed,

it will probably be. into a despotism. The first object in

England was to destroy the monarchy ; but the aristocratic

branch restored him, and of course the government was or-

ganized on its ancient principles. But were a revolution to

happen here, there would be no means of restoring the gov-

ernment to its former org-anization. This is a caution to us

not to trust extensive powers. I have an extreme objection
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10 the mode of his election. I presume the seven Eastern
States will always elect him. As he is vested with the pow-
er of making treaties, and as there is a material distinction

between the carrying and productive states, the former will

be disposed to have him to themselves. He. will accommodate
himself to their interests in forming treaties, and they will

continue him perpetually in office. Thus mutual interest

will lead them reciprocally to support one another. It will

be a government of a faction, and this observation will ap-

ply to every part of it ; for, having a majority, they may do
what they please. I have made an estimate which shows
with what facility they will be able to reelect him. The
number of electors is equal to the number of representatives

and senators ; viz., ninety-one. They are to vote for two
persons. They give, therefore, one hundred and eighty-two
votes. Let there be forty-five votes for four different can-
didates, and two for the President. He is one of the five

highest, if he have but two votes, which he may easily pur-

chase. In this case, by the 3d clause of the 1st section of

the 2d article, the election is to be by the representatives,

according to states. Let New Hampshire be for him,— a

majority of its

3 representatives is - - 2
Rhode Island, ---1 --_.-_. l

Connecticut, ---5 3
New Jersey, .--4- 3
Delaware, ___!__ 1

Georgia, - - » S ------- 2
North Carolina, ---5 3

A majority of seven states is ------15
Thus the majority of seven states is but 15, while the

minority amounts to 50.

The total number of voices (91 electors and 65
representatives) is 156

Voices in favor of the President are, 2 state elec-

tors and 15 representatives, 17

139
So that the President may be reelected by the voices of 17
against 139.

It may be said that this is an extravagant case, and will

never happen. In my opinion, it will often happen. A
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person who is a favorite of Congress, if he gets but two vote?

of electors, may, by the subsequent choice of 15 represent-

atives, be elected President. Surely the possibility of such
a case ought to be excluded. 1 shall postpone mentioning m
what manner he ought to be elected, till we come to offer

amendments.
Mr. GEORGE MASON contended that this mode of

election was a mere deception,— a mere ignisfatuus on the

American people,— and thrown out to make them believe

they were to choose him; whereas it would not be once out
of fifty times that he would be chosen by them in the first

instance, because a majority of the whole number of votes was
required. If the localities of the states were considered, and
the probable diversity of the opinions of the people attended

to, he thought it would be found that so many persons would
be voted for, that there seldom or never could be a majority

in favor of one, except one great name, who, he believed,

would be unanimously elected. He then continued thus :— A majority of the whole number of electors is necessary,

to elect the President. It is not the greatest number of

votes that is required, but a majority of the whole number ol

electors. If there be more than one having such majority,

and an equal number, one of them is to be chosen by ballot

of the House of Representatives. But if no one have a ma-
jority of the actual number of electors appointed, how is he

to be chosen ? From the five highest on the list, by ballot

of the lower house, and the votes to be taken by states. I

conceive he ought to be chosen from the two highest on the

list. This would be simple and easy ; then, indeed, the

people would have some agency in the election. But when
it is extended to the five highest, a person having a very

small number of votes may be elected. This will almost

constantly happen. The states may choose the man in

whom they have most confidence. This, in my opinion, is

a very considerable defect. The people will, in reality, have

no hand in the election.

It has been wittily observed that the Constitution has

married the President and Senate— has made them man and
wife. I believe the consequence that generally results from
marriage will hap[)en here. They will be continually sup-

porting and aiding each other : they will always consider their

interest as united. We know the advantage the few have over
42

^
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the many. They can with facility act in concert, and on a

uniform system : they may join, scheme, and plot, against

the people without any chance of detection. The Senate
and President will form a combination that cannot be pre-

vented by the representatives. The executive and legisla-

tive powers, thus connected, will destroy all balances : this

would have been prevented by a constitutional council, to

aid the President in the discharge of his office, vesting the

Senate, at the same time, with the power of impeaching
them. Then we should have real responsibility. In its pres

ent form, the guilty try themselves. The President is tried

by his counsellors. He is not removed from office during his

trial. When he is arraigned for treason, he has the com-
mand of the army and navy, and may surround the Senate
with thirty thousand troops. It brings to my recollection

the remarkable trial of Milo at Rome. We may expect to

see similar instances here. But I suppose that the cure for

all evils— the virtue and integrity of our representatives—
will be thought a sufficient security. On this great and im-

portant subject, I am one of those (and ever shall be) who
object to it.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, I will take the liberty

of making a few observations, which may place this in such a
light as may obviate objections. It is observed that none of

the honorable members objecting to this have pointed out the

right mode of election. It was found difficult in the Con-
vention, and will be found so by any gentleman who will

take the liberty of delineating a mode of electing the

President that would exclude those inconveniences which
they apprehend. I would not contend against some of the

princi|)les laid down by some gentlemen, if the interests of

some states only were to be consulted. But there is a great

diversity of interests. The choice of the people ought to be

attended to. I have found no better way of selecting the

man in whom they place the highest confidence, than that

delineated in the plan of the Convention ; nor has the gen-
tleman told us. Perhaps it will be found impracticable to

elect him by the immediate suffiages of the people. Diffi-

culties would arise from the extent and population of the

states. Instead of this, the people choose the electors.

This can be done with ease and convenience, and will

render the choice more judicious. As to the eventual voting
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by states, it has my approbation. The lesser states, and some

large states, will be generally pleased by that mode The

deputies from the small states argued (and there is some force

in their reasoning) that, when the people voted, the large

states evidently had the advantage over the rest, and, without

varying the mode, the interest of the little states might be

neglected or sacrificed. Here is a compromise ;
for in the

eventual election, the small states will have the advantage.

In so extensive a country, it is probable that many persons

will be voted for, and the lowest of the five highest on the

list may not be so inconsiderable as he supposes. With re-

spect to the possibility that a small number of votes may decide

his election, I do not know how, nor do I think that a bare

calculation of possibility ought to govern us. One honorable

gentleman has said that the Eastern States may, in the

eventual election, choose him. But, in the extravagant cal-

culation he has niade, he has been obliged to associate North

Carolina and Georgia with the five smallest Northern States.

There can be no union of interest or sentiments between

states so differently situated.

The honorable member last up has committed a mistake

in saying there must be a majority of the whole number

of electors appointed. A majority of votesj equal to a ma-

jority of the electors appointed, will be sufficient. Forty-six

is a majority of ninety-one, and will suffice to elect the

President.

Mr. MASON arose, and insisted that the person having

the greatest number of votes would not be elected, unless

such majority was one of the whole number of electors ap-

pointed ; that it would rarely happen that any one would

have such a majority, and, as he was then to be chosen from

the five highest on the list, his election was entirely taken

from the people.

Mr. MADISON expressed astonishment at the construc-

tion of the honorable member, and insisted that nothing

was necessary but a number of votes equal to a majority of

the electors, which was forty-six ; for the clause expressly

siiid that " the person having the greatest number of votes

shall be President, if such number l)e a majority of the

whole number of electors appointed." Each had two votes,

because one vote was intended for the Vice-President. I am

surprised, contin led Mr. Madison, that the honorable mem
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her has not pointed out a more proper mode, since he ob-
jects to this.

But the honorable gentleman tells us that the President

and Senate will be in alliance against the representatives,

and that, from the advantage of the few over the many,
thev may seduce or overrule the representatives. But if this

be the case, how can he contend for the augmentation of

the number of the latter? for the more you increase their

number, the more danger in the disproportion. The diver-

sity of circumstances, situation, and extent, of the different

states, will render previous combination, with respect to the

election of the President, impossible.

[The 1st clause of the 2d section was read.]

Mr. GEORGE MASON, animadverting on the magni-
tude of the powers of the President, was alarmed at the

additional power of commanding the army in person. He
admitted the propriety of his being commander-in-chief, so

far as to give orders and have a general superintendericy

,

but he thought it would be dangerous to let him command
in person, without any restraint, as he might make a bad
use of it. He was, then, clearly of opinion that the consent

of a majority of both houses of Congress should be required

before he could take the command in person. If at any
time it should be necessary that he should take the personal

command, either on account of his superior abilities or other

cause, then Congress would agree to it ; and all dangers
would be obviated by requiring their consent. He called to

gentlemen's recollection the extent of what the late com-
mander-in-chief might have done, from his great abilities,

and the strong attachment of both officers and soldiers

towards him, if, instead of being disinterested, he had been
an ambitious man. So disinterested and amiable a charac-

ter as General Washington might never command again.

The possibility of danger ought to be guarded against.

Although he did not disapprove of the President's consulta

tion with the principal executive officers, yet he objected to

the want of an executive council, which he conceived to be
necessary to any regular free government. There being
none such, he apprehended a council would arise out of the

Senate, which, for want of real responsibility, he thought
dangerous. You will please, says he, to recollect that re-

moval from office, and future disqualification to hold any
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office, are the only consequences of conviction on impeach

ment. Now, I conceive that the President ought not tc,

have the power of pardoning, because he may frequently

pardon crimes which were advised by himself. It may hap-

pen, at some future day, that he will establish a monarchy,

and destroy the republic. If he has the power of granting

j)ardons before indictment, or conviction, may he not stop

inquiry and prevent detection ? The case of treason ought,

at least, to be excepted. This is a weighty objection with

me.

Mr. LEE reminded his honorable friend that it did not

follow, of necessity, that the President should command in

person ; that he was to command as a civil officer, and might

only take the command when he was a man of military

talents, and the public safety required it. He thought the

power of pardoning, as delineated in the Constitution, could

be nowhere so well placed as in the President. It was so

in the government of New York, and had been found safe

and convenient.

Mr. MASON replied, that he did not mean that the

President was of necessity to command, but he might if he

pleased ; and if he was an ambitious man, he might make a

dangerous use of it.

Mr. GEORGE NICHOLAS hoped the committee would

not advert to this ; that the army and navy were to be

raised by Congress, and not by the President. It was on the

same footing with our state government ; for the governor,

with the council, was to imbody the militia, but, when

actually imbodied, they were under the sole command of the

governor. The instance adduced was not similar. General

Washington was not a President. As to possible danger,

any commander might attempt to pervert what was intended

for the common defence of the community to its destruction.

The President, at the end of four years, was to relinquish

all his offices. But if any other person was to have the

command, the time would not be limited.

Mr. MASON answered, that it did not resemble the state

Constitution, because the governor did not possess such ex-

tensive powers as the President, and had no influence over

the navy. The liberty of the people had been destroyed by

those who were military commanders only. The danger

here was greater by the junction of great civil powers to the

VOL. HI. 63
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command of the army and fleet. Although Congress are to

raise the army, said he, no security arises from that ; for, in

time of war, they must and ought to raise an army, which
will be numerous, or otherwise, according to the nature of
the war, and then the President is to command without any
control.

Mr. MADISON, adverting to Mr. Mason's objection to

the President's power of pardoning, said it would be ex-
tremely improper to vest it in the House of Representatives,
and not much less so to place it in the Senate ; because
numerous bodies were actuated more or less by passion, and
might, in the moment of vengeance, forget humanity. It was
an established practice in Massachusetts for the legislature

to determine in such cases. It was found, says he, that two
different sessions, before each of which the question came
with respect to pardoning the delinquents of the rebellion,

were governed precisely by different sentiments: the one
would execute with universal vengeance, and the other
would extend general mercy.

There is one security in this case to which gentlemen
may not have adverted : if the President be connected, in

any suspicious manner, with any person, and there be
grounds to believe he will shelter him, the House of Rep-
resentatives can impeach him ; they can remove him if found
guilty; they can suspend him when suspected, and the

power will devolve on the Vice-President. Should he be
suspected, also, he may likewise be suspended till he be im-
peached and removed, and the legislature may make a

temporary appointment. This is a great security.

Mr. MASON vindicated the conduct of the assemblies

mentioned by the gentleman last up. He insisted they
were both right ; for, in the first instance, when such ideas

of severity prevailed, a rebellion was in existence : in such
circumstance, it was right to be rigid. But after it was
over, it would be wrong to exercise unnecessary severity.

Mr. MADISON replied, that the honorable member had
misunderstood the fact ; for the first assembly was after the

rebellion was over. The decision must have been improper

m one or the odier case. It marks this important truth,

says he, that numerous bodies of men are improper to exer-

cise this power. The universal experience of mankind
proves it.
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[The 2d clause of the 2d section was then read.]

Mr. GEORGE MASON thought this a most dangerous

clause, as thereby five states might make a treaty ; ten sen-

ators — the representatives of five states— being two thirds

of a quorum. These ten might come from the iive smallest

states. By the Confederation, nine states were necessarj

to concur in a treaty. This secured justice and moderation.

His principal fear, however, was not that five, but that seven,

states— a bare majority— would make treaties to bind the

Union.

Mr. GEORGE NICHOLAS, in answer to Mr. Mason,

insisted that we were on a safer footing in this Consti-

tution than in the Confederation. The possibility of five

states making treaties was founded on a supposition of the

non-attendance of the senators from the other states. This

non-attendance, he observed, might be reciprocated. It was
presumable that, on such important occasions, they would

attend from all the states, and then there must be a concur-

rence of nine states. The approbation of the President,

who had no local views, being elected by no particular state,

but the people at large, was an additional security.

Mr. MASON differed widely from the gentleman. He
conceived that the contiguity of some states, and remoteness

of others, would prevent that reciprocity which he had men-
tioned. Some states were near the seat of government

;

otiiers far from it ; for instance, Georgia was eight or nine

hundred miles from it. Suppose, says he, a partial treaty is

nride by the President, and is to be ratified by the Senate.

They do not always sit. Who is to convene them ,^ The
President. Is it presumable that he would call distant states

to make the ratification, or those states whose interest he

knew to be injured by the treaty he had proposed ? This, I

conceive, will have a contrary effect from what the gentle-

man says.

A desultory conversation took y)lace.

Mr. NICHOLAS asked if it was presumable that the

President, who depended on the people for his political exist-

ence, would sacrifice the interest of the eight largest states, to

accommodate the five smallest. The gentleman had said

once that the Senate would be always sitting, and yet five

states were now to effect the business, because the rest were

away.
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Mr LEE compared the possibility of non-attendance of

the senators to that in our state legislature. It consisted of

one hundred and seventy members : a majority of these was

forty-four, which were couipeteiit to pass any law. He de-

manded il all our laws were bad because forty-four might

pass them. The case was similar. Although two thirds of

the senators present could form a treaty, it was not presuma-

ijle it could often happen that there should be but a bare

quorum present on so important an occasion, when the con-

sequence of non-attendance was so well known.

Mr. MADISON thought it astonishing that gentlemen

should think that a treaty could be got up with surprise, or that

foreign nations should be solicitous to get a treaty only rati-

fied by the senators of a few states. Were the President to

commit any thing so atrocious as to summon only a few

states, he would be impeached and convicted, as a majority

of the states would be affected by his misdemeanor.

Mr. HENRY begged gentlemen to consider the condition

this country would be in if two thirds of a quorum should be

empowered to make a treaty : they might relinquish and

alienate territorial rights, and our most valuable commercial

advantages. In short, if any thing should be left us, it would

be because the President and senators were pleased to ad-

mit it. The power of making treaties, by this Constitution,

ill-guarded as it is, extended farther than it did in any coun-

try in the world. Treaties were to have more force here

than in any part of Christendom; for he defied any gen-

tleman to show any thing so extensive in any strong ener-

getic government in Europe. Treaties rest, says he, on the

laws and usages of nations. To say that they are munici-

pal is, to me, a doctrine totally novel. To make them para-

mount to the Constitution and laws of the states, is unprece-

dented. I would give them the same force and obligation

they have in Great Britain, or any other country in Europe.

Gentlemen are going on in a fatal career; but I hope they

will stop before they concede this power unguarded and un-

altered.

Mr. MADISON, instead of being alarmed, had no doubt

but the Constitution would increase, rather than decrease, the

security of territorial rights and commercial advantages, as it

would augment the strength and respectability of the country.

The honorable gentleman, says he, has said we are making
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great innovations in extending the force of treaties. Are

not treaties the law of the land in England ? I will refer

you to a book which is in every man's hand— BlHckstone'j,

Connnentaries. It will inform you that the treaties made b}

the king are to be the supreme law of the land. If they are

to have any efficacy, they must be the law of the land : they

are so in every country. He thinks that, by the power of

making treaties, the empire may be dismembered in time of

peace. The king of Great Britain has the power of ma-

king peace, but he has no power of dismembering the empue.

or alienating any part of it. Nay, the king of France has

no right of alienating part of his dominions to any power

whatsoever. The power of making treaties does not involve

a right of dismembering the Union.

Mr. HENRY asked how the power of the king of Great

Britain, with respect to dismembering the empire, would

stand, if the constitution had declared that treaties would be

effectual, notwithstanding anything in the constitution or laws

of the country. He would confess his error, if the gentle-

man could prove that the power of the king of Great Britain,

and that of Congress, in making treaties, were similar.

Mr. MADISON conceived that, as far as the king of

Great Britain had a constitutional power of making a treaty,

such a treaty was binding. He did not say that his power

was unlimited. One exception was, that he could -not dis-

member the empire.

Mr. GRAYSON, after discriminating the difference of

what was called the law of nations in different countries,

and its different operations, said he was exceedingly alarmed

about this clause. His apprehensions were in(;reased from

what he had seen. He went over the grounds which had

been before developed, of the dangers to which the right

of navigating the Mississippi would be exposed, if two thirds

of the senators present had a right to make a treaty to bind

the Union. Seven states had already discovered a de-

termined resolution of yielding it to Spain. There was

every reason, in his opinion, to believe they would avail

themselves of the power as soon as it was given them. The

prevention of emigrations to the westward, and consequent

superiority of the southern j)ower and influence, would be a

powerful motive to impel them to relinquish that river. He
warmly expatiated on the utility of that navigation, and the
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impolicy of surrendering it up. The consent of the Pres

ident he considered as a trivial check, if, indeed, it was any

,

for the election would be so managed that he would always

come from a particular place, and he would pursue the inter-

est of such place. Gentlemen had said that the senators

would attend from all the states. This, says he, is imprac-

ticable, if they be not nailed to the floor. If the senators

of the Southern States be gone but one hour, a treaty may
be made by the rest, yielding that inestimable right. This

paper will be called the law of nations in America; it will

be the Great Charter of America; it will be paramount to

every thing. After having once consented to it, we cannot

recede from it. Such is my repugnance to the alienation of

a right which I esteem so important to the happiness of my
country, that I would object to this Constitution if it con-

tained no other defect.

Mr. NtCHOLAS, in answer to the observations of the

gentleman last up, on the law of nations, said he thought it

was dictated by no particular nation ; that there was no such

thing as a particular law of nations, but that the law of na-

tions was permanent and general. It was superior to any

act or law of any nation ; it implied the consent of all,

and was mutually binding on all, being acquiesced in for the

common benefit of all. Gentlemen recurred to their favorite

business again— their scuffle for Kentucky votes. He com-

pared the king of England's power to make treaties to that

given by this clause. He insisted they resembled each

other. If a treaty was to be the supreme law of the land

here, it was so in England. The power was as unlimited

in England as it was here. Let gentlemen, says he, show

me that the king can go so far, and no farther, and I will

show them a like limitation in America. But, say they, the

President has no check. The worthy member says the

weight of power ought to be in this part of the continent,

because the number of inhabitants will be greater here. If

so, every freeholder having a right to vote for the President,

by the interposition of electors, will attend to his interests.

This is a sufficient check.

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen say that the

king of Great Britain has the same right of making treaties

that our President has here. I will have no objection to

this, if you make your president a king. But I will adduce
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a difference between an American treaty and an English

treaty. Recollect the case of the Russian ambassador : he

was arrested contrary to the rights of his master. The Rus-

sian emperor demanded the man, at whose instance his am
bassador was arrested, to be given up to him, to be put to

instant death. What did the queen say? She wrote him

that that was something paramount to what she could do
;

that it exceeded her power to comply with his demand, be-

cause it was contrary to the constitution and laws. But
how is it here ? Treaties are binding, notwithstanding our

laws and constitutions. Let us illustrate this fatal instance

Suppose the case of the Russian ambassador to happen here.

The President can settle it by a treaty, and have the man
arrested, and punished according to the Russian manner.

The constitutions of these states may be most flagrantly

violated without remedy. And still will gentlemen compare

the two cases ? So great was the anxiety of Queen Anne,

that she wrote a letter to the Russian prince with her own
hand, apologizing for her inability to comply with his de-

mands. The Parliament was consulted, and a law made to

prevent such arrests for the future. I say again that, if you

consent to this power, you depend on the Justice and equity

of those in power. We may be told that we shall find ample

refuge in the law of nations. When you yourselves have your

necks so low that the President may dispose of your rights

as he pleases, the law of nations cannot be applied to relieve

you. Sure I am, if treaties are made infringing our liber-

ties, it will be too late to say that our constitutional rights

are violated. We are in contact with two powers— Great

Britain and Spain. They may claim our most valuable ter-

ritories, and treaties may be made to yield them. It is easy

on our part to define our unalienable rights, and expressly

secure them, so as to prevent future claims and disputes.

Suppose you be arraigned as offenders and violators of a

treaty made by this government. Will you have that fair

trial which offenders are entitled to in your own gov-

ernment ? Will you plead a right to the trial by jury?

You will have no right to appeal to your own Con-
stitution. You must appeal to your Continental Consti

tution. A treaty may be made giving away your rights,

and inflicting unusual punishments on its violators. It is*

contended that, if the king of Great Britain makes a treat\
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v\ithin the line of his prerogative, it is the law of the land.

I agiee that this is proper, and, if I could see the same
checks in that paper which I see in the British government,

I would consent to it. Can the English monarch make a

treaty which shall subvert the common law of England, and

the constitution ? Dare he make a treaty that shall violate

Magna Charta, or the bill of rights? Dare he do any thing

derogatory to the honor, or subversive of the ijreat privileges,

of his people ? No, sir. If he did, it would be nugatory,

and the attempt would endanger his existence.

The king of France calls his Parliament to give him

power to make what regulations, with regard to treaties,

they may think conducive to the interest of the nation. In

the time of Henry IV., a treaty with Sigismund, king of Po-

land, was ratified by the Parliament. You have not even

as much security as that. You prostrate your rights to the

President and Senate. This power is therefore dangerous

and destructive.

Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, I conceive that

neither the life nor property of any citizen, nor the par-

ticular right of any state, can be affected by a treaty. The
lives and properties of European subjects are not affected by

treaties, which are binding on the aggregate community in

its political, social capacity.

The honorable gentleman says that, if you place treaties

on the same footing here as they are in England, he will

consent to the power, because the king is restrained in

making treaties. Will not the President and Senate be re-

strained ? Being creatures of that Constitution, can they

destroy it ? Can any particular body, instituted for a par-

ticular purpose, destroy the existence of the society for

whose benefit it is created ? It is said there is no limitation

of treaties. I defy the wisdom of that gentleman to show-

how they ought to be limited. When the Constitution

marks out the powers to be exercised by particular depart-

ments, I say no innovation can take place. An honorable

gentleman says that this is the Great Charter of America.

If so, will not the last clause of the 4th article of the

Constitution secure against dismemberment ? It provides

that " nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as

to prejudice any claims of the United States, or of any par-

ticular state." And if this did not constitute security, i«
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follows, from the nature of civil association, that no particu-

lar part shall sacrifice the whole.
Wednesday, June 18, 1788.

Mr. GRAYSON, after recapitulating the dangers of losin^?

the Mississippi, if the power of making treaties, as delineated

in the Constitution, were granted, insisted, most strenuously,

that the clause which the honorable gentleman had cited as

a security against a dismemberment of the empire was no

real security; because it related solely to the back lands

claimed by the United States and different states. This

clause was inserted for the purpose of enabling Congress to

dispose of, and make all needful rules and regulations re-

specting, the territory, or other property, belonging to the

United States, and to ascertain clearly that the claims of

particular states, respecting territory, should not be prejudiced

by the alteration of government, but be on the same footing

as before ; that it could not be construed to be a limitation

of the power of making treaties. Its sole intention was to

obviate ail the doubts and disputes which existed, under the

Confederation, concerning the western territory and other

places in controversy in the United States. He defended

his former position with respect to a particular law of na-

tions. I insist, says he, that the law of nations is founded

on particular laws of different nations. I have mentioned

some instances : I will mention some more. It is the part

of the laws of several Oriental nations to receive no ambas-

sadors, and to burn their prisoners. It is a custom with the

grand seignior to receive, but not to send ambassadors. It

is a particular custom with him, in time of war with Russia,

to put the Russian ambassador in the Seven Towers. But

the worthy member said that it was odd there should be a

particular law of nations. I beg leave to tell him that the

United States are entering into a particular law of nations

now. I do not deny the existence of a general law of na-

tions ; but I contend that, in different nations, there are cer-

tain laws or customs, regulating their conduct towards other

nations, which are as permanently and immutably observed

as the general law of nations. Of course there was a law

of nations incident to the Confederation. Any person may

renounce a right secured to him by any particular law or

custom of a nation. If Congress have no right, by the law

of nations, to give away a part of the empire, yet, by this

VOL. HI. 64 43
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CMinpacr, thoy may give it up. I look on that compact to be

a part ('f the law of nations. The treaty of Munster formed
a great part of the law of nations. How is the Scheldt

given up ? By that treaty, though contrary to the law of

nations. Cannot Congress give the Mississippi also by

treaty, though such cession would deprive us of a right to

which, by the law of nations, we are inalienably and inde-

feasibly entitk^d? I lay it down as a princij)le that nations cc'n,

as well as individuals, renounce any particular right. Na-
tions who inhabit on the sources of rivers have a right to

navigate them, and go down, as well as the waters them-
selves.

Mr. GEORGE NICHOLAS again drew a parallel be-

tween the power of the king of Great Britain and that of

Congress, with respect to making treaties. He contended
that they were on the same foundation, and that every pos-

sible security which existed in the one instance was to be

found in the other. To prove that there was no constitu-

tional limit to the king's power of making treaties, and that

treaties, when once by him made, were the supreme law of

the land, he quoted the following lines in Blackstone's Com-
mentaries, vol. i. page 257 :

" It is also the king's prerogative

to make treaties, leagues, and alliances, with foreign states

and princes; for it is, by the law of nations, essential to

the goodness of a league, that it be made by the sovereign

power; and then it is binding upon the whole community;
and in England the sovereign power, quoad hoc, is vested in

the person of the king. Whatever contracts, therefore, he

engages in, no other power in the kingdom can legally delay,

resist, or annul." A further proof, says Mr. Nicholas, that

there is no limitation in this respect, is afforded by what he

adds :
" And yet, lest this plenitude of authority should be

abused, to the detriment of the public, the constitution has

interposed a check, by the means of parliamentary imj)each-

ment, for the punishment of such ministers as, from criminal

motives, advise or conclude any treaty which shall afterwards

be judged to derogate from the honor and interest of the

nation." How does this apply to this Constitution ? The
President and Senate have the same power of making trea-

ties
; and when made, they are to have the same force and

validity. They are to be the supreme law of the land here

This book shows us they are so in England.
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Have we not seen, in America, that treaties were violated,

though they are, in all countries, considered as the supreme

law of the land ? Was it not, therefore, necessary to declare

in explicit terms, that they should be so here ? How, then,

is this Constitution on a different footing from the govern-

ment of Britain ? The worthy member says, that they can

make a treaty relinquishing our rights, and inflicting punish-

ments ; because all treaties are declared paramount to the

constitutions and laws of the states. An attentive consider-

ation of this will show the committee that they can do no

such thing. The provision of the 6th article is, that this

Constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall

be made in pursuance thereof, and all the treaties made,

or which shall be made, under the authority of the United

States, shall be the supreme law of the land. They can, by

this, make no treaty which shall be repugnant to the spirit of

the Constitution, or inconsistent with the delegated powers.

The treaties they make must be under the authority of the

United States, to be within their province. It is sufficiently

secured, because it only declares that, in pursuance of the

powers given, they shall be the supreme law of the land,

notwithstanding any thing in the constitution or laws of

particular states.

The fact which he has adduced from the English history

respecting the Russian ambassador, does not apply to this

part of the Constitution. The arrest of that ambassador was

an offence against the law of nations. There was no tri-

bunal to punish it before. An act was therefore made to

prevent such offences for the future ; appointing a court to

try offenders against it, and pointing out their punishment.

That act acknowledges the arrest to have been a violation

of the law of nations, and that it was a defect in their

laws that no remedy had been provided against such viola-

tions before. I think it must appear, to the satisfaction of

the committee, that this power is similar to what it is in

England.

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, it is true that

this is one of the greatest acts of sovereignty, and therefore

ought to be most strongly guarded. The cession of such a

power, without such checks and guards, cannot be justified:

vet I acknowledge such a power must rest somewhere. It

aS so in all governments. If, in the course of an unsuccess-
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ful war, we should be compelled to give up part of our ter-

ritories, or undergo subjugation if the general government

could not make a treaty to give up such a part for the ])res-

ervation of the residue, the government itself, and conse-

quently the rights of the people, must fall. Such a power
must, therefore, rest somewhere. For my own part, I never

heard it denied that such a power must l)e vested in the

government. Our complaint is, that it is not sufficiently

guarded, and that it requires much more solemnity and

caution than are delineated in that system. It is more

guarded in England. Will any gentleman undertake to say

that the king, by his prerogative, can dismember the British

emj)ire ? Could the king give Portsmouth to France ? He
could not do this without an express act of Parliament—
without the consent of the legislature in all its branches.

There are other things which the king cannot do, which may
be done by the President and Senate in this case. Could

the king, by his prerogative, enable foreign subjects to pur-

chase lands, and have an hereditary indefeasible title ? This

would require an express act of Parliament.

Though the king can make treaties, yet he cannot make
a treaty contrary to the constitution of his country. Where
did their constitution originate ? It is founded on a number
of maxims, which, by long time, are rendered sacred and in-

violable. Where are there such maxims in the American
Constitution ? In that country, which we formerly called our

mother country, they have had, for many centuries, certain

fundamental maxims, which have secured their persons and

properties, and prevented a dismemberment of their country.

The common law, sir, has prevented the power of the crown
from destroying the immunities of the people. We are

placed in a still better condition— in a more favorable sit-

uation than perhaps any people ever were before. We have

it in our }X)wer to secure our liberties and happiness on the

most unshaken, firm, and permanent basis. We can estab-

lish what government we please. But by that paper we are

consolidating the United States into one great government,

and trusting to constructive security. You will find no such

thing in the English government. The common law of

England is not the common law of these states. I conceive,

therefore, that there is nothing in that Constitution to hinder

a dismemberment of the empire.
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Will any gentleman say that they may not make a treaty,

whereby the subjects of France, England, and other powers,

may buy what lands they please in this country ? This

would violate those principles which we have received from

the mother country. The indiscriminate admission of" ah

foreigners to the first rights of citizenship, without any

permanent security for their attachment to the country, is

repufrnant to every principle of prudence and good policy.

The President and Senate can make any treaty whatsoever.

We wish not to refuse, but to guard, this power, as it is done

in England. The empire there cannot be dismembered

without the consent of the national Parliament. We wish

an express and explicit declaration, in that paper, that the

power which can make other treaties cannot, without the

consent of the national Parliament— the national legislature

— dismember the empire. The Senate alone ought not to

have this power ; much less ought a few states to have it.

No treaty to dismember the empire ought to be made with-

3ut the consent of three fourths of the legislature in all its

branches. Nor ought such a treaty to be made but in case

of the most urgent and unavoidable necessity. When such

necessity exists, there is no doubt but there will be a general

and uniform vote of the Continental Parliament.

Mr. CORBIN largely expatiated on the propriety of

vesting this power in the general government, in the manner

proposed by the plan of the Convention. He also contended

that the empire could not be dismembered without the

consent of the part dismembered. To obviate the force of

the observations made by an honorable gentleman respecting

the relinquishment of the Scheldt, he adduced the late com-

plaints and efforts of the emperor of Germany respecting that

river. He insisted that no part of the Constitution was less

exceptionable than this. If, says he, there be any sound part

in this Constitution, it is in this clause. The representatives

are excluded from interposing in making treaties, because

large popular assemblies are very improper to transact such

business, from the impossibility of their acting with sufficient

secrecy, despatch, and decision, which can only be found in

small bodies, and because such numerous bodies are ever

subject to factions and party animosities. It would be dan-

gerous to give this power to the President alone, as the

concession of such power to one individual is repugnant to
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republican principles. It is, therefore, given to the President

and tlie Senate (who represent the states in their individual

capacities) conjointly. In this it differs from every govern-

ment we know. It steers with admirable dexterity between

the two extremes, neither leaving it to the executive, as in

most other governments, nor to the legislative, which would

too much retard such negotiation.

The honorable iientleman said that treaties are not the

supreme law of the land in England. My honorable friend

proved the contrary by the Commentaries of Blackstone.

Let me confirm it by a circumstance fresh in the memory of

every body. When the treaty was made by us with

En2;land, it was disapproved of by the English Parliament,

and the administration was turned out : yet the treaty was
good. Does not this prove that it was binding on the

nation, and that the king has such a power? What othei

proof do gentlemen wish ? In England, it is a maxim that

the king can do no wrong, yet they have sufficient respon-

sibilitv, as the ministry can do wrong ; for if they advise

him to make a treaty derogatory to the honor and interest

of the nation, they do it at the risk of their heads. If the

king were to make such a treaty himself, contrary to the

advice of his ministry, an honest or prudent minister would

resign. The President of the United States is responsible

in person himself, as well as the senators.

But, say gentlemen, all treaties made under this Consti-

tution are to be the supreme law of nations ; that is, in their

way of construction, paramount to the Constitution itself,

and the laws of Congress. It is as clear as that two and

two make four, that the treaties made are to be binding

on the states only. Is it not necessary that they should be

l)inding on the states? Fatal experience has proved that

treaties would never be complied with, if their observance

depended on the will of the states ; and the consequences

would be constant war. For if any one state could coun-

teract any treaty, how could the United States avoid

hostility with foreign nations? Do not gentlemen see the

infinite dangers that would result from it, if a small part of

the community could drag the whole confederacy into w^ar?

The honorable gentleman on the other side tells us that

this doctrine is not founded, because, in England, it is declared

that the consent of Parliament is necessary. Had the hon-
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orable gentleman used his usual discernment and penetra-

tion, he would see the difference between a commercial treaty

and other treaties. A commercial treaty must be submitted

to the consideration of Parliament, because such treaties

will render it necessary to alter some laws, add new clauses

to some, and repeal others. If this be not done, the treaty

is void, quoad hoc. The Mississippi cannot l)e dismembered

but in two ways— by a common treaty, or a commercial

treaty. If the interest of Congress will lead them to yield

it by the first, the law of nations would justify the people

of Kentucky to resist, and the cession would be nugatory.

It cannot, then, be surrendered by a common treaty. Can
it be done by a commercial treaty ? If it should, the con-

sent of the House of Representatives would be requisite,

because of the correspondent alterations that must be made

in the laws.

[Here Mr. Corbin illustrated his position by reading the last clause of

the treaty with France, which gives certain commercial privileges to the

suDJects of France; to give full effect to which, certain correspondent

alterations were necessary in the commercial regulations.]

This, continues he, secures legislative interference. Some
of the most extraordinary calculations that ever were made
have been adduced to prove that the navigation of the Mis-

sissippi is on a worse ground than it was before. We are

told that five states can make a treaty. This is on a sup-

})osition that the senators from the other states will be absent,

which is wild and extravagant. On this ground, three states

can prevent it ; and if Kentucky become a state, two other

states, with it, can prevent the making such a treaty. I

wish not to assert, but to prove. Suppose there be fourteen

members, and the members from Kentucky be of the num-

ber. Two thirds, which are ten, are necessary to make a

treaty. Three members, together with the two members

from Kentucky, will be sufficient to prevent its being made.

But suppose all the other states to be present, (which is the

fair conclusion, for it is fair to conclude that men will be at-

tentive to their own interest ;) what would be the conse-

quence ? There would be twenty-eight ; two thirds of

which are nineteen, which is one member more than the

senators of nine states ; so that, in such a case, ten states

must concur in the treaty ; whereas, by the old Confedera-

tion, only nine states were necessary. I defy any man f
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confute this doctrine. The argument of gentlenK n is there-

fore disingenuous. I am more ibrciblv led to this conclusion

when I hear gentlemen go to barbarous nations to adduce

proofs of the requisites of a social government.

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, this great national con-

cern is handled in a manner quite new to me. When argu^

ments are used which are calculated in their nature to mis-

lead men, — when I reflect on the subject, I dread that our

rights are about to be given away, though I may };'Ossibly be

mistaken. I said yesterday, and not without thinking much
on the subject, that my mind would be at ease were we on

the same grounds, in this respect, as the English are. Gen-
tlemen think that Great Britain was adduced by me, in this

instance, unfortunately for myself, because the learned Judge

Blackstone says that treaties are binding on the nation, and

the king can make treaties. That learned judge says there

is one thing which operates as a guard. That thing we
have not in this paper— it is responsibility. He tells you

that the minister who will sacrifice the interest of the nation

is subject to parliamentary impeachment. This has been

ever found to be effectual. But I beg gentlemen to con-

sider the American impeachment. What is it? It is a

mere sham— a mere farce. When they do any thing de-

rogatory to the honor or interest of their country, they are to

try themselves. Is it so in England ? The history of that

country shows that they have blocks and gibbets. The
violators of the public interest have been tried justly and

impartially, and })erished by those necessary instruments

of justice. Can there be any security where offenders mu-
tually try one another ? I hope gentlemen will consider the

necessity of amendment in this clause.

We are told that the state rights are preserved. Suppose

the state right to territory be preserved ; I ask and demand,

How do the rights of persons stand, when they have power

to make any treaty, and that treaty is paramount to consti-

tutions, laws, and every thing ? When a person shall be

treated in the most horrid manner, and most cruelly and in-

humanly tortured, will the security of territorial rights grant

him redress? Suppose an unusual punishment in conse-

quence of an arrest similar to that of the Russian ambassa-

dor ; can it be said to be contrary to the state rights?

I might go on in this discrimination ; but it is too obvious
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thit the security of territory is no security of individual

safety. I ask, How are the state rights, individual rights,

and national rights, secured ? Not as in England ; for the

authority quoted, from Blackstone would, if stated right

prove, in a thousand instances, that, if the king of England

attempted to take away the rights of individuals, the law

would stand against him. The acts of Parliament would

stand in his way. The bill and declaration of rights would

be against him. The common law is fortified by the bill

of rights. The rights of the people cannot be destroyed,

even by the paramount operation of the law of nations, as

the case of the Russian ambassador evinces. If you look

for a similar security in the paper on your table, you look in

vain. That paper is defective without such a declaration

of rights. It is unbounded without such restrictions. If

the Constitution be paramount, how are the constitutions

and laws of the states to stand ? Their operation will be

totally controlled by it ; for it is paramount to every thing,

unless you can show some guard against it. The rights of

persons are exposed as it stands now.

The calculation of the honorable gentleman (Mr. Corbin)

was wrong. I am sure he spoke from the best of his recol-

lection, when he referred tx) our treaty of peace with Great

Britain, and said that it was binding on the nation, though

disapproved of by Parliament. Did not an act of Parliament

pass, acknowledging the independence of America? It the

king of England wished to dismember the empire, would he

dare to attempt it without the advice of Parliament ? The

most hardy minister would not dare to advise him to attenipt

it without a previous consultation of Parliament. No cession

of territory is binding on the nation unless it be fortified by

an act of Parliament. Will it be so in your American gov-

ernment ? No. They will tell you that they are omnipo-

tent as to this point.

We are so used to speak of enormity of powers, that we
arc familiarized with it. To me this power appears still de-

structive ; for they can make any treaty. If Congress

forbears to exercise it, you may thank them ;
but they may

exercise it if they please, and as they please. Thev have a

right, from the paramount power giveYi them, to do so. Will

the gentleman say that this power is paramount to the state

laws only? Is it not paramount to the Constitution and

VOL. lu. 65
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every thiui;? Can any thing be paramount to what is par-

amount ? Will not the laws of Congress be binding on

Congress, as well as on any particular state ? Will they not

be bound by their own acts? The worthy gentleman must

see the impropriety of his assertion. To render this safe, I

conceive we must adopt my honorable friend's amendment.

The component part of this supreme power are the Presi-

dent, senators, and House of Representatives. The latter

is the most material part. They ought to interpose in the

formation of treaties. When their consent is necessary,

there will be a certainty of attending to the public interests.

Mr. Henrv then contended that there was real resj;onsi-

bility in the British government, and sufficient security aris-

ing from the common law, declaration of rights, &c. ; where-

as, in this government, there was no barrier to stop their

mad career. He hoped to obtain the amendments which his

honorable friend had proposed.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, I am persuaded that,

wh^n this power comes to be thoroughly and candidly

viewed, it will be found right and proper. As to its extent,

perhaps it will be satisfactory to the committee that the power

is, precisely, in the new Constitution as it is in the Confed-

eration. In the existing confederacy. Congress are author-

ized indefinitely to make treaties. Many of the states have

recognized the treaties of Congress to be the supreme la\y

of the land. Acts have passed, within a year, declaring this

to be the case. I have seen many of them. Does it follow,

because this power is given to Congress, that it is absolute

and unlimited? I do not conceive that power is given to

the President and Senate to dismember the empire, or to

alienate any great, essential right. I do not think the whole

legislative authority have this power. The exercise of the

power must be consistent with the object of the delegatioi

One objection against the amendment proposed is this,

that, by implication, it would give powder to the legislative au-

thority to dismember the empire— a power that ought.not to

be given, but by the necessity that would force assent from

every man. I think it rests on the safest foundation as it is.

The object of treaties is the regulation of intercourse with

foreign nations, and is external. I do not think it possible

to enumerate all the cases in which such external regula-

tions would be ne?essary. Would it be right to define all
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the cases in which Congress could exercise this authority

The definition might, and probably would, be defective

They might be restrained, by such a definition, from exer

cising the authority where it would be essential to the inter-

est and safety of the community. It is most safe, therefore,

to leave it to be exercised as contingencies may arise.

It is to be presumed that, in transactions with foreign

countries, those who regulate them will feel the whole force

of national attachment to their country. The contrast being

between their own nation and a foreign nation, is it not pre-

sumable they will, as far as possible, advance the interest of

their own country? Would it not be considered as a dan-

gerous principle in the British government were the king

to have the same power in internal regulations as he has in

the external business of treaties ? Yet as, among other

reasons, it is natural to suppose he will prefer the interest of

his own to that of another country, it is thought proper to

give him this external power of making treaties. This

distinction is well worthy the consideration of gentlemen.

I think the argument of the gentleman who restrained the

supremacy of these to the laws of particular states, and not

to Congress, is rational. Here the supremacy of a treaty is

contrasted with the supremacy of the laws of the states. It

cannot be otherwise supreme. If it does not supersede

their existing laws, as far as they contravene its operation, it

cannot be of any effect. To counteract it by the supremacy

of the state laws, would bring on the Union the just charge

of national perfidy, and involve us in war.

Suppose the king of Great Britain should make a treaty

with France, where he had a constitutional right ; if the

treaty should require an internal regulation, and the Parlia-

ment should make a law to that effect, that law would be

binding on the one, though not on the other nation. Sup-

pose there should be a violation of right by the exercise of

this power by the President and Senate ; if there was ap-

parent merit in it, it would be binding on the people ; for

where there is a power for any particular purpose, it must

supersede what may oppose it, or else it can be no power.

For instance, where there is a power of declaring war, that

power, as to declaring war, supersedes every thing. This

would be an unfortunate case, should it happen ; but should

it happen, there is a remedy ; and there being a remedy,

they will be restrained against abuse?.
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But, let us compare- the responsibility in this government

to thcii of the British government. . If" there be an abuse of

this royal prerogative, the minister who advises him is liable

to impeachment. This is the only restraint on the sov-

ereign. Now, sir, is not the minister of the United States

imder restraint ? Who is the minister ? The President

himself, who is liable to im])eachment. He is responsible

in person. But for the abuse of the power of the king, the

res|X)nsibility is in his advisers. Suppose the Constitution

had said, that this minister alone could make treaties, and,

when he violated the interest of the nation, he would be

impeached by the Senate ; then the comparison would hold

good between the two governments. But is there not an

additional security by adding to him the representatives and

guardians of the political interest of the states ? If he

should seduce a part of the Senate to a participation in his

crimes, those who were not seduced would pronounce sen-

tence against him ; and there is this supplementary security,

that he may be convicted and punished afterwards, when
other members come into the Senate, one third being ex-

cluded every second year ; so that there is a twofold secu-

rity— the security of impeachment and conviction by those

senators that may be innocent, should no more than one

third be engaged with the President in the plot ; and should

there be more of them engaged in it, he may be tried

and convicted by the succeeding senators, and the upright

senators who were in the Senate before.

As to the case of the Russian ambassador, I shall say

nothing. It is as inapplicable as many other quotations

made by the gentleman. I conceive that, as far as the bills

of rights in the states do not express any thing foreign to the

nature of such things, and express fundamental principles

essential to liberty, and those privileges which are declared

necessary to all free people, these rights are not encroached

on by this government. [Mr. Madison added other remarks,

which could not be heard.]

Mr. CORBIN begged leave to explain what he had said

He acknowledged that an act of Parliament passed, acknowl-

edging the independence of America : but though there was
nothing in that act respecting the Newfoundland fishery,

and we were, by the treaty, to enjoy a right to that fishery

unmolested, yet that part of the treaty was binding on th«:

nation.
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After some desultory conversation, concerning the mode
of considering the judiciary, the 1st and 2d sections of tho

3d article were read.

Mr. PENDLETON. Mr. Chairman, on a former oc-

casion, when I was considering the government at large, I

mentioned the necessity of making a judiciary an essential

part of the government. It is necessary, in order to arrest

the executive arm, prevent arbitrary punishments, and give

a fair trial, that the innocent may be guarded, and the guilty

brought to just punishment, and that honesty and industry be

protected, and injustice and fraud be prevented. Taking it

for granted, then, that a judiciary is necessary, the power of

that judiciary must be coextensive with the legislative power,

and reach to all parts of society intended to be governed.

They must be so arranged, that there must be some court

which shall be the central point of their operations ; and be-

cause all the business cannot be done in that part, there must

be inferior courts to carry it on. The first clause contains an

arrangement of the courts— one supreme, and such inferior as

Congress may ordain and establish. This seems to me to be

proper. Congress must be the judges, and may find reasons

to change and vary them as experience shall dictate. It is

therefore, not only improper, but exceedingly inconvenient,

to fix the arrangement in the Constitution itself, and not

leave it to laws which may be changed according to circum-

stances. I think it highly probable that their first experi-

ment will be, to appoint the state courts to have the inferior

federal jurisdiction, becausp it would be best calculated to

give general satisfaction, and answer economical purposes

;

since a small additional salary may in that case suffice, in-

stead of competent provision for the judges. But even this

eligible mode experience may furnish powerful reasons for

changing, and a power to make such changes ought to rest

with Congress. This clause also secures an important point

— the independency of the judges, both as to tenure of

offices and fixing of salary. I wish the restraint had been

applied to increase as well as diminution.

The 2d section points out the subjects of their jurisdic

tion.

1. Cases arising under the Constitution.

2. the laws of the federal legislature

3. treaties made by them.

44
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4. i411 cases affecting ambassadors, ministers, and consuls.

5. All cases of maritime or admiralty jurisdiction.

6. Controversies wherein the United States shall be a

party.

7. between two or more states.

S. between a state and citizens of another

state.

9. between citizens of different states.

10. between citizens of the same state,

claiming lands under grants of dif-

ferent states.

11. between a state, or its citizens, and

foreign states, citizens, or subjects.

Without entermg into a distinction of all its parts, 1 be-

lieve it will be found that they are all cases of general and
not local concern. The necessity and propriety of a fed-

eral jurisdiction, in all such cases, must strike every gentle-

man.
The next clause settles the original jurisdiction of the

Supreme Court, confining it to two cases— that of ambas-
sadors, ministers, and consuls, and those in which a state

shall be a party. It excludes its original jurisdiction in all

other cases. But it appears to me that it will not restrain

Congress from regulating even these, so as to permit foreign

ambassadors to sue in the inferior courts, or even to compel

them to do so, where their causes may be trivial, or they

have no reason to expect a partial trial. Notwithstanding

this jurisdiction is given to the Supreme Court, yet Confj;ress

may go farther by their laws, so as to exclude its original

jurisdiction, by limiting the cases wherein it shall be exer-

cised. They may require some satisfactory evidence that

the party could not expect a fair trial in the inferior court.

I am struck with this view, from considering that the legis-

lature is not excluded, by the general jurisdiction in the

Constitution, from regulating it, to accommodate the conve-

nience of the people. Yet the legislature cannot extend its

original jurisdiction, which is limited to these cases only.

The next branch brings me to the appellate jurisdiction.

And first, I say it is proper and necessary, in all free govern-

ments, to allow appeals, under certain restrictions, in order to

prevent injustice by correcting the erroneous decisions of

local subordinate tribunals, and introduce uniformity in de-
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cision. The appellate jurisdiction is, therefore, undoubtedly

proper, and would not have been objected to if they had not

introduced, unfortunately, in this clause, the words " both

as to law and fact." Though I dread no danger, I wish

these words had been buried in oblivion. If they had, it

would have silenced the greatest objections against the sec-

tion. I will give my free and candid sentiments on it. We
find them followed by words which remove a great deal of

doubt — "with such exceptions, and under such regulations,

as Congress shall make ;
" so that Congress may make such

regulations as they may think conducive to the public con-

venience.

Let us consider the appellate jurisdiction if these words

had been left out. The general jurisdiction must embrace

decrees in chancery and admiralty, and judgments in courts

of common law, in the ordinary practice of this appellate ju-

risdiction. When there is an appeal from the inferior court

to the Court of Chancery, the appellate jurisdiction goes to

law and fact, because the whole testimony appears in the

record. The court proceeds to consider the circumstances

of both law and fact blended together, and then decrees ac-

cording to equity. This must be unexceptionable to every

body. How is it in appeals from the admiralty ? That

court, except in some cases, proceeds as a court of chancery.

In some cases they have trials by jury. But in most cases

they proceed as in chancery. They consider all the circum-

stances, and determine as well what the fact, as wh it the

law, is. When this goes to the superior court, it is deter-

mined the same way.

Appeals from the common-law courts involve the consider-

ation of facts by the superior court, when there is a special

verdict. They consider the fact and law together, and

decide accordingly. But they cannot introduce new testi-

mony. When a jury proceeds to try a cause in an inferior

court, a question may arise on the competency of a witness,

or some other testimony. The inferior court decides that

question ; it either admits or rejects that evidence. The

party intending to object states the matter in a bill of excep-

tions. The jury then proceeds to try the cause, according to

the judgment of the inferior court ; and, on appeal, the supe-

rior court determines upon the judgment of the inferior court

They do not touch the testimony. If they determine that
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the evidence was either improperly admitted or rejected,

they set aside the judgment, and send back the cause to be

tried again by a jury in the same court. These are the only

cases, In appeals fVom inferior courts of common law, where
the superior court can even consider facts incidentally. I

feel the danger, as much as any gentleman in this committee,

of carrying a party to the federal court, to have a trial there.

But it appears to me that it will not be the case, if that be

the practice which I have now stated ; and that it is the

practice must be admitted. The appeals may be limited to

a certain sum. I make no doubt it will be so. You caimot

prevent aj)|)eals without great inconveniences ; but Congress

can prevent that dreadful o[)pression which would enable

many n)en to have a trial in the federal court, which is ruin-

ous. There is a power which may be considered as a great

security. The power of making what regulations and excep-

tions in appeals they may think proper may be so contrived

as to render appeals, as to law and fact, proper, and perfectly

inoffensive. How will this power be exercised ? If I

thought there was a possibility of danger, I should be

alarmed.

But when I consider who this Congress are,— that they

are the representatives of thirteen states, (which may become
fourteen or fifteen, or a much greater number of states,) who
cannot be interested, in the most remote degree, to subject

their citizens to oppressions of that dangerous kind, but will

feel the same inclination to guard their citizens from them,
— I am not alarmed. I consider them as secured from it by

the arrangement of these courts by Congress. To carry the

citizens a great distance from their respective states can be

of no advantage, but a great hardship to every state, except

that wherein the seat of government may be. I conceive it

probable that they will, as far as they may consistently with

the national good, confine these cases. But when I cast my
eyes to the Southern and Eastern States, every one of which

is at a greater distance than we are, I cannot entertain a

doubt but what this point will be perfectly secure. Every

state being concerned almost equally, we have sufficient

security that, when they come to organize the Supreme
Court, they will regulate it so as to exclude this danger.

The fourth branch .secures two important points in crimi-

nal cases— 1st, that the trial shall be by jury; 2d, that it
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shall hi in the state where the offence is committed. It

does not point out where it shall be within the state, or the

more exact minutiae respecting it ; but laws will be made

by which it will be regulated fully and minutely. I cannot

conceive what motives they can have, in forming these trials,

to render them oppressive. We have this security— tha

our citizens shall not be carried out of the state, and that no

other trial can be substituted for that by jury.

[Mr. Pendleton made many other remarks ; but he spoke too low to be

comprehended distinctly.]

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, I had some

hopes that the candor and reason of the warmest friends of

this Constitution would have led them to point out objections

so important. They must occur, more or less, to the mind

of every one. It is with great reluctance I speak of this

department, as it lies out of my line. I should not tell my
sentiments upon it, did I not conceive it to be so constructed

as to destroy the dearest rights of the community. After

having read the first section, Mr. Mason asked. What is

there ''left to the state courts.^ Will any gentleman be

pleased, candidly, fiiirly, and without sophistry, to show us

what remains ? There is no limitation. It goes to every

thino-. The inferior courts are to be as numerous as Con-

gress may think proper. They are to be of whatever nature

they please. Read the 2d section, and contemplate atten

tively the extent of the jurisdiction of these courts, and

consider if there be any limits to it.

lam greatly mistaken if there be any limitation what-

soever, with respect to the nature or jurisdiction of these

courts. If there be any limits, they must be contained in

one of the clauses of this section ; and I believe, on a dis-

passionate discussion, it will be found that there is none of

any check. All the laws of the United States are para-

mount to the laws and constitution of any single state.

" The judicial power shall extend to all cases in law and

equity "arising under this Constitution." What objects will

not this expression extend to.^ Such laws may be formed

as will go to every object of private property. When we

consider the nature of these courts, we must conclude that

their effect and operation will be utterly to destroy the

state governments ; for they will be the judges how far

.heir laws will operate. They are to modify their own

VOL. III. 6G
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courts, and you can make no state law to counteract them.

The discrimination between their judicial power, and that of

the states, exists, therefore, but in name. To what dis-

graceful and dangerous length does the principle of this go I

For if your state judiciaries are not to be trusted with the

administration of common justice, and decision of disputes

respecting property between man and man, much less ought

the state governments to be trusted with power of legisla-

tion. The principle itself goes to the destruction of the

legislation of the states, whether or not it was intended.

As to my own opinion, I most religiously and conscientiously

believe that it was intended, though I am not absolutely

certain. But I think it will destroy the state governments,

whatever may have been the intention. There are many
gentlemen in the United States who think it right that we
should have one great, national, consolidated government,

and that it was better to bring it about slowly and im-

perceptibly rather than all at once. This is no reflection

on any man, for I mean none. To those who think that

one national, consolidated government is best for America,

this extensive judicial authority will be agreeable; but I

hope there are many in this Convention of a different opin-

ion, and who see their political happiness resting on their

state governments. I know, from my own knowledge, many
worthy gentlemen of the former opinion.

[Here Mr. Madison interrupted Mr. Mason, and demanded an ane-

quivocal explanation. As these insinuations might create a belief th.^t

every member of the late federal Convention was of that opinion, he

wished him to tell who the gentlemen were to whom he alluded.]

Mr. MASON then replied, I shall never refuse to ex-

plain myself. It is notorious that this is a prevailing prin-

ciple. It was at least the opinion of many gentlemen in

Convention, and many in the United States. I do not know
what explanation the honorable gentleman asks. I can say,

with great truth, that the honorable gentleman, in private

conversation with me, expressed himself against it ; neither

did I ever hear any of the delegates from this state ad-

vocate it.

Mr. MADISON declared himself satisfied with this,

unless the committee thought themselves entitled to ask a

further explanation.

After some desultory remarks, Mr. MASON cntinued :
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I have hoard that opinion advocated by gentlemen for whose

al)ilities, judgment, and knowledge, I have the highest rev

erence and respect. I say that the general description ot

the judiciary involves the most extensive jurisdiction. Its

cognizance, in all cases arising under the system and the

laws of Congress, may be said to be unlimited. In the next

place, it extends to treaties made, or which shall be made,

und(M- their authority. This is one of the powers which

ought to be given them. I also admit that they ought to

have judicial cognizance in all cases affecting ambassadors,

foreign ministers and consuls, as well as in cases of maritime

jurisdiction. There is an additional reason now to give

them this last power; because Congress, besides the general

powers, are about to get that of regulating commerce with

foreign nations. This is a power which existed before, and

is a proper subject of federal jurisdiction. The next power

of the judiciary is also necessary under some restrictions.

Thougjh the decision of controversies to which the United

States shall be a party may at first view seem proper, it

may, without restraint, be extended to a dangerously op-

pressive length. The next, with respect to disputes be-

tween two or more states, is right. I cannot see the

propriety of the next power, in disputes between a state

and the citizens of another state. As to controversies be-

tween citizens of different states, their power is improper

and inadmissible. In disputes between citizens of the same

state, claiminoj lands under the grants of different states, the

power is proper. It is the only case in which the federal

judiciary ought to have appellate cognizance of disputes

between private citizens. Unless this was the case, the

suit must be brought and decided in one or the other state,

under whose grant the lands are claimed, which would be in-

jurious, as the decision must be consistent with the grant.

The last clause is still more improper. To give them

cognizance in disputes between a state and the citizens

thereof, is utterly inconsistent with reason or good policy.

Here Mr. NICHOLAS arose, and informed Mr. Mason

that his interpretation of this part was not warranted by the

words.

Mr. MASON replied, that, if he recollected rightly, the

propriety of the power, as explained by him, had been

contended for ; but that, as his memory had never been
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i^ood, and was now impaired much from his age, he would

not insist on that interpretation. He then proceeded : Give

me leave to advert to the operation of this judicial power.

Its jurisdiction in the first case will extend to all cases affect-

ing revenue, excise, and custom-house officers. If T am
mistaken, I will retract. "All cases in law and equity arising

under this Constitution, and the laws of the United States,"

take in all the officers of the government. Thej compre-

nena all those who act as collectors of taxes, excisemen,

&c. It will take in, of course, what others do to them, and

what is done bj them to others. In what predicament will

our citizens then be ? We know the difficulty we are put

in by our own courts, and how hard it is to bring officers to

justice even in them. If any of the federal officers should

be guilty of the greatest oppressions, or behave with the

most insolent and wanton brutality to a man's wife or

daughter, where is this man to get relief? If you sup-

pose in the inferior courts, they are not appointed by the

states. They are not men in whom the community can

place confidence. It will be decided by federal judges

Even suppose the poor man should be able to obtain judg-

ment in the inferior court, for the greatest injury, what

justice can he get on appeal ? Can he go four or five hun-

dred miles? Can he stand the expense attending it? On
this occasion they are to judge of fact as well as law. He
must bring his witnesses where he is not known, where a

new evidence may be brought against him, of which he

never heard before, and which he cannot contradict.

The honorable gentleman who presides here has told us

that the Supreme Court of appeals must embrace every

object of maritime, chancery, and common-law controversy.

In the two first, the indiscriminate appellate jurisdiction as

to fact must be generally granted ; because, otherwise, it

could exclude appeals in those cases. But why not dis-

criminate as to matters of fact with respect to common-law

controversies ? The honorable gentleman has allowed that it

was dangerous, but hopes regulations will be made to suit the

convenience of the people. But mere hope is not a sufficient

security. I have said that it appears to me (though I am
no lawyer) to be very dangerous. Give me leave to lay be-

fore the committee an amendment, which I think con-

venient, easy, and proper.
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[Here Mr. Mason proposed an alteration nearly the same as the first

part of the fourteenth amendment recommended by the Convention

which see at the conclusion.]

Thus, sir, said Mr. Mason, after limiting the cases in

which the federal judiciary could interpose, 1 would confine

th(; appellate jurisdiction to matters of law only, in connnon-

law controversies.

It appears to me that this will remove oppressions, and

ans\ver every purpose of an appellate power.

A discrimination arises between common-law trials and

trials in courts of equity and admiralty. In these two last,

depositions are couimitted to record, and therefore, on an

appeal, the whole fact goes up ; the equity of the whole case,

comprehending fact and law, is considered, and no new evi-

dence requisite. Is it so in courts of common law .'^ There

evidence is only given viva voce. I know not a single case

where there is an appeal of fact as to common law. But I

m :iy be mistaken. Where there is an appeal from an inferior

to a superio court, with respect to matters of fact, a new

witness may be introduced, who is perhaps suborned by the

other party, a thousand miles from the place where the first

trial was had. These are some of the inconveniences and

insurmountable objections against this general ])ower being

given to the federal courts. Gentlemen will perhaps say

there will be no occasion to carry up the evidence by viva-

voce testimony, because Congress may order it to be com-

mitted to writino;, and transmitted in that manner with the

rest of the record. It is true they may, but it is as true that

they may not. But suppose they do; little conversant as I

am in this subject, I know there is a great difference be-

tween viva voce evidence given at the bar, and testimony

siven in writing. I leave it to gentlemen more conversant

in these matters to discuss it. They are also to have cog-

nizance in controversies to which the United States shall be

a party. This power is superadded, that there might be no

doubt, and that all cases arising under the government might

be brought before the federal court. Gentlemen wmII not, I

presume, deny that all revenue and excise controversies, and

all proceedings relative to the duties of the officers of gov-

ernment, from the highest to the lowest, may and must be

brought by these means to the federal courts; in the first in-

stance, to the inferior federal court, and afterwards to the
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superior court. Every fact proved with respect to these, in

the court below, may be revived in the superior court. But
this appellate jurisdiction is to be under the regulations of

Congress. What these regulations may be, God only knows.
Their jurisdiction further extends to controversies between

citizens of different states. Can we not trust our state

courts with the decision of these ? If I have a controversy

with a man in Maryland,— if a man in Maryland has my
bond for a hundred pounds,— are not the state courts com
petent to try it ? Is it suspected that they would enforce

the payment if unjust, or refuse to enforce it if just? The
very idea is ridiculous. What! carry me a thousand miles

from home— from my family and business— to where, per-

haps, it will be impossible for me to prove that I paid it?

Perhaps I have a respectable witness who saw me pay the

money; but I must carry him one thousand miles to prove

it, or be compelled to piy it again. Is there any necessity

for this power? It ought to have no unnecessary or danger-

ous power. Why should the federal courts have this cogni-

zance ? Is it because one lives on one side of the Potomac,

and the other on the other? Suppose I have your bond for

a thousand pounds: if I have any wish to harass you, or if I

be of a litigious disposition, I have only to assign it to a gen-

tleman in Maryland. This assignment will involve you in

trouble and expense. What effect will this power have be-

tween British creditors and the citizens of this state ? This

is a ground on which I shall speak with confidence. Every
one, who heard me speak on the subject, knows that I always

spoke for the payment of the British debts. I wish every

honest debt to be paid. Though I would wish to pay the

British creditor, yet I would not put it in his power to gratify

private malice to our injury. Let me be put right if I be

mistaken ; but there is not, in my opinion, a single British

creditor but can bring: his debtors to the federal court.

There are a thousand instances where debts have been

paid, and yet must, by this appellate cognizance, be paid again.

Are these imaginary cases? Are they only possible cases,

or are they certain and inevitable ? " To controversies be-

tween a state and the citizens of another state." How will

their jurisdiction in this case do ? Let gentlemen look at

the westward. Claims respecting those lands, every liqui-

dated account, or other claim against this state, will be tried
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before the federal court. Is not this disgraceful r Is this

state to be brought to the bar of Justice like a delinquent in-

dividual ? Is the sovereignty of the state to be arraigned like

a culprit, or private offender? Will the states undergo this

mortification? I think this power perfectly unnecessary.

But let us pursue this subject farther. What is to be done

if a judgment be obtained against a state ? Will you issue

c\. fieri facias? It would be ludicrous to say that you could

put the state's body in jail. How is the judgment, then, to

be enforced ? A power which cannot be executed ought

not to be granted.

Let us consider the operation of the last subject of its

cognizance. "Controversies between a state, or the citizens

thereof, and foreign states, citizens, or subjects." There is

a confusion in this case. This much, however, may be raised

out of it— that a suit will be brought against Virginia. She
may be sued by a foreign state. What reciprocity is there

in it? In a suit between Virginia and a foreign state, is the

foreign state to be bound by the decision ? Is there a simi-

lir privilege given to us in foreign states ? Wiiere will you

find a parallel regulation? How will the decision be en-

forced ? Only by the ultima ratio return. A dispute between
a foreign citizen or subject and a Virginian cannot be tried in

our own courts, but must be decided in the federal court. Is

this the case in any other country? Are not men obliged

to stand by the laws of the country where the disputes are ?

This is an innovation which is utterly unprecedented and

unheard-of. Cannot we trust the state courts with dis-

putes between a Frenchman, or an Englishman, and a citi-

zen ; or with disputes between two Frenchmen ? This is

disgraceful; it will annihilate your state judiciary : it will

prostrate your legislature.

Thus, sir, it appears to me that the greater part of these

powers are unnecessary, and dangerous, as tending to im-

pair, and ultimately destroy, the state judiciaries, and, by

the same principle, the legislation of the state governments.

To render it safe, there must be an amendment, such as I

have pointed out. After mentioning the original jurisdiction

of the Supreme Court, which extends to but three cases, it

gives it appellate jurisdiction, in all other cases mentioned,

both as to law and fact, indiscriminately and without lim-

itation. Why not remove the cause of fear and danger

'
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But it is said that the regulations of Congress will remove

these. I say that, in my opinion, they will have a contrary

effect, and will utterly annihilate your state courts. Who
are the court? The judges. It is a familiar distinction.

We frequently speak of a court in contradistinction from a

jury. I think the court are to be the judges of this. The
judges on the bench are to be judges of fact and law, with

such exceptions, &.C., as Congress shall make. Now, give

me leave to ask, Is not a jury excluded absolutely? By
way of illustration, were Congress to say that a jury, in-

stead of a court, should judge the fact, will not the court

be still judges of the fact consistently with this C()nstitutii>n?

Congress may make such a regulation, or may not. But

suppose they do; what sort of a jury would they have in the

ten miles square ? I would rather, a thousand times, be

tried by a court than by such a jury. This great palladium

of national safety, which is secured to us by our own gov-

ernment, will be taken from us in those courts; or, if it be

reserved, it will be but in name, and not in substance. In

the government of Virginia, we have securt-d an impartial

jury of the vicinage. We can except to jurors, and peremp-

torily challenge them in criminal trials. If I be tried in the

federal court for a crime whi ^h may affect my life, have I a

right of challenging or excepting to the jury? Have not

the best men suffered by weak and partial juries ? This

sacred right ought, therefore, to be secured. I dread the

ruin that will be brought on thirty thous;ind of our people,

with respect to disputed lands. I am personally endangered

as an inhabitant of the Northern Neck. The people of that

part will be obliged, by the operation of this power, to pay

the quitrent of their lands. Whatever other gentlemen may
think, I consider this as a most serious alarm. It will little

avail a man to make a professioti of his candor. It is to his

character and reputation they will appeal. Let gentlemen

consider my public and private character. To these I wish

gentlemen to appeal for an interpretation of my motives and

views. Lord Fairfax's title was clear and undisputed. Af-

ter the revolution, we taxed his lands as private property.

After his death, an act of Assembly was made, in 1782, to

sequester the quitrents due, at his death, in the hands of

his debtors. Next year, an act was made restoring them to

the executor of the proprietor. Subsequent to this, the trca-
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ty of peace was made, by which it was agreed that there

should be no farther confiscations. But, after this, an act

of Assembly passed, confiscating his whole property. As

Lord Fairfax's title was indisputably good, and as treati(^s

are to be the supreme law of the land, will not his reprc^-

sentatives be able to recover all in the federal court ? How
will gentlemen like to pay an additional tax on lands in the

Northern Neck? This the operation of this system will

compel them to do. They now are subject to the same tax

that other citizens are ; and if the quitrents be recovered in

the federal court, they are doubly taxed. This may \n)

called an assertion; but were I going to my grave, I would

appeal to Heaven that I think it true. How will a poor

man, who is injured or dispossessed unjustly, get a remedy ?

Is he to go to the federal court, seven or eight hundred

miles ? He miijht as well give his claim up. He may

grumble, but, finding no relief, he will be contented.

Again, all that tract of country between the Blue Ridge

and the Alleghany Mountains will be claimed, and probably

recovered in the federal court, from the present possessors,

by those companies who have a title to them. These lands

have been sold to a great number of people. Many settled

on them, on terms which were advertised. How will thi^',

be with respect to ex post facto laws? We have not only

confirmed the title of those who made the contract, but those

who did not, by a law, in 1779, on their paying the original

price. Much was paid in a depreciated value, and much
was not paid at all. Again, the great Indiana purchase,

which was made to the westward, will, by this judicial

power, be rendered a cause of dispute. The poss<;ssors may
be ejected from those lands. That (company paid a consid-

eration of ten thousand pounds to the crown, before the

lands were taken up. I have heard gentlemen of the law

say (and I believe it is right) that, after the consideration

was paid to the crown, the purchase was legally made, and

ought to be valid. That company may come in, and show

that thev have paid the money, and have a full right to the

land. Of the Indiana company I need not say much. It is

well known that their claims will be brought before these

courts. Three or four counties are settled on the land to

which that company claims a title, and have long enjoyed it

pe iceably. All these cliinis before those courts, if they suc-

voL. III. 67 45
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ceed, will introduce a scene of distress and confusion never

heard of before. Our peasants will be, like those mentioned

by Virgil, reduced to ruin and misery, driven from their

farms, and obliged to leave their country :
—

" Nos patriamfugimus, et dulcia linquimus arva."

Having mentioned these things, give me leave to submit

an amendment, which I think would be proper and safe, and
would render our citizens secure in their possessions justly

held. I mean, sir, "that the judicial power shall extend to

no case where the cause of action shall have originated be-

fore the ratification of this Constitution, except in suits

for debts due to the United States, disputes between states

about their territory, and disputes between persons claiming

lands under grants of different states." in these cases,

there is an obvious necessity for giving it a retrospective

power. I have laid before you my idea on the subject, and
expressed my fears, which I most conscientiously believe lo

be well founded.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, the honorable gentle-

man having persuaded himself that it was calculated to

destroy the state governments, and to dispossess of their

property so great a proportion of this commonwealth, I am
not surprised at the Oj)position he has made. But, being

equally persuaded that his fears are groundless, I will endeav-
or to refute his objections where they do not appear to me
to be well founded. I shall be candid in my remarks. 1

acknowledge that this part does not stand in that form
which would be freest from objection. It miffht be better

expressed.

But, at the same time, truth obliges me to put a fair and
liberal interpretation upon the words. I believe the general

government will do what is for the interest of the United
States ; because they have no substantial reason or induce-

ment to violate their duty, nor are they warranted l)y this

part of the plan to commit the oppressions he dreads. The
general policy of that clause is to prevent all occasions of

having disputes with foreign powers, to prevent disputes

between different states, and remedy partial decisions. I

believe this to be wise and salutary. The lateness of the

hour prevents my entering fully into the subject now. I

shall reserve my answer to some other day. But I cannot
sit down without adding a few words. He is displeased that
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there is no provision for peremptory challenges to juries

There is no such provision made in our Constitution or laws

The answer made by an honorable member lately is a full

answer to this. He said, and with great propriety and truth,

that where a technical word was used, all the incidents be-

longing to it necessarily attended it. The right of challen-

ging is incident to the trial by jury, and therefore, as one is

secured, so is the other, f hope gentlemen will see that the

dangers he has pointed out do not necessarily follow.

Friday, June 20, 1788.

[The 1st and 'Id sections of the 3d article still under consideration.]

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, permit me to make a

few observations, which may place this part in a more favor-

able light than the gentleman placed it in yesterday. It

may be proper to remark that the organization of the gen-

eral government for the United States was, in all its parts,

very difficult. There was a peculiar difficulty in that of the

executive. Every thing incident to it must have })articipated

in that difficulty. That mode which was judged most ex-

pedient was adopted, till experience should j)oint out one

more eligible. This part was also attended with difficulties.

It claims the indulgence of a fair and liberal interpretation.

I will not deny that, according to my view of the subject, a

more accurate attention mi2;ht place it in terms which would

exclude some of the objections now made to it. But if we

take a liberal construction, I think we shall find nothing dan-

g:erous or inadmissible in it. In compositions of this kind,

it is difficult to avoid technical terms which have the same

meaning. An attention to this may satisfy gentlemen that

precision was not so easily obtained as may be imagined. I

will illustrate this by one thing in the Constitution. Therr

is a general power to provide courts to try felonies and pira-

cies committed on the his^h seas. Piracy is a word which

may be considered as a term o-f the law of nations. Fe/on>/

is a word unknown to the law of nations, and is to be found

in the British laws, and from thence adoy)ted in the laws of

these states. It was thouijht dishonorable to have recourse

to that standard. A technical t(Tm of the law of nations is

therefore used, that we should find ourselves authorized to

introduce it into the laws of the United States. The first

question which I shall consider is, whether the subjects of
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its cognizance be proper subjects of a federal jurisdiction.

The second will be, whether the provisions respecting it be

consistent with safety and propriety, will answer the pur-

poses intended, and suit local circumstances.

The first class of cases to which its Jurisdiction extends

are those which may arise under the Constitution ;
and this is

to extend to equity as well as law. It may be a misfortune

that, in organizing any government, the expHcation of its

authority should be left to any of its coordinate branches.

There is no example in any country where it is othervyise.

There is a new policy in submitting it to the judiciary of the

United States. That causes of a federal nature will arise,

will be obvious to every gentleman who will recollect that

the states are laid under restrictions, and that the rights of

the Union are secured by these restrictions. They may in-

volve equitable as well as legal controversies. With respect

to the laws of the Union, it is so necessary and expedient that

the judicial power should correspond with the legislative,

that it has not been objected to. With respect to treaties,

there is a peculiar propriety in the judiciary's expounding

them.

These may involve us in controversies with foreign na-

tions. It is necessary, therefore, that they should be de-

termined in the courts of the general government. There

are strong reasons why there should be a Supreme Court to

decide such disputes. If, in any case, uniformity be neces-

sary, it must be in the exposition of treaties. The establish-

ment of one revisionary superintending power can alone

secure such uniformity. The same principles hold with

respect to cases affecting ambassadors and foreign ministers.

To the same principles may also be referred their cognizance

in admiralty and maritime cases. As our intercourse ^yith

foreign nations will be affected by decisions of this kind,

they ought to be uniform. This can only be done by giving

the federal judiciary exclusive jurisdiction. Controversies

affecting the interest of the United States ought to be de-

termined by their own judiciary, and not be left to partial,

local tribunals.

The next case, where two or more states are the parties,

is not objected to. Provision is made for this by the exist-

ing Articles of Confederation, and there can be no imj)ro-

I riety in referring such disputes to this tribunal.
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Its jurisdiction in controversies between a state and citi-

zens of another state is much objected to, and perhaj)'.

without reason. It is not in the power of individuals to ca'l

any state into court. The only operation it can have, is

that, if a state should wish to bring a suit against a citizen, it

must be brought before the federal court. This will give

satisfaction to individuals, as it will prevent citizens, on

whom a state may have a claim, being dissatisfied with the

state courts. It is a case which cannot often happen, and

if it should be found improper, it will be altered. But ii

may be attended with good effects. This may be illustrated

bv other cases. It is provided, that citizens of different

states may be carried to the federal courts.

But this will not go beyond the cases where they may be

parties. A femme cocert may be a citizen of another state,

l)ut cannot be a party in this court. A subject of a foreign

power, having a dispute with a citizen of this state, may
carry it to the federal court; but an alien enemy cannot

bring suit at all. It apj)ears to me that this can have no

operation but this— to give a citizen a right to be heard in

the federal courts ; and if a state should condescend to be a

party, this court may take cognizance of it.

As to its cognizance of disputes between citizens of differ-

ent states, 1 will not say it is a matter of much importance.

Perhaps it might be left to the state courts. But I sincerely

believe this provision will be rather salutary than othervvis(\

It m IV happen that a strons; prejudice may arise, in some

states, against the citizens of others, who may have claims

against them. We know what tardy, and even defective,

administration ofjustice has happened in some states. A citi-

zen of another state might not chance to get justice in a

stat(^ court, and at all events he miii;ht think himself injured.

To the next clause there is no objection.

The next case provides for disputes between a foreign

stati' and one of our stat(!S, should such a ease ever arise;

adU between a citizen and a foreign citizen or subject. I

(10 not conceive that any controversy can ever be decided, in

these courts, between an American state and a foreign state,

without the consent of the parties. If they consent, pro-

vision is here made. The disputes ought to be tried by the

national tribunal. This is consonant to the law of nations.

Could there be a more favorable or eligible provision to
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avoid controversies with foreign powers ? Ought it to be

put in the power of a member of the Union to drag the

whole communit)- into war? As the national tribunal is to

decide, Justice will be done. It appears to me, from this

review, "that though, on some of the subjects of this jurisdic-

tion, it may seldom or never operate, and though others be

of inferior consideration, yet they are mostly of great im-

portance, and indisi)ensal)ly necessary.

The second question which I proposed to consider, was,

whether such organization be made as would be safe and

convenient for the states, and the people at large. Let us

suppose that the subjects of its jurisdiction are only enumer-

ated, and power given to the general legislature to establish

such courts as might be judged necessary and expedient ; do

not think that, in that case, any rational objection could be

made to it, any more than would be made to a general

power of legislation in certain enumerated cases. If that

would be sale, this appears to me better and more restric-

tive, so far as it may be abused by extension of power.

The most material part is the discrimination of superior and

inferior jurisdiction, and the arrangement of its powers; as,

where it shall have original, and where appellate cognizance.

Where it speaks of appellate jurisdiction, it expressly pro-

vides that such regulations will be made as will accommodate

every citizen, so far as p-racticable in any government. The

principal criticism which has been made, was against the

appellate cognizance as well of fact as law. I am happy

that the honorable member who presides, and who is famil-

iarly acquainted with the subject, does not think it involves

any thing unnecessarily dangerous. I think that the dis-

tinction of fact, as well as law, may be satisfied by the

discrimination of the civil and common law. But if gentle-

men should contend that appeals, as to fact, can be ex-

tended to jury cases, I contend that, by the word regula-

tions, it is in the power of Congress to^ prevent it, or pre-

scribe such a mode as will secure the privilege of jury trial.

They may make a regulation to prevent such appeals en-

tirely ; or they may remand the fact, or send it to an inferior

contiguous court, to be tried ; or otherwise preserve that

ancient and important trial.

Let me observe that, so far as the judicial power may ex-

tend to controversies between citizens of different states,
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and so far as it gives them power to correct, by another triai.

a verdict obtained by local prejudices, it is favorable to those

states which carry on commerce. There are a number of

commercial states which carry on trade for other states.

Should the states in debt to them make unjust regulations,

the justice that would be obtained by the creditors might be

merely imaginary and nominal. It might be either entirely

denied, or partially granted. This is no imaginary evil.

B(^f()re the war. New York was to a great amount a creditor

of Connecticut. While it depended on the laws and regula-

tions of Connecticut, she might withhold payment. If I be

not misinformed, there were reasons to complain. These

illiberal regulations and causes of complaint obstruct com-

merce. So far as this power may be ex(Tcised, Virginia

will be benefited by it. It appears to me, from the most

correct view, that, by the word regulations, authority is

given them to provide against the inconveniences; and so

far as it is exceptionable, they can remedy it. This they

will do if they be worthy of the trust we put in them. 1

think them worthy of that confidence which that paper puts

in them. Were I to select a power which might be given

with confidence, it would be judicial power. This power

cannot be abused, without raising the indignation of all the

people of the states. I cannot conceive that they would

encounter this odium. Leaving behind them their character

and friends, and carrying with them local prejudices, I can-

not think they would run such a risk. That men should be

brought from*^all parts of the Union to the seat of govern-

ment, on trivial occasions, cannot reasonably be supposed.

It is a species of possibility ; but there is every degree of

probability against it. I would as soon believe that, by

virtue of the power of collecting taxes or customs, they

would compel every man to go and pay the money for his

taxes, with his own hands, to the federal treasurer, as I

would believe this. If they would not do the one, they

would not the other.

I am of opinion (and my reasoning and conclusions are

drawn from facts) that, as far as the power of Congress can

extend, the judicial power will be accommodated to every

part of America. Under this conviction I conclude that the

legislation, instead of making the Supreme Federal Court

absolutely stationary, will fix it in different parts of the con-
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tinent, to render it more convenient. I think this idea per

lectlj warrantable. There is an example, within our knowl-

edge, which illustrates it. Bj the Confederation, Congress

have an excJusive right of establishing rules for deciding, in

all cases, what captures should be legal, and establishing

courts for determining such cases finally. A court was
established for that purpose, which was at first stationary.

Experience, and the desire of accommodating the decision

of this court to the convenience of the citizens of the dif-

ferent parts of America, had this effect — it soon became a

regulation that this court should be held in different parts of

America, and it was held accordingly. If such a regulation

was made, when only the interest of the small number of

people who are concerned with captures was affected, will

not the public convenience be consulted,, when that of a

very considerable proportion of the people of America will

be concerned ? It will be also in the power of Congress to

vest this power in the state courts, both inferior and superior.

This they will do, when they find the tribunals of the states

established on a good footing.

Another example will illustrate this subject further. By
the Confederation, Congress are authorized to establish

courts for trying piracies and felonies committed on the high

seas. Did they multiply courts unnecessarily in this case ?

No, sir ; they invested the admiralty courts of each state

with this jurisdiction. Now, sir, if there will be as much
sympathy between Congress and the people as now, we
may fairly conclude that the federal cognizance will be

vested in the local tribunals.

I have observed that gentlemen suppose that the general

legislature will do everything mischievous they possibly can,

and that they will omit to do every thing good which they

are authorized to do. If this were a reasonable supposition,

their objections would be good. I consider it reasonable to

conclude that they will as readily do their duty as deviate

from It ; nor do I go on the grounds mentioned by gentle-

men on the other side— that we are to place unlimited

confidence in them, and expect nothing but the most exalted

integrity and sublime virtue. But I go on this great repub-

lican principle, that the people will have virtue and intelli-

gence to select men of virtue and wisdom. Is there no

virtue among us ? If there be not, we are m a wretched
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situation. No theoretical checks, no form of government,

can render us secure. To suppose that anj form of govern-

ment vv^ill secure liberty or happiness without any virtue ir

the people, is a chimerical idea. If there be sufficient virtue

and intelligence in the community, it will be exercised in the

selection of these men ; so that we do not depend on their

virtue, or put confidence in our rulers, but in the people who
are to choose them.

Having taken this general view of the subject, I will now
advert to what has fallen from the honorable gentleman who
presides. His criticism is, that the Judiciary has not been

guarded from an increase of the salary of the judges. I

wished myself to insert a restraint on the augmentation, as

well as diminution, of their compensation, and supported it

in the Convention. But I was overruled. I must state the

reasons which were urged. They had great weight. The
business must increase. If there was no power to increase

their pay, according to the increase of business, during the

life of the judges, it might happen that there would be such

an accumulation of business as would reduce the pay to a

most trivial consideration. This reason does not hold as to

the President ; for, in the short period in which he presides,

this cannot happen. His salary ought not, therefore, to be

increased. It was objected, yesterday, that there was no

provision for a jury from the vicinage. If it could have been

done with safetv, it would not have been opposed. It might

so happen that a trial would be impracticable in the country.

Suppose a rebellion in a whole district ; would it not be im-

possible to get a jury ? The trial hy jury is held as sacred

in England as in America. There are deviations from it in

England
;
yet greater deviations have happened here, since

we established our independence, than have taken place

there for a long time, though it be left to the legislative dis-

cretion. It is a misfortune in any case that this trial should

be departed from
;
yet in some cases it is necessary. It

must be, therefore, left to the discretion of the legislature to

modify it according to circumstances. This is a complete

and satisfactory answer.

It was objected, that this jurisdiction would extend to all

cases, and annihilate the state courts. At this moment of

time, it might happen that there are many disputes between

citizens of different states. But in the ordinary state of

VOL. III. 68
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things, I believe that any gentleman will think that the far

greater number of causes— ninety-nine out of a hundred—
will remain with the state judiciaries. All controversies

directly between citizen and citizen will still remain with

the local courts. The number of cases within the jurisdic-

tion of these courts is very small when compared to those in

which the local tribunals will have cognizance. No accurate

calculation can be made ; but I think that any gentleman

who will contemplate the subject at all must be struck \^ith

this truth. [Here Mr. Madison spoke too low to be under-

stood.]

As to vexatious appeals, they can be remedied by Con-

gress. It would seldom happen that mere wantonness

would produce such an appeal, or induce a man to sue un-

justly. If the courts were on a good footing in the states,

what can induce them to take so much trouble ? I have

frequently, in the discussion of this subject, been struck with

one remark. It has been urged that this would be oppres-

sive to those who, by imprudence or otherwise, come under the

denomitiation of debtors. I know not how this can be con-

ceived. I will venture one observation. If this system

should have the effect of establishing universal justice, and

accelerating it throughout America, it will be one of the most

fortunate circumstances that could happen for those men.

With respect to that class of citizens, compassion is their due.

To those, however, who are involved in such encumbrances,

relief cannot be granted. Industry and economy are the

only resources. It is vain to wait for money, or temporize.

The great desiderata are public and private confidence. No
country in the world can do without them. Let the influx

of money be ever so great, if there be no confidence, property

will sink in value, and there will be no inducement or emu-

lation to industry. The circulation of confidence is better

than the circulation of money. Compare the situation of

nations in Europe, where justice is administered with celerity,

to that of those where it is refused, or administered tardily.

Confidence produces the best effects in the former. The
establishment of confidence will raise the value of property,

and relieve those who are so unhappy as to be involved in

debts. If this be maturely considered, I think it will be

found that, as far as it will establish uniformity of justice, it

will be of real advantage to such persons. I will not enter
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into those considerations which the honorable gentleman

added. I hope some other gentleman will undertake to

answer.

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, I have already expressed

painful sensations at the surrender of our great rights, and 1

am again driven to the mournful recoellction. The purse is

gone ; the sword is gone ; and here is the only thing of any

importance that is to remain with us. As I think this is a

more fatal defect than any we have yet considered, forgive

me if 1 attempt to refute the observations made by the hon-

orable member in the chair, and last up. It appears to me

that the powers in the section before you are either imprac-

ticable, or, if reducible to practice, dangerous in the extreme.

The honorable gentleman began in a manner which sur-

prised me. It was observed that our state judges might be

contented to be federal judges and state judges also. If

we are to be deprived of that class of men, and if they are

to combine against us with he general government, we are

gone.

I consider the Virginia judiciary as one of the best barriers

against strides of power— against that power which, we
are told by the honorable gentleman, has threatened the de-

struction of liberty. Pardon me for expressing my extreme

regret that it is in their power to take away that barrier.

Gentlemen will not say that any danger can be expected

from the state legislatures. So small are the barriers against

the encroachments and usurpations of Congress, that, when

I see this last barrier— the independency of the judges —
impaired, I am persuaded I see the prostration of all our

rights. In what a situation will your judges be, when they

are sworn to preserve the Constitution of the state and of

the general government ! If there be a concurrent dispute

between them, which will prevail ? They cannot serve two

masters struggling for the same object. The laws of Con-

gress being paramount to those of the states, and to their

constitutions also, whenever they come in competition, the

judo;es must decide in favor of the former. This, instead

of relieving or aiding me, deprives me of my only comfort—
the independency of the judges. The judiciary are the sole

protection against a tyrannical execution of the laws. But

if by this system we lose our judiciary, and they cannot help

us, we must sit down quietly, and be oppressed.
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The appellate jurisdiction as to law and fact, notwith-

standing the ingenuity of gentlemen, still, to me, carries

those terrors which my honorable friend described. This

does not include law, in the common acceptation of it, but

goes to equity and admiralty, leaving what we commonly
understand by common law out altogether. We are told of

technical terms, and that we must put a liberal construction

on it. We must judge by the common understanding of

common men. Do the expressions " fact and law " relate

to cases of admiralty and chancery jurisdiction only ? No,

sir, the least attention will convince us that they extend to

common-law cases. Three cases are contradistinguished

from the rest. " In all cases affecting ambassadors, other

public ministers, and consuls, and those in which a state

shall be a party, the Supreme Court shall have original ju-

risdiction. In all the other cases before mentioned, the Su-

preme Court shall have appellate jurisdiction, both as to law

and fact." Now, sir, what are we to understand by these

words ? What are the cases before mentioned ? Cases of

common law, as well as of equity and admiralty. I confess

I was surprised to hear such an explanation from an under-

standing more penetrating and acute than mine. We are

told that the cognizance of law and fact is satisfied by cases

of admiralty and chancery. The words are expressly against

it. Nothing can be more clear and incontestable. This

will, in its operation, destroy the trial by jury. The verdict

of an impartial jury will be reversed by judges unacquainted

with the circumstances. But we are told that Congress are

to make regulations to remedy this. I may be told that I

am bold ; but I think myself, and I hope to be able to prove

to others, that Congress cannot, by any act of theirs, alter

this jurisdiction as established. It appears to me that no

law of Congress can alter or arrange it. It is subject to

be regulated, but is it subject to be abolished ? If Con-

gress alter this part, they will repeal the Constitution. Does

it give them power to repeal itself.^ What is meant by

such words in common parlance ? If you are obliged to

do certain business, you are to do it under such modifications

as were originally designed. Can gentlemen support their

argument by regular or logical conclusions ? When Congress,

by virtue of this sweeping clause, will organize these courts,

they cannot depart from the Constitution ; and their laws in
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opposition to the Constitution would be void. If Congress,

under the specious pretence of pursuing this clause, altered

it, and prohibited appeals as to fact, the federal judges, if

they spoke the sentiments of independent men, would de-

clare their prohibition nugatory and void. In every point of

view, it seems to me that it will continue in as full force as

it is now, notwithstanding any regulations they may attempt

to make. What then, IVfr. Chairman ? We are told that,

if this does not satisiy every mind, they will yield. It is

not satisfactory to my mind, whatever it may be to others.

The honorable gentleman has told us that our representa-

tives will mend every defect. I do not know how often

we have recurred to that source, but I can find no consola-

tion in it. Who are they ? Ourselves. What is their

duty ? To alter the spirit of the Constitution— to new
model it ? Is that their duty, or ours ? It is our duty to

rest our rights on a certain foundation, and not trust to fu-

ture contingencies.

We are told of certain difficulties. I acknowledge it is

difficult to form a constitution. But I have seen difficulties

conquered which were as unconquerable as this. We are

told that trial by jury is difficult to be had in certain cases.

Do we not know the meaning of the term ? We are also

told it is a technical term. I see one thing in this Con-

stitution ; I made the observation before, and I am still of

the same opinion, that every thing with respect to privileges

is so involved in darkness, it makes me suspicious— not of

those gentlemen who formed it, but of its operations in its

present form. Could not precise terms have been used ?

You find, by the observations of the gentleman last up, that,

when there is a plenitude of power, there is no difficulty

;

but when you come to a plain thing, understood by all

America, there are contradictions, ambiguities, difficulties,

and what not. Trial by jury is attended, it seems, with

insuperable difficulties, and therefore omitted altogether in

civil cases. But an idea is held out that it is secured in

criminal cases. I had rather it had been left out altogether

than have it so vaguely and equivocally provided for. Poor

people do not understand technical terms. Their rights

ought to be secured in language of which they know the

meaning. As they do not know the meaning of such terms,

they may be injured with impunity. If they dare oppose

46
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the hands of tyrannical power, you will see what has been

practised elsewhere. They may be tried by the most par-

tial powers, by their most implacable enemies, and be sen-

tenced and put to death, with all the forms of a fair trial.

I would rather be left to the judges. An abandoned juror

would not dread the loss of character like a judge. From
these, and a thousand other considerations, I would rather

the trial by jury were struck out altogether. There is no

right of challenging partial jurors. There is no common
law of America, (as has been said,) nor constitution, but

that on your table. If there be neither common law nor

constitution, there can be no riijht to challeno;e partial jurors.

Yet the right is as valuable as the trial by jury itself.

My honorable friend's remarks were right, with respect to

incarcerating a state. It would ease my mind, if the honor-

able gentleman would tell me the marmer in which money
should be paid, if, in a suit between a state and individuals,

the state were cast. The honorable gentleman, perhaps, does

not mean to use coercion, but some gentle caution. I shall

give my voice for the federal cognizance only where it will

be for the public liberty and safety, its jurisdiction, in dis-

putes between citizens of different states, will be productive

of the most serious inconveniences. The citizens of border

ing states have frequent intercourse with one another. From
the proximity of the states to each other, a multiplicity of

these suits will be instituted. I beg gentlemen to inform

me of this— in what courts are they to go and by what law

are they to be tried ? Is it by a law of Pennsylvania or

Virginia ? Those judges must be acquainted with all the

laws of the different states. I see arising out of that paper

a tribunal that is to be recurred to in all cases, when the

destruction of the state judiciaries shall happen ; and, from

the extensive jurisdiction of these paramount courts, the state

courts must soon be annihilated.

It may be remarked that here is presented to us that

which is execrated in some parts of the states — I mean a

retrospective law. This, with respect to property, is as

odious as an ex post facto law is with respect to persons. I

look upon them as one and the same thing. The jurisdic-

tion of controversies between citizens, and foreign subjects

and citizens, will operate retrospectively. Everything with

respect to the treaty with Great Britain and other nations
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will be involved by it. Every man who owes any thing to

a subject of Great Britain, or any other nation, is subject to

a tribunal that he knew not when he made the contract.

Apply this to our citizens. If ever a suit be instituted by a

British creditor for a sum which the defendant does not in

fact owe, he had better pay it than appeal to the federal Su-

preme Court. Will gentlemen venture to ruin their own
citizens ? Foreigners may ruin every man in this state by

unjust and vexatious suits and appeals. 1 need only touch

it, to remind every gentleman of the danger.

No objection is made to their cognizance of disputes be-

tween citizens of the same state, claiming lands under grants

of different states.

As to controversies between a state and the citizens of

another state, his construction of it is to me perfectly incom-

prehensible. He says it will seldom happen that a state has

such demands on individuals. There is nothing to warrant

such an assertion. But he says that the state may be

plaintiff only. If gentlemen pervert the most clear expres-

sions, and the usual meaning of the language of the people,

there is an end of all argument. What says the paper ?

That it shall have coo;nizance of controversies between a

state and citizens of another state, without discrimmatmg

between plaintiff and defendant. What says the honorable

gentleman? The contrary— that the state can only be

plaintiff. When the state is debtor, there is no reciprocity.

It seems to me that gentlemen may put what construction

they please on it. What ! is justice to be done to one party,

and not to the other ? If gentlemen take this liberty now,

what will they not do when our rights and liberties are

in their power ? He said it was necessary to provide a

tribunal when the case happened, though it would happen but

seldom. The power is necessary, because New York could

not, before the war, collect money from Connecticut ! The
state judiciaries are so degraded that they cannot be trusted.

This is a dano^erous [)Ower which is thus instituted. For

what? For things which will seldom happen; and yet,

because there is a possibility that the strong, energetic gov-

ernment may want it, it shall be produced and thrown in

the general scale of power. I confess I think it dangerous.

Is it not the first time, among civilized mankind, that there

was a tribunal to try disputes between the aggi*egate society
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and foreign nations ? Is there any precedent for a tribunal

to try disputes between foreign nations and the states of

America ? The honorable gentleman said that the consent

of the parties was necessary : I say that a previous consent

mio;ht leave it to arbitration. It is but a kind of arbitration

at best.

To hear gentlemen of such penetration make use of such

arguments, to persuade us to part with that trial by jury, is

very astonishing. We are told that we are to part with that

trial by jury which our ancestors secured their lives and

property with, and we are to build castles in the air, and

substitute visionary modes of decision for that noble palla-

dium. I hope we shall never be induced, by such arguments,

to part with that excellent mode of trial. No appeal can

now be made as to fact in common-law suits. The unan-

imous verdict of twelve impartial men cannot be reversed.

I shall take the liberty of reading to the committee the

sentiments of the learned Judge Blackstone, so often quoted,

on the subject.

[Here Mr. Henry read the eulocrium of that writer on this trial.

Blackstone' s Commentaries, iii. 319.]

The opinion of this learned writer is more forcible and

cogent than any thing I could- say. Notwithstanding the

transcendent excellency of this trial, its essentiality to the

preservation of liberty, and the extreme danger of substi-

tuting any other mode, yet we are now about to alienate it.

But on this occasion, as on all others, we are admonished

to rely on the wisdom and virtue of our rulers. We are told

that the members from Georgia, New Hampshire, &c., will not

dare to infringe this privilege ; that, as it would excite the

indignation of the people, they would not attempt it : that

is, the enormity of the offence is urged as a security against

its commission. It is so abominable that Congress will not

exercise it. Shall we listen to arguments like these, when

trial by jury is about to be relinquished.-^ I beseech you to

consider before you decide. I ask you. What is the value

of that privilege ? When Congress, in all the plenitude of

their arrogance, magnificence, and power, can take it from

you, will you be satisfied ? Are we to go so far as to

concede every thing to the virtue of Congress ? Throw
yourselves at once on their mercy ; be no longer free than

their virtue will predominate : if this will satisfy republican
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minds, there is an end of every thing. I disdain to hold any

thing of any man. We ought to cherish that disdain.

America viewed with indignation the idea of holding her

rights of England. The Parliament gave you the most

solemn assurances that they would not exercise this power

Were you satisfied with their promises? No. Did you

trust any man on earth? No. You answered that you

disdained to hold your innate, indefeasible rights of any one.

Now, you are called upon to give an exorbitant and most

alarmino- power. The genius of my countrymen is the same

now that it was then. They have the same feelings. They

are equally martial and bold. Will not their answer there-

fore be the same ? I hope that gentlemen will, on a fair

investigation, be candid, and not on every occasion recur to

the virtue of our representatives.

When deliberating on the relinquishment of the sword and

purse, we have a right to some other reason than the pos-

sible virtue of our rulers. We are informed that the strength

and energy of the government call for the surrender of this

right. Are we to make our country strong by giving up

our privileges ? I tell you that, if you judge from reason, or

the experience of other nations, you will find that your

country will be great and respectable according as you will

preserve this great privilege. It is prostrated by that paper.

Juries from the vicinage being not secured, this right is in

reality sacrificed. Alf is gone. And why? Because a

rebellion may arise. Resistance will come from certain

countries, and juries will come from the same countries.

I trust the honorable gentleman, on a better recollection,

will be sorry for this observation. Why do we love this trial

by jury ? Because it prevents the hand of oppression from

cutting you off. They may call any thing rebellion, and

deprive you of a fair trial by an impartial jury of your

neighbors. Has not your mother country magnanimously

preserved this noble privilege upwards of a thousand years?

Did she relinquish a jury of the vicinage because there was

a possibility of resistance to oppression? She has been

magnanimous enough to resist every attempt to take away

this privilege. She has had magnanimity enough to rebel

when her rights were infringed. That country had juries

of hundredors for many generations. And shall Americans

give up that which nothing could induce the English people

VOL. HI. 69
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to relinquish ? The idea is abhorrent to my mind. There

was a time when we should have spurned at it. This gives

me comfort— that, as lon^ as I have existence, my neighbors

will protect me. Old as 1 am, it is probable I may yet have

the appellation of rebel. I trust that I shall see congres-

sional oppression crushed in embryo. As this government

stands, 1 despise and abhor it. Gentlemen demand it,

though it takes away the trial by jury in civil cases, and

does worse than take it away in criminal cases. It is gone

unless you preserve it now. I beg pardon for speaking so

long. Many more observations will present themselves to

the minds of gentlemen when they analyze this part. We
find enough, from what has been said, to come to this

conclusion — that it was not intended to have jury trials at all

;

because, difficult as it was, the name was known, and it

might have been inserted. Seeing that appeals are given,

in matters of fact, to the Supreme Court, we are led to

believe that you must carry your witnesses an immense

distance to the seat of iiovernment, or decide appeals accord-

ing to the Roman law. I shall add no more, but that I

hope that gentlemen will recollect w hat they are about to

do, and consider that they are going to give up this last and

best privilege.

Mr. PENDLETON. Mr. Chairman, before I enter upon

the objections made to this j)art, I will observe that I should

suppose, if there were any person in this audience who had

not read this Constitution, or who had not heard what has

been said, and should have been told that the trial by jury

was intended to be taken away, he would be surprised to

find, on examination, that there was no exclusion of it in

civil cases, and that it was expressly provided for in criminal

cases. I never could see such intention, or any tendency

towards it. I have not heard any arguments of that kind

used in favor of the Constitution. If there were any words

in it which said that trial by jury should not be used, it would

be dangerous. I find it secured in criminal cases, and that

the trial is to be had in the state where the crime shall have

been committed. It is strongly insisted that the privilege of

challenging, or excepting to the jury, is not secured. When
the Constitution says that the trial shall be by jury, does it

not say that every incident w^ill ^o along with it? I think

the honorable gentleman was mistaken yesterday in his rea-

soning on the propriety of a jury from the vicinage.
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He supposed that a jury from the neighborhood is had from

this view— that they should be acquainted with the personal

character of the person accused. 1 thought it was with an •

other view— that the jury should have some personal knowl-

edge of the fact, and acquaintance with the witnesses, who

will come from the neighborhood. How is it understood in

this state ? Suppose a man, who lives in Winchester, com-

mits a crime at Norfolk ; the jury to try him must come, not

from Winchester, but from the neighborhood of Norfolk.

Trial by jury is secured by this system in criminal cases, as

are all the incidental circumstances relative to it. The hon-

orable gentleman yesterday made an objection to that clause

which says that the judicial power shall be vested in one vSu-

preme Court, and such inferior courts as Congress may ordain

and establish. He objects that there is an unlimited power

of appointing inferior courts. I refer to that gentleman,

whether it would have been proper to limit this power.

Could those gentlemen who framed that instrument hnve

extended their ideas to all the necessities of the United

States, and seen every case in which it would be necessary

to have an inferior tribunal? By the regulations of Con-

gress, they may be accommodated to public convenience and

utility. We may expect that there will be an inferior court

in each state ; each state will insist on it ; and each, for that

reason, will agree to it.

To show the impropriety of fixing the number of inferior

courts, suppose our Constitution had confined the legislature

to any particular number of inferior jurisdictions ; there it

would remain ; nor could it be increased or diminished, as

circumstances would render it necessary. But as it is, the

legislature can by laws change it from time to time, as cir-

cumstances will require. What would have been the con-

sequences to the western district, if the legislature had been

restrained in this particular ? The emigrations to that coun-

try rendered it necessary to establish a jurisdiction there

equal in rank to the General Court in this part of the state.

This was convenient to them, and could be no inconvenience

to us. At the same time, the legislature did not lose sight

of making every part of society subject to the supreme tri-

bunal. An appeal was allowed to the Court of Appeals here.

This was necessary. Has it produced any inconvenience .''

1 have not seen any appeal from that court. Its organiza-
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tion has produced no inconvenience whatever. This proves

that it is l)f!tter to leave them unsettled, than fixed in the

Constitution. With respect to the subjects of its jurisdiction,

1 consider them as being of a general and not local nature,

and therefore as proper subjects of a federal court. I shall

not enter into an examination of each part, but make some

reply to the observations of the honorable gentleman.

His next objection was to the first two clauses— cases

arising under the Constitution, and laws made in pursuance

thereof. Are you to refer these to the state courts ? Must

not the judicial powers extend to enforce the federal laws,

govern its own officers, and confine them to the line of their

duty? Must it not protect them, in the proper exercise of

duty, against all opposition, whether from Individuals or state

laws ? No, say gentlemen, because the legislature may make

oppressive laws, or partial judges may give them a partial

interpretation. This is carrying suspicion to an extreme

which tends to prove there should be no legislative or ju-

diciary at all. The fair inference is, that oppressive laws

will not be warranted by the Constitution, nor attempted by

our representatives, who are selected for their ability and in-

tegrity, and that honest, independent judges will never admit

an oppressive construction.

But, then, we are alarmed with the idea of its being a

consolidated government. It is so, say gentlemen, in the

executive and legislative, and must be so in the judiciary. I

never conceived it to be a consolidated government, so as to

involve the interest of all America. Of the two objects of

judicial cognizance, one is general and national, and the

other local. The former is given to the general judiciary,

and the latter left for the local tribunals. They act in co-

operation, to secure our liberty. For the sake of economy,

the appointment of these courts might be in the state courts.

I rely on an honest interpretation from independent judges.

An honest man would not serve otherwise, because it would

be to serve a dishonest purpose. To give execution to

proper laws, in a proper manner, is their peculiar yirovince.

There is no inconsistency, impropriety, or danger, in giving

the state judges the federal cognizance. Every gentleman

who beholds my situation, my infirmity, and various other

considerations, will hardly suppose I carry my view to an

accumulation of power. Ever since I had any power, I was
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more anxious to discharge my duty than to increase my
power.

The impossibility of calling a sovereign state before the

jurisdiction of another sovereign state, shows the propriet_y

and necessity of vesting this tribunal with the decision of

controversies to which a state shall be a party.

But the principal objection of that honorable gentleman

was, that jurisdiction was given it in disputes between citi-

zens of ditferent states. I think, in general, those decisions

might be left to the state tribunals ; especially as citizens

of one state are declared to be citizens of all. I think it

will, in general, be so left by the regulations of Congress.

But may no case happen in which it may be proper to give

the federal courts jurisdiction in such a dispute ? Suppose

a bond given by a citizen of Rhode Island to one of our

citizens. The regulations of that state being unfavorable

to the claims of the other states, if he is obliged to go to

Rhode Island to recover it, he will be obliged to accept pay-

ment of one third, or less, of his money. He cannot sue in

the Supreme Court, but he may sue in the federal inferior

court ; and on judgment to be paid one for ten, he may get

justice by appeal. Is it an eligible situation ? Is it just

that a man should run the risk of losing nine tenths of his

claim ? Ought he not to be able to carry it to that court

where unworthy principles do not prevail ? Paper money
and tender laws may be passed in other states, in opposition

to the federal principle, and restriction of this Constitution,

and will need jurisdiction in the federal judiciary, to stop its

pernicious effects.

Where is the danger, in the case put, of malice producing

an assignment of a bond to a citizen of a neighboring state

— Maryland ? I have before supposed that there would be

an inferior federal court in every state. Now, this citizen

of Maryland, to whom this bond is assigned, cannot sue out

process from the supreme federal court to carry his debtor

thither. He cannot carry him to Maryland. He must sue

him in the inferior federal court in Virginia. He can only

go farther by appeal. The creditor cannot appeal. He
gets a judgment. An appeal can be had only on application

of the defendant, who thus gains a privilege instead of an

injury ; so that the observation of the honorable gentleman

IS not well founded. It was said by the honorable gentle •
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man to-daj, that no regulation Congress would make could

j)revent from appl}'ing to common-law cases matters of law

and fact. In the construction of general words of this sort,

they will apply concurrently to different purposes. We give

them that distributive interpretation, and liberal explication,

which will not make them mischievous ; and if this can he

done by a court, surely it can by a legislature. When it

appears that the interpretation made by legislative bodies, in

carrying acts into execution, is thus liberal and distributive,

there is no danger here. The honorable gentleman was

mistaken when he supposed that I said, in cases where the

competency of evidence is questioned, the fact was to be

changed in the superior court. I said, the fact was not at all

to be affected. I described how the superior court was to

proceed, and, when it settled that point, if another trial was

necessary, they sent the cause back, and then it was tried

again in the inferior court.

The honorable gentleman has proposed an amendment

which he supposes would remove those inconveniences. 1

attended to it, and it gave great force to my opinion that it

is better to leave it to be amended by the regulations of

Congress. What is to be done in cases where juries have

been introduced in the admiralty and chancery ? In the

admiralty, juries sometimes decide facts. Sometimes in

chancery, when the judges are dissatisfied, from the want of

testimony or other cause, they send it to be tried by a jury

When the jury determines, they settle it. Let the gentle-

man review his amendment. It strikes me forcibly that it

would be better to leave it to Congress than to introduce

amendments which would not answer. I mentioned yester-

day that, from the situation of the states, appeals could not be

abused. The honorable gentleman to-day said it was put-

ting too much confidence in our agents and rulers. I leave

it to all mankind, whether it be not a reasonable confidence.

Will the representatives of any twelve states sacrifice their

own interest, and that of their fellow-citizens, to answer no

purpose ? But suppose we should happen to be deceived
;

have we no security ? So great is the spirit of America, that

it was found sufficient to oppose the greatest power in the

world. Will not the American spirit protect us against any

danger from our own representatives? It being now late, I

shall add no more.
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Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, the objection

I made, respecting the assignment of a bond from a citizen

of this state to a citizen of another state, remains still in

force. The honorable gentleman has said that there can be

no danger, in the first instance, because it is not within the

original Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court ; but that the suit

must be brought in the inferior federal court of Virginia.

He supposes there can never be an appeal, in this case, by

the plaintiff, because he gets a Judgment on his bond; and

that the defendant alone can appeal, who therefore, instead

of being injured, obtains a privilege. Permit me to examine

the force of this. By means of a suit, on a real or fictitious

claim, the citizens of the most distant states may be brought

to the supreme federal court. Suppose a man has my bond

for a hundred pounds, and a great part of it has been paid,

and, in order fraudulently to oppress me, he assigns it to a

gentleman in Carolina or Maryland. He then carries me to

the inferior federal court. I produce my witness, and Judg-

ment is given in favor of the defendant. The plaintifT

appeals, and carries me to the superior court, a thousand

miles, and my expenses amount to more than the bond.

The honorable gentleman recommends to me to alter

my proposed amendment. I would as soon take the ad-

vice of that gentleman as any other; but, though the regard

which I have for him be great, I cannot assent on this great

occasion.

There are not many instances of decisions by Juries in the

admiralty or chancery, because the facts are generally proved

by depositions. When that is done, the fact, being ascer-

tained, goes up to the superior court, as part of the record

;

so that there will be no occasion to revise that part.

Mr. JOHN MARSHALL. Mr. Chairman, this part of

the plan before us is a great improvement on that system

from which we are now departing. Here are tribunals ap-

pointed for the decision of controversies which were before

either not at all, or improperly, provided for. That many

benefits will result from this to the members of the collective

society, every one confesses. Unless its organization be

defective, and so constructed as to injure, instead of accom-

modating, the convenience of the people, it merits our appro-

bation. After such a candid and fair discussion by those

gentlemen who support it,— after the very able manner in
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which they have Investigated and examined it,— I con-

ceived it would be no longer considered as so very defective,

and that those who opposed it would be convinced of the im-

propriety of some of their objections. But I perceive they still

continue the same opposition. Gentlemen have gone on an

idea that the federal courts will not determine the causes

which may come before them with the same fairness and

impartiality with which other courts decide. What are the

reasons of this supposition ? Do they draw them from the

manner in which the judges are chosen, or the tenure of

their office? What is it that makes us trust our judges?

Their independence in office, and manner of appointment.

Are not the judges of the federal court chosen with as much

wisdom as the judges of the state governments? Are they

not equally, if not more independent ? If so, shall we not

conclude that they will decide with equal impartiality and

candor ? If there be as much wisdom and knowledge in the

United States as in a particular state, shall we conclude that

the wisdom and knowledge will not be equally exercised in

the selection ofjudges ?

The principle on which they object to the federal jurisdic-

tion seems, to me, to be founded on a belief that there will

not be a fair trial had in those courts. If this committee

will consider it fully, they will find it has no foundation, and

that we are as secure there as any where else. What mis-

chief results from some causes being tried there ? Is there

not the utmost reason to conclude that judges, wisely

appointed, and independent in their office, will never coun-

tenance any unfair trial ? What are the subjects of its

jurisdiction ? Let us examine them with an expectation

that causes will be as candidly tried there as elsewhere, and

then determine. The objection which was made by the

honorable member who was first up yesterday (Mr. Mason)

has been so fully refuted that it is not worth while to notice

it. He objected to Congress having power to create a num-

ber of inferior courts, according to the necessity of public

circumstances. I had an apprehension that those gentlemen

who placed no confidence in Congress would object that

there might be no inferior courts. I own that I thought

those gentlemen would think there would be no inferior

'.courts, as it depended on the will of Congress, but that we

should be dragged to the centre of the Union. But I did
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not conceive that the power of increasing the number of

courts could be objected to by any gentleman, as it would

remove the inconvenience of being dragged to the centre of

the United States. I own that the power of creating a

number of courts is, in my estimation, so far from being a

defect, that it seems necessary to the perfection of this sys-

tem. After having objected to the number and mode, he

objected to the subject matter of their cognizance. [Here

Mr. Marshall read the 2d section.]

These, sir, are the points o{ federal jurisdiction to whicn

he objects, with a few exceptions. Let us examine each

of them with a supposition that the same impartiality

will be observed there as in other courts, and then see if any

mischief will result from them. With respect to its cog-

nizance in all cases arising under the Constitution and the

laws of the United States, he says that, the laws of the

United States being paramount to the laws of the particular

states, there is no case but what this will extend to. Has

the government of the United States power to make laws

on every subject.'^ Does he understand it so .^ Can they

make laws affecting the mode of transferring property, or

contracts, or claims, between citizens of the same state ?

Can they go beyond the delegated powers.^ If they were

to make" a law not warranted by any of the powers enu-

merated, it would be considered by the judges as an infringe-

ment of the Constitution which they are to guard. They

would not consider such a law as coming under their jurisdic-

tion. They would declare it void. It will annihilate the state

courts, says the honorable gentleman. Does not every gen-

tleman here know that the causes in our courts are more

numerous than they can decide, according to their present con-

struction.? Look at the dockets. You will find them crowd-

ed with suits, which the life of man will not see determined.

If some of these suits be carried to other courts, will it be

wrong ? They will still have business enough.

Then there is no danger that particular subjects, small m
proportion, being taken out of the jurisdiction of the state

judiciaries, will render them useless and of no effect. Does

the gentleman think that the state courts will have no cog-

nizance of cases not mentioned here ? Are there any

w^-'<'s in this Constitution which exclude the courts of the

states from those cases which they now possess ? Does the
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gentleman iinagino this to be the case ? Will any gentle-

man believe it.^ Are not controversies respecting lands

claimed under the grants of different states the only contro-

versies between citizens of the same state which the federal

judiciary can take cognizance of .^ The case is so clear, that

to prove it would be a useless waste of time. The state courts

will not lose the jurisdiction of the causes they now decide.

They have a concurrence of jurisdiction with the federal

courts in those cases in which the latter have cognizance.

How disgraceful is it that the state courts cannot be

trusted ! says the honorable gentleman. What is the lan-

guage of the Constitution ? Does it take away their juris-

diction ? Is it not necessary that the federal courts should have

cognizance of cases arising under the Constitution, and the

laws, of the United States ? What is the service or purpose

of a judiciary, but to execute the laws in a peaceable, or-

derly manner, without shedding blood, or creating a contest,

or availing yourselves of force ? If this be the case, where
can its jurisdiction be more necessary than here .^

To what quarter will you look for protection from an in-

fringement on the Constitution, if you will not give the power
to the judiciary ? There is no other body that can afford

such a protection. But the honorable member objects to it,

because he says that the officers of the government will be

screened from merited punishment by the federal judiciary.

The federal sheriff, says he, will go into a poor man's house

and beat him, or abuse his family, and the federal court will

protect him. Does any gentleman believe this ? Is it neces-

sary that the officers will commit a trespass on the prop

erty or persons of those with w^hom they are to transact busi-

ness ? Will such great insults on the people of this country

be allowable .'' Were a law made to authorize them, it

would be void. The injured man would trust to a tribunal

m his neighborhood. To such a tribunal he would apply

for redress, and get it. There is no reason to fear that he

would not meet that justice there which his country will be

ever willing to maintain. But, on appeal, says the hon-

orable gentleman, what chance is there to obtain justice ?

This is founded on an idea that they will not be impartial.

There is no clause in the Constitution which bars the indi-

vidual member injured from applying to the state courts to

give him redress. He says that there is no instance of ap-

peals as to fact in common-law cases. The contrary is well
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]'-nown to you, Mr. Chairman, to be the case in this com-

monwealth. With respect to mills, roads, and other cases,

appeals lie from the inferior to the superior court, as to taci

as well as law. Is il a clear case, that there can he no

case in common law in which an appeal as to fact might be

proper and necessary? Can you not conceive a case where

it would be productive of advantages to the people at large

to submit to that tribunal the final determination, involving

facts as well as law ? Suppose it should be deemed for the

convenience of the citizens that those things which con-

cerned foreign ministers should be tried in the inferior courts
;

ifjustice could be done, the decision would satisfy all. But
if an appeal in matters of facts could not be carried to

the superior court, then it would result that such cases

could not be tried before the inferior courts, for fear of inju-

rious and partial decisions.

But, sir, where is the necessity of discriminating between

the three cases of chancery, admiralty, and common lawf

Why not leave it to Congress ? Will it enlarge their pow-

ers ? Is it necessary for them wantonly to infringe your

rights ? Have you any thing to apprehend, when they can

in no case abuse their power without rendering themselves

hateful to the people at large? When this is the case,

something may be left to the legislature freely chosen by

ourselves, from among ourselves, who are to share the bur-

dens imposed upon the community, and who can be changed

at our pleasure. Where power may be trusted, and there is

no motive to abuse it, it seems to me to be as well to leave

it undetermined as to fix it in the Constitution.

With respect to disputes between a state and the citizens

of another state, its jurisdiction has been decried with unusual

vehemence. I hope that no gentleman will think that a state

will be called at the bar of the federal court. Is there no

such case at present? Are there not many cases in which

the legislature of Virginia is a party, and yet the state is not

sued ? It is not rational to suppose that the sovereign

power should be dragged before a court. The intent is, to

enable states to recover claims of individuals residing in

other states. I contend this construction is warranted by

the words. But, say they, there will be partiality in it if a

state cannot be defendant— if an individual cannot proceed

to obtain judgment against a state, though he may be sue(^
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bj a state. It is necessary to be so, and cannot be avoided.

I see a difficulty in making a state defendant, whicli does

not prevent its being plaintiff. If this be only what cannot

be avoided, why object to the system on that account ? If

an individual has a just claim against any particular state, is

it to be presumed that, on application to its legislature, he

will not obtain satisfaction ? But how could a state recover

any claim from a citizen of another state, without the estab-

lishment of these tribunals ?

The honorable member objects to suits being instituted in

the federal courts, by the citizens of one state, against the

citizens of another state. Were I to contend that this was
necessary in all cases, and that the government without it

would be defective, I should not use my own judgment.
But are not the objections to it carried too far ? Though it

may not in general be absolutely necessary, a case may hap-

pen, as has been observed, in which a citizen of one state

ought to be able to recur to this tribunal, to recover a claim

from the citizen of another state. What is the evil which
this can produce ? Will he get more than justice there ?

The independence of the judges forbids it. What has he to

get ? Justice. Shall we object to this, because the citizen

of another state can obtain justice without applying to our

state courts ? It may be necessary with respect to the laws

and regulations of commerce, which Congress may make.

It may be necessary in cases of debt, and some other con-

troversies. In claims for land, it is not necessary, but it is

not dangerous. In the court of which state will it be insti-

tuted ? said the honorable gentleman. It will be instituted

in the court of the state where the defendant resides, where
the law can come at him, and nowhere else. By the laws

of which state will it be determined ? said he. By the laws

of the state where the contract was made. According to

those laws, and those only, can it be decided. Is this a

novelty ? No ; it is a principle in the jurisprudence of this

commonwealth. If a man contracted a debt in the East

Indies, and it was sued for here, the decision must be

consonant to the laws of that country. Suppose a con-

tract made in Maryland, where the annual interest is at six

per centum, and a suit instituted for it in Virginia ; what in-

terest would be given now, without any federal aid ? The
interest of Maryland most certainly ; and if the contract
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had been made in Virginia, and suit brought in MaryK^nd,

the interest of Virginia must be given, without doubt. It is

now to be governed by the laws of that state where the

contract was made. The laws which governed the contract

at its formation govern it in its decision. To preserve the

peace of the Union only, its jurisdiction in this case ought

to be recurred to. Let us consider that, when citizens of

one state carry on trade in another state, much must be due

to the one from the other, as is the case between North

Carolina and Virginia. Would not the refusal of justice to

our citizens, from the courts of North Carolina, produce dis-

putes between the states.^ Would the federal judiciary

swerve from their duty in order to give partial and unjust

decisions ?

The objection respecting the assignment of a bond to a

citizen of another state has been fully answered. But sup-

pose it were to be tried, as he says ; what would be given

more than was actually due in the case he mentioned ? It is

possible in our courts, as they now stand, to obtain a judg-

ment for more than justice. But the court of chancery

grants relief. Would it not be so in the federal court .^

Would not depositions be taken to prove the payments,

and if proved, would not the decision of the court be ac-

cordingly ?

He objects, in the next place, to its jurisdiction in contro-

versies between a state and a foreign state. Suppose, says

he, in such a suit, a foreign state is cast ; will she be bound

by the decision ? If a foreign state brought a suit against

the commonwealth of Virginia, would she not be barred from

the claim if the federal judiciary thought it unjust ? The

previous consent of the parties is necessary; and, as the

federal judiciary will decide, each party will acquiesce. It

will be the means of preventing disputes with foreijjn na-

tions. On an attentive consideration of these points, I trust

every part will appear satisfactory to the cominittee.

The exclusion of trial by jury, in this case, he urged to

prostrate our rights. Does the word court only mean the

judges ? Does not the determination of a jury necessarily

lead to the judgment of the court ? Is there any thing here

which gives the judges exclusive jurisdiction of matters of

fact.^ What is the object of a jury trial ? To inform the

court of the facts. When a court has cognizance of facts,
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dees it not follow that they can make inquiry by a jury .^ It

is impossible to be otherwise. I hope that in this country,

where impartiality is so much admired, the laws will direct

facts to be ascertained by a jury. But, says the honorable

gentleman, the juries in the ten miles square will be mere
tools of parties, with which he would not trust his person or

property ; which, he says, he would rather leave to the court.

Because the government may have a district of ten miles

square, will no man stay there but the tools and officers of

the government ? Will nobody else be found there ? Is it

so in any other part of the world, where a government has

legishitive power ? Are there none but officers, and tools of

the government of Virginia, in Richmond ? Will there not

be independent merchants, and respectable gentlemen of

fortune, within the ten miles square ? Will there not be

worthy farmers and mechanics ? Will not a good jury be

found there, as well as any where else ? Will the officers

of the government become improper to be on a jury ? What
is it to the government whether this man or that man suc-

ceeds .'' It is all one thing. Does the Constitution say that

juries shall consist of officers, or that the Supreme Court

shall be held in the ten miles square ? It was acknowledged,

by the honorable member, that it was secure in England.

What makes it secure there .'* Is it their constitution ?

What part of their constitution is there that the Parliament

cannot change ? As the preservation of this right is in the

hands of Parliament, and it has ever been held sacred by

them, will the government of America be less honest than

that of Great Britain ? Here a restriction is to be found.

The jury is not to be brought out of the state. There is no

such restriction in that government ; for the laws of Parlia-

ment decide every thing respecting it. Yet gentlemen tell

us that there is safety there, and nothing here but danger.

It seems to me that the laws of the United States will gen-

erally secure trials by a jury of the vicinao:e, or in such man-

ner as will be most safe and convenient for the people.

But it seems that the right of challenging the jurors is not

secured in this Constitution. Is this done by our own Con-

stitution, or by any provision of the English government ? Is

it done by their Magna Charta, or bill of rights ? This privi-

leg-e is founded on their laws. If so, whv should it be oh-

jected to the American Constitution, that it is not mserteo
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in t ? If we are secure in Virginia without mentioning it

in our Constitution, why should not this security be found in

the federal court ?

The honorable gentleman said much about the quitrents

m the Northern Neck. I will refer it to the honorable gen-

tleman himself. Has he not acknowledged that there was

no complete title ? Was he not satisfied that the right of

the legal representatives of the proprietor did not exist at the

time he mentioned ? If so, it cannot exist now. I will leave

it to those gentlemen who come from that quarter. I trust

they will not be intimidated, on this account, in voting on

this question. A law passed in 1782, which secures this.

He says that many poor men may be harassed and injured

by the representatives of Lord Fairfax. If he has no right,

this cannot be done. If he has this right, and comes to Vir-

ginia, what laws will his claims be determined by? By

those of this state. By what tribunals will they be deter-

mined ? By our state courts. Would not the poor man,

who was oppressed by an unjust prosecution, be abundantly

protected and satisfied by the temper of his neighbors, and

would he not find ample justice ? What reason has the hon-

orable member to apprehend partiality or injustice? He
supposes that, if the judges be judges of both the federal and

state courts, they will incline in favor of one government.

If such contests should arise, who could more properly decide

them than those who are to swear to do justice ? If we can

expect a fair decision any where, may we not expect justice

to be done by the judges of both the federal and state gov-

ernments? But, says the honorable member, laws may be

executed tyrannically. Where is the independency of your

judges ? If a law be exercised tyrannically in Virginia, to

what can you trust? To your judiciary. What security

have you for justice ? Their independence. Will it not be

so in the federal court ?

Gentlemen ask. What is meant by law cases, and if they

be not distinct from facts? Is there no law arising on cases

of equity and admiralty ? Look at the acts of Assembly.

Have you not many cases where law and fact are blended ?

Does not the jurisdiction in point of law as well as fact, find

itse'lf completely satisfied in law and fact ? The honorable

gentleman says that no law of Congress can make any ex-

ce])tion to the federal appellate jurisdiction of facts as well as
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law. He has frequently spoken of technical terms, and the

meaning of them. What is the meaning of the term excep-

tion ^ Does it not mean an alteration and diminution ?

Congress is empowered to make exceptions to the appellate

jurisdiction, as to law and fact, of the Supreme Court.

These exceptions certainly go as far as the legislature may
think proper for the interest and liberty of the people. Who
can understand this word, exception, to extend to one case

as well as the other? I am persuaded that a reconsideration

of this case will convince the gentleman that he was mis-

taken. This may go to the cure of the mischief appre-

hended. Gentlemen must be satisfied that this power will

not be so much abused as they have said.

The honorable member says that he derives no consolation

from the wisdom and integrity of the legislature, because we
call them to rectify defects which it is our duty to remove.

We ought well to weigh the good and evil before we deter-

mine. We ought to be well convinced that the evil will be

really produced before we decide against it. If we be con-

vinced that the good greatly preponderates, though there be

small defects in it, shall we give up that which is really good,

when we can remove the little mischief it may contain, in

the phnn, easy method pointed out in the system itself?

I was astonished when I heard the honorable gentleman
say that he wished the trial by jury to be struck out entirely.

Is there no justice to be expected by a jury of our fellow-

citizens ? Will any man prefer to be tried by a court, when
the jury is to be of his countrymen, and probably of his

vicinage ? We have reason to believe the regulations with

respect to juries will be such as shall be satisfactory. Be-
cause it does not contain all, does it contain nothing? But
I conceive that this committee will see there is safetv in the

case, and that there is no mischief to be apprehended.

He states a case, that a man may be carried from a fed-

eral to an anti-federal corner, (and vice versa) where men are

ready to destroy him. Is this probable ? Is it presumable

that they will make a law to punish men who are of differ-

ent opinions in politics from themselves ? Is it presumable

that they will do it in one single case, unless it be such a

case as must satisfy the people at large ? The good opinion

of the people at large must be consulted by their representa-

tives ; otherwise, mischiefs would be produced which would
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shnke the government to its foundation. As it is late, I shall

not mention all the gentleman's argument, but some parts;

of it are so glaring that I cannot pass them over in silence.

He says that the establishment of these tribunals, and more
particularly in their jurisdicti'Mi of controversiDs l)etween citi-

zens of these states and foreign citizens and subjects, is like

a retrospective law. Is there no difference between a tribu-

nal which shall give justice and effect to an existing right,

and creating: a rijrht that did not exist before ? The debt or

claim is created bj the individual. He has bound himself

to comply with it. Does the creation of a new court amount
to a retrospective law ?

We are satisfied with the provision made in this country

on the subject of trid by jury. Does our Constitution direct

trials to be by jury? It is required in our bill of rights,

which is not a part of the Constitution. Does any security

arise from hence ? Have you a jury when a judgment is ob-

tained on a replevin bond, or by default ? Have you a jury

when a motion is made for the commonwealth against an in-

dividual ; or when a motion is made by one joint obligor

against another, to recover sums paid as security ? Our
courts decide in all these cases, without the intervention of

a jury
;
yet they are all civil cases. The bill of rights is

merely recommendatory. Were it otherwise, the conse-

quence would be that many laws which are found conve-

nient would be unconstitutional. What does the government

l)efore you say? Does it exclude the legislature from giving

a trial by jury in civil cases? If it does not forbid its ex-

clusion, it is on the same footing on which your state govern-

ment stands now. The legislature of Virginia does not give

a trial by jury where it is not necessary, but gives it wher-

ever it is thought expedient. The federal legislature will do

so too, a§ it is formed on the same principles.

The honorable gentleman says that unjust claims will be

made, and the defendant had better pay them than go to the

Supreme Court. Can you suppose such a disposition in one

of your citizens, as that, to oppress another man, he will

incur greit expenses ? What will he gain by an unjust de-

mand ? Does a claim establish a nght ? He must bring

his witnesses to prove his claim. If he does not bring his

witnesses, the expenses must fall upon him. Will he go on

a calculation that the defendant will not defend it, or cannot
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jjrodiice a witness ? Will he incur a great deal of expense,
from a dependence on such a chance? Those who know
human nature, black as it is, must know that mankind are

too well attached to their interest to run such a risk. I con-
ceive that this power is absolutely necessary, and not dan-
gerous ; that, should it l)e attended by little inconveniences,

they will be altered, and that they can have no interest in

not altering them. Is there any real danger? When J

compare it to the exercise of the same power in the govern-
ment of Virginia, I am persuaded there is not. The federal

government has no other motive, and has every reason for

doing right which the members of our state legislature have.

Will a man on the eastern shore be sent to be tried in Ken-
tucky, or a man from Kentucky be brought to the eastern

shore to have his trial ? A government, by doing this,

would destroy itself. I am convinced the trial by jury will

be regulated in the manner most advantageous to the com-
munity.

Gov. RANDOLPH declared that the faults which he once
saw in this system he still perceived. It was his purpose,

he said, to inform the committee in what his objections to

this part consisted. He confessed some of the objections

against the judiciary were merely chimerical ; but some of

them were real, which his intention of voting in favor of

adoption would not prevent him from developing.

Saturday, June 21, 1788.

Mr. HARRISON reported, from the committee on privi-

leges and elections, that the committee had, according to or-

der, had under their further consideration the petition of Mr.
Richard Morris, complaining of an undue election and return

of William White, as a delegate to serve in this Convention

for the county of Louisa, and had agreed upon a report, and
come to several resolutions thereupon, resulting as follows—
on motion, ordered, that the committee of privileges and elec-

tions be discharged from further proceeding on the petition

of Richard Morris, and that the petitioner have leave to

withdraw the same.

[The 1st and 2d sections of the 3d article still under consideration.]

Mr. GRAYSON. Mr. Chairman, it seems to have been

a rule with the gentlemen on the other side to argue from

the excellency of human nature, in order to inducf us to
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^rant away (if I may be allowed the expression) the righis

and liberties of our country. I make no doul)t the same

arguments were used on a variety of occasions. I suppose,

sir, that this argument was used when Cromwell was

invested with power. The same argument was used to

gain our assent to the stamp act. I have no doubt it has

been invariably the argument in all countries, when the con-

cession of power has been in agitation. But power ought

to have such checks and limitations as to prevent bad men

from abusing it. It ought to be granted on a supposition

that men will be bad ; for it may be eventually so. With

respect to the judiciary, my grand objection is, that it will

interfere with the state judiciaries, in the same manner as

the exercise of the power of direct taxation will interfere

with the same power in the state governments; there being

no superintending central power to keep in order these two

contending jurisdictions. This is an objection which is un-

answerable in its nature.

In England they have great courts, which have great and

interfering powers. But the controlling power of Parlia-

ment, which is a central focus, corrects them. But here

each party is to shift for itself. There is no arbiter or

])Ovver to correct their interference. Recurrence can be

only had to the sword. I shall endeavor to demonstrate the

pernicious consequences of this interference. It was men-

tioned, as one reason why these great powers might har-

monize, that the judges of the state courts might be federal

judges. The idea was approbated, in my opinion, with a

great deal of justice. They are the best check we have.

They secure us from encroachments on our privileges. They
are the principal defence of the states. How improper

would it be to deprive the state of its only defensive armor

!

I hope the states will never part with it. There is some-

thing extremely disgraceful in the idea. How will it apply

in the practice ? The independent judges of Virginia are to

be subordinate to the federal judiciary. Our judges in

chancery are to be judges in the inferior federal tribunals.

Something has been said of the independency of the fed-

eral judges. I will only observe that it is on as corrupt a

basis as the art of man can place it. The salaries of the

judges may be augmented. Augmentation of salary is the

only method that can be taken to corrupt a judge.
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It has been a thing desired by the people of Lngland for

many years, that the judges should be independent. This

uidependency never was obtained till the second or third

year of the reign of George III. It was omitted at the rev-

olution by inattention. Their compensation is now fixed,

and they hold their offices during good behavior. But I say

that our federal judges are placed in a situation as liable to

corrjiption as they could possibly be. How are judges to

be operated upon ? By the hopes of re^vard, and not the

fear of a diminution of compensation. Common decency

would prevent lessening the salary of a judge. Throughout

the whole page of history, you will find the corruption of

judges to have always arisen from ihat principle— the hope

of reward. This is left open here. The flimsy argument

brought by my friend, not as his own, but as supported by

others, will not hold. It would be hoped that the judges

should get too much rather than too little, and that they

should be perfectly independent. What if you give six hun-

dred or a thousand pounds annually to a judge? It is but

a triflino: object, when, by that little money, you purchase

the most invaluable blessing that any country can enjoy.

There is to be one Supreme Court— for chancery, admi-

ralty, common pleas, and exchequer, (which great cases are

left in England to four great courts,) to which are added

criminal jurisdiction, and all cases depending on the law of

nations— a most extensive jurisdiction. This court has

more power than any court under heaven. One set of

judges ought not to have this power— and judges, particu-

larly, who have temptation always before their eyes. The

court thus organized are to execute laws made by thirteen

nations, dissimilar in their customs, manners, laws, and in-

terests. If we advert to the customs of these different sov-

ereignties, we shall find them repugnant and dissimilar.

Yet they are all forced to unite and concur in makinii these

laws. They are to form them on one princi})le, and on one

idea, whether the civil law, common law, or law of nations.

The gentleman was driven, the other day, to the expedient

of acknowledging the necessity of havini: thirteen different

tax laws. This destroys the principle, that he who lays a

tax should feel it and bear his proportion of it. This has

not been answered: it will involve consequences so absurd,

that, I presume, they will not attempt to make thirteen dif-
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ferent codes. They will be obliged to make one code.

How will they make one code, without being contradictory

to some of the laws of the different states ?

It is said there is to be a court of equity. There is no such

thing in Pennsylvania, or in some other states in the Union. A

nation, in making a law, ought not to make it repugnant to

the spirit of the Constitution or the genius of the people.

This rule cannot be observed in forming a general code. I

wish to know how the people of Connecticut would agree

with the lordly pride of your Virginia nobility. Its operation

will be as repugnant and contradictory, in this case, as in

the establishment of a court of equity. They may inflict

punishments where the state governments will give rewards.

This is not probable ; but still it is possible. It would be a

droll sight, to see a man on one side of the street punished

for a breach of the federal law, and on the other side another

man rewarded by the state legislature for the same act. Or

suppose it were the same person that should be thus reward-

ed and punished at one time for the same act; it would be a

droll sight, to see a man laughing on one side of his face,

and crying on the other. I wish only to put this matter in

a clear point of view ; and I think that if thirteen states, dif-

ferent in every thing, shall have to make laws for the govern-

ment of the whole, they cannot harmonize, or suit the genius

of the people ; there being no such thing as a spirit of laws,

or a pervading principle, applying to every state individually.

The only promise, in this respect, is, that there shall be a

republican government in each state. But it does not say

whether it is to be aristocratical or democratical.

My next objection to the federal judiciary is, that it is not

expressed in a definite manner. The jurisdiction of all cases

arising under the Constitution and the laws of the Union

is of stupendous magnitude.

It is impossible for human nature to trace its extent. It

is so vaguely and indefinitely expressed, that its latitude

cannot be ascertained. Citizens or subjects of foreign states

may sue citizens of the different states in the federal courts.

It is extremely impolitic to place foreigners in a better situa-

tion than our own citizens. This was never the policy of

other nations. It was the policy, in England, to put foreign-

ers on a secure footing. The statute merchant and statute

staple were favorable to them. But in no country are the
^
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liws more favorable to foreigners than to the citizens. If they

be equally so, it is surely sufficient. Our own state merchants

would be ruined by it, because they cannot recover debts so

soon in the state courts as foreign merchants can recover

of them in the federal courts. The consequence would be

inevitable ruin to commerce. It will induce foreigners to

decline becoming citizens. There is no reciprocity in it.

How will this ap])ly to British creditors? I have ever

been an advocate for payin^j the British creditors, both in

Congress and elsewhere. But here we do injury to our

own citizens. It is a maxim in law, that debts should be on

the same original foundation they were on when contracted.

I presume, when the contracts were made, the creditors had

an idea of the state judiciaries only. The procrastination

and delays of our courts were probably in contemplation by

both parties. They could have no idea of the establishn)ent

of new tribunals to affect them. Trial by jury must have

been in the contemplation of both parties, and the venue was

in favor of the defendant. From these premises it is clearly

discernible that it would be wrong to change the nature of

the contracts. Whether they will make a law other than

the state law^s, I cannot determine.

But we are told that it is wise, politic, and preventive of

controversies with foreign nations. The treaty of peace

with Great Britain does not require that creditors should be

put in a better situation than they were, but that there should

be no hinderance to the collection of debts. It is therefore un-

wise and impolitic to give those creditors such an advantage

over the debtors. But the citizens of different states are to

sue each other in these courts. No reliance is to be put on

the state judiciaries. The fear of unjust regulations and de-

cisions in the states is urged as the reason of this jurisdic-

tion. Paper money in Rhode Island has been instanced by

gentlemen. There is one clause in the Constitution which

prevents the issuing of paper money. If this clause should

pass, (and it is unanimously wished by every one that it

should not be objected to,) I apprehend an execution in

Rhode Island would be as good and effective as in any state

in the Union.

A state mav sue a foreign state, or a foreign state may sue

one of our states. This may form a 7ieiu, American law of

nations. Whence the idea could have originated, I cannot
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determine, unless from the idea thai predominated in (he

time of Henry IV. and Queen Elizabeth. They tooK it into

their heads to consolidate all the states in the world into one

great political body. Many ridiculous projects were ima-

gined to reduce that absurd idea into practice ; but th^y

were all given up at last. My honorable friend, whom 1

much respect, said that the consent of the parties must be

previously obtained. I agree that the consent of foreign

nations must be had before they become parties ; but it is

not so with our states. It is fixed in the Constitution that

they shall become parties. This is not reciprocal. If the

Congress cannot make a law against the Constitution, I ap-

prehend they cannot make a law to abridge it. The judges

are to defend it. They can neither abridge nor extend it.

There is no recriprocity in this, that a foreign state should

have a right to sue one of our states, whereas a foreign state

cannot be sued without its own consent. The idea to mo
is monstrous and extravagant. It cannot be reduced to

practice.

Suppose one of our states objects to the decision ; arms must

be recurred to. How can a foreign state he compelled to

submit to a decision f Pennsylvania and Connecticut had

like, once, to have fallen together concerning their contested

boundaries. I was convinced that the mode provided in

the Confederation, for the decision of such disputes, would

not answer. The success which attended it, with respect

to settling bounds, has proved to me, in some degree, that it

would not answer in any other case whatever. The same

difficulty must attend this mode in the execution. This

high court has not a very extensive original jurisdiction. It

is not material. But its appellate jurisdiction is of immense

magnitude ; and what has it in view, unless to subvert the

state governments ? The honorable gentleman who pre-

sides has introduced the high court of appeals. I wish the

federal appellate court was on the same foundation. If we
investigate the subject, we shall find this jurisdiction per-

fectly unnecessary. It is said that its object is to prevent

subordinate tribunals from making unjust decisions, to de-

fraud creditors. I grant the suspicion is in some degree

just. But would not an appeal to the state courts of ap-

peal, or supreme tribunals, correct the decisions of inferior

courts ? Would not this put everv thiqg right ? Then there

would be no interference of jurisdiction.
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But a gentleman (Mr. Marshall) says, we ought certainly

to give this power to Congress, because our state courts

have more business than they can possibly do. A gentleman

was once asked to give up his estate because he had too

much; but he did not comply. Have we not established

district courts, which have for their object the full adminis-

tration of justice.? Our courts of chancery might, by our

legislature, be put in a good situation; so that there is noth-

ing in this observation.

But the same honorable gentleman says, that trial by jury

is preserved by implication. I think this was the idea. I

beg leave to consider that, as well as other observations of

the honorable gentleman. After enumerating the subjects

of its jurisdiction, and confining its original cognizance to

cases affecting ambassadors and other public ministers, and

those in which a state shall be a party, it expressly says,

that, " in all other cases before mentioned, the Supreme

Court shall have appellate jurisdiction, both as to law and

/ad." I would beg the honorable gentleman to turn his at-

tention to the word appeal, which I think comprehends

chancery, admiralty, common law, and every thing. But

this is with such exceptions, and under such regulations, as

Congress shall make. This, we are told, will be an ample

security. Congress may please to make these exceptions

and regulations, but they may not, also. I lay it down as a

principle, that trial by jury is given up to the discretion of

Congress. If they take it away, will it be a breach of this

Constitution.? I apprehend not; for, as they have an abso-

lute appellate jurisdiction of facts, they may alter them as

they may think proper. It is possible that Congress may
regulate it properly ; but still it is at their discretion to do it

or not. There has been so much said of the excellency of

the trial by jury, that I need not enlarge upon it. The
want of trial by jury in the Roman republic obliged them to

establish the regulation of patron and client. I think this

must be the case in every country where this trial does not

(^xist. The poor people were obliged to be defended by

\.\\e\v patrons.

It may be laid down as a rule that, where the governing

power possesses an unlimited control over the venue, no

man's life is in safety. How is it in this system ? "The
trial of all crimes shall be by jury, except in cases of m^-
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peachmiint ; and such trial shall be held in the state where

the said crimes shall have been committed." He has said

that, when the power of a court is given, all its appendages

and concomitants are given. Allowing this to be the case

by implication, how is it ? Does it apply to counties ? No,

sir. The idea is, that the states are to the general govern-

ment as counties are to our state legislatures. What sort

of a vicinage is given by Congress ? The idea which I cah

a true vicinage is, that a man shall be tried by his neigh-

bors. But the idea here is, that he may be tried in any

part of the state. Were the venue to be established accord-

ing to the federal districts, it would not come up to the true

idea of vicinage. Delaware sends but one member : it

would then extend to that whole state. This state sends

ten members, and has ten districts ; but this is far from the

true idea of vicinage. The allusion another gentleman has

made to this trial, as practised in England, is improper. It

does not justify this regulation. The jury may come from

any p:irt of the state. They possess an absolute, uncontrol-

lable power over the venue. The conclusion, then, is, that

they can hang any one they please, by having a jury to suit

their purpose. They might, on particular, extraordinary oc-

casions, suspend the privilege. The Romans did it on cre-

ating a dictator. The British government does it when the

habeas corpus is to be suspended— when the salus popidi is

affected. I never will consent to it unless it be properly

defined.

Another gentleman has said that trial by jury has not

l)ecn so sacred a thing among our ancestors, and that in

England it may be destroyed by an act of Parliament. 1

believe the gentleman is mistaken. I believe it is secured

by Magna Charta and the bill of rights. I believe no act

of Parliament can affect it, if this principle be true, — that

a law is not paramount to the constitution. I believe,

whatever may be said of the mutability of the laws, and the

defect of a written, fixed constitution, that it is generally

thouiiht, by Englishmen, that it is so sacred that no act of

Parliament can affect it.

The interference of the federal judiciary and the state

courts will involve the most serious and even ludicrous con-

sequences. Both (Courts are to act on the same persons and

things, and cannot possibly avoid interference. As to cor»
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nc tioii or coalition, it would be incestuous. How could thoy

avoid it, on an execution from each court, either against the

body or effects ? How will it be with respect to mortgaged

property ? Suppose the same lands or slaves mortgaged to

two different persons, and the mortgages foreclosed, one in

the federal and another in the state court ; will there be no

interference in this case ? It will be impossible to avoid

interference in a million of cases. I would wish to know
how it can be avoided ; for it is an insuperable objection in

my mind. I shall no longer fatigue the committee, but shr.ll

beg leave to make some observations another time.

Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, I shall state to the

committee in what cases the federal judiciary appears to n)e

to deserve applause, and where it merits dispraise. It has

not yet been denied that a federal judiciary is necessary to

a certain extent. Every government necessarily involves a

judiciary as a constituent part. If, then, a federal judiciary

be necessary, what are the characters of its powers ? Thiit

it shall, be auxiliary to the federal government, supj)ort and

maintain harmony between the United States and foreign

powers, and between different states, and prevent a failure

of justice in cases to which particular state courts are in-

competent. If this judiciary be reviewed as relative to these

purposes, I think it will be found that nothing is granted

which does not belong to a federal judiciary. Self-defence

is its first object. Has not the Constitution said that the

states shall not use such and such powers, and given exclu-

sive powers to Congress ? If the state judiciaries could

make decisions conformable to the laws of their states, in

derogation to the general government, I humbly apprehend

that the federal government would soon be encroached ujjon.

If a particular state should be at liberty, through its judici-

ary, to prevent or impede the operation of the general gov-

ernment, the latter must soon be undermined. It is, then,

necessary that its jurisdiction should " extend to all cases

in law and equity arising under this Constitution and the

laws of the United States."

Its next object is to perpetuate harmony between us and

foreign powers. The general government, having the super-

intendency of the general safety, ought to be the judges how
the United States can be most effectually secured and guard-

ed against controversies with foreign nations. I presume,
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therefore, that treat es and cases affecting ambassadors, oth

er public ministers, and consuls, and all those concernin^^

foreigners, will not be considered as improper subjects for a

federal judiciary. Harmony between the states is no less

necessary than harmony between foreign states and the

United States. Disputes between them ought, therefore

to be decided by the federal judiciary. Give me leave to

state some instances which have actually happened, which

prove to me the necessity of the power of deciding contro-

versies between two or more states. The disputes between

Connecticut and Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island and Con-

necticut, have been mentioned. I need not particularize

these. Instances have happened in Virginia. There have

been disputes respecting boundaries. • Under the old gov

ernment, as well as this, reprisals have been made by Penn-

sylvania and Virginia on one another. Reprisals have been

made by the very judiciary of Pennsylvania on the citizens

of Virginia. Their differences concerning their boundaries

are not yet perhaps ultimately determined. The legislature

of Virginia, in one instance, thought this power right. In

the case of Mr. Nathan, they thought the determination of

the dispute ought to be out of the state, for fear of partiality.

It is with respect to the rights of territory that the state

judiciaries are not competent. If the claimants have a right

to the territories claimed, it is the duty of a good govern-

ment to provide means to put them in possession of them.

If there be no remedy, it is the duty of the general govern-

ment to furnish one.

Cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction cannot, with

propriety, be vested in particular state courts. As our na-

tional tranquillity and reputation, and intercourse with foreign

nations, may be affected by admiralty decisions ;
as they

ought, therefore, to be uniform ; and as there can be no uni-

formity if there be thirteen distinct, independent jurisdic-

tions,— this jurisdiction ought to be in the federal judiciary.

On these principles, I conceive the subjects themselves are

proper for the federal judiciary.

Although I do not concur with the honorable gentleman

that the judiciary is so formidable, yet I candidly admit that

there are defects in its construction, among which may be

objected too great an extension of jurisdiction. I cannot

say, by any means, that its jurisdiction is free from fault,
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though I conceive the subjects to be proper. It is ambigu-

ous in some parts, and unnecessarily extensive in others. It

extends to all cases in law and equity arising under the

Constitution. What are these cases of law and equity ?

Do they not involve all rights, from an inchoate right to a

complete right, arising from this Constitution ? Notwith-

standing the contempt gentlemen express for technical terms,

I wish such were mentioned here. I would have thought it

more safe, if it had been more clearly expressed. What do

we mean by the words arising under the Constitution f

What do they relate to ? I conceive this to be very ambig-

uous. If my interpretation be right, the word arising will

be carried so far that it will be made use of to aid and ex-

tend the federal jurisdiction.

As to controversies between the citizens of different states,

I am sure the general government will make provision to

prevent men being harassed to the federal court. But I do

not see any absolute necessity for vesting it with jurisdiction

in these cases.

With respect to that part which gives appellate jurisdiction,

both as to law and fact, I concur with the honorable gentle-

man who presides, that it is unfortunate, and my lamenta

tion over it would be incessant, were there no remedy. I

can see no reason for giving it jurisdiction with respect to

fact as well as law ; because we find, from our own experi-

ence, that appeals as to fact are not necessary. My objec-

tion would be unanswerable, were I not satisfied that it

contains its own cure, in the following words :
" with such

exceptions and under such regulations as Congress shall

make." It was insisted on by gentlemen that these words

could not extend to law and fact, and that they could

not separate the fact from the law. This construction is ir-

rational ; for, if they cannot separate the law from the fact,

and if the exceptions are prevented from applying to law and

fact, these words would have no force at all. It would be

proper to refer here to any thing that could be understood in

the federal court. They may except generally both as to

law and fact, or they may except as to the law only, or fact

only. Under these impressions, I have no difficulty in say-

ing that I consider it as an unfortunate clause. But when I

thus impeach it, the same candor which I have hitherto fol-

lowed calls upon me to declare that it is not so dangerous as
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it has been represented. Congress can regulate it properly,

and I have no doubt they will. An honorable gentleman

has asked, Will you put the body of the state in prison?

How is it between independent states? If a government

refuses to do Justice to individuals, war is the consequence

Is this the bloody alternative to which we are referred

Suppose justice was refused to be done by a particular statt

to another; I am not of the same opinion with the honorable

gentleman. I think, whatever the law of nations may say,

that any doubt respecting the construction that a state may

be plaintiff, and not defendant, is taken away by the words

ivhere a state shall be a party. But it is objected that this

is retrospective in its nature. If thoroughly considered, this

objection will vanish. It is only to render valid and effective

existing claims, and secure that justice, ultimately, which is

to be found in every regular government. It is said to be

disgraceful. What would be the disgrace ? Would it not

be that Virginia, after eight states had adopted the govern-

ment, none of which opposed the federal jurisdiction in this

case, rejected it on this account ? I was surprised, after

hearing him speak so strenuously in praise of the trial by

jury, that he would rather give it up than have it regulated

"as it is in the Constitution. Why? Because it is not es-

tablished in civil cases, and in criminal cases the jury will not

come from the vicinage. It is not excluded in civil cases,

nor is a jury from the vicinage in criminal cases excluded.

This house has resounded repeatedly with this observation—
that where a term is used, all its concomitants follow from

the same phrase. Thus, as the trial by jury is established

in criminal cases, the incidental right of challenging and ex-

cepting is also established, which secures, in the utmost lati-

tude, the benefit of impartiality in the jurors. I beg those

gentlemen who deny this doctrine to inform me what part

of the bill of English rights, or Great Charter, provides this

right. The Great Charter only provides that "no man shall

be deprived of the free enjoyment of his life, liberty, or prop-

erty, unless declared to be forfeited by the judgment of his

peers, or the law of the land." The bill of rights gives no

additional security on the subject of trial by jury. Where is

the provision made, in England, that a jury shall be had in

civil cases? This is secured by no constitutional provision

It is left to the temper and genius of the people to preserve

and protect it.
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I beg leave to differ from my honorable friends in answer-

ing this objection. They said that, in case of a general re-

bellion, the jury was to be drawn from some other part of

the country. I know that this practice is sanctified by the

usages in England. But I always thought that this was one

of those instances to which that nation, though alive to lib-

erty, had unguardedly submitted. I hope it will never be

so here. If the whole country be in arms, the prosecutor for

the commonwealth can get a good jury, by challenging im-

proper jurors. The right of challenging, also, is sufficient

security for the person accused. I can see no instance where

this can be abused. It will answer every purpose of the

government, and individual security. In this whole business

we have had argumenta ad hominem in abundance. A va-

riety of individuals, and classes of men, have been solicited

to opposition. I will pass by the glance which was darted

at some gentlemen in this house, and take no notice of it;

because the lance shivered as against adamantine. Gentle-

men then intimidate us on the subject of the lands settled to

the westward, and claimed by different claimants, who, they

urge, will recover them in the federal court. I will observe

that, as to Mr. Henderson's claim, if they look at the laws,

they will see a compensation made for him : he has acqui-

esced, and has some of the lands. The Indiana Company has

been dissolved. The claim is dormant, and will prol)ably

never be revived. I was once well acquainted with these

matters : perhaps I may have forgotten. I was once

thoroughly persuaded of the justice of their claim. I advo

cated it, not only as a lawyer in their behalf, but supported

it as my opinion. I will not say how far the acts of As-

sembly, passed when they had full power, may have oper-

ated respecting it. One thing is certain— that, though they

may have the right, yet the remedy will not be sought

against the settlers, but the state of Virginia. The court

of equity will direct a compensation to be made by the state,

the claimants being precluded at law from obtaining their

right, and the settlers having now an indefeasible title undei

the state.

The next is Lord Fairfax's quitrents. He died dunn^

the war In the year 1782, an act passed sequestering all

quitrents, then due, in the hands of the persons holding th(.

lands, until the right of descent should be known, and the
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General Assembly should make final provision therein.

This act directed all quitrents, thereafter becoming due, to

be paid into the public treasury ; so that, with respect to

his descendants, this act confiscated the quitrents. In the

year 1783, an act passed restoring to the legal representative

of the proprietor the quitrents due to him at the time of his

death. But in the year 1785 another act passed, by which
the inhabitants of the Northern Neck are exonerated and
discharged from paying composition and quitrents to the

commonwealth. This last act has completely confiscated

this property. It is repugnant to no part of the treaty, with

respect to the quitrents confiscated by the act of 1782.

I ask the Convention of the free people of Virginia if

there can be honesty in rejecting the government because

justice is to be done by it ? I beg the honorable gentleman

to lay the objection to his heart— let him consider it se-

riously and attentively. Are we to say that we shall discard

ibis government because it would make us all honest.^ Is

this to be the language of the select representatives of the

free people of Virginia ?

An honorable gentleman observed, to-day, that there is no

mstance where foreigners have this advantage over the citi-

zens. What is the reason of this ? Because a Virginian

creditor may go about for a lamentable number of years

before he can get justice, while foreigners will get justice

immediately. What is the remedy ? Honesty. Remove
the procrastination of justice, make debts speedily payable,

and the evil goes away. But you complain of the evil be-

ciiuse you will not remove it. If a foreigner can recover

his debts in six months, why not make a citizen do so ''

There will then be reciprocity. This term is not under-

stood. Let America be compared to any nation with which

she has connection, and see the difference with respect to

justice. I am sorry to make the comparison ; but the truth

is that, in those nations, justice is obtained with much more

facility than in America.

Gentlemen will perhaps ask me, Why, if you know the

Constitution to be ambiguous, will you vote for it? I an-

swer, that I see a power which will be probably exercised

to remedy this defect. The style of the ratification will re-

move this mischief. I do not ask for this concession — that

human nature is just and absolutely honest. But I am fair
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when I say that the nature of man is cajial)le of virtue where
there is even a temptation, and that the defects in this

system will be removed. The appellate jurisdiction might

be corrected, as to matters of fact, by the exceptions and

regulations of Congress, but certainly will be removed by

the amendatory provision in the instrument itself; so that

we do not depend on the virtue of our representatives only,

but the sympathy and feelings between the inhabitants of

the states. On the same grounds, the sum on which appeals

will be allowed may be limited to a considerable amount, in

order to prevent vexatious and oppressive appeals. The ap-

pellate jurisdiction, as to fact, and in trivial sums, are the

two most material defects. If it be not considered too

early, as ratification has not yet been spoken of, I beg leave

to speak of it. If I did believe, with the honorable gentle-

man, that all power not expressly retained was given up by

the people, I would detest this government.

But I never thought so, nor do I now. If, in the ratifica-

tion, we put words to this purpose, " and that all authority

not given is retained by the people, and may be resumed

when perverted to their oppression ; and that no right can

be cancelled, abridged, or restrained, by the Congress, or

any officer of the United States,"— I say, if we do this, I

conceive that, as this style of ratification would manifest the

principles on which Virginia adopted it, we should be at

liberty to consider as a violation of the Constitution every

exercise of a power not expressly delegated therein. I see

no objection to this. It is demonstrably clear to me that

rights not given are retained, and that liberty of religion,

and other rights, are secure. I hope this committee will not

reject it for faults which can be corrected, when they see the

consequent confusion that will follow.

Monday, June 23, 1788.

[The incomplete and inaccurate state in which the speeches of this day

appear must be ascribed to the absence of the person who took the rest

of the speeches in short hand. As he could not possibly attend on this

day, the printer hereof, earnestly desirous of conveying as much informa-

tion as possible to the public on so important a subject, has endeavored,

by the assistance of his notes, to give as full and impartial an account of

this day's proceedings as was practicable without the aid of stenography.]

[The 1st and 2d sections of the 3d article still under consideration.]

Mr. NICHOLAS informed the committee that he had
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attempted, on a former occasion, to deliver his sentiments

on the subject of the Constitution ; he therefore did not

mean to trouble the committee now,— but he hoped that

gentlemen were satisfied with the arguments that had been

urged by those who were last up, and that the clerk would
proceed to read the next clause.

Mr. HENRY replied, that he did not consider the objec-

tions answered in such a m:mner as gave satisfaction. He
hoped gentlemen would consider and remember that, if they

were not heard now, they may never be heard again on the

subject: it was an important part of the proposed plan of

government, which ought, if possible, to be fairly understood
;

he hoped, therefore, that gentlemen would not be impatient.

He proceeded to state the cases which might arise under

the proposed plan of government, and the probable i7iter-

ference of the federal judiciary with the state judiciaries ; the

dangers and difficulties which would arise to the citizens

from the operation of a federal revenue law which would
extend to the lands, tenements, and other property, coming
under the denomination of direct taxes— and, when intrusted

to a federal collector, might be attended with abuses of a

dangerous and alarming tendency ; the property of the citi-

zens seized and sold for one tenth part of its value ; they

ousted from their house and home, with no other resource

for redress but to the federal government, which might per-

haps be five hundred miles from the place of sale. He
observed, This may be done, Mr. Chairman; for we have in-

stances to prove my assertion, even in some parts of our

state, where persons have been turned out of house and
home by our colleetors, and their property sold for a mere
trifle ; and if it had not been for an act of the last Assembly,

this practice would still have continued. Mr. Chainnan, I

feel myself particularly interested in this part of the Consti-

tution. 1 perceive dangers must and will arise ; and, when
the laws of that government come to be enforced here, I

have my fears for the consequences. It is not on that paper

before you we have to rely, should it be received ; it is on

those who may be appointed under it. It will be an empire

of men, and not of laws. Your rights and liberties rest upon

men. Their wisdom and integrity may preserve you ; but,

on the contrary, should they prove ambitious and designing,
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maj they not flourish and triumph upon the ruins of their

country ?

He then proceeded to state the appellate jurisdiction of

the judicial power, both as to law and fact, with such excep-

tions and under such regulations as Congress shall make.

He observed, that, as Congress had a right to organize the

federal judiciary, they might or might not have recourse to a

jury, as they pleased. He left it to the candor of the honor-

able gentleman to say whether those persons who were at

the expense of taking witnesses to Philadelphia, or wherever

the federal judiciary may sit, could be certain whether they

were to be heard before a jury or not. An honorable gen-

tleman (Mr. Marshall) the other day observed, that he con-

ceived the trial by jury better secured under the plan on the

table than in the British government, or even in our bill of

rights. I have the highest veneration and respect for the

honorable gentleman, and I have experienced his candor on

all occasions ; but, Mr. Chairman, in this instance, he is so

materially mistaken that I cannot but observe, he is much
in error. I beg the clerk to read that part of the Constitu-

tion which relates to trial by jury. [The clerk then read the

dth article of the bill of rights.']

Mr. MARSHALL rose to explain what he had before

said on this subject: he informed the committee that the

honorable gentleman (Mr. Henry) must have misunder-

stood him. He said that he conceived the trial by jury was
as well secured, and not better secured, in the proposed new
Constitution as in our bill of rights. [The clerk then read

the 1 Ith article of the bill of rights.]

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman : the gentleman's candor,

sir, as I informed you before, I have the highest opinion of,

and am happy to find he has so far explained what he meant

;

but, sir, has he mended the matter? Is not the ancient

trial by jury preserved in the Virginia bill of rights? and is

that the case in the new plan ? No, sir ; they can do it if

they please. Will gentlemen tell me the trial by a jury of

the vicinage where the party resides is preserved ? True,

sir, there is to be a trial by the jury in the state where the

fact was committed ; but, sir, this state, for instance, is so

large that your juries may be collected five hundred miles

from where the party resides— no neighbors who arc ac-

quainted with their characters, their good or bad '.onduct in
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life, lo judge of the unfortunate man who may be thus ex-

posed to the rigor of that government. Compare this se-

curity, then, sir, in our bill of rights with that in the new

plan of government ; and in the first you have it, and in the

other, in my opinion, not at all. But, sir, in what situation

will our citizens be, who have made large contracts under

our present government ? They will be called to a federal

court, and tried under the retrospective laws ; for it is

evident, to me at least, that the federal court must look back,

and give better remedies, lo compel individuals to fulfil

them.

The whole history of human nature cannot produce a gov-

ernment like that before you. The manner in which the

judiciary and other branches of the government are formed,

seems to me calculated to lay prostrate the states, and the

liberties of the people. But, sir, another circumstance

ought totally to reject that plan, in my opinion ;
which is,

that it cannot be understood, in many parts, even by the

supporters of it. A constitution, sir, ought to be, like a

beacon, held up to the public eye, so as to be understood by

every man. Some gentlemen have observed that the word

jury implies a jury of the vicinage. There are so many in-

consistencies in this, that, for my part, I cannot understand

it. By the bill of rights of England, a subject has a right to

a trial by his peers. What is meant by his peers ? Those

who reside near him, his neighbors, and who are well ac-

quainted with his character and situation in life. Is this

secured in the proposed plan before you ? No, sir. As I

have observed before, what is to become of the purchases of

the Indians?— those unhappy nations who have given up

their lands to private purchasers; who, by being made drunk,

have given a thousand, nay, I might say, ten thousand acres,

for the trifling sum of sixpence ! It is with true concern,

with grief, I tell you that I have waited with pain to come

to this part of the plan ; because I observed gentlemen ad-

mitted its being defective, and, I had my hopes, would have

proposed amendments But this part they have defended
;

and this convinces me of the necessity of obtaining amend-

ments before it is adopted. They have defended it with

ingenuity and perseverance, but by no means satisfactorily.

If previous amendments are not obtained, the trial by jury

IS eone. British debtors will be ruined by being dragged tf
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the iederal court, and the liberty and happiness of our citi-

zens gone, never again to be recovered.

Mr. STEPHENS. Mr. Chairman : the gentleman, sir,

means to frighten us by his bugbears of hobgoblins, his sale

of lands to pay taxes, Indian purchases, and other horrors,

that I think I know as much about as he does. I have

travelled through the greater part of the Indian countries.

I know them well, sir. I can mention a variety of resources

by which the people may be enabled to pay their taxes.

[He then went into a description of the Mississippi and its waters,

Cook's River, the Indian tribes residing in that country, and the variety

of articles which might be obtained to advantage by trading with these

people.]

I know, Mr. Chairman, of several rich mines of gold and
silver in the western country ; and will the gentleman tell

me that these precious metals will not pay taxes ? If the

gentleman does not like this government, let him go and live

among the Indians. I know of several nations that live very

happily ; and I can furnish him with a vocabulary of their

language.

Mr. GEORGE NICHOLAS observed, that he should

only make a few observations on the objections that had

been stated to the clauses now under consideration— and

not renew the answer already given. The gentleman says

he would admit some parts of the Constitution, but that he

would never agree to that now before us. I beg gentlemen,

when they retire from these walls, that they would take the

Constitution, and strike out such parts as the honorable gen-

tleman (Mr. Henry) has given his approbation to, and they

will find what a curious kind of government he would make
it. It appears to me, sir, that he has objected to the whole

;

and that no part, if he had his way, would be agreed to.

It has been observed, sir, that the judges appointed under

the British constitution are more independent than those to

be appointed under the plan on the table. This, sir, like other

assertions of honorable gentlemen, is equally groundless.

May there not be a variety of pensions granted to the judges

in England, so as to influence them ? and cannot they be

removed by a vote of both houses of Parliament? This is

not the case with our federal judges. They are to be ap-

pointed during good behavior, and cannot be removed, and

at stated times are to receive a compensation for cheir ser-
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vices. We are told, sir, of fraudulent assignments of bonds.

Do gentlemen suppose that the federal judges will not see

into such conduct, and prevent it ? Western claims are to

be revived too— new suits commenced in the federal courts

for disputes already determined in this state. This, sir,

this cannot be, for thej are already determined under the

laws of this state, and, therefore, are conclusive.

But, sir, we are told that two executions are to issue—
one from the federal court and the other from the state court.

Do not gentlemen know, sir, that the first execution is good,

and must be satisfied, and that the debtor cannot be arrested

under the second execution ? Quitrents, too, sir, are to be

sued for. To satisfy gentlemen, sir, I beg leave to refer

them to an act of Assembly passed in the year 1782, before

the peace, which absolutely abolished the quitrents, and
discharged the holders of lands in the Northern Neck from

any claim of that kind. [He then read the act alluded to.]

As to the claims of certain companies who purchased lands

of the Indians, they were determined prior to the opening

of the land-office by the Virginia Assembly ; and it is not to

be supposed they will again renew their claims. But, sii,

there are gentlemen who have come by large possessions,

that it is not easy to account for.

[Here Mr. HENRY Interfered, and hoped the honorable gentleman
meant nothing personal.]

Mr. NICHOLAS observed, I mean what I say, sir. But
we are told of the blue laws of Massachusetts : are these to

be brought in debate here ? Sir, when the gentleman men-
tioned them the day before yesterday, I did not well under-

stand what he meant ; but from inquiry, I find, sir, they

were laws made for the purpose of preserving the morals of

the people, and took the name of blue laws from being writ-

ten on blue paper. But how does this apply to the subject

before you ? Is this to be compared to the plan now on the

table ? Sir, this puts me in mind of an observation I have

heard out of doors ; which w^as that, because the New Eng-
landmen wore black stockings and plush breeches, there can

be no union with them. We have heard a great deal of the

trial by jury— a design to destroy the state judiciaries, and
the destruction of the state governments. This, sir, has

already been travelled over, and I think sufficiently explained
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to render it unnecessary for me to trouble this committee

again on the subject.

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, if the gentleman means
personal insinuations, or to wound my private reputation, I

think this an improper place to do so. If, on the other hand,

he means to go on in the discussion of the subject, he ought

not to apply arguments which might tend to obstruct the

discussion. As to land matters, I can tell how I came by

what I have ; but I think that gentleman (Mr. Nicholas)

has no right to make that inquiry of me. I meant not to

offend any one. I have not the most distant idea of injur-

ing any gentleman : my object was to obtain information.

If I have offended in private life, or wounded the feelings

of any man, I did not intend it. I hold what I hold in right,

and in a just manner. I beg pardon, sir, for having intruded

thus far.

Mr. NICHOLAS. Mr. Chairman, I meant no personality

in what I said, nor did I mean any resentment. If such

conduct meets the contempt of that gentleman, I can only

assure him it meets with an equal degree of contempt from

me.

[Mr. President observed that he hoped gentlemen would not be per

sonal ; that they would proceed to investigate the subject calmly, and in a

peaceable manner.]

Mr. NICHOLAS replied, that he did not mean the hon-

orable gentleman, (Mr. Henry ;) but he meant those who
had taken up large tracts of land in the western country.

The reason he would not explain himself before was, that

he thought some observations dropped from the honorable

gentleman which ought not to have come from one gentle-

man to another.

Mr. MONROE. Mr. Chairman : I am satisfied of the

propriety of closing this subject, sir ; but I must beg leave

to trouble the committee a little further. We find, sir, that

two different governments are to have concurrent jurisdiction

in the same object. May not this bring on a conflict in the

judiciary .'* And if it does, will it not end in the ruin of one

or the other ? There will be two distinct judiciaries— one

acting under the federal authority, the other the state au-

thority. May it not also tend to oppress the people by hav-

ing suits going on against them in both courts for the same

debt ?
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Mr. MADISON answered Mr. Monroe, by observing that

the county courts were perfectly independent of each othei,

where the same inconvenience might arise : the states are

also independent of each other. We well know, sir, that

foreigners cannot get justice done them in these courts, and

this has prevented many wealthy gentlemen from trading or

residing among us. There are also many public debtors,

who have escaped from justice 'for want of such a method as

is pointed out in the plan on the table. To prevent any in-

terfereiu'e of the federal and state judiciaries, the judges of

the states may be deprived of holding any office in the gen-

eral government.

Mr. GRAYSON observed, that the federal and state judi-

ciaries could not, on the present plan, be kept in perfect

harmony. As to the trial by jury being safer here than in

England, that I deny. Jury trials are secured there, sir, by

Magna Charta, in a clear and decided manner; and that

here it is not in express and positive terms, is admitted by

most gentlemen who now hear me. He concluded with

saying, that he did not believe there existed a social com-
pact upon the face of the earth so vague and so indefinite as

the one now on the table.

Mr. HENRY went into an explanation of the trial by

jury, and the difference between the new plan and our bill

of rights, and observed that the latter had been violated by

several acts of Assembly, which could only be justified by
necessity. He begged gentlemen to consider how necessary

it was to have that invaluable blessing secured : those feeble

implications, relative to juries, in the new plan, might create

the unhappy tendency of factions in a republican govern-

ment, which nothing but a monarchy could suppress. As to

people escaping with public money, the gentleman must
know that bond and security are always taken on occasions

where men are intrusted with collection of it ; and these

can follow them, and be sued for and recovered in another

state, or wherever they may escape to.

Mr. MADISON here observed, that the declaration on

that paper could not diminish the security of the people, un-

less a majority of their representatives should concur in a

violation of their rights.

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, I should not

have troubled the committee again on this subject, were
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there not some arguments in support of that plan, sir,

that appear to me totally unsatisfactory. With respect to

concurrent jurisdiction, sir, the honorable gentleman has ob-

served, that county courts had exercised this right without

complaint. Have Hanover and Henrico the same objects.^

Can an officer in either of those counties serve a process in

the other ? The federal judiciary has concurrent jurisdiction

throughout the states, and therefore must interfere with the

state judiciaries. Congress can pass a law constituting the

powers of the federal judiciary throughout the states : they

may also pass a law vesting the federal power in the state

judiciaries. These laws are permanent^ and cannot be con-

troverted by any law of the state.

If we were forming a general government, and not states,

I think we should perfectly comply with the genius of the

paper before you ; but if we mean to form one great national

government for thirteen states, the arguments which I have

heard hitherto in support of this part of the plan do not apply

at all. We are willing to give up all powers which are

necessary to preserve the peace of the Union, so far as

respects foreign nations, or our own preservation ; but we
will not agree to a federal judiciary, which is not necessary

for this purpose, because the powers there granted will

tend to oppress the middling and lower class of people. A
poor man seized by the federal officers, and carried to the

federal court, — has he any chance under such a system as

this ? Justice itself may be bought too dear
;
yet this may

be the case. It may cost a man five hundred pounds to re-

cover one hundred pounds. These circumstances are too

sacred to leave undefined ; and I wish to see things certain,

positive, and clear. But, however, sir, these matters have

been so fully investigated, that I beg pardon for having

intruded so far, and I hope we shall go on in the busi-

ness.

[The 1st section of the 4th article was then read.]

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman : the latter part

of this clause, sir, I confess I do not understand — Fullfaith

and credit shall be given to all acts ; and how far it may be

proper that Congress shall declare the effects, 1 cannot

clearly see into.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, it appears to me that

this is a clause which is absolutely necessary. I never heard
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any objection to this clause before, and have not employed a

thought on the subject.

[The 2d section was then read.]

Mr. GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, on some former

part of the investigation of this subject, gentlemen were

pleased to make some observations on the security of prop-

erty coming within this section. It was then said, and I

now say, that there is no security ; nor have gentlemen con-

vinced me of this.

[The 3d section was then read.]

Mr. GRAYSON. Mr. Chairman : it appears to me, sir,

under this section, there never can be a southern state ad-

mitted into the Union. There are seven states, which are a

majority, and whose interest it is to prevent it. The bal-

ance being actually in their possession, they will have the

regulation of commerce, and the federal ten miles square

wherever they please. It is not to be supposed, then, that

they ivill admit any southern state into the Union, so as to

lose that majority.

Mr. MADISON replied, that he thought this part of the

plan morefavorable to the Southern States than the present

Confederation, as there was a greater chance of new states

being admitted.

Mr. GEORGE MASON took a retrospective view of

several parts which had been before objected to. He en-

deavored to demonstrate the dangers that must inevitably

arise from the insecurity of our rights and privileges, as they

depended on vague, indefinite, and ambiguous implications.

The adoption of a system so replete with defects, he appre-

hended, could not but be productive of the most alarming

consequences. He dreaded popular resistance to its opera-

tion. He expressed, in emphatic terms, the dreadful effects

which must ensue, should the people resist ; and concluded

by observing, that he trusted gentlemen would pause before

they would decide a question which involved such awful

consequences.

Mr. LEE, (of Westmoreland.) Mr. Chairman, my feel-

ing's are so oppressed with the declarations of my honorable

fi iend, that I can no longer suppress my utterance. I re-

spect the honorable gentleman, and never believed I should

live to have heard fall from his lips opinions so injurious to

our country, and so opposite to the dignity of this assembly

VOL. III. 74
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If the dreadful picture which he has drawn be so abhorrent

to his mind as he has declared, let nie ask the honorable

gentleman if he has not pursued the very means to bring

into action the horrors which he deprecates. Such speeches

within these walls, from a character so venerable and
estimable, easily progress into overt acts, among the less

thinking and the vicious. Then, sir, I pray you to re-

member, and the gentlemen in opposition not to forjiet,

should these impious scenes commence, which my honorable

friend might abhor, and which 1 execrate, whence and how
they began.

God of heaven avert from my country the dreadful

curse !

But if the madness of some, and the vice of others,

should risk the awful appeal, I trust that the friends to the

paper on your table, conscious of the justice of their cause,

conscious of the integrity of their views, and recollecting

their uniform moderation, will meet the afflictinir call with

that firmness and fortitude which become men sun)moned to

defend what they conceive to be the true interest of their

country, and will prove to the world that, although they

boast not, in words, of love of country and affection for liberty,

still they are not less attached to these invaluable objects

than their vaunting opponents, and can, with alacrity and

resignation, encounter every difficulty and danger in defence

of them.

The remainder of the Constitution was then read, and
the several objectionable parts noticed by the opposition,

particularly that which related to the mode pointed out by

which amendments were to be obtained ; and, after discussing

it fully, the Convention then rose.

Tuesday, June 24, 1788.

Mr. WYTHE arose, and addressed the chairman ; but

he spoke so very low that his speech could not be fully

comprehended. He took a cursory view of the situation of

the United States previous to the late war, their resistance

to the oppression of Great Britain, and the glorious con-

clusion and issue of that arduous conflict. To perpetuate

the blessings of freedom, happiness, and independence, he

demonstrated the necessity of a firm, indissoluble union of

the states. He expatiated on the defects and inadequa-

cy of the Confederation, and the consequent misfortunes
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suffered by the people. He pointed out the impossibility of

securing liberty without society, the impracticability of acting

personally, and the inevitable necessity of delegating power

to agents. He then recurred to the system under consid-

eration. He admitted its imperfection, and the propriety of

some amendments. But the excellency of many parts of it

could not be denied by its warmest opponents. He thought

that experience was the best guide, and could alone develop

its consequences. Most of the improvements that had been

made in the science of government, and other sciences, were

the result of experience. He referred it to the advocates

for amendments, whether, if they were indulged with any

alterations they pleased, there might not still be a necessity

of alteration.

He then proceeded to the consideration of the question of

previous or subsequent amendments. The critical situation

of America, the extreme danger of dissolving the Union,

rendered it necessary to adopt the latter alternative. He
saw no danger from this. It appeared to him, most clearly,

that any amendments which might be thought necessary

would be easily obtained after ratification, in the manner

proposed by the Constitution, as amendments were desired

by all the states, and had already been proposed by the

several states. He \.\\^u proposed that the committee should

ratify the Constitution, and that whatsoever amendments

might be deemed necessary should be recommended to the

consideration of the Congress which should first assemble

under the Constitution, to be acted upon according to the

mode prescribed therein.

[The resolution of ratification proposed by Mr. Wythe was then read

by the clerk ; which see hereafter in the report of the committee to the

Convention.]

Mr. HENRY, after observing that the proposal of ratifi-

cation was premature, and that the importance of the subject

required the most mature deliberation, proceeded thus:—
The honorable member must forgive me for declaring

my dissent from it ; because, if I understand it rightly, it

admits that the new system is defective, and most capitally

;

for, immediately after the proposed ratification, there comes

a declaration that the paper before you is not intended to

violate any of these three great rights— the liberty of religion,

uberty of the press, and the trial by jury. What is the in-
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ference when you enumerate the rights which you are

to enjoy ? That those not enumerated are relinquished.

There are only three things to be retained— religion, free-

dom of the press, and jury trial. Will not the ratification

carry every thing, without excepting these three things ?

Will not all the world pronounce that we intended to give

up all the rest ? Every thing it speaks of, by way of rights,

is comprised in these things. Your subsequent amendments

only go to these three amendments.

I feel myself distressed, because the necessity of securing

om personal rights seems not to have pervaded the minds of

men; for many other valuable things are omitted:— for

instance, general warrants, by which an officer may search

suspected places, without evidence of the commission of a

fact, or seize any person without evidence of his crime, ought

to be prohibited. As these are admitted, any man may be

seized, any property may be taken, in the most arbitrary

manner, without any evidence or reason. Every thing the

most sacred may be searched and ransacked by the strong

hand of power. We have infinitely more reason to dread

general warrants here than they have in England, because

there, if a person be confined, liberty may be quickly obtained

by the writ of habeas corpus. But here a man living many

hundred miles from the judges may get in prison before he

can get that writ.

Another most fatal omission is with respect to standing

armies. In our bill of rights of Virginia, they are said to be

dangerous to liberty, and it tells you that the proper defence

of a free state consists in militia ; and so I might go on to

ten or eleven things of immense consequence secured in

your bill of rights, concerning which that pioposal is silent.

Is that the language of the bill of rights in England ? Is it

the language of the American bill of rights, that these three

rights, and' these only, are valuable ? Is it the language of

men going into a new government? Is it not necessary to

speak of those things before you go into a compact ? How
do these three things stand ? As one of the parties, we
declare we do not mean to give them up. This is very

dictatorial— much more so than the conduct which proposes

alterations as the condition of adoption. In a compact there

are two parties— one excepting, and another proposmg. As

a p nty, we propose that we shall secure these three things

;
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and before we have the assent of the other contracting party,

we go into the compact, and leave these things at then

mercy.
What will be the consequence ? Suppose the other states

shall call this dictatorial. They will say, Virginia has gone

into the government, and carried with her certain propo-

sitions, which, she says, ought to be concurred in by the othei

states. They will declare that she has no right to dictate to

other states the conditions on which they shall come into the

Union. According to the honorable member's proposal, the

ratification will cease to be obligatory unless they accede to

these amendments. We have ratified it. You have com-

mitted a violation, will they say. They have not violated

it. We say, we will go out of it. You are then reduced to

a sad dilemma— to give up these three rights, or leave the

government. This is worse than our present Confederation,

to which we have hitherto adhered honestly and faithfully.

We shall be told we have violated it, because we have left it

for the infringement and violation of conditions which they

never agreed to be a part of the ratification. The ratifica-

tion will be complete. The proposal is made by the party.

We, as the other, accede to it, and propose the security of

these three great rights; for it is only a proposal. In order

to secure them, you are left in that state of fatal hostility

which I shall as much deplore as the honorable gentleman.

I exhort gentlemen to think seriously before they ratify this

Constitution, and persuade themselves that they will succeed

in making a feeble effort to get amendments after adoption.

With respect to that part of the proposal which says that

every power not granted remains with the people, it must be

previous to adoption, or it will involve this country in inev-

itable destruction. To talk of it as a thing subsequent, not

as one of your unalienable rights, is leaving it to the casual

opinion of the Congress who shall take up the consideration

of that matter. They will not reason with you about the

effect of this Constitution. They will not take the opinion

of this committee concerning its operation. They will con-

strue it as they please. If you place it subsequently, let me
ask the consequences. Among ten thousand implied powers

which they may assume, they may, if we be engaged in war,

Viberate every one of your slaves if they please. And this

must and will be done by men, a majority of whom have not

50
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a common interest with you. They will, therefore, have no
feeling of your interests. It has been repeatedly said here,
that the great object of a national government was national
defence. That power which is said to be intended for se-

curity and safety may be rendered detestable and oppressive.
If they give power to the general government to provide for

the general defence, the means must be commensurate to the
end. All the means in the possession of the people must be
given to the government which is intrusted with the public
defence. In this state there are two hundred and thirty-six

thousand blacks, and there are many in several other states.

But th(>re are few or none in the Northern States ; and yet,

if the Northern States shall be of opinion that our slaves

are numberless, they may call forth every national resource.

May Congress not say, that every black man mustfight f Did
we not see a little of this last war ? We were not so hard
pushed as to make emancipation general ; but acts of As-
sembly passed that every slave who would go to the army
should be free. Another thing will contribute to bring this

event about. Slavery is detested. We feel its fatal etfects— we deplore it with all the pity of humanity. Let all these

considerations, at some future period, press with full force

on the minds of Congress. Let that urbanity, which I trust

will distinguish America, and the necessity of national de-
fence,— let all these things operate on their minds; they
will search that paper, and see if they have power of manu-
mission. And have they not, sir.? Have they not power
to provide for the general defence and welfare.? May they
not think that these call for the abolition of slavery ? May
they not pronounce all slaves free, and will they not be war-
ranted by that power.? This is no ambiguous implication

or logical deduction. The paper speaks to the point: they
have the power in clear, unequivocal terms, and will clearly

and certainly exercise it. As much as I deplore slavery, I

see that pruden(;e forbids its abolition. I deny that the gen-
eral government ought to set them free, because a decided
majority of the states have not the ties of sympathy and
fellow-feeling for those whose interest would be affected by
their emancipation. The majority of Congress is to the

north, and the slaves are to the south.

In this situation, I see a great deal of the property of the

peo 'e of Virginia in jeopardy, and their peace and tran
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quillity gone. I repeat it again, that it would rejoice my
very soul that every one of my fellow-beings was emanci-

pated. As we ought with gratitude to admire that decree

of Heaven which has numbered us among the free, we ought

to lament and deplore the necessity of holding our fellow-

men in bondage. But is it practicable, by any human means,

to liberate them without producing the most dreadful and

ruinous consequences ? We ought to possess them in the

manner we inherited them from our ancestors, as their man-
umission is incompatible with the felicity of our country.

But we ought to soften, as much as possible, the rigor of

their unhappy fate. I know that, in a variety of particular

instances, the legislature, listening to complaints, have ad-

mitted their emnncipntion. Let me not dwell on this sub-

ject. I will only add that this, as well as every other prop-

erty of the people of Virginia, is in jeopardy, and put in the

hands of those who have no similarity of situation with ns.

This is a local matter, and I can see no propriety in subject-

ing it to Congress.

With respect to subsequent amendments, proposed by the

worthy member, I am distressed when I hear the expression.

It is a new one altogether, and such a one as stands against

every idea of fortitude and manliness in the states, or any

one else. Evils admitted in order to be removed subse-

quently, and tyranny submitted to in order to be excluded

by a subsequent alteration, are things totally new to me.

But I am sure the gentlenian meant nothing but to amuse
the committee. I know his candor. His proposal is an

idea dreadful to me. I ask, does experience warrant such a

thing from the beginning of the world to this day ? Do you

enter into a compact first, and afterwards settle the terms of

the government ? It is admitted by every one that this is a

compact.

Although the Confederation be lost, it is a compact, con

stitution, or something of that nature. I confess 1 nevei

heard of such an idea before. It is most abhorrent to m_y

mind. You endanger the tranquillity of your country, you

stab its repose, if you accept this government unaltered.

How are you to allay animosities ?— for such there are, great

and fatal.

He flatters me, and tells me that I could influence the

people, and reconcile them to it. Sir, their sentiments are
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as firm and steady as they are patriotic. Were 1 to ask

them to apostatize from their native religion, they would
despise me. They are not to be shaken in their opinions

with respect to the propriety of preserving their rights. You
never can persuade them that it is necessary to relinquish

them. Were I to attempt to persuade them to abandon their

patriotic sentiments, I should look on myself as the most in-

famous of men.

I believe it to be a fact that the great body of yeomanry
are in decided opposition to it. I may say with confidence

that, for nineteen counties adjacent to each other, nine tenths

of the people are conscientiously opposed to it. I may be

mistaken, but I give you it as my opinion ; and my opinion

is founded on personal knowledge, in some measure, and

other good authority. I have not hunted popularity by de-

claiming to injure this government. Though public fame
might say so, it was not owing to me that this flame of op-

position has been kindled and spread. These men never

will part with their political opinions. If they should see

their political happiness secured to the latest posterity, then,

indeed, they may agree to it. Subsequent amendments will

not do for men of this cast. Do you consult the Union in

proposing them ? You may amuse them as long as you
please, but they will never like it. You have not solid real-

ity— the hearts and hands of the men who are to be governed.

Have gentlemen no respect to the actual dispositions of

the people in the adopting states ? Look at Pennsylvania

and Massachusetts. These two great states have raised as

great objections to that government as we do. There was
a majority of only nineteen in Massachusetts. We are told

that only ten thousand were represented in Pennsylvania,

although seventy thousand had a right to be represented.

Is not this a serious thing? Is it not worth while to turn

your eyes, for a moment, from subsequent amendments to

the situation of your country ? Can you have a lasting

union in these circumstances ? It will be in vain to expect

it. But if you agree to previous amendments, you shall

have union, firm and solid.

1 cannot conclude without saying that I shall have nothmg
to do with it, if subsequent amendments be determined upon.

Oppressions will be carried on as radically by the majority

when adjustments and accommodations will be held up. I
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say, I conceive it my duty, if this government is adopted be-

fore it is amended, to go home. 1 shall act as I think my
duty requires. Every other gentleman will do the same.

Previous amendments, in my opinion, are necessary to pro-

cure peace and tranquillity. I fear, if they be not agreed to,

every movement and operation of government will cease

;

and how long that baneful thing, civil discord, will stay from

this country, God only knows. When men are free from

restraint, how long will you suspend their fury ? The inter-

val between this and bloodshed is but a moment. The
licentious and wicked of the community will seize with

avidity every thing you hold. In this unhappy situation,

what is to be done ? It surpasses my stock of wisdom. If

you will, in the language of freemen, stipulate that there are

rights which no man under heaven can take from you, you

shall have me going along with you ; not otherwise.

[Here Mr. Henry informed the committee that he had a resolution pre-

pared, to refer a declaration of rights, with certain amendments to the

most exceptionable parts of the Constitution, to the other states in the

confederacy, for their consideration, previous to its ratification. The
clerk than read the resolution, the declaration of rights, and amendments,

which were nearly the same as those ultimately proposed by the Conven-

tion ; which see at the conclusion.]

Mr. HENRY then resumed the subject. I have thus can-

didly submitted to you, Mr. Chairman, and this committee,

what occurred to me as proper amendments to the Constitu-

tion, and a declaration of rights containing those fundamen-

tal, unalienable privileges, which I conceive to be essential

to liberty and happiness. I believe that, on a review of

these amendments, it will still be found that the arm of

power will be sufficiently strong for national purposes, when
these restrictions shall be a part of the government. I be-

lieve no gentleman who opposes me in sentiments will be

able to discover that any one feature of a strong government

is altered ; and at the same time your unalienable rights are

secured by them. The government unaltered may be ter-

rible to America, but can never be loved till it be amended.

You find all the resources of the continent may be drawn to a

point. In danger, the President may concentre to a point every

effort of the continent. If the government be construct-

ed to satisfy the people, and remove their apprehensions,

the wealth and the strength of the continent will go where

VOL. III. 75
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public utility shall direct. This government, with these

restrictions, will be a strong government, united with the priv-

ileges of the people. In my Weak judgment, a government is

strong when it applies to the most important end of all gov-

ernments— the rights and privileges of the people. In the

honorable member's proposal, jury trial, the press and re-

ligion, and other essential rights, are not to be given up.

Other essential rights— what are they? The world will

say that you intended to give them up. When you go into

an enumeration of your rights, and stop that enumeration,

the inevitable conclusion is, that what is omitted is in-

tended to be surrendered.

Anxious as I am to be as little troublesome as possible, I

cannot leave this part of the subject without adverting to

one remark of the honorable gentleman. He sajs that,

rather than bring the Union into danger, he will adopt it

with its mi perfect ions. A great deal is said about disunion,

and consequent dangers. I have no claim to a grcciter share

of fortitude than others ; but I can see no kind of danger.

I form my judgment on a single fact alone— that we are at

peace with all the world'; nor is there any apparent cause

of a rupture with any nation in the world. Is it among the

American states that the cause of disunion is to be feared ?

Are not the states using all their efforts for the promotion of

union ? New England sacrifices local prejudices for the

purposes of union. We hear the necessity of the union, and

predilection for the union, reechoed from all parts of the

continent ; and all at once disunion is to follow ! If gen-

tlemen dread disunion, the very thing they advocate will

inevitably produce it. A previous ratification will raise in-

surmountable obstacles to union. New York is an insur-

mountable obstacle to it, and North Carolina also. They
will never accede to it, till it be amended. A great part of

Virginia is opposed most decidedly to it as it stands. This

very spirit, which will govern us in these three states, will

find a kindred spirit in the adopting states. Give me leave

to say that it is very problematical if the adopting states can

stand on their own legs. I hear only on one side, but as far

as my information goes, there are heartburnings and ani

mosities among them. Will these animosities be cured by

subsequent amendments ?

Turn away from America, and consider European politics.
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The nations there which can trouble us are, France, Eng

land, and Spain. But at present we know for a certaintj

that those nations are engaged in very different pursuits

from American conquests.
' We are told by our intelligent

ambassador, that there is no such danger as has been appre-

hended. Give me leave then to say, that dangers from be

yond the Atlantic are imaginary, ^ij^i- • 'i.n.-^^.,..xi. .. ,^.

From these premises, then, it mjiy be concluded that,

from the creation of the world to this time, there never was

a more fair and proper opportunity than we have at this

day to establish such a government as will permanently

establish the most transcendent political felicity. Since the

revolution, there has not been so much experience. Since

then, the general interests of America have not been better

understood, nor the Union more ardently loved, than at this

present moment. I acknowledge the weakness of the old

Confederation. Every man says that something must be

done. Where is the moment more favorable than this ?

During the war, when ten thousand dangers surrounded us,

America was magnanimous. What was the language of the

little state of Maryland ? " I will have time to consider.

1 will hold out three years. Let what may come, I will

have time to reflect." Magnanimity appeared every where.

What was the upshot ? America triumphed. Is there any

thing to forbid us to offer these amendments to the other

states? If this moment goes away unimproved, we shall

never see its return.

We now act under a happy system, which says that a ma
jority may alter the government when necessary. But by

the paper proposed, a majority will forever endeavor in vain

to alter it. Three fourths may. Is not this the most prom-

ising time for securing the necessary alteration ? Will you

go into that government, where it is a principle that a con-

temptible minority may prevent an alteration ? What will

be the language of the majority ? Change the government.

Nay, seven eighths of the people of America may wish the

change ; but the minority may come with a Roman veto, and

object to the alteration. The language of a magnanimous

country, and of freemen, is. Till you remove the defects, we

will not accede. It would be in vain for me to show that

there is no danger to prevent our obtaining those amend-

ments, if you are not convinced already. If the other states
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will iioi agree to them, it is not an inducement to union.

The language of this paper is not dictatorial, but merely a

proposition for amendments. The proposition of Virginia

met with a favorable reception before. We proposed that

convention which met at Annapolis. It was not called dic-

tatorial. We proposed that at Philadelphia. Was Virginia

thought dictatorial ? But Virginia is now to lose her pre-

eminence. Those rights of equality to which the meanest
individual in the community is entitled, are to bring us down
infinitely below the Delaware people. Have we not a right

to say. Hear our propositions ! Why, sir, your slaves have

a right to make their humble requests. Those who are in

the meanest occupations of human hfe have a right to com-
plain. What do we require ? Not'preeminence, but safety

— that our citizens may be able to sit down in peace and
security under their own fig-trees. I am confident that sen-

timents like these will meet with unison in every state ; for

they will wish to banish discord from the American soil. I

am certain that the warmest friend of the Constitution

wishes to have fewer enemies— fewer of those who pester

and plague him with opposition. I could not withhold from

my fellow-citizens any thing so reasonable. I fear you will

have no union,, unless you remove the cause of opposition.

Will you sit down contented with the name of union, with-

out any solid foundation ?

Mr. Henry then concluded, by expressing his hopes that

his resolution would be adopted, and added, that, if the

committee should disapprove of any of his amendments, oth-

ers might be substituted.

Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman: once more, sir, 1

address you ; and perhaps it will be the last time I shall

speak concerning this Constitution, unless I be urged by the

observations of some gentlemen. Although this is not the

first time that my mind has been brought to contemplate

this awfiil period, yet I acknowledge it is not rendered less

awful by familiarity with it. Did I persuade myself that

those fair days were present which the honorable gentleman

described, — could I bring my mind to believe that there

were peace and tranquillity in this land, and that there was
no storm gathering which would burst, and that previous

amendments could be retained, — I would concur with the

honorable gentleman ; for nothing but the fear of inevitable
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destruclion would lead me to vote for the Constitution in

spite of the objections I have to it. But, sir, what have 1

heard to-day ? I sympathized most warmly with what other

gentlemen said yesterday, that, let the contest be what it

may, the minority should submit to the majority. With

satisfaction and joy I heard what he then said — that he

would submit, and that there should be peace if his power

could procure it. What a sad reverse to-day ! Are we not

told, by way of counterpart to language that did him honor,

that he would secede ? I hope he will pardon, and correct

me if I misrecite him ; but if not corrected, my interpreta-

tion is, that secession by him will be the consequence of

adoption without previous amendments.

[Here Mr. HENRY explained himself, and denied having said any

thing of secession, but that he said, he would have no hand in subsequent

amendments ; that he would remain and vote, and afterwards he would

have no business here.]

1 see, continued his excellency, that I am not mistaken

in my thoughts. The honorable gentleman says, he will re-

main and vote on the question, but after that he has no

business here, and that he will go home. I beg to make a

few remarks on the subject of secession. If there be in this

house members who have in contemplation to secede from

the majority, let me conjure them, by all the ties of honor

and duty, to consider what they are about to do. Some of

them have more property than I have, and all of them are

equal to me in personal rights. Such an idea of refusing to

submit to the decision of the majority is destructive of every

republican principle. It will kindle a civil war, and reduce

every thing to anarchy and confusion. To avoid a calamity

so lamentable, I would submit to it, if it contained greater

evils than it does.

What are they to say to their constituents when they go

home ? " We come here to tell you that liberty is in danger,

and, though the majority is in favor of it, you ought not to

submit." Can any man consider, without shuddering with

horror, the awful consequences of such desperate conduct ?

1 entreat men to consider and ponder what good citizenship

requires of them. I conjure them to contemplate the conse-

quences as to themselves as well as others. They them-

selves will be overwhelmed in the general disorder. I did

not think that the proposition of the honorable gentleman
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ntar me (Mr. White) could have met with the treatment it

has. The honorable gentleman says there are only three

rights stipulated in it. I thought this error might have

been accounted for at first ; but after he read it, the contin-

uance of the mistake has astonished me. He has wandered

from the point. [Here he read Mr. White's proposition.]

Where in this paper do you discover that the people of Vir-

ginia are tenacious of three rights only ? It declares that

all power comes from the people, and whatever is not grant-

ed by them, remains with them ; that among other things

remaining with them, are liberty of the press, right of con-

science, and some other essential rights. Could you devise

any express form of words, by which the rights contained in

the bill of rights of Virginia could be better secured or more

fully comprehended ? What is the paper which he offers in

the form of a bill of rights ? Will that belter secure our

rights than a declaration like this ? All rights are therein

declared to be completely vested in the people, unless ex-

pressly given away. Can there be a more pointed or posi-

tive reservation ?

That honorable gentleman, and some others, have insisted

that the abolition of slavery will result from it, and at the

same time have complained that it encourages its continua-

tion. The inconsistency proves, in some degree, the futility

of their arguments. But if it be not conclusive, to satisfy

the committee that there is no danger of enfranchisement

taking place, I beg leave to refer them to the paper itself. I

hope that there is none here who, considering the subject

in the calm light of philosophy, will advance an objection

dishonorable to Virginia— that, at the moment they are

securing the rights of their citizens, an objection is started

that there is a spark of hope that those unfortunate men now
held in bondage may, by the operation of the general gov-

ernment, be made/ree. But if any gentleman be terrified

by this apprehension, let him read the system. I ask, and 1

will ask again and again, till I be answered, (not by declama-

tion,) Where is the part that has a tendency to the abolition of

slavery ? Is it the clause which says that " the migration or

importation of such persons as any of the states now exist-

ing shall think proper to admit shall not be prohibited by

Congress prior to the year 1808"? This is an exception

from the power of regulating commerce, and the restriction
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is only to continue till 1808. Then Congress can, by the

exercise of that power, prevent future importations ; but

does it affect the existing state of slavery ? Were it righ*

here to mention what passed in convention on the occasion,

I miiiht tell vou that the Southern States, even South Carolina

herself, conceived this property to be secure by these words. I

believe, whatever we may think, here, that there was not a

member of the Virginia delegation who had the smallest sus-

picion of the abolition of slavery. Go to their meaning.

Point out the clause where this formidable power of emanci-

pation is inserted.

But another clause of the Constitution proves the ab-

surdity of the supposition. The words of the clause are,

" No person held to service or labor in one state, under the

laws thereof, escaping into another, shall, in consequence of

any law or regulation therein, be discharged from such

service or labor, but shall be delivered up on claim of the

party to whom such service or labor may be due." Every
one knows that slaves are held to service and labor. And
when authority is given to owners of slaves to vindicate

their property, can it be supposed they can be deprived

of it ? If a citizen of this state, in consequence of this

clause, can take his runaway slave in Maryland, can it be

seriously thought that, after taking him and bringing him

home, he could be made free ?

I observed that the honorable gentleman's proposition

comes in a truly questionable shape, and is still more extra-

ordinary and unaccountable for another consideration — that,

although we went article by article through the Constitution,

and although we did not expect a general review of the sub-

ject, (as a most comprehensive view had been taken of it

before it was regularly debated,) yet we are carried back to

the clause giving that dreadful power, for the general welfare.

Pardon me, if I remind you of the true state of that busi-

ness. I appeal to the candor of the honorable gentleman,

and if he thinks it an improper appeal, I ask the gentlemen

here, whether there be a general, indefinite power of provi-

ding for the general welfare ? The power is, " to lay and

collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, to pay the debts,

and provide for the common defence and general welfare ;

"

so that they can only raise money by these means, in order

to provide for the general welfare. No man wno reaas it

can say it is general, as the honorable gentleman represents
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it. You must violate every rule of construction and com-

mon sense, if you sever it from the power of raising n)oney,

and annex it to any thing else, in order to make it that

formidable power wiiich it is represented to be.

The honorable gentleman says there is no restraint on the

power of issuing general warrants. If I be tedious in ask-

ing where is that power, you will ascribe it to him who has

put me to the necessity of asking. They have no such

power given them : if they have, where is it ?

Again he recurs to standing armies, and asks if Congress

cannot raise such. Look at the bill of riglits provided by

the honorable gentleman himself, and tell me if there be no

great security by admitting it when necessary. It says that

standing armies should be avoided in time of peace. It

does not absohitely prohibit them. Is there any clause in it,

or in the Confederation, which prevents Congress from rais-

ing an army ? No : it is left to the discretion of Congress.

It ought to be in the power of Congress to raise armies, as

the existence of society might, at some future period, depend

upon it. But it should be recommended to them to use the

power only when necessary. I humbly conceive that you

have as great security as you could desire from that clause

in the Constitution which directs that money for supporting

armies will be voted for every two years— as, by this means,

the representatives who will have appropriated money un-

necessarily, or imprudently, to that purpose, may be re-

moved, and a new regulation made. Review the practice

of the favorite nation of the honorable gentleman. In

their bill of rights there is no prohibition of a standing

army, but only that it ought not to be maintained without

the consent of the legislature. Can it be done here without

the consent of the democratic branch ? Their consent is

necessary to every bill, and money bills can originate with

them only. Can an army, then, be raised or supported

without their approbation ?

[His excellency then went over all the articles of Mr. Henry's proposed

declaration of rights, and endeavored to prove that the rights intended

to be thereby secured were either provided for in the Constitution itself, or

could not be infringed by the general government, as being unwarranted

by any of the powers which were delegated therein ; for that it was in vain

to provide against the exercise of a power which did not exist.]

He then proceeded to examine the nature of some of the

-amendments proposed by the honorable gentleman. As to
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the reservation of rights not expressly given away he re-

peated what he had before observed of the 2d article of tht

Confederation, that it was interpreted to prohibit Congress

from granting pass|x»rts, although such a power was neces-

sarily incident to that of making war. Did not this, says

he show the vanity of all the federal authority ? Gentle-

men have displayed great wisdom in the use they make of

the experience of the defects in the old Confederation.

When we see the defect of that article, are we to repeat it?

Are those gentlemen zealous friends to the Union, who pro-

fess to be so here, and yet insist on a repetition of measures

which have been found destructive to it ? I believe their

professions, but they must pardon me when I say their

arguments are not true.

[His excellency then read the 2d amendment proposed, respecting the

number of representatives,'^

What better security have you under these words than

under the clause in the paper before you ? This puts it in

the power of your representatives to continue the number

of it in that paper. They may always find a pretext to

Justify their regulations concerning it. They may continue

the number at two hundred, when an augmentation would

be necessary.

As to the amendment respecting direct taxation, the sub-

ject has been so fully handled, and is so extensive in its

nature, that it is needless to say any thing of it.

The 4th amendment goes on the wide field of indiscrimi-

nate suspicion that every one grasps after offices, and that

Congress will create them unnecessarily. Perhaps it will

exclude the most proper from offices of great importance to

the community.

[Here he read the 5th amendment.] — I beg the honora-

ble gentleman to tell me on what subject Congress will ex-

ercise this power improperly. If there be any treachery in

their view, the words in this amendment are broad enough

to allow it. It is as good a security in this Constitution, as

human ingenuity can devise ; for if they intend any

treachery, they will not let you see it.

[Here he read the 7th and 8th amendments.]— I have

never hesitated to acknowledge that I wished the regulation

of commerce had been put in the hands of a greater body

than it is in the sense of the Constitution. But I appeal to

VOL. III.
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mv coIleci"iies in the federal Convention, whether this was

not a sine qua non of the Union. Of all the amendments,

this is the most destructive, which requires the consent of

three fourths of both houses to treaties cedinj^ or restraining

territorial rights. This is priding in the Virginia sovereignty,

in opposition to the majority. This suspected Congress, these

corrupt sixty-five and corrupt twenty-six, are brought so low

they cannot be trusted, lest they should have it in their i)ower

to lop off part of Virginia— cede it, so as that it should become

a colony to some foreign state. There is no power in the

Constitution to cede any part of the territories of the United

States. The whole number of Congress, being unanimous,

have no power to suspend or cede territorial rights. But

this amendment admits, in the fullest latitude, that Congress

have a right to dismember the em))ire.

His amendment respecting the militia is unnecessary.

The same powers rest in the states by the Constitution.

Gentlemen were repeatedly called upon to show where the

power of the states over the militia was taken away, but

they could not point it out.

[He read the 12th amendment.] — Will this be a meliora-

tion of the Constitution ? I wish to know what is meant

by the words police and good' government ! These words

may lead to complete tyranny in Congress. Perhaps some

gentlemen think that these words relate to particular objects,

and that they will diminish and confine their power. They

are most extensive in their significations, and will stretch

and dilate it, and all the imaginary horrors of the honora-

ble gentleman will be included in this amendment.

[He read the 13th amendment.] — I was of this opinion

myself; but I informed you before why I changed it.

[He read the I'J-th amendment.] — If I were to propose

an amendment on this subject, it would be to limit the word

arising. 1 would not discard it altogether, but define its

extent. The jurisdiction of the judiciary in cases arising un-

der the system, I should wish to be defined, so as to prevent

its being extended unnecessarily: I would restrain the ap-

pellate cognizance as to fact, and prevent oppressive and

vexatious appeals.

[He read the 15th amendment.] — The right of challen-

ging and excepting, 1 hope, has clearly appeared to the com-

mittee to be a necessary appendage of the trial by jury itself.

Permit me now to make a few remarks on the proposal of-
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these amendments, previous to our ratification. The first

objection arises from the paper itself. Can you conceive, oi

does any man believe, that there are twelve, or even nine,

states in the whole Union, that would subscribe to this

paper?— a paper fraught with, perhaps, more defects than

the Constitution itself. What are we about to do ? To
make this the condition of our coming into this government.

1 hope gentlemen will never agree to this. If we declare

that these amendments, and a bill of rights containing

twenty articles, must be incorporated into the Constitution

before we assent to it, I ask you whether you may not bid a

long farewell to the Union? It will produce that deplorable

thing— the dissolution of the Union— which no man yet has

dared openly to advocate. No, say the gentlemen, because

Maryland kept off three years from the confederacy, and no

injury happened. This very argument carries its own refuta-

tion with it. The war kept us together, in spite of the dis-

cord ince of the states. There is no war now. All the

nations of Europe have their eyes fixed on America, and

some of them perhaps cast wistful looks at you. Their gold

may be tried, to sow disunion among us. The same ban-

dage which kept us before together, does not now exist.

Let gentlemen seriously ponder the calamitous consequences

of dissolving the Union in our present situation. I ap-

peal to the great Searcher of hearts, on this occasion, that

we behold the greatest danger that ever happened hanging

over us ; for previous amendments are but another name for

rejection. They will throw Virginia out of the Union, and

cause heartaches to many of those gentlemen who may vote

for them. But let us consider things calmly. Reflect on

the facility of obtaining amendments if you adopt, and weigh

the danger if you do not. Recollect that many other states

have adopted it, who wish for many amendments. I ask

you if it be not better to adopt, and run the chance of

amending it hereafter, than run the risk of endangering the

Union. The Confederation is gone ; it has no authority.

If, in this situation, we reject the Constitution, the Union

will be dissolved, the dogs of war will break loose, and an-

archy and discord will complete the ruin of this country.

Previous adoption will prevent these deplorable mischiefs.

The union of sentiments with us in the adopting states will

render subsequent amendments easy. I therefore rest my
happiness with perfect confidence on this subject.
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J. :.Mr GEORGE MASON. Mr. Chairman, witli; respect

to commerce and navigation, he has given it as, his opinion

that tl)eir regulation, as it now stands, was 3i sine qua iion

of the Union, and that without it the states in Convention

would never concur. ^ 1 differ from him. It never was, iior

in my opinion ever will be,, a sine qua non of the Union. '{

I will give you, to th^:,i),est of m} recpllection, the history

of that affair; This bushiess was ^discussed at Philadelphia

for, four months, duringwhich time the subject of commerce

and navigation.was, pftien. under, consideration ;
and I assert

that eight states out of twelve, for more than three months,

voted for requiring two tliirds of the members present in

each house to pass commercial and na\igation laws. True

it is, that afterwards it was carried by a majority as it stands.

If I am right, there was a great majority for requiring tw'o

thirds of the, states in this business, till a compromise took

place between the Northern and Southern States; the

Northern States agreeing to the temporary importation of

slaves, and the Southern States conceding, in return, that

navigation and commercial law^s should be on the footing in

which they now stand. If I am mistaken, let me be put

right. Those are my reasons for saying that this was not a

sine qua non of their concurrence. The Newfoundland

fisheries will require that kind of security which we are now
in want of. The Eastern States therefore agreed, at length,

that treaties should require the consent pf two thirds of the

^members present in the Senatevij^^nii, >.\mim\[ kji ; -n -jo/o

Mr. DAWSON. Mr. Chairman, when a nation is about

to make a change in its political character, it behoves it to

summon the experience of ages which have passed, to collect

the wisdom of the present day, to ascertain clearly those

great principle^ of equal liberty which secure the rights,

liberties, and properties, of the people. jSuch is the situation

of the United States at the
.

pior^eut >yp ar^ about, to make

such a change*
> V) >h\\ •*?!! nnr nr;fij .'\'si\wr\^i[ V. y.i\A\)i\pii\^

,,, Tiie ;
Constitution proposed for the government of the

United States has been a subject of general discussion.

While many able and honorable gentlemen within these walls

have, in the development of the various parts, delivered their

sentiments with that freedom which will ever mark the citi-

zens of an independent state, and with that ability which

,will prove to the world their eminent, talents,, I, sir, althQugh
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urged by my feelings, have forborne to say any thing on my
part, from a satisfactory impression of the inferiority of my
talents, and from a wish to acquire every information which
might assist my judgment in forming a decision on a ques-

tion of such magnitude. But, sir, as it involves in its fate

the interest of so extensive a country, every sentiment

which can be offered deserves its proportion of public atten-

tion. I shall therefore avoid any apology for now rising,

although uncommon propriety might justify it, and rather

trust to the candor of those who hear me. Indeed, I am
induced to come forward, not from any apprehension that

my opinion will have weight, but in order to discharge that

duty which I owe to myself, and to those I have the honor

to represent.

The defects of the articles by which we are at present

confederated have been echoed and reechoed, not only from

every quarter of this house, but from every part of the con-

tinent. At the framing of those articles, a common interest

excited us to unite for the common good. But no sooner

did this principle cease to operate, than the defects of the

system were sensibly felt. Since then, the seeds of civil

dissension have been gradually opening, and political confu-

sion has pervaded the states. During the short time of my
political life, having been fully imj)ressed with the truth of

these observations, when a proposition was made by Virginia

to invite the sister states to a general convention, at Phila-

delphia, to amend these defects^ I readily gave my assent

;

and when I considered the very respectable characters who
formed that body,— when I reflected that they were, most

of them, those sages and patriots under whose banners, and

by whose counsels, we had been rescued from impending dan-

ger, and placed among the nations of the earth,— when I

also turned my attention to that illustrious character, to im-

mortalize whose memory Fame shall blow her trump to the

latest ages,— I say, when I weighed all these considerations,

I was almost persuaded to declare in favor of the proposed

plan, and to exert my slender abilities in its favor. But
when I came to investigate it impartially, on the immntable

principles of government, and to exercise that reason with

which the God of nature hath endowed me, and which I will

ever freely use, I was convinced of this important, though

melancholy truth,— that the greatest men may err, and that
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their errors are sometimes of the greatest magnitude. I was
persuaded that, although the proposed plan contains many
things excellent, yet, by the adoption of it as it now stands,

the liberties of America in general, the property of Virginia

in particular, would be endangered.

These being my sentiments,— sentiments which I offer

with the diffidence of ^a young politician, but with the firm-

ness of a republican, which I am ready to change when I am
convinced they are founded in error, but which I will support

until that conviction,— I should be a traitor to my country,

and unworthy that freedom for which I trust 1 shall ever re-

main an advocate, were I to declare my entire approbation of

the plan as it now stands, or assent to its ratification with-

out previous amendments.
During the deliberations of this Convention, several gen-

tlemen of eminent talents having exerted themselves to prove

the necessity of the union by presenting to our view the

relative situation of Virginia to the other states, the melan-

choly representation made to-day, and frequently before, by

an honorable gentleman, (Gov. Randolph,) of our state, re-

duced, in his estimation, to the lowest degree of degradation,

must now haunt the recollection of many gentlemen in this

committee. How hr he has drawn the picture to the life,

or where it is too highly colored, rests with them to deter-

mine. To gentlemen, however, sir, of their abilities, the

task was easy, and perhaps I may add unnecessary. It is

a truth admitted on all sides, and I presume there is not a

gentleman who hears me who is not a friend to a union of

the thirteen states.

But, sir, an opinion has gone abroad (from whence it

originated, or by whom it is supported, I will not venture to

say) that the opponents to the paper on your table are ene-

mies to the union. It may not, therefore, be improper for

me to declare, that I am a warm friend to a firm, federal,

energetic government; that I consider a confederation of the

states, on republican principles, as a security to their mutual

interests, and a disunion as injurious to the whole ; but I

shall lament exceedingly, when a confederation of independ-

ent states shall be converted into a consolidated government

;

for, when that event shall happen, I shall consider the history

of American liberty as short as it has been brilliant, and we
shall afford one more proof to the favorite maxim of tyrants,

that "mankind cannot govern themselves."
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An honorable gentleman (Col. H. Lee) came forward

some days since, with all the powers of eloquence and all

the warmth of enthusiasm. After descanting on some mili-

tary operations to the south, of which he was a spectator, and

pronouncing sentence of condemnation on a Mr. Shays, to

the north,— as a military character he boldly throws the

gauntlet, and defies the warmest friend to the opposition to

come forth and say that the friends to the system on your

table are not also friends to republican liberty.

Arguments, sir, in this house, should ever be addressed t:)

the reason, and should be applied to the system itself, and

not to those who either support or oppose it. I, however,

dare come forth, and tell that honorable gentleman, not with

the military warmth of a young soldier, but with the firmness

of a republican, that, in my humble opinion, had the paper

now on your table, and which is so ably supported, been

presented to our view ten years ago, (when the American

spirit shone forth in the meridian of glory, and rendered us

the wonder of an admiring world,) it would have been con-

sidered as containing principles incompatible with republican

liberty, and therefore doomed to infamy.

Having, sir, made these loose observations, and having

proved, I flatter myself, to this honorable Convention, the

motives from which my opposition to the proposed system

originated, 1 may now be permitted to turn my attention, for

a very hw moments, to the system itself; and to point out

some of the leading parts most exceptionable, in my estima-

tion— my original objections to which have not been removed

by the debate, but rather confirmed.

If we grant to Congress the power of direct taxation, if

we yield to them the sword, and if we also invest them

with the judicial authority, two questions, of the utmost im-

portance," immediately present themselves to our inquiries—
whether these powers will not be oppressive in their opera-

tions, and, aided by other parts of the system, convert the

thirteen confederated states into one consolidated govern-

ment ; and whether any country as extensive as North Amer-

ica, and where climates, dispositions, and interests, are so

essentially different, can be governed under one consolidated

plan, except by the introduction of despotic principles.

The warmest friends, sir, to the government,— some of

those who formed, signed, and have recommended it,— some
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of those who have enthusiastically supported it in every

quarter of this continent, — have answered my first query

in the affirmative : they have admitted that it possesses few
federal features, and will ultimatelv end in a consolidated

government — a truth which, in my opinion, they would
have denied in vain ; for every article, every section, every

clause, and almost every line, proves that it will have this

tendency ; and if this position has, during the course of the

long and learned debates on this head, been established to

the satisfaction of the Convention, 1 apprehend that the au-

thority of all eminent writers on the subject, and the expe-

rience of all ages, cannot be controverted, and that it will

be admitted that no government formed on the principles of

freedom can pervade all North America.

This, sir, is my great objection — an objection general in

its nature, because it operates on the whole system : an ob-

jection which I early formed, which I flattered myself would
have been removed, but which, I am obliged to say, has been

confirmed by the observations which have been made by

many learned gentlemen, and which would be tedious for

me now to recapitulate.

That the legislative, executive, and judicial powers should

be separate and distinct, in all free governments, is a polit-

ical fact so well established, that I presume I shall not be

thought arrogant, when I affirm that no country ever did, or

ever can, long remain free, where they are blended. All the

states have been in this sentiment when they formed their

state constitutions, and therefore have guarded against the

danger ; and every schoolboy in nolitics must be convinced

of the propriety of the observation ; and yet, by the pro-

posed plan, the legislative and executive powers are closely

united ; the Senate, who compose one part of the legislature,

are also, as council to the President, the supreme head, and

are concerned in passing laws which they themselves are to

execute.

The wisdom, sir, of many nations has induced them to

enlarge the powers of their rulers ; but there are very few
instances of the relinquishment of power, or the abridgment

of authority, on the part of the governors. The very 1st

clause of the 8th section of the 1st article, which gives to

Congress the power " to lay and collect taxes, duties, im-

jiosts, excises," &c., appears to me to be big with un-
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necessary danger, and to reduce human nature, to which I

would willingly pay a compliment did not the experience

of all ages rise up against me, to too great a test. The ar-

guments, sir, which have been urged by some gentlemen,

that the impost will defray all expenses, in my estimation

cannot b.^ supported ; and common sense will never assent

to the assertions which have been made, that the govern-

ment will not be an additional expense to this country.

Will not the support of an army and navy — will not the

establishment of a multiplicity of offices in the legislative,

executive, and particularly the judiciary departments, most

of which will be of a national character, and must be sup-

ported with a superior degree of dignity and credit— be

prodigious additions to the national expense ? And, sir, if

the states are to retain even a shadow of sovereignty, the

expense thence arising must also be defrayed, and will be

very considerable.

I come now, sir, to speak of a clause to which our atten-

tion has been frequently called, and on which many gentle-

men have already delivered their sentiments — a clause, in

the estimation of some, of little consequence, and which

rather serves as a pretext for scuffling for votes ;
but w hich,

in my opinion, is one of the most important contained in the

system, and to which there are many and weighty objections.

I refer to the clause empowering the President, by and with

the consent of two thirds of the senators present, to make
treaties. If, sir, the dismemberment of the empire, if the

privation of the most essential national rights, and the very

existence of a people, depend on this clause, surely, sir, it

merits the most thorou2;h investigation ; and if, on that in-

vestigation, it appears that those great rights are endangered,

it highly behoves us to amend it in such a manner as will

prevent the evils which may arise from it as it now stands.

My objections to it do not arise from a view of the particu-

lar situation of the western part of this state, although cer-

tainly we are bound, by every principle, to attend to the

interest of our fellow-citizens in that quarter ; but from an

apprehension that the principle pervades all America, and

that, in its operation, it will be found hijjhly injurious to the

Southern States. It will, I presume, be readily admitted

that the dismemberment of empire is the highest act o^

sovereijjn authority, the exercise of which can be authorizea

VOL. HI. 77
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only by absolute necessity. Exclusive, then, sir, of any
consideration which arises from the particular system of

American politics, the guard established against the exercise

of this power is by far too slender.

The President, with the concurrence of two thirds of the

Senate present, may make a treaty, by which any territory

may be ceded, or the navigation of any river surrendered

;

thereby granting to five states the exercise of a right ac-

knowledged to be the highest act of sovereignty— to fil'ieen

men, not the representatives of the country to be ceded, but,

as has already happened, men whose interest and policy it

may be to make such surrender. Admitting, for a moment,
that this point is as well guarded by the proposed plan as by

the old Articles of Confederation, (to which, however, com-
mon sense can never assent,) have we not already had

cause to tremble, and ought we not to guard against the ac-

complishment of a scheme to which nothing but an inatten-

tion to the general interest of America, and a selfish regard

to the interest of particular states, could have given rist- ?

Surely, sir, we ought ; and since we have already seen a

diaboIic:d attemj)t made to surrender the navigation of a

river, the source of which is as yet unknown, and on which
depends the importance of the southern part of America;

since we have every reason to believe that the same princi-

ple which at first dictated this measure, still exists, and will

forever operate; it is our duty— a duty which we owe to

ourselves, which we owe to the southern part of America,

and which we owe to the natural rights of mankind— to

guard against it in such manner as will forever prevent its

accomplishment. This, sir, is not done by the clause, nor

will it rest on that sure footing which I wish, and which the

importance of the subject demands, until the concurrence of

three fourths of nil the senators shall be requisite to ratify a

treaty respecting the cession of territory, the surrender of the

navigation of rivers, or the use of all the American seas.

That sacred palladium of liberty, the freedom of the press,

(the influence of which is so great that it is the opinion of

the ablest writers that no country can remain long in slavery

where it is unrestrained,) has not been expressed ; nor are

the liberties of the people ascertained and protected by any

declaration of rights ; that inestimable privilege, (the most

important which freemen can enjoy,) the trial by jury in all
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civil cases, has not been guarded by the system;— and while

they have been inattentive to these all-important considera-

tions, they have made provision for the introduction of stand-

ing armies in time of peace. These, sir, ever have been

used as the grand machines to suppress the liberties of the

people, and will ever awaken the jealousy of republicans, so

long as liberty is dear, and tyranny odious, to mankind.

Congress, sir, have the power to declare war, and also

to raise and support armies; and if we suppose them to be a

representation of the states, the nexus imperii of the British

constitution is here lost. There the king has the power of

declaring war, and the Parliament that of raising money to

support.it. Governments ought not to depend on an army
for their support, but ought to be so formed as to have the

confidence, respect, and affection of the citizens. Some de-

gree of virtue, sir, must exist, or freedom cannot live. A
standing army will introduce idleness and extravagance,

which will be followed by their sure concomitant vices. In

a country extensive like ours, the power of the sword is

more sensibly felt than in a small community. The advan-

tages, sir, of military science and discipline cannot be ex-

erted unless a proper number of soldiers are united in one

body, and actuated by one soul. The tyrant of a single

town, or a small district, would soon discover that a hundred

armed soldiers were a weak defence against ten thousand

peasants or citizens ; but ten thousand well-disciplined sol-

diers will comm md, with despotic sway, millions of subjects,

and will strike terror into the most numerous populace. It

was this, sir, which enabled the pretorian bands of Rome,
whose number scarcely amounted to ten thousand, after

having violated the sanctity of the throne by the atrocious

murder of a most excellent emperor, to dishonor the majesty

of it, by proclaiming that the Roman empire— the mistress

of the world— was to be disposed of, to the highest bidder,

at public auction ;— and to their licentious frenzy may be at-

tributed x\\e first cause of the decline and fall of that mighty

empire. We ought, therefore, strictly to guard against the

establishment of an army— whose only occupation would be

idleness ; whose only effort the introduction of vice and dis-

sipation ; and'vho would, at some future day, deprive us of

our liberties, as a reward for past favors, by the introduction

of some military despot.
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,1:1 had it in contemplation to have made some observations

oil the disposition of the judicial powers; but, as mj knowl-

edge in that line is conlined, and as the subject has been so

ably handled by other gentlemen, and the detects clearly

developed, and as their arguments remain unanswered, 1

shall say nothing on that head. The want of responsibility

to the people from their representatives would furnish mat-

ter of ample discussion.;, but! pass it over in silence, only

observing that it. is a grand, and indeed a daring fault, and

one which sanctions with security the most tyrannic edicts

of a despotic ruler. The ambiguous terms in which all

Tights are secured to the people, and the clear and compre-

hensive language used when power is granted to Congress,

also afford matter for suspicions and objections; but the

able manner in which my very worthy, my very eloquent, and

truly patriotic friend and coadjutor, whose name shall ever

be hallowed in the temple of liberty, has handled this siib-

ject,^^ would render any observations from me tedious and

unnecessary* ^;, -(oy/om 'jfli ,i-:{uo oAil 'yn^.n'ii:r) vniuj^rj i;.

_i = iPermit me, then, to conclude by ,
reminding gentlemen

who appeal to history to prove the excellence of the proposed

plan, that their mode of comparison is unjust, "Wealth

and extent of territory," says the great Montesquieu, " have

;a relation to government, and
.
the manners and customs

of the, people are closely connected with. it,^',:[The same

system of policy which might have been excellent in the

governments of antiquity would not, probably, suit us at the

present day. The question, therefore, which should be agi-

tated, is, not whether the proposed Constitution is better or

worse than those which have from tinie to time existed, but

whether it is calculated to secure, jOur,J.lberties,^nd.liagp^^

At the pres(Mit stage of the world, .
n ,,, , .

•,. j .. ;-

'^V For. my own part, after an impartial investigation of it, and

afteracJose attention and candid consideration of, the ar-

guments which have been used,, I am impressed with an

opinion that it is not. I;,am: persuaded that, by adopting it,

and then proposing amendments^ that unfortunate traveller,

Liberty, is more endangered than the union of the states will

be by first proposing these amendments.
,

I am so far an en-

thusiast in favor of liberty, that I never will trust the sacred

Cie posit to other hands, nor will I exchange it for any earThly

consideration; and I have such a fixed^version t/) the bitt^er
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cup of slavery, that, in my estimation, a draught is not

sweetened, whether administered by the hand of a TurK, a

Briton, or an American.

Impressed, then, sir, with these sentiments, and governed

by these principles, I shall decidedly give my vote in favor of

previous amendments. But, sir, should the question be de-

cided contrary to my wislies, the first wish of my heart is,

that the decision may promote the happiness and prosperity

of the country so dear to us all.

Mr. GRAYSON. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen have mis-

represented what I said on the subject of treaties. On this

ground let us appeal to the law of nations. How does it

stand? Thus— that without the consent of the national

legislature, dismemberment cannot be made. This is a sub-

ject in which Virginia is deeply interested, and ought to be

well understood. It ought to be expressly provided that no

dismemberment should take place without the consent, of

the legislature. On this occasion, I beg leave to iiitroduce

an instance mentioned on the floor of Congress. Francis,

king of France, was taken by the Spaniards at the battle of

Pavia. He stipulated to give up certain territories, to be

liberated. Yet the stipulation was not complied with, because

it was alleged that it was not made by the sovereign power.

Let us apply this. Congress has a right to dismember the

empire. The President may do it, and the legislature may

confirm it. Let gentlemen contradict it if they can. This

is one of the highest acts of sovereignty, and I think it of the

utmost importance ihat it should be placed on a proper foot-

ing. There is an absolute necessity for the existence of the

power. It may prevent the annihilation of society by pro-

curing a peace. It must be lodged somewhere. The opposi-

tion wish it to be put in the hands of three fourths of the

members of both houses of Congress. It would be then

seciu-e. It is not so now.

The dangers of disunion were painted in strong colors.

How is the feet? It is this— that, if Virginia thinks prop-

er to insist on previous amendments, joined by New York

and North Carolina, she can procure what amendments she

pleases. What is the geographical position of these states r

New York commands the ocean. Virginia and North Car-

olina join the Spanish dominions. What would be the situa-

tion, then, of the other states ? They would be topographi-

52
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cally separated, thoiijjh politically connected with one another.

There would be no communication between the centre and

the component parts. While those states were thus sepa-

rated, ofwhat advantage would commercial regulations be to

them ? Yet will gentlemen pretend to say that we must

adopt first, and then beg for amendments? I see no reason

in it. We undervalue our own importance. Consider the

vast consequence and importance of Virginia and North Car-

olina. What kind of connection would the rest of the states

form? They would be carrying states, without having any

thing to carry. They could have no communication with

the other Southern States. 1 therefore insist that, if you are

not satisfied with the paper as it stands, it is as clear to me
as that the sun shines, that, by joining these two states, you

may command such amendments as you may think necessary

for the happiness of the people.

The late Convention were not empowered totally to alter

the present Confederation. The idea was to amend. If

they lay before us a thing quite different, we are not bound

to accept it. There is nothing dictatorial in refusing it : we
wish to remove the spirit of party. In all parts of the world

there is a reci})rocity in contracts and compacts. If one

man makes a proposition to another, is he bound to accept it ?

Six or seven states have agreed to it. As* it is not their

interest to stand by themselves, will they not with open arms

receive us ? Tobacco will always make our peace with

them. I hope, then, that the honorable gentleman will find,

on a reconsideration, that we are not at all in that dangerous

situation he represented. In my opinion, the idea of subse-

quent amendments is preposterous. They are words with-

out meaning. The little states will not agree to an altera-

tion. When they find themselves on an equal footing with

the other states in the Senate, and all power vested in them,

— the executive mixed with the legislative, — they will

never assent. Why are such extensive powers given to the

Senate ? Because the little states gained their point. In

every light I consider subsequent amendments as imwise and

impolitic.

Considering the situation of the continent, this is not a

time for changing our government. I do not think we stand

so secure with respect to other nations as to change our gov-

ernment. The nations of Europe look with watchful eyes
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on us, and with reason ; for the West India islands depend

on our motions. When we have strength, importance, and

union, they will have reason to tremble for their islands

Almost all the governments of the world have been formed

by accident. We are now, in time of peace, without any

real cause, changing our government. We ought to be cool

and temperate, and not act like the people of Denmark, who
gave up their liberties, in a transport of passion, to the

crown. Let us therefore be cautious, and deliberate before

we determine.

What is the situation of Virginia ? She is rich when her

resources are compared with those of others. Is it right for

a rich nation to consolidate with a poor one ? By no means.

It was right for Scotland to unite with England, as ex

perience has shown. Scotland only pays forty-eight thou-

sand pounds, when England pays four shillings in the pound,

which amounts to two million pounds. In all unions where

a rich state is joined with a poor one, it will be found that

the rich one will pay in that disproportion. A union be-

tween such nations ought never to take place, except in

peculiar circumstances, and on very particular conditions.

How is it with Virginia? It is politic for her to unite, but

not on any terms. She will pay more than her natural pro-

portion, and the present state of the national debt renders it

an object. She will also lose her importance. She is now
put in the same situation as a state forty times smaller.

Does she gain any advantage from her central situation,

by acceding to that paper ? Within ten miles of Alex-

andria the centre of the states is said to be. It has not said

that the ten miles square will be there. In a monarchy, the

seat of government must be where the monarch pleases.

How ought it to be in a republic like ours? — now in one

part, and at another time in another, or where it will best

suit the convenience of the people. Then I lay it down as

a political right that the seat of government ought to be fixed

by the Constitution, so as to suit the public convenience.

Has Virginia any gain from her riches and commerce?
What does she get in return ? I can see what she gives up,

which is immense. The little states gain in proportion as

we lose. Every disproportion is against us. If the effects

of such a contrariety of interests be happy, it must be extra

ordinary and wonderful. From the very nature of the pa-
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per, one part, whose interest is different IVom the other, is

to govern it. What will be our situation ? The Northern

States are carrying states. We are considered as productive

states. They will consequently carry for us. Are manufac-

tures favorable to us ? If they reciprocate the act of Charles

II., and say that no produce of America will be carried in

any foreign bottom, what will be the consequence ? This
— that all the produce of the Southern States will be carried

by the Northern States on their own terms, which must be

very high.

Though this government has the power of taxation, and

the most important subject of the legislation, there is no re-

sponsibility any where. The members of Delaware do not

return to Virginia to give an account of their conduct. Yet

they legislate for us. In addition to this, it will be produc-

tive of great expenses. Virginia has assumed an immense
weight of private debt, and her imports and exports are

taken away. Judge, then, how such an accumulation of

expenses will accommodate us. I think that, were it not

for one great character in America, so many men would not

be for this goveriniient. We have one ray of hope. We
do not fear while he lives ; but we can only expect his

fame to be immortal. We wish to know who, besides

him, can concentrate the confidence and affections of all

America.

He then concluded by expressing hopes that the propo-

sition of his honorable friend would be acceded to.

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, nothing has excited

more admiration in the world than the manner in which free

goverimients have been established in America ; for it was
the first instance, from the creation of the world to the

American revolution, that free inhabitants have been seen

deliberating on a form of government, and selecting such of

their citizens as possessed their confidence, to determine

u{)on and give effect to it. But why has this excited so

much wonder and applause ? Because it is of so much
magnitude, and because it is liable to be frustrated by so

many accidents. If It has excited so much wonder that the

United States have, in the middle of war and confusion,

formed free systems of government, how much more aston-

ishment and admiration will be excited, should thev be abl^

peaceably, freely, and satisfactorily, to establish one general
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government, when there is such a diversity of opinions and

interests— when not cemented or stimulated by any common

danger! How vast must be the difficulty of concentrating,

in one government, the interests, and conciliating the

opinions, of so many different, heterogeneous bodies!

How have the confederacies of ancient and modern times

been formed.? As far as ancient history describes the for-

mer to us, they were brought about by the wisdom of some

eminent sage. How was the imperfect union of the Swiss

cantons fonned ? By danger. How was the confederacy

of the United Netherlands formed ? By the same. They

are surrounded by dangers. By these, and one influential

character, they were stimulated to unite. How was the

Germanic system formed ? By danger, in some degree, but

principally by the overruling influence of individuals.

When we consider this government, we ought to make

great allowances. We must calculate the impossibility that

every state should be gratified in its wishes, and much less

that every individual should receive this gratification. It has

never been denied, by the friends of the paper on the table,

that it has defects ; but they do not think that it contains

any real danger. They conceive that they will, in all proba-

bility, be removed, when experience will show it to be

necessary. I beg that gentlemen, in deliberating on this

subject, would consider the alternative. Either nine states

shall have ratified it, or they will not. If nine states will

adopt it, can it be reasonably presumed, or required, that

nine states, having freely and fully considered the subject,

and come to an affirmative decision, will, upon the demand

of a single state, agree that they acted wrong, and could not

see its defects— tread back the"^ steps which they have taken,

and come forward, and reduce it to uncertainty whether a

general system shall be adopted or not ? Virginia has

always heretofore spoken the language of respect to the

other states, and she has always been attended to. Will it

be that language to call on a great majority of the states to

acknowledge that they have done wrong ? Is it the lan-

guage of confidence to say that we do not believe that

amendments for the preservation of the common liberty, and

general interests, of the states, will be consented to by them ?

This is the language neither of confidence nor respect. Vir-

ginia, when she speaks respectfully, will be as much ai-

voL. III. 78
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tended to as she has hitherto been when speaking this

language

It is a most awful thing that depends on our decision —
no less than whether the thirteen states shall unite freely,

peaceably, and unanimously, for security of their common
happiness and liberty, or whether every thing is to be put

in confusion and disorder. Are we to embark in this dan-

gerous enterprise, uniting various opinions to contrary inter-

ests, with the vain hope of coming to an amicable concur-

rence ?

It is worthy of our consideration that those who prepared

the paper on the table found difficulties not to be described

in its formation : mutual deference and concession were

absolutely necessary. Had they been inflexibly tenacious

of their individual opinions, they would never have con-

curred. Under what circumstances was it formed ? When
no party was formed, or particular proposition made, and

men's minds were calm and dispassionate. Yet, under these

circumstances, it was difficult, extremely difficult, to agree to

any general system.

Suppose eight states only should ratify, and Virginia

should propose certain alterations, as the previous condition

of her accession. If they should be disposed to accede tc

her proposition, which is the most f\worable conclusion, the

difficulty attending it will be immense. Every state which

has decided it, must take up the subject again. They must

not only have the mortification of acknowledging that they

had done wrong, but the difficulty of having a reconsidera-

tion of it among the people, and appointing new conventions

to deliberate upon it. They must attend to all the amend-

ments, which may be dictated by as great a diversity of

political opinions as there are local attachments. When
brought together in one assembly, they must iio through,

and accede to, every one of the amendments. The gentle-

men who, within this house, have thought proper to propose

previous amendments, have brought no less than forty

amendments, a bill of rights which contains twenty amend-

ments, and twenty other alterations, some of which are im-

proper and inadmissible. Will not every state think herself

equally entitled to propose as many amendments? And

suppose them to be contradictory ! I leave it to this Conven-

tion whether it be probable that they can agree, or agree to
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any thing but the plan on the table ; or whether greater dif-

ficulties will not be encountered than were expi-rienced in

the progress of the formation of the Constitution.

I have said that there was a great contrariety of opinions

among the gentlemen in the opposition. It has been heard in

every stage of their opposition. I can see, from their amend-

ments, that very great sacrifices have been made by some of

them. Some gentlemen think that it contains too much
state intluence; others, that it is a complete consolidation;

and a variety of other things. Some of them think that the

equality in the Senate is not a defect; others, that it is the

bane of all good government. I might, if there were time,

show a variety of other cases where their opinions are con-

tradictory. If there be this contrariety of opinions in this

house, what contrariety may not be expected, when we take

into view thirteen conventions equally or more numerous

!

Besides, it is notorious, from the debates which have been

published, that there is no sort of uniformity in the grounds

of the opposition.

The state of New York has been adduced. Many in that

state are opposed to it from local views. The two who op-

posed it in the general Convention from that state are in the

state Convention. Every step of this system was opposed

by those two gentlemen. They were unwilling to part with

the old Confederation. Can it be presumed, then, sir, thai

gentlemen in this state, who admit the necessity of changing,

should ever be able to unite in sentiments with those who
are totallv averse to any chanoe ?

I have revolved this question in my mmd with as much

serious attention, and called to my aid as much information,

as I could, yet I can see no reason for the apprehensions of

gentlemen ; but I think that the most happy effects for this

country would result from adoption, and if Virginia will agree

to ratify this system, I shall look upon it as one of the most

fortunate events that evisr happened for human nature. I

cannot, therefore, without the most excruciating apprehen-

sions, see a possibility of losing its blessings. It gives me
infinite pain to reflect that all the earnest endeavors of the

warmest friends of their country to introduce a system pro-

motive of our happiness, may be blasted by a rejection,

for which 1 think, with my honorable friend, that previous

amendments are but another name The gentlemen in op-
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position seem to insist on those amendments, as if they were

all necessary for the liberty and happiness of the people.

Were I to hazard an opinion on the subject, I would declare

it infinitely more safe, in its present form, than it would be

after mtroducino; into it that lonir train of alterations which

they call amendments.
With respect to the proposition of the honorable gentle-

man to my left, (Mr. Wythe,) gentlemen apprehend that, by

enimierating three rights, it implied there were no more.

The observations made by a gentleman lately up, on that

subject, correspond precisely with my opinion. That reso-

lution declares that the powers granted by the proposed

Constitution are the gift of the people, and may be resumed

by them when perverted to their oppression, and every power
not granted thereby remains with the people, and at their

w^ill. It adds, likewise, that no right, of any denomination,

can be cancelled, abridged, restrained, or modified, by the

general government, or any of its officers, except in those

instances in which power is given by the Constitution for

these purposes. There cannot be a more positive and un-

equivocal declaration of the principle of the adoption— that

every thing not granted is reserved. This is obviously and

self-evidently the case, without the declaration. Can the

general government exercise any power not delegated ? If

an enumeration be made of our rights, will it not be implied

that every thing omitted is given to the general government?
Has not the honorable gentleman himself admitted that an

imperfect enumeration is dangerous? Does the Constitu-

tion say that they shall not alter the law of descents, or do

those things which would subvert the whole system of the

state laws ? If it did, what was not excepted would be

granted. Does it follow, from the omission of such restric-

tions, that they can exercise powers not delegated ? The
reverse of the proposition holds. The delegation alone war-

rants the exercise of any power.

With respect to the amendments proposed by the honor-

able gentleman, it ought to be considered how far they are

good. As far as they are ])alpably and insuperably objec-

tionable, they ought to be opposed. One amendment he pro-

poses is, that any army which shall be necessary shall be

raised by the consent of two thirds of the states. I most

devoutly wish that there may never be an occasion for having;
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a single regiment. There can be no harm in declaring thai

standing armies, in time of peace, are dangerous to liberty,

and ought to be avoided, as far as it may be consistent with

the protection of the community. But when we come to

say thit the national security shall depend, not on a majority

of the peojile of America, but that it may be frustrated by

less than one third of the people of America, I ask if this be

a safe or proper mode. What parts of the United States

are most likely to stand in need of this protection ? The

weak parts, which are the Southern States. Will it be saft;

to leave the United States at the mercy of one third of the

states— a number which may comprise a very small propor-

tion of the American people.^ They may all be in that part

of America which is least exposed to danger. As far as a

remote situation from danger would render exertions for

public defence less active, so far the Southern States would

be endangered.

The regulation of commerce, he further proposed, should

depend on two thirds of both houses. 1 wish I could recol-

lect the history of this matter ; but I cannot call it to mind

with sufficient exactness. But I well recollect the reasoning

of some gentlemen on that subject. It was said, and I be-

lieve with truth, that every part of America does not stand

in equal need of security. It was observed that the North-

ern States were most comp(;tent to their own safety. Was
it reasonable, asked they, that they should bind themselves

to the defence of the Southern States, and still be left at the

mercy of the minority for commercial advantages.^ Should

it be in the power of the minority to deprive them of this

and other advantages, when they were bound to defend the

whole Union, it might be a disadvantage for them to con-

federate.

These were his arguments. This policy of guarding

against political inconveniences, by enabling a small part ot

the community to oppose the government, and subjecting

the majority to a small minority, is fallacious. In some cases

it may be good ; in others it may be fatal. In all cases, it

puts it in the power of the minority to decide a question which

concerns the majority.

I was struck with surprise when I heard him express him-

self alarmed with respect to the emancipation of slaves.

Let me ask, if they should even attempt it, if it will not be
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a usurpation of power. There is no power to warrant it, in

that paper. If there be, I know it not. But why should it

be done ? Says the honorable gentleman, for the general

welfare : it will infuse strength into our system. Can any
member of this committee suppose that it will increase our

streno;th ? Can any one believe that the American councils

will come into a measure which will strip them of their prop-

erty, and discourage and alienate the affections of five

thirteenths of the Union ? Why was nothing of this sort

aimed at before ? I believe such an idea never entered into

any American breast, nor do I believe it ever will enter into

the heads of those gentlemen who substitute unsupported

suspicions for reasons.

I am persuaded that the gentlemen who contend for pre-

vious amendments are not aware of the dangers which must

result. Virginia, after having made opposition, will be obliged

to recede from it. Might not the nine state^say, with a great

deal of propriety, " It is not proper, decent, or right, in you, to

demand that we should reverse what we have done. Do as we
have done

;
place confidence in us, as we have done in one

another; and then we shall freely, fairly, and dispassionately

consider and investigate your propositions, and endeavor to

g:ratify your wishes. But if you do not do this, it is more rea-

sonable that you should yield to us than we to you. You
cannot exist without us

;
you must be a member of the Union.

The case of Maryland, instanced by the gentleman, does

not hold. She would not agree to confederate, because the

other states would not assent to her claims of the western

lands. Was she gratified? No; she put herself like the

rest. Nor has she since been gratified. The lands are in

the common stock of the Union.

As far as his amendments are not objectionable, or unsafe,

so far they may be subsequently recommended— not because

they are necessary, but because they can produce no possible

danger, and may gratify some gentlemen's wishes. But I

never can consent to his previous amendments, because they

are pregnant with dreadful dangers.

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, the honorable gentleman

who was up some time ago exhorts us not to fall into a repe-

tition of the defects of the Confederation. He said we
ought not to declare that each state retains every powei

jurisdiction, and right, which is not expressly delegated, be
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cause experience has proved the insertion of such a resuic-

tion to be destructive, and mentioned an instance to prove

it. That case, Mr. Chairman, appears to me to militate

against himself. Passports would not be given by Congress

— and why ? Because there was a clause in the Confeder-

ation which denied them implied powers. And says he,

Shall we repeat the error? He asked me where was the

power of emancipating slaves. I say it will be implied, un-

less implication be prohibited. He admits that the power of

granting passports will be in the new Congress without the

insertion of this restriction
;
yet he can show me nothing

like such a power granted in that Constitution. Notwith-

standing he admits their right to this power by implication,

he says that I am unfair and uncandid in my deduction that

they can emancip ite our slaves, though the word emancipa-

tion is not mentioned in it. They can exercise power by

implication in one instance, as well as in another. Thus, by

the gentleman's own argument, they can exercise the power,

thouiih it be not delegated.

We were then told that the power of treaties and com-

merce was the sine qua non of the Union ; that the little

states would not confederate otherwise. There is a thing'

not present to human view. We have seen great conces-

sions from the large states to the little states. But little

concessions from the little states to the great states will be

refused. He concedes that great concessions were made in

tiie great Convention. Now, when we speak of rights, and

not of emoluments, these little states would not have been

affected. What boon did we ask ? We demanded only rights

which ought to be unalienable and sacred. We have nothing

local to ask. We ask rights which concern the general hap

piness. Must not justice bring them into the concession of

these ? The honorable gentleman was pleased to say that

the new government, in this policy, will be equal to what

the present is. If so, that amendment will not injure that

part.

He then mentioned the danger that would arise from

foreign gold. We may be bribed by foreign powers if we ask

for amendments, to secure our own happiness. Are we to be

bribed to forget our own interests? I will ask, if foreign

gold be likely to operate, where will it be ? In the seat of

government, or in those little channels in which the state
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autnority will flow ? It will be at the fountain of power,
where bribery will not be detected. He speaks of war and
bloodshed. Whence do this war and bloodshed come ?

1 fear it, but not from the source he speaks of. I fear

it, sir, from the operation and friends of the federal gov-

ernment. He speaks with contempt of this amendment.
But whoever will advert to the use made repeatedly, in Eu";-

land, of the prerogative of the king, and the frequent attacks

on the privileges of the people, notwithstanding many legis-

lative acts to secure them, will see the necessity of excluding

implications. Nations who have trusted to logical deduction

have lost their liberty.

The honorable gentleman last up agrees that there are

defects, and by and by, he says there is no defect. Does
not this amount to a declaration that subsequent amendments
are not necessary ? His arguments, great as the gentleman's

abilities are, tend to prove that amendments cannot be

obtained after adoption. Speaking of forty amendments, he

calculated that it was something like impracticability to

obtain them. I appeal, therefore, to the candor of the

honorable gentleman, and this committee, w^hether amend-
ments be not absolutely unattainable, if we adopt ; for he

has told us that, if the other states will do like this, they

cannot be previously obtained. Will the gentleman bring

this home to himself? This is a piece of information w^hich

I expected. The worthy member who proposed to ratify

has also proposed that what amendments may be deemed
necessary should be recommended to Congress, and that a

committee should be appointed to consider what amend-
ments were necessary. But what does it all come to at

last? That it is a vain project, and that it is indecent and

improper. I will not argue unfairly, but I wdll ask him if

amendments are not tmattainable. Will gentlemen, then,

lay their hands on their hearts, and say that they can adopt

it in this shape ? When we demand this security of oiu'

privileges, the language of Virginia is not that of respect

!

Give me leave to deny. She only asks amendments pre-

vious to her adoption of the Constitution.

Was the honorable gentleman accurate, when he said

that thev could exist better without us than we could with-

out them ? I will make no comparison. But I will say

(hat the states which have adopted will not make a re-
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spectable appearance vvilliout us. Would he advise them

:to refuse us admission when we profess ourselves friends

to the Union, and only solicit them to secure our rights?

We do not reject a connection with them. We only declare

that we will adopt it, if they will but consent to thg: security

<9f rights essential. to the general happiness. . , = . . '

,, . He. told you to confine yourselves to amendments which

,>verf? .indisputably; true, as, .applying to several parts of the

]syst(?m propos(?d. ,|Did you hear any thing like the admission

of the want, of such amendments from any one else ? I will

not insist on any that does not stand on the broad basis of

humm rishts. He says there are forty. 1 say there is but

one \i3\ikp.nm^^hMMM^^ WghAs.isj?u5,o|ie.^^meiid-

jo[ipnt. ,
• ::: T„ .;-.. v.. ,...-... . M-' ^'' ;••---;' ' .'-.^-

hsHe tells you of the iniportant blessings which he imagines

'will result to us and: mankind in general ^^^"^ ^^^ adoption

of this system. I see the awful immensity of the dangers

with which it is pregnant. , I see it. I feel it. I see beings

|of,!^; higher order anxious concerning our decision. When

i jsee beyond the horizon that bounds human eyes, and look

at the final consummation of all human things, and see those

intelligent beings which inhabit the ethereal mansions re-

viewing the political decisions and revolutions which, in the

progress of time, will happen in America, and the consequent

happiness or. misery, of mankind, I am led to believe that

much of the account, on one side or the other, will depend

on what we now decide. Our own happiness alone is not

affected by the event. All nations are interested in the

determination. We have it in our power to secure the

happiness of one half of the human race.
,
Its. adoption .f^aj

ifivolve the misery of the other hemisphere,;-. r^rr! ^^t v-rv--

1;; [Here a violent storm arosQj; which put the house in such disorder, thai

Mr. Henry was obliged to conclude,]
;^,,f,.T>f.; .»tfr/ ..riOfrHO.ii-iii! /if;

(,i Mr. NICHOLAS, proposed that tfie question should be

put at nine o'clock ne^x day., .;..,{ ..^} iii<>fnf noinnimioJ mI;

^He Wris opposed by Mr. CLAY.
'Mr. RONALD also opj^sed the motion, and wished

amendments to be prepared^,,by,^,^i, committee, befo^^^^

question should be put. • hiu-: u r» v^f ;-r;v; ic^-r' tnd '">7,'r;':

Hf Mr. NICHOLAS contended that the language of the

proposed ratification would secure every thing which gentle-

men desired, a^s, it. declared that all powers vested in the

VOL. III. 79 53
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Constitution were derived from the people, and might be

resumed by them whensoever they should be perverted to

their injury and oppression ; and that every power not

granted thereby remained at their will. No danger what-

ever could arise ; for, says he, these expressions will

become a part of the contract. The Constitution cannot be

binding on Virginia, but with these conditions. If thirteen

individuals are about to make a contract, and one agrees to

it, but at the same time declares that he understands its

meaning, signification, and intent, to be, (what the words of

the contract plainly and obviously denote,) that it is not to be

construed so as to impose any supplementary condition upon

him, and that he is to be exonerated from it whensoever any

such imposition shall be attempted,— I ask whether, in this

case, these conditions, on which he has assented to it, would

not be binding on the other twelve. In like manner these

conditions wi\\ be binding on Congress. They can exercise

no power th >t is not expressly granted them.

Mr. RONALD. Mr. Chairman, I came hither with a

determination to give my vote so as to secure the liberty and

privileges of my constituents. I thought that a great ma-

jority argued that amendments were necessary. Such is

my opinion ; but whether they ought to be previous or subse-

quent to our adoption, I leave to the wisdom of this commit-

tee to determine. I feel an earnest desire to know what

amendments shall be proposed, before the question be put.

One honorable gentleman has proposed several amendments.

They are objected to by other gentlemen. I do not declare

myself for or against those amendments ; but unless I see

such amendments, one way or the other, introduced, as will

secure the happiness of the people, and prevent their privi-

leges from being endangered, I must, though much against

my inclination, vote against this Constitution.

Mr. MADISON conceived that what defects might be in

the Constitution might be removed by the amendatory mode

in itself. As to a solemn declaration of our essential rights,

he thought it unnecessary and dangerous— unnecessary, be-

cause it was evident that the general government had no

power but what was given it, and that the delegation alone

warranted the exercise of power; dangerous, because an

enumeration which is not complete is not safe. Such an

enumeration could not be made, within any compass of time,
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as would be equal to a general negation, such as his honora-

ble friend (Mr. Wythe) had proposed. He declared that

such amendments as seemed, in his judgment, to be without

danger, he would readily admit, and that he would be the

last to oppose any such amendment as would give satisfac-

tion to any gentleman, unless it were dangerous.

Wednesday, June 25, 1788.

Mr. NICHOLAS. Mr. Chairman, I do not mean to

enter into any further debate. The friends of the Constitu-

tion wish to take up no more time, the matter being now

fully discussed. They are convinced that further time will

answer no end but to serve the cause of those who wish to

destroy the Constitution. We wish it to be ratified, and

such amendments as may be thought necessary to be subse-

quently considered by a committee, in order to be recom-

mended to Congress, to be acted upon according to the

amendatory mode presented in itself. Gentlemen in the op-

position have said that the friends of the Constitution would

depart after the adoption, without entering into any consid-

eration of subsequent amendments. I wish to know their

authority. I wish for subsequent amendments as a friend to

the Constitution ; I trust its other friends wish so too
;
and

I believe no gentleman has any intention of departing. The

amendments contained in this paper are those we wish
;
but

we shall agree to any others which will not destroy the

spirit of the Constitution, or that will better secure liberty.

He then moved that the clerk should read the resolution

proposed by Mr. Wythe, in order that the question might be

put upon it ; which being done, Mr. TYLER moved to read

the amendments and bill of rights proposed by Mr. Henry,

.for the same purpose,

Mr. HARRISON. Mr. Chairman, the little states re-

fused to come into the Union without extravagant conces-

sions. It will be the same case on every other occasion.

Can it be supposed that the little states, whose interest and

importance are greatly advanced by the Constitution as it

now stands, will ever agree to any alteration which must in-

fallibly diminish their political influence ? On this occasion,

lt;t us behave with that fortitude which animated us in our

resistance to Great Britain.

The situation and disposition of the states render subse
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quent amendments dangerous and im}3olitic, and previous

amendments eligible.

New Hampshire does not approve of the Constitution as

it stands.

They have refused it so. In Mussachusetts, we are told

that there was a decided majority in their Convention who
opposed the Constitution as it stood, and were in favor of

previous amendments, but were afterwards, by the address

and artifice of the federalists, prevailed upon to ratify it.

Rhode Maud is not worthy the attention of this house.

She is of no weight or importance to influence any general

subject of consequence.

Connecticut adopted it, without proposing amendments.

New York, we have every reason to believe, will reject

the Constitution, unless amendments be obtained. Hence

it clearly appears that there are three states which wish for

amendments.

Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware, have adopted it un-

conditionally.

In Maryland, there is a considerable number who wish

amendments to be had.

Virginia is divided, let this question be determined which

way it will. One half of the people, at least, wish amend-

ments to be obtained.

North Carolina is decidedly against it. South Carolina

has proposed amendments.

Under this representation, it appears that there are seven

states who wish to get amendments. Can it be doubted, if

the seven states insert amendments as the condition of their

accession, that they would be agreed to .'^ Let us not,

then, be persuaded into an opinion that the Union will be

dissolved if we should reject it. I have no such idea.

As far as I am acquainted with history, there never existed

a constitution where the liberty of the people was estab-

lished in this way. States have risen by gradual steps : let

us follow their example. The line which we ought to pur-

sue is equally bounded. How comes that paper on your

table to be now here discussed ? The state of Virginia,

findino- the power of the Confederation insufficient for th(3

happiness of the people, invited the other states to call a

convention, in order that the powers of Congress might be

enlarged. I was not in the Assembly then ; and if I had been,
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1 have no vanity to suppose I could have decided more cau-

tiously. They were bound to do what we ought to do now.

I have no idea of danger to the Union. A vast majority,

from every calculation, are invincibly attached to it. I see an

earnest desire in gentlemen to bring this country to be

great and powerful. Considering the very late period when
this country was first settled, and the present state of popu-

lation and wealth, this is impossible now. The attempt

will bring ruin and destruction upon us. These things must

not be forced. They must come of course, like the course

of rivers, gently going on. As to the inconveniences, to me,

from adoption, they are none at all. I am not prejudiced

against New England, or any part. They are held up to us

as a people from whom protection will come. Will any pro-

tection come from thence for many years ? When we were

invaded, did any gentleman from the Northern States come

to relieve us ? No, sir, we were left to be buffeted. Gen-

eral Washington, in the greatness of his soul, came with the

French auxiliaries, and relieved us opportunely. Were it not

for this, we should have been ruined. I call Heaven to wit-

ness that I am a friend to the Union. But I conceive the

measure of adoption to be unwarrantable, precipitate, and

dangerously impolitic. vShould we rush into sudden perdi-

tion, I should resist with the fortitude of a man. As to the

amendments proposed by gentlemen, I do not object to

them : they are inherently good. But they are put in the

wrong place — subsequent instead of previous. [Mr. Har-

rison added other observations, which could not be heard.]

Mr. MADISON. Mr. Chairman, I should not have risen

at all, were it not for what the honorable gentleman said.

If there be any suspicions that, if the ratification be made,

the friends of the system will withdraw their concurrence,

and much more, their persons, it shall never be with my ap-

probation. Permit me to remark that, if he has given us a

true state of the disposition of the several members of the

Union, there is no doubt they will agree to the same amend-

ments after adoption. If we propose the conditional amend-

ments, I entreat gentlemen to consider the distance to

which thev throw the ultimate settlement, and the extreme

risk of perpetual disunion. They cannot but see how easy

it will be to obtain subsequent amendments. They can

he prop'jsed when the legislatures of two thirds of the states
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shall make application for that purpose ; and the legislatures

of three fourths of the states, or conventions in the same,

can fix the amendments so proposed. If there be an equal

zeal in every state, can there be a doubt that they will con-

cur in reasonable amendments ? If, on the other hand,

we call on the states to rescind what they have done, and

confess that they ha/e done wrong, and to consider the sub-

ject aoain, it will produce such unnecessary delays, and is

pregnant with such infinite dangers, that I cannot contem-

plate it without horror. There are uncertainty and confu-

sion on the one hand, and order, tranquillity, and certainty,

on the other. Let us not hesitate to elect the latter alterna-

tive. Let us join with cordiality in those alterations we
think, proper. There is no friend to the Constitution but

who will concur in that mode.

Mr. MONROE, after an exordium which could not be

heard, remarking that the question now before the com-

mittee was, whether previous or subsequent amendments

were the most prudent, strongly supported the former. He
could not conceive that a conditional ratification would, in

the most remote degree, endanger the Union ; for that it

was as clearly the interest of the adopting states to be

united with Virginia, as it could be her interest to be in

union with them. He demanded if they would arm the

states against one another, and make themselves enemies of

those who were respectable and powerful from their situa-

tion and numbers. He had no doubt that they w^ould, in

preference to such a desperate and violent measure, come

forward and make a proposition to the other states, so far as

it would be consistent with the general interest. Adopt it

now, unconditionally, says he, and it will never be amended,

not even when experience shall have proved its defects.

An alteration will be a diminution of their power, and there

will be great exertions made to prevent it. I have no dread

that they will immediately infringe the dearest rights of the

people, but that the operation of the government will be op-

pressive in process of time. Shall w'e not pursue the dic-

tates of common sense, and the example of all free and wise

nations, and insist on amendments with manly fortitude ^

It is urged that there is an impossibility of getting pre-

vious amendments, and that a variety of circumstances con-

cur to render it impracticable. This argument appears to
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me fallacious, and as a specious evasion. The same cause

which has hitherto produced a s])irit of unanimity, and a

predilection for the Union, will hereafter produce the same

effects.

How did the federal Convention meet.'' From the begm-
ning of time, in any age or country, did ever men meet

under so loose, uncurbed a commission ? There was noth-

ing to restrain them but their characters and reputation.

They could not organize a system without defects. This

cannot, then, be perfect. Is it not presumable that by

subsequent attempts we shall make it more complete and

perfect ?

What are the great objections now made ? Are they

local ? What are the amendments brought forth by my
friends ? Do they not contemplate the great interests of the

people, and of the Union at large? I am satisfied, from

what we have seen of the disposition of the other states,

that, instead of disunion and national confusion, there will

be harmony and perfect concord. Disunion is more to be

apprehended from the adoption of a system reprobated by

some, and allowed by all to be defective. The arguments

of gentlemen have no weight on my mind. It is unneces-

sary to enter into the refutation of them. My honorable

friends have done it highly to my satisfaction. Permit me
only to observe, with respect to those amendments, that

they are harmless. Do they change a feature of the Con-

stitution ? They secure our rights without altering a single

feature. I trust, therefore, that gentlemen will concur with

them.

Mr. INNES. Mr. Chairman, I have hitherto been silent

on this great and interesting question. But my silence has

not proceeded from a neutrality of sentiments, or a supine-

ness of disposition. The session of the Court of Oyer and

Terminer, at this time, has indispensably called my atten-

tion to the prosecutions for the commonwealth. Had I

taken an earlier part in the discussion, my observations

would have been desultory, and perhaps not satisfactory,

not being apprized of all the arguments which had been

used by gentlemen. We are now brought to that great part

of the system where it is necessary for me to take a decided

part. This is one of the most important questions that ever

agiiated the councils of America. When I see in this house.
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divided in opinion, several of those brave officers whom I

have seen so gallantly fighting and bleeding for their conn-

try, the question is doubly interesting to me. I thought it

would be the last of human events, that I should be on a

different side from them on so awful an occasion. However
painful and distressing to me the recollection of this diversi-

ty of sentiment may be, I am consoled by this reflection—
that difference of opinion has a happy consequence ; it aids

discussion, and is a friend to truth. We ought (and I hope

we have the temper) to be regulated by candor and modera-

tion— without which, in a deliberative body, every thing

with respect to the public good evaporates into nothing.

I came hither under a persuasion that the felicity of our

country required that we should accede to this system ; but I

am free to declare that I came in with my mind open to con-

viction, and a predetermination to recede from my opinion,

if I should find it to be erroneous. I have heard nothing

hitherto that would warrant a change of one idea. The ob-

jections urged by the advocates of the opposition have been

ably, and, in my conception, satisfactorily answered by the

friends of the Constitution. I wish, instead of reasoning

li'om possible abuses, that the government had been consid-

ered as an abstract position, drawn from the history of ali

nations and such theoretic opinions as experience has

demonstrated to be ri^ht. I have waited to hear this mode
of reasoninjj;, but in vain. Instead of this, sir, horrors have

been called up, chimeras suggested, and every terrific and

melancholy idea adduced to prevent what I think indispen-

sably necessary for our national honor, happiness, and safety

— I mean the adoption of the system under consideration.

How are we to decide this question ? Shall we take the

system by way of subsequent amendments, or propose

amendments as the previous condition of our adoption ?

Let us consider this question coolly. In my humble opin-

ion, it transcends the power of this Convention to take it

with previous amendments. If you take it so, I say that

you transcend and violate the commission of the people ; for,

if it be taken with amendments, the opinions of the people at

large ought to be consulted on them. Have they an oppor-

tunity of considering previous amendments? They have

seen the Constitution, and sent us hither to adopt or reject it.

Have we more lati^^ude on this subject ? If vou proposo
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previous amendments as, the condition of jour adoption,

they may radically change the paper. on the table, and he

people will he bound by vvhat they know not. Subsequent

amendments would not have that effect. They would not

operate till the people had an opportunity of considering and

altering them, if they thought proper. They could have it

in their power to ,give,,con^raify.4if'r9fi9ft^i^^j:A^H"jffl^^^^

pf Congress... ...... r^,rfr .;.,,...;':('-, ^i,M;]/;n '-h -m --;

,', But I observe, with regret, that there is;
fj
general spirit

of jealousy with respect to our, northern brethren. Had we
this; political jfealousy in 1775? If ,\v:q,had had, it would

have damped our ardor and intrepidity, and prevented that

unanimous resistance which enabled ps to triumph over our

enemies. It was not a Virginian, Carolinian, or Pennsyl-

yanian, but the glorious name, of an American, that ejsjtend-

(jd from one end of the continpnt to the piher, that vya?^ then

beloved and confided in. Did,wethe^;i, expect that^ in case

of success, we should be armed against!:0,np. another,?, /j

J

would have submitted to British tyranny rather than to

tiorthern tyranny, had vyhat ,we have beeri told been true—
that they had no part of that philanthropic spirit which

cherishes fraternal affection, unites friends, enables them to

achieve the most gall^n,t,<e.y^lqit§,^p(^.,|ej^^ejj^^tlje.n;^ l^j-mijCLa-

_'ble to other nations. '

:C^. ,'.//{ n, ,,,,>;;> -r/^vi-u^t f.; K .;-u-f
'^ ' Gentlemen say that tKe states have not. siniilar interests

;

'that what. will accommodate their interest^; will be. incom-

patible with ours; and that the northern , oppression will

fetter and manacle the hands of the southern people. Where-
in does the dissimilarity consist ? Does not our existence

as a nation depend on our union ? Is it to be supposed that

th^ir principles will be so constupjpated, and that .they will

be so bund to their own true intej'.ests, as; to alienate, the af-

fectioiis of the Southern States, and/ adopt measures which

will produce discontents, and terminate in a dissolution of a

union as necessary to their happmess as to ours ? ^^
\yjll i^pt

birotheriy affection rather be cultivated ? Will not tne great

principles of reciprocal friendship and mutual lamity be con-

stantly inculcated, so as to conciliate all parts of the Union?
This will be inevitably' necessary, from, the unity of their

. interests /with ours^ ? To. su ppose that they yvquld act con-

*ii*ary to these principles,;wQuld be to suppose them to be not

^'siv;
,^.^^*

"I* .[ 9Y<,d Hill? afjiuinnfi:) bii/*; ^iujibnl lo moh
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only destitute of honor and probity, but void of reason —
not only bad, but mad men.

The honorable gentleman has warned us to guard against

European politics. Shall we not be more able to set their

machinations at defiance, by uniting our councils and strength,

than by splitting into fLictions and divisions ? Our divisions,

and consequent debility, are the objects most ardently Avished

for by the nations of Europe. What cause induced Great

Britain, and other European nations which had settlements

in America, to keep their colonies in an infantine condition?

What cause leads them to exclude our vessels from the West
Indies? The fear of our becoming important and powerful.

Will not they be perpetually stimulated by this fear ? Will

not they incessantly endeavor to depress us by force or strat-

agem ? Is there no danger to be apprehended from Spain,

whose extensive and invaluable possessions are in our vicin-

ity ? Will that nation rejoice at an augmentation of our

strength or wealth ?

But we are told that we need not be afraid of Great

Britain. Will that great, that warlike, that vindictive na-

tion lose the desire of revenging her losses and disgraces ?

Will she passively overlook flagrant violations of the treaty ?

Will she lose the desire of retrieving those laurels which afe

buried in America ? Should I transfuse into the breast of a

Briton that amor patrice which so strongly predominates in

my own, he would say. While I have a guinea, I shall give

it to recover lost America !

But, says another gentleman, the maritime powers of Eu-

rope look with anxious and jealous eyes on you. While you

are helpless, they will let you alone ; but if you attempt to

become respectable, they will crush you ! Is this the lan-

guage or consolation of an American ? Must we acquiesce

to continue in this situation ? We should, by this way of

reasoning, sacrifice our own honor and interests, to please

those supercilious nations, and promote their interests; and,

with every means of acquiring a powerful fleet, would never

have a ship of the line. To promote their glory, we should

become wretched and contemptible. Our national glory,

our honor, our interests, forbid this disgraceful conduct. It

may be said that the ancients, who deserved and acquired

glory, have lost their liberty. Call to mind the many na-

tions of Indians and cannibals that have lost it likewire
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And who would not rather be a Roman, than one of those

who hardly deserve to be enumerated among the human

species ?

This question is as important as the revolution which sev-

ered us from the British empire. It rests now to be deter-

mined whether America has in reality gained by that change

which has been thought so glorious, and whether those hec-

atombs of American heroes, whose blood was so freely shed

at the shrine of liberty, fell in vain, or whether we shall es-

tablish such a government as shall render America respecta-

ble and happy. I wish her not only to be internally pos-

sessed of political and civil liberty, but to be formidable,

terrible, and dignified in war, and not depend on the ambi-

tious princes of Euroi)e for tranquillity, security, or safety.

1 ask, if the most petty of those princes, even the dey of

Algiers, were to make war upon us, if the other states of

Europe should keep a neutrality, whether we should not be

reduced to the greatest distress ? Is it not in the power

of any maritime power to seize our vessels, and destroy our

commerce, with impunity ?

But we are told that the New Englanders mean to take

our trade from us, and mike us hewers of wood and carriers

of water ; and, the next moment, that they will emancipate

our slaves ! But how inconsistent is this ! They tell you

that the admission of the importation of slaves for twenty

years shows that their policy is to keep us weak
;
and yet,

the next moment, they tell you that they intend to set them

free ! If it be their object \o corrupt and enervate us, will

they emancipate our slaves ? Thus they complain and ar-

gue against it on contradictory principles. The Constitution

is to turn the world topsy-turvy, to make it answer their

various purposes !

Can it be said that liberty of conscience is in danger ?

I observe on the side of the Constitution those who have

been champions of religious liberty, an attack on which I

would as soon resist as one on civil liberty. Do they em-

ploy consistent arguments to show that it is in danger ?

They inform you that Turks, Jews, Infidels, Christians, and

all other sects, may be Presidents, and command the fleet

and army, there being no test to be required ;
and yet the

tyrannical and inquisitorial Congress will ask me, as a pri-

vate citizen, what is my opinion on religion, and punish
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ine if it does not conform to theirs. 1 cannot think the

gentleman could be serious when he made these repugnant

and incompatible objections.

With respect to previous amendments, what will be the

consequence ? Virginia first discovered the defects of the

existing confederacy. When the legislature was sitting, a

few years ago, they sent an invitation to the other states to

make amendments to it. After some preparatory steps, the

late federal Convention was called. To this were sent se-

lect deputies from all the states except Rhode Island. After

five months spent in tedious and painful investigation, they,

with great difficulty, devised the paper on the table
;
and it

has been adopted by every state which has considered and

discussed it. Virginia is about dictating again to the other

states. Eight states have exercised their sovereignty in rat-

ifying it. Yet, with a great deal of humility, we ask them

to rescind, and make such alterations as the ancient dominion

shall think proper. States are but an aggregate of individ-

uals. Would not an individual spurn at such a requisition ?

They will say, It has been laid before you, and if you do not

like it, consider the consequences. We are as free, sister

Virginia, and as independent, as you are ; we do not like to

be dictated to by you. But, say gentlemen, we can after-

wards come into the Union ; we may come in at another

time ; that is, if they do not accede to our dictatorial man-

date. They are not of such yielding, pliant stuff, as to re-

voke a decision founded on their most solemn deliberations,

to gratify our capricious wishes.

After hearing the arguments on this subject, and finding

such a variety of contradictory objections, I am the more

averse to solicit another convention, from which I should ex-

pect great discord, and no good effect at all. Not doubting

the sincerity of gentlemen's protestations, I say, the mode

pointed out in the Constitution is much better ; for, accord-

ing to their mode, the Union would never be complete till

the thirteen states had acceded to it, and eight states must

rescind and revoke what they have done. By the paper be-

fore you, if two thirds of the states think amendments neces-

sary. Congress are obliged to call a convention to propose

amendments, which are to be submitted to the legislatures,

or conventions, in three fourths of the states, the acquiescence

of which will render them binding. Now, is there not a
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greater probability of obtaining the one than the other ^

Will not nine states more probably agree to any amendments

than thirteen ? The doctrine of chances is in fovor of it.

Unless we in vain look for a perfect constitution, we ought

to take it. In vain you will seek, from India to the pole, foi

a perfect constitution. Though it may have certain defects,

yet I doubt whether any system more perfect can be ob-

tained at this time. Let us no longer pursue chimerical and

ridiculous systems. Let us try it : experience is the best

test. It will bear equally on all the states from New Hamp-
shire to Georgia; and as it will operate equally on all, they

will all call for amendments ; and whatever the spirit of

America calls for, must doubtless take place immediately.

I consider Congress as ourselves, as our fellow-citizens,

and no more different from us than our delegates in the

state legislature. I consider them as having all a fellow-

feeling for us, and that they will never forget that this gov-

ernment is that of the people. Under this impression, I con-

clude that they will never dare to go beyond the bounds

prescribed in the Constitution, and that, as they are eligible

and removable by ourselves, there is sufficient responsibility
;

for where the power of election frequently reverts to the

people, and that reversion is unimpeded, there can be no dan-

ger. Upon the whole, this is the question — Shall it be

adopted or rejected ? With respect to previous amendments,

they are equal to rejection. They are abhorrent to my
mind. I consider them as the greatest of evils. I think

myself bound to vote against every measure which I conceive

to be a total rejection, than which nothing, in my concep-

tion, can be more imprudent, destructive, and calamitous.

Mr. TYLER. Mr. Chairman, I should have been satis-

fied with giving my vote on the question to-day ; but, as I

wish to hand down to posterity my opposition to this system,

1 conceive it to be my duty to declare the principles on

which I disapprove it, and the cause of my opposition. I

have seriously considered the subject in my mind, and when
I consider the effects which may happen to this country from

its adoption, I tremble at it. My opposition to it arose first

from general principles, independent of any local consider-

ation. But when I find that the Constitution is expressed

in indefinite terms, in terms which the gentlemen who com-

posed it do not all concur in the meaning of,— I say that,

54
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when it is thus liable to objections and different construc-

tions, 1 find no rest in my mind. Those clauses which
answer different constructions will be used to serve particu-

lar purposes. If the able members who composed it cannot

agree on the construction of it, shall I be thought rash or

wrong to pass censure on its ambiguity ?

The worthy member last up has brought us to a degrad-

ing situation — that we have no right to propose amend-
ments. 1 should have expected such language had wc
already adopted a Constitution which will preclude us from

this advantage. If we propose to them to reconsider what
they have done, and not rescind it, will it be dictating to

them ? 1 do not undertake to say that our amendments
will bind other states : I hope no gentleman will be so weak
as to say so. But no gentleman on the other side will deny

our right of proposing amendments. Wherefore is it called

dictatorial ? It is not my wish that they should rescind but

so much as will secure our peace and liberty. We wish to

propose such amendments to the sister states as will recon-

cile all the states. Will gentlemen think this will dissolve

the Union ?

Among all the chimeras adduced on this occasion, we are

intimidated with the fear of being attacked by the petty

princes of Europe. The little predatory nations of Europe

are to cross the Atlantic and fall upon us; and to avoid this,

we must adopt this government, with all its defects. Are

we to be frightened into its adoption ?

The gentleman has objected to previous amendments, be-

cause the people did not know them. Have they seen their

subsequent amendments?
[Here Mr. Innes rose, and explained the difference — that previous

amendments would be binding on the people, though they had never seen

them, and should have no opportunity of considering them before they

should operate ; but that subsequent amendments, being only recommen-
datory in their nature, could be reviewed by the people before they would

become a part of the system; and, if they disapproved of them, they mignt

direct their delegates in Congress to alter and modify them.]

Mr. TYLER then proceeded : I have seen their subse

quent amendments, and, although they hold out something

like the thing we wish, yet they have not entered pointedly

and substantially into it. What have they said about direct

taxation ? They have said nothing on this subject. Is there

any limitation of, or restriction on, the federal judicial
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power ? 1 think not. So that gentlemen hold out the idea

of amendments which will not alter one dangerous part of it.

It contains man}' dangerous articles. No gentleman here

can give such a construction of it as will give general sat-

isfaction. Shall we be told that we shall be attacked hy the

Algerines, and that disunion will take })lace, unless we
adopt it? Such language as this I did not expect here.

Little did I think that matters would come to this, when we
separated from the mother country. There, sir, every man
is amenable to punishment. There is far less responsibility

in this government. British tyranny would have been more

tolerable. By our present government, every man is secure

in his person, and the enjoyment of his property. There is

no man who is not liable to be punished for misdeeds. I

ask. What is it that disturbs men whose liberty is in the

highest zenith ? Human nature will always be the same.

Men never were, nor ever will, be satisfied with their hap-

piness.

They tell you that one letter's alteration will destroy it.

r say that it is very far from being perfect. I ask, if it were

put in immediate operation, whether the people could bear

it— whether two bodies can tax the same species of prop-

erty. The idea of two omnipotent powers is inconsistent.

The natural tendency nnist be, either a revolt, or the destruc-

tion of the state governments, and a consolidation of them

all into one general system. If we are to be consolidated,

let it be on better grounds. So long as climate will have

effect on men, so long will the different climates of the

United States render us different. Therefore a consolidation

is contrary to our nature, and can only be supported by an

arbitrary government.

Previous and subsequent amendments are now the only dis-

pute ; and when gentlemen say that there is a greater prob-

ability of obtaining the one than the other, they accompany

their assertions with no kind of argument. What is the

reason that amendments cannot be got after ratification ?

Because we have grjlnted power. Because the amendments

you propose will diminish their power, and undo some clauses

in that paper. This argument proves to me that they can-

not be serious. It has been plainly proved to you that it is

impr^-cticable. Local advantages are given up, as well as the

"eg .lation of trade. When it is the case, will the .ittlo
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States agree to an alteration ? When gentlemen insist on
this, without producing any argument, they will find no
credulity in me. Another convention ought to be had,

whether the amendments be previous or subsequent. They
say another convention is dangerous. How is this proved ?

It is only their assertion. Gentlemen tell us we shall be

ruined without adoption. Is this reasonable? It does not

appear so to me.

Much has been said on the subject of war by foreigners,

and the Indians ; but a great deal has been said in refuta-

tion of it. Give me leave to say that, from the situation of

the powers of Europe at this time, no danger is to be appre-

hended from thence. Will the French go to war with you,

if you do not pay them what you owe them ? Will they

the-reby destroy that balance, to preserve which they have

taken such immense trouble? But Great Britain will go to

war with you, unless you comply with the treaty. Great

Britain, which, to my sorrow, has monopolized our trade, is

to so to war with us unless the law of treaties be bindino;.

Is this reasonable? It is not the interest of Britain to quar-

rel with us. She will not hazard any measure which may
tend to take our trade out of her hands. It is not the inter-

est of Holland to see us destroyed or oppressed. It is the

interest of every nation in Europe to keep up the balance of

power, and therefore they will not suffer any nation to at-

tack us, without immediately interfering.

But much is said of the propriety of our becoming a great

and powerful nation. There is a great difference between

offensive and defensive war. If we can defend ourselves, it

is sufficient. Shall we sacrifice the peace and happiness of

this country, to enable us to make wanton war?
My conduct throughout the revolution will justify me. J

have invariably wished to oppose oppressions. It is true

that I have now a paltry office. I am willing to give it up
— away with it ! It has no influence on my present con-

duct. I wish Congress to have the regulation of trade. 1

was of opinion that a partial regulation alone would not suf-

fice. I was amono; those members who, a few years ago,

proposed that regulation. I have lamented that I have put

my hand to it, since this measure may have grown out of it.

It was the hopes of our people to have their trade on a re-

spectable footing. But it never entered into my head that
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we should quit liberty, and throw ourselves into the hands

of an enerjietic government. Do vou want men to be more

free, or less free, than they are ? Gentlemen have been

called upon to show the causes of this measure. None have

been shown. Gentlemen say we shall be ruined unless we
adopt it. We must give up our opinions. We cannot judge

for ourselves. I hope gentlemen, before this, have been sat-

isfied that such language is improper. All states which have

heretofore been lavish in the concession of power and re-

linquishment of privileges have lost their libeity. It has

been often observed (and it cannot be too often observed)

that liberty ought not to be given up without knowing the

terms. The gentlemen themselves cannot agree in the con-

struction of various clauses of it ; and so long as this is the

case, so long shall liberty be in danger.

Gentlemen say we are jealous. I am not jealous of this

house. I could trust my life with them. If this Constitu-

tion were safer, I should not be afraid. But its defects war-

rant my suspicions and fears. We are not passing laws now,

but laying the foundation on which laws are to be made.

We ought, therefore, to be cautious how we decide. When
1 consider the Constitution in all its parts, I cannot but dread

its operation. It contains a variety of powers too dangerous

to be vested in any set of men whatsoever. Its power of

direct taxation, the supremacy of the laws of the Union, and

of treaties, are exceedingly dangerous. I have never heard

anv manner of callino; the President to account for his con

duct, nor even the members of the democratic branch of the

government. We may turn out our ten members, but what

can we do with the other fifty-five ? The wisdom of Great

Britain gave each state its own legislative assembly and

judiciary, and a right to tax themselves. When they at-

tempted to infringe that right, we declared war. This sys-

tem violates that right. In the year 1781 the Assembly were

obliged to pass a law, that forty members could pass laws

I have heard many members say that it was a great depart-

ure from the constitution, and that it would lead to aristoc-

racy. If we could not trust forty, can we trust ten ? Those

who lay a tax ought to be amenable to the payment of a

proportionate share of it. I see nothing in their subsequent

amendments going to this point— that we shall have a righi

to tax ourselves.

VOL. III. 81
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But gentlemen say that this would destroy the Constitu-

tion. Of what avail, then, will their subsequent amend-

ments be? Will gentlemen satisfy themselves that, when

they adopt this Constitution, their country will be i>appy ?

Is not the country divided? Is it a happy government,

which divides the people, and sets brother in oj)positi()n to

brother? This measure has produced anarchy and confu-

sion. We ought to hdve been unanimous, and gone side by

side, as we went through the revolution. Instead of una-

nimity, it has produced a general diversity of opinions, which

may terminate in the most unhappy consequences. We only

wish to do away ambiguities, and establish our rights on

clear and explicit terms. If this be done, we shall all be

like one man—we shall unite and be happy. But if we
adopt it in its present form, unanimity or concord can neve,

take place. After adoption, we can never expect to see it

amended ; because they will consider requests and solicita-

tions for amendments as in a high degree dictatorial. They

will say, You have signed and sealed, and you cannot now

retract.

When I review all these considerations, my heart is full,

and can never be at peace till I see these defects removed.

Our only consolation is the virtue of the present age. It is

possible that, when they see the country divided, these poli-

ticians will reconcile the minds of their countrymen, by in-

troducing such alterations as shall be deemed necessary.

Were it not for this hope, I should be in despair. I shall

say no more, but that I wish my name to be seen in the yeas

and nays, that it may be known that my opposition arose

from a full persuasion and conviction of its being dangerous

to the liberties of my country.

Mr. STEPHEN addressed the chairman, but in so low a

voice that he could not be distinctly heard. He described,

in a feeling manner, the unhappy situation of the country,

and the absolute necessity of preventing a dismemberment

of the confederacy. I was, said he, sent hither to adopt the

Constitution as it is ; but such is my regard for my fellow-

ritizens, that I would concur in amendments. The gentle-

men on the other side have adduced no reasons or proofs to

convince us that the amendments should become a part of

the system before ratification. What reason have we to

suspexrt that persons who are chosen from among ourselves
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will not agree to the introduction of such amendments as

will be desired by the people at large ?

In all safe and free governments, there ought to be a

judicious mixture in the three different kinds of govern-

ment. This government is a compound of those different

kinds. But the democratic kind preponderates, as it ought

to do. The members of one branch are immediately chosen

by the people ; and the people also elect, in a secondary

degree, the members of the other two. At present we have

no confederate government. It exists but in name. The
honorable gentleman asked. Where is the genius of Amer-
ica ? What else but that genius has stimulated the people

to reform that government which vvoful experience has

proved to be totally inefficient ? What has produced the

unison of sentiments in the states on this subject? I ex-

pected that filial duty and affection would have impelled him

to inquire for the genius of Virginia— that genius which

formerly resisted British tyr ny, and, in the language of

manly intrepidity and fortitude, said to that nation, Thus far,

and no farther, shall you proceed

!

What has become of that genius which spoke that mag-

nanimous language— that genius which produced the fed-

eral Convention ? Yonder she is, in mournful attire, her

hair dishevelled, distressed with grief and sorrow, suppli-

cating our assistance against gorgons, fiends, and hydras,

which are ready to devour her and carry desolation through-

out her country. She bewails the decay of trade and neglect

of agriculture— her farmers discouraged— her ship-carpen-

ters, blacksmiths, and all other tradesmen, unemployed. She

casts her eyes on these, and deplores her inability to relieve

them. She sees and laments that the profit of her com-

merce goes to foreign states. She further bewails that all

she can rais^ by taxation is inadequate to her necessities.

She sees religion die by her side, public faith prostituted,

and private confidence lost between man and man. Are the

hearts of her citizens so deaf to compassion that they will

not go to her relief? If they are so infatuated, the dire

consequences may be easily foreseen. Expostulations must

be made for the defection of Virginia, when Congress meets.

They will inquire where she has lately discovered so much

political wisdom— she that gave an immense tract of coun-

try to relieve the general distresses. Wherein consists he
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superiority to her friends of South Carolina and the respi^ct-

able state of Massachusetts, who, to prevent a dissolution of

the Union, adopted the Constitution, and proposed such

amendments as tiiej thought necessary, placing confidence

in the other states, that they would accede to them ?

After making several other remarks, he concluded by de-

claring that, in his opinion, they were about to determine

whether we should be one of the United States or not.

Mr. ZACHARIAH JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I am

now called upon to decide the greatest of all questions —

a

question which may involve the felicity or misery of myself

and posterity. I have hitherto listened attentively to the

arguments adduced by both sides, and attended to hear the

discussion of the most complicated parts of the system by

gentlemen of great abilities. Having now come to the ulti-

mate stage of the investigation, I think it my duty to declare

my sentiments on the subject. When I view the necessity

of government among mankind, and its happy operation

w^hen judiciously constructed ; and when I view the ])rin-

ciples of this Constitution, and the satisfactory and liberal

manner in which they have been developed by the gentle-

man in the chair, and several other gentlemen ; and when I

view, on the other hand, the strained construction which has

been put, by the gentlemen on the other side, on every word

and syllable, in endeavoring to prove oppressions which can

never possibly happen, — my Judgment is convinced of the

safety and propriety of this system. This conviction has

not arisen from a blind acquiescence or dependence on the

assertions and opinions of others, but from a full persuasion

of its rectitude, after an attentive and mature consideration

of the subject ; the arguments of other gentlemen having

only confirmed the opinion which I had previously formed,

and which I was determined to abandon, should I find it to

be ill founded.

As to the principle of representation, I find it attended to

in this government in the fullest manner. It is founded on

absolute equality. When I see the power of electing the

representatives— the principal branch— in the people at

large— in those very persons who are the conscituents of

the state legislatures ; when I find that the other branch is

chosen by the state legislature ; that the executive is eligible

in a secondary degree by the people likewise, and that the
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terms of elections are short, and proportionate to the diffi-

culty and magnitude of the objects which they are to act

upon ; and when, in addition to this, I find that no person

holding any office under the United States shall be a member

of either branch, — I say, when I review all these things,

that I plainly see a security of the liberties of this country,

to which we may safely trust. Were this governmerit defec-

tive in this fundamental principle of representation, it would

be so radical that it would admit of no remedy.

I shall consider several other parts which are much ob-

jected to. As to the regulation of the militia, I feel myself

doubly interested. Having a numerous offspring, I am care-

ful to prevent the establishment of any regulation that might

entail oppression on them. When gentlemen of high abili-

ties in this house, and whom I respect, tell us that the mili-

tia may be subjected to martial law in time of peace, and

whensoever Congress may please, I am much astonished.

My judgment is astray, and exceedingly undiscerning, if it

can bear such a construction. Congress has only the power

of arming and disciplining them. The states have the ap-

pointment of the officers, and the authority of training the

militia, according to the discipline prescribed by Congress.

When called into the actual service of the United States,

they shall be subject to the marching orders of the United

States. Then, and then only, it ought to be so. When we

advert to the plain and obvious meaning of the words, with-

out twisting and torturing their natural signification, we

must be satisfied that this objection is groundless. Had we

adverted to the true meaning, and not gone fcirther, we

should not be here to-day, but should have come to a decis-

ion long ago. We are also told that religion is not secured
;

that religious tests are not required. You will find that the

exclusion of tests will strongly tend to establish religious

freedom. If tests were required, and if the Church of Eng-

land, or any other, were established, I might be excluded

^rom any office under the government, because my con-

science might not permit me to take the test required. The

diversity of opinions and variety of sects in the United States

have justly been reckoned a great security with respect to

religious liberty. The difficulty of establishing a uniformity

of religion in this country is immense. The extent of the

country is very great. The multiplicity of sects is very great
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likewise. The people are not to be disarmed of their weap-

ons. They are left in full possession of them. The gov-

ernment is administered by the representatives of the people,

voluntarily and freely chosen.

Under these circumstances, should any one attempt to

establish their own system, in prejudice of the rest, they

would be universally detested and opposed, and easily frus-

trated. This is a principle which secun.'s rehgious liberty

most firmly. The government will depend on the assistance

of the people in the day of distress. This is the case in all

governments. It never was otherwise. They object to this

government because it is strong and energetic, and, with

respect to the rich and poor, that it will be favorable to the

one and oppressive to the other. It is right it should be en-

ergetic. This does not show that the poor shall be more

oppressed than the rich. Let us examine it. If it admits

that private and public justice should be done, it admits

what is just. As to the indolent and fraudulent, nothing

will reclaim these but the hand of force and compulsion.

Is there any th'uv^ in this government which will show that

it will bear hardly and unequally on the honest and industri-

ous part of the community ? I think not. As to the mode

of taxation, the proportion of each state, being known, can-

not be exceeded ; and such proportion will be raised, in

the most eq^iitable manner, of the people, according to theii

ability. There is nothing to warrant a su|)position that the

poor will be equally taxed with the wealthy and opulent.

I shall make a comparison, to illustrate my observations,

between the state and the general government. In our state

government, so much admired by the worthy gentleman over

the way, though there are 1700 militia in some counties, and

but 150 in others, yet every county sends two members, to

assist in legislating for the whole community. There is dis-

proportion between the respectable county of Augusta, which

I have the honor to represent, and the circumscribed, nar-

row county of Warwick. Will any gentleman tell us that

this is a more equal representation than is fixed in the Con-

stitution, whereby 30,000 are to send one representative, in

whatever place they may reside ? By the same state sys-

tem, the poor, in many instances, pay as much as the rich.

Many laws occur to my mind where I could show you that

the representation and taxation bear hard on those who live
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in large, remote, back counties. The mode of taxation is

more oppressive to us than to the rest of the communitj.

Last fall, when the principle of taxation was debated, it was

determined that tobacco should be received in discharge of

taxes ; but this did not relieve us, for it would not fetch

what it cost us, as the distance is so great, and the carriage

so difficult. Other specific articles were not received in pay-

ment of taxes ; so that we had no other alternative than to

pay specie, which was a peculiar hardship. I could point

out many other disadvantages which we labor under; but 1

shall not now fatigue the house.

It is my lot to be among the poor people. The most that

I can claim or flatter mvself with, is to be of the middle rank.

I wish no more, for I am contented. But I shall give my
opinion unbiased and uninfluenced, without erudition or elo-

quence, but with firmness and candor; and in so doing!

will satisfy my conscience. If this Constitution be bad, it

will bear equally as hard on me as on any other member of

the society. It will bear hard on my children, who are as

dear to me as any man's children can be to him. Having

their felicity and happiness at heart, the vote I shall give in

its favor can only be imputed to a conviction of its utility and

propriety. When I look for responsibility, I fully find it in

that paper. When the members of the government depend

on ourselves for their appointment, and will bcctr an equal

share of the burdens imposed on the people,— when their

duty is inseparably connected with their interests,— I con-

ceive there can be no danger. Will they forfeit the friend-

ship and confidence of their countrymen, and counteraci

their oWn interest? As they will probably have families

they cannot forget them. When one of them sees thai

Providence has given him a numerous family, he will be

averse to lay taxes on his own posterity. They cannot

escape them. They will be as liable to be taxed as any

other persons in the community. Neither is he sure that he

shall enjoy the place again, if he breaks his faith. When 1

take these things into consideration, I think there is suffi-

cient responsibility.

As to the amendments now on your table, besides the

impropriety of proposing them to be obtained previous to

ratification, they appear to me to be evidently and clearly

')bjectionable. Look at the bill of rights; it is totallv mu-
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tilated and destroyed, in that paper. The loth article of the

bill of rights of Virginia is omitted entirely in this proposed

bill of rights. That article says that " no free government,

or the blessings of liberty, can be preserved to any people,

but by a firm adherence to justice, moderation, temperance,

frugality, and virtue, and by frequent recurrence to funda-

mental principles." This article is the best of the whole.

Take away this, and all is gone. Look at the first article of

our bill of rights. It says that all men are by nature equall}

Wee and independent. Does that paper acknowledge this ?

No ; it denies it.

They tell us that they see a progressive danger of bringing

about emancipation. The ])rinciple has begun since the

revolution. Let us do what we will, it will come round.

Slavery has been the foundation of that impiety and dissipa-

tion which have been so much disseminated among our

countrymen. If it were totally abolished, it would do much
good.

Gentlemen say that we destroy our own principles by subse-

quent amendments. They say that it is acting inconsistently

with our reasons. Let us examine this position. Here is a

principle of united wisdom founded on mutual benefits ; and,

as experi:n:e may shvuv defects, we stipulate that, when
tney sna^ nap(tc;n, they shall be amended ; that, when a ma-

jority finds defects, we will search a remedy and apply it.

There are two ways of amending it pointed out in the

system itself. When introduced, either way, it is to bo

binding.

I am happy to see that happy day approaching when we
lose sight of dissensions and discord, which are the greatest

sources of political misfortunes. Division is a dreadful thing.

This Constitution may have defects. There can be no human
institution without defects. We must go out of this world to

find it otherwise. The annals of mankind do not show us

one example of a perfect constitution.

When I see such a diversity of opinions among gentlemen

on this occasion, it brings to my recollection a portion of his-

tory which strongly warns us to be moderate and cautious.

The historical facts to which 1 allude happened in a situ-

ation similar to our own. When the Parliament of England
beheaded King Charles I., conquered their enemies, obtained

liberty, and established a kind of republic, one would think
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that they would have had sufficient wisdom and policy to

preserve that freedom and independence which they had

with such difficulty acquired. What was the consequence?

That they would not bend to the sanction of laws or legal

authority. For the want of an efficient and judicious system

of republican government, confusion and anarchy took place.

Men became so lawless, so destitute of principle, and so

utterly ungovernable, that, to avoid greater calamities, they

were driven to the expedient of sending for the son of that

monarch whom they had beheaded, that he might become

their master. This is like our situation in some degree. Il

will completely resemble it, should we lose our liberty as

they did. It warns and cautions us to shun their fate, by

avoiding the causes which produced it. Shall we lose our

blood and treasure, which we lost in the revolution, and

permit anarchy and misery to complete the ruin of this

country? Under these impressions, and for these reasons,

I am for adopting the Constitution without previous amend-

ments. I will go any length afterwards, to reconcile it to

gentlemen, by proposing subsequent amendments. The great

and wise state of Massachusetts has taken this step. The
great and wise state of Virginia might safely do the same.

I am contented to rest my happiness on that footing.

Mr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, when we were told of the

difficulty of obtaining previous amendments, I contended

that they might be as easily obtained as subsequent amend-

ments. We are told that nine states have adopted it. If

so, when the government gets in motion, have they not a

right to consider our amendments as well as if we adopted

first? If we remonstrate, may they not consider and admit

our amendments ? But now, sir, when we have been favored

with a view of their subsequent amendments, I am confirmed

in what I apprehended ; and that is, subsequent amendments

will make our condition worse ; for they are placed in such

a point of view as will make this Convention ridiculous. I

speak in plain, direct language. It is extorted from me. If

this Convention will say, that the very right by which amcjnd-

ments are desired is not secured, then I say our rights are

not secured. As we have the right of desiring amendments,

why not exercise it ? But gentlemen deny this right. It

follows, of course, that, if this right be not secured, our other

rights are not. The proposition of subsequent amendments

VOL. III. 82 55
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is only to lull our apprehensions. We speak the language

of contradiction and inconsistency, to say that rights are se-

cured, and then say that they are not. Is not this placing

this Convention in a contemptible light? Will not this pro-

duce contempt of us in Congress, and every other part of the

world ? Will gentlemen tell me that they are in earnest

about these amendments?
I am conviiiced they mean nothing serious. What are

the rights which tliey do not propose to secure— which they

reject?—-for I concend there are many essential and vital

rights which are omiiti^^d. One is the power of direct

taxation. Geniiernen will not even give this invaluable

right a place among their subsequent amendments. And do

gentlemen mean seriously that they will oppose us on this

ground on the floor of Congress ? If Virginia thinks it one

of her dearest rights, she need not expect to have it amended.

No, sir ; it will be opposed. Taxes and excises are to be

laid on us. The people are to be oppressed, and the state

legislature prostrated. Very material amendments are omit

ted. With respect to your militia, we only request that, il

Congress should refuse to find arms for them, this country

may lay out their own money to purchase them. But what

do the gentlemen on the other side say ? As much as that

they will oppose you in this point also ; for, if my recollection

has not failed me, they have discarded this also. And shall

we be deprived of this privilege ? We propose to have it,

in case there shall be a necessity to claim it. And is this

claim incompatible with the safety of this country— with

the grandeur and strength of the United States? If gentle-

men find peace and rest on their minds, when the relinquish-

ment of our rights is declared to be necessary for the

aggrandizement of the government, they are more contented

than I am.

Another thing which they have not mentioned, is the

power of treaties. Two thirds of the senators present can

make treaties ; and they are, when made, to be the supreme

law of the land, and are to be paramount to the state con-

stitutions. We wish to guard against the temporary sus-

pension of our great national rights. We wish some

qualification of this dangerous power. We wish to modify

it One amendment which has been wished for, in this

respect, is, that no treaty should be made without the
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consent of a considerable majority of both houses. I might

go on and enumerate many other great rights entirely

neglected by their subsequent amendments ; but I shall pass

over them in silence. I am astonished at what my worthy

friend (Mr. Innes) said— that we have no right of proposing

previous amendments. That honorable gentleman is en-

dowed with great eloquence— eloquence splendid, mag-

nificent, and sufficient to shake the human mind ! He has

brought the whole force of America against this state. He
has also strongly represented our comparative weakness,

with respect to the powers of Europe. But when I review

the actual state of things, I see that dangers from thence are

merely ideal. His reasoning has no effect on me. He
cannot shake my political faith. He admits our power over

subsequent amendments, though not over previous amend-

ments. Where is the distinction between them ? If we
have a right to depart from the letter of our comFuission

in one instance, we have in the other; for subsequent

amendments have no higher authority than previous. We
shall be absolutely certain of escaping danger in the one case,

but not in the other. I think the apprehension expressed

by another honorable gentleman has no good foundation.

He apprehended civil discord if we did not adopt. I am
willing to concede that he loves his country. I will, for the

sake of argument, aHow that I am one of the meanest of

those who love their country. But what does this amount to ?

The great and direct end of government is liberty. Secure

our liberty and privileges, and the end of government is an-

swered. If this be not etfectually done, government is an

evil. What amendments does he propose which secure our

liberty ? I ask pardon if 1 make a mistake, but it seems to

me that his proposed subsequent amendments do not secure

one single right. They say that your rights are secured in

the paper on the table, so that these subsequent amendments

are a mere supererogation. They are not necessary, because

the objects intended to be secured by them are secured already.

What is to become of the trial by jury ? Had its security been

made a part of the Constitution, it would have been suffi-

ciently guarded. But as it is, in that proposition it is by no

means explicitly secured. Is it not trifling to admit the

necessity of securing it, and not do it in a positive, une-

quivocal manner ? I wish I could place it in any other view
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than a trifling one. It is only intended to attack every

project of introducing amendments. If they are serious,

why do they not join us, and ask, in a manly, firm, and reso

lute manner, for these amendments ? Their view is to defeat

every attempt to amend. When they speak of their subse-

quent recommend-itions, they tell you that amendments must

be got, and the next moment they say they are unnecessary

!

I beg pardon of this house for having taken up more time

than came to my share, and I thank them for the patience

and poHte attention with which I have been heard. If I

shall be in the minority, I shall have those painful sensations

which arise from a conviction of being overpowered in a good

cause. Yet I will be a peaceable citizen. My head, my
hand, and my heart, shall be at liberty to retrieve the loss

of liberty, and remove the defects of that system in a

constitutional way. I wish not to go to violence, but will

wait with hopes that the spirit which predominated in the

revolution is not yet gone, nor the cause of those who are

attached to the revolution yet lost. I shall therefore pa-

tiently wait in expectation of seeing that government

changed, so as to be compatible with the safety, liberty, and

happiness, of the people.

Gov. RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, one parting word

I humbly supplicate.

The suffrage which I shall give in favor of the Constitution

will be ascribed, by malice, to motives unknown to my breast.

But, although for every other act of my life I shall seek

refuge in the mercy of God, for this I request his justice

only. Lest, however, some future annalist should, in the

spirit of party vengeance, deign to mention my name, lei

him recite these truths— that I went to the federal Conven-

tion with the strongest affection for the Union; that I acted

there in full conformity with this affection ; that I refused to

subscribe, because I had, as I stilt have, objections to the Con-

stitution, and wished a free inquiry into its merits ; and that

the accession of eight states reduced our deliberations to the

single question of Union or no Union.

Mr. President now resumed the chair, and Mr. Matthews reported, that

the committee had, according to order, again had the proposed Constitu-

tion under their consideration, and had gone through the same, and come
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o several resolutions thereupon, which he read in his place, and after-

wards delivered in at the clerk's table, where the same were again read,

and are as foUoweth:—
" Whereas the powers granted under the proposed Constitution are the

gift of tlie people, and every power not granted thereby remains with

them, and at their will,— no right, therefore, of any denomination, can

be cancelled, abridired, restrained, or modified, by the Congress, by the

Seniife or House of Representatives, acting in any capacity, by the Presi-

dent, or any department or officer of the United States, except in those

instances in which power is given by the Constitution for those purposes;

and, among other essential rights, liberty of conscience and of the press

cannot be cancelled, abridged, restrained, or modified, by any authority

Of the United States.

" And whereas any imperfections, which may exist in the said Consti-

tution, ought rather to be examined in the mode prescribed therein for

obtaining amendments, than by a delay, with a hope of obtaining previous

amendments, to bring the Union into danger,

—

" Resolved, That it is the opinion of this committee, that the said Con-

stitution be ratified. But in order to relieve the apprehensions of those

who may be solicitous for amendments,

—

" Resolved, That it is the opinion of this committee, that whatsoever

amendments may be deemed necessary, be recommended to the consid-

eration of the Congress which shall first assemble under the said Consti-

tution, to be acted upon according to the mode prescribed in the 5th

article thereof."

The 1st resolution being read a second time, a motion was made, and

the question being put, to amend the same by substituting, in lieu of the

said resolution and \is preamble, the following resolution,

—

" Resolved, That, previous to the ratification of the new Constitution of

government recommended by the late federal Convention, a declaration of

rights, asserting, and securing from encroachment, the great principles of

civil and religious liberty, and the unalienable rights of the people, to-

gether with amendments to the most exceptionable parts of the said Con-

stitution of government, ought to be referred by this Convention to the

other states in the American confederacy for their consideration," —
It passed in the negative— ayes, 80; noes, 88.

On motion of Mr. Patrick Henry, seconded by Mr. Theodorick Bland,

the ayes and noes, on the said question, were taken, as follows:—
AYES.

Edmund Custis,

John Pride,

p]dmnnJ Booker
William Cabell,

Samuel Jordan Cabell,

John Triffg,

Charles Clay,

H. Lee, of Bourbon,
Jo*m Jones,

Binns Jones,

Charles Patteson,

David Bell,

Robert Alexander,

Edmujid Winston,

Thomas Read,
Benjamin Harrison,

John Tyler,

David Patteson,

Stephen Pankey,
Joseph Michaux,
Thomas H. Drew,
French Strother,

Joel Early,

Joseph Jones,

William Watkins,
Meriwether Smith,

James Upshaw,
John Fowler,

Samuel Richardson,

Joseph Haden,
John Early,

Thomas Arthurs,

John Guprrant,

William Sampson,
Isaac Coles,

George Carrmgton,

Parke Goodall,

J. Carter Littlepago,

Thomas Cooper,

John Marr,

Thomas Roane,
Holt Riches'-n,
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Benjamin Temple,
S. Thompson Mason,
William White,
Jonathan Patteson,

Christopher Robertsoni

John Logan,
Henry Pawling,

John Miller,

Green Clay,

Samuel Hopkins,
Richard Kennon,
Thomas Allen,

Alexander Robertson,

E. Pendleton, President,

George Parker,

George Nicholas,

Wilson Nicholas,

Zachariah Johnson,

Archibald S'uart,

Williiim Dark,

Adam Stephen,

Martin M'Ferran,
William Fleming,

James Taylor, of Caroline,

Paul Carrington,

Miles King,

Worlich VVestwood,

David Stuart,

Charles Simms,
Humphrey Marshall,

Martin Pickett,

Humphrey Brooke,

J. Sherman Woodcock,
Alexander White,
Warner Lewis,

Thomas Smith,

George Clendinen,

John Stewart,

William Mason,
Daniel Fisher,

Andrew Wooarow,
Ralph Humphreys,
George Jackson,

John Evans,

Walter Crocket,

Abraham Trigg,

Matthew Walton,
John Steele,

Robert Williams,

J. Wilson, of Pittsylvania,

Thomas Turpin,

Patrick Henry,
Robert Lawson,
Edmund Ruffin,

Theodorick Bland,

Williahi Grayson,

NOES.

John Prunty,

Isaac Vanmeter,
Abel Seymour,
Governor Randolph,
John Marshall,

Nathaniel Burwell,

Robert Andrews,
James Johnson,

Robert Breckenridge,

Rice Bullock,

William Fleet,

Burdet Ashton,

William Thornton,

J. Gordon, of Lancaster,

Henry Towles,
Levin Powell,

Wm. Overton Callis,

Ralph Wormley, Jr.,

Francis Corbin,

William M'Clerry,

Willis Riddick,

Solomon Shepherd,

William Clayton,

Burwell Bassett,

James Webb,
James Taylor, of Norfolk,

John Stringer,

Littleton Eyre,

Walter Jones,

Thomas Gaskins,

Cuthbort Bullitt,

Thomas Carter,

Henry Dickensoi
James Monroe,
John Dawson,
George Mason,
Andrew Buchanan,
John Powell Briggs

Thomas Edmunds,
Richard Carey,

Samuel Edminson,
James Montgomery.

Archibald Woods,
Ebenezer Zane,

James Madison,

J. Gordon, of Orango,
William Ronald,

Anthony Waike,
Thomas Walke,
Benj imin Wilson,

J. Wilson, of Randolph
Walker Tomlin.
William Peachy,
William M'Kee,
Andrew Moore,
Thomas Lewis,

Gabriel Jones,

Jacob R inker,

John Williams,

Benjamin Blunt,

Samuel Kello,

John Hartwell Cocke,

John Allen,

Cole Digges,

H. Lee, of Westmorelano
Bushrod Washington,
John Blair,

George Wythe,
James Innes,

Thomas Mattliews.

And then, the main question being put that the Convention do agree

with the committee in the said 1st resolution, it was resolved in the ajir-

maiive— ayes, 89; noes, 79.

On the motion of Mr. George Mason, seconded by Mr. Patrick Henry,
the ayes and noes, on the said main question, were taken, as follows —

E. Pendleton, President,

Georire Parker,

George Nicholas,

vVilson Nicholas,

Zachariah Johnson,
Archibald Stuart,

William Dark,

AYES.

Adam Stephen, Worlich Westwood.
Martin M'Ferran, David Stuart,

William Flemin?, Charles Simms,
James Taylor, of Caroline, Humphrey Marshall,

Paul Carrington, Martin Pickett,

David Patteson, Humphrey Brooke,
Miles King, John S. Woodcock,
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Alexander White,
Warner Lewis,

Thomas Smith,

George Clendinen,

John Stewart,

William Mason,
Daniel Fisher,

Andrew Woodrow,
Ralph Humphreys,
George Jackson,

John Prunty,

Isaac Vanmeter,
Abel Seymour,
Governor Randolph,
John Marshall,

Nathaniel Burwell,

Robert Andrews,
Tames Johnson,

Robert Breckenridge,

Rice Bullock,

William Fleet,

Burdet Ashton,

William Thornton,

Kdraund Custis,

John Pride,

Edmund Brooker,

William Cabell,

Samuel Jordan Cabell,

John Tri?g,

Charles Clay,

Henry Lee, of Bourbon,

John Jones,

Binns Jones,

Charles Patteson,

David Bell,

Robert Alexander,

Edmund Winston,
Thomris Read,
John Tyler,

Stephen Pankey,
Joshua Michaux,
Thomas H. Drew,
French Strother,

Joel Early,

Joseph Jones,

William Walkins,
Meriwether Smith,

James Upshaw,
John Fowler,

J. Gordon, of Lancaster,

Henry Towles,

Levin Powell,

W. Overton Callis,

Ralph Wormley, Jun.,

Francis Corbin,

William M'Clerry,

Willis Riddick,

Solomon Shepherd,

William Clayton,

Burwell Bassett,

James Webb,
J. Taylor, of Norfolk,

John Stringer,

Littleton Eyre,

Walter Jones,

Thomas Gaskins,

Archibald Woods,
Ebenezer Zane,
James Madison,
Jamf'S Gordon, of Orange,

William Ronald,

Anthony Walke,

NOES.

Samuel Richardson,

Joseph Haden,
John Early,

Thomas Arthurs,

John Guerrant,

William Sampson,
Isaac Coles,

George Carrington,

Parker Goodall,

John Carter Littlepage,

Thomas Cooper,

John Marr,

Thomas Roane,
Holt Richeson,

Benjamin Temple,
Stephens '!\ Mason,
William White,

Jonathan Patteson,

Christop'ier Robertson,

John Loofan,

Henry P iwling,

John Miller,

Green Clay,

Samuel Hopkins,

Richard Kennon,
Thomas Allen,

Thomas Walke,
Benjamin Wilson,

J. Wilson, of Randolpli,

Walker Tomlin,
William Peachy,
William M'Kee,
Andrew Moore,
Thomas Lewis,

Gabriel Jones,

Jacob Rinker,

John Williams,

Benjamin Blunt,

Samuel Kello,

John Hartwell Cocke,

John Allen,

Cole Digges,

H. Lee, of Westmoreland,
Bnshrod Washington,
John Blair,

George Wythe,
James Innes,

Thomas Matthews.

Alexander Robertson,

John Evans,

Walter Crocket,

Abraham Trigg,

Matthew Walton,
John Steele,

Robert Williams,

J. Wilson, of Pittsylvania,

Thomas Turpin,

Patrick Henry,
Robert Lawson,
Edmund Ruffin,

Theodorick Bland,

William Grayson,

Cuthbert Bullitt,

Thomas Curter,

Henry Dickenson,

Jame.8 Monroe,
John Dawson,
George Mason,
Andrew Buchanan,
John Howell Brigga,

Thomas Edmunds,
Richard Cary,

Samuel Edminson,
James Montgomery

The 2d resolution being then read a second time, a motion was made,

and, the question being put to amend the same by striking out the

preamTiie thereto, it was resolved in the affirmative.

And then, the main question being put, that the Convention do agree

with the committee in the 2d resolution so amended, it was resolved in

the affirmative.

On motion. Ordered, That a committee be appointed to prepare and
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report a form of ratification pursuant to the first resolution; a..d that Gov
ernor Randolph, Mr. Nicholas, Mr. Madison, Mr. Marshall, and Mr. Cor

bin, compose the said committee.

On motion, Ordered, That a committee be appointed to prepare and

report such amendments as by them shall be deemed necessary, to be

recommended, pursuant to the second resolution; and that the Hon.

George Wythe, Mr. Harrison, Mr. Matthews, Mr. Henry, Governor Ran-

dolph, Mr. George Mason, Mr. Nicholas, Mr. Grayson, Mr. Madison, Mr.

Tyler, Mr. John Marshall, Mr. Monroe, Mr. Ronald, Mr. Bland, Mr.

Meriwether Smith, Mr. Paul Carrington, Mr. Innes, Mr. Hopkins, Mr.

John Blair, and Mr. Simms, compose the said committee.

His excellency, Governor RANDOLPH, reported, from the committee

appointed, according to order, a form of ratifcation, which was read

and agreed to by the Convention, in the words following : VIRGINIA,
TO WIT :

" We, the delegates of the people of Virginia, duly elected in pursu-

ance of a recommendation from the General Assembly, and now met

in Convention, having fully and freely investigated and discussed the pro-

ceedings of the federal Convention, and being prepared, as well as

the most mature deliberation hath enabled us, to decide thereon,

Do, in the name and in behalf of the people of Virginia, declare and

make known, that the powers granted under the Constitution, being de-

rived from the people of the United States, be resumed by them whenso-

ever the same shall be perverted to their injury or oppression, and that

every power, not granted thereby, remains with them, and at their will;

that, therefore, no right, of any denomination, can be cnncelled, abridged,

restrained, or modifi^ed, by the Congress, by the Senate or House of Rep-

resentatives, acting in any capacity, by the President, or any department

or officer of the United States, except in those instances in which power

is given by the Constitution for those purposes; and that, among other

essential rights, the liberty of conscience and of the press cannot be

cancelled, abridged, restrained, or modified, by any authority of the

United States.

" With these impressions, with a solemn appeal to the Searcher of hearts

for the purity of our intentions, and under the conviction that whatsoever

imperfections may exist in the Constitution ought rather to be examined

in the mode prescribed therein, than to bring the Union into danger

by delay, with a hope of obtaining amendments previous to the ratif

cation,

—

" We, the said delegates, in the name and behalf of the people of Vir-

ginia, do, by these presents, assent to and ratify the Constitution, recom-

mended on the seventeenth day of September, one thousand seven hun-

dred and eighty-seven, by the federal Convention, for the government of

the United States ; hereby announcing to all those whom it may concern,

that the said Constitution is binding upon the said people, according to

an authentic copy hereto annexed, in the words following."

[For the Constitution, see the commencement of Vol. I.]

Thursday, June 26, 1788.

An engrossed form of the ratification agreed to yesterday, containing

the proposed Constitution of government, as recommended by the federal

Convention on the seventeenth day of September, one thousand seven
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hundred and eighty-seven, being prepared by the secretary, was read and

signed by the president, in behalf of the Convention.

On motion. Ordered, That the said ratification be transmitted by the

president, in the name of this Convention, to the United States in Con
gress assembled.

On motion, Ordered, That there be allowed to the president of this

Convention, for his services, the sum of forty shillings per day, including

his daily pay as a member ; to the secretary, the sum of forty pounds
;
to

the chaplain, the sum of thirty-two pounds; to the serjeant, the sum of

twenty-four pounds ; to the clerk of the committee of privileges, the sum

of twenty pounds; and to each of the door-keepers, the sum of fifteen

pounds, for their respective services.

Friday, June 27, 1788.

Another engrossed form of the ratification, agreed to on Wednesda)

last, containing the proposed Constitution of government, as recommended

by the federd Convention on the seventeenth day of September, one

tnousand seven hundred and eighty-seven, being prepared by the sec-

retary, was read and signed by the president, in behalf of the Con-

vention.

On motion. Ordered, That the said ratification be deposited by the

secretary of this Convention in the archives of the General Assembly of

this state.

Mr. WYTHE reported, from the committee appointed, such amend-

ments to the proposed Constitution of government for the United States

as were by them deemed necessary to be recommended to the considera-

iion of the Congress which shall first assemble under the said Consti-

tution, to be acted upon according to the mode prescribed in the .5th

article thereof; and he read the same in his place, and afterwards delivered

them in at the clerk's table, where the same were again read, and are as

follows :
—

" That there be a declaration or bill of rights asserting, and securing

from encroachment, the essential and unalienable rights of the people, in

some such manner as the following :
—

" 1st. That there are certain natural rights, of which men, when they

form a social compact, cannot deprive or divest their posterity ;
among

which are the enjoyment of life and liberty, with the means of acquiring,

possessing, and protecting property, and pursuing and obtaining happiness

and safety.

"2d. That all power is naturally invested in, and consequently de-

rived from, the people ; thatmagistrat.es therefore are \he\x trustees and

agents, at all times amenable to them.
•' 3d. That government ought to be instituted for the common benefit, pro-

tection, and security of the people ; and that the doctrine of non-resistance

against arbitrary power and oppression is absurd, slavish, and destructive

to the good and happiness of mankind.
" 4th. That no man or set of men are entitled to separate or exclusive

public emoluments or privileges from the community, but in consideration

of public services, which not being descendible, neither ought the offices

of magistrate, legislator, or judge, or any other public office, to be here-

ditary.

"5th. That the legislative, executive, and judicial powers of govern*

VOL. III. 83
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ment should be separate and distinct ; and, that the members of the two

first may be restrained from oppression by feeling and participating the

public burdens, they should, at fixed periods, be reduced to a private

station, return into the mass of the people, and the vacancies be supplied

by certain and regular elections, in which all or any part of the former

members to be eligible or ineligible, as the rules of the Constitution of

government, and the laws, shall direct.

" 6th. That the elections of represesitatives in the legislature ought to

be free and frequent, and all men having sufficient evidence of permanent

common interest with, and attachment to, the community, ought to have

the right of suffrage; and no aid, charge, tax, or fee, can be set, rated,

or levied, upon the people without their own consent, or that of their rep-

resentatives, so elected ; nor can they be bound by any law to which they

have not, in like manner, assented, for the public good.
" 7th. That all power of suspending laws, or the execution of laws, by

any authority, without the consent of the representatives of the people in

the legislature, is injurious to their rights, and ought not to be exercised.

" 8th. That, in all criminal and capital prosecutions, a man hath a

right to demand the cause and nature of his accusation, to be confronted

with the accusers and witnesses, to call for evidence, and be allowed

counsel in his favor, and to a fair and speedy trial by an impartial jury of his

vicinage, without whose unanimous consent he cannot be found guilty,

(except in the government of the land and naval forces;) nor can he be

compelled to give evidence against himself.

"9th. That no freeman ought to be taken, imprisoned, or disseized of

his freehold, liberties, privileges, or franchises, or outlawed, or exiled, or

in any manner destroyed, or deprived of his life, liberty, or property, but

by the law of the land.

" 10th. That every freeman restrained of his liberty is entitled to a

remedy, to inquire into the lawfulness thereof, and to remove the same, if

unlawful, and that such remedy ought not to be denied nor delayed.

" 11th. That, in controversies respecting property, and in suits be-

tween man and man, the ancient trial by jury is one of the greatest secu-

rities to the rights of the people, and to remain sacred and inviolable.

" 12th, That every freeman ought to find a certain remedy, by re-

course to the laws, for all injuries and wrongs he may receive in his per-

son, property, or character. He ought to obtain right and justice freely,

without sale, completely and without denial, promptly and without delay
;

and that all establishments or regulations contravening these rights are

oppressive and unjust.

" I3th. That excessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive

fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.

" 14th. That every freeman has a right to be secure from all un-

reasonable searches and seizures of his person, his papers, and property;

all warrants, therefore, to search suspected places, or seize any freeman,

his papers, or property, without information on oath (or affirmation of a

person religiously scrupulous of taking an oath) of legal and sufficient

cause, are grievous and oppressive ; and all general warrants to search

suspected places, or to apprehend any suspected person, without specially

naming or describing the place or person, are dangerous, and ought not

to be granted,
" 15th. That the people have a right peaceably to assemble together to
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consuk for the common good, or to instruct their representatives ; and

that every freeman has a right to petition or apply to the legislature for

redress of grievances.
" 16th. That the people have a right to freedom of speech, and of writ-

ing and publishing their sentiments ; that the freedom of the press is one

of the greatest bulwarks of liberty, and ought not to be violated.

" 17th. That the people have a right to keep and bear arms ; that a well-

regulated militia, composed of the body of the people trained to arms, is

the proper, natural, and safe defence of a free state ; that standing armies^

in time of peace, are dangerous to liberty, and therefore ought to be

avoided, as ftir as the circumstances and protection of the community will

admit ; and that, in all cases, the military should be under strict subordi-

nation to, and governed by, the civil power.
" 13th. That no soldier in time of peace ought to be quartered m any

house without the consent of the owner, and in time of war in such

manner only as the law directs.

" 19th. That any person religiously scrupulous of bearing arms oui^ht

to be exempted, upon payment of an equivalent to employ another to bear

arms in his stead.

" 20th. That religion, or the duty which we owe to our Creator, and the

manner of discharging it, can be directed only by reason and conviction,

not by force or violence; and therefore all men have an equal, natural, and

unalienable right to the free exercise of religion, according to the dictates

of conscience, and that no particular religious sect or society ought to be

favored or established, by law, in preference to others."

AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION.

" 1st. That each state in the Union shall respectively retain every power,

jurisdiction, and right, which is not by this Constitution delegated to the

Congress of the United States, or to the departments of the federal gov

ernment.
" 2d. That there shall be one representative for every thirty thousand,

according to the enumeration or census mentioned in the Constitution,

until the whole number of representatives amounts to two hundred ; after

which, that number shall be continued or increased, as Congress shall di-

rect, upon the principles fixed in the Constitution, by apportioning the

representatives of each state to some greater number of people, from time

to time, as population increases.

" 3d. When the Congress shall lay direct taxes or excises, they shall

immediately inform the executive power of each state, of the quota of such

state, according to the census herein directed, which is proposed to be

thereby raised ; and if the legislature of any state shall pass a law which

shall be effectual for raising such quota at the time required by Congress,

the taxes and excises laid by Congress shall not be collected in such

state.

" 4th. That the members of the Senate and House of Representatives

shall be ineligible to, and incapable of holding, any civil office under the

authority of the United States, during the time for which they shall re-

spectively be elected.

" 5th. That the journals of the proceedings of the Senate and House of

Representatives shall be published at least once in every year, except such
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parts thereof, relating to treaties, alliances, or military operations, as, in

their judgment, recjuire secrecy.

" (jth. That a regular statement and account of the receipts and ex-

penditures of public money shall be published at least once a year.

" 7th. That no commercial treaty shall be ratified without the concur

rence of two thirds of the whole number of the members of the Senate
;

and no treaty ceding, contracting, restraining, or suspending, the territorial

rights or claims of the United States, or any of them, or their, or any of

their rights or claims to fishing in the American seas, or navigating the

American rivers, shall be made, but in cases of the most urgent and ex-

treme necessity ; nor shall any such treaty be ratified without the con-

currence of three fourths of the whole number of the members of both

houses respectively.

"8th. That no navigation law, or law regulating commerce, shall be

passed without the consent of two thirds of the members present, in both

houses.
•' 9th. That no standing army, or regular troops, shall be raised, or kept

up, in time of peace, without the consent of two thirds of the members

present, in both houses.

" 10th. That no soldier shall be enlisted for any longer term than four

years, except in time of war, and then for no longer term than the con-

tinuance of the war.
"

1 1th. That each state respectively shall have the power to provide for

organizing, arming, and disciplining its own militia, whensoever Congress

shall omit or neglect to provide for the same. That the militia shall not

be subject to martial law, except when in actual service, in time of war,

invasion, or rebellion ; and when not in the actual service of the United

States, shall be subject only to such fines, penalties, and punishments, as

shall be directed or inflicted by the laws of its own state.

" 12th. That the exclusive power of legislation given to Congress over

the federal town and its adjacent district, and other places, purchased

or to be purchased by Congress of any' of the states, shall extend only

to such regulations as respect the police and good government thereof

" I3th. That no person shall be capable of being President of the

United States for more than eight years in any term of sixteen years.

" 14th. That the judicial power of the United States shall be vested

In one Supreme Court, and in such courts of admiralty as Congress may

from time to time ordain and establish in an,y of the different states. The
judicial power shall extend to all cases in law and equity arising under

treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United

States ; to all cases affecting ambassadors, other foreign ministers, and

consuls ; to all cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction ;
to contro-

versies to which the United States shall be a party ; to controversies be-

tween two or more states, and between parties claiming lands under the

grants of different states. In all cases affecting ambassadors, other for-

eign ministers, and consuls, and those in which a state shall be a party,

the Supreme Court shall have original jurisdiction ;
in all other cases

before mentioned, the Supreme Court shall have appellate jurisdiction,

as to matters of law only, except in cases of equity, and of admiralty, and

maritime jurisdiction, in which the Supreme Court shall have appellate

jurisdiction both as to law and fact, with such exceptions and under

such regulations as the Congress shall make : but the judicial power of
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the United States shall extend to no case where the cause of action shall

have originated before the ratification of the Constitution, except in dis-

putes between states about their territory, disputes between persons

claiming lands under the grants of different states, ;ind suits for debts

due to the United States.

" 15th. Tiiat, in criminal prosecutions, no man shall be restrained in

the exercise of the usual and accustomed right of challenging or except-

ing to the jury.

" 16th. That Congress shall not alter, modify, or interfere in the times,

places, or manner of holding elections for senators and representatives,

or either of them, except when the legislature of any state shall neg-

lect, refuse, or be disabled, by invasion or rebellion, to prescribe the

same.
" I7th. That those clauses which declare that Congress shall not exer-

cise certain powers, be not interpreted, in any manner whatsoever, to

extend the powers of Congress; but that they be construed either as

making exceptions to the specified powers where this shall be the case,

or otherwise, as inserted merely for greater caution.

" ISth. That the laws ascertaining the compensation of senators and

representatives for their services, be postponed, in their operation, until

after the election of representatives immediately succeeding the passing

thereof; that excepted which shall first be passed on the subject.

" 19th. That some tribunal other than the Senate be provided for trying

impeachments of senators.

" 2i)th. That the salary of a judge shall not be increased or diminished

durino- his continuance in office, otherwise than by general regulations

of salary, which may take place on a revision of the subject at stated pe-

riods of not less than seven years, to commence from the time such sal-

aries shall be first ascertained by Congress."

And the Convention do, in the name and behalf of the people of this

commonwealth, enjoin it upon their representatives in Congress to exert

all their influence, and use all reasonable and legal methods, to obtain a

ratification of the foregoing alterations and provisions, in the manner pro-

vided by the 5th article of the said Constitution ; and, in all congressional

laws to be passed in the mean time, to conform to the spirit of these

amendments, as far as the said Constitution will admit.

And so much of the said amendments as is contained in the first

twenty articles, constituting the bill of rights, being read again. Resolved,

That this Convention doth concur therein.

The other amendments to the said proposed Constitution, contained in

twenty-one articles, being then again read, a motion was made, and the

question being put,— to amend the same by striking out the third article,

containing these words,

—

" When Congress shall lay direct taxes or excises, they shall immedi-

ately inform the executive power of each state of the quota of such state,

according to the census herein directed, which is proposed to be there-

by raised ; and if the legislature of any state shall pass a law which

shall be effectual for raising such quota at the time required by Con
gress, the taxes and excises laid by Congress shall not be colh.cted in

such slate," —
Jt passed in the negative— ayes, 65 ; no«9, 85.

VOL. III. 56
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On motion of Mr. George Nicholas, seconded by Mr. Benjamin Har-
rison, the ayes and noes on the said question were taken, as follow-

eth :
—

AYES.

George Parker,

George Nicholas,

Wilson Nicholas,

Zachariah Johnson,
Archibald Stuart,

William Dark,
Adam Stephen,

Martin M'Ferran,
J. Taylor, of Caroline,

David Stuart,

Charles Simms,
John Prunty,

Abel Seymour,
Governor Randolph,
John Marshall,

Nathaniel Burwell,

Robert Andrews,
James Johnson,

Rice Bullock,

Burdet Ashton,

William Thorp^'-n,

Henry Towlea

E. Pendleton President,

William Clayton,

Burwell Bassett,

Matthew Walton,
John Strele,

Robert Williams,
John Wilson,
Thomas Turpin,

Patrick Henry,
Edmund Ruffin,

Theodorick Bland,

William Grayson,
Cuthbert Bullitt,

Walter Tomlin,
William M'Kee,
Thomas Carter,

Henry Dickenson,
James Monroe,
John Dawson,
George Mason,
Andrew Buchanan,
John Hartwell Cocke,
John Howell Briggs,

Thomas Edmonds,
Richard Carey,

Samuel Edminson,
James Montgomery,

Archibald Woods,
James Madison,

J. Gordon, of Orange,
William Ronald,

Thomas Walke,
Anthony Walke,
Benjamin Wilson,
John Wilson,
William Peachy,
Andrew Moore,
Thomas Lewis,

Humphrey Marshall,

Martin Pickett,

Humphrey Brooke,

John S. Woodcock,
Alexander White,
Warner Lewis,

Thomas Sinitli,

John Stewart,

Daniel Fisher,

Alexander Woodrow,
George Jackson,

NOES.

Edmund Custis,

John Pride,

William Cabell,

Samuel Jordan Cabell,

John Trigg,

Charles Clay,

William Fleming,
Henry Lee, of Bourbon,

John Jones,

Binns Jones,

Charles Patteson,

David Bell,

Robert Alexander,

Edmund Wins,ton,

Thomas Read,
Paul Carrington,

Benjamin Harrison,

John Tyler,

David Patteson,

Stephen Pankey, Jun.,

Joseph Michaux,
French Strother,

Joseph Jones,

Miles Kin^,
Joseph Haden,
John Early,

Thomas Arthurs,

Levin Powell,

Wm. Overton Callis.

Ralph Wormley, Jun.,

Francis Corbin,

William M'Clerry,

James Webb,
James Taylor, of Norfolk

John Stnnger,

Littleton Eyre,

Walter Jones,

Thomas Gaskins,

Gabriel Jones,

Jacob Rinker,

John Williams,

Benjamin Blunt,

Samuel Kello,

John Allen,

Cole Digges,

Bushrod Washington,
George Wythe,
Thomas Matthews.

John Guerrant,

William Sampson,
Isaac Coles,

George Carrington,

Parke Goodall,

John Carter Littlepage,

Thomas Cooper,

William Fleete,

Thomas Roane,
Holt Richesnn,

Benjamin Temple,
J. Gordon, of Lancaster,

Stephens T. Mason,
Wilham White,
Jonathan Patteson,

John Logan,
Henry Pawling,
John Miller,

Green Clay,

Samuel Hopkins,
Richard Kennon,
Thomas Allen,

Alexander Robertson,

Walter Crocket,

Abraham Trigg,

Solomon Shepherd.

And then, the mam question being put, that this Convention doth con-

cur with the committee in the said amendments, —
It was resolved in the affirmative.
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On motion, Ordered, That the foregoing amendments be fairly engrossed

upon parchment, signed by the president of this Convention, and by

him transmitted, together with the ratification of the federal Constitution,

to the United States in Congress assembled.

On motion, Ordered, That a fair, engrossed copy of the ratification of

the federal Constitution, with the subsequent amendments this day agreed

to, signed by the president, and attested by the secretary of this Conven-

tion, be transmitted by the president, in the name of the Convention, to

the executive or legislature of each state in the Union.

Ordered, That the secretary do cau^e the journal of the proceedings

of this Convention to be fairly entered into a well-bound book, and, after

being signed by the president, and attested by the secretary, that he de-

posit the same in the archives of the privy council, or council of state.

On motion, Ordered, That the printer to this Convention do strike,

forthwith, fifty copies of the ratification and subsequent amendments of

the federal Constitution, for the use of each county in the commonwealth.

On motion. Ordered, That the public auditor be requested to adju.st the

accounts of the printer to the Convention for his services, and of the

workmen who made some temporary repairs and alterations in the new

academy, for the accommodation of the Convention, and to grant his war-

rant on the treasurer for the sum due the respective claimants.

On motion. Resolved, unanimously. That the thanks of the Convention

be presented to the president, for his able, upright, and impartial discharge

of the duties of that office.

Whereupon the president made his acknowledgment to the Convention

for so distinguished a mark of its approbation.

And then the Convention adjourned, " sine die."

Signed, EDMUND PENDLETON, President.

Attest, John Beckley, Secretary.
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